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Ekilant, Yuchi Chief and Dance Leader.
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ETHNOLOGY OF THE YUCHI INDIANS.

INTRODUCTION.

In the summers of 1904 and 1905 I spent a total of about four months

among the Yuchi Indians of the Creek nation in Oklahoma collecting material

for the Bureau of American Ethnology. The investigation was undertaken at

the recommendation of Dr. Franz Boas of Columbia University. Funds to

cover transportation and the collection of ethnological specimens were furnished

by the American Museum of Natural History upon both occasions under Dr.

Boas's recommendation. The greater part of the ethnological material

offered in this paper was obtained at the same time, and is published with the

permission of both the scientific institutions concerned.

Again during the winter of 1908 while holding a Harrison fellowship at the

University of Pennsylvania, I was able under special provision of the Provost

to make a third visit to the Yuchi for the purpose of completing my observa-

tions, and the studies which are embodied in the present work took their final

form during this period.

It has been my object simply to give an account of the Yuchi Indians

as they exist at the present day and as they presented themselves to me during

my several periods of residence among them, purposely avoiding any

lengthy discussion of the conditions which I encountered. Much of the

description is based directly upon observation; the rest of the matter \v:is

obtained from informants who are responsible for its accuracy

Among the latter were GAmbesl'ne (Jim Brown), Ekilant; (Louis Long),

Ka'Kd (John Wolf), George Clinton, John Big Pond, Gonlantcine (Jim Tiger),

Henry Long, and Fago
Ko

n
wl', all of whom held civil or religious offices in the

tribe, and others who from time to time appeared to be well informed upon

special topics.

(5)
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THE YTJCHI INDIANS.

Among the indigenous tribes of the southeastern United States, living

within a territory roughly denned by the borders of Georgia and South Carolina,

was one, exhibiting a type of culture common to the inhabitants of the

country bordering on the Gulf of Mexico east of the Mississippi river, whose

members called themselves Tsoyahd, "Offspring of the Sun," otherwise known

as the Yuchi. Constituting an independent linguistic stock (called Uchean

in Powell's classification), their earliest associations, in so far as these are

revealed by history and tradition, were identified with the banks of the

Savannah river where they lived at a very early time in contact with a

southern band of Shawnee, and near the seats of the Cherokee, the Catawba,

the Santee, and the Yamasi. These tribes, together with the Yuchi,

represent five distinct linguistic stocks; a greater diversity of language than

is usually found in so restricted an area east of the Mississippi. The Yuchi

maintain that they were originally one of the large tribes of the Southeast

which, suffering oppression at the hands of encroaching tribes of the Muskogian

stock, became much reduced and was finally incorporated, together with the

Shawnee, into the loose coalition of southeastern tribes known in colonial

history as the Creek confederacy or the Creek Nation. Indeed it is supposed,

and is moreover highly probable, that in the course of extended migrations

the Creeks pressed for a considerable length of time upon the Yuchi, who, in

a fruitless effort to check the advance of the Muskogi confederacy, resisted

the pressure as long as they were able, eventually made peace and themselves

joined the league.
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HISTORICAL SKETCH

The early historical and literary sources of information about the Yuchi are

very meagre indeed. De Soto in his invasion of the Florida wilderness (1540)

is believed to have entered Yuchi territory, and it may be granted that an

examination of some names mentioned by his chroniclers would appear to give

some color to this belief. 1 Among other examples of the kind a town

named Cofitachiqui, variously spelled, where De Soto was hospitably received

by the "Queen," is believed without much hesitation by some writers to have

been a Yuchi town. The Yuchi, however, do not recognize the terms Cofi-

tachiqui, Cutifachiqui, or any similar forms of the name given by Biedma,

Ranjel, or the Gentleman of Elvas. On the other hand, evidence of De Soto's

contact with the Yuchi is not entirely wanting in these narratives, for we are

told of a captive who claimed to belong to a people eastward in a land called

"Yupaha," which in Yuchi means 'in the distant heights,' (yuba, 'far high,' he

'in,') or 'the high people' (yuba, ha collective particle, 'people'). This piece of

evidence stands quite by itself, for it is rather hazardous to attempt to identify

with the Yuchi any of the other tribal names given by the Spanish explorers.

There is a possibility that the French under Ribault and Laudonniere came in

contact with the Yuchi, or at least with tribes of similar culture, at the mouth
of the St. John's river at Fort Caroline in 1564, but the evidence furnished by
a study of names is not any more satisfactory in this case. The customs of

the natives encountered, however, agree with those of the Yuchi, judging
from the pictures made by Le Moyne,

2 the artist of the expedition.

About the year 1729 the Yuchi are supposed to have been gathered on the

Chattahoochee river under the protection of the Creek confederacy. Hardly

anything more is heard of the tribe until shortly before 1791, when it was

visited by William Bartram of Philadelphia, who recorded a few facts about

Yuchi town and its houses.3 He thought the Indians numbered 1000 or

1500, as they were said to muster 500 gun men. Later, in 1798-99, we find

the Yuchi described by Benj. Hawkins,
4 as constituting one of the chief

towns of the Lower Creeks, located on the right bank of the Chattahoochee

river, having three villages and 250 gun men. His other remarks are not of

1 Narratives of De Soto (in Trailmakers' Series), Vols. I and II.

* De Bry, Larger Voyage, Part II, Florida (English).
s Travels through North and South Carolina and Georgia, etc., Phila., 1791, p. 388.
4 Sketch of Creek Country, published in Collection, Georgia Historical Society

(1848), p. 62.
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much ethnological value. During the Creek War (1813-1814), the Yuchi

took a prominent part in affairs, and later removed (1836) with the so-called

Creek Nation to the lands beyond the Mississippi river where they are now
'located. They still maintain to a certain degree their cultural unity in

spite of contact with aliens for so long a period. In 1900-1901 some of

them joined the Crazy Snake band of Creeks who threatened trouble for

the Dawes Commission over the allotment of lands in the Creek Nation.

The main published sources of information on the Yuchi are the following :

Albert Gallatin collected and published a vocabulary almost useless on account

of inadequate orthography.
1 Gatschet gives some ethnologic notes,

2 a brief

summary of the language,
3 three Yuchi myths,

4 and also a very general

description of the tribe.
5

Other references to the Yuchi in literature are mostly quotations from

the sources mentioned. A short review of the chief characteristics of Yuchi

ethnology is to be found in the Handbook of the American Indians. 6 In a

general article on southeastern culture,
7 Yuchi material was also used by the

writer for comparative purposes.

The Yuchi, in accordance with their belief that they were the original occu-

pants of eastern Georgia and South Carolina, have no migration legend. Their

only myth of this class tells how a part of the tribe broke away from the main

stock as the result of a dispute at a dance and departed westward, never to

be heard of again. This tradition, like many others, is found widely distributed

over America in various guises and evidently reflects certain elements common
to Indian mythology rather than an actual experience of the tribe relating it.

At the same time the Indians have a very firm belief that another band of

Yuchi is somewhere in existence, a belief which, while it has nothing to support

it except the stories that they tell, should not, perhaps, be altogether ignored.
8

1 American Antiquarian, Vol. II (1836), pp. 306 el seq.
2 Ibid. (1879), p. 77.

3
Science, Apr., 1887, p. 413.

' American Anthropologist, Vol. VI (1893), p. 280.
'
Migration Legend of the Creek Indians (1884), Vol. I, pp. 17-24, Vol. II, passim.

' Bulletin 30, Bureau American Ethnology (1907), part 2.

7 American Anthropologist, N. S., Vol. 9, No. 2 (1907), pp. 287-295.
8 A chief related the following incident in mentioning this tradition. "I was in Mus-

kogee (Oklahoma). I passed an Indian on the street. We spoke together. He said he was a

Yuchi from near the mountains. We could understand each other, but he was not a Yuchi

of our country. I don't know where he belonged or where he went. He may have been

one of the other band." On another occasion some Yuchi who were attending an Indian

show were addressed by a strange Indian in the following words: "
Wigya' nenAn ,"

' What are you?' They observed, they say, a slight difference between his speech and

theirs, but before they could find out from him where he came from he was called away

by someone and they could not find him again. The Yuchi talk a great deal about these

occasions, and seem to have hopes of finding the lost people some day.
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POPULATION.

At the present day the Yuchi are located in the northwestern part of the

Creek nation, where they have been since the removal in 1836. They inhabit

the well-watered hills in the section known locally as the Cross Timber, a

thinly wooded tract running in a general northerly and southerly direction

through central Oklahoma, the last extensive frontier of timber on the south-

western prairies marking the old boundaries of Oklahoma and Indian Terri-

tory. There are in this region three so-called settlements of Yuchi, called

respectively Polecat, Sand Creek and Big Pond by the whites. All of these

settlements are distributed in a region extending from Polecat Creek to the

Deep Fork of the Canadian river. When, however, the term settlement is

used for such inhabited districts it is a little misleading because, although
the Indians are a little more closely grouped in the three neighborhoods men-

tioned, they are really scattered over the whole of the Cross Timber country,

none of which is thickly settled by them. Their plantations, where they

engage in agriculture or in cattle raising, are not in close proximity to each

other, except where some passable road and the nearness to good water and

arable soil combine to attract them. In such cases there may be a dozen

families found within the radius of a mile or so. In some parts of their habitat,

however, ten or twelve miles of forest and prairie affording good cover for

game may be traversed without passing a plantation. Thus, according to

their own accounts as well as those of their neighbors the Creeks, the Yuchi

were accustomed to live in their old homes in Georgia and Alabama.

It is a very difficult matter at present to estimate the number of the Yuchi

on account of their scattered condition. As no separate classification is made
for them in the government census they are counted as Creeks. Their numbers,

however, can hardly exceed five hundred. They are apparently most numerous

in the vicinity of Polecat Creek. The other neighborhoods are somewhat less

populous but are regarded as being a little more conservative.

Despite the fact that three settlements are recognized by themselves and

their neighbors, the Yuchi constitute only a single town in the eyes of the

Creeks. The latter, as is Well known, had a national convention in which

delegates were received from all the towns and tribes of the confederacy.

Accordingly the Yuchi, as one of the confederated town-tribes, had the privi-

lege of sending one representative to the House of Kings and four to the House
of Warriors, as they called the two political assemblies of the Creek Nation

at Muscogee. This convention met once a year until 1906 and was a modified
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and modernized survival of the form of assembly held in the old days by the

tribes constituting the Muskogian alliance. These bodies met irregularly to

consider questions which arose between them, as a loosely united league, and

the United States Government or other tribes. If the numerical strength of

the tribe recorded by Bartram in 1791 and Hawkins in 1798-99 can be regarded
as approximately correct the Yuchi must now be on the decrease. Bartram

thought there were 500 gun men, and Hawkins stated" only a few years later,

that there were 250 gun men. In any case, granting the existence of inaccu-

racies in both estimates, it is safe to conclude that the numbers of the Yuchi,
like the other surviving tribes of the Southeast, have dwindled slightly in the

last hundred years. Numerical comparisons of this sort between past and

present are, however, of very little value, as can be seen from the wide discrep-

ancies in the early estimates.
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ENVIRONMENT.

NEIGHBORS.

The Yuchi of the present time have nearly forgotten their old associations

east of the Mississippi. Their geographical knowledge is practically limited

to their immediate surroundings. They are known to the Creeks as Yu'tci,

plural YutcA.'lgi, to the Cherokee as Yu'tsi, and to the Chickasaw as Yu'tci. An
informant stated that they were known to the Comanche as Sakydu>A.

n
.

To the Yuchi their near neighbors the Creeks are known as Ku'ba,
'

looking

this way' (?), plural Kil'baha. The Shawnee they call Yon'cta, the Cherokee

Tsala"ki, and the Choctaw Tcas'ta. Their name for whites in general is Ka"ka

(Goydka) 'man white,' for negroes Go'cpi, 'man black.'

In their bearing towards other tribes it is noticeable that the Yuchi hold

them in some contempt. They seldom mix socially with the Creeks, presum-

ably because of their former enmity. A strong feeling of friendship is, how-

ever, manifested toward the Shawnee, which is probably a sentiment surviving

from early affiliation with the southern branch of this people on the Savannah

river.
1 It should be added, however, that the Shawnee who associate with

the Yuchi are not part of the large band known as the Absentee Shawnee of

Oklahoma. The former are not at all numerous, but live scattered among the

Yuchi villages.

With their neighbors on the west, the Sauk and Fox, the Yuchi have devel-

oped, since the removal, considerable intimacy. Their contact can be traced

in trade, in attendance upon each other's ceremonies, and especially in the

Plains practice of "sweating" horses, which will be described later. It is not

impossible that some of the items of Yuchi culture, particularly in decora-

tive art, may be found to have been derived from the Sauk and Fox when
more is known on both sides.

The following translation from the beginning of a myth, describing the way
in which the tribes were distributed over the earth, shows the Yuchi concept

regarding the origin of their neighbors :

" Now the people had come upon the

earth. The Shawnee came from above. The Creeks came from the ground.
The Choctaw came from the water. The Yuchi came from the sun."

1 Cf. Linguistic map of North American Indians, Algonkian area near Uchean

(Yuchi); Mooney, Myths of the Cherokee, 19th Report, Bureau American Ethnology, p.

494; Siouan Tribes of the East, p. 83; Schoolcraft, North American Indians, Vol. V, p.
262 et seq. (1791); Benj. Hawkins, sketch of Creek Country (1798-99), pp. 34, 63.
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Like many Indians the Yuchi show in their manner and speech not a little

suspicion and some contempt for the whites, whom they believe to b.e fickle

and weak. These qualities are ascribed by the Yuchi to the manner of their

origin, for it is explained in a myth that the white men originated from the

unstable foam of the sea which is ever blown hither and thither by the chang-

ing winds. When first seen they were thought to be sea gulls, but they

appeared to the Yuchi again and tried to converse with them. Once more,
when a year had passed they appeared again in numerous ships and this time

they landed, but left before long. Another time they appeared, bringing

boxes which they filled with earth in which they planted some seeds. They
told the Indians that their land was fat, i. e. fertile, and asked for a portion of

it to live upon. With this request the Indians complied, and the white people

made a settlement and stayed. One cannot fail to suspect that this bare

tradition contains a memory of Ribault's expedition to Carolina and his settle-

ment at the mouth of the St. John's river.

The negroes on their part do not challenge much attention from the Yuchi.

The Indians are perhaps more tolerant of what they regard as foolish behavior

and frivolity on the part of the black man than on the part of the white man.

At one time the Yuchi, like the other tribes of the Southeast, held slaves, but

it is said of them that they were easy masters, and when the time came to do

so, gave the negroes their freedom with little reluctance. It is true today
that many negroes, and some poor whites as well, are eager enough to work

for the Indians on their plantations.

It may be said in general that the Yuchi are regarded by their neighbors

and compatriots the Creeks with some dislike, tinged, however, with jealousy

and a little personal fear. The Creeks are fond of ridiculing the conservatism

and peculiarities of the Yuchi, but they take care not to do so openly or to

provoke personal disputes with them. 1 It is noticeable that there exists a

slight difference in physical appearance between the two peoples. The Yuchi

are a little more inclined to be tall and slender than the Creeks and their skin

is a trifle lighter in tone. These differences may be due to a mixture of negro

blood, for the percentage of persons of mixed blood among the Yuchi, who,

however, have received some admixture from both white and black, is smaller

apparently than that observed among the Creek, Seminole and Cherokee. So

far as the Yuchi are concerned the process of cross-breeding must have begun
at an early date because many of those who show intermixture have no direct

1 A Creek Indian of Kawita town, for instance, gave the following belief in regard to the

Yuchi and their language: "When the Creator made the ancestors of the Indians he gave
them different languages until he had none left. He found that there were still some
Indians whom he had not provided for. These were the Yuchi. Having no language for

them, he kicked them in the buttocks saying 'FU!
1

which explains why the Yuchi have

such an unintelligible speech."
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knowledge of any other than Indian ancestry. Their conservatism in this

respect is shown by the fact that notwithstanding the long period of time

during which the Yuchi have been in contact with other tribes and races

there are very many pure bloods among them at the present day.

Calling themselves
" Sun Offspring," the Yuchi believe in reality that they

derive their origin from the Sun, who figures in their mythology as an import-

ant being of the supernatural world. He appears as their culture hero after

the creation of the tribal ancestor from a drop of menstrual blood. The name
Yuchi (Yu'tcl), however, is commonly known and used by themselves and the

whites and has spread among neighboring Indians as the designation of the

tribe. It is presumably a demonstrative signifying 'being far away' or 'at a

distance
'

in reference to human beings in a state of settlement, (yu,
'

at a dis-

tance,' tci, 'sitting down').

It is possible, in attempting an explanation of the origin of the name, that

the reply
" Yu'tcl" was given by some Indian of the tribe in answer to a stranger's

inquiry, "Where do you come from?" which is a common mode of salutation

in the Southeast. The reply may then have been mistaken for a tribal name
and retained as such. Similar instances of mistaken analogy have occurred

at various times in connection with the Indians of this continent, and as the

Yuchi interpreters themselves favor this explanation it has seemed advisable

at least to make note of it.

In the almost universal sign language of the Plains the sign for the Yuchi
is the right hand raised level with the head with the index finger pointing

upward ;
a demonstration indicating affiliation with the sun.

NATUPAL ENVIRONMENT.

The natural surroundings of the Yuchi have not been very different

in the various locations which they have occupied east of the Mississippi.

Even after the removal of these Indians to their present habitat west of that

river, the nature of their environment was not found to be so different as to

force them to make much change in their manner of life. That is to say, the

keynote of their activity was and still is agriculture supplemented by hunting
and fishing. The motives for the accompanying arts of basket making and

pottery, together with methods of warfare, hunting, fishing and religious

observances, have all likewise remained about the same since the removal.

Unlike the Siouan peoples who, when they migrated from the Mississippi basin

to the Plains, gave up their agricultural life entirely and became hunting
nomads, the Yuchi retained their early mode of life amid their new surround-

ings and transported, with little change, their old activities. In their new
home in Oklahoma they found arable soil, plenty of rivers containing edible

fish, and extensive forests and savannahs inhabited by birds and mammals like
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those of Georgia and Alabama. Both regions are rather low and well watered

and are characterized by extensive grassy uplands and patches of forest,

differing to some extent hi regard to flora but containing many species in

common. Chief among these are the pines, the oaks, the hickory, and the bois

d'arc, as well as many wild plants and vegetables made use of for food or

medicines. The chief plants used in their religious rituals, Red root (Salix

tristis (?) and Button Snake root (Eryngium yuccaefolium) , are distributed

over both areas; consequently the Yuchi were not forced to substitute, in

the performance of religious ceremonies, other plants for those prescribed by
tradition. One vegetable product, however, the cane, is not as abundant in

Oklahoma as it is hi the Southeast, and the lack of this plant has occasioned

the deterioration in the art of basket making and has even threatened it with

total extinction. Canes for basketry can be secured nowadays only by mak-

ing long journeys to distant swampy sections and consequently remarkably

few cane baskets are seen.

The fauna of the two regions is for the most part alike. The Indians knew

and utilized in both regions the bison, elk, Virginia deer, black bear, wolf,

fox, panther, wildcat, beaver, rabbit, squirrel, raccoon, possum, skunk,

weasel, and otter. Common to both regions too are the wild turkey, part-

ridge, quail, wild pigeon, mallard duck, teal and wild goose. Eagles and

herons furnished the feathers appropriate for ceremonial uses in the new home

as in the old. But in leaving the Southeast they left behind the alligator,

and encountered the prong-horned antelope and coyote, and they noticed

changes in the number and distribution of their former animal acquaintances.

Lastly the streams and rivers of Oklahoma were found to contain the fish

which had been familiar and useful in the Southeast, namely catfish, dogfish,

suckers, garfish, pickerel, mullets, and several kinds of bass.

The summers of Oklahoma, like those of Georgia and Alabama, are long

and hot, but the winters west of the Mississippi are somewhat colder and more

severe than in the Southeast. This change of climate has had its detrimental

effect upon the Yuchi, for it seems that their habits of life are not so well adapted

to the severer western winters, and most of their present sufferings are due to

exposure at this tune of the year. On the whole, however, the Yuchi, men,

women and children, are a remarkably strong and healthy set of people.
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LANGUAGE.

My original purpose in visiting the Yuchi was to collect linguistic matter,

which is now being worked up for special purposes in the interest of the Bureau

of Ethnology. Although the detailed results of my linguistic studies are not

available for the present paper it will be of advantage to introduce here a

general statement regarding some characteristics of the language.

It is quite certain now that Yuchi is spoken in only one dialect, although
there is a current opinion that formerly the stock was more numerous than it

is at present and that the language was spoken in two dialects. These dialects

are stated according to tradition to have been mutually intelligible when

spoken slowly. The language is characterized as regards processes by the use

of postpositional and prepositional particles to show local modification of the

noun, and by the use of auxiliaries to show adverbial and modal qualification

of the verb. Position also plays some part in the expression of adverbial

modification, verbal subordination, and sentence syntax. Inflection is not a

characteristic of Yuchi, and reduplication is only used to denote the idea of

distribution in tune and space. The parts of speech seem to be nouns, verbs,

adverbs, pronouns and particles. There are no syntactical cases, as hi the

neighboring Muskogian. The position of words indicates their syntactical

relationship. Neither do there appear to be case affixes; the whole range of

such ideas, locatives, instrumental, simulative, ablative, demonstratives and

others being expressed by particles. In this class are also the temporal,
modal and other particles used with verbs. There are a number of mono-

syllabic local and adverbial particles which have very general meanings.
These syllables may enter into combination with each other and form thereby
new word complexes which may have arbitrary meanings not necessarily

derivable from the logical sum total of the thoughts expressed by them. Such

compounds may be used as new verbs, new nouns, adverbs or auxiliaries.

This psychological trait of Yuchi is, however, not an uncommon one in other

American languages. There is apparently no true plural, either in nouns or

verbs. The place of the plural is taken by the distributive idea which is

expressed by reduplication. Verbs are mostly monosyllabic, but many have

developed by combination into polysyllabic forms impossible to analyze.

Nouns are of the same sort. In the noun compound the possessive pronominal
elements are quite prominent, and their place is often taken by particles going
with the name of the object, and immediately before it, which denote

its possessor. These possessive particles, however, do not mark off any par-
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ticular categories. As in other American languages, many verb and noun
stems are difficult to distinguish apart. The difficulty of distinguishing

between verbs and nouns is further increased by the homology between the

possessive pronominal and the active subject pronominal forms. As regards

personal pronouns, we find only two categories, both of which are closely

related. Whether active or neutral, transitive or intransitive, the subjective

pronominal forms are the same. In this paradigm are also included the

possessive pronominal forms. The other category is the objective which in

all but the first and second persons is a development of the subjective or of the

absolute, independent forms. All of the pronominal forms are independent
words capable of standing by themselves. In the pronominal persons we
have first, second, third masculine, third feminine (both of which refer more

particularly to Yuchi Indians), and a third indefinite form which includes

whites, negroes, other Indians, animals and indefinite objects in general.

Besides these forms, which are all singular, there is a first person plural and a

second person plural. No difference is recognized in the pronouns between

the third person singular and plural.

To conclude this brief sketch, it may be said that the whole sentence, hing-

ing upon the verb, which comes last in position, is built up with various loca-

tive, adverbial, and pronominal particles which have fairly definite places in

the sentence but which are not inseparably affixed to the words they refer to.

Thus the sentence may be built up more and more, expressing details by
simply stringing on particles or particle compounds with arbitrary meanings
before one another, the verb, immediately preceded by its pronouns and these

by its adverbs, coming last.

The subject of phonetics has been left until the last in order to make a some-

what special mention of the sounds and characters to be used in recording
terms hereafter. The language, generally speaking, is acoustically soft and

flowing and abounds in arrested sounds and nasalized vowels. The present-

day Yuchi assert that they speak more rapidly than the old-tune people, and,

they add, the purer forms of the expressions are often mutilated in consequence.
Another notice in connection with phonetics should be made here in outline

at least. It is the constant tendency to combine phonetically pronouns with

words, and words with other words, when certain vowels and semivowels

come together at the beginning and end of words. This phonetic coalescence

has a tendency to obscure some particles and to knit parts of the sentence into

a closer unity, giving the whole something of the appearance of incorporatioD
where it really does not exist. The following is an explanation of some of

the sounds encountered in the recording of terms, and the characters which

represent them. .

In the stops we have the glottal catch represented by . The palatal surd

k and sonant g are both similar to the English sounds. The alveolar dentals
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/ and d and the labials p and b are found, both pairs being rather difficult to

determine as to their surd and sonant quality. In the spirants we have the

palatal c like English sh, and the surd tc, a single sound, like ch as in English

church, with the corresponding sonant dj. The alveolars are 5, ts, and dz,

similar to the English sounds. The labial dental surd / occurs, but there is no

corresponding sonant. All of the surds given so far occur also followed by a

catch and arc represented in such cases as follows, t
s

, p^, to
e

,
se

, /
E

,
etc. The

nasal n occurs, but independent m is wanting. The lateral spirant surd sound

made by pressing the tip of the tongue against the upper alveolar ridge and

forcing the breath out over both sides of the tongue, is represented by I. A
common / like that in English is also found. The semivowels are h, y, w;
and the bilabial aspirate of the last hw, also occurs.

The vowels are a, e, i, o, u, with their continental values. They are short

when not marked
; long with the mark over them as a, e, I, d, u. Other long

vowels are a like a in English fall, and a like a in English fan. Besides these

there is an obscure vowel represented here by A which is similar to u in English
but. Nasalized vowels, which are very frequent, are written a, a", dn

,
etc.

Breathed vowels are a', A', etc. The diphthong ai occurs rarely. Stress and

prolongation are indicated by !. Accent is marked by '.
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MATERIAL CULTURE.

AGRICULTURE.

Although the Yuchi of today are cultivators of the soil, as they were in

former times, the manner and method of agriculture has undergone many
radical changes since the first contact with Europeans. The modification of

this branch of their culture has been so thorough that we can only construct,

from survivals and tradition, an idea of its former state.

The villages were surrounded by fertile spaces, cleared of timber and other

vegetation by burning in dry springtime. These spaces were converted

into garden patches where vegetables were sown and tended as they grew up,

by a daily but irregularly-timed cultivation.

It is not now remembered whether particular parts of the arable ground
were the personal property of the individuals or clans. Hawkins states, however,
that both men and women labored together; the Yuchi differing in this respect

from the Creeks. The old people and children found daily employment in

acting as guardians over the growing crops, in driving away crows, blackbirds

and other troublesome creatures.

In general, the land of the tribe belonged to whosoever occupied or util-

ized it. The boundaries of fields, plantations and real estate holdings, where

encroachment was likely to occur, were marked by upright corner stones with

distinguishing signs on them to indicate the claim. A man would simply

adopt some optional design or figure as his brand and make this his property
mark. Trees were also blazed to mark off property limits. In blazing, a piece of

bark about as large as the hand was sliced off about five feet from the ground,

leaving the white wood exposed. Sometimes the space was marked with

pigment. The above devices are still in common use throughout the Creek

Nation.

The most important native vegetables were flint corn, tsofo', beans, tsodi',

sweet potatoes, tosa
n/

, melons, tca
n

, pumpkins and squashes. These are believed

to have been given the Yuchi by the supernatural being, Sun. Tobacco, Vtcl,

was grown by each family near the house. This was believed to have originated

from drops of semen. The plant was named by a boy, in mythical times, and

distributed among the people for their use. When tobacco was smoked sumach

leaves were added to it. Gourds were also raised, to be used as household

receptacles.

When the crops of corn and other vegetables were taken in they were stored

away in outhouses and cribs, dadd, raised on posts, to be used when wanted.
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Before the harvest could be devoted to general use, however, it was thought

necessary to perform certain ceremonies of personal purification and propi-

tiation in behalf of the supernatural beings who gave the crops and who

brought them to maturity. Taking into account the number and importance
of such rites together with the amount of daily time and labor that was

devoted to the cultivation of the crops, we are led into the general classifica-

tion of the Yuchi as an agricultural type of people.

HUNTING.

Hunting was pursued by the men either singly or in bands. While the

attendance upon the crops kept them at home much of the time, there were

seasons of comparative idleness during which parties set off on the hunt.

The flesh of nearly all the mammals and birds of their habitat was eaten

by the Yuchi with the exception of such as were sacred for ceremonial pur-

poses or were protected by some taboo. The chief game animals hunted by
them for their flesh were the deer, we^yh ', bison, wedmgd, bear, sag

K
e', raccoon,

djatyfj
1

', opossum, wtdsagowfj
1'

, rabbit, cddjwane, squirrel, cayd; while those

whose skins were chiefly sought after were the panther, wetcKA.n/
, wildcat, pod',

fox, cacPan&, wolf, dald, otter, culan&, beaver, caga
nr

,
and skunk, yus

s
A.
n
'. The

flesh of these was also eaten at times. Wild turkeys, wetc^a', quail, spa
n
si',

partridge, ducks, geese and other birds were continually hunted for food.

The game animals were believed to be very cunning and wise in knowing
how to avoid being captured. So in order to blind their senses, and to over-

come their guardian spirits, the magic power of certain song burdens was em-

ployed by hunters. Shamans held these formulas in their possession and

could be induced to accompany the hunting party to the field to aid in the

bewitching of the quarry. Shamans might also teach the formula to some
one for the same purpose, upon the payment of some price or upon being

promised a share in the spoils.

One of these songs used for charming the deer is,

hai" ya.
(Spoken.)

The syllables gi do are sometimes given three times, sometimes four, with no seeming

regularity.
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Not only had the hunter himself to be careful to keep the game animals and

.supernatural protectors well disposed toward him by observing all the taboos,

but those connected with him in any way had to be careful too. This was

particularly true in regard to his wife. Her main care was to remain faithful in

her husband's absence, no matter how long he might be away. Any remiss-

HCSS on her part would cause his guiding spirit to leave him and then his

hunt would turn out unsuccessful.

Besides these magic aids the Yuchi made use of more material means to

bring down game. The bow and arrow and blowgun were the chief hunting

implements, while a kind of deer call was carried on a string about the

neck to call the bucks during the rutting season and the does when they

were rearing their fawns.

The bow, cstade' (Fig. 1), is a single almost straight stave of bois d'urc

Fig. 1. Bow.

(Toxylon pomiferum) or Osage Orange, about five feet in length. Sassafras

and hickory bows were sometimes made. No backing of sinew is known to

have been used. The stave is broadest in the middle, where it is about

one and one-half inches in width, tapering to one inch at the ends. The thick-

ness of the stave is about three-quarters of an inch. The rich dark color of the

wood is brought out by greasing. In section the bow is almost rectangular.

The onds are cut out into little knobs of several shapes (Fig. 2) to hold the

Fig. '2. Iknv Notching.

string. The bow string is made of deer sinew, y\
n
hl', or strips of rawhide

twisted tightly. Squirrel skins are much in use for bow strings. The skin is

cut around the edge spirally toward the center, thus giving a single long strip.

As extra strength is desired, four such strips are twisted together, forming quite

a thick cord. A guard, go
n
sajcme, of leather is used by archers to protect the

wrist from the bow string when this is released. The guard is bound on by
two thongs attached to holes in the leather (Fig. 3).
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Arrows, la cu', for hunting are made of the straight twigs of arrow-wood

or of cane stalks of the proper thickness (Fig. 4). In the former case it was

only necessary to scrape off the bark and season the twigs. The Yuchi do

not seem to have had the idea of the fore-shaft. The point, lacipd, whicli

was formerly of stone is nowadays made of iron and is bound by means of

sinew into a split in the shaft (Fig. 4). The arrows are feathered prefer-

ably with hawk feathers, as the Indians believe the hawk to be swift and sure in

Fig. 3. Wrist Guard.

its flight. Turkey tail feathers are much used also. The split plumes,
two in number, are bound to the shaft at both ends with sinew. One
side of the feather is shaved clean of ribs up to within an inch of the

outer end. The lower or base end of the quill is then lashed on
[flat.

Fig. 4. Arrows.

The outer end is turned down and the turned down length is lashed on.

In this way an ingenious twist is given to the feather, which causes the arrow

to revolve in its flight, acting on the principle of the rifled bullet (Fig. 4, d).

There is some diversity in the length of the arrow shaft and in the size of

the arrow head. For killing large game and in warfare the shafts used are

almost three feet long with iron triangular arrow heads. But in hunting
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small game they have simple round sharpened shafts which are seasoned in

heat to make them stiff (Fig. 4, b). The arrows used for shooting fish are

somewhat different from the ones described above, as we shall see.

wooden-headed arrows, so common everywhere, were also used for sti

small animals and birds (Fig. 4, c).

The arrow shaft in all cases is cylindrical, and of the same width through

out In some specimens, however, there is a slight widening at the notch

give a better grip. Several instances were also noticed where there were two

notches at right angles to each other. This feature, according to the native

idea makes it possible for the shooter to send his arrow so that the i

point is either vertical or horizontal. In the former case the point passe

more readily between the ribs of deer, bison and other animals whie in t

latter case it is designed to pass between the ribs of man. The double notch-

ing also facilitates adjustment in rapid shooting. An old arrow, one that

hi seen use, is thought to shoot better and to be more effective m general

than a new one. In shooting with the bow it is held nearly vertically, the

release to the string being given by the index finger, between the third joint <

which and the thumb the butt of arrow is grasped. The release, in general

terms comes nearest to that described by Mason as the tertiary release.

One form of the blowgun, which is obsolete now, was, according to mem-

ory made of a cane stalk with the pith removed. It was between five and

a half anc six feet long. The darts were made of hard wood, the points beir

charred and sharpened. A tuft of cotton wrapped about the end of the

like a wad formed the piston. This was almost exclusively used for t

down small animals, squirrels and birds.

Another part of the former hunter's outfit was, frequently, a stuffed deer

head which he put over his shoulders or elevated on a stick in front of him when

he was approaching the deer. Thus disguised he could be surer of getting a

favorable shot. The formula given above was sung at intervals during t.

process of getting nearer.

Dogs, tsent, have always been the invariable companions of the hunters

whether alone or in bands, their principal office being to track game and hold

it at bay. The present Indian dogs are mongrels showing intermixture with

every imaginable strain, but the wolfish appearance and habits of many ,

them would suggest that their semi-domestic ancestors were of the wolf breed.
'

Hunters are usually proficient in calling wild turkeys by several means.

One instrument made for this purpose is the hollow secondary wing bone c

turkey about five inches in length. The hunter draws in his breath through

this tube, making a noise which can best be described as a combination o

North American Bows, Arrows and Quivers, O. T. Mason, Smithsonian Reports

(1893), p. 636.
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smacking, squeaking and sucking. By skillfully operating the calls the birds

are lured within range. Sometimes the palm of the hand is employed in

making the noise. Another device is to grate a piece of stone on the top of a
nail driven fast into a piece of wood. The rasping sound produced in this

way will answer quite effectively as a turkey call if manipulated with skill.

The Yuchi do not seem to have used the deer fence so common in many parts
of America. They have been known, however, to employ a method of driving

game from its shelter to places where hunters were stationed, by means of fire.

Grassy prairies were ignited and when the frightened animals fled to water they
were secured by the band of hunters who were posted there.

The deer call, w&yiL*kan6, mentioned before, which is used in calling
deer within range, is a rather complex instrument

and probably a borrowed one, at least in its present
form (Fig. 5). A hollow horn is fitted with a wooden

mouthpiece which contains a small brass vibrating

tongue. When blown this gives a rather shrill

but weak sound which can be modified greatly Fi ,, 5
by blowing softly or violently. A tremulous tone

like the cry of a fawn is made by moving the palm of the hand over the open-
ing of the horn. Much individual skill is shown by the hunters in using this

instrument.

FISHING.

Quite naturally fishing plays an important part in the life of the Yuchi
who have almost always lived near streams furnishing fish in abundance.

Catfish, cu dfd, garfish, pike, cu cpd, bass, cu wadd, and many other kinds are

eagerly sought for by families and sometimes by whole communities at a time,
to vary their diet. We find widely distributed among the people of the
Southeast a characteristic method of getting fish by utilizing certain vegetable
poisons which are thrown into the water. Among the Yuchi the practice is as
follows. During the months of July and August many families gather at the
banks of some convenient creek for the purpose of securing quantities of fish and,
to a certain extent, of intermingling socially for a short time. A large stock of
roots of devil's shoestring (Tephrosia virginiana) is laid up and tied in bundles
beforehand. The event usually occurs at a place where rifts cause shallow
water below and above a well-stocked pool. Stakes are driven close together
at the rifts to act as barriers to the passage and escape of the fish. Then the
bundles of roots (Fig. 6) are thrown in and the people enter the water to stir it up.
This has the effect of causing the fish, when the poison has had time to act,
to rise to the surface, bellies up, seemingly dead. They are then gathered by
both men and women and carried away in baskets to be dried for future use, or
consumed in a feast which ends the event. The catch is equally divided among
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those present. Upon such an occasion, as soon as the fish appear floating on

the surface of the water, the Indians leap, yell and set to dancing in exuber-

ance. If a stranger conies along at such a time he is taken by the hand and

presented with the choicest fish.

As the fish are taken out they may be cleaned and salted for preservation, or

roasted and eaten on the spot. A favorite method of cleaning fish the instant

they are caught, is to draw out the intestines with a hook through the anus,

without cutting the fish open. A cottonwood stick shaved of its outer bark is

then inserted in the fish from tail to head. The whole is thickly covered with

mud and put in the embers of a fire. When the mud cracks off the roast is

done and ready to eat. The cottonwood stick gives a much-liked flavor to the

flesh.

In the way of a comparison, we find that the Creeks use pounded buckeye
or horse chestnuts for the same purpose. Two men enter the water and strain

the buckeye juice through bags. The Creeks claim that the devil's shoestring

poison used by the Yuchi floats on the water, thus passing away down stream.

'ig. 6. Hundle of Poisonous Hoots.

while the buckeye sinks and does better work. It is probable, however,

that neither method of poisoning the streams is used exclusively by these tribes,

but that the people of certain districts favor one or the other method, accord-

ing to the time of year and locality. The flesh of the fish killed in this way is

perfectly palatable.

It frequently happens that the poison is not strong enough to thoroughly

stupefy the fish. In such a case the men are at hand with bows and arrows,

to shoot them as they flounder about trying to escape or to keep near the

bottom of the pool. The arrows used for shooting fish are different from those

used in hunting. They are generally unfeathered shafts with charred points,

but the better ones are provided with points like cones made by pounding a

piece of some flat metal over the end of the shaft (Fig. 4, a) . The men fre-

quently go to the larger streams where the poison method would not be as

effective, and shoot fish with these heavy tipped arrows eithei from the shores

or from canoes. Simple harpoons of cane whittled to a sharp point are used

in the killing of larger fish which swim near the surface, or wooden spears
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with fire-hardened points are thrown at them when found lurking near the

banks.

Formerly the Yuchi made use also of basket fish traps. These were quite

large, being ordinarily about three feet or more in diameter and from six to

ten feet in length. They were cylindrical in shape, with one end open and an

indented funnel-shaped passageway leading to the interior. The warp splints

of this indenture ended in sharp points left free. As these pointed inward

they allowed the fish to pass readily in entering, but offered an obstruction to

their exit. The other end of the trap was closed up, but the covering could

be removed to remove the contents. Willow sticks composed the warp stand-

ards, .while the wicker filling was of shaved hickory splints. The trap was

weighted down in the water and chunks of meat were put in it for bait.

Gaff-hooks for fishing do not seem to have been used, according to the older

men, until they obtained pins from the whites, when the Yuchi learned how to

make fish hooks of them. Prior to this, nevertheless, they had several gorge-

hook devices for baiting and snagging fish. A stick with pointed reverse barbs

whittled along it near the end was covered with some white meat and drawn,
or trolled, rapidly through the water on a line. When a fish swallowed the bait

the angler gave the line a tug and the barbs caught the fish in the stomach.

Another method was to tie together the ends of a springy, sharp-pointed

splinter and cover the whole with meat for bait. When this gorge device

was swallowed the binding soon disintegrated, the sharp ends being released

killed the fish and held it fast. Lines thus baited were set in numbers along

the banks of streams and visited regularly by fishermen.

POTTEKY AND WORK IN CLAY.

The sedentary life of the Yuchi has given ample opportunity for the

development of the art of making pottery. The coiled process is in vogue,
but it may be remarked that the modern pots of these Indians are of a

rather crude and unfinished form, which is probably traceable to deterioration

in later years.

The process of manufacture of ordinary pots for domestic use is as follows.

A fine consistent clay is selected and washed in a flat vessel to separate all grit

and stones from it. Then lumps are rolled between the palms and elon-

gated in the form of sticks. A fiat piece, the size of the bottom of the desired

pot, is made and the lengths or sticks of rolled clay are coiled around on this

base and so built up until the proper height and form is obtained. What-
ever decorations are to be added are now either produced by incision with

a sharp stick or by impression with a stick or shell. The whole surface is

afterwards scraped with a fresh-water mussel shell, cta
n
gan& (Fig. 7), until the

outside of the pot is smooth, and then, with the back of the shell, the scraped
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Shell Scraper.

surface is rubbed to varying degrees of polish, or the hand may be used to give

a dull lustre to the surface. The surface is moistened after the clay is dry
and then rubbed until it assumes a fairly perma-
nent polish. The pot is next allowed to dry for a

few days out of the sunshine. Then it is baked near

a fire. When several pots are being baked they are

arranged in rows at a little distance from the fire on

each side of it and turned at intervals. These pots
become hard and brick-like and may be used directly

over flames. If they are not baked they are used as

household receptacles or dishes and not put near fire. This industry is en-

tirely in the hands of women.

Pots, sKa'cudidan6, 'earthen bowl,' ordida (PI. Ill), which are made in

general for ordinary domestic use are of several different shapes. The outlines

shown in Fig. 8, a, b, c, d, f are the commonest. The low flat type, a, is

ordinarily used for food dishes or recep-

tacles for boiled beans and corn. They / \

are usually about eight inches in di- ( J
ameter and three in height. A series of

conventional straight lines running ob-

liquely is often incised upon these ves-

sels for the purpose of decoration, but

without any known interpretation.

Outline b shows the shape of a class

of pots used for boiling vegetables.

They are held upright by means of

stones placed around the base. Their

size is variable, ranging from those

having a capacity of about three quarts
to those holding five or six quarts. A
little decoration, in the way of shallow

impressions of semicircles, frequently

appears near the rim of these boiling

vessels to give, it is said, a decorative

effect. The type represented by c is of

an unusually rough and unfinished ap-

pearance and is said to be used to mix

flour and dough in. The flat bottomed pot d, with a wide opening and almost

straight sides, is the regular boiled corn soup pot which is made in different

sizes according to the size of the family; they hold two quarts at least, and

stand about the house or camp with food in them ready to be eaten cold or

warm at any time. The two latter types do not bear on them any attempt at

7

9

Fig. 8. Outlines of Pots.
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decoration whatever. Small cup-like vessels, /, not more than three or four

inches bioad, with rounded bottoms, are made for general utility in holding

seeds and other objects. This is said to be the kind of clay vessel put in the

grave with the body at burial.

One type of vessel, however, which is manufactured particularly for cere-

monial purposes is invariably ornamented on a specially made portion about the

rim. This type of pot (Fig. 8, e, Plate III, Fig. 9) is used as the receptacle

for the sncred concoctions at the annual ceremonies, the crescent>shaped im-

pressions on the lip being said to represent the sun and moon, the former of

which is the chief figure in mythology and the supernatural object of worship
in the tribal ceremonies. The height of these pots, two of which are used

during the ceremonial events, is never less than twelve inches. The crescent-

like impressions are made with a bent-up twig when the clay is soft before

being burnt.

The little platter ydda dan6 (Fig. 8, g, and PI. Ill, Fig. 1), which is about three

inches in diameter, is another form for a special purpose. It is made for the use

Fig. 9. Outlines of Gourds.

of women who are in seclusion away from the main dwelling during their men-
strual periods. As these little trays are only used to carry food in to such

women they are left unbaked. When their function has been performed
they are destroyed with other objects which have come into contact with

women in this state.

It is noticeable in the above pottery forms, which are designed solely for

domestic use, that no particular decoration is given them. But where this does

occur at iill it is always on or near the rim and never on the body of the vessel.

Specimen 5, PI. Ill, and Fig. 8, b, have a curved impression surrounding the rim
which is said to represent the moon. The series of oblique scratches on

specimen 8, PI. Ill, had no meaning or name given them.

A question of origin naturally arises here, in relation to the pottery industry
of this tribe, which seems to deserve mention at least. The prominence of the
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gourd shape, or that of the pumpkin or squash, may have had some influence

upon the development of forms in Yuchi pottery. The outline figures and the

general appearance of pots suggest this question. The Yuchi themselves

comment on the similarity between the shape of pots and pumpkins, and when

asked about the form of this or that pot, the answer frequently is "It is

like a pumpkin or gourd." The figures show how this similarity in form

appears (Fig. 9). The similarity is further carried out by the smoothness of

the body of the pots, and the diminishing diameter near the top. Tho

drinking gourds found in use today, and the gourd receptacles used about the

camps in the same way as pottery receptacles are similar to these in shape. The

suspicion of this relationship between pottery forms and pumpkins or gourds
was aroused by the replies given to questions which were asked in trying to find

out whether the pottery shapes symbolized or represented anything else. For

instance the bowls of wooden spoons are supposed to represent wolf ears.

It may be said of the modern Yuchi pottery forms that, according to the

description given by Holmes1

, they bear more resemblance to those of the

prehistoric Chesapeake-Potomac group in their prevalent gourd-like outline and

lack < f ornamentation on the body, than they do to the highly ornamented

and complex forms of the Southern Appalachian group.

PIPES. A large number of tobacco pipes of c\ay,sdcu-' yud ef
,
'earth pipes'

(Fig. 11), were formerly made and used by the Yuchi. The variety in form

shown by these pipes indicates that at an earlier time work in clay must

have been a rather important activity with them. It seems that pipe making

was, and is yet to a limited extent, practiced by the men. Clay is prepared
in the manner described before for pots, and made
into lengths about an inch in diameter. With a knife,

cylinders of various lengths are cut out which are to

be bent and hollowed into desired forms for the pipes.

This shaping is done with the knife, the sides being
shaved down round or square and the angles squared
to suit the artisan's taste. The narrower end is

twisted at right angles to the bowl to form the stem-

holder. The knife is then used to gouge out and
hollow the bowl. A small pointed stick (Fig. 10, a)

Fig. 10. Pipe Borer (a) js twisted into the stem end to make a hole for the

stem, and when it has nearly reached the bowl cavity
a small sharp twig is used to connect the two openings. After the exterior has

been finished off with the knife the pipe is complete except for a cane or

hollow twig stem. A piece of flint (Fig. 10, 6) is often used to rub the pipe with

and give it a polish, but generally none is thought necessary. The making

Twentieth Annual Report, Bureau of American Ethnology.
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Fifl. 11. Clay Pipes.
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of effigy forms in pipes is mostly done by pressing and shaping with the fingers.

The pipes are seldom baked, as this is gradually effected when they are lighted

and put into use.

There seems to be no limit to the forms which different individuals

give to the pipes they make. Personal taste appears to play an important part,

however, within certain broad but traditional limits. The pipe forms

observed seem to fall into a few different classes. It may be said that the com-

monest type is that having a stem-base at right angles to the bowl as illustrated

in some of the examples shown in Fig. 11. These are rather small pipes, aver-

aging a little over an inch in height. The bowls are squared, rounded or formed

into hexagons. Another sort is barrel-shaped, also with different sectional

forms and of the same small size as the first. These lack the stem-base, having
the reed or cane stem inserted directly into the bowl. A third general type
has a much larger and heavier form and suggests the catlinite calumet forms

met with among the Plains Indians. The red color and carefully given

polish of the specimens under discussion increase the apparent similarity

between the two.

Effigy pipes (see Fig. 11) are favorites with the Yuchi and often show

considerable skill on the part of the maker in imitating living forms. It is

rather curious that those representing the human face never have eyes. The

rings sometimes seen about the rim represent the Sun, who is the tutelary

deity of the Yuchi. The frequent occurrence of the frog form in pipes is

explained by the desire on the part of the men to emulate the Wind, a super-

natural being who, according to the myth, used a frog for his pipe and a snake

for the pipe-stem during one of his journeys.
A noticeable similarity in form appears between the modern pipes of

the Yuchi and those found in the burial mounds of the Appalachian region,

described by Holmes. 1

The collections of objects from the mounds of Alabama, Georgia and

Florida made by Mr. Clarence B. Moore2 also contain many pipes in stone

and earthenware which resemble the forms known to the modern Yuchi

and illustrated in Fig. 11.

CLAY FIGURES. The Yuchi men sometimes mould by hand pressure small

figures of animals or parts of animals in clay. Just what part these

clay figures play in their life it is hard to say. It would seem, however, that

they are merely the product of an idle hour or are based on some esthetic

motives. Where quite a little work is being done in clay by the women in

making pots and by men who are fashioning smoking pipes, it would seem

natural that some would idly try to shape, out of the unused material, figures

1 Twentieth Report Bureau American Ethnology, Pis. cxxiv, cxxv, cxxvi.

* Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, X, XI, XII, etc.
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of objects familiar to them in their daily environment. The figures of this sort

are rather clumsy and naturally fragile since they are not baked. The speci-

mens on which this description is based are a crudely made lizard about eight

inches long, several life-size frogs, and a cow's head several inches in height

(Fig. 12). Another correspondence between the modern Yuchi and the ancient

inhabitants of the Southeast is to be found in these clay figures. Mr. Moore in

his archaeological explorations of the mounds of Volusia Co., Florida,
1 found

numbers of rude clay figures among which some of the animal forms resemble

the ones given here and obtained from the modern Yuchi. The general tech-

nique in both modern and prehistoric specimens is similar.

Fig. 12. Clay Figures.

Finally it must be noted, in regard to the subject of pottery and work in

clay, that this branch of native handicraft has undergone a great deterioration

since the beginning of contact between the Yuchi and Europeans, and that the

progress of decline in this, as in other arts, has been much more rapid in the last

twenty-five years. Most of the specimens described above were obtained by

request, whereupon some were brought from remote districts where they may
have been in actual use while others were fac-similes made for the occasion

by reliable persons.

BASKET MAKING.

Another handicraft in the seemingly well-rounded industrial life of the

Yuchi is basket making. The women possess the knowledge of at least two

processes of basket weaving ;
the checker work and the twilled. The baskets

in general arc of two sorts. One is a large rough kind made of hickory or oak

splints not unlike the ordinary splint baskets made by the Algonkian tribes,

with handles for carrying. The other kind, in the manufacture of which

cane rinds are chiefly employed, is distinctly characteristic of the Southeastern

and Gulf area. A collection of Yuchi baskets resembles those of the Choctaw

or Chitimacha in general appearance and technique, although the Yuchi forms

1 Collection of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.
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obtainable today do not show as much diversity as the others. In their present

location, unfortunately, the Yuchi are handicapped by the lack of basket stuffs,

while the other tribes still occupy territory where cane is abundant. This may
perhaps be the reason why we find the Yuchi comparatively deficient in variety

of basket forms and weaves, when other tribes of the southern or Gulf area, as

the Chitimacha, Attakapa and Choctaw, are considered. The regular basket

material is cane (Arundinaria). For baskets of the common household stor-

age type, intended as well for general domestic utility, the cane rind is the

part used, as the outside is fine and smooth. Splints from the inner portion
of the cane stalk are employed in the construction of basket sieves and other

coarser types. The forms and outlines of common utility baskets, dasfi',

shown in PI. IV, Figs. 1, 2, seem to resemble the common pottery forms in

having the opening somewhat narrower than the bottom. Another type of

basket (PI. IV, 5, 7) is the flat one used in the preparation of corn meal. The

largest of this class is two feet in breadth with walls not more than an inch

or so high. This tray basket is used with another, the sieve (PI. IV, 6), which

is also rather flat but not so much so as the former. The bottom of the sieve

basket is of open work. Corn meal is sifted through this into the broad tray.

Some idea of their respective proportions is given in PL IV, Figs. 5, 6. The

plan of the bottom of all of the basket forms described is rectangular in gen-

eral, while that of the top is nearly round; at any rate, without angles. The
sides of the typical basket invariably slope inward with a rounding outline.

This form, as can be readily seen, is largely determined by the nature of the

weave.

Nearly all baskets of this region, with little exception, are manufactured

by the twilled process of weaving. It is noticeable that the bottom is cus-

tomarily done in one pattern of twill and the sides in another variety of the

same. For example, we find one of the common forms like a, Fig. 13, woven at

the bottom in the two over two under pattern, but when the turn for the sides

is reached the vertical strands no longer run in twos but are separated,

each simply alternating in crossing over two weft strands; the weft in its

turn crossing four of the warp strands. This mixture of technique seems to

be a favorite thing with the Yuchi weavers. Such purposeless variations in

weave may be attributable to the rhythmic play motive which Dr. Boas has

recently shown1 to be prominent in the technique of many primitive tribes.

An example is shown in PI. IV, 2, 3, where a matting bottom (Fig. 13, a) is

turned up into a woven side b with an over four under four weft. The rela-

tionship between ordinary mats and baskets consequently appears to be a very
close one. At almost any stage in the process of mat weaving it appears

1 Decorative Designs of Alaskan Needlecases, Proceedings of United States National

Museum, Vol. xxxiv, p. 339-40.
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that the operator can turn the strands up, fill in with a weft, and change

the product into a basket.

Some examples of the varieties of twill which enter into the construction of

mats and baskets are given in Fig. 13. The common diaper pattern may appear

woven with double strands producing the variety shown in a. Baskets with

JLL

I
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but done with narrower splints. The sides, however, of the basket sieve

are filled in with weft strands going over two and under two, thus closing up
the open spaces, as shown in d. The other cuts show some different varieties

in which the number of warps crossed by the weft strands vary. Fig. 13, b is

from the side of the work baskets in which the bottom appears as shown in a.

The others, e and /, show the mat twill, the style that is oftenest found in tho

basket trays. The sides of the tray are changed to an over four under four

twill as in b. The latter are held in the lap to catch the sifted corn meal that

is shaken through the sieve. The use of the basket sieve, however, and this

tray will be described in more detail later.

The basket border is commonly formed of a few warp lengths bent down
and wrapped by a runner of cane. A row of twined weaving underneath this

holds in place the warp strands that have to be cut off. The figure
1
illustrates

this border finishing very well (Fig. 14).

Fig. 14. Basket Border Finishing.

Intentional decorative designs seem to be almost entirely lacking in

the baskets of today, and it is impossible to say whether or not they ever

developed such designs. About
"

the only decorative effect attempted seems

to be the employment of cane splints of different shades of red and yellow

in the weaving. Rather pretty diagonal patterns are in this way brought out,

but they seem to have no assigned meaning or names. These patterns are

quite evidently accidental in many instances, for the mere presence of one

or two different colored splints in the warp and woof would work out into

some geometrical pattern without any previous knowledge as to what this

would be.

OTHER OCCUPATIONS.

WOOD WOKKJNG. The Yuchi men spend part of their time, when not

engaged directly in procuring food, in manufacturing various useful articles

out of wood. One form of knife, ya
n
llbo', 'knife bent,' used in whittling such

objects, consists of a piece of iron curved at one end and sharpened on the side

1 Taken from Mason's Aboriginal American Basketry in Report of U. S. National

Museum, 1902.
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after the fashion of a farrier's knife (Fig. 15). The handle part of the metal is

bound around with cloth or skin to soften it for the grasp. The wood worker

draws the knife towards himself in carving. Thus are made

ladles, spoons, and other objects that come in handy about the

house. Larger objects of wood are shaped not only by whit-

tling with knives, but by burning. For instance dug-out canoes,

tcu si', were made of cypress trunks hollowed out in the center

by means of fire. As the wood became charred it was scraped

away so that the fire could attack a fresh surface, and so on

until the necessary part was removed.

It sometimes falls to the lot of women to help in the manu-

facture of certain wooden objects. One such case is to be seen in

the hollowing out of the cavity of the corn mortar. After the

man has sectioned a hickory log of the proper length and dia-

meter, about 30 by 14 inches, he turns the matter over to several

women of his household. They start a fire on top of the log,

which is stood up 011 end. The fire is intended to burn away the

heart of the log, so, to control its advance and to keep it going,

two women blow upon it through hollow canes. By pouring

water on the edge the fire is kept within bounds and confined

to the center. As the wood becomes charred it is scraped away,
as usual, with the shells of fresh water mussels.

No decorative effects are produced in wood carving nor is it

likely that any particular development in technique was reached

by the carvers in former times.

PREPARING HIDES AND SEWING. In preparing hides and skins for use the

brains of animals are employed to soften and preserve them. Hides arc

placed over a log, one end of which is held between the knees while the other

rests on the ground, and are then scraped with a scraping implement to remove

the hair. The scraper, ts
z
ame'satan6, for this purpose is a round piece of wood

about twelve inches long with a piece of metal set in edgewise on one side, leaving

room for a hand grip on each end (Fig. 16). This implement resembles the

Fig. 15.

Crooked Knife.

Fig. 16. Scraper.

ordinary spokeshave more than anything else. A sharp edged stone is said

to have taken the place of the iron blade in early times. Hides are finally

thoroughly smoked until they are brown, and kneaded to make them soft and

durable.
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Sewing is done by piercing holes in the edges to be joined with an awl.

Two methods of stitching are known, the simple running stitch and the

overhand. The latter, on account of its strength, is, however, more com-

monly used. Sinew and deerskin thongs are employed for thread.

One specimen of awl, for sewing and basket making,

consists of a piece of deer antler about six inches long into

which a sharp pointed piece of metal is firmly inserted (Fig.

17). Bone is supposed to have been used for the point part

before metal was obtainable. Several chevron-like scratches

on the handle of this specimen are property marks.

A few knots and tying devices observed in use and on

specimens, are given in Fig. 18. Softened deerskin thongs

were employed for tying and binding purposes.

SHEET METAL WORK. The manufacture of German silver

ornaments, such as finger rings, earrings, bracelets, arm bands,

breast pendants, head bands and brooches, seems to have

been, for a long time, one of the handicrafts practiced by the

Yuchi men. This art has now almost passed away among

them and fallen into the hands of their Shawnee neighbors.

The objects mentioned in the list were made of what appears

to be copper, brass and zinc alloy. The metal was obtained

from the whites, and then fashioned into desired shapes by

cutting, beating, bending, and punching in the cold state.

The favorite method of ornamentation was to punch stars,

circles, ovals, curves, scalloped lines, and crescents in the outer surface of the

object. Sometimes the metal was punched completely through to produce

Fig. 17. Awl.

Fig. 18. Tying Devices.

an open-work effect. Several pieces of metal were sometimes fastened together

by riveting. Ornamental effects were added to the edges of objects by trim-

ming and scalloping. It is also common to see fluting near the borders of brace-

lets and pendants. Judging from the technique in modern specimens, metal
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workers have shown considerable skill in working out their patterns. It is

possible, moreover, that this art was practiced in pre-historic times with sheet

copper for working material, in some cases possibly sheet gold, and that some

of the ornaments, such as head bands, bracelets, arm bands and breast orna-

ments, were of native origin. Some of the ornamental metal objects will

be described in connection with clothing.

BEADWORK. Like many other Indian tribes the Yuchi adopted the practice

of decorating parts of their clothing with glass beads which they obtained from

the whites. Beadwork, however, never reached the development with them
that it did in other regions. What there was of this practice was entirely in

the hands of the women. There were two ways of using the beads for decora-

tion. One of these was to sew them onto strips of cloth or leather, making
embroidered designs in outline, or filling in the space enclosed by the outline

to make a solidly covered surface. The other way was to string the beads on

the warp threads while weaving a fabric, so that the design produced

by arranging the colors would appear on both sides of the woven piece.

For the warp and woof horse hair came to be much in use. Objects decorated

in the first fashion were moccasins, legging flaps, breechcloth ends, garter

bands, belt sashes and girdles, tobacco pouches and shoulder straps. The

more complex woven beadwork was used chiefly for hair ornaments and neck-

bands.

The designs which appear in beadwork upon these articles of clothing are

mostly conventional and some are symbolical with various traditional interpre-

tations. They will be described later. It should be observed here, however,
that there is some reason to suspect that the beadwork of this tribe has been

influenced by that of neighboring groups where beadwork is a matter of more

prominence. The removal of the Yuchi and other southeastern tribes from

their old homes in Georgia and Alabama to the West threw them into the range
of foreign influence which must have modified some characteristics of their

culture.

STONE WORK. Lastly we know, from the evidences of archeology, that

at an early age the Yuchi, like the other Indians, were stone workers. All

vestiges of this age, however, have passed beyond the recollection of the

natives, so that nothing can be said first hand on the subject.

HOUSES.

As the native methods of house building have nearly all passed out of use

some time ago, we have to depend upon descriptions from memory supple-

mented by observations made in the ceremonial camp where temporary shelters

are made which preserve old methods of construction.
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The dwelling house of the presont-day Yuchi is like that of the ordinary

white settler: a structure of squared or round notched logs, with a peak roof

of home-made shingles and a door on one side. Windows may be present or

not, according to the whim of the owner. The same is true of the fire-

place, which may be an inside open grate at one end of the building, or a hearth

in the middle of the room with smoke hole directly above. These houses show

all possible grades of comfort and elaboration in their construction. Directly

in front of the door it is customary to have a shade arbor raised where cooking
is done. Here spare time is spent in comfortably lounging about while light

occupations are carried on by various members of the family. Such a house is

called tsole
1

,
and may be, in its main idea, a survival of one form of original

house. Bartram and other travelers who saw the southeastern Indians at

an early date describe notched log houses among the Cherokee, so there is

some possibility of the native origin of the simple square log house of the

modern Yuchi and their neighbors the Creeks. Fortunately, however, we
find in the work of Bartram1 a fairly good, though short, description of the

houses of the Yuchi as he saw them in the village on Chattahoochee river,

Georgia, in 1791.

"The Uche town is situated on a vast plain, on the gradual ascent as we
rise from a narrow strip of low ground immediately bordering on the river:

it is the largest, most compact and best situated Indian town I ever saw; the

habitations are large and neatly built; the walls of the houses are constructed

of a wooden frame, then lathed and plastered inside and out with a reddish

well tempered clay or mortar, which gives them the appearance of red brick

walls, and these houses are neatly covered or roofed with cypress bark or

shingles of that tree. The town appeared to be populous and thriving, full

of youth and young children. . . ."

At certain times of the year when the people remove from these perma-
nent houses and assemble at some convenient place for hunting, fishing or

social intercourse they commonly make use of tents with an open struc-

ture nearby in which much unoccupied time is spent during both night and

day. With some families this open-sided structure is merely a shade arbor,

and no care seems to be given to its appearance. But with others it serves as

the dwelling upon occasions and is fitted out and furnished with some
semblance of permanent occupancy. During the annual tribal ceremony of

the corn harvest, when the assemblage of families is largest, these structures

may be best seen. The following descriptions of these temporary dwellings,

in which are preserved earlier forms of architecture, are based upon observa-

tions made at such times.

'Op. dt., p. 38a
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To begin with, the camp shelters, as they are commonly called, are

scattered irregularly about, in no wise forming a camp circle such as is found

on the Plains or a camp square like that of the Chickasaw. 1

They are left

standing after they have served once and are reoccupied by the owners when

they return to the place where the ceremonial gatherings are held.

Fig. 19. Roof Support.

The ground space covered by a lodge of this sort varies somewhat, but may
be said to be in general about sixteen feet by eighteen. The floor is simply the

earth. Branches of oak with the leaves compose the roof (Figs. 19, 20, C).

Eight feet above the ground is a common height for this dense screen of leaves.

The branches themselves are supported by cross poles (B) resting on stout

Fig. 20. Roof Support.

horizontal end pieces or beams. In the support of these beams, lodge builders

employ different devices. One of these, and perhaps the commonest, is the

simple forked or crotched post (Fig. 19, A). When trees happen to be handy,

however, a modification has been observed in the roof support which shows a

1

Cf. Journal of American Folk-Lore (1907), p. 50-58.
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rather clever adaptation of the material at hand to suit the occasion. In such

a case standing trees take the place of sunken posts, and forked posts with the

beams resting in the crotch are leaned against them, as in Fig. 20, A.

The general ground plan of these camp shelters is square (Fig. 21). They
usually stand east of the entrance to the tent (D). In the center of the ground

space (A) blankets, skins and other materials to make comfort are strewn, and

here the people eat, lounge and sleep. In one corner is a square storage scaf-

fold or shelf (B) elevated about five feet above the ground. This is floored

with straight sticks resting upon cross pieces which in turn are supported by
uprights in the floor. On this scaffold is a heterogeneous pile of household

untensils and property. Ball sticks, weapons, baskets, clothing, harness,

blankets and in fact nearly everything not in immediate use is all packed away
here out of reach of dogs and children. Out from under the roof to one side;

is the fireplace (C). The diagram (Fig. 21) gives the ground plan of one of

these lodges.

DE ?

-
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In the way of household furniture the Yuchi remember that beds, tcu'fa,

used to consist of a framework of parallel sticks, supported by forked uprights,

upon which skins were piled. These bench-like beds were ranged about the

walls. Mats were suspended to form screens when desired.

Children were stowed away in hammock cradles when they were too

young to walk. The hammock cradle is used very generally nowadays. It

consists of a blanket stretched between two ropes. To keep the sides apart

thwarts with notched ends are at the foot and head. The hammock is

hung up out of doors from convenient trees, while in bad weather it is swung
indoors from house posts or beams.

DOMESTIC UTENSILS.

In the preparation of food several kinds of wooden utensils are employed.

The largest and perhaps the most important piece of household furniture of

this sort was the mortar, dlld, and pestle, died Id. The mortar (PI. Ill, Fig.

10, a) which is simply a log several feet high with the bark removed having a

cavity about eight inches deep, seems, moreover, to be an important domes-

tic fetish. We find that it is connected in some way with the growing up
and the future prospects of the children of the family. It occupies a

permanent position in the door yard, or the space in front of the house.

Only one mortar is owned by the family and there is a strong feeling, even

today, against moving it about and particularly against selling it. We
shall see later that the navel string of a female child is laid away under-

neath the mortar in the belief that the presiding spirit will guide the

growing girl in the path of domestic efficiency.

The pestle that goes with this utensil is also of wood (PI. Ill, Fig. 10, 6).

Its length is usually about six feet. The lower end that goes into the cavity

Kig. 22. Pestle Tops.

of the mortar and does the crushing is rounded off. The top of the pestle is

left broad, to act as a weight and give force to its descent. Several forms

of carving are to be observed in these clubbed pestle tops which are pre-

sumably ornamental, as shown in the cuts (Fig. 22).
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Spoons, ydda ctin&, showing some variation in size and relative proportions,

are found commonly in domestic service. They are all made of wood, said to

be maple. The size of these varies from six or seven to fourteen inches. The

howl is usually rather deep and is widest and deepest near the handle. The

latter is squared and straight with a crook near the end upon which an owner-

ship mark consisting of a few scratches or incisions is frequently seen. PI. VI,
3 shows common spoons used in eating soup or boiled vegetables. This type is

said to represent, in the shape of the bowl, a wolf's ear and to be patterned
after it.

Wooden paddle-shaped pot stirrers, cadi', are nearly always to be seen

where cooking is going on. They vary greatly in size and pattern. Ordinarily

the top is simply disk-shaped. The use of the stirrer comes in when soup and

vegetables are being boiled, to keep the mess from sticking to the pot. (See

models in Fig. 36, 6.)

Gourds, td'mbactu', of various shapes are made use of about the house

in many different ways. They are easily obtained and require little or no

labor to fit them for use. As drinking cups, general recep-

tacles and dippers they come in very handy. A common

drinking ladle is shown in Figure 23. Besides these utensils,

of course, baskets, mats, and pots, which have been dealt with

already, figure prominently in the household economy. Pots

are used chiefly as cooking vessels and receptacles from which

prepared food is eaten. Baskets are commonly used for stor-

ing things away, for carrying purposes and for the keeping of

ornaments, trinkets, small utensils and other personal effects.

The several specialized forms, the riddle, or basket sieve, and

the fan, or flat basket tray, are, as has been mentioned, used

23 directly in the preparation of corn for food. The part they

Drinking Gourd- play will be described in more detail in another place.

FOOD AND ITS PREPARATION.

FIRE MAKING. In the preparation of most vegetable and animal products
for consumption fire is an indispensable agent. It is also procured for ceremo-

nial purposes. To obtain it the Yuchi claim that originally two pieces of

stone were struck together, either two pieces of flint or a piece of flint and a

piece of quartz or pyrites. In the annual tribal ceremony this method is

preserved yet. Two persons are ordinarily required in producing fire, one

to do the striking, the other to hold the bed of fire material into which the

spark is projected when obtained. A single individual might succeed very

well, but two together obtain fire much more quickly. Even then the

operation often takes fifteen minutes or more. It is likely, however, that
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the manipulators were already out of practice when the method passed out of

common use. It is nowadays admitted that the town chief who strikes the

spark at the annual ceremony is greatly worried at this time over the ultimate

result of his efforts. It takes him about twenty minutes to secure a flame.

The method, as observed on several ceremonial occasions, is as follows:

the flint, yat
K & dawon^, is held between the thumb and forefinger of the right

hand with a small piece of punk material, tcing
ed>

, alongside of it. This punk

appears to be a very close-pored fungus. In his left hand he holds the

striker. The helper stands by, holding a curved tray of hickory bark

heaped up with decayed wood, sdmbV, which has been dried and reduced

to powder (Fig. 24). The chief operator then strikes the two stones together,

Fig. 24. Tinder Tray.

and when several good sparks have been seen to fly, a moment is given to

watching for evidence that one has been kept alive in the punk. If the

spark smoulders in this it is gently transferred to the tinder in the bark

tray. From this moment the responsibility rests with the helper. He begins

to sway the tinder very gradually from side to side and gauges his movements

by the thin wisp of smoke that arises from the smouldering bed. After a few

minutes, if things go well, the smoke increases and the helper becomes more

energetic. The climax is reached when from the dried wood tinder-bed a little

flame springs up. Small twigs are piled on and then larger ones until the

blazing mass can be safely deposited beneath a pile of firewood. Nowadays
at any rate, the fire-producing materials, flint and punk, are a part of the

town chief's sacred paraphernalia and he has the prerogative of manipulating

them. A piece of steel is more often used as a sparker in the modern

operation, as it is more effective.

The most convenient fireplace arrangement is to have a large, not too

dry backlog with the fire maintained along one side according to the number

of pots to be heated. When the backlog burns away in one place the fire

is moved to another, or the log itself is pushed along.

As to the origin of fire we find here the common American explanation.

It is believed to have been stolen, by the mythical trickster Rabbit, from a

people across the waters and brought by him to the Yuchi.
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FOODS. Foodstuffs in which corn or maize is the principal ingredient

should bo mentioned first in this connection. In its various forms corn has

always been the staple article of diet in the region inhabited by these

Indians, while at certain times of the year game, fish and fruits have supple-

mented the daily menu. Pumpkins, potatoes, beans, melons and squashes

rank next in the list of cultivated plant foods. The variety of corn best

known seems to have been what is commonly called flint corn

The simplest way of preparing corn for use is to boil it or roast it in the

ear and eat it directly from the cob. There is, however, only a certain time

of the year in which this can be done and that is when the crop has matured,

after the supernatural powers had been propitiated and the bodies of the

people purified by ceremonies to be treated later under the subject of religion.

One of the chief articles of diet is tsffci, & kind of corn soup.
1 To make

this the grains of corn, when dry, are removed from the cob and pounded in

the mortar until they are broken up. These grits and the corn powder are

then scooped out of the mortar and boiled in a pot with water. Wood ashes

from the fire are usually added to it to give a peculiar flavor much to the

native taste. Even powdered hickory nuts, or marrow, or meat may be

boiled with the soup to vary its taste. It is commonly believed, as regards

the origin of this favorite dish, that a woman in the mythical ages cut a

rent in the sky through which a peculiar liquid flowed which was found to

be good to eat. The Sun then explained its preparation and use, from which

fact it was called tsffci, inferably 'sun fluid.'

A kind of corn flour, tsukhd, is made by pounding up dried corn in the

mortar. At intervals the contents of the mortar are scooped up and emptied

into the sieve basket. The operator holds a large basket tray in her lap and

over it shakes and sifts the pounded corn until all the grits and the finer

particles have fallen through. According to the desired fineness or coarse-

ness of the flour she then jounces this tray until she has the meal as she

wants it, all the chaff having blown away. The meal, being then ready to be

mixed into dough, is stirred up with water in one of the pottery vessels. In

the meantime a large clean flat stone has been tilted slantwise before the

embers of a fire. When the dough is right it is poured out onto this stone

and allowed to bake. These meal cakes constitute the native bread, k&nlo.

Berries are thought to improve the flavor and are often mixed in with the

dough. Besides corn the Yuchi preserve the knowledge of a variety of foods

some of which are still commonly used. Hickory nuts, y\', were commonly

stored away for use in the following manner. They were pounded and then

'The common name for this corn soup is sofki, the Creek term, which has come now

to be widely used for the dish among both Indians and whites.
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boiled in water until a milk-like fluid was obtained. This after being

strained was used as a beverage or as a cooking ingredient.

Almost any bird, animal or fish that was large enough to bother with was

used as food. The names and varieties of such have been already given. The

flesh of game mammals, birds, kdndl'
',
and fish, cu, was roasted or broiled

on a framework of green sticks resting on cross pieces which were supported

on forked uprights over the fire. The device was simply a stationary broiling

frame. When large hauls of fish were made, by using vegetable poison in

streams in the manner described, or more game was taken than was needed

for immediate use, it is said that the surplus flesh was artificially dried over a

slow smoky fire or in the sun, so that it could be laid away against the future.

Crawfish, tcatsd, were very much liked and quantities of them were also

treated for preservation in the above manner.

Wild fruits and nuts in their proper seasons added variety to the compara-

tively well supplied larder of the natives. Berries, ydba', were gathered and

dried to be mixed with flour or eaten alone. Wild grapes, ca, were abundant.

The Indians are said to have preserved them for use out of season by drying
them on frames over a bed of embers until they were like raisins, in condition

to be stored away in baskets.

Salt, ddbl, was used with food except during the annual tribal ceremony
and for a short time before it, when it was tabooed in the same sense as corn or

intercourse -with women. It was obtained from river banks in certain places,

but, on the whole, was rather a rare article with the Yuchi.

Meals were seldom eaten at regular times. Since food of some sort was

nearly always over the fire or ready to eat, the different members of the family,

or even outsiders, partook of what they wanted whenever they felt inclined.

At least once a day, however, one good meal would usually be prepared
for all.

The food supply of the Indians of the fertile Southeast, regulated by their

forethought in preserving grain and flesh, seems to have been on the whole,

fairly constant and abundant. Accordingly we do not expect to find them

making use of matter that is not acceptable to the average human taste, such,

for instance, as insects, larvse, and small reptiles. They did, however, and do

today, find the raw entrails of the larger mammals and their contents to be

much to their liking, esteeming the substance a delicacy.

A more extensive list of special vegetable foods could hardly be gotten
from the Yuchi today as they are out of their original habitat, and have

discontinued the use of wild plants for some time.

In connection with animal foods it should be remembered that there were

numerous clans having particular animals for their totems, and that there

existed for each clan the taboo of killing or eating the particular animal

which bore the form of its totem.
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DRESS AND ORNAMENT.

For a people living in quite a warm climate the Yuchi, as far back as they
have any definite knowledge, seem to have gone about rather profusely clothed,

but the descriptions obtained refer only to a time when the white traders'

materials had replaced almost entirely the native products.

A bright colored calico shirt was worn by the men next to the skin. Over

this was a sleeved jacket reaching, on young men, a little below the waist, on

old men and chiefs, below the knees. The shirt hung free before and behind,

but was bound around the waist by a belt or woolen sash. The older men who
wore the long coat-like garment had another sash with tassels dangling at the

sides outside of this. These two garments, it should be remembered, were

nearly always of calico or cotton goods, while it sometimes happened that the

long coat was of deerskin. Loin coverings were of two kinds
;
either a simple

apron was suspended from a girdle next the skin before and behind, or a long

narrow strip of stroud passed between the legs and was tucked underneath the

girdle in front and in back, where the ends were allowed to fall as flaps. Leg-

gings of stroud or deerskin reaching from ankle to hip were supported by

thongs to the belt and bound to the leg by tasselled and beaded garter bands

below the knee. Deerskin moccasins covered the feet. Turbans of cloth,

often held in place by a metal head band in which feathers were set for orna-

ment, covered the head. The man's outfit was then complete when he had

donned his bead-decorated side pouch, in which he kept pipe, tobacco and

other personal necessities, with its broad highly embroidered bandolier. The
other ornaments were metal breast pendants, earrings, finger rings, bracelets

and armlets, beadwork neckbands and beadwork strips which were fastened

in the hair. The women wore calico dresses often ornamented on the breast,

shoulders, and about the lower part of the skirt with metal brooches. Neck-

laces of large round beads, metal earrings and bracelets were added for orna-

ment, and upon festive or ceremonial occasions a large, curved, highly ornate

metal comb surmounted the crown of the head. From this varicolored rib-

bons dangled to the ground, trailing out horizontally as the wearer moved
about. The woman's wardrobe also included an outside belt, decorated with

bead embroidery, short leggings, and moccasins at times.

The above articles of clothing, as can quite readily be seen, are largely of

modern form if not of comparatively modern origin. However, owing to the

fact that no period is remembered by the Yuchi going back of the time when

these things were in use, we are left to our own resources in trying to determine

which of them were native and which of them were borrowed from outsiders.

If we are warranted in judging by the material used and by the form of

decoration which is given them, it would seem that among the garments de-

scribed, leggings, breechcloths, moccasins and perhaps shirts and turbans at
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least were of native type. The same, furthermore, might be said of some

forms of the metal ornaments, ornamented necklaces, hair ornaments, sashes

and knee bands. So far as is now known, the decorative art of the Yuchi

is almost exclusively confined to the latter articles, and it may be that the

antiquity of the decorative designs is paralleled by that of the objects which

carry them. Reference is made in myths to the turban, woman's skirt, man's

sash and carrying pouch with its broad bandolier in connection with one of

the supernatural beings, Wind. The peculiar form of these articles as worn

by him then gave the motive for the conventional decorations which are

still put on such articles by the Yuchi. This, however, is to be dealt with

more fully under the next heading.

The bright colored calico shirt worn next to the skin was called god bilane,

'what goes around the back ;' and was provided with buttons and often a frill

around the collar and at the wrists. The outer garment, god statt, 'over the

back,' of calico also, was more characteristic. This had short sleeves with

frilled cuff bands which came just above the frills of the under shirt, thereby

adding to the frilled effect. A large turn-down collar bordered with a frill

which ran all around the lapels down the front and about the hem, added

further to this picturesque effect, and a great variety of coloring is exhibited

in the specimens which I have seen. The long skirted coat, god staleea', worn

by the old men, chiefs and town officials, was usually white with, however, just

as many frills. An old specimen of Cherokee coat is shown in PI. V, 1, which

shows very well the sort of coat commonly worn by the men of other south-

eastern tribes as Well as the Yuchi. The material used is tanned buckskin

with sewed-on fringe corresponding to the calico frills in more modern

specimens. It is said that as the men became older and more venerable,

they lengthened the skirts of their coats. A sash commonly held these coats

in at the waist.

The breechcloth, gontsone
n

(PI. V, Fig. 2), was a piece of stroud with

decorated border, which was drawn between the legs and under the girdle

before and behind. The flaps, long or short as they might be, are said to

have been decorated with bead embroidery, but none of the specimens

preserved show it.

Leggings, tozo'
',
were originally of deerskin with the seam down the outside

of the leg arranged so as to leave a flap three or four inches wide along the entire

length. The stuff was usually stained in some uniform color. In the latter

days, however, strouding, or some other heavy substance such as broadcloth,

took the place of deerskin, and the favorite colors for this were black, red and

blue. The outside edge of the broad flap invariably bore some decoration,

in following out which we find quite uniformly one main idea. By means of

ribbons of several colors sewed on the flap a series of long parallel lines in red,

yellow, blue and green are brought out. The theme is said to represent sun-
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rise or sunset and is one of the traditional decorations for legging flaps. A

typical specimen is shown in Plate V, 3. The legging itself reaches from the

instep to the hip on the outer side where a string or thong is attached with

which to fasten it to the belt for support.

The moccasin, defa', still in use (P1.V,4, and Fig. 25), is made of soft smoked

deerskin. It is constructed of one piece of skin. One seam runs straight up

the heel. The front seam begins where the toes touch the ground and runs

along the instep. At the ankle this seam ends, the uppers hanging loose.

The instep seam is sometimes covered with some fancy cloth. Deerskin thongs

are fastened at the instep near the bend of the ankle with which to bind the

moccasin fast. The thongs are wound just above the ankle and tied in front.

Sometimes a length of thong is passed

once around the middle of the foot,

crossing the sole underneath, then

wound once around the ankle and

tied in front. This extra binding

going beneath the sole is employed

generally by those whose feet are

large, otherwise the shoe hangs too

loose. The Osages, now just north

of the Yuchi, employ this method of

binding the moccasins quite gen-

erally, but the moccasin pattern is

quite different. The idea, however,

may be a borrowed one. Yuchi

moccasins have no trailers or instep

flaps or lapels, the whole article being extremely plain. It seems that decora-

tion other than the applications of red paint is quite generally lacking.

The turban, to cine, seems to have been a characteristic piece of head gear

in the Southeast. The historic turban of the Yuchi was a long strip of calico

or even heavier goods which was simply wound round and round the head and

had the end tucked in under one of the folds to hold it. The turban cloth was

of one color, or it could have some pattern according to personal fancy. Plumes

or feathers were in the same way stuck in its folds for the artistic effect,

some head covering similar to the turban was known in Precolumbian times

seems probable inasmuch as a myth mentions that Rabbit, when he stole the

ember of fire from its keepers, hid it in the folds of his head dress.

The sashes, gdg6di kwent, 'the two suspended from the body' (PI. V,

5, 6, PI. VI, 7, 8), worn by men, are made of woolen yarn. The simplest of these

consists merely of a bunch of strands twisted together and wrapped at the

ends. A loose knot holds the sash about the waist. But the characteristic

sash of the southeastern tribes, and one much in favor with the Yuchi, is

Fig. 25. Man's Moccasin.
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more complex in its makeup, and quite attractive in effect, the specimens
I have seen being for the most part knitted. The sashes of the Yuchi seem

to be uniformly woven with yarn of a dark red color. Some specimens,

howeveci show an intermixture of blue or yellow, or both. The main feature

is a dark red ground for the white beads which are strung on the weft.

Figures of triangles and lozenges or zigzags are attractively produced

by the white beaded outlines and the conventional design produced is

called 'bull snake.' The sash is tied about the waist so that the fixed

tassels fall from one hip and the tassels at the knotted end depend from

the other. Customarily the tassels reach to the knee. The sash is a

mark of distinction, to a certain extent, as it was only worn in former times

by full-grown men. Nowadays, however, it is worn in ball games and upon
ceremonial occasions by the participants in general, though only as regalia.

The woven garters, tse ISA"' (PI. VI, 3), or gode' kwcne, 'leg suspender,'

should be described with the sash, as their manner of construction and their

conventional decoration is the same. The garters or knee bands are several

inches in width. They are commonly knitted, while the tassels are of plaited

or corded lengths of yarn with tufts at the ends. Here the general form and

colors of the decorative scheme are the same as those of the sash. The func-

tion of the knee band seems to be, if anything, to gather up and hold the slack

of the legging so as to relieve some of the weight on the thong that fastens it

to the belt. The tasseled ends fall half way down the lower leg.

Rather large pouches, latV, two of which are ordinarily owned by each

man as side receptacles, are made of leather, or goods obtained from the whites,

and slung over the shoulder on a broad strap of the same material. It has

already been said that various articles were thus carried about on the person :

tobacco and pipe, tinder and flint, medicinal roots, fetishes and undoubtedly
a miscellaneous lot of other things. The shoulder strap is customarily

decorated with the bull snake design by attaching beads, or if the strap be

woven, by weaving them in. There seems to be a variety in the bead decora-

tions on the body of the pouch. Realistic portrayals of animals, stars,

crescents and other objects have been observed, but the realistic figure of

the turtle is nearly always present either alone or with the others. The
turtle here is used conventionally in the same Way that the bull snake is

used as the decorative theme on sashes and shoulder strap, that is, in

imitation of the mythical being Wind who went forth with a turtle for

his side pouch. In PI. IX. Fig. 5, one of the chief ornamental designs is

reproduced.

The next ornamental pieces to be described are the neckbands, tsutso
n

la',

'bead band' (PI. VI, 5, 6), worn by men. These are usually an inch in width

and consist of beads strung on woof of horse hair; each bead being placed
between two of the warps. Beadwork of this sort is widely used by the
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neighboring Sauk and Fox and Osage and it may be that we are dealing

here with a borrowed idea. Not only the idea of the neckband, but

also many of the decorative motives brought out on it, may possibly be

traceable to Sauk and Fox or other foreign sources. The religious interests

of the Yuchi are largely concerned with supernatural beings residing in the

sky and clouds, so we find many of the conventional designs on these neck-

bands interpreted as clouds, sun, sunrise and sunset effects, and so on. Animal

representations, however, are sparingly found, while on the other hand

representations of rivers, mountains, land, and earth, are quite frequent. On
the whole it seems that most of the expression of the art of these Indians is

to be found on their neckbands and the hair ornaments. In thus bearing
the burden of conventional artistic expression in a tribe, the neckband

of the Yuchi is something like the moccasin of the Plains, the pottery of the

Southwest and the basketry of California.

Fastened in the hair near the crown and falling toward the back, the men
used to wear small strips of beadwork, tsu'tsetsV, 'little bead' (PI. VI, 4),

avowedly for ornament. They were woven like the neckband on horse hair

or sinew with different colored beads. One which I collected is about eight

inches long and one half an inch wide, having three-fold dangling ends orna-

mented with yarn. The designs on these ornaments are representative of

topographical and celestial features.

A woman's belt, want6 gaho'nde kwen, 'goes around woman's waist', is

shown (PI. VI, 1). The belts were of leather or trade cloth and had bead

embroidery decorations representing in general the same range of objects as

the neckbands and hair ornaments. Such belts were usually about two

Fig. 26. Women's Necklaces.

inches wide. Women's dresses, nong
e
d', will not be described, as they

present nothing characteristic or original. Most women are found with

strings of large round blue beads about their necks (Fig. 26). It is stated

that necklaces of this sort have something to do with the fertility of women.
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The ornaments which were made of silver alloy beaten and punched in the

cold state are exceedingly numerous and varied. The use of such objects

has been very general among the Indians and a general borrowing and inter-

changing of pattern and shape seems to have gone on for some time during
the historic period. No particularly characteristic forms are found among the

Yuchi except perhaps in the breast pendants, which are generally crescent

shaped, and the men's head bands and the women's ornamental combs. Some
of these objects deserve description.

Fig. 27. Ornamental Comb.

Fig. 27 shows one of the combs. The narrow band of metal is decorated

with punched-in circles, ovals and toothed curves. The teeth are cut out of

another strip of metal which is riveted on. The upper edge of the comb is

scalloped. Women's bracelets are shown in Fig. 28, with similar ornamentation

Fig. 28. Bracelets.

on the body, and grooves near the edges to render its shape firm. The rings,

gompadl'ne, and earrings (Fig. 29) need no description. Hardly any two are

alike.

We have evidence in the myths that robes, Antcwd, or hides of animals,

Fig. 29. Finger Kings.

as the name implies, were worn by the men over their shoulders. The case

referred to mentions bear and wildcat skins used in this manner and it is

also to be inferred that two different branches of the tribe were charac-

terized by the wearing of bear and wildcat skins robes.
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The men furthermore affect the fan, wetcd, 'turkey' (PI. VII, 9), of wild

turkey tail feathers. The proper possession of this, however, is with the older

men and chiefs who spend much of their time in leisure. They handle the

fan very gracefully in emphasizing their gestures and in keeping insects away.

During ceremonies to carry the fan is a sign of leadership. It is passed to a

dancer as an invitation to lead the next dance. He, when he has completed

his duty, returns it to the master of ceremonies who then bestows it upon

someone else. The construction of the fan is very simple, the quills being

merely strung together upon a string in several places near the base (Fig. 30).

The Yuchi men as a rule allow the hair to grow long all over the head

until it reaches the neck. It is then cropped off even all around and worn

parted in the middle. The portrait of the old man (PI. I) shows this fairly

well. Something is usually bound about the forehead to keep the hair back

from the face; either a turban, silver head band or strip of some kind. The

beadwork hair ornaments used to be tied to a few locks back of the crown.

Some of the older men state that a long time ago the men wore scalp locks and

Fig. 30. Feather Attachment of Fau.

reached their hair, removing all but the comb of hair along the top of the

crown, in the manner still practiced by the Osage. Men of taste invariably

keep the mustache, beard and sometimes the eyebrows from growing by pulling

them out with their finger nails. The hair was formerly trimmed by means

of two stones. The tresses to be cut were laid across a flat stone and

were then sawed off, by means of a sharp-edged stone, to the desired lengtl

The women simply part their hair in the middle, gathering it back

tightly above the ears and twisting it into a knot or club at the back of

the neck. The silver combs, already described, are placed at the back near

the top of the head.

Face painting, as we shall see, is practiced by both men and women for

certain definite purposes. There are four or five patterns for men and they

indicate which of two societies, namely the Chief or the Warrior society, the

wearer belongs to. These patterns are shown in PL X, and will be described

in more detail later on. Although the privilege of wearing certain of these

patterns is inherited from the father, young men are not, as a rule, entitled

to use them until they have been initiated into the town and can take a wife.
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Face painting is an important ceremonial decoration and is scrupulously
worn at ceremonies, public occasions and ball games. A man is also

decorated with his society design for burial.

The only use ever made of paint in the case of women seems to have been
to advertise the fact that they were unmarried. Women of various ages are now.

however, observed with paint, and it is generally stated that no significance
is attached to it. One informant gave the above information in regard to the

past use of paint among women and thought that to wear it was regarded
then as a sign of willingness to grant sexual privileges. The woman's pattern
consists simply of a circular spot in red, about one inch across, on each cheek

(PI. X, Fig. 4). A few other objects of personal ornament which are, however,
functionally more ceremonial will be described when dealing specifically with
the ceremonies.
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DECORATIVE ART AND SYMBOLISM.

Something has already been said about decorative designs in the descrip-

tion of clothing, but the designs themselves and the general subject of art

deserve a little attention. As regards the artistic expression of this tribe

it seems that, in general, special conventional decorations symbolizing concrete

objects are confined to a few articles of clothing such as neckbands, sashes,

hair ornaments, leggings and carrying-pouches. The whole field is permeated

with a strong religious significance. Decorations of a like sort with a s

more emphatic religious meaning are found on pottery, though rarely, as well

as on other objects. Besides this we find occasional attempts, on the part

of the men, to make realistic pictures of familiar objects by means of pig-

ments on paper, bark or skin, not to mention the fashioning of a few crude

representations
in plastic material. Considering, however, the part that con-

ventional decoration plays in the present case, it seems to outweigh the

importance of pictorial art. It must be admitted, though, that this sup-

position is founded entirely on the consideration of modern material, and, as

there appears to be no way of going back of this for an insight into earlier

stages, the only course is to treat it as a native feature. A suspicion

regarding the foreign origin of Yuchi ornamentation has already been

mentioned. We must also reckon with considerable deterioration resulting

from contact with the whites-

Lacking, then, the ability to deal with Yuchi art in its definitely pure state

we shall undertake the consideration of some decorative designs on clothing

as representing the most specialized and characteristic surviving forms. Some

of these are simple conventional geometrical patterns which are used with

variation by different individuals and often regarded as religious symbols.

For instance, we find the conventional bull snake pattern on sashes,

garters, neckbands and shoulder straps, with a religious significance attached

to it. Inasmuch as the Wind on one of his excursions made use of bull snakes

for his sash, garters and shoulder strap and was highly successful in his under-

taking, the emulation of this great being is sought after by human beings

when they decorate their sashes, garters and shoulder straps with the symbolic

bull snake design.
1 The same emulative motives are to be found in the frog

'The likelihood that the snake design was predominant in the decoration of shoulder

straps and sashes of most of the southeastern tribes is to be inferred from the frequency

with which this design, to the exclusion of others, appears in the portraits of Creeka, Semi-

nole and Cherokee published by McKenney and Hall (History of the Indian Tribes of

North America, 3 vols., 1848-50).
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effigy pipes and in the turtle design which is common on the side pouches

(PI. IX. Fig. 5).

Other patterns lack, so far as is known, any religious associations, being

merely conventional decorative representations of familiar natural objects.

In this category we find patterns of mountains, clouds, rivers, the moon, sun,

milky way, and rainbow, while representations of such living forms as

the centipede and the bull snake are also met with. The greatest variety of

patterns showing minor differences and bearing the same interpretation seem

to be those representing sky and cloud effects. The religious interest of the

Yuchi in the upper world of the sky may have influenced them in their taste

for celestial symbols. In this connection it should be remembered that they

regard themselves as the offspring of the sun and point to that orb as the tribal

sign in gesture talk. It was remarked by one of the men who supplied the

specimens illustrated here, that some years ago when the Yuchi were more

given to roving about the plains for game they were distinguished among the

Osage, Sauk, Pawnee and other tribes encountered, by the predominance
of cloud, sky, sun and moon designs shown in their beadwork neckbands. In

fact, the decorative motives seem to be of a more or less fixed tribal nature.

No symbols for abstract ideas, as for example those of the Arapaho for thought
and good luck, have been found.

In depicting objects and in conventional patterns naturally the outlines

give the chief character to the figure, though colors have their conventional

uses. Blue represents sky or water, dark blue, the sky at night, and white or

yellow, light or illumination. Green represents vegetation. Brown, earth or

sand, and red, earth and fire. As among many tribes of North America, colors

are furthermore associated with the cardinal points by the Yuchi.

koda n
fd, north; hitstJ

1

', green or blue.

faka
n
fd, east; yakd, white.

wa' fa, south
; tcald, red.

fa
n
fd, west; ispV, black.

Of these, two carry the symbolism further. The east and its whiteness

signify the propitious, the west and black stand for the unpropitious, while

red is symbolical of war and turbulence. These concepts, at least the black

west and the white east, are undoubtedly connected with day and night.

In different accounts the colors going with the cardinal points vary some-

what. It appears that no fixed symbolism is maintained but that the idea of

color in connection with the points is general but variable. The same tendency

seems to be found in other tribes, which would explain the conflicts which are

often recorded.

The illustrations given here were mostly made from specimens secured

from the Indians and the interpretations are those offered by their makers. In
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sonic cases, however, patterns were remembered by Indians but no actual

specimens showing them could be obtained. Pigment representations in color

were then made by the Indians of a few designs which were familiar to them

but out of use, and the interpretations were secured at the same time as (lie

sketches. Other designs were copied from specimens which could not be ob-

tained. PI. VIII, Fig. 8 is a general pattern representing the bull snake,

cankd, on earth or sand. It was done in pigment and said to be intended

for use on shoulder straps of pouches, garters or sashes. Fig. 7 also shows

a pattern of the bull snake design for similar use; the body material here is

supposed to be of some white cloth and the red, yellow and blue outlines are

to be produced by sewing the beads on or weaving them singly in the fabric.

Fig. 6 is an actual design taken from a pair of woven garters. The white

beads are woven in the fabric and the whole also symbolizes the bull snake.

Fig. 2 is a pattern representing the centipede, iotce
n
gan&. It was done in

pigments and is intended for use on beadwork neckbands. Figs. 3 and 4

are both from specimens of beadwork neckbands and show three-color conven-

tionalizations of the centipede. Fig. 5 represents the same with the difference

that the legs are shown in the outside marginal row. Fig. 1 and PI. IX Fig.

4, show mountain designs seen on breechcloth flaps, blankets, and belts, and

used also on neckbands. This is called s^a'yaboha pe'
?:e

n
, 'many crooked

mountains.' PI. VIII. Fig. 9, is a pattern, tsfia', river, taken from a neckband

representing a river, in blue, flowing through arid country, indicated by the

brown ground color. Fig. 15 is another neckband design showing the same

idea with a little variation in color. Fig. 14 is a hair ornament representing

likewise a river flowing through a fertile prairie land. In Fig. 13 is a pigment

pattern for belt, shoulder strap or neckband. It represents an otter,

according to its well-known habit, sliding down the bank of a stream into

the water which is represented by the blue area. The red portion shows the

muddy bank. Fig. 12 is taken from a beadwork neckband and shows the

milky way, tsen6 yuctd"', 'dog's trail,' in white, as seen on a starlight night.

The dark blue represents the sky at night and the white beads in it are stars.

Fig. 11 shows the design on a woman's belt done in beads and cloth

applique'e. The whole represents the breaking up of storm clouds, showing

glimpses of the blue sky in between the cloud banks. Fig. 16 is from a

beadwork necklace and represents a bright sky with various kinds of cumu-
lus clouds which are shown in the different shaped rectangles. Fig. 10 is

another neckband design representing the rainbow, yifa' or wefa'. Fig. 17,

taken from a neckband, is similar in content to Fig. 16, showing cumulus clouds. 1

The right angle L represents the moon. Figs. 18 and 19 are neckband and
hair ornament designs representing different sunrise or sunset effects, tson\ n>

.

One informant gave the additional name of "boxes" to the rectangles.
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Fig. 20 is a variation of the idea represented in Fig. 17, showing also the moon

symbol. This was taken from a beadwork neckband. Fig. 21, also a neck-

band idea, is uniform red representing the glow of sunset in the sky, and is

called hopo
n
le tcaldla,'sky red all over.' Figs. 22 and 23 are beadwork

design elements also representing sunrise or sunset amid clouds.

The most characteristic and important example of religious symbolism is

to be found in the public area or town square of Yuchi town where the cere-

monies are performed and tribal gatherings take place. Although this will be

described and figured further on under another heading (see PI.XI), it deserves

mention here. The town square itself, with its three lodges on the north, south

and west, symbolized the rainbow. The natural coloring of the brown earth

floor of the square, the green brush roofs of the lodges, the gray ashes of the fire

in the center and the red of the flames formed altogether an enormous ashes,

earth and vegetation painting, if such an expression might be used, which was

the tribal shrine. The colors of this town square altar corresponded to those

of the rainbow. The ceremonial event which took place annually on this

shrine furthermore symbolized the various actions of the chief supernatural

being and culture hero Sun who taught the people the ceremony as it was per-

formed by the inhabitants of the sky in the rainbow during the mythical period.

Like the symbolism of many primitive peoples in America that of the Yuchi

was closely connected with religious life.

It is observable that most of the geometrical figures used here as design

elements, such as rectangles, triangles and zigzag lines, are commonly found in a

similar capacity in other regions with, however, different and arbitrary sym-
bolisms and interpretations in different localities. This seems to be in accord

with what Dr. Boas has shown for parts of North America, that certain figures

have become disseminated through wide areas and have received secondary,

oftentimes symbolical, interpretations when adopted by different tribes accord-

ing to their particular interests. Below, in Fig. 31, is given a summary of

Yuchi conventional figures from the material at hand to facilitate the com-

parison of American motives and their interpretations::. The significance

of the various colors has already been given. To conclude this very brief

account of art and symbolism a few examples of pictorial representations

are given. These drawings in color were brought in by Indians to further

explain various features of ethnology while investigation was being car-

ried on. No claim is made regarding their spontaneity or native orig-

inality. In Plate IX, Fig. 10 represents a buffalo fish which has been

shot with an arrow, Fig. 9 shows a cow's head with an arrow crosswise

in its mouth. The picture of a mortar, pestle and two pot stirrers (Fig. 11)

was drawn to show the miniature domestic utensils which are hidden away
with the navel cord of a female child to influence its future. Fig. 6 represents

a war club of an ancient type no longer seen, with a String of feathers. Fig. 7
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\s the nun and moon or moon and star symbol, which was placed over the

entrance of the Yuchi house as a tribal mark symbolizing the kinship of the

people to the sun. Fig. 8 is a design taken from a drum head. It represents

the color symbolism of the cardinal points, lacking, however, the black for

west. The Yuchi seem to perceive no intrinsic difference between approxi-

mate shades of green and blue. When these colors are placed side by side,

however, they note an existing difference when attention is called to it. The

language has one word for the two colors, hits\
n
'. Shades and tones of other

colors are seldom distinguished. Even the extremes do not call forth

particular mention unless they border on each other. Thus indigo might
be called black. Yellow and green, however, are clearly distinguished apart
and are covered by particular words, dl yellow, hits.*,. green or blue. Aesthet-

ically green or blue and yellow were claimed as the favorite colors by the

majority of those who were questioned about the matter. It may also be noted

here that designs representing cloud effects and celestial phenomena are held

in the greatest fondness by the Yuchi, in which preference they may have

been influenced by religious associations. The favorite patterns are commonly
called by such names as e

n
gedjine

n
,
'dressed up,' and gatse

1

pongan&, 'pretty.'
'

Several more complex pictures are reproduced on Plate IX, which may
be of native origin. They were made by a chief of his own accord on

paper to illustrate several things that were mentioned in the myths. They
are comparable to some of the pictures made by the plains tribes for similar

purposes. Fig. 3 depicts the milky way, tsene yucta , 'dog's trail,' at night

and the clear sky studded with stars. This is to explain the belief that the

milky way is the trail of White Dog, a supernatural being, who travels over

it every night. The ramification to the right, which is rather difficult

to distinguish in the milky way, is supposed to be a blind trail leading

toward the earth. The White Dog frequently blunders and takes the blind

trail, getting quite near to the earth before he discovers his mistake. The

Indian dogs are quick to perceive this and thereupon set up a howl which

they keep up untilWhite Dog has passed on. Thus the weird howling at

night of the Indian dogs is accounted for. Fig. 2 shows the rainbow, yu
e
d',

'big house (?),'-the trail over which the soul travels toward the spirit land.

The brown area represents earth with a mountain in darker shade; the blue

is water in the background, with sky in green above all. In Fig. 1 is a river,

land, a mountain range and sky in their respective conventional colors. In

the foreground are trees, and a raccoon which has been fishing and is now

bound for the tree on the left where he has his hole. Fig. 5 is given to

show a design used on the side pouches and shoulder straps which sup-

port them. The upper figure is a turtle, tabsa'. The turtle and snake de-

signs on these pouches have already been described so it is not necessary to

explain their significance again. The other figures on the lower part of the
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pouch are a hand and a tomahawk. I could not find out what idea they arc

intended to convey, or what their reason was for being here. The aesthetic

and symbolic forms exhibited in pipes (Fig. 11) and clay figures (Fig.12) have

been described before and hardly need to be more than mentioned.
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MUSIC.

Singing at ceremonies and dances was accompanied by drums and

rattles of two kinds.

The large drum was made of hide stretched over a log sometimes three feet

high and was used to call the townspeople together, and to accompany dancing.

This in later times was replaced by a smaller type of drum, the pot-drum,

dldane (Fig. 32) now used at ceremonies. It was made by stretching a piece

of hide over an earthen pot standing about 18 inches high, containing water.

An ordinary stick was used with it as a drum stick. The hide covering

wa decorated usually with a painted wheel-like design, suggesting a correspond-

ence with the cardinal symbolism (See Fig. 8, Plate IX). The black for west

seems to be lacking and yellow is substituted for white in this specimen. The

drum had its special resting place in front of the chief's lodge in the town square

and the privilege of beating it was vested in a certain individual.

Fig. 32. Pot Drum.

The hand rattle, td
nbane (PI. VII, Figs. 3, 4), was formerly a gourd, but

nowadays is a cocoanut shell scraped thin and filled with small white pebbles

a stick being run through the nut to serve as a handle. Small circular

orifices are made in the shell to let the sound out. The gourd rattle was held

at right angle to the forearm in the right hand. Sun symbols (Figure 31, Nos.

23, 25), often are carved or etched around the perforations on the shell.

A characteristic and peculiar instrument is the tsonta' (PI. VII, Figs.

10, 11) the rattles worn only by women in the dances. They are composed
of six to ten terrapin shells containing small white pebbles, attached to sheets

of hide. Each shell has a number of holes in it and is comparable in

function to the single hand rattle. One such bunch of rattles is bound to

each leg below the knee. A shuffling up and down step produces a very

resonant sound from this instrument. Two women usually carry them and
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may enter most of the dances when they have been well started. The

tsonta' is said to be chiefly destined for the Turtle Dance, but was observed

in use in others.

AH of the above instruments were functionally ceremonial. There is

another, however, which is strictly informal in its use. This is the

flute or perhaps more properly the flageolet, lok\ nt
, (PI. VII, Fig. 2). It is

made of cedar wood , being about two feet long and one inch in diameter.

A stick of the proper thickness is split down the center and the

sections gouged out until about one-eighth of an inch thick. The

concave sections are then placed together in their original position and

bound in five or six places with buckskin or cord. The mouthpiece
is formed by simply tapering off the end abruptly. The red cedar wood

used is sacred. There are six hole stops on the upper side of the lower half

of the instrument. A flat piece of lead is bound with its edge at the air vent

which is about four inches from the mouthpiece. The air channel to the lead

is formed by the raised interior and is covered by a peculiar block of wood

which is gummed and bound on. The following seven tones are produced.
The pitch is about one-half a tone higher than that of the medium absolute

scale.

This type of flute is one that is found widely distributed over the continent.

Here as elsewhere it is employed by men as an important aid in influencing the

emotions of the opposite sex. Very plaintive and touching strains are pro-

duced on the flute. They seem to have a deep effect upon the Indians, often

moving the hearers to tears. Young men intentionally play these sad tunes to

arouse the emotions of young girls, and the players themselves appear to be

as much affected as anyone. The owner of a flute keeps his instrument wrapped
up in a package and treats it with extreme care. It was formerly put to

another use sometimes. When the people were traveling from a distance

toward the town square to attend ceremonies there, the flute was often made
to give forth a few measures of music as a sort of travelling song. When
passing isolated farms or settlements on the route the flute was also played
to signal the presence of the travellers and to call the hearers to join them
on their journey to the town square.

One of the tunes played on the flute as a love song was recorded on the

phonograph and a transcription of it is offered below. The man who gave this

tune exclaimed something like the following when he had finished: "Oh, if

some girls were only here! When they hear that they cry and then you can

fondle them. It makes them feel lonesome. I wish some Were here now. I

feel badly myself."
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The strain is as follows :

The above theme is repeated over and over again with all possible varia-

tions, as shown in the five typical staffs given.

The vocal ceremonial music of the Yuchi shows one feature at least which is

rather more complex than what is generally found among Indians. The char-

acter of the music of the other southeastern tribes also resembles theirs in this

respect. The characteristic trait is that, in many of the ceremonial dance songs,

the leader gives one measure and his followers respond in chorus in another

measure or in a variation of the leader's. It resembles what is commonly
known as "round" singing where there are two members. A concrete example

will, perhaps, better illustrate this point. In one of the favorite dances, the

leader steps out from the lodge on the town square where his rank entitles him

to sit, and walks over to the fire in the center of the square, passing around it

several turns from right to left. At about the second turn he assumes a

posture and rhythmic step, holds up his elbows and sings with a deep resonant

voice

ho ho - 6

Before he has finished the final glide the other men, who have by this time filed

in behind him, repeat the syllables on a lower note somewhere near the end of the

glide, but with less of a musical tone

ho ho-6
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Immediately following this the leader repeats his first notes, changing the

syllables to ha lid ha. The file responds in chorus as before, changing their

.syllables to correspond with those of the leader. This may be repeated over

a.uam, by the leader, three or four times, sometimes varied with the syllables

he he e, then he introduces a change.
He sings

the dancers respond with

ah! hi yo

ah ! hi yo

and this is repeated four times. Then the leader changes again. With

increasing vehemence he sings

t=t==2
ah hi ya a

to which the dancers respond with

ah hi ya a

and this is gone through four times. The leader then gives a shorter

measure,

which the other dancers repeat, sounding their first note immediately after
his last. The leader now, on his part, follows without a pause with

ho ho

which the other dancers repeat after him. What has already been sung may
constitute, with of course many fourfold repetitions, the first song of the
dance and the leader closes it with a shrill yell which his followers echo.
This type of song is very characteristic and common. There are, however,
other ways of varying the "rounds," either by repeating the last two
syllables of the leader's part on the same notes that he uses, or on different
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notes ill harmony with them. Another variation has been noted in which the

syllables of the line dancers' responses are entirely different from the leader's.

We have, for instance, in another song

ah hi yas a

sung by the leader, to which the dancers respond with

and the leader finishes the couplet with

to which the dancers answer

yo ho

Other examples of the syllables which appear in the leader's strain and in

the dancers' responses can be seen in some of the dance songs which will be

given later on.

It is characteristic of the ceremonial dance songs that they consist al-

most entirely of meaningless syllables. Only in rare instances do words

appear for a few measures, to be lost again in the rhythmic jumble of mere

syllabic sounds.

The rhythm of the songs which coincides in most dances with the beat of

the drum or the shake of the rattle is predominantly one-two. The shuffling

step of the dancers also accommodates itself to this time. The only other drum

rhythms heard were three-fourths, four-fourths and an attempted tremolo which

occurs oftentimes at the end of a song or where a break is made. Both of the

rattles, the hand rattle and the woman's terrapin shell leg rattles, are shaken

in accordance with two-fourths time, either slowly or rapidly according to the

circumstances. Vehemence or excitement naturally tends to increase the

speed of the rhythm.
As regards the intrinsic harmony of the dance songs it must be added that

to the ordinary European ear they are remarkably agreeable. The simple

rhythm accented by the drum or rattle, and visualized by the steps and

motions of the dancers has a noticeable carrying force. To the natural

voices of the Indians the songs in both tone and syllable, are well adapted.
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Much practice in singing the dance songs from early youth makes the

unison and promptness of the responses almost mechanical.

There is another feature of the dance songs deserving of mention here. It

is a common thing for men who are clever in this line to compose new songs,

and words to go with them. They usually choose some occasion when dancing

is going on to present their pieces. Naturally, of course, there is nothing

radically original in either the wording or the music of the new dance songs.

They are, as far as observation goes, largely plagiarized from more or less

stereotyped native sources. In presenting a new piece the composer usually

steps into the dancing space between dances and leads off with some famil-

iar introduction until a few dancers have joined in behind him. Then when
all are well started he begins his composition, while those behind him simply

keep on with what they commenced. So the composer as dance leader

carries on his new. song much to the enjoyment of his consorts and the

amusement of the spectators. No drumming accompanies these dances.

Unfortunately full examples of this kind of musical innovation are not

available in Yuchi. Such songs do not seem to have any religious bearing
whatever. Their most prominent characteristics appear to be the humorous,
the obscene and, in some respects, the clownish. Part of one song composition,
which I remember, describes a man's attempt to plow with a castrated hog
and a bison bull harnessed together. Before the first furrow is finished, as the

song goes, the hog wants to wallow in the mud and the bison bull wants a drink.

Then they break out of bounds and run away, leaving the man dumbfounded.

An example of obscene composition is one which alternates stanzas of meaning-
less syllables, such as ya le ha', yo ha he', with short phrases describing coha-

bitation or mentioning the private parts.
1

The Indians regard a good singer and dancer as an accomplished man,
hence no little pride is manifested in the art. Love songs are also common
and are sung to give vent to related emotions, such as loneliness, sorrow, joy
and other passions. One of these songs, which are, for the most part, also

burdens without meaning, was given in a paper on the Creek Indians2
,
but this

might be taken for a Yuchi song as well, being apparently common to both

tribes.

1 The words of another pantomimic song of the same sort in Creek have been given in

"The Creek Indians of Taskigi Town." Memoirs American Anthropological Asso-

ciation, Vol. II, part II, p. 138.

Ibid., p. 120.
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DIVISION OF TIME.

The seasons are four in number. Spring, called hInA n
wadel, 'when sum-

mer is near,' is the time when agricultural activities are resumed after the

comparative idleness of the winter. 'Summer,' wade1

,
a term apparently

related to wdfd, 'south/ is the long and active season. Autumn, yaca-

dll6, 'when the tree leaves are yellow,' is a period of combined rest, hunting
and enjoyment. Winter was called unctd, 'snow comes (?).' This season the

people spent in idleness and recreation.

The year is further divided into moons or months, each of which has

its name. The names of eleven of these moons with translations and the

corresponding months in our calendar are as follows:

5s a latcpV Ground frozen month January.
Ho'da dzd Wind month February.
WacPd' sin

n
Little summer March.

WatFaPa' Big summer April

Decsor nendzd Mulberry ripening month May.

Cpdco nendzd Blackberry ripening month June.

Wagsa' kya Middle of summer July.

Tsene agd Dog day August.

Tsogd IVne tsese Hay cutting month September.

Tsofiff ho nstan6 Corn ripening month October.

HorctA
n
d?a' kya Middle of winter December.

The passage of tune during the day time is commonly observed by glancing

at the sun. During the night time the moon and stars, if the weather is clear,

serve the same purpose.

The day itself is divided into different periods equivalent, in our reckoning,

to morning, noon, afternoon and evening. The names for these are agyalt,

'at dawn,' 'morning'; yubale
n
, 'noon,' derivative from yu'ba 'high,' referring

to the sun; padonA.
n
hogye'', 'afternoon,' 'toward the night;' fa 'evening/ and

lastly, pado' 'night.'
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SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ORGANIZATION.

The social and political organization of the Yuchi is, for a primitive

people, rather complex. What is offered here upon this subject probably does

not represent all that could be said ;
neither is it to be supposed that the In-

dians of today retain a complete knowledge of earlier social conditions.

The social groups outside of the ordinary family consisting of man,
wife or wives and offspring, are two, namely the clan, and another which

for want of better terms we may call the society or class. The whole tribal

community, inclusive of the various groups, forms another unit with special

institutions, called the town. At several periods in history the town has

been co-terminous with the tribe. At other times, when its settlements have

been scattered over wider areas, the tribe has divided itself into several towns,

some of these assuming independent names and the privileges of self control

in political and religious matters. Anticipating somewhat the discussion of

the clans we find these to be maternal totemic groups with the regulation of

exogamy. These clans number about twenty. The society or class divisions,

on the other hand, show a grouping of the males of the tribe into a two-fold

division. This identity descends from father to son, certain public offices

connected with religious ceremonies and political matters going with it. The

societies, besides, are the only social divisions which have distinctive personal

insignia, in the form of designs in facial painting. Lastly the town, or

the tribe, we shall find to be the all-embracing institution with its elective

officials, its annual religious ceremonials and its public square-ground where

councils and social gatherings are held, and which, once a year, becomes,
in the native mind, a religious shrine where the whole community is ex-

pected to assemble for the annual ceremonies.

After the Yuchi became a part of the confederacy instituted by the Creek

(Muskogi) tribes a slight development is to be noted. The tribe then became

politically a town of the confederacy and had to appoint a representative to the

confederacy council, without, however, suffering the loss of its independence
in most matters. The Yuchi tribe thereafter owed a certain amount of support
to the Creek confederacy and was to a slight extent subject to its military

decisions.

KINSHIP.

The family, in our sense of the word, as a group is of very little social or

political importance in the tribe. The father has a certain individual social
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standing according to his clan and according to his society. The woman on

the other hand carries the identity of the children, who may be said to belong-

to her. The bonds of closest kinship, however, being reckoned chiefly through
the mother, it would appear that the closest degrees of consanguinity are

counted in the clan. This matter of kinship is better illustrated by the list of

terms which I give below. The list does not claim to be exhaustive.

1. dltso t
sd nr

, my father.

2. dltso ha nf
, my mother.

3. dlsKan, my son.

4. dfyane, my daughter.

5. dig("n6, my child (indefinite).

6. dltso dane, my brother, my clan brother.

7. dltso was
n6, my sister, my mother's sister's daughter.

8. dltso djlne, my children (both sexes), great grandchildren, etc.

9. dltso ha nsV (literally "my little mother") my mother's sister.

10. dltso t
sd n

sl', (literally "my little father") my mother's brother, my
father's brother.

11. d&y\ , my mother's sister's son.

12. dllahd, my father's sister, my mother's mother, my mother's grand-

mother, great-grandmother, etc., my father's mother (and her

sisters and brothers).

13. ditscPo', my mother's father, my mother's grandfather, great-grandfather,

etc., my father's father (and his sisters and brothers).

14. diga't\"', my wife, (if there is more than one all are included under the

same term), my husband (woman speaking).

15. ditso gewosahA. ', my wife's father, my wife's mother.

16. dltso kydne, my wife's sister, my wife's father's sister, my wife's mother's

sister.

17. dltso djane, my wife's brother, my wife's father's brother, my wife's

mother's brother.

18. dl ga'tV, my friend.

A few remarks on this list will perhaps make the reckoning some-

what clearer. The children of the father's sisters and the children of the

brother are not in the list, as they are expressed ,
not by any specific term of

relationship, but by a combination of the involved terms, i. e., dl lahd se

ssdn, 'my father's sister, her son', and dltso dane ho n
sKan6, 'my brother, his

son.'

So also with the children of 'my wife's brothers and sisters,' and 'my wife's

father's sisters and brothers.' In fact, by means of the first six terms (omitting
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5) almost any relationship can be expressed. It is, moreover, frequently done

in this way by those who are not well informed on the terms. 1

The terms of relationship from 14 onwards answer as Well for a man

speaking as for a woman speaking.

It can readily be seen from this list that the lines of closest kinship are

within the clan. (See 6, 7, 9, 10, 11.)

Contrary to what might be expected in America, it appears that no dis-

tinction in terms is made between elder or younger brothers and sister
1 and

elder or younger sons and daughters.

Sex app3ars to be a distinctive characterizer as shown in most of the

equivalents for dl lahd (12) and dits
s
o ff (13).

It is also rather peculiar that, after the first generation from the speaker,

posterity is not differentiated, but is grouped promiscuously under the one

term dltsodjin.6 (8).

THE CLANS.

One of the social units of the Yuchi requiring to be taken up in detail is

the clan. This is a group in which membership is reckoned through maternal

descent. The members of each clan believe that they are the relatives and, in

some vague way, the descendants of certain pre-existing animals whose names

and identity they now bear. The animal ancestors are accordingly totemic.

In regard to the living animals, they, too, are the earthly types and descendants

of the pre-existing ones, hence, since they trace their descent from the same

sources as the human clans, the two are consanguinely related.

This brings the various clan groups into close relationship with various

.species of animals and we find accordingly that the members of each clan will

not do violence to wild animals having the form and name of their totem.

For instance, the Bear clan people never molest bears, but nevertheless they
use commodities made from parts of the bear. Such things, of course, as

bear hides, bear meat or whatever else may be useful, are obtained from

other clans who have no taboo against killing bears. In the same way
the Deer people use parts of the deer when they have occasion to, but do
not directly take part in killing deer.

In this way a sort of amnesty is maintained between the different clans

and different kinds of animals while the blame for the injury of annuals is

shifted from one clan to the other. General use could consequently be made of

the animal kingdom without obliging members of any clan to be the direct

murderers of their animal relatives.

1 To illustrate this I might add that several times young men who were asked for various
terms of relationship gave the indirect or combined expressions instead of the actual term.
For instance, I was given ditso han

'

hon gdwa
s
ne, 'my mother, her sister,' instead of

ditsa hdnsi',"my little mother,' 'my mother's sister' (9).
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In common usage the clan is known collectively by its animal name : the

men of the Panther clan calling themselves Panthers, those of the Fish clan,

Fish, and so on through the list. The totemic animals are held in reverence,

appealed to privately in various exigencies, and publicly worshipped in dances

during the annual ceremony so often referred to.

The idea of the clan or totem is expressed by the word yu'ta,
' on the house.'

The Bear clan, for instance, is designated by the expression sag
Ke' yuta, 'bear on

the house,' or, in a somewhat different manner, by the expression sag
ze'taha

l

'

those who have the bear on them.' By these etymologies, the inference is that

in former times, the members of one clan resided together in the same dwelling

under the same totem, and that some realistic or symbolic sign about the person

distinguished the different clansfolk from each other. It should be recalled

in this connection that the tribal totem, the sun, Was painted over the

doorway of the Yuchi house and that the men wore decorative designs in

beadwork which indicated their affinity to the sun. Clan totemic designs

may have been displayed in a like manner.

It will be shown later on that the young man or boy in the course of his

adolescence reaches a period when he is initiated into the rank of manhood in

his town. This event is connected with totemism. For from the time of his

initiation he is believed to have acquired the protection of his clan totem.

Thenceforth he stands in a totemic relation similar to the young man of the

plains tribes who has obtained his "medicine.
" Here in the Southeast, however,

the "medicine" is not represented by a concrete object, but is the guiding in-

fluence of a supernatural being. The earthly animals nevertheless are believed

in many cases to possess wisdom which may be useful to human beings, so the

different clans look to their animal relatives for aid in various directions.

Among the tribes of the plains, however, each man has an individual guardian

spirit, which is not necessarily the same as his gens totem.

From several informants the following list of clans has been collected, but

there seems to be some doubt about those which are marked * as they were not

generally agreed upon.

1 Bear, Sag
8
*'. 11 Otter, Culant.

2 Wolf, Dald. 12 Raccoon, Dja'tie".

3 Deer, WesyA n/
. 13 Skunk, YUSA"'.

4 Tortoise, TabKa'. 14 Opossum, Wetsagow^.

5 Panther, Wetcs\ nf
. 15 Rabbit, Cadjwan6.

6 Wildcat, Cadzan6. 16 Squirrel, Cdya.

7 Fox, Catien. 17 Turkey, WetcKd.

8 Wind, Godd. 18 Eagle*, Cd'na.

9 Fish, Cu. 19 Buzzard*, YfStV.

10 Beaver, Cagd
w

. 20 Snake*. Ca.
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A mythical origin is ascribed to clans. When the earth was completed,

the beings upon it were made to assemble and told to advance to a certain

distance. I pon their return, in full view of the assembly, some would ask,

"What does he look like?" Then Gohd'ntonc' ,
a supernatural being, gave

them names according to the nature that they exhibited in their

movements. Those who jumped on trees became birds, and those showing

other physical peculiarities became various animals, thenceforth the ancestors

of clans. This account, taken from the Creek, is asserted by the Indians to

be identical with that of the Yuchi. Tribal myths relating to the various

exploits of animals that appear in the clan list are told for the purpose of

praising the totem and showing his superiority over the other totems. Into

this class some negro myth elements, and perhaps whole animal tales, may
have become incorporated, since each clan welcomes praiseworthy stories of

its totem's exploits and is ready to repeat such tales as though they were of

native origin. Most Indians, however, distinguish between what is original

and what is borrowed.

The social rank of these clans is not equal throughout. Four at least are

classed above the others, and from one of them the town chief is chosen.

Others, given at the foot of the list are rather looked down upon and seldom

if ever represented in official positions.

The town chief of the Yuchi, the four head chiefs of the ceremonies, and the

medicine priest, must be chosen from either the Bear, Wolf, Tortoise or Deer

clans. There is some attempt made to have two of the four ceremonial chiefs

from two different clans. At the last celebration of the ceremonies two were

from the Bear clan and two from the Wolf, the town chief himself being a

Bear. The neighboring Creek towns are likewise headed by a member of the

leading clan in each town. The modern explanation given for this hegemony
is that the head clan is the most numerous and most powerful in the town,
but the real explanation, as in all such cases, is probably a very different one,

although we have no means of knowing what it is. The next to the highest
official at the ceremonies, the gocon6, who represents the Warrior society, is

usually taken from the Panther clan.

No particular insignia is found to distinguish the different clans from one

another. There are, furthermore, no esoteric clan ceremonies among the Yuchi,
all clan religious worship being held in common by the town at the annual

festival. Dances are likewise performed by the townsmen irrespective of

their clan, the dances being for the honor and propitiation of the clan totem
for whom the dance is named. It would appear from this that the clan

organizations and clan religious rites have become subordinated to the town

organization in the course of time. Direct historical evidence for such

a supposition, however, is wanting, except for the fact that in their old

home the Yuchi are reported to have lived in clan communities more
centralized than we find them now.
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No clan groups or phratries are recognized at the present time, nor are clans

subdivided. There are, besides, no historical evidences of convergence. From
the beginning clans are believed to have remained separate and distinct and

must continue so. In regard to the antiquity of the present clan system it

appears that no historical changes ha-ve taken place, except \vhere occasional

extinction may have occurred.

One fact should, however, be mentioned, at least in connection with a

possible clan grouping in some former period. Reference is made, in a myth
to a time when the tribe was holding a dance. The people were divided

into two bands, those dancing with bear hides over the shoulders and

known as the Bear-hide people, sag
9 e hxntcwd, and those dancing with wildcat

skins, the Wildcat-hide people, caflene' h\ntcwd. A dispute arose amongst
them and the two groups separated. The Bear-hide people departed westward

and were never heard from again. Those that remain today are all Wildcat

people. What the historical significance of this myth or tradition may be it

is unsafe to say. The important restriction of exogamy which holds for all

the clans equally, will be described under marriage.

Until recently the blood-feud prevailed, but reprieve was granted to an

offender who was able to get inside the public-square ground during the

annual ceremonies without being apprehended. Maintenance of clan honor

and reverence for their totem were exacted of all people, because the

displeasure of the totem was feared. As the taboo of taking the life or

eating the flesh of the totemic animal rested upon all, should the taboo be

broken, propitiation had to be made in the nature of a fine, which Was paid

to the clan, either in live stock or property, else the offender was punished by
a whipping.

Upon the death of a man the ordinary property of the household which

properly belonged to him is divided among his own and his sister's children

who are naturally of his clan. All of the personal property of a woman
descends to her children. If she has none, it goes to her nearest clan relatives.

CHIMES AND PUNISHMENTS.

Before becoming subject to our laws the Yuchi had their own

regulations in regard to crime. Punishments were not inflicted by any

organized body, but it was understood that whoever discovered the wrong,

or whoever caught the wrongdoer, had the privilege of giving the punishment.

The clan as a body was often the agent.

Murder was considered the greatest wrong. The clan of the victim usually

hunted down the culprit and took vengeance upon him. Sometimes, however,

only the immediate family Was concerned. When the murderer was found he

was killed as nearly as possible in the same way that he had committed the
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murder. If the murderer had used a knife on the victim, then he was executed

with a knife, the same one if possible. If he had used a rifle then he was shot

in tlir same way that he had done the deed. No vengeance, however, was under-

taken by the clan of a murderer for his death. There was only one way for a

man who was outlawed for a misdemeanor to be forgiven, and that was for him

to hide away until the next harvest ceremony and then try to get safely inside

the town square during the event. If he succeeded in this lie was not molested

and was thereafter exempt from vengeance.

Adultery and fornication were the next most serious offences. The hus-

band or his family were the agents of punishment in this case, although anyone

discovering the parties in the act had the right to inflict mutilation. Fornica-

tors and adulterers when caught were invariably punished by having their

ears cut off. The man and the woman were both treated in this way.

Thieving was a minor offence and the matter was usually settled without

much of a disturbance, the property being returned or an equivalent rendered.

Personal injury was revenged by personal retaliation. Sometimes, how-

ever, the victim's clan would help him to retaliate.

It would also happen that sometimes families, or a few townspeople, would

band together to rid the community of an undesirable member, or to inflict

chastisement on some intolerable mischief maker. For instance, it often

happened that young women who were pestered too much by some man
would conspire together, waylay him and abuse him until they thought he

had enough of a lesson. Not infrequently men of this sort were very

seriously mutilated by enraged and vindictive women. A case is remembered

where a woman cut off the private parts of a man who had forced her into

cohabitation.

THE SOCIETIES.

Another social grouping entirely separate and distinct from the clan system

exists among the Yuchi. Its members are not necessarily considered as kin,

but represent two divisions of the tribe which include the entire male popula-

tion. Every male child is born into one of these two divisions and counts his

eligibility to membership through his father. The two divisions are the Chief

society and the Warrior society, respectively, bal6 n and sanbd. Inherited

membership in these societies is as rigid as it is in the clan, alienation

being impossible. Certain rights belong to these societies, which will

be described in separate paragraphs. But perhaps the chief idea con-

cerned with them is that the Chief society is a peace band, and the

Warrior society is a war band. Tribal subdivisions based on the

same functional idea are characteristic of several other southern tribes,

among whom may be mentioned the Creeks, and the Osage. Un-

doubtedly, when more is known, other tribes will be found to have similar
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institutions. The Sauk, for instance, have something apparently quite
similar.1

1 As so little on the subject of the social subdivisions among the southern and south-

eastern tribes has appeared in print, it seems advisable to present here what little is avail-

able for comparison.
The Creek tribes in general recognized the difference in function between two classes

of men in some of which membership was elective. These were the Chiefs and the Warriors,
the former less numerous but more influential in some towns, the latter having the political

control in other towns In Taskic;! town, for example, the highest permanent authority
was a Chief instead of a Warrior, on account of which the town was classed as a white or

peace town. Facial painting among the Taskigi had for its object the designation of the

two divisions. (Cf. Creek Indians of Taskigi town, pp. Ill, 114.)

Among the Chickasaw all the clans are grouped into two divisions which, in sentiment,
are manifestly ill-disposed to each other, reciprocally attributing sickness to each other,

holding separate ceremonies, having separate officers, a separate camping place, and wearing
different facial painting. Here, too, one group is held in higher esteem, the other being
considered inferior. (Cf. Notes on Chickasaw Ethnology, Journal American Folk-Lore,
Vol. XX, p. 51).

The Osage gentes are grouped together in two divisions, politically opposite in func-

tion. Tht one is for war, the other for peace, each having its own camping place, personal

marks, officers and local interests. (Cf. Siouan Sociology, Fifteenth Report Bureau

American Ethnology, 1893-94, and Notes on the Ethnology of the Osage Indians, Trans-

actions of the Department of Archeology, University of Pennsylvania, Vol. II, part 2,

p. 166-7).

"The warriors of the Saukie nation are divided into two bands or parties, one of which

is called Kishkoquis, or the '

Long Hairs,' and the other Oshkush, the brave The

Kishkoquis, or '

Long Hairs,' are commanded by the hereditary war chief Keokuk, whose

standard is red; the head man of the Oshkushies is Kaipolequa whose standard is

blue. The 'Long Hairs' take precedence in point of rank. The formation of these parties

is a matter of national concern, and is effected by a simple arrangement. The first male

child who is born to a Kishkoquis is marked with white paint, the distinguishing color of

the Kishkoquis, and belongs to that party; the next male of the same family is marked with

black paint, and is attached to the Oshkushies, and so on alternately, the first son belong-

ing to the band with his father, and the others being assigned in turn first to one band, and

then to the other. Thus all the warriors are attached to one or the other band, and the

division is as nearly equal as it could be by any arrangement commencing with infancy.

"Whenever the whole nation or any large party of warriors turns out to engage in a

grand hunt, or a warlike expedition, or for the purpose of performing sham battles, or ball

plays, the individuals belonging to the two bands are distinguished by their appropriate

colors. If the purpose of the assemblage is for sham fighting, or other diversion, the Kish-

koquis daub their bodies all over with white clay, and the Oshkushies blacken themselves

with charcoal; the bands are ranged under their respective leaders and play against each

other rallying under the red and blue banners. In war and in hunting, when all must be

ranged on one side, the white and the black paints are mingled with other colors, so that the

distinction is kept up, and after the close of the expedition the trophies of each band

collectively art; compared and the deeds of each repeated. The object of these societies will

be readily seen. They form a part of the simple machinery of a military government. . .

From early youth each individual is taught to feel that the honor of his band as

well as his own is concerned in his success or failure
"

Cf. McKenny and Hall, History of the Indian Tribes of North America, etc., Phila-

delphia, 1848, vol. I, p. 117.
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The Cliicf society, bali-", has the right of being seated, during ceremonies, in

the west lodge of the town square, and from its ranks are chosen the highest

public officials. Four chiefs occupy the front of the lodge, the principal or

town chief being of their number and their head. These four are the first to

come forward to participate in the ceremonial events. In the town council it is

a Chief who must light the pipe and start it around. The main recognized

function of the Chief society is to manage the governmental affairs of the town

so that pence is preserved. They are, above all, conservative in everything. Jf

anything, the Chiefs hold themselves above the Warriors in general esteem.

They are the thinkers, the speakers, the dignified superiors of the town.

Although there exists no strictly regidar design for the facial decoration of a

Chief, yet the following limitations are traditionally observed. Little or no

black is used, both eyes are surrounded with red, and usually on each cheek

alternating bars, less than two inches long, of blue and yellow are laid horizon-

tally (PI. X, Fig. 5). Frequently three small blue spots are placed in a line

between the corner of the eye and the temple (Fig. 8). Any of these

markings may be omitted or varied to suit personal fancy, yet the character-

istics are prominently retained. The young child members of the Chief society,

who have not yet been formally initiated to the band, are usually decorated with

red on the eyebrows, cheeks and forehead (Fig. 2). It is asserted that this

society has the privilege of exercising more freedom in the use of various

colors than the Warrior society.

The Warrior society, sd"6d, has four representatives, who are seated two in

the north lodge and two in the south lodge, during the ceremonies. One of their

number is head, and is called gocon&. He is the highest in rank of the

Warrior society his special office during the ceremonies being to insure con-

tinuous dancing, to take care of the fire while dancing is going on, and

to appoint players in the ball game. The Warrior society forms one side in

the ball game; they are known as mean players, while their opponents, being
of the other society, display a more dignified demeanor. The four Warriors

are second to the Chiefs and follow them when the emetic is taken. This

society also supplies the official who performs the scratching operation at the

ceremonies. In the council and at the ceremonies the common members of

the Warrior society are seated in the north and south lodges, ranged behind

their representatives. Their tendency in political affairs was formerly, to

advocate the appeal to arms. When war was decided upon, the Warriors

embarked in a body under their head man, who might accordingly be called

a sort of war chief.

The characteristic pattern of this society is to have one half of the face red,

the other black, (PI. X, Fig. 7). A variation of this pattern, said to be a simpli-

fication, is to paint only one eye socket black and the other red. Accompanying
this modification the upper lip is often blackened (Fig. 3).
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Exceptions to the above formulae in facial decoration are quite frequent

and unexplainable. At the 1905 ceremonies one occupant of the Warrior lodge

had merely a red line drawn from the corners of the mouth to the angle of the

jawbone (PI. X, Fig. 1). Both in 1904 and 1905 the Yuchi toxvn chief wore no

paint whatever, neither did the functionary who performed the scratching

operation. Chiefs have been observed at other times with red blotches or two

or three red bars on the cheeks (Fig. 6) .

If anything, something of a hostile feeling is manifested and felt

between the two societies. This is allowed to break out in a mild way, upon
the occasion of the ball game, where, as before stated, the two societies make up

opposite sides. Jealousy on the part of the Warriors may be at the bottom

of this. The inheritance of property partially follows the paternal line,

thereby keeping within each society much of the property of its members.

At his death each male among the Yuchi is painted with the design ap-

propriate to his society, and slight differences in mortuary observances are

supposed to exist. A mythical origin is ascribed to the societies. A super-

natural being, Gohantont, is believed to have been their originator, as

was stated by those who claimed to know anything at all on the subject.

In general, it may be added that at the annual ceremony the office of the

Chief society is to care for the medicine plants and their administration, while

the Warrior society presides over dancing and games, each society being rep-

resented in the field of ceremonial action by the four members with special

privileges. In all affairs, however, the Chief society takes precedence.

From all appearances men of the Chief class prefer to have their daughters

marry Chiefs rather than Warriors for the sake of maintaining the social superi-

ority of their line. There is, though, no strict rule about this. If the tendency

toward endogamy were carried much further in the societies, they might be

described as non-totemic gentes, in the restricted American sense of the term,

and we should have an instance here of both a dan and a gentile system nourish-

ing in the same tribe.

When the whole matter is considered as it stands among the Yuchi today,

it seems, if anything, that the society organization has a more prominent

place in the social life of the town than the clan organization. Whereas the

position of town chief is kept in the hands of a certain clan and many of the

ceremonial dances are supposed to have been formerly more in the nature of

clan dances, we find, nevertheless, that military, religious and most political

officers are chosen according to their society. As for military and most political

matters of the town they are quite evidently more the concerns of the societies

than of the clans.

As nothing definite regarding the actual history of the society organization

can be stated, it can only be said that the two social groups exist side by side,

having the tribal honors and privileges fairly equally divided between them.
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In a general way there appear to be some points of resemblance between these

divisions and the ceremonial and military societies of the plains. The simple

inheritance of the society privileges, which characterizes the Southeast, offers a

contrast in some respects to the custom as We find it in other regions. In some

tribes of the plains heraldic and society rights invested in sacred bundles are

transmitted by sale and purchase, while among the Kwakiutl, whose social

organization has been thoroughly studied, and so serves well for purposes of

comparison, the rights to ceremonies and heraldry are acquired by marriage.

To a certain extent, bearing in mind the feeling of superiority on the part

of the Chiefs, and their position in the town, the two Yuchi society groups

remind one of the social castes of the Natchez, if we rightly interpret the nature

of the latter from historical records.

THE TOWN AND TOWN SQUARE.

We now come to the consideration of the town. This is the ruling institu-

tion in the life of the Yuchi, the same holding true for most of the other south-

eastern tribes. It has superseded in political importance the other social group-

ings, and, as far as any governmental activities are carried on at all, they too

are the affairs of the town. The societies are represented by officers in town

gatherings, while some of the clans have assumed the right to fill the highest

town office, as we have seen before. The town is extremely democratic, how-

ever, as all of the men are expected to be present at its meetings, having
the equal right to express opinions upon public matters which may be up for

debate and to acclaim their vote for or against candidates for the town offices.

The ritualistic and ceremonial life of the community is also a matter of town

interest. The chief religious rites take place once a year publicly in the

town square. Here again every male is a common participant in the events

that take place, and the leaders of the minor social groups become for the time

the ceremonial officials as well. Besides these officials, with double functions

as it were
t
there are several others who do not seem to have any special con-

cern with clan or society, but who have to do chiefly with the town when it is

assembled either on religious or political occasions.

The Yuchi town, consisting of families, clans, and societies, forms by itself

an independent social group, as has been shown. The identity, politically

speaking, between the terms town and tribe has also been mentioned. There
are three such towns recognized today, one of them less important than

the others: Polecat, Sand Creek, and Big Pond, the last being the least.

The town comprises an area of settlement having a common public ceremonial

and council square-ground. It has a chief representative, who is called

'bdle
n
,' the chief religious official as well. He was also the representative

of his town in the Creek House of Kings. Two towns, Polecat and Sand

Creek, perform an annual ceremony at which the presence of all townsmen is
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required/under penalty of a fine which is paid to the four principal chiefs
and used to defray the expenses of the attendant feast. 1

Membership in the town is decided entirely by birth. But with proper
recognition a stranger who marries a Yuchi woman may become a member by
being initiated at the annual ceremonies. Initiation merely consists in under-
going the ceremonial operations with the men of the town. Thetownhasthe
power to make peace or war. Redress for individual wrongs inflicted by aliens
is demanded by the town, and the town, furthermore, must be party to all under-
takings or stipulations with foreigners.

In taking a view of the old town idea and the later developed Creek Con-
federacy, let us consider the condition of the Yuchi in their original seats, in
the east. There they lived in scattered communities, each having a public
town square and town ceremony just as today. Representatives were chosen
to appear at the tribal gatherings which occurred once a year when all the settle-
ments or villages were assembled. With the inroads of the unorganized Mus-
kogi from the west, and their incorporation of the indigenous southeastern
stocks, it would be very natural for them to seize upon a town system which
was found on the soil, well fitted to their mode of life and adaptable to a
loose protective confederacy. The loose confederacy then, when the

Muskogi had completed their conquest of the natives and become properly
organized, appeared as nothing more than an improved and extended type
of the town system in vogue among themselves and the Yuchi.

THE TOWN SQUARE. The center of the town is a square plot of ground
kept free from vegetation and trampled down smooth and hard all over. This
plot is known as the rainbow, or big house, yus

d'. Its four sides face north,
east, south and west respectively. Here is the sacred ground of the town
where civil and ceremonial events take place. The square, moreover, is the
town itself in sentiment. It is located near water, and at a point con-
venient to the townsfolk. Its sides are about 75 feet in extent. Three
lodges constructed of upright posts roofed with brush, open on all sides, stand
on its borders, one on the north, one on the west and one on the south side
of the square. In the center of the square is a spot where the fire is kept
burning during night gatherings. Some idea of the general appearance of
the town square and the lodges can be obtained from the photographs
illustrating the different stages of the ceremonies (Plates XII-XIV). The archi-
tecture of the lodges is the same as that of the dwellings figured before. It
is commonly reported, however, that some generations ago the lodges on
the square-ground were quite different from those of today. They were

1 In the 1905 ceremonies, the gocont, through intoxication, was unable to undergo the
scratching operation. For this, he and several others were each fined $2.50 by the chiefs.
If money is not forthcoming the equivalent in stock or property is exacted.
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without roofs, being merely four tiers of logs intended for seats. These

were graded in elevation so as to afford all the audience an unobstructed view

of the square. The front and lowest seat consisted simply of a log resting

3
o

1
o

07

08

PUBLIC SQUARE GROUND

NORTH

Fig. 33. Diagram of Yuchi Town Square, showing seating of officials in council.

.

(
1. Town Chief, Bear Clan.

) 2. Assistant, Wolf Clan.
Society

-J
3 Chiefi Wolf Clan.

V 4. Chief, Bear Clan.

B. Warrior

Society ~{

Lodge |

X. Fire Place.

5. Scratching Official,

6. Warrior Official,

7. (Master of Cermonies)
8. Warrior Official,

Bear Clan.

Goconc, Panther Clan.

Bear Clan.

upon the ground. The second was several feet higher, supported by
crotched or forked posts. The third was still higher, and the last bank of
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scats was some feet above the ground, enabling those sitting there to see over

the heads of the spectators in front.

A diagram of the town square showing the seating arrangement for the in-

habitants and for the different groups and officials is given in Fig. 33. It should

be added that the ordinary members of the Chief society are ranged on log seats

behind their leaders 1, 2, 3, 4 in the west lodge A. The other two lodges,

B, are for the Warriors whose leaders are seated at 5, 6, 7, and 8. The

clans of the various' officials are given with the explanation of the figure, to

show how these are represented among the leaders at the time of this

writing. No particular arrangement in the location of different clans and

societies about the square seems to have been thought of. Aliens and

strangers are allowed on the square-ground at all times except during the

second day of the annual ceremony.

Only the political aspect of the town square has been thus far dealt with.

Its religious aspect, however, is even of greater importance It has

already been said that the square-ground symbolizes the rainbow. In this

sense it represents the rainbow as the town square of the supernatural beings,

the idea having been brought to earth, with instructions to perpetuate it, by
the tribal deity, the Sun. In emulation of the supernatural beings who were

holding a meeting upon the rainbow in the world above when the Sun himself

was born, the earthly people now congregate upon the earthly rainbow-shrine

for their communal events. At the time of the annual ceremonies the square-

ground is decorated in places with colored material, ashes, paint and vegeta-

tion to carry out the symbolism, the place becoming, for the time, a great

religious emblem. As this, however, is more closely connected with religion

than with the present heading, the description of the square as a tribal shrine

is reserved for another place.

TOWN OFFICIALS AND COUNCIL.

TOWN OFFICIALS. The following deals with various town officials and

their functions, as far could be learned. The officers are given in the list

in the order of their rank.

Bdle n
gabiddnc. A tribal chief having this title is chosen for life to

represent the tribe in the Creek confederacy councils.

Bale"Kd'. This is a town chief elected from the Bear clan as the civil

and religious head. He must be of Chief class. A worthy clansman of his is

chosen to assist him and to inherit his place. This man, too, has an important

place in the ceremonies and is called also bdle".

Bdle n
. Three Chiefs having this title comprise the town chief's staff.

Gocone. This is a master of ceremonies from the Panther clan and repre-

sents the highest official of the Warrior society. He is the treasurer, so to

speak, of the town and possesses the power of a kind of policeman. He is
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the master of dances and the fire guardian at the night ceremonies. His duties

cease at the beginning of the ball game which concludes the annual ceremony.

Gocon6or Sa n
bd. Three other Warriors comprises the staff of the preced-

ing officer, being called also gocone. They, with the master-of-ceremonies,

form a sort of Warrior committee.

All of these officers are both the civil and religious functionaries upon
ceremonial occasions. The qualifier yvf-ahe, 'square ground,' is prefixed to

their titles, as in yu ahd'baie".

The following few officers seem to have had occasion for employment only

at the annual ceremonies, in the various capacities mentioned.

YatcigV. Four young men about to be initiated were given their first

official duties under leadership of one of their number. They were the actual

police of the public square, their badges of office being staffs about seven feet

long. They had to keep women and dogs from the square and to prevent men
from sleeping or leaning against posts during ceremonies. They handled the

sacred fire materials and procured and prepared the emetic. They will be

mentioned again later. This town square ceremonial service was really the

culmination of their initiation period, and the young men entered into full

tribal manhood after it was over.

Gondlnt or Yatsd. The scratcher, one of the four goconS, was chosen from

the Warrior society to perform the ceremonial scratching operation upon themen.

Ka'kd, 'white man.' Two butchers had entire charge of the feast prepara-
tions at the ceremony. Their insignia were also staffs. They were also the

heralds for the town at this time.

All of these offices are given by simple election or appointment in council

in the public square, and are held for life unless deposition is warranted

on grounds of inefficiency or for some other good reason. The yatcigV, however,
leave their office when they marry and other boys take their places.

THE COUNCIL. The Yuchi council is the town assembly under the

charge of the officials. It is held in the public square at intervals appointed
by the town chief, as a rule lasting all day. Every townsman is expected to bo

present and seated in either the Chief lodge or the Warrior lodges, according
to his society. The four principal chiefs occupy the front log of their lodge
and the four 'gocont', two in each opposite Warrior lodge, are seated upon
the front log of that lodge. The town chief is the first to speak announcing
the purpose of the assembly. From the fire, which is started in the usual

place in the center of the square, a pipe is lighted by a member of the Chief

society and passed around. After due deliberation in smoking a speech can
be made by anyone wishing to do so. It is usual, however, for the town
chief to be the first to make an address. He rises from his seat and states the

subject under consideration, at the same time giving words of advice and asking
for serious thought in connection with the matter. Should the town chief for
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any reason not wish to make the speech himself, he can dictate it to an

assistant, who will commit it to memory and, at the proper time, deliver it in

public as though he were the town chief himself.

In times of the election of officials, speeches are made by the supporters of

the candidates, or those opposing them, until a majority is reached in the ease

of each candidate. This is necessary in all elections to office. In the actual

election or casting of ballots, the men of the town assemble on the town square
in a long line. Then, as they start to walk toward the town chief, those who
are in favor of the candidate step out of the line to one side. A man of the

Warrior society, usually the gocone, counts them and reports the result to the

town chief, who concludes with a speech of inauguration. Councils and

(Sections of this sort are usually ended by night-time and the towns folk then

fall to dancing in the square-ground until daybreak. The seating in the

council is the same as that in the ceremonies. The decisions of the body
are made public throughout the town and carried into effect by the gocon.
Two Warriors often serve as heralds during council meetings and during
the ceremonies. These are the ka'kci. They are a sort of police as well.

The Yuchi tribe has a head chief who is known as its highest representative.

His town, the Polecat settlement, is now the center of religious and political

activity.

Every individual not a Yuchi by blood is held as an inferior, and a separate

pronominal gender in the language distinguishes the Yuchi from all other tribes

and races. Nevertheless, men of other tribes often marry Yuchi women and

thenceforth are obliged, under penalty of a fine, to take part in tribal activities.

Such, however, are not often elected to offices. They sit in the Warrior society

lodges in the square. A few Creeks and Shawnees are thus intermingled with

the Yuchi. As a part of the Muskogi confederacy, the Yuchi tribe occupied an

equal place with the various other tribes and stocks that composed this body.

Officially it was called in Creek,Yuchi Town, Yu'tsi tdlwa, and sent one represen-

tative to the Creek House of Kings and four (sometimes called Commissioners)

to the House of Warriors at Muscogee, I. T., the then capital of the Creek

Nation. Yuchi Town is looked upon as quite an important one in the confed-

eracy, for it always has been somewhat aggressive.

If in conclusion we interpret the social conditions correctly it would

appear, from what has been said, that certain of the clans had established their

own prominence in the village community, made up different totemic groups,

and assumed the prerogative of filling the highest governmental office,

namely that of town chief. From this point on, we may venture to say, the

various social elements of the town obtained representation in public

offices until a balance of power was reached and the present town organiza-

tion resulted.
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WARFARE.

The military was only a moderately developed institution with the Yuchi.

As far as we are able to judge, the training of young men for the war path Was

undertaken as a means of defense, rather than for the purpose of aggression.

The original idea was apparently to maintain the political unity of the tribe,

and to protect its territory against the encroachments of foreigners. The

town council, consisting of the chief as chairman and representatives from the

Chief and Warrior societies, together with war leaders and other old men of

integrity and experience, exercised the privilege of declaring war against an

enemy, 'Calling all the able-bodied men of the Warrior class into action. In

such a case the town was said to "go out" and the movement Was a unanimous,

tribal one. The matter, however, would be debated in the town square for

some tune, the Warrior society usually clamoring for action, the Chief society

bringing to bear a conservative influence on the debate.

On the whole, little seems to be known of the military history of this tribe.

Hawkins states that Benjamin Harrison attacked one of the Yuchi towns and

killed sixteen gun men. Historically we know of another such instance during

the Creek War, 1814, when the Yuchi joined the Creeks in an effort to repulse

General Jackson and suffered, in consequence, quite serious losses at the hands of

the troopsl They as a tribe no doubt supported the Creek towns at other times

after their incorporation into the Creek Confederacy.

There was, however, nothing to prevent the gratification of individual

inclinations toward making up parties for raiding or for war with other tribes.

The Yuchi, like typical Indians, often proceeded to do this. Such parties often

comprised the members of a clan who were bent on retaliation, or they might be

made up of restless, violent fellows who thirsted for excitement or plunder.

In such a project, we are told, the town itself had no share of responsibil-

ity and often manifested openly its disapproval. Neither would the town

acknowledge the blame before the representatives of other tribes which had

been assaulted by such parties.

For warfare the Yuchi used the same kind of bows and arrows as for hunt-

ing. These have been described. In addition, a club, geg
san6 or yak

s
a', was

carried. A sketch of one of these is given, PI. IX, Fig. 6, as it was remembered

by an Indian. Its handle was of wood and the head was a wooden ball.

A string of feathers ran from the end of the handle to the head. Axes

with stone, and later with iron heads, are remembered to have been used.

They were called tctdV. A modification of the iron tomahawk, tcidl'yudPa' ,

'tomahawk pipe,
' was much in vogue, during the colonial times, among the
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Yuchi as among most of the eastern tribes. These, of course, were obtained

from white traders. Nothing, however, is remembered of spears or shields.

Before going into action the warriors were careful to have their faces

painted with the design appropriate to their society or class. A head covering
or helmet was made of leather stiffened and rounded on top to deaden the im-

pact of a club or arrow. The whole affair was rather low and dome-shaped and

was colored red, symbolic of war.

In the attack an attempt would often be made to take captives. These

would be taken to the town and burnt at the stake right off or kept
until the next annual ceremony. Here, then, they were sacrificed by being
burnt in the southeast corner of the town square at high noon of the

second ceremonial day, as an offering to the Sun. The shedding of human
blood upon the town square shrine at this ceremonial time was, as we shall see

later, quite an important rite.

Scalps were taken by removing the whole scalp, the hair of men being
dressed to form one entire scalp lock covering the crown. When scalps Were

brought to the town, they were stretched on hoops and carried in a dance at

night, by the women relatives of those who took them, as among the prairie

tribes. A cry, said to be in imitation of the wolf, was given by a warrior when

a scalp was taken, and the same cry is nowadays given by a player in the ball

game who throws a goal. This is called the 'gobble-whoop,' as it ends in a trem-

ulous gobble made in the throat
;
a very popular cry among all the southern

tribes. Before going to war the town would perform all the dances and many
of the ceremonies of the annual ceremony, to propitiate and secure the favor of

the clan totems and other beings. This performance was called the War Dance

in the common parlance of the Indians and white men.
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GAMES.

With the Yuchi, all games have a strong ceremonial aspect. They are,

most of them, of a public character, taking place in the allotted playground

adjacent to the public square. The afternoon of the second day of the an-

nual festival is the usual time for playing them ceremonially. Many of the

games are accompanied by ritual, more especially the ball game. Stakes are

wagered in nearly all games by both players and spectators. Like most Indian

games the betting is a very important item of consideration.

The first to call for description is the ball game played with two rackets

and known quite generally among the tribes of the Southeast. A number of

descriptions of the game as played by various tribes are available and offer inter-

esting material for comparison.
1

This game commands more interest among the Yuchi than any other, and

is always played after the emetic is taken and the feast completed, on the second

day of the annual ceremony. It has been, however, played at other times

of the year by different parties in the tribe or made an intertribal or inter-

town contest for the purpose of betting. The Yuchi have frequently played

against other towns of the Creek Nation. The game is still played in a

modified manner.

A rite, called the Ball Game Dance, is performed the night before,

in honor of the sticks which are used in the game, and the supernatural

power residing in them. The sticks are placed on a scaffold, usually in the west

lodge of the square ground, with a line of women standing behind it. Men,

including the players, are lined up on the opposite side. They all sing and

stamp their feet, but in this dance the loudest singing is done by the women .

Sometimes the sticks are painted red for this ceremony, to symbolize their

combative function.

As many players as wish or are fitted to do so may take part in the game,

though the sides must be evenly matched. On this occasion, men of

the Chief class form one side and Warriors the other. The latter are tradition-

ally mean players, even nowadays resorting to foul play and violence. Each
side choses a chief or leader, and his regalia at the present day consists of a

1 A compilation of much of the material has been made by Culin and published.
See games of the North American Indians, in Twenty-fourth Annual Report of Bureau
American Ethnology (1902-1903), p. 561, et seq.
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cow's tail stained red, worn sticking out from the back of the belt, or a

collar of red cloth having a number of blue strips hanging from it. Common

players must not wear foot coverings or hats. The custom now is to have

a handkerchief bound around the head. Formerly no clothing save the

breechcloth and sash or cow's tail Was worn.

Goals consisting of two uprights and a cross piece are erected at each end of

a level stretch, about 250 feet apart. The course of the ball field is east and

west. Each goal is sacred to one side, and various means are attempted to bewitch

that of the opponents. If a woman with child can be made to encircle the goal of

the opposite side it will cause that side to lose. In very formal games certain

taboos of actions and diet were enforced, but these practices are now obsolete.

The sticks used in this game are made of hickory. Two are used by each

player, that in the right hand often being longer by several inches. These ball

sticks, daga
ncd (PI. VI, Fig. 2), are usually about three feet long, of heavy,

well-seasoned hickory wood. They are sometimes circular, sometimes

polygonal in section. The scoop to catch the ball in is formed by cutting

about one foot of the shaft down flat, then turning and bending it back

upon the handle end, where it is lashed fast in several places. The open

scoop is then netted with rawhide or deerskin, one thong running

lengthwise across the open and another crosswise. In some particularly good
sticks there are two thongs each way. Holes through the run of the scoop

are made for fastening the thongs. Some variety in detail is found in

different specimens. The crosswise thongs are twisted up tight, so as to

hold fast the lengthwise strand which passes through the twist perpen-

dicularly.

The ball, daga
n
',

is made of buckskin stuffed with deer hair and contains a

conjured object in the center. It is about two and one-half inches in diameter,

the cover consisting of two round pieces of soft deerskin sewed together all

around their edges. A specimen ball, when opened, proved to contain a

core of red cloth which was itself sewed up in the form of a ball. The

large ball, daga
nK

a, used in the football and handball game, is six inches

in diameter and much softer than the small one. Several auxiliary lines of

stitching are put on the opposite sides of the joining seam to take up
whatever slack might result from violent usage.

The other tribes using two sticks in this game, in contrast to the one-stick

game of the northern Plains and Algonkian tribes, are the Creek, Seminole,

Cherokee, Choctaw, Chickasaw and Shawnee. The Choctaw seem to have

carried the ball game to its highest athletic and ceremonial form.

Before the Yuchi begin a game, an address of encouragement and instruc-

tion is given by an old man of the Warrior society who has charge of the event.

In one form of the game the sticks are laid on the ground in a pile and at a
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signal the players scramble for them. At other times, time is taken up in

conjuring the score-ground. An old man, a Warrior, marks a line on the ground

near the ball field. He cuts small sticks to represent points or goals. Then he

begins a harangue to the sticks and the mark, telling them to be fair and so on,

pointing all the time at the different objects He names the sides on the

line and the little score sticks. After this conjuration he takes the ball and,

when the players arc ready, being arranged in squads near their goals, tosses

up the ball from the middle point between the goals. Then he runs to one

side to escape the clash of the opponents. The players close in to catch the

ball in their rackets and force it through their opponents' goal posts.

Strict care must be taken by the players not to allow the ball to be touched

by their hands. This is about the only rule of the game, every sort of strategy

and violence being allowed. When a player makes a goal he throws his body

forward, elevates his elbows and gives the
'

gobble
'

yell, a tremulous whoop
also given as a scalp cry. This is a taunt.

From this point on the game is a wild struggle. The bystanders add to

the confusion by shouting and yelling cries of encouragement, gya, 'hurry up,'

kye, 'here,' and other directions intended to aid the players, just like white

spectators. Wherever the ball is there is a pushing, shouting, yelling crowd of

Coal Goal

Fig. 34. Plan of Ball Field.

players trying to get it in their rackets. Those on the inside are fumbling and

trying to prevent others from securing it, while those farthest away are pushing
and hammering with their sticks to break a passage toward the center, until

someone secures the ball and sends it up in the air over the heads of the

crowd toward the opponents' goal if possible. Then someone else who has
been waiting at a distance for just this occasion has time to seize the ball between
his rackets and line it off for a goal before the crowd reaches him. He is

lucky if he does not get clubbed by some angry opponent after this. If his

throw falls short or misses the goal someone else has a chance to get it and
make a throw. Or if the player who catches the ball is near the hostile goal
he may try to run with the ball tightly gripped in his rackets. Then his

success depends upon his speed, but his pace may be slackened by a blow from
the racket of some one of his pursuers, whereupon he drops the'ball and the

crush closes in about him. Or he may circle off and by outrunning the rest

succeed in carrying the ball through the goal posts, while everyone sets up
a yell and the sides line up with suppressed excitement for another inning.
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The line-up was observed as follows : according to the number of players a

certain force was placed to guard the goal post on each side, while the majority
were grouped on opposite sides of the center of the ground where the ball is

tossed up. Thus there were two squads on each side. Between these squads
few half-way men were stationed. The diagram, Fig. 34, shows a typical ar-

rangement, the black dots representing one side, the circle their opponent*.
The cross X is where the ball is tossed up. As the games observed were be-

tween members of the two societies of the tribe, the players in the figure, in-

dicated by circles and dots, represent respectively Chiefs and Warriors.

Goals obtained are marked by the score-keeper, by driving small sticks

in the ground on the side of the line which has scored. The first side to

score twenty goals wins. In this game men arc often seriously injured and

killed. It is stated that, in a game between the Yuchi and one of the Creek

towns some years ago, four men were fatally injured. The photographs

(PI. XVI. ) show groups of players at different stages of a game which took

place in conclusion of the annual ceremony of 1905.

A similar game in which women may
take part on both sides, or against men, is

played with a large ball (Fig. 35), the bare

hands alone being used. This is an informal

and very amusing event. Played in another

way the ball is kicked by men and women
on opposite sides. This was called dagA.

n

tene, 'ball kick.
'

Another game is called cow's head. A
cow's head is elevated on a pole about

twenty feet high, and men and women strive

to hit it with a small ball, which the women
throw with their hands and the men with

ball sticks. Counts are as follows:

Fig. 35. Foot Ball.

Hitting cow's head counts for men 1, for women ... 5
" horn

" " "
1,

" "
- 2

" two feet below head I, 1

Played in another way, the women throw the ball, which was a large

one in this case, while the men kick it. Twenty players were on each side.

Betting was carried on with both of these games.

Like the prairie tribes, the Yuchi women also played a gam(rwith two balls

connected by a thong. This they tossed by means of a simple straight stick.

There was no goal, the object merely being to get the chain ball away from the

opponent. The hoop and throwing stick game was also known to the Yuchi.

Cat's cradles or string games are well known by children and adults. Four
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or five of these string figures were seen. One of them, for instance, was called

Crowfoot,
1 another resembled the common Jacob's Ladder,

2 while the others,

extremely long and complex, could not be named. All of the figures Were

made by one person alone and the figures were brought out chiefly by

manipulating the right hand. A common figure was similar to that known to

white children under the name of 'sawing wood.'3 Some of the string figures

may have been learned from white people.

Horse racing, foot racing and trials of strength and endurance are greatly

to the liking of the Indians. On such occasions they usually indulge freely in

betting. Among other contests carried on by men is a form of wrestling.

The first grasp is an elbow grasp, each man holding the other somewhere

near the elbow and trying to throw him backwards by dexterous twisting
or by combined strength and weight. The semiformal giving of prisents
to guests and friends is also a fairly common practice upon the occasion

of the gatherings. The event is hardly to be called formal, as the giver

simply offers tobacco to the person he wishes to honor and states aloud

what he will give. The recipient is under no obligations to return the

favor until some time has passed, when he is expected to return to the giver

another and more valuable gift.

'The finished pattern resembles "Leashing of Lochiel's Dogs" (cf. String Figures,

by Caroline F. Jaync, New York, 1906, pp. 116, 120; also the Xanana " Raven's Feet")
(ibid. p. 306, fig. 825) ;

and the Cherokee " Crow's Feet" (cf. A. C. Haddon, American

Anthropologist, Vol. V, No. 2, p. 217).

1 This resembles an Osage figure recorded by Mrs. Jayne (cf. String Figures, p. 27,

Fig. 50.)

'Cf. ibid. p. 357 Fig. 805.
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CUSTOMS.

BIRTH.

Before child-birth takes place the prospective mother retires to a secluded

temporary camp always east of the usual dwelling. Here she is attended by one

or two old women relatives and her mother.

In order to facilitate delivery a decoction is made by placing a bu'let in

a cup of water, and the woman is given this to drink. During delivery she

lies flat on her back on the floor or on the ground. Sometimes the fainily

Fig. 36. Objects Deposited With Navel Cord.

induces an old woman to [come and help the woman in labor by sitting on

her abdomen so that she can be held in her arms. As soon as the child is

born it is washed, but no clothes are put on it until the fourth day, when it

is named. The mother is allowed to partake of nourishment
;
the child, how-

ever, is not given suck until the fourth day. The taboos shortly to be described

which devolve upon the father go into effect as soon as the child is born.
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The fetal coverings are disposed of by inhumation. Care is taken to pre-

serve the umbilical cord. In the case of a male child it is treated in the

following manner: the father has prepared a small bow about eight inches

long and strung with wound sinew, an imitation of the larger Weapon.

Four arrows, notched but unfeathered, with sharpened shafts, accompany
the bow (Fig. 35, a). The arrows are then bound, together with the navel

cord, at the center of the little bow, and the whole thing is thrown where

the brush is very dense and where no one will see it. This is an invocation

and prayer that the boy grow up to be a masterful handler of the bow both

in hunting and in war.

In the case of a female child the cord is likewise preserved. It is carried

to the great log mortar which stands in the space before every Yuchi house, and

tucked snugly away beneath it in the earth at the base. The father then carves

a small model of a mortar and pestle together with two different sized pot-

stirrers (Fig. 36, b, c, d). These objects are preserved somewhere about the

house or camp and represent a prayer that the girl may grow up to be

proficient in all the arts of good housekeeping. When the father is informed

that his child is a boy he is pleased, and the birth of a female child brings

joy to the mother.

TheYuchi do not, as far as has been observed, practice the custom of making
cradle boards for their infants as some of their neighbors do. On the contrary,

a hammock of cloth or of strouding is constructed upon two ropes attached to

trees, and separated by two cross pieces at head and foot to spread the opening
at the top and admit air to the child. When the mother wishes to carry it, the

infant is either slung in a shawl upon her back, or if strong enough, is made to

straddle her hip with her arm about its waist for support. Some amulets

are usually fastened about its neck to protect the child from sickness. While

some of the southeastern tribes followed the custom of artificially flattening

the frontal region of the skulls of infants,
1 considerable inquiry among the

older Yuchi people failed to bring out any definite information on this

point, so it seems likely that if this was ever done by them it has long been

forgotten.

Upon the birth of a child into the family certain very strict taboos fall upon
the father. From the day that the child is born he may do no work, nor

sleep in his customary place in the house for the space of one month. He
usually establishes himself in a camp near by. A strict dietary taboo also

prevents him from tasting salt, sweet potatoes, pumpkins, melons and musk
melons for the same period. The stigma of religious uncleanness which
attaches to the wife during the season of child-birth and catamenia, is

apparently shared by the husband. During the month of taboos he is not

1 Cf. American Anthropologist (N. S.) vol. 9, No. 2, p. 294 (1907).
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expected to mingle much with his companions in public places, and should

he attempt to ignore his bounds, they would remind him of them by shunning
him or casting blame and ridicule upon him.

The actions of the father are believed to exert some sort of influence upon
the growth of the child during this tender period, before it is considered to have

severed all the bonds which link it with the supernatural. The child is looked

upon as the reincarnation of some ancestral spirit from the spirit world. Should

the father violate the taboos not only he might suffer but the child itself would

pay the penalty for his transgressions. As for the rest, the community at large

thinks it best to have as little as possible to do with the couple who have thus

come into communication with the supernatural, since no one can tell what

evil consequences may follow. As surely as the father might suffer, if he trans-

gressed, he would be the means of spreading abroad the contagion of evil.

The religious significance of the taboo in this tribe will be treated more at

length in the general discussion of religious beliefs.

To the father of a family fell the lot of instructing his boys in manly exer-

cises and in the duties and privileges of whichever of the two societies he in-

herited prospective membership in. The mother on her part was responsible
for the training up of her daughters in domestic duties.

NAMING.

The fourth day after its birth is the all important day for the newly born

child. It is then no longer a half-spirit, but a real human being and belongs to

earth. Upon this day it is first given suck, and a name having been chosen by
both mother and father, preparations are made to bestow it upon the infant.

In regard to the choice of names there is a significant rule that a child shall take

the name of some maternal grandparent's brother or sister according to sex.

Thus names are transmitted in accordance to a maternal system of inheritance,

and, although the clan of the individual is by no means illustrated in his

name, as it is among the Creeks, Siouan, and Algonkian tribes, it is quite

evident that the same names will descend through the same clan, occurring in

alternate generations. Under this arrangement if all the names in a certain

clan were a matter of general knowledge throughout the community, the custom

would more nearly coincide with the above-mentioned groups where personal

names indicate clanship. It is not uncommon, however, for children to be

named directly after the totem. Although the percentage of such names is not

high, they are still to be found. For example, we find Sag^e
1

sln,
'

Little Bear,'

to be a member of the Bear clan. In some cases, I was informed, the

ancestral name is not perpetuated in the child, but the parents may if they

desire invent a new name connected with some peculiarity of the child or

some incident attending its birth. The usual ceremony of naming on the
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fourth day after birth, consists in fastening a string of white beads about the

infant's neck in token of the occasion. These beads are worn continually

until the child is able to walk about. In default of a string of beads a

single white bead is often substituted.

The above facts regarding personal names are significant in another respect,

and have something to do with the idea of reincarnation. When it is borne in

mind that, in the journey of the departing soul, it requires four days to reach

the land of the dead, there appears an evident connection between these

four days and those that are allowed to pass before the newly born child

is given its name.

The Yuchi believe that in naming a child after the ancestor it will exhibit

the qualities of that ancestor, and it is frequent to hear a father remark how
much his son is getting to be like his great uncle, and then proceed to eulogize

the latter. The child spoken of will bear his name, often with the diminutive

particle if the name is of European origin, as John, Little John. Judging

by conversations that I have had with the Yuchi upon the matter of

reincarnation, it seems that belief in the connection between the body and

temperament of the child, and those of its maternal ancestor in the second

past generation, undoubtedly exists in their minds.

Ceremonial or political position is not indicated in the name of an indivi-

dual, so when such ranks are mentioned they are apart from the name. It is

not known that names have been changed or multiplied, there docs not seem

to be any reluctance in the matter of mentioning the names of dead persons.

In common use personal names are not very much heard. In fact, some

people seem to be rather ashamed of them, and when questioned on the subject

will refer to a bystander or some friend. Not infrequently a man when giving
his name will whisper it. Particularly at the ceremonies men are addressed by
their society titles, as Bdle", Chief, or Sa n

bd, Warrior, Gocon&, and so on.

The characteristic features of names among the Yuchi are, in brief, that one

name, supposedly indicating the reincarnation of a maternal antecedent two

generations removed, is borne unvaried through life, and that nothing necessarily

expressed in the name itself indicates clanship, or rank.

Following is a list of names with interpretations given by an interpreter, in

some cases attainable by analysis, in others not. The interpretations lay no

claim to accuracy, for many of the names themselves are regarded as

archaisms.

Dasewi', Comes crossing.

Katant, Meet him.

Yalewi', Come back.

GMnbesl'ne Little screw driver.

Agh.
n
gon6 Comes with someone (fern.).

Go'td Shake with something.
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Ka'kd White man.

Fago*o
nwl' Comes out of the thicket.

Ekilane It has left me.

Gopetcane Man who jumps over something.
Kubd Creek Indian (literally, 'Looking up this way').
Dastana n

gV For Creek, TostAMA.''gi, warrior.

KilewV Passing.

GoneKa' Big baby.

Gegogane Sent back home.

Ydstagolane Goes toward the fire (fern.).

Ga n
slne Little baby (fern.).

Gobadane' '. Sheep (literally, 'fat leg').

Gosd' Big person (fern.).

Ya'ta*go
n
fe Gone ahead with someone (fern.).

Ydda po
n
le Under the bucket

Go n
la

n
tciue Runs after him.

DJA"6o' Crooked John.

Goyd
sane Cuts up sticks (with an axe).

Djadjl sl'
s\ "

Little George.
Ssat Touches the ground.
Ss
agwanS Takes him down.

Yuwagego
n
ld

nr

Sag
se' sine Little Bear.

MARRIAGE.

Marriage among the Yuchi is remarkably simple, being attended by no

ceremony so far as could be learned. A young man having found a girl to his

taste in various respects, decides to appropriate her. He meets her frequently

and courts her. She leaves home at length of her own will and he builds a

house for them. No exchange, so far as is known, is made, but it often happened
that the man gave the girl's family a pony. Sometimes the man goes to live

with his wife's parents until he is able to start for himself. The couple

separates at will, but the children go with the mother. Should this occur, the

man must never speak to her again under any circumstances, as it would

lessen her chance with other men.

There is a restriction in regard to marriage, however, that is very strict.

Each individual is a member of a certain totemic group, or clan, and marriage

between members of the same clan is strictly tabooed as a form of incest. The

clans, however, are all equal in this respect, as marriage may take place between

any two.

As a rule, it may be added, married people, if such concubinage should be

called marriage, are quite sympathetic with each other.
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1'olygamy was practiced in the past quite generally. A man could have

many wives as he could get and keep. His residence in such a case was his

own but each wife had her own property, the children she bore belonging t

IUT and her clan. Unfaithful wives were punished by having their ears cut <

INITIATION.

Each boy at the time when he reaches the age of puberty is set off from his

companions by certain rules of conduct. His period of initiation is brought

to a culmination at the next annual ceremony performed by the tribe in

th,. town square. During this event he. with other boys who are being

initiated, has certain ceremonial offices to perform. When the ceremony is

over his period of initiation is likewise over, and he is regarded as an adult,

although a callow and inexperienced one. He is then in the right position

to take a wife, have a voice in the town square, and receive appointment to

some higher ceremonial office. Thereafter the people watch him to find some

manifestation of ability in industrial, civil or military matters according to

his bent. Henceforth the young man is under the guidance and protection

of his clan totem, the initiation rites and adoption into the town having at

the same time secured this for him. Initiation was, in brief, the formal ad-

mission of youths into the privileges of their hereditary society, and into the

rank of responsible manhood in their clan and town.

Further mention will be made of the boys undergoing the last stages of their

initiation term in the account of the annual ceremony, and again in the descrip-

tion of the public offices in the town, where they are known as yatcigi'.

MENSTRUATION.

During the menstrual periods, the Yuchi woman is obliged to leave the

common domicile, the company of her husband and family. Going away

by herself she makes a shelter some distance from the camp, usually to the east

of it. Here she remains for four days, having no part in the preparation of

food for the household and taking no part in any household duties whatever.

She may not even touch common property, striving to be seen as little as

possible by friends or relatives. A very stringent taboo was that she should

sleep apart from her husband. In fact, during this whole period of about four

days an atmosphere of seclusion surrounds the near relatives, while the

husband refrains from joining hunting parties or social gatherings with his

friends, since it is understood that his company is not desired for the time. The

reason given for this is that the woman is considered to be unclean and that

objects or persons coming in touch with her acquire the same quality. The

uncleanness referred to is a magic not a physical quality. It is thought that

she becomes a mere involuntary agent of evil magic at this time.
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While the woman is thus secluded food is brought to her by her mother

in four small dishes, yadadane (PI. Ill, Fig. 1), of unbaked clay, one being for

sofkee, one for meat and the others for bread and coffee. These foods are left

under a tree near at hand by the woman's mother, within easy reach. Before

returning to her home the woman must wash herself and all garments
concerned with her. The small dishes are destroyed. This is done to obliterate

all possible channels through which the power of harm might flow from

the unclean to clean objects.

BURIAL.

BELIEFS. The individual, according to Yuchi religious philosophy, pos-

sesses four spirits, n\'l

g
c
d', one of which at death remains in the spot where

disembodiment took place, while two others hover in the vicinity of the

tribesfolk and relatives. The information in regard to these two, however,

is rather vague. The fourth starts upon a four days' journey along the

rainbow trail eastward to yiibahe', 'far overhead,' the haven of souls. At the

point where earth and sky meet, a great cloud is constantly rising and falling.

Under this cloud all souls must pass and, should the passage be made in

safety, yiibahe is subsequently attained. But many souls are crushed and

lost forever, while some are obliged to return to earth again in failing,

through fear, to pass the obstacle. Those spirits which remain on earth may
be propitious or otherwise, but are generally held in fear. A general belief

that the reincarnation of ancestors in the maternal line takes place in the

birth of children has already been mentioned.

RITES. Upon the death of an individual the observances practiced have a

twofold function : they not only manifest the grief of the survivors but they are

destined to prepare the soul elements for the last journey, the trial at the end of

the earth, and future existence.

The mortuary customs of the Yuchi have undergone a change within the

last two decades, a change from burial beneath the house floor to outdoor burial.

The same may be said of their neighbors the Creeks. In former times the rites

were as follows : as soon as death had been ascertained, public announcement

of it was made by the assistant of the town chief, or second chief. Six shots

were, and are today, fired from a rifle to apprise both the living and the dead of

the event. In the winter of 1904 when Katana, Charles Big Pond, died ten

shots were fired as an especial tribute, but this was not often rendered to

ordinary men. The number fired for Chiefs and Warriors is the same. The

body of the man is then washed by near relatives and laid on its back

upon the floor. He is dressed in good clothes and his face is painted with the

Chief or Warrior design according to his society. By this time the camp is

informed and general lamentation follows. Anciently it was customary for
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men to assemble on the ensuing morning and dig a grave directly in the center

<if the earth floor of the house. Both then and now boards Were placed, or

slabs of bark, at the bottom and around the sides of the pit, since no dirt must

come in contact with the body. A package of tobacco and some money Were

inhumed at the same time. When burial was beneath the floor neither

horse nor dog was slain over the spot, and the occupation of the house was not

interrupted.

In most respects the same details in rite are followed out in the present day
as in the past, but the modern rite differs in some particulars. A common bury-

ing ground is usually to be found near each point of settlement, so when a dead

man has been properly attired and decorated he is carried thither and buried

in the manner described before. The head is always placed to the west, causing
the face to be directed toward the east, the direction in which the departing

spirit journeys. Once, according to a last request, an old man was interred

facing the west because, as he said, being a progressive man, disgusted with old

conditions, he did not wish to travel the path of his ancestors.

A fire is built at the head of the pit and maintained for four days-and nights

to light up the path of the spirit. It probably has some symbolic reference to

the sun also. Bread, meat, boiled corn and a bundle of clothes are laid beside

the body, the food stuffs usually in an earthen bowl. The horse, or dog, or both,

of the deceased were sometimes slain over the grave to serve their master, but

this practice is obsolete.

When interment has been completed a volley of four rifles is discharged
over the grave, as a final salute, and to clear the path for the soul, the shooters

facing east. A structure composed of notched logs, or boards, in the form of a

roof is erected over the spot, assumedly as a protection to the remains.

To rid the premises of the household from the possible presence of the wan-

dering spirits, which are held in fear, a bucket is filled with cedar leaves and

smudged about the house, on all sides and in the garden patch. This is done

but once and considered effectual. On the morning of the fourth day, a shaman

prepares a feast in the house of the dead. Its doors are thrown open and all

comers are made welcome at the spread. This feast celebrates the supposed
safe arrival of the spirit in the upper world.

Sickness, in the shape of rheumatic pains, is believed to fall upon any person
who becomes soiled with dirt from a newly dug grave. The vicinity of a bury-

ing ground is commonly avoided as the wandering spirits are thought to abound

there. Names of dead persons are not tabooed. Graves, nowadays, are not

visited much or kept in repair. Lastly, there is said to be a slight difference

between the mortuary rites practiced for the Chief society and those prac-
ticed for the Warrior society. The Yuchi do not seem to have special clan rites

at death.
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MISCELLANEOUS CUSTOMS.

SMOKING. Tobacco, I, has always been raised quite extensively by each

family for smoking and for ceremonial use.

For ordinary use it has been customary to mix sumac leaves with the

tobacco in varying proportions. Both men and women smoke for pleasure.

It should be recalled1 that a somewhat irregular polish was given to pipe bowls

by rubbing them when wet with a piece of smooth stone. The pipe forms

sometimes resemble frogs. These symbolize the frog which a supernatural

being named Wind used as a pipe bowl in the mythical age. The pipe stems

also symbolize a snake, which he used as his pipe stem, his tobacco being

snake dung. The myth referred to will be given at the end of this paper.

Smoking is called 'tobacco drink.
'

Men, women and even small children

practice it, though they are not by any means incessant smokers. When they

do smoke, however, it is done rather vigorously with much inhaling. People

smoke more in winter than in summer. Formerly, each man carried his smok-

ing articles with him in a pouch hanging at his side.

Ceremonial smoking used to be a common observance. It added a tone of

sincerity to any communications between people. Strangers were welcomed

with a quiet, friendly smoke, and any matters which required deliberation,

whether private or public, were thought over for a time while all were engaged in

smoking. In the town square, when meetings took place, each member of the

town who was present produced his pipe and tobacco while an official of the

Chief society passed around among the lodges furnishing everyone with a light.

Sometimes the official lighted a pipe and passed it around for each man to take

a puff from it. It was believed that if one smoked while deliberating in sin-

cerity over a question and, at the same time, entertained malice or insincerity

toward it in his mind he would die. In the same way it was thought that

anyone suspected of mischief or evil intentions could be detected by a challenge

to smoke with the accuser. In fact it was evidently regarded as an oath and

an ordeal to test veracity or guilt. The following, mentioned in one of the

myths, shows the power of tobacco smoke in a case of wrong-doing.

"Now the owner of the house was an evil man. He was Iron Man. Wind

knew all about that and he even knew that Iron Man had killed his four sons.

Then Wind decided to kill him. When he smoked he drew in a great deal of

smoke and blew it on Iron Man. And that is the way he killed him."

1 See page 30.
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The Yuchi take their rest at night in a very irregular way, getting up at

all hours for the purpose of talking, singing, gambling, or inspecting their

horses, when in camp. Nightly debauchery is common
;
when intoxicants abound

undisturbed rest is unknown in the camps. No one attempts to remedy these

faults by means of persuasion or force, except the wife of the disturber.

Women have a good deal of power of this sort and, although seemingly very

submissive and passive, their advice is often asked in matters of decision, while

the men are patient in listening to rebukes from them. In public, women must

remain in the background when their men are present. They never engage in

conversation with other men in the presence of their husbands who must be

spokesmen when outside communication is necessary.

Children in crawling often rest on the hands and on the soles of their feet,

instead of their knees. In climbing, the men press the soles of the feet to the

bark and hug the tree with the arms, raising both feet for a new grip. Boys of

five or six years and upward are allowed to smoke tobacco as much as they
choose. Women carry children astride the hip. Children spend much
time in building mounds of dirt and playing with sticks and stones in sand

or mud. Little girls have dolls of rags and deerskin which they play with.

Both men and women are, for Indians, decidedly cleanly in personal

habite. Their clothes are kept carefully clean and neat. They frequently

wash. To keep the teeth clean a piece of willow stick is chewed on the end

until it is shredded and pulpy. This is chewed and rubbed across the teeth

to remove accretions, while the sap forms a kind of suds.

Children are seldom punished for any mischief that they do. They are

never whipped. If, however, it is thought necessary to give them a reminder

in the shape of chastisement, a vessel of water is thrown over them.

It was not very common in the past for a girl to grow up and not be

married, so there were few unmarried women. Such women, however, usually

lived with different men merely as concubines, staying for a while with one,
then going to live with another.

As far back as can be remembered, it was the custom for men when they met
to shake hands and to offer each other some tobacco.

Old people Were not ill treated. On the contrary, they Were respected and
served by their children. It is understood that old men are to be cared for

by their sons the same today as formerly.
In regard to the temperament of the Yuchi, it seems that they were, and

are today, inclined to be mild and quiet mannered. They prefer to avoid

quarrels, only when they become suspicious showing a tendency to grow sullen.

I think, on the whole, if there is any value in such a statement at all, that

anyone accustomed to the appearance of Indians in general, would find in the

Yuchi a noticeably open, pleasant, and kind expression of the face.

The Yuchi, like most Indians, are by no means apathetic in temperament.
They exhibit a lively interest in their surroundings, are fairly quick in grasp-
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ing ideas, and in learning new things. They show an interest, too, in the cus-

toms of their neighbors, commenting not a little on what they observe. Like

good gossips, they take good care of their own and their neighbors' private

affairs.

The telling of myths and talcs is a favorite idle hour pastime in the camps.
There do not seem to be any restrictions as to place or time of year, for I have

heard them narrating myths both in summer and winter, day and night. Good
narrators of stories are generally respected and looked up to by the people.

They have a few peculiar mannerisms, making frequent use of pantomimic and

descriptive gestures. Mention of the sun is invariably accompanied by pointing

upward with the index finger. At the beginning of narratives, stereotyped

phrases are commonly used, such as, "In the olden (mythical) times ....",

"The old people tell it ," "It is said that
" and others similar . Often

the tale starts in abruptly with the mention of the two chief characters, while

the first few sentences point out what is to follow, like a preface. The narrative

is liberally punctuated with the phrase "so they said
" which takes the place of

the quotative and also serves as a rhetorical pause period. The narrator always

closes his account with "This is the end," "Now (then)," "Here it ends,"

"This is enough" or similar concluding phrases. Some short statement

entirely irrelevant to the tale itself, but spoken in the same tone and without

much of a break, may be appended, such as, "My name is Joseph," "I am your

friend," "I am only a young man in wisdom, but I have told what I heard,"

"Give me some tobacco," "It is late," "The day is a bad one." The Yuchi

audience is a quiet one, usually waiting until the end of a story before expressing

comment. They often interrupt, however, with laughter or with
" ho ho!", as a

sign of assent.

These Indians have a few exclamatory expressions which are used in

various circumstances. An expression of sudden anger, known also among the

neighboring Creeks, is dyila!! The men give vent to disbelief or contempt of

what another is saying by exclaiming gu! gu'H; the women, by exclaiming in a

high voice, hih\
n
'! A surd sound, tck tck tck,is a signal to frighten small children

when they are up to mischief. Dogs know this signal too. It stands for

"stop !" Another explosive expression, cl!! is commonly used to frighten dogs,

but is not for persons. A signal of warning or caution, also common, is

given by hissing between the tongue-tip and the base of the teeth. This means

"be on your guard," "look out," "watch your chance," etc. Dogs are called

by a few sharp inspiratory whistles.

The numeral system in Yuchi is a decimal one. The numbers up to ten do

not yield to analysis. From ten to twenty, however, the expression is, "ten,

one coming on," "ten, two coming on," etc. Twenty is literally "man (or

leg) two ;

"
thirty,

" man (or leg) three, "etc. One hundred is "finger-nail one,
"

and one thousand is nowadays rendered as "finger-nail long one," or "one

hundred long."
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RELIGION.

RELIGIOUS BELIEFS AND FOLK-LORE.

In treating other subjects frequent mention has been made, heretofore,

of various religious beliefs connected with different phases of life, of the ideas

which the Yuchi hold regarding the supernatural realm, and how they main-

tain their relations with the latter by means of rites and ceremonies. An

attempt will now be made to give as many of these beliefs as could be gotten

in order to present as clearly as possible an idea of the religious life of the tribe.

In the earliest mythological time about which anything at all is known,

there existed only a certain realm of water and air called yubahe, 'in the far

heights.
'

This expanse was boundless and flat. It was inhabited by beings

who lived in the water and beings who lived in the air. Just what their form

was is not known for all, but some of those that are mentioned have animal

names and show animal characteristics, such as Crawfish, Buzzard, Panther,

Spider, etc. In other respects, however, they behaved much like human

beings. That many mythical animals are conceived of as human in form is

indicated by the use of the particle go, 'human,' with their names. Others,

from what we are told, who bore the names of various natural objects had animal

forms too. Among these, for .instance, are Sun, and Moon. It would seem,

apparently, that the interest of the people in the various animals had deter-

mined the form of their deity concepts.

Others who are mentioned only by name may have been anthropomorphic.

Some of these, for instance, are Sun, Tso, Wind, Widd, Old Woman, Wa"hanc,

Old Man, Gohant, Iron or Metal Man, Goha n
ton6, Gyatha', the cardinal

points, the four winds and others who seem not to be unlike ordinary human

beings, both in their ideas and in some of their doings. The supreme deity

idea, however, seems to be centered in Tso, 'Sun,' who is known, as far

as could be ascertained, under some different names, among them 'The One

who is Breath/
1 and 'Makes Indians' being frequent. These beings, some of

them, had wives and children
; they gamed, traveled about on the hunt, pro-

created, evidently made war and had gatherings where certain peculiar acts,

which we might call rites, were performed. In short, from what we know
of this mythical period of the supernatural beings, their life was much like that

which the Indians lead, except that death was non-existent. There were

evidently chiefs among these beings who, in a general way, might be regarded

1
Comparable in sense to the Creek supreme deity and creator, HisdkidatmssJ, 'Master

of Breath.'
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as central figures in mythology, but no one being in particular is mentioned

as such. In one connection Sun is evidently chief, in another Goha"tone,

though the matter is not at all clear.

The social gatherings of these beings should be mentioned again, on account

of the fact that what was done at such times by the supernatural beings was

afterward taught to human beings by Sun, when the present earth and people

were created, and in a way, was dramatized as an act of worship by the

Indians. It seems that the beings used to assemble at the Rainbow, yifia', and

enact various peculiar rites. One of these performances was to scratch the

people on the arm or breast with a certain instrument. This act will be referred

to again subsequently. The beings evidently had dances too upon their Rain-

bow assembly ground.

After a time, it appears that some reason for change took possession of the

supernatural beings. They decided to make another realm, an earth. Accord-

ing to the account, Crawfish dove to the bottom of the waters and brought up
some dirt from which the earth was made and from which it grew to its present

size. The various beings then took part in modifyingthe form of the earth, and

in making improvements on it. Light of the proper sort was finally secured,

after various attempts on the part of different beings, as well as darkness of the

right intensity. The beings all seem to have been extremely active and power-
ful at this time, for they did various things to each other which left permanent
marks upon them, which their descendants who still reside upon the earth

retain. For instance, the chipmunk wanted to have night brought upon
the earth, thus angering the panther, who jumped on the chipmunk and

scratched his back. The chipmunk accordingly bears on his back to this day
the marks of the scars he received. This example is taken simply to show a

typical case of animal exploits in what might be termed the genesis period.

The following is a translation of the myth of the origin of the earth:

1. THE ORIGIN OF THE EARTH.

" Water covered the face of the earth. Beneath the water they knew there

was land, but they knew of no one who could get it. The flying creatures of

the air were baffled. But they decided to get something to help them find it.

The swimming creatures in the waters did not believe it could be done, because

they knew the land was too far down. So they doubted.

Now the Crawfish was the one who claimed that he could find land. He
told them to give him time. He told them to look for him in four days. Then

he went down, and soon the water came up colored with mud. Everyone

knew that before he had started the water had been clear. For four days they

waited; on the fourth day the Crawfish came up. He was nearly dead when

they picked him up, but in his claws they saw there was some earth. They
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carefully picked it out. Then they made it round like a ball, but it looked very

small. N'rtv one of the great birds had long claws, and when that bird

lifted ii])
his leg, they threw the ball of earth at him. And when it struck him,

the ball splashed and spreail out, but it was very thin. That is where the

earth was made in the beginning.

Now all the creatures wanted to wa'k on it, but they gave instructions that

no one should wa'k on it yet. For four days it lay thus, growing larger and

larger. Now they wanted to have it level. So they called for someone. The

Buzzard answered and said that he would go over the earth and stretch his

wings. That is the way he would make it level. The Buzzard started, when

they agreed to it, but he had not gone far before he became tired of stretching

his wings so much. He began to flutter and waver a great deal. On account

of this the Buzzard could not level it all. And that is what made the mountain

ridges. Now the earth was made and they occupied it."

I also give the account of the creation of light and darkness, to furnish

details for the generalized discussion.

2. ORIGIN OF LIGHT, SUN, MOON AND STARS.

" And everywhere was darkness. The earth had been made, but there was

no light. The different animals gathered together. They appointed a day for

deliberation, to decide who should furnish light for the newly made earth.

The Panther was the first. They appointed him to give light because he runs

backward and forward in the heavens from one end to the other. They in-

structed him to go east and come back. So he ran to the east and turned,

crossed the heavens and went down in the west. When he had done this and

returned to the gathering he asked if it was all right. They told him it was not.

Then they appointed another. They sent the Star (spider). Now they told

the Star to go east and come back. The Star did as he was told. He made a

light in the east but it was too dim. He went west and then came back to the

gathering and asked them if it was all right. Then they told him,
' "No. Your

light is too dim." So they appointed another. They appointed the Moon.

They told the Moon to go east then come back through the sky and go down in

the west. The Moon started out as they directed. When it was coming back
it made a better light than that made by the Star, but it was not enough. Then
the Moon asked if it would do. They said it would not. Then they appointed
another. They chose the Sun, and told him what to do. When the Sun came
back westward it gave a good light, and when it went down it was all right.

So the Sun was appointed to light the earth, and he gave an everlasting light.

Now when they told him about it, the Chipmunk wanted to have some

night. He said to them:
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' "If it is daylight all the time, persons could not increase.
" ' He said,

' "If

there is night, then people can rest from their work and procreate."
'

So he urged in favor of night. They agreed with him in part, because they
saw that what he said was true. And night came in, dividing up the day.
Then when it was dark it Was so dark that persons could not see to travel or to

procreate. And they saw it would not do because creatures would not increase.

So they put the Stars (spiders) and the Moon in with the night to enable people

to see enough for those things, and it was all right. Thus the Chipmunk had

made the night on the strength of his own senses, and they agreed and allowed it

to remain.

When they said that, the Panther became angry and jumped upon the

Chipmunk and caught him. He caught him by the neck and scratched him on

the back. That is what made the red stripes on the Chipmunk's back, which he

has yet. So the earth Was lighted by the sun, moon and stars, and night came

in too."

At some time not far removed from this mythical stage, the event of the

creation of man took place. Whether this was during or after the creation of

the earth is not known. At any rate, as explained in the myth, a woman in a

vague way became the mother of a boy, who originated from a drop of her men-

strual blood. This boy she carried to the Rainbow where the beings were

gathered, and he was scratched by them as was customary. After several excit-

ing events had taken place, which are not Well understood, it seems that the

mother was driven away with her boy. The inference is that the mother and

son then fell from the sky to the earth. Henceforth he was called Sun, Tso, and

became the ancestor of a new race upon the new earth. In this way originated

the human beings who called themselves Tso'yahd, 'Offspring of the Sun.'

Then Sun taught his people certain ceremonies, which were to be performed to

protect them from evil influences, and to honor the supernatural beings of the

realm over the earth. He gave them two plants, fdde', button snake root

(Eryngium yuccaefolium) and, to tcdia, 'red root' (Salix tristis (?) ), which

they Were to steep and drink during the ceremony, to purify them. He in-

structed them in the scratching rite, which he had undergone, and instituted the

practice, at the same time, of distributing new and sacred fire once a year at the

occasion of the ceremonies, among the different human households. Sun then

enjoined the people to keep up the dances and rites he had taught them, say-

ing that once a year he would soar through the heavens over them and look

down to see if they were obeying. He conditioned their prosperity upon their

obedience and left them after giving other instructions regarding ceremonial

details and features of town life. Among other things he showed them how

to make an assembly ground like the one in the supernatural world and taught

them how to decorate this to symbolize the Rainbow. As there are some details
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in this assembly ground, or town square with its symbolism, which deserve

attention, it will be taken up later on. The ceremonies which were begun on

earth at this time will be also described under a special heading.

It should be mentioned here that at certain times since the origin there

have been born individuals with a very dark shade of skin. These black-

skinned Yuchi, as they are termed, are looked upon as being more closely related

to Sun than the rest of the people. They are said to be his direct offspring,

their mothers having become pregnant by Sun. As no particular rank is given

them, however, their position is a sort of empty aristocracy. Several black-

skinned Yuchi are said to be living today, but I have not been fortunate enough
to see them.

Here are several translations of variants of the origin myth which has just

received comment.

3. THE ORIGIN OF THE YUCHI AND THE CEREMONIES.

" The Sun deity was in her menstrual courses. She went to dip up some

water (up in the sky world). She went down to the creek. Then some blood

fell on the ground. She looked at the water. When she reached the top of the

hill she set it down. She thought that something had happened. She went down
the hill again. A small baby was sitting there. She took it along with her and

kept it. She raised it and it grew. That was an Indian. She took him to the

Rainbow where the others were and he was scratched and it was the ceremony
at the square-ground. In the ancient time he was scratched. The drops of

blood fell and lay on the ground. She placed him on the ground. The drops
of blood were lying on the ground. She put him on the ground. Then she

walked away from the square-ground with him, going toward the east. She

reached the edge of the square. Indians came along following them. The

lightning struck and frightened them. It drove them back. The Sun mother
went on home with the boy. Then he went to sleep. As he grew up he became
lonesome. He had no one to play with

;
he had no one to look at. He was

lonesome. While he was sleeping and lying there, his mother pulled out one of

his ribs. While he was lying there she took it out. She made a woman out of

it. Then the boy awoke. He saw her. He was glad now. Then they multi-

plied and increased in numbers.

The Red root (to tcald) and Button Snake root (f
sdde>

) standing near,

(which had been used when the boy was scratched and made to perform the

ceremony among the sky people), she told him to use. It was made for that use.

And the Yuchi are using it yet just as he told them. It is here yet. This is

his medicine. While they try to keep up the ceremony and use of the medicines
God (wet&n*

1

) goes with the people. Her son was the child of the Sun, that is

what the Yuchi are named, Children of the Sun.
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On that day no trouble comes to the people when they have taken the

medicines. When the Sun comes up he looks down to see if they are doing the

ceremonies. If he comes up high here and sees no Indians performing the

ceremonies on the earth at high noon, he would stop. He would cry. It would

be the end of peacefulness. The Sun would cover his face with his hands and go
down again in the east. Then it would become dark and the end. It has been

declared so. This is what we heard in the past."

4. ORIGIN OF THE YUCHI. (SECOND VERSION.)

"There was a Sun and there was a Moon.. Then the Moon was in her men-
strual courses. When she got up, a drop of the blood fell from her and de-

scended to the earth. The Sun saw it. He sec.ured it and wrapped it up, laying

it away thus for four days. On the fourth day he went and got it, and un-

wrapped it. When the bundle was opened, he saw that it had turned into a

human being. Then he said:
'" You are my son. You shall be called Tsdyahd.

"' And he gave him the

name Tsdyahd, Sun people or Offspring of the Sun. From him all the Yuchi

had their origin.

Now his descendants increased until they became a powerful people.

They are weakening now, but if they ever disappear from the earth a terrible

thing will happen. For the Sun said:
' "If the Yuchi perish, I will not face this world. I will turn my face away,

and there will be darkness upon the earth, and it will even be the last of the

earth.'"

So it will come to pass if all the Yuchi die out. But now there are certain

Yuchi who are known to be sons of this Sun. Whenever one of them dies the

Sun turns his face away from the earth for a little while. That accounts for the

eclipse. These Yuchi may be known by the color of their skin, which is nearly

black. The black-skinned Yuchi are the Sun's sons. There are a few living

now."

In tracing this mythical history of the Yuchi we have now reached the

period when human beings and the other animals seem to have been on close,

terms of intimacy on the earth. Everywhere magic was in operation.

Animals often acted in a most offhand manner, from that moment the act

becoming a rule on earth, or the result of the act becoming a natural fixity.

Some specimen accounts will be given later.

A trickster appears among the animal beings by the name of Rabbit.

There are other tricksters too, but Rabbit is the chief figure among them. This

period is thought, roughly speaking, to have directly preceded the present one.

There are many myths relating the deeds of animals and human beings which

are concerned with magic. The details of the magical transformations and
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exploits of the earthly beings arc a little too extensive to discuss here, lint will

!><> found further on under mythology.
Toward the end of this period, in short, the things of the earth and the

affairs of human beings take on a more modern aspect. Many new things are

originated. Death is brought to man by the disobedience of someone.

Tobacco is originated from human semen. Other Indian tribes are brought
into existence. Fire is secured and distributed among the people by Rabbit,

and various other cultural features of human life, as well as characteristic traits

among animals, are brought into existence. Some representatives of this

class of myths will be given at the end of the discussion of mythology.

Up to this point we have only attempted to deal with the beliefs concerned

with the supernatural beings, and with the native concepts of origin and trans-

formation. Some of the beliefs in connection with customs and rites will now be

taken up. It has already been stated, under customs, that the newly born child

is believed to be the reincarnation of its predecessors. And it was shown, at the

same time, that the reincarnated spirits revived in the children the qualities

which they possessed during their lives. The abode of the spirits of the dead is

in the sky world or the supernatural world. The path to this lies over the rain-

bow, and the direction to be traveled is eastward. When the soul has passed the

obstacle of the swaying cloud, which is likely to crush the journeying soul and

destroy it, it joins with the other spirits and supernatural beings inhabiting
this realm. One of the supernatural beings, Wa n

han, Old Woman, has charge
over the souls here and in some way is thought to control re-birth and the return

of souls to earth. There is mention in one of the myths of some men who
traveled to Old Woman and at last succeeded in obtaining the souls of their dead

wives, returning to earth with them. It has also been shown how the different

individuals of the clans inherited th? protection of their clan totems, when they
passed the initiation rites, thenceforth retaining these as protectors through
life. As the members of clans are considered to be the descendants of their

totemic animal, they are in a sense the cousins, as it might be expressed, of the

earthly animals who are also descendants of the supernatural animals. The
clan taboos and incidental beliefs need not be repeated again here as they have
been mentioned in dealing with customs and the clans. But the animals of the

earth, in general, are considered as thinking beings, with interests in life,

customs and feelings not unlike those of men. Even today these mutual
elements in the lives of men and animals are felt to exist. But naturally in
the mythical age the two were more nearly on the same level than now. For,
they say, it is very seldom nowadays that men and animals can converse

together. A few random tales referring to such instances of recent intercommu-
nication, however, are as follows.

An old and decrepit Indian told the story. He was complaining about his

infirmities, squeaking voice, and shrunken form. He said, "I was going
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along on my pony late in the afternoon. Pretty soon I came to what was like a

large rock. I heard a voice from somewhere say,
"

'It smells just as though there

was an old woman riding around here.
' "

I looked up and saw a big rattlesnake

sitting on the rock, coiled. His neck was as thick as a man's neck. He was

looking right at me.
"

An outlaw, who was hiding from the vengeance of the relatives of the

man whom he had murdered, became very hungry. He rode up to a house and

was going to ask for food. First he crept through a cornfield near the cabin, to

see if the way was safe. While lying between the furrows there, he heard two

hens talking. They Were casting glances at him. He listened to what they
were saying. They chuckled a little, then one said,

"
Isn't that the fellow who is

scouting around here for having killed somebody?" The outlaw got out.

The animals are all believed to have their protecting supernatural kins-

men as well as men, for that reason in hunting them their protecting spirits

have to be overcome before one can hope to bring them down. It is the same

with human beings. If one's guardian spirit is all right no harm can come.

So in warfare, the idea is to strengthen one's own guardian kinsman spirit and

to weaken the enemy's. In this respect hunting and fishing are much like war-

fare. The magic songs and formulas fight the supernatural struggle and open
the way, while the actual weapons do the Work when the spiritual barriers are

removed.

As regards the objects in nature in general which surround them, the Yuchi

have the usual animistic concepts so characteristic of the beliefs of nearly all

primitive people. Inanimate objects, and even abstract ideas such as cardinal

points and various feelings and deeds, are the abodes of agencies which we may
call spirits. These may be either favorable or unfavorable to men, their in-

fluence being believed to be largely controlled by man's personal conduct in the

observance of taboos and in the performance of the rituals and ceremonies.

Plant spirits are highly powerful and important, according to the ideas of an

agricultural people like this, and we shall find them to be quite prominent

objects of worship in the ceremonies.

The sacred number standing out prominently in religious matters will be

seen to be the number four. Five appears less frequently.

FOLKLORE. Here are a few miscellaneous beliefs which were recorded in

regard to the natural, supernatural, and animal world. They are given about

as they were told by the Indians.

"If a terrapin in his travels walks around a big tree it is a very bad thing

for him. He will dry up. That's why they never do it."

"The thunder or rain kills snakes. When a storm comes up they must all

go back into the ground. If they do not, they will be killed. So if they are

killing a calf (sic !)
or anything, they must leave it as soon as it begins to thunder

or rain."
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"When wild turkeys gobble the lightning bugs come up out of their crops.

They are like little white things (maggots) before they come out."

The stars are all spiders.

Regarding the eclipse they say: "The toad starts to eat up the moon.

Then he gets big. The moon diminishes. But we frighten him away and after

that the moon recovers and gets big."

One informant stated that thunder and lightning are caused by a great

black snake with rattles on its tail. A being named Ko
n
sd no n

wl', the meaning
of which is uncertain, rides on its back. The snake dives in and out of the water.

At each flash of its wet sides there is lightning and when it rattles there is

thunder.

"There was a big water vessel in the sky. Someone jerked it and spilled

the water over its edge. That is what made the rain."

"Someone (a supernatural agency) in the north was trying to do something.

He put some corn meal into a sifting basket and sprinkled it through. When
this falls upon this earth it is snow."

"When the rainbow stretches across the sky the rain is prevented from fall-

ing through. This stops the rain and brings dry weather."

When threatened with a drought they believe that the people could cause

rain to fall if they made medicine and took an emetic.

Earthquakes are believed to be caused by a being who lives in the bowels

of the earth. He sometimes shakes and jerks the earth to find out how much
water there remains on it.

Twins and deformed or abnormal children are believed to be sent directly

by the supernatural beings to be guides to the people. They were never killed

but were treated with care and raised for the public good. It is also said that

when twins are born in the town it is a sign from the supernatural beings that

they want to see the people improve in the performance of their religious rites.

Little people like dwarfs are believed to inhabit certain places in the dense

woods. They are the souls of bad people who die, and they possess the power
of killing those who either accidentally or deliberately intrude upon their haunts.

When a man sneezes, the belief is that his beloved is thinking about him.

Likewise when a woman sneezes it is a sign that her lover is thinking about her.

Warts on the skin, or moles, indicate that there is too much blood or bad
blood in the body. A person having them is said to need scratching until the

blood flows. Moles come from bad food, too.

"When the coyotes or wolves howl it is a sign that snow or rain is coming.

They can feel when a storm is approaching, and because they don't like it they
start howling."

A certain kind of fish called "drumfish" is believed to have two stones in

the back of its head, with which it makes a thumping noise frequently heard

coming from the water when everything is quiet.
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THE SYMBOLISM OF THE TOWN SQUARE.

We shall now return again to the subject of the town square because the

religious ceremonies to be described in the following pages are inseparably
connected with it.

The public square-ground, where all civil and religious events of the town take

place, has a symbolical significance which is quite important, and comparable
in some respects to the altars and shrines of the southwestern and plains tribes.

In its ceremonial aspect the town square is symbolically a rainbow. For,

according to the myth of the origin of the Yuchi and their cult, as already

given, the mother of the Sun took him to the ceremony of the upper world where

he was scratched. This took place on the Rainbow, yuvd', so the present

square-ground is called 'yifid',' 'rainbow.'

The officials at the ceremonies are hence called yii
sdhobdien,

' rainbow

or square-ground Chief
' and yu

Kdhosa n
'ba,

' rainbow or square-ground Warrior.'

The square might well be termed a rainbow shrine. Another name for the

square is sa
n
sa nt

, 'thoroughly beautiful' or 'good all over.'

While investigations were being made in regard to the square-ground, the

assistant of the town chief brought in a colored representation of it showing
how the square looked when it was formally arranged for the ceremonies. This

sketch is reproduced in Plate XI. The explanation of the colors is as follows:

The whole figure represents the rainbow. The brown square represents the

earth. The fire in the center typifies the sun and is painted red. The ashes

are represented by yellow. The three yellow lines are paths to the north, west

and south lodges respectively, are likewise composed of ashes scattered by the

four yatcigt' after the new fire has been started on the first day of the rites.

This feature is now obsolete. The logs of the new fire are green, symbolizing

vegetation. The brush roofs of the lodges are also green.

It will be noticed that the Warrior lodges, north and south side, have their

uprights and beams colored red. This color symbolizes the Warrior class and

war which they represent. The custom of coloring the posts is also now ob-

solete. The Chief lodge lacks this coloring. As will be seen in the photo-

graphs of the ceremonies (Plate XII, et seq.), a white face is given to these

upright posts in modern times, by peeling off part of the outer bark and expos-

ing the white inner surface. White is symbolical of peace.

The serpent figure lying before the north Warrior lodge is the datcPa', a

supernatural horned serpent, and the object of veneration in the DdtoKd' cti,

now called Big Turtle Dance. This stuffed deerskin effigy was colored blue,

with two yellow horns on its head. It rested in former times before the north

Warrior lodge where the two Warrior officials, gocont and yu
e
dhosd"'ba, sat with

their feet upon it, but its use has been abandoned.

Something should be said here of the other meaning of the word yuea'.

Besides meaning rainbow, it stands for 'big house.' This we find to be the
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name given by the neighboring Creek Indians to their town square (djogo iakko.

big house).
1

If any credence is to be given to the statements of the Yuclii in this matter,

the Creeks borrowed nearly the whole of the annual ceremonies of the Yuehi

when they overran the Southeast, subduing and incorporating the latter. The

modern Creeks, however, although recognizing the general similarity between

their ceremonies and those of the Yuchi, do not subscribe to this opinionbut

claim an independent supernatural source for them.

CEREMONIES.

The ceremonies, which according to tradition originated in the other woild

and were taught to the first Indians by Sun, consist of various religious rites

performed in public by all the men of the town once a year. The rites include

dancing, fasting, the observance of certain taboos, the kindling of a new and

sacred fire, the scarification of men, the taking of an emetic and the perform-
ance of the ball game. The ceremony as a whole was called, YiFahe', 'In the

rainbow,' or 'In the big house.
' The time for these ceremonies is determined

by the state of maturity of the corn crop. They are begun so as to coincide

with its first ripening, usually about the middle or early part of July. It

would seem from this that the importance of agriculture as a feature of life

had determined the time for the town's discharge of its religious obligations.

As far as is possible the time is also arranged so as to fall upon nights when
the moon is full. This matter rests entirely in the hands of the town chief.

He distributes bundles of tally sticks, one to be thrown away each day (Fig.

37), to the heads of families.

DANCES. The special dances, ctl, performed by the Yuchi are quite nume-
rous. A fairly large number are primarily clan dances, having for their object

the placation of clan totems. The dancers imitate the motions of the totem ic

animal with their bodies and arms. The steps, however, arc not subject to

much variation. The dancer inclines his body forward, gesticulating with his

arms according to the occasion, and raises first one foot then the other slightly

above the ground, bringing them down flat at each step with vigor. In this

way the dancers in single file circle contra-clockwise about the fire in the center

of the square. The whole is done in a sort of run, the acoustic effect being a

regularly timed stamping sound. The dances are accompanied by singing on
the part of all the men dancing, and by musical instruments of several different

varieties, namely, terrapin shell rattles (PI. VII), drum (Fig. 32) and hand
rattle (PI. VII). Both the music and the instruments have been briefly de-

scribed before. A few other ceremonial paraphernalia used particularly in

1 Cf. the Creek Indians of Taskigi Town, Speck, in Memoirs of American Anthro-

pological Association, Vol. II, part 2, p. 112.
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the dances will be described soon. As a rule all men may take part in any
dance. But in most of the dances only certain women are admitted from the

beginning and they are provided with the bunch of terrapin shell rattles,

tsontd, (PI. VII) which are fastened to their legs. During the last half of tho

dance, however, the exclusive feeling leaves, and women, children and even

strangers may join in. It is understood, though, that when a certain dance is

being performed, for instance the Tortoise dance, the members of that clan are

in the position of hosts to the others, taking pride in having them dance the

dance to their totem.

The dance songs consist chiefly in the repetition of meaningless syllables

or groups of syllables. A great deal of magic potency is believed to rest in

mere words and burdens. Sometimes, however, an intelligible stanza or

sentence appears having some vague reference to the object of the dance, or

simply naming it. The feeling of the dancers seems to be that they are for the

time in the actual form of the totem, and they carry out in quite a realistic way
the effect of the imitation entirely by their motions and behavior. No imitative

costumes nor masks are used now, nor could it be ascertained whether they

ever existed. They imitate very well, however, the cries of the animals which

are being dramatized.

Besides those dances which are functionally clan dances, there are others

which are addressed, as a form of worship and placation, to various animals

which furnish their flesh or parts for the use of man. Then there are also others

which are directed to the spirits of animals which have the power of inflicting

sickness, trouble or death upon the people. These are imitative, similar in

general appearance to those already described. The spirits dominating certain

inanimate objects are invoked in others.

Lastly, we find a miscellaneous fe\v which are claimed to be chiefly danced

for pleasure. There has no doubt been considerable borrowing going on among
the Indians and local interpretations may have been given to various dances

different from their original ones.

Most of the dances are performed at night, thus filling in the time of the

ceremonies with constant activity.

A list of these special dances, and the instruments used in them, is here

given.
Dance. Musical Instrument.

Ba'ta' ctl Horse dance Rattle, drum.

Wedlnen ctl Cow ?

Wedlngd ctl Buffalo
"

Rattle, drum.

Dato*a' Turtle
" Rattle.

Cu cpd ctl Pike
"

Rattle, drum.

Cu dfd ctl Catfish
"

Rattle, drum.

Spa
n
sl' ctl Quail

" Rattle.
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Musical Instrument.

. Rattle.

. Rattle, dnim.

.Rattle, drum.

.Rattle, drum.

. Rattle.

.Rattle, drum.
?

. Firearms.

"
..Rattle.

Dancr.

Wetc ed' ctl Turkey dance

Kyd
n '

ctl Owl

Y\n
tl

r
cti Buzzard "

WetcW ctl Chicken
"

Cane' ctl Duck

StoWctl Lizard

WetsakawfJ" ctl Opossum
"

DjatitJ
11

ctl Raccoon "

YusA.nf ctl Skunk "

Ydfid'ctl Gun

Gocpi' ctl Negro
Yacdctl Leaf

lakd ctl Feather or Corn dance Two rattles.

Tsebff* ben6 ctl Crazy or Drunken dance .... Rattle.

Yonctd ctl Shawnee dance Drum.

FASTING AND TABOOS. Fasting and the observance of certain taboos are

special features of the annual ceremony. From the beginning of the event no

salt is to be used by anyone. Sexual communication is also tabooed. A general

fast must be kept by all the men for twelve hours before taking the emetic, that

their systems may be the more receptive to purging. During the second day of

the ceremony the men may not leave the town square, nor are they permitted to

sleep or lean their backs against any support when tired. For the purpose of

enforcing this the four young initiates are provided with poles to strike offenders

with. On the second day also no women, dogs or strangers may step over the

edge into the square, the women and dogs under pain of being struck by the

initiates and strangers under pain of being staked out naked in its middle.

The thoughts of the people, too, are expected to be turned toward supernatural

things in order to please the various spirits.

NEW FIRE RITE. The new fire rite performed at sunrise of the second

day, is symbolic of a new period of life for the tribe. As far as could be

learned, the fires of the various household hearths are not extinguished as

among the Creeks, since the kindling of the new fire by the town chief is

symbolical of this and suffices for all. The ceremonial method of starting
this fire Was explained before, so it need not be repeated. The logs in the

center of the square-ground were ignited from the fire started in the punk and

kept burning until the ceremony is over, by the proper official. The firemak-

ing implements were kept in a bag which hung during the ceremony, along
with the rattles when not in use, on the middle post at the front of the town
chief's lodge, just over where he sat.
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SCARIFICATION. The next rite to be performed in public after the kindling
of the fire is the scarification of the males. Every male in the town is

expected to come before two pots of steeped medicinal plants, the fdde',

button snake root, and to tcald, red root, and be scratched by a certain official

on the arm or breast, allowing the blood to flow and drop upon the square-

ground. There is an analogy between this earthly human ceremony and that

enacted by the beings of the sky world. In the same way that Sun was taken

to the rainbow and scratched till his blood fell upon the ground, do the Yuchi

bring themselves and their male children to have their blood drawn. It seems

to be regarded as a form of torture and induration to pain. The falling of

their blood upon the square-ground is symbolical of the falling of the mother-

of-Sun's blood upon the ground, from which the first Yuchi was created. There

is another side to this scratching ceremony. It is also a purgative. The

instrument used in it consists of a quill fastened to a piece of the leaf of fdde',

one of the sacred plants, set with six pins, or, as was formerly done, with gar-

fish teeth (Fig. 40). This scratcher is dipped in a pot containing a brew

of the sacred plants before each male is scratched. Thus he is inoculated

with the sacred plant juices and his blood is purified by them against

sickness.

THE EMETIC. The next and perhaps the most important rite of the occa-

sion is the taking of an emetic by all the males of the town. This practice

was also instituted by Sun. He gave the people two plants, f
sAdef and to tcald,

as is recorded in the myth, and showed them how to steep them in water. He
instructed them to drink the concoction to purify their bodies against sickness

during the ensuing inter-ceremonial year. It is thought, in particular, that

to eat the first corn of the season without having taken the emetic would cer-

tainly result in sickness inflicted by the unappeased deities. The town chief

has charge of the preparation of the emetic, aided by the four boy initiates.

The pots containing the concoction are of a special form with a decoration

on the rim representing the sun (Fig. 31, No. 21). These pots stand during the

ceremony, east of the fire near the center of the square (see diagram, Fig. 38).

When the sun is about at the zenith those who are highest in rank came

forward, facing the east, and drink quantities of the medicine. They are

followed by the rest lower in rank and so on. Four at a time are allowed to

drink. Then all await the effects quietly in their proper places in the lodges.

The proper moment arriving, they proceed to a space near the square and

allow the emetic to have its full effect. The rite is repeated several times.

After this all the townsmen go to water, wash off their paint and return to

their places about the square.

The ceremony of the emetic is concluded with a feast of the first corn and

smoking. After this the ball game is played with betting. This event has

been described under the heading of games. Dancing again fills in the in-
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terveniug time until another round of the medicine drinking was performed.

The ceremonies were then concluded.

Possibly the main object of the annual festival is the placation of every

possible animus. Obedience to the commands of Sun was also highly con-

sidered as a matter of importance. Other objects of the ceremonies are, as

explained, to turn the public attention to spiritual affairs for a time, away
from everyday pursuits. All the potentially malicious spirits and animal,

fish and vegetable spirits are propitiated or thanked as the case might be.

And all personal grievances among townsmen are declared cancelled after the

emetic had been taken. They furthermore state that the scratching and

the emetic teach the men to inure themselves to pain and discomfort. Both

rites were practiced before going to war.

Captives were, it is said, sometimes burnt to death as sacrifices to the

supernatural brings during the ceremonies. In recent times a stake was

erected in the southeast corner of the square at the beginning of the event,

to represent the place where captives were thus treated. After the emetic is

over this stake is thrown down.

The foregoing account is a very general one. A more detailed account

of the ceremonial performances as witnessed by me several times will now be

given. They were performed at the Sand Creek settlement, where there is a

square-ground, in July, 1904, and July, 1905. The photographs were made

during the 1905 celebration. There is some difference in detail between the

ceremonies of Sand Creek town and Polecat town. The one here recorded is

entirely that of Sand Creek town, wrhich has since discontinued its celebration

on account of disorder and violence among the young men, due to intoxica-

tion. 1 A few features of the Polecat celebration which are based on description,

will also be given as they seem to have been left off by the other settlement.

It may frequently be necessary to repeat something that has already been

mentioned, but this is done intentionally in order to give the details of the

particular case and make the account of the actual occurrences more uniform.

THE ANNUAL TOWN CEREMONIES.

The following account of the annual ceremony of the Sand Creek Yuchi

is based upon notes made at the time, and upon incidental information derived

from participants. It deals chiefly with the 1905 celebration although there

was no appreciable difference between that of 1904 and the event of 1905.

THE PRELIMINARY DAY. According to the evidences of maturity ob-

servable in the corn in the neighboring fields, and the approaching phase of the

moon, the town chief or head priest (Jim Brown) appointed and announced,

1 In 1908, on my last visit, I learned that the chiefs had decided to continue the

ceremonies as usual.
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to the townspeople scattered throughout the neighboring district, a day of

general assembly, at which small bundles of sticks about two inches in length

(Fig. 37) were distributed to the heads of families. The number of sticks in the

bundles indicated the number of days that should pass before the ceremonies

would take place. The day had already been decided upon by the chief and Was

announced at this preliminary meeting. A stick was thrown away each morn-

ing thereafter until but one remained, and that was the day of the next assembly
at the public square. Dancing took place at this meeting to give a little practice

to the men, as they said. Arrangements Were also made for the repair of the

lodges, and the obtaining of the beef for the barbecue which was to close the

event. In other words, this meeting was purely preparatory. All the top
earth was carefully taken from the square and placed in a heap behind the

north lodge.

When the day arrived for the formal celebration to commence, the Yuchi

took care to be on hand before nightfall at the public square, which was situated

in a permanent locality near Scull Creek, where a beautiful spring of clear water

flowed from a side hill. The ceremony this time was to last three days and

Fig. 37. Tally Sticks.

to include the following ritualistic events. The first day was to be a general

gathering, with the commencement of the fast and dancing all through the first

half of that night. On the second day, the new fire ceremony was to take place

after sunrise, followed by the preparation of the medicines, the scarification,

the taking of the emetic, the breaking the fast, and the ceremonial ball game.
The ensuing night was to be given up to all-night dancing. On the third

day, the people were to disband for a while and return again, after a rest, for

several subsequent days of minor observances. This was the plan given out

for the carrying on of the celebration.

An explanatory diagram of the square-ground showing some of the things

mentioned in the following description is given (Fig. 38) and will be frequently

referred to in the account. The date of the 1904 ceremony Was July 17; that

of 1905 was a few days later in the same month.

FIRST DAY. About one hundred Yuchi having arrived, upon the day set

aside in the preliminary gathering, at the camping ground surrounding the

public square, friendly intercourse was held among the townsfolk, and sump-
tuous preparations were made for the evening meal, after which no food could

be eaten by adults until the ceremony of taking the emetic was over.
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Kefore dark the four yatcigl' went out in single file toward the woods

east to secure the four logs for the new fire, to be started the next morning,

and also to dig the two medicine roots, foods' and to tcald, and to secrete them

where they could be readily found when they were to be brought in. Before

appearing at the camp on their return, they whooped four times to apprise

the town of the commencement of the ceremony and the fast. This whooping
caused quite a little commotion among the people. Their manner changed

KT ^THr^"
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DIRECTION TAKEN BY MEN WHEN

-->^y
it MEDICINE

for

Fig. 38. Yuchi Square-Ground During Ceremony.

M. Town Chief's Seat.

N. Drum.
P. Stake at S.E. Corner.

R . Pile of Wood for Fire.

A. Chief's Lodge.
B. C. Warriors' Lodge.
D. Place Where Turtle Dance Begins.

E. Steer Flesh on Scaffold.

F. Fire Place.

G 1
. Pots of Medicine Before Ceremony of Emetic.

G 2
. Pots During Ceremony of Scratching and Emetic.

and it seemed as though they were under constraint. The spirits of the summer
ceremonial were then supposed to be watching them for infringements of the

taboos. Salt and the other things spoken of before were tabooed from this

time until the end of the celebration. The four logs were then deposited
in the west lodge, where the Chiefs and their paraphernalia reposed.

At about ten o'clock in the evening, the moon being at the first

quarter and over the west lodge, the town chief's assistant, who will here-
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after be called second chief, and the gocone or master of ceremonies from the

Warrior Society, called in a loud voice to the town to come to dance. Mean-

while the gocone had started a fire of fagots in the center of the square,

\vhere the fire is always made (see diagram, Fig. 38). When the lodges \verc

filled with the townsmen, the DatcPa' or Big Turtle Dance was begun.
THE BIG TURTLE DANCE. In loose order, the leader having a hand rattle

in his right hand, the dancers grouped themselves in the southeast corner of

the square. (See diagram.) All formed in a compact mass and the leader in the

center began moving in a circle, rattling and shouting 'hd! hd!' The dancers

kept in close ranks behind him echoing his shouts. After about five minutes

of this, the leader started toward the fire and the dancers all held hands. A
woman having the turtle shell rattles on her legs came from the northwest

corner and took her place behind the leader holding hands with him. In single

file the latter led them around the fire, sunwise. In 1905 there were two of these

women. When the men whooped they were joined by two more, when they

whooped again the women left the line. After circling a number of times the

leader stopped, stamped and whooped and the ranks broke up, the dancers

dispersing to their various lodges about the square. The first song was thus

finished. After a short interval a leader stepped toward the fire and circling

it alone started the second song and was soon joined by other dancers. Two
or more women having the shell rattles on their legs took part. During the

course of the next few songs the leader took the line to each of the four corners

of the square, led them around in a circle and then back to the fire. No drum-

ming accompanied this dance. Women joined hi as well as children and

strangers. This dance was continued for about two hours, at intervals, and

was the only one danced on this night. (See Plate XII1
.)

During the process of this dance, and in all the others too, the gocone

exhorted the dancers to their best by shouting out encouragement, and with

his long staff went about to secure song leaders during the intervals of rest.

The Thunder was frequently invoked this night by the gocont with cries of

Plctan\ n'.l PictatiA"'! "Thunder! Thunder!"

At about midnight when things had quieted down a little, the town chief

rose from his seat near the center of the west lodge, and silence was rendered

him as he began a speech lasting about fifteen minutes. In this he referred to

their ancestors who handed the ceremonies down to them; to the deities who

taught them; to the obligations of the present generation to maintain them.

He complimented the dancers, referred to the rites of the next day and called

1 When the first flashlight (PI. XII, 2) was discharged in making these exposures

some of the dancers stopped and some went right on, but they seemed greatly startled

and for a moment blinded. Several chiefs then came over and expressed their displeasure.

They called it "lightning." I explained that no harm was meant and finally got their

consent to make another (PI. XII, 1) somewhat nearer.
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for tlic awcnt and cooperation of his town. The men then shouted 'ho! h6!'

lite sign of appnil)ati(in. The town chief concluded with an appeal for good
lichavior and reverence during the celebration, exhorting them when the

event was over to go to their homes in peace and to avoid getting into trouble

or disputes with anyone. Then all dispersed for the purpose of sleep or

carousing.

SECOND DAY. Before sunrise of the second day the town chief took

his seat in the west lodge. Now the four ydtcigl' passed off toward the east to

bring in the medicine plants. During their absence the town chief was prepar-

ing the flints and steel for the new fire. The return of the ydtcigl' was announced

by a series of whoops ('hdyo! h&yo!') and they came in with the plants, deposit-

ing them in the west lodge.

NEW FIRE RITE.

The fireplace had been swept clean and covered with sand. The ydtaigl'

now walked sunwise around the spot three times, then stopped, each one

standing at one of the cardinal points. They deposited the four

logs with their ends pointing toward the cardinal points thus

! , then retired to the west lodge behind the town chief. He

was now preparing punk and fire materials, having taken them from

his bag suspended from the post near his head. He struck the fire

into a tray of bark filled with dried pith, in the manner described

elsewhere. (See Plate XIII, 1.) When the spark had sprung into a

flame the ydtcigl' took the tray, and ignited sticks between the logs

and thus the new fire for the new year was started. They con-

cluded by walking four times around it.
2

During this time at

intervals a few taps were given on the water-drum.

In the meantime a post had been erected in the southeast

corner of the square as a sign that women, dogs and aliens, also

those who have eaten com that season or tasted food since the

previous evening, Were prohibited from the square under penalty

Fig. 39.
f violence at the hands of the ydtcigl'. It is also said that in war

Medicine times captives Were bound to this stake when they were to be burned

Pounder, to death. 3

2 At this time in the cognate Creek and Cherokee ceremony, each family swept its

hearth and started a new fire from the public embers, but the Yuchi symbolized this for the
whole town by their public new fire. (19th Report Bureau American Ethnology, p. 402;
Cherokee Myths, Mooney; Gatschet, Creek Migration Leg., VoL II, p. 189 for Kasi^ta
town; Speck, Creek Indians of Taskigi Town, p. 142 for Taskigi town.)

' Also noticed by Bartram among Creeks (cf. Bertram's Travels, p. 518), but in that
case there were four stakes, one at each corner of the square.
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The medicine plants, red root, to tcald, and button-snake root, f
sdde/

,
were

now brought by the yatcigV',
who walked around the fire with them five times,

and then lay them lengthwise, with roots to the east and foliage to the west,

in a space about fifteen feet east of the fire, where a halved log was laid on

which to crush them. Two crocks, formerly pots of a high shape, Were brought
full of water and stood in front of the medicines. Kneeling before the pots the

yatcigV pounded up the roots and stems with pounders about fourteen inches

long, made from peeled branches (Fig. 39). (Sec Plate XIII, 2.) The crushed

roots were then put in the crocks while the stems were thrown behind the

north lodge, with the pounders, upon the heap of sacred debris there.

Fig. 40. Scratcher.

SCARIFICATION RITE.

The implement used in the scratching operation which now followed was

made by the town chief of a leaf of fads' and a shaved turkey quill, having

six pins fastened with their points projecting through it. (Fig. 40).

The town chief then scratched the scratching official, gondine or yatsd,

on the right arm after some of the fade' had been rubbed over it. The operator

held the victim by the wrist, and tore his arm almost from elbow to wrist

with the six-pointed instrument to the depth of one-eighth of an inch at least.

No evidence of pain was manifested by anyone. The scratcher then per-

formed the operation on the town chief. The Chiefs then had their turn,

followed by the Warriors. (See Plate XIV.) Small male children were

then brought up by their fathers and scratched on the arms, having also
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some of the medicine rubbed on their mouths. The young men came next,

then the older, until all had been tortured but the four yatcigl', who Were the

last. Frequent exhortations were given by the second chief to hurry along

the tardy ones. Only males were scratched. Tobacco was distributed at

this time among the occupants of the lodges by the town chief.

It has been customary in alternate years to do the scratching on the

arm and breast, although both in 1904 and 1905 it was done on the arm.

The yatcigl' were constantly on the lookout for any man leaning against

a post or tree. This is a forbidden indulgence, and they chastise every

offender with their staffs. Anyone dropping off to sleep would be equally

treated to a blow.

While the scarification was going on the two ka'kd, 'white man,' butchers,

had barbecued the steer which was left on a scaffold at the rear of the

west lodge behind the chiefs. (See diagram of square.) The meat was then

distributed by the ka'ka' among the different families. With their long

staffs they frequently went the rounds of the camp announcing to the women
the progress of the rites, and seeing that they were preparing the food for

the feast which was to follow the taking of the emetic. Consequently, the

women were seen to bring to the border of the square, bowls of stewed meat,

bread, boiled corn, coffee and other viands which were then picked up by the

men and left on the scaffold with the carcass of the steer, until the ceremony
of the emetic should be over. This handling of the food was a severe test to

the hungry men. Sometimes it was necessary for the second chief to hurry

up the bringing of the food by crying from the eastern edge of the square,
whence all signals were given to the camp. The yatcigV stood nearby ever

ready to strike anyone found violating a taboo, with their poles. Dogs
were frequently chased and belabored when in their roamings they crossed the

edge of the square. Several men had to be treated to reminding blows by
these young men as they forgot themselves and fell into a doze.

THE RITE OF THE EMETIC.

Now that the sun was about at the zenith and the medicines had been

steeping in the sun long enough, it was time for the men to take the emetic

in accordance with the instructions of the mythical Sun deity who declared

that, as long as he rose from the east and beheld his people taking the sacred

emetic, he would continue their tribal existence.

The first to take the emetic were the town chief and the three other square-

ground Chiefs. (See Plate XV, 1.) They were followed by the four square-

ground Warriors. Then four more Chiefs and four more Warriors took theirs.

They dipped up the medicine with cups, two dipping from each pot. They
always walked around the north side of the fire in approaching the pots. Nearly
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a quart was drunk by each individual. After the first drink the men returned

to their respective lodges of rank, and the four Chiefs led again for a second

drink in the same order as before. The to\vn chief after this started toward

the open space north of the square followed by the rest of the townsmen from

the square, and there in the field copious quantities of the medicine Were

thrown up aided by fingers or weeds. (See Plate XV, 2, also diagram of square.)

After a short interval, when all had taken their places in the square again,

the emetic Was taken by the four yattigl' in the same manner as their predeces-

sors. When they had finished great relief Was manifest throughout the camp,
as the ordeal was practically over, and everything so far had gone on all right.

The second chief then led all the men in single file eastward toward the

running water, where their paint was washed off and their hands .also cleansed.

The town chief, however, kept his place at the square, and on the forelog of the

west arbor put four ears of green corn. When the procession from the creek

returned, all passed before these ears and rubbed their hands over them and

then over their faces. All then seated themselves in the proper lodges. Some
cobs of last year's corn were thrown in the fire as incense, the act symbolizing

the passing out of use of the old crop.

Tobacco was then passed around and they smoked. The town chief

made a short speech relative to their fidelity, to the ritual and the successful

termination of the ceremonies. He invited them to take their fill of food and

reminded them of the forgiveness due to petty offenders during the past

season. Hearty approbation was manifested toward his remarks. When he

took his seat and a few moments were passed in general deliberation, the food

was distributed among those in the lodges and general feasting ensued.

The post at the southeast corner of the square was then taken down in

attestation of the close of the taboo against aliens on the public square.

After eating, the next duty was to proceed to the nearest timber, where

every man secured a branch of wood which he carried to a pile near the square.

As he threw down his contribution, each gave a loud shout. This wood was

destined for consumption that night when the dances were to be performed.

The duties of the ceremonial officers were now over.

Now that the ceremony was over for the time, the participants dispersed to

their respective camps and enjoyed a period of social intercourse and rest.

After some hours of rest a ball game was arranged by the elders for the

young boys, for the purpose of giving them practice. By the middle of the

afternoon, sides were chosen among the young men for the more serious

game, which was played for several hours. Captains for the opposite sides

were picked from among the best players. A ceremonial sentiment under-

laid the game, as no betting was indulged in this time.

By evening, when all had partaken of food and gotten a little rest, the fire

was replenished and men and women assembled in the lodges as on the preced-
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ing night. The dancing was to continue all night, and a great number of the

dances were to be celebrated. The general spirit of the gathering had then

lost its severity and restraint. Laxity prevailed in every respect, together

with some debauchery and licensed immorality which were treated with re-

markable toleration by parents and elders.

DANCING.

On this, the second night, about six of the before-mentioned dances were

performed. Although the general characteristics and functions of the dances

have been described in the last chapter, a few of the peculiarities will be given

again according to the actual cases as observed on both ceremonial occasions.

All of the Yuchi dances were this night performed around the fire in the

center of the square. The movement was from right to left, contra-clockwise.

The steps of the dancers Were short, the motion being chiefly in the leg below

the knee. In general effect the dance steps look more like shuffling. The

foot, being brought down flat, gives forth a sound earning for the dance the

name of Stamp, or Stump Dance, among the whites.

Male dancers held their arm nearest the fire, the left level, with their heads

and the head slightly drooped, as they said, to protect their faces from the heat

and glare of the fire. The true explanation of this is probably different, but is

lost in obscurity. Women never assume this posture. Their arms were always

at their sides when dancing, and their feet were never raised far from the

ground. Motions were constantly made, as in the Buzzard dance when the

amis of the performers were lowered and raised after the manner of a

buzzard's wings.

On a tree at one side near the edge of the square a space of several feet of

bark had been peeled off. Here a lot of red paint of mixed clay and grease

had been smeared, and this was a source of supply for those who wished to

daub themselves or renew their facial designs. Nearly all men wore the design

of their society painted on their faces. Some were only promiscuously
smeared with red and black.

In the nature of ornaments most of the men of the town wore white heron

feather tremblers attached to their hats throughout the first few days. (PI. VII,

Figs. 7, 8.) These feathers, gehwant, were shaved half-way up the quill to make
them a little top heavy. The base is wound in the end of a wire spring about

six inches long. The motions of the dancers impart a lively waving backward
and forward to these feathers. As far as could be ascertained they were purely
ornamental. Some dancers wore bunches of red, black, blue and white feathers

in their hat bands. All Wore their best clothes in the dances. The women,
some of them, were decorated with a metal comb in the back of their hair,
from which hung varicolored ribbons reaching nearly to the ground. In
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moving about, the wind carried these streamers out horizontally behind,

producing a very pretty effect.

During the dances the town chief did not take part, but sat stolidly in his

seat, in the West lodge, facing the square-ground and dancers. From time to

time he gave a loud whoop or cry of encouragement and generally joined in the

whoop at the end of the dance stanzas.

The dance songs Were generally long, and divided into cantos. After

each song or canto the leader whooped, the gocone echoed the cry and the dance

circle broke up until the leader started the next canto. At the end of each song
dancers imitated the cry of the animal named by the dance. The leader always

knew the song and carried the air, the other dancer furnishing the chorus.

Only the male dancers sang. Some of them carried fans of turkey buzzard or

eagle tails. When a leader earned one of these fans he passed it to another man
when he wished him to lead the next dance. A specimen of fan, made appar-

ently of a buzzard's tail, is shown in PI. VII, Fig. 9. The feather attach-

Fig. 41. Feather Attachment of Wand.

ment is very simple, the quills being perforated and fastened side by side

with a string of yarn strung through them transversely in two places.

A few of the dances observed during the ceremonies will now be described

more in detail. Some of the song syllables were also obtained and are given

in part. In such song burdens the part sung by the leader is given on the

same line as that sung by the chorus of dancers, the two being separated by

a space. Some of these dance songs were obtained from Laslie Cloud a Creek

who claimed that both the Yuchi and the Creeks of his town, Taskigi, held

them in common.

The Feather Dance, lakanecti, until lately took place only at the ceremony

of the Polecat settlement of the Yuchi. It was a daylight dance and occurred

on the second day. It was performed before taking the emetic and again

afterwards. The account of it was obtained from several informants.

There were four leaders, two abreast, the first two holding feather sticks,

having six white heron's feathers attached to the end, one in each hand.
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(See PL VII, Figs. 5, 6 and Fig. 41.) The next t\vo shook hand rattles. The

dancers formed in line two abreast and came running (dancing) sunwise toward

a pile of earth, where the sweepings from the square were piled in a heap at the

eastern side of the square sometimes to a height of three and one-half feet.

Facing the sun they leaped over the pile as they reached it. Should any-

one fail to make the leap or fall or drop anything while leaping he was seized

by the four yatcigV and taken to the creek where he was ducked before he

could return to the square or pick up anything that he had dropped. The staffs

of the yatcigV were also decorated with white feathers for this dance.

This dance symbolized the journey of the sun over the square-ground

the Sun deity was believed to be closely watching the dance from above.

Should it not be properly enacted he was likely to stop in his course, according

to the belief. The Feather Dance was known also as the Corn Dance.

The Gun Dance was called Yafid' ctl. This dance was said to be chiefly

for pleasure, but it had some reference to the spirits dominating weapons and

was believed to increase their effectiveness. It was performed at night by
the Sand Creek town, and during the daytime by the Polecat settlement. The

dancers held their firearms in the right hand. At the end of each song, (a),

(b), (c), all were discharged toward the ground and the dancers whooped.
The song is

(a) haig6 didl w6didl, yd
z
eya,

(repeated a number of times).

(b) heU heU maya, g6weim,

(repeated a number of times).

(c) watgeto wcfiayt, h4ya,

(repeated a number of times).

The Duck Dance, CanG ctl, was another in which it was sought to win

the favor of the supernatural guardians of game. An element of thanks is said

to have been recognized in these animal dances. The dancers held hands wind-

ing around in circles and figures behind the leader, in single file. Men and

women joined in promiscuously. The leader carried a hand rattle, and drum-

ming also accompanied it. A band of visiting Shawnee joined in this dance

with the Yuchi in 1904, arranging themselves so as to alternate in the file

with Yuchi dancers. The songs were, in part,

(a) ye'ha yaleno, ivhe yd
z
heya,

(repeated a number of times).

yagwe' hd'e
,
a cry in imitation of the duck, given at end of

the song; then hank, hank, hank rapidly.

(b) wS'he ydheya, dheya wde
heya,

(repeated a number of times).

(Repeat cries as above.)
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The Horse Dance, Ba'td' ctl, had no unusual features. It was of the general

type described. At the end of each song all the dancers grunted like stallions.

(a) yahd gA.ni yd, snnaga,

(repeated a number of times).

yaho gAni yd,

(b) yahdwe ya, ydlege,

(repeated a number of times).

(c) hlydyahti, lie'lena,

(repeated a number of times).

The dancers whinnied like stallions four times.

In the Buzzard Dance, Ytftl' ctl, the dancers waved their arms like the

wings of a buzzard. At the end of each song all bent over, spat, and hissed like

buzzards disgorging food. It was said to indicate bad breath and badtaste in the

mouth. Sometimes the motion of the arms was slow, with the palms of hands

turned down
;
sometimes it was fast, as in song (c). This was a totemic dance.

(a) yahdl&ha, yagou'^e,

(repeated a number of times) .

(b) tawaya, hele',

(repeated a number of times).

(c) hdnewdyahe,

(repeated a number of times).

(d) su'll wdya he,

(repeated a number of times).

(e) he'ya yowe', \i.\ime
1

',

(repeated a number of times) .

nohaya,

(arms raised high and slowly waved).

The Rabbit Dance, Cadjwane ctl, is another of the common type dances.

The dancers held their left arm crooked between their faces and the fire. They

began by squealing like rabbits. It was also a totemic dance.

(a) yoholena, yoh<fi OK IIA.',

(repeated a number of times).

(c) wii hdyo nd,

(repeated a number of times).

(d) yohdlena,

(repeated a number of times).

(4) wdhdycmd',

(repeated a number of times).

The Fish Dance was called Cucpd ctl, Pike Dance, or Cudfd ctl, Catfish

Dance. The dancers waved their arms at their sides like the fins of a fish.
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Four whoops -were given at the beginning. The, Fish Dance was toteniic also.

This dance was quite an important one. There was much more Btamping^and

shouting in it than in the others.

hoyale hdyale, yo-hu-u-lw
1

,

(shouted out and accompanied l>y stamping).

ye-he-ho, ydleha,

(stamping, shouted).

yo-ii-u-lw,

(shouted, with violent stamping).

The Leaf Dance, Yacd ctl, was rather graceful in effect. The dancers

waved their hands imitating leaves blown by the wind. In this dance the

grateful shade of the summer foliage is recognized by the people as a blessing.

I was told that several women carried the hand rattle in the Leaf Dance. The

song was as follows and was sung four times with a great deal of repetition of

the different parts. The repetitions were very rapid and seemed quite irregular

toward the end.

wahlyoiie
1

, heya',

(repeated a number of times).

liegcf yens', heya' ,

(repeated a number of times).

hodjV ga yd,

(repeated a number of times).

The Shawnee Dance, Yonctd ctl, is said to have been borrowed from the

neighboring Shawnee, with whom the Yuchi are very intimate. It is a very pic-

turesque and animated dance, indeed, a general favorite. Only the drum is

used, one man beating it while several others sing. A line of women filed out

from one corner of the square holding hands, led by a Shawnee girl beautifully

dressed. Very soon the men from the different lodges came in between each

pair of women and took their hands. The whole line of alternating men and

women holding hands, then wound round and about the square-ground imitating
the movements of a serpent. The song syllables as remembered, consisted of ya
na na we he repeated over and over. At intervals announced by a whoop the

dancers all faced right about and continued in that way until the next whoop.
The Buffalo Dance, Wedingd ctl, was an important one. The dancers

held sticks in their hands. Formerly they wore buffalo robes on their backs and
the stuffed skins of the buffalo's head over their shoulders. The dancers held

their arms at their sides with the sticks clinched in their fists. Their bodies

were bent stiffly forward and they grunted like buffaloes. The first three

1 The hyphen denotes emphasis and arrested voice.
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songs only are given. First the leader sang a part, then the chorus, then all

joined in the cry yd yd Ihff, or grunted.

(a) he' yalena, (repeated a number of times) ;

(grunting) yd, yd tho'.

(b) ndwa yahd hele, heyo howiya,

(repeated a number of times).

yd yd Ihff (cry).

(c) hy6 lena hy6 lena hi', hyawd hele,

(repeated a number of times) .

yd yd Ihd' (cry).

In the Chicken Dance, Wetcs
d'ctl, the men and women held hands side by

side, marching two abreast. Men were allowed liberties with the persons
of their partners because they were imitating cocks. The singing in this ap-

peared to be more in unison.

(a) ydgowl hdle ha,

yahdleha yagow&V,

(repeated a number of times).

(b) hegowl yahoya nale he gowfV,

yale'hoya hana-wiye^e' ,

(repeated a number of times).

(c) he'yahe nohe,

he'nayanadauwya,

(repeated a number of times).

In the Owl Dance, Kya
n
'cil, there was the same form in dancing as in the

Chicken Dance, but no liberties were allowed. In this each song was much

repeated throughout. The accent was too varied to record.

(a) aheyowana hd.

(b) yowale yowalehe.

(c) hayodje hop age.

(d) hayowana hayodje
e
homage.

(e) tawayahele.

The Crazy or Drunken Dance, Tsebenbene"' ctl, was the last to be per-

formed before daybreak of the second and last night of the ceremonies.

In character it was extremely obscene, as well as in words of the songs.

The leaders frequently composed parts which they sang. They were given in

these to ridiculing others. The commonest words seem to have been,
"
I am

drunk; I want whiskey." The more selfrespecting women often refused to

join in it, as temporary alliances were understood to result from intimacy
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between the sexes on this occasion. The men whinnied like stallions or

mules as signals. The close of the last song was uproarious, being followed

by general debauchery. Spectators were also sharers in the latter.

The whiskey, invoked in the words of the song, was considered a divine

inflatus; the opinion of the Yuchi in regard to it seems to be analogous

to the esteem in which the mescal or peyote is held among the western and

southwestern tribes. There is, in fact, some, reason to believe that the mescal

worship may spread among the Yuchi if it continues eastward, as it has already

gained a foothold among the conservative Pawnees and Osages.

The liberality of the Yuchi religious sentiment is seen in the manner in

which dances have been invented for the worship of acculturated objects, like

the cow, chicken, firearms, etc., which they did not know in early times. Con-

stant borrowing has also taken place between the Yuchi and their neighbors,

the Creeks, Shawnees and others. During the second night of the ceremonies

visitors from other tribes were expected to perform some of their dances,

which from all outward appearances belonged to the Yuchi ritual and were

joined in by the Yuchi as well as by visitors. The gocone always extended the

invitations to outsiders when their dances were desired.

THIRD DAY. After the all-night dancing at the end of the second night,

which was concluded by the Crazy or Drunken Dance, the townfolk disbanded.

Those who lived at a distance went home to sleep and rest. Sometimes a few

young people lingered about the square during these days, engaged in social

intercourse or games.

FOURTH DAY. The fourth day was spent at home in much the same way
as the previous one.

FIFTH DAY. On the fifth day the townsfolk assembled at the square again,

as on the first day.

SIXTH DAY. On the sixth day at noon another feast was prepared and

eaten on the square. This meal consisted of meat.

The whole of the following night was given over to dancing and revelry

like that of the second night.

SEVENTH DAY. On the seventh day the ceremonial gathering was at

an end, and all dispersed for the last time. The new year was now begun vvith a

clean record, civilly and religiously, for the whole town. These continued

days of assembly were held in 1905 with an unusual manifestation of

interest, as the chiefs had decided not to hold the ceremonies another year.

At other times of the r

year dancing took place at gatherings, but they
were regarded as entirely informal. Attendance on the part of the men was

not compulsory at such times.

In concluding this account of the ceremonies of the Yuchi a few words might
be said in the way of comparison with the rites and beliefs of surrounding culture

areas.
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The new fire rite, which was commonly found throughout the Southeast,
has analogies in other regions. Nearly all occurrences of this kind, however,
are found in the southern portion of the continent. A new fire rite was prom-
inent in Mexico,

1 and among the Pueblo tribes of the Southwest.2

The idea of the town shrine also strongly suggests the sacred altars of the

Southwestern tribes and the shrines or altars concerned in the ceremonies of

the tribes of the Plains. In all of these altars from the Southwest, across the

Plains to the Southeast a common element is to be found in the symbolic

painting or color representations on the ground.

As regards the ceremonies of scarification and the taking of the emetic

we again find a specialization, in the Southeast, of these features which are,

however, widely distributed westward and southward. The scratching opera-
tion regarded as a form of torture has distant analogies among nearly all the

tribes of the Plains, where the Sun Dance was performed. The emetic cere-

mony, found prominently in nearly every southeastern tribe, is also traceable

across the Plains to the Southwest.3 A difference is to be noted in the character

of the public communal ceremonies as we go from east to west. In the South-

east every male in the town is a participant in them and must undergo every
rite. On the Plains certain individuals only undergo the torture and the priests

of the ceremony take the emetic. Again in the Southwest the ceremonies are

performed characteristically by the priests, who alone take the emetic. There

are besides a number of similarities in detail between the rites of the Plains, the

Southeast and Southwest. Considering the matter as a whole, we are led, pro-

visionally, to the opinion that, as regards ceremonials, a great deal of similarity

characterizes the Southern area of North America extending in a sort of zone

from the Atlantic along the Gulf and thence westward and southward to

what may have been their center of distribution.

1 The Mexican new fire ceremony at the beginning of each cycle is given in Die Cultur-

volker Alt-Amerikas, Dr. Gustav Briihl, New York, Cincinnati, St. Louis, 1875-87, pp.

237, 412.
2 Cf. Fewkcs, in American Anthropologist, N. S., Vol. 2, p. 138, for a discussion of the

distribution of this rite.

3
Cf. Dorsey, The Arapaho Sun Dance, Field Columbian Museum, Publication No. 75,

Chicago, 1903; also The Cheyenne, same series, No. 103, p. 164, where dancers cause

themselves to vomit near the end of the ceremony; also Dorsey, Mythology of the Wichita,

Carnegie Institution, Wash., 1904, p. 16, where priests in ceremony take emetic. I was

also informed that the Comanche cerebrated a rite before the season's first com was eaten

in which, during the performance of a round dance, all the villagers took an emetic brewed

from a certain plant. See also Stevenson, The Sia Indians, Eleventh Report Bureau

American Ethnology, 1894, p. 87; Voth, Oraibi Summer Snake Ceremony, Field Colum-

bian Museum, Pub. No. 83, p. 347; Dorsey and Voth, Mishongnovi Ceremonies, same

series, No. 66, pp. 159-261; Fewkes, Tusayan Snake and Flute Ceremonies, Nineteenth

Report Bureau American Ethnology, 1900, p. 976.
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TKKATMENT OF DISEASE.

SHAMANISM.

Various practices are observed among the Yuchi for the cure of disease.

They are chiefly songs used in conjunction with herbs, or other substances,

without regard to their actual medicinal character, whether beneficial or harm-

ful. In each settlement the town chief is one of the shamans who retains the

knowledge of the plants and rituals. Among the Creeks the powers of shaman

are open to any successful candidate, a remark which may apply to the Yuchi

as well, though as far as could be learned only one such shaman lives in the

Sand Creek settlement now and he is the town chief.

The treatment consists in giving the medicinal herbs to the patient, for

internal or external application, and in performing other rites with appropriate

songs of address to the supposed causes of the disorder.

The shamanistic rites of the Creeks and Yuchi arc said to be identical.

This has been observed in regard to the practices, and was asserted by infor-

mants from both tribes in regard to the songs and the medicinal herbs going

with them. As information from the only Yuchi doctor in Sand Creek could

not be had, a collection of songs in text and on the phonograph, a list of dis-

eases with their causes, and the herb cures was made from a famous Creek

shaman, Kabitcimdla, Laslie Cloud, living near the Yuchi settlements.1

All bodily affliction is believed to come from the presence of some harmful

foreign matter in the system, placed there either by some animal spirit or

another conjurer. The origin is, however, mostly traceable to animals. As

long as this substance remains in the body, health is impossible. Since trouble

is likely to come from so many sources, the Yuchi finds it necessary to be con-

stantly on guard against the operation of malignant spirits and conjurers by

observing the taboos. Should a man unwittingly offend one of the animal

spirits, he would suffer. The moment anyone feels pains or illness it is believed

that some offence has thus been done. The first thing to do is to placate the

spirit agency, and secondly to remove the material cause. The placation of the

spirit is effected by some song or formula and the removal of the foreign

matter is effected by the administration of some medicinal drinks. To have

the obnoxious substance removed and the placation gone through with, the

services of a shaman are required. The shaman must first discover the cause.

This is done by secret methods, upon which his skill and reputation usually

rest. Some shamans can diagnose by examining the sufferer's shirt, for which

a charge of twenty-five cents or equivalent is made.

Certain roots and plants, steeped in water, are necessary aids to the sha-

man in driving out the trouble, and various formulae go with these medicines.

1 See Memoirs of American Anthropological Association, Vol. 2, Part 2, The Creek

Indians of Taskigi Town, p. 121.
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The shaman secretes himself with the medicines, and filling a pot with water,

steeps them, all the time blowing into the concoction through a hollow cane.

This cane is about two and one-half feet long and has three red ribbons tied on

it. (See PI . VII, Fig. 1 .) This takes place between the stanzas of the appropriate

song. Nearly all of the songs are sung four times, then a long blowing is given

the medicine, after which it is thought properly charged with magic power. It

is then given to the patient, who drinks it and washes in it, applying it accord-

ing to the shaman's advice. The song and ritual is believed to throw the

disease into some animal, but not the one causing it. The following are a few

of the medicine songs with the corresponding diseases, their symptoms and

medicines.

Names of medicine songs,

according to the crea-
Symptoms. Medicinal Herbs,

tures believed to cause

the diseases.

Deer Swelling, boils Cedar leaves.

Deer . . 1 Tn (Willow species (?).
\ Headache \Sun
j (Sunflower.

Young Deer Swollen joints and mus- Cedar leaves and Deer Po-

cles. tato (Licinariascarwsa).

Water Moccasin . . . .Swollen cheeks, tooth- Dried twigs and leaves,

ache and sore gums.

Hog Nausea and indigestion . .(Hierocicum species).

Water Wolf Nausea, dysentery Sassafras.

Snake Hunting Swollen face and limbs . .Cedar leaves.

Little Turtle Coughing, sores on limbs Wild Cherry bark.

and neck.

Panther ) . .

Wildcat j
Nausea, gripes

Bear Nausea, dysentery (Chenopodium species).

Bird Nausea, dysentery, stiff Bird's nest.

limbs.

Horse Gastritis Corn cobs.

Beaver Pain in bowels, consti- Black Willow (?) and

pation. tulip (?).

.Insomnia Ginseng.

Swollen limbs, lameness. (?)

Fish

Great Horned Ser-

pent.

Raccoon

Yellow Alligator . .

Otter

Ghost Fever

Insomnia, Melancholia
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The explanation of the origin of diseases and medicines, as given by my
Creek informant, is as follows, in abstract, "Our ancestors of the olden time

told it. The Deer said .that he made the sickness and the medicine for it,

thus (for the cure of trouble inflicted by him). The Bear . . . etc. The Many
Snakes . . . etc. The Felines . . . etc. The Water Creatures . . . etc. The

Seashore Creatures . . . etc."

Sickness is called galen', 'trouble'. The expression for sickness is rather

peculiar. There is no regular verb for it, so when a man is sick he says "Sick-

ness, or trouble, feels me" (galen' dze yu').

Sympathetic healing appears to be the underlying theory in the use of

the formulas and herbs. It characterizes the practices, so far as I know, of

most of the southeastern tribes. A very conservative man named Kye'banS is

said to be the one best informed in shamanism, and it is likely that a collec-

tion of formulas could be obtained from him if he could be induced to part

with his knowledge. Shamans hold their formulas in high esteem and will

only impart them to chosen or favored persons, even then at monopoly
rates of charge. If perchance ordinary persons come into possession of a

knowledge of any formulas or remedies they make use of them the same as a

regular shaman would. Spiritual appointment to the office does not seem to

be entirely necessary for success. Anyone who knows some good cures can find

employment in his neighborhood. Charges may be made for such treat-

ment, but never need be paid until recovery or at least improvement is

obtained.

To illustrate this I will give the experience of a Sand Creek Yuchi. He
was quite clever in diagnosing and curing troubles among the Indians. Once

while he was lounging about town with some friends, a very emaciated white

man whom they knew passed by. He complained of being sick with some

trouble which the physicians could not account for. The Yuchi casually re-

marked that he could cure him. Thereupon the white man declared that unless

he could be cured he knew he would die, and that he would make it worth while

to the doctor who cured him. The Yuchi became interested, secured the man's

consent and started in with his shamanism. After working over the man for

some weeks he began to improve and finally he was cured so that he could

continue with his trade. The man did very well after this in health and in

business but the Yuchi never asked him for pay. Some time afterwards the two

met on the street in company with some friends. They remarked on the man's

recovery and prosperity. He was very profuse in his praise of the Indian

treatment and then to show his appreciation decided to be generous before

the company. He munificently rewarded the expectant old shaman with the

sum of fifty cents. This aroused a great deal of laughter among the Indians

for some time after. The old man repeated it to everybody over and over

again in lengthy terms, describing how he dug roots, sang songs and blew up
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medicine until he was breathless, for several months, to make a great case.

But he never threatened to undo his cure.

I did not learn of the existence of any women who made a practice of

shamanism.

The shamans furthermore possess secret means of divination. The town

chief of the Sand Creek settlement gave an example of his power in this direc-

tion just before the annual celebration of 1904. I ventured to suggest to the

master of ceremonies that I be allowed to fast in the square during the second

day of the ceremony and take the emetic with the others. He told me that

he would consult with the town chief about it to see whether I had eaten

any corn or not, as, it will be recalled, those who have partaken of corn before-

hand are forbidden the privilege of joining in the rites. In the meanwhile the

town chief consulted a pot of medicine for the answer. Just what he did and

how the answer appeared to him I could not learn. Shortly afterwards the

master of ceremonies returned. I was told that the town chief found out that

I had recently eaten corn and thereby violated the taboo. The master of cere-

monies then asked me if it were true and I told him that it was.

One process of divination to learn the animal that causes disease is to

conjure in some way over a pot of medicine until the image of the animal ap-

pears in the stuff. The shaman claims to see the reflection at the bottom of the

pot. A similar process is common among the Creeks, and, incidentally, I

learned that the Chickasaw seer divined by means of a piece of bear's dung
or by the leaning of an upright pole.

1

CEREMONIES.

What has so far been said in regard to the treatment of disease deals only

with what might properly be called shamanism. Besides the regular practice

of curing disease, which is in the hands of especially qualified persons, there

are various methods employed by individuals for themselves when attacked by

sickness or threatened with it. The town itself celebrates a public ceremony

when threatened with evil in the shape of sickness, or when actually suffering

from some epidemic. When a man becomes sick and does not desire to em-

ploy a shaman to cure him but prefers to treat himself, he can resort to the

sweat-bath and emetic. In some respects the sweat-bath of the Yuchi is

similar to that of many other American tribes, but there are some differences.

A tent-like shelter is erected conveniently near running water and made

thoroughly weather-tight. The operator then provides himself with a vessel of

water, in which is steeped one of the several roots which acted as emetics.

Tobacco, red root, or button snake root (the latter two having been mentioned

1 See notes on Chickasaw Ethnology and Folk-Lore, Journal of American Folk-Lore,

No. 76, p. 51 (1907).
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in the account of the annual ceremonies) can be used for this. If tobacco be

employed, only a palmful of the dried blossoms to a pail of water is necessary.

Rocks are heated and piled in the center of the floor space in the tent, and

when all is ready the patient enters naked, closes himself in and begins to

drink as much of the emetic as he can. When two Or three dipperfuls have

been swallowed vomiting begins. The operator vomits upon the hot rocks

and the liquid turns immediately into a cloud of steam. In this way the

process of drinking and vomiting on the hot rocks is kept up until the man
is thoroughly sweated and purged internally. Then he emerges and plunges
into the river.

The sweat-bath is taken not only when sickness is felt but from time to

time by different individuals to Ward it off. It is done also to right one's self

with the Sun deity, and before serious1

undertakings like the hunt, the

journey or the warpath. The town also has a general public ceremony, the

object of which is to ward off not only sickness but evils of other sorts what-

ever they might be. The ceremony embodies the ideas of physical purging,
of purification in a religious sense and of propitiation to the various super-
natural beings. It consists of dancing and vomiting.

The ceremony is called Tsotl'ben6n
,
'Medicine Drinking.' When sickness,

or trouble in general is abroad or threatens the town, the town chief called the

families to the square-ground for the observance. At sundown they gather
while a quantity of the emetic is prepared. Everyone is given to drink

until he vomits. Then in the interval the proper persons prepare more of the

draught, while the people spend the time in dancing various dances. When
the medicine is ready again the gocone', the leader of the Warrior society, calls

the people for another drink. This they take, allowing it to have its effect,

then fall to dancing again. During the whole ceremony, which is carried on
all night, no one is allowed to sleep or doze. The officers of the Warrior society
have to see to it that no one breaks this rule. The dancing and drinking are

continued until sunrise, at which time the ceremony is ended.

A few other individual practices for curing sickness in children were
observed. These are, so to speak, family methods quite generally known
and practiced without any particular ceremony. For a sore mouth and
irritation of the intestines the fresh blood of a chicken is thought to be
effective. The living fowl is cut through the back of the neck, the bleeding

stump thrust into the open mouth of the sufferer, and the blood swallowed as

it flows. For whooping cough the sufferer drinks some water in which a crow
was soaked whole. The analogy is said to be drawn between the coughing and
the crow's cawing.

Incidentally it was learned that the Indians when suffering with toothache
never try to extract the tooth but, if they do anything, just chew some strong
herbs, sometimes tobacco.
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I found a man with a piece of some small whitish root, which looked as

though it might be ginseng, in his money bag. He said that it was good to

keep away sickness. He also used an infusion of it to relieve his child of croup

at night. He said that he always carried it when traveling.

Tobacco blossoms are employed as an ordinary physic and emetic. Three

or four of the dried blossoms suffice when steeped in a medium sized pot of

water.

The common method of treating nose-bleed is to pour cold water over the

sufferer's head.

AMULETS.

Protective amulets were more commonly worn heretofore than now. One

specimen Was obtained from the neck of a child. Its particular function was

to bring sleep and rest to the wearer. The thing consists of an insect larva

sewed tightly in a buckskin covering decorated on one side

with blue and white beads (Fig. 42). The fetish symbolizes

a turtle, the similarity in form being carried out further by
three little loops of white beads representing the hind legs and

tail. A double potency was ascribed to this object since it

embodies the influence of two creatures who spend much of

their existence in a dormant state. In the figure white beads

are represented by open spaces and dark blue beads by the

filled-in spaces. The center row of lighter blue is shown by
the shaded spaces.

Another charm to keep children from getting sick was

composed of some small white bones wrapped up in buckskin

or rag and tied to their necks or hammocks. Bones of this

sort were also believed to prevent children from crying in the night and to

protect them in general from the effects of all possible evil. It is also under-

stood that men wore small, curiously formed objects, or trophies, which had

some relation to events in their career, in the belief that the things would prove

effectual in protecting and guiding them in some way.

42. Amulet.
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MYTHOLOGY.

Some of the most important mythologic accounts have been given in the

description of religious beliefs and need not be repeated . If the following

interpretation of Southern mythology be correct, it -would seem that the myths
of the Yuchi and the other southeastern tribes belong in one fairly homogeneous

group, and that the fundamental myth elements, here somewhat specialized

on account of local interests, also belong in the extensive common category

widely distributed over the continent.

The cosmogonic idea of the Yuchi, and the other tribes of the Southeast,
is purely creational, in contrast to the transformational concept of the Algon-

kian, Siouan, and especially of the tribes of the northwest Pacific coast.

The cosmogonic myth type of the Cherokee, Muskogi and Yuchi is, with a few

exceptions, as follows:

Water is everywhere. The only living creatures are flying beings and

water beings. They dispute over existing conditions and some decide to

make, a world. They induce Crawfish (Creek, Yuchi) or Beetle (Cherokee) to

dive for it. When earth is brought up from the depths of the water, it is made
to grow until it becomes the present earth. Buzzard is deputed to fly over,

and flatten it, but he tires and so causes roughness in the form of mountains.

After this comes the creation of sun, moon and stars for the benefit of the

terrestrial creatures. Then follows the creation of man, which varies too much

among the types for composite rendering.
1

The following two classes may be distinguished in the myths: the sacred,

relating to the culture hero and the deeds of the animal creators, and the

commonplace, relating to the Rabbit trickster, various animals, and their ex-

ploits, etc. The latter class, subject to much variation and change at the hands
of different individuals, is extremely characteristic of the whole Southeast.

The culture hero concept so general throughout America is found among
the Yuchi embodied in the personality of the Sun. The trickster and trans-

former character is found in the Rabbit, a personage here quite separate and
distinct from the culture hero.

The culture hero concept is closely connected with religion and ritual,

while the trickster concept is not. The culture hero is believed to be the author

of Yuchi tribal existence, their clan system, ceremonies, etc., but does not

1

Myths of the Creeks, W. O. Tuggle, MSS. Bur. Amer. Eth.; Myths of Cherokee, J.

Mooney, Nineteenth Rep. Bur. Amer. Eth., p. 239; Creek Inds. of Taskigi Town, Speck,

op. cit., p. 145.
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seem to be concerned in the creation myth. As the myth relates, the Sun deity

placed the Yuchi under obligation to follow out his instructions in worship to

insure their tribal integrity and they look to him as the author of all good.
The culture hero myth of the Yuchi, with the one personality, his coming,

his creation of the Yuchi, his instructions to them, and his departure and

promise, suggests a legend of the Creeks quoted by numerous authors and first

recorded by Hawkins. 1 Here four deities, 'hiyouyulgee',
2
probably cardinal

point deities, appear analogous to the Sun deity of the Yuchi. Although
no other authentic mention has been made of the entire myth among the

Creeks, the one described by Hawkins looks very much like a partial outline of

the Yuchi culture-hero myth.
Another important mention of the four culture heroes of the Creeks and

the origin of ceremonies and medicine plants is found in the Tuggle collection

of Creek Myths.
3 The myth comes from Tookabatchie (Ttikaba^tci) town.

Four persons came from "Esakutumisi" 4 and brought some metal plates
to them, which are retained and exhibited to this day in the public square at

the ceremonies, as town "palladia." These four deities instructed the Tooka-

batchie, prophesied the coming of the whites, bequeathed them their ceremonial

care of the metal plates and made their future welfare dependent upon it.

One of the four died and over the spot where he was buried a plant appeared
which was tobacco. (Tookabatchie town is credited by Tuggle with a

migration legend similar to that of Kasi^ta.)

Owing to the fact that so many of the myths, or parts of myths, current

among the southeastern tribes arc analogous to those found among the southern

negroes, much discussion has arisen over their origin. Without regard to the

names of characters involved in the tales, the elements of action ought to be

the means of determining to some extent the source of a large number. Where

analogous events are found in the mythologies of other American tribes less

1

Myth from Hawkins, Sketch of Creek Country, 1798-99, pp. 81, 82.

"Opinion of Tassekiah Micco on Origin of the Creeks, and the New Fire.

"There are in the forks of Red river two mounds of earth Here

they were visited by the Hiyouyulgee, four men who came from the four corners of the

world. One of these asked the Indians where they would have their fire. They pointed
to a place; it was made, and they sat down around it. The Hiyouyulgee directed that

they should pay particular attention to the fire, that it would preserve them and let

Esaugetuh Emissee know their wants. One of these visitors took them and showed

them the passau (Button Snake Root, f
s
dde', of the Yuchi) ;

another showed them the

Micco ho yo ejau (Red Root, to tcala', of the Yuchi), then the Auchrfnau (Cedar) and

Tooloh (Sweet Bay) After this, the four visitors disappeared in a cloud going
from whence they came "

2
Ha'yayAlgi,

'

Light people,' 'People of the light,' Brinton, Myths of New World, pp.

94, 95.
3 MS. unpublished in Bureau American Ethnology.
4 Hisdkida imfssi, 'Master of Breath.'
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influenced by outsiders, it may be wifely assumed that those myths, or parts, are

native to America. And in some cases, too, purely indigenous myth actions

have been recorded from botli Africa and America. No discussion is necessary

in such cases of accidental similarity. But a large number of Indian myths
of the Southeast show both Indian and negro aspects, and it is in regard to this

class of myth that the question arises.

From Indian informants it has been recently learned that stories describing

the cunning and wisdom of various animals corresponding to clan totems, have

been welcomed by the Indians to illustrate the superiority of some particular

totemic animal. As the honor of the totem is carefully maintained by each

clan, it is quite natural that any tale adding to the glory of a totem should be

adopted by the members of the clan and told as though it were actually con-

cerned with their totem. Wherefore elements of African or European myths
have been continually engrafted in whole or in part on the native stock of ani-

mal tales, until it is hardly possible now to distinguish which is which. This

explanation was furnished by Indians and seems to be generally understood

among the Yuchi, Creek and Chickasaw, and it may possibly apply to other

southern tribes in a like manner.

As the Yuchi material appears to belong so inseparably to the general

type of mythology of the Southeast as a whole, we shall deal in brief with

the whole regio.n instead of with the Yuchi alone. Such a thing as exclusively

pure Yuchi mythology, I fear, could not truthfully be spoken of noxvadays,
since borrowing has gone on so extensively. A few cognates of the myths,
found by collateral reading in the mythologies of other tribes, are given

incidentally in footnotes. They do not represent any attempt to make a

complete concordance.

Leaving the important myths relating to cosmogony, we find a great many
myths relating to heroes, monsters, tricksters and other beings concerned with

transformation in the Southeast, some elements of which are cognate with

Algonkian and Iroquois myths, others with those of the Southwest. A general
review of these myths from the Southeast brings out the following features

and comparisons.

Stories of monsters clad in bone, stone, metal or scales are very character-

istic of the region. The monster is usually a cannibal, and is finally slain by
persons or beings who have learned the secret of its only vulnerable spot. The
culture hero often appears as the slayer.

1 The account of the trickster who,
1 Creek (Migration Leg. of Creeks, Gatschet, p. 248). Cherokee (Cher. Myths, Mooney,

19th Rep. Bur. Amer. Eth., pp. 319, 326, 311). Menomini (Menomini Inds., Hoffman, 14th

Rep. Bur. Am. Eth., p. 229). Micmac (Alg. Leg. of N. E., Leland, p. 38). Wyandot
(Wyandot Folk-Lore, Connelly, p. 91). Sarcee (J. A. F. L., Journal of American Folk-Lore.

Vol. XVII, p. 181). Saulteaux and Cree (Alg. Ind. Tales, E. R. Young, p. 166). Dakota
(Contr. to N. A. Ethn., Vol. IX, p. 101). Sia (llth Rep. Bur. Amer. Eth., Stevenson, p,

45). Jiearilla Apache (Amer. Anth., Vol. XI, p. 208). Wichita.
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when invited to dine with a friend who produces food by miracles, is unable

to imitate his host when he himself tries, is even more general and uniform. 2

Other elements of wide distribution are: The race between two rivals and

the victory of the trickster by strategy.
3 The narrative of the men who

travel to the spirit land to visit some deity for the purpose of obtaining a boon,

upon the receipt of which one of them fails to heed certain restrictions,

and suffers disastrous results.
4 The accepted type of what is now known

as the magic flight or obstacle myth, with various modifications. 5 The steal-

ing of fire by the culture hero, or an animal concourse (Cherokee), or Rabbit

(Creek, Yuchi).
6 The dispute over day and night by the animals, and the

introduction of day.
7 And lastly, for the present, the tar-man story,

so common throughout western Africa and among the American negroes,
8

which tells of the capture of a rogue by setting a figure made of adhesive

pitch, or other substances, where he must come into contact with it. The Jica-

rilla Apache version, though remote from the Southeast, is closely analogous to

'Creek (Tuggle, MS.). Cherokee (Mooney, p. 273). Thompson River (Teit, p.

40). Algonkin (Leland, p. 208-213). Jicarilla Apache (Russel, J. A. F. L., Vol. II,

p. 265-66). Arapaho (Field Col. Mus., Vol. V, p. 116). Navaho (Mathews, p. 87).

Micmac (Rand, p. 302-3). Chilcotin (Trad, of the Chilcotin, Farrand, p. 18). Biloxi

(J. A. F. L., Vol. VI, p. 49). Wichita.
8 Creek (Tuggle, MS.). Cherokee (Mooney, pp. 270, 290). Menomini, Saulteaux and

Cree (Young, p. 246). Zuni (Gushing, Zuni Folk-Tales, p. 277). Arikara (Trad, of the

Arikara, Dorsey, p. 143). Wichita.

Creek, Cherokee (Mooney, p. 253-5). Menomini (Hoffman, p. 118). Thompson
River (Teit, pp. 53, 85). Algonkin (Leland, p. 94). Saulteaux and Cree (Young, p. 244).

Micmac (Rand, p. 233). Article in Amer. Anth., Dorsey, Vol. VI, p. 64. Omaha (Cont.

to N. A. Eth., Vol. VI. p. 185-188). Shawnee (Gregg, Commerce of Prairies, Vol. II,

p. 239-240). New Brunswick (Parkman. Jesuits in N. A.). Chinook, Wichita.

'Creek (Tuggle, MS.). Menomini (Hoffman, p. 188-9). Thompson River (Teit, p. 92).

Passamaquoddy (Leland, p. 214). Navaho (Mathews, p. 102). Dakota (Riggs, p. 108,

Vol. IX). General European distribution (Boas, J. A. F. L., Vol. 4, 1891, p. 19).

Cree (Canadian Sav. Folk, MacLean, p. 71). Blackfoot (J. A. F. L., Vol. VI, p. 44).

Mohegan (J. A. F. L., Vol. XVI, p. 104). Cheyenne (J. A. F. L.. Vol. XVI, p. 108). Chip-

pewyan (J. A. F. L., Vol. XVI, p. 80-84). Ojibway (Schoolcraft, Myth of Hiawatha, p.

249). Wichita.

'Creek (Tuggle, MS.). Jicarilla (Russel, p. 261). Cherokee (Mooney, p. 240). Menom-
ini (Hoffman, p. 126). Saulteaux and Cree (Young, 96-105, 89-94). Nez Perces (J. A.

F. L., Vol. 4, p. 327). Chilcotin (Memoirs Amer. Mus. Natl. Hist., Vol. IV). Tsimshian

(Tsimshian Texts, Boas. p. 31). Maidu (Bull. Amer. Mus. Natl. Hist., Vol. XVII, Part II,

p. 65).
7 Cherokee (Mooney, p. 251). Thompson River (Teit, p. 61). Iroquois (Second Rep.

Bur. Am. Eth., Smith).
8 Africa (Ewe Speaking People, Ellis, p. 275; Yoruba Speaking People, Ellis, p. 252).

Amer. Negro (Uncle Remus, Harris, p. 23). Angola (Chatelain, p. 183-9). Kaffir (Theal.,

p. 179). Louisiana (J. A. F. L. Memoirs, Vol. II, Fortier, p. 98). Bahama (J. A. F.

L. Memoirs, Vol. Ill, Edwards, p. 73).
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1 he hitter account. In eastern Algonkian, Gluscap punishes a rogue, Pitcher, by

causing him to stick to a tree by his back, and transforming him into a toad.

Arapaho tradition tells of a child, bom from the cut in a man's foot, being

pursued by a buffalo who wants to marry her. She takes refuge in a hollow

stump to which the buffalo sticks, when he strikes it with his head in trying to

dislodge her. In Wichita, After-birth Boy and his brother lay on a stone which

they find, and stick to it.*

There are a few more legends that deserve emphasizing in their connec-

tion with the Southeast. One of these is the migration legend, found in all

branches of the Muskogi, the Yuchi and the Cherokee. Nearly all the Algon^

kian tribes have it, and the Plains tribes share it.
10

The common element to the whole region is the eastward or westward

journey of the soul and the obstacles it meets with. The most general type
of obstacle is the cloud swaying at the end of the earth, where it and sky meet.

This is the barrier to the spirit world, through which everyone desiring entrance

to the spirit realm must pass.
11 Some of the transformations brought about

by the animal creators of the Southeast are the procuring of land,
12

fire,
13

tobacco14 and the bestowing of characteristics upon various beasts.

Lastly, mention need only be made of the almost universal occurrence,

in North America, of the tradition which recounts the experiences of someone

who fell into a trance, believed that he passed over to the spirit world where

he saw the supreme deity, received a message from him to the people on earth

and eventually returned to life, becoming a sort of prophet or messenger of

the supreme deity. The myth explaining the origin of death, wherein death is

introduced upon the earth through the mistake or disobedience of someone, or

by mere chance, is also fairly typical of America.

Creek (Tuggle, MS.). Cherokee (Mooney, p. 271-2). Jicarilla Apache (Russel, J. A. F.

L., Vol. II, p. 268). Algonkin (Leland, p. 48). Arapaho (Pub. of Field Col. Museum, Vol.

V, p. 153). Wichita (J. A. F. L., Vol. XVII, p. 159). Biloxi (J. A. F. L., Vol. VI, p. 48).

Osage (Traditions of the Osage, G. A. Dorsey, p. 24).
10 Cherokee (Mooney, p. 391). Creek (Migration Legend, Gatsehet). Choctaw, Chicasaw,

Hitchiti (Gallatin, Synopsis of Ind. Tribes, Amer. Antiq. Soc., Vol. II, p. 100, 1836). Len-

ape (Brinton, The Lenape and their Legends, p. 138, 141-3). Tonkawa (Mooney, Harper's

Mag., Aug., 1901). Kiowa (17th Rep. Bur. Amer. Eth., Part 1, p. 153). Sarcee (J. A. F. L.,

Vol. XVII, p. 180). Tuscarora (Legends of Iroquois, Elias Johnson, p. 43). Menomini

(Hoffman, p. 217). Blackfoot (Amer. Anth., Vol. 5, p. 162). Nanticoke (Lenape and
their Legends, p. 139). Shawnee (Gregg, Commerce of the Prairies, Vol. II, p. 256).
Arikara (Trad, of Ankara, Dorsey, p. 31).

"Cherokee (Mooney, p. 255-6). Micmac (Rand, p. 233). Siouan (Amer. Anth.,
Vol. VI, p. 64, Dorsey). Iroquois (Amer. Anth., 1892, p. 344). Shawnee (Gregg, Com-
merce of Prairies, Vol. II, p. 239-40). New Brunswick (Parkman, Jesuits of N. A.).

Thompson River (Teit, p. 85, 53). Menomini (Hoffman, p. 206). Tillamook (Boas, J. A.
F. L., Vol. II, p. 30). Ottawa (Schoolcraft, p. 386). Wichita.

1Z
Cherokee, Creek, Yuchi. "

Creek, Yuchi, Cherokee Myths, p. 200. "
Ibid., p. 254.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MYTHS.

5. ORIGIN OF THE OTHER TRIBES, AND A CHIEF'S VISIT TO RECEIVE THE
CREATOR'S PROPHECY.

Now the people had come upon the earth. The Shawnee came from above.

The Creeks came from the ground. The Choctaw came from the water. The
Yuchi came from the sun.

So Gohantong appointed a day for them to meet and mingle, because he

thought at first that it would be better for them to do that. Accordingly they
met at the place of sunrise, in the east, and mingled together in friendship.

They smoked together and held a council. After considering, they concluded

that it would be better for all if they did not mix up. And henceforth they

separated, each tribe going its own Way and living alone.

The Shawnee said,
" Our name is Shawnee, and We'll go off by ourselves.

"

So they went.

The Creeks said, "We are Muskogi, and we'll go off by ourselves."

The Choctaw said, "We're Choctaw." And they went away.
The Yuchi were there too, and they said, "Our name is Yuchi." And

they in turn left. Each tribe selected its own place to live in, and went there.

Now after a while, when they had been separated some time, Gohantcm&

thought the thing over and said,

"You have nothing. So I'll give you something. I'll give you all the

earth."

Then he gave them the earth, and they scattered over it.

Now after a while Gohantmie thought the matter over again. Then a Creek

chief died. When the chief was dead he appeared before Gohantone, who said

to him,

"This land belongs to you and your children forever. This land will be

yours forever, but these whites who have just come will overwhelm you and

inherit your land. They will increase and the Indian will decrease and at

last die out. Then only white people will remain. But there will be terrible

times." k1

So spoke Gohanton6 to the dead Creek chief. For four days he lay dead,

then he came to life again. When he woke up he was well. He immediately

called a great council. Shawnee, Choctaw, Creeks and Yuchi all assembled

to hear him, and he told them all that he had seen and heard. He told them

that the land would belong to the Indian forever, but the white man would

overrun it. So the thing is coming to pass as GohantonG said.
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6. RABHIT STEALS FIRE FOR THE PEOPLE.

In the beginning there was no fire on the earth, and there seemed to be

no way to get it. Therefore, when the people wanted to eat flesh, they had to

eat it raw. Finally the Rabbit said that he knew where fire was, and even

said that he could get it. Then the people went into camp and took council.

They decided to send Rabbit to get the fire that he spoke of.

"
If you know where fire is, then go and get it,

"
they said to him.

So Rabbit started out, and swam across the ocean, because he knew that

fire was only to be had on the other side of the sea. The people over there

were having an olden time dance, and when Rabbit appeared among them they

said,
" Here is amanwho belongs on the other side of the sea. So watch him well.

' '

They selected four of their number to watch him. Now because Rabbit

was such a good dancer, they soon chose him to lead them in one dance after

another. So while he was leading they urged the four guardians of Rabbit to

watch him very closely.

Now when Rabbit began to lead, he took a large shawl and wrapped it

about his head and wound a number of berry leaves into it until the whole was

very large. Then they danced very hard. But suddenly Rabbit picked up a

coal from the fire and put it on his head among the berry leaves and ran away
toward his own land. All the people started after him, but they could not

catch him. He got safely over the sea with the burning coal, and was crossing

a prairie near home when he dropped the coal, and the timber all about was set

on fire. All the woods got on fire. The people ran out and secured the burning
sticks and gave them to each family, so that they all could have fire. And it

was never allowed to go out.

7. RABBIT OBTAINS FIRE. (SECOND VERSION. Abstract.)

The Rabbit went across the ocean for fire and got in among people who
were dancing. They were the people who possessed fire. He took some of the

fire in his hand and jumping into the ocean swam across with it. When he had
landed it began to rain, then he put the fire in a stump. When this took fire

he scattered the burning pieces all around and the woods caught fire. From
this the Indians got it.

8. FOUR MEN VISIT THE SPIRIT LAND TO RECOVER THEIR WIVES, AND
DEATH ORIGINATES.

Four Yuchi who had wives decided one day to kill them. So they killed

the four women. "There is no such thing as death. So let us go and hunt

them," said they.
1

'The implication in this statement is that death was then non-existent.
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Accordingly the four husbands set out to find their wives. They said,

"Let us go where the Creator is." They set out westward and traveled a

long while, coming at length to a place where there Was a great cave. Before

its mouth swayed a great cloud, in such a manner that they could not get by
it or around it, for it was moving up and down. They saw that their journey
would end here unless they could devise some means of passing the cloud. It

was decided that they imitate something very swift and get in in that way.

Said one of the men, "I'll be a deer." So he became a deer, and when the

cloud raised up the next time, he jumped in. The next said,
"

I'll be a panther.
"

And when the cloud raised up, he jumped in. The third man said, "I'll be a

bear." And the next time the cloud raised up, he too jumped in. They had

all jumped at the right time, and had succeeded. Now the fourth man said,
"
I am a man, and I'll be a man. " And when he tried to get in, the cloud fell

on his head and crushed him.

Then the three men who had reached the inside of the cave took their

natural shape as men, and began to climb up the back of the cloud within the

cave. After they had been some time climbing, they came to a wonderful

scene, and as they went on they beheld an old woman seated there. The old

woman was the sun. When she saw them she spoke to them.

"My sons, are you come. Are you not hungry?"
And the men said that they were hungry. Accordingly she planted a

hill of corn, a hill of beans, and a hill of squash for each man. Now when they

saw her doing this, they thought, "Well, as we are so hungry shall we have

to wait for these things to grow before we can eat?" But the old woman knew

their thoughts, and replied as though they had spoken out loud. She said,

"You think you won't eat very soon, but you won't have long to wait."

Even then the plants began to sprout and grow up, and soon they fruited,

and it was not long before they gathered the corn, beans and squashes, and were

ready to eat. The old woman then put a small quantity of the vegetables

before each man. But they said, "Do you think that that little will fill us?"

In reply, she said to them, "There will be some left over."

When they had finished eating, it was as she had said. There was some

left over. Now the old woman spoke to the men again.

"What did you come here for? What do you want?" she asked them.

"We had four wives who are dead. We lost them, and they told us to

hunt for them. So we are here."

"Well, they are here," said the old woman, "we are going to have an all-

night dance, and the women will be there. Then you will see them."

Now the men were deciding whether to stay for the dance, or to go on.

And while they were thinking over it, a panther monster came up, and they

were very much afraid. But as soon as they saw him, the old woman lifted up

her dress and told the men to come and get beneath it; they went under and
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she protected them. When the groat monster came near, he said to her, "I

smell people." But the old woman said, "You smell me." The monster

was deceived and Went away. Then when it became time the men went to

the dance. They arrived at the place when- they were dancing, and the men
could hear the dance but they couldn't see anything. They said to the old

woman,
" We can hear, but we cannot see. So give us a sign so that we may know

that our wives are here."

Then the old woman got a coal from the fire and put it on the hip of one

of the women who was now dancing with the rest. She did the same with

each woman until the four had coals of fire on their hips. Now all that the

men could see was the coal, when the women were dancing. But they stayed
there watching. Soon the old woman said to them,

"If you cannot see, lay down and go to sleep."

So they did as they were told, and went to sleep. The old woman left

them, and getting four large gourds, made holes in them and put one woman
in each gourd. Then she carried the gourds to where the men were, and woke
them up, saying, "Here are your women.

" She laid the gourds down, one near

each man, and said,

"Now lie down and sleep again. When you wake up you will be back on

earth. But when you wake up, don't open the gourds." She told them,
" When you get back to your people, go to a dance and take these gourds with

you.
"

Then they went to sleep again, and after a while woke up. They were

back on the earth. They went on until they reached their people. But on

the way, one of the men became impatient, and opened his gourd. Imme-

diately a great wind came out and went up in the air. So the other three kept
theirs and didn't open them. At last they reached their own land. When
the time for a dance came around they took their gourds with them. While

they were dancing they hit their gourds on the ground and broke them. The
women jumped out and joined them in the dance. But the man who broke

his beforehand, when he saw the other women restored to their men, wept.
Now that's the way it was done.

The three who had done as the old woman told them, had a good time

and were afterwards called by the others, "the people hunters." They were

considered to be very wise, and in a short time they all became great chiefs and
councillors in their tribe.

9. TOBACCO ORIGINATES FROM SEMEN.

A man and a woman went into the woods. The man had intercourse

with the woman and the semen fell upon the ground. From that time they

separated, each going his own way. But after a while the woman passed near
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the place again, and thinking to revisit the spot, Went there and beheld some

strange weeds growing upon it. She watched them a long while. Soon she

met the man who had been with her, and said to him, "Let us go to the place

and I will show you something beautiful." They went there and saw it. She

asked him what name to call the weeds, and he asked her what name she would

give them. But neither of them would give a name. Now the woman had a

fatherless boy, and she Went and told the boy that she had something beautiful.

She said, "Let us go and see it."

When they arrived at the place she said to him, "This is the thing that I

was telling you about." And the boy at once began to examine it. After

a little while he said, "I'm going to name this." Then he named it, 'I', 'to-

bacco.' He pulled up some of the Weeds and carried them home carefully

and planted them in a selected place. He nursed the plants and they grew and

became ripe. Now they had a good odor and the boy began to chew the leaves.

He found them very good, and in order to preserve the plants he saved the seeds

when they were ripe. He showed the rest of the people how to use the tobacco,

and from the seeds which he preserved, all got plants and raised the tobacco

for themselves.

10. WIND SEEKS His LOST SONS AND KILLS THE IRON MONSTER.

The Wind came out of the east and was lying somewhere, they say. He
had four young men; they were his sons. One of them once said, "Let us go

and look at the earth." That's why they went, and they haven't come back

yet. So the young man went West and was gone a long time; he has never come

back. Soon after, the second young man went and did not come back. Then

the third young man went and he did not come back. None of them came back.

Now the Wind said, "I will go myself.
" He prepared and got everything

ready. He told them to bring him a chair. They brought him a large terrapin.

Then he ordered his pipe, telling them to bring him a bullfrog. Then he called

for his pipe-stem. They brought a kind of snake and made a pipe-stem. He

told them to get his tobacco. They brought him snake dung for tobacco. He

told them to get his ammunition bag. They got him another snake for the

ammunition bag. And when he told them to bring a belt for the ammunition

bag, they brought him a bullsnake's hide for that. Then the Wind was ready.

He got up and started toward the west, the way the young men had gone

before him. He followed their trail, traveling a long while, and at last came

to a creek. Across the creek on the opposite bank he saw a white rooster'. A
short distance back there was a house. Now when the rooster saw him it flew

over and alighted on the roof of the house. Then someone came out and

crossed the creek in a little boat to meet him. Then the man in the boat

told Wind to get in with him and go across. But Wind said that he had his

own way to get across. So he put the terrapin in the creek and got on his back
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and the terrapin carried him across. Then they went on and soon reached the

house. When Wind got to the house, the man gave him a chair and told him

to sit down. Wind said that he had his own chair. He took the terrapin

and sat down on him. The man then asked Wind to smoke with him. Wind
said that he was willing, but that he had his own tobacco. And taking the

snake dung, he put it in the frog's mouth, filling it up.

"Now all that I need is a little fire to light my tobacco with," said Wind.

But he had his own fire. Taking the joint snake he had with him he struck a

fire, and soon had a light for his pipe. He lighted it in that way. Then taking

the other snake which was the pipe-stem, he inserted this in the frog's anus.

So the pipe was finished, and in that way Wind could smoke with his host.

Now the owner of the house was a bad man; a man who could not be

killed. He was made of iron. So he was Iron Man. Wind knew all about

that, and he even knew that Iron Man had killed his four young men. Then
Wind decided to kill him. When he smoked, he drew in a great deal of smoke
and blew it on Iron Man. And that is the way he killed him. When Iron Man
was dead, his wife came up and said to Wind,

"You killed my man. Let's marry."
But Wind said that he would not. He asked her where his four young

men were and what had become of them. Then she told him all about them.

She told him to go where he would find a certain dead tree near the water.

She told him that if he would go and cut this tree down and throw it in the

water, the four young men would come up from it. Then she guided Wind to

the tree and said to him, "Cut it down." She got an axe and Wind cut the

tree down. Then he threw it in the water as Iron Man's wife had told him.

And the four young men came out of the water. When they stood on the

ground they all looked black. They recognized Wind, but they told him that

they were not under his control any longer. "Well, I'll make something
different out of you, then," he said to them. Then one of the young men

said, "What shall I be?" But Wind did not answer him, for that.

"I'll be a wolf," said the second. So the Wind told him to go into the

woods, and he went.

Wind asked the third what he would be. "I'll be a crow," said he.

Then Wind asked the fourth what he would be. "I'll be a raven," said the

fourth young man. Wind told him to go into the forest. Now the first

young man who had spoken too soon was the only one left. And Wind said to

him, "What will you be?" "I'll be a dog," said he. "Well, you go and stay
with the wolf," said Wind to him. And he went.

Now Wind was through with the young men. He said, "Some day I will

go back where I came from. As I go I'll leave nothing in my way."
Wind has never come back; he is there yet. But some day he will come.

That is what the old Yuchi say.
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11. THE LOST YUCHI.

They say the Yuchi all lived together in the old days. They had a dance,
and while they were dancing, a quarrel arose among them. Some of them had
bear hides upon their backs, and the rest were dancing with wildcat skins.

The people who wore the bear hides then departed. They went west, over

the great mountains. The others who had the wildcat skins remained. All

the Yuchi here are the wildcat hide people. But what became of the bear

hide people no one knows. They are both Yuchi but they cannot find each

other.

12. ORIGIN OF THUNDER AND LIGHTNING.

There is a great being, whose name is Konsdno"wi. He rides over the

seas upon a great blacksnake. When he goes in and out of the water, there is a

great noise. That is the thunder. Sometimes the great snake shakes his tail,

and that is what makes the lightning. But that is another story.

13. WHY THE CEDAR TREE is RED-GRAINED*, AND How THE SUN WAS
RESCUED FROM A SORCERER.

An unknown mysterious being once came down upon the earth and met

people there, who were the ancestors of the Yuchi Indians. To them this being

taught many of the arts of life, and in matters of religion admonished them to

call the sun their mother as a matter of worship. Every morning the sun,

after rising above the horizon, makes short stops, and then goes faster until it

reaches the noon point. So the Unknown inquired of them what was the

matter with the sun. They denied having any knowledge about it, and said,

"Somebody has to go there to see and examine." "Who would go there, and

what could he do after he gets there?" The people said, "We are afraid to go

up there." But the Unknown selected two men to make the ascent, gave to

each a club, and instructed them that as soon as the wizard who was playing

these tricks on the sun was leaving his cavern in the earth and appeared on

the surface they should kill him on the spot. "It is a wizard who causes the

sun to go so fast in the morning, for at sunrise he makes dashes at it, and the sun,

being afraid of him, tries to flee from his presence.
" The two brave men went

to the rising place of the sun to watch the orifice from which the sun emerges.

The wizard appeared at the mouth of the cave, and at the same time the sun

was to rise from another orifice beyond it. The wizard watched for the fiery

disk and put himself in position to rush and jump at it at the moment of its

appearance. When the wizard held up his head the two men knocked it off

from his body with their clubs, took it to their tribe, and proclaimed that they

1 From A. S. Gatschet, Some Mythic Stories of the Yuchi Indians, American Anthro-

pologist, Vol. VI, p. 281.
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li:ul killed the sorcerer who had for so long u time urged the Mm to a quicker

motion. But the wizard's head 'was not dead yet. It was stirring and moving

about, and to stop this the man of mysterious origin advised the people to tie

the head on the uppermost limbs of a tree. They did so, and on the next

morning the head fell to the ground, for it was not dead yet. He then ordered

them to tie the head to another tree. It still lived and fell to the ground the

next day. To insure success, the Unknown then made them tie it to a red

cedar tree. There it remained, and its life became extinct. The blood of the

head ran through the cedar. Henceforth the grain of the wood assumed a

reddish color, and the cedar tree became a medicine tree.
1

14. THE ORIGIN OF THE WHITE PEOPLE AND THEIR FIRST APPEARANCE TO

THE YUCHI.

It was out upon the ocean. Some sea-foam formed against a big log float-

ing there. Then a person emerged from the sea-foam and crawled out upon the

log. He was seen sitting there. Another person crawled up, on the other side

of the log. It was a woman. They were whites. Soon the Indians saw them,

and at first thought that they were sea-gulls, and they said among themselves,

"Are not they white people?" Then they made a boat and went out to look

at the strangers more closely.

Later on the whites were seen in their house-boat. Then they disappeared.

In about a year they returned, and there were a great many of them.

The Indians talked to them but they could not understand each other. Then

the whites left.

But they came back in another year with a great many ships. They ap-

proached the Indians and asked if they could come ashore. They said, "Yes. "

So the whites landed, but they seemed to be afraid to walk much 011 the water.

They went.away again over the sea.

This time they were gone a shorter time; only three months passed and

they came again. They had a box with them and asked the Indians for some

earth to fill it. It was given to them as they desired. The first time they

asked they had a square box, and when that was filled they brought a big

shallow box. They filled this one too. Earth was put in them and when they

were carried aboard the ship the white men planted seed in them and many
things were raised. After they had taken away the shallow box, the whites

came back and told the Indians that their land was very strong and fertile.

So they asked the Indians to give them a portion of it that they might live on

it. The Indians agreed to do it, the whites came to the shore, and they have

lived there ever since.

1 Cedar wood is always used in the manufacture of the flageolet (see Music) and cedar

leaves are important agents in the medicinal practice (q. v.).
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15. THE WOLVES KILL THE TERRAPIN AND GIVE THE TERRAPIN RED EYES.

The Terrapin was lying in a hollow. A Wolf came near and stood on the

slope above the Terrapin. The Terrapin soon began to revile the Wolf, calling

him bail names. Now the Wolf became very angry and straightway called his

friends to help him punish the Terrapin. They gave chase and the Terrapin
was compelled to crawl into a hollow log. They soon managed to get her out

of this, but she got away and climbed up a grapevine into a tree. The wolves

searched for her and at last saw her shadow. But they did not see where the

Terrapin was, until afterwards. Then they began shooting at her and finally

killed her with the old arrows which they picked up. The Wolf who was at the

head of them told them what to do. So they tore her up. Then he took her

head and held it up and asked who would eat it. The one whom he asked

would not eat it. He said, "No! I will not eat it; it would give me a headache

and kill me." He offered it to another one, and received the same answer.

Each time he offered it to a wolf it was refused, and he could get no one to eat

the Terrapin's head. Then the Wolf became very angry and took some of the

blood and threw it in the eyes of the young terrapins who were standing around.

That is why all terrapins have red eyes.

16. THE HERON OUTWITS THE PARROT.

The Parrot and the Heron were friends. They met one day and the

Parrot asked the Heron to come over and visit him. The Heron was willing, so

one day he went over to pay his visit. The Parrot was going to have dinner

for him. When the food was ready, the Parrot put a flat dish full of it before

the Heron and told him to eat away. But the dish was so flat that he could

not get any of the food into his mouth. After trying a number of times he

gave it up and decided to go home hungry. But before he left he asked the

Parrot to come over and have dinner with him soon. Then he left.

Before long the Parrot Went to dine with the Heron. The Heron had

things ready and when they thought it time to eat, he got out his dinner. But

now his dinner was in a high deep pot. This was all right for the Heron, but

the Parrot could not get his bill near the food, because the pot was too deep.

So he had to go home hungry himself, just as the Heron had to when he visited

him. He Was disappointed.

17. RABBIT OUTWITS WOLF AND STEALS PIGS.

The Rabbit and the Wolf were friends. One day the Rabbit said to the

Wolf, "There are some fine pigs in a certain pen. I always kill and eat some.

Let us go and get some now. " So the Wolf agreed and they went to the place

where some one had some fine hogs. "Now," said Rabbit to the Wolf, "you
are the largest. You jump over the fence and knock one on the head and
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kill him. Throw him over the fence. You are the larger. You carry him

and go on home and I will watch.
" The Wolf jumped over and got a good

hog. He dragged him over the fence and started to carry him home. But

the Rabbit had gone and cut a big pole. When the Wolf came along, Rabbit

ran around his head and hit him with the pole. Then the Wolf dropped the

hog and made off for home as fast as he could. He was struck hard, for he

never looked back to see what it was. Now the Rabbit took the hog and carried

it home with him. All night he roasted meat and had a good time.

Then he thought, "I have hit my good friend, I must go and see him."

He laughed a great deal. Then he went to the Wolf's house to see him.
" What

was the matter with you?" he asked him. "They whipped me," said the Wolf.

"Yes, I heard you making a din and I ran off," said Rabbit.

18. RABBIT AND WOLF Go COURTING.

The Rabbit and the Wolf were fond of two girls. But the girls would often

make fun of the Rabbit because he was smaller and weaker than the Wolf.

"Well, I am smarter than Wolf, and you will see," said he at last.

Soon he met the Wolf, who was on his way to the girls' house. The Wolf

wanted company so he asked Rabbit to go with him. "No," said Rabbit, "I

am too tired.
" "

Well, never mind, get up on my back and ride,
"
the Wolf told

him. Then the Rabbit agreed, and mounted the Wolf's back.
" But you must

go slowly. I am sore," he said. Soon they arrive at the house. "Now, I'll

go and knock on the door, you wait here,
"
said the Rabbit. Then he knocks

on the door, and when the girls come, he says to them, "See the Wolf hitched

out there. He is my horse. I'll drive him in." Then he goes out and tells

the Wolf that the girls are ready and want to see them. He mounts the Wolf's

back again. Then he digs his spurs into the Wolf and whips him up. They
dash through the door, and almost break down the house. "See! I told you

so," shouted the Rabbit as he rushed by the frightened girls.

19. THE RABBIT is TRAPPED BY THE TAR-MAN, AND ESCAPES.

Now the Rabbit used to steal beans from a certain man. He would go

to the place where the beans were kept, during the night, and steal as many as

he needed. The man made up his mind to catch the Rabbit. So he got some

tar (yasocV, 'pine drops, ') and made a little man out of it. He put a stick in its

hand and laid it near where the beans were the next night. Again the Rabbit

went to steal beans. But when he got to the place and saw the tar-man there

with a stick, he became angry, and told the little man that if he did not drop

the stick, he would kick him. Then he kicked him, but his foot stuck to the

tar-man, and Rabbit then told him that, unless he let go, he would kick him

again. So he kicked him again, and that foot, too, got stuck. Then Rabbit
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told him that, if he did not let go now, he would hit him. Then he hit the little

man and his hand stuck where he hit the tar. Rabbit then told him the same

thing as before, and when he hit him with the other hand that stuck too. So

the Rabbit Was Well trapped.

In the morning the owner of the beans came to see what had happened.
He laughed when he saw Rabbit caught there, and got everything ready to

loosen the Rabbit and put him in a box. But Rabbit escaped from the man and

ran away. Then the man put the tar-man among the beans again. Before

many nights had passed Rabbit came again for beans, and the same thing

happened as before. Rabbit quarreled with the tar-man and soon was trapped
hand and foot. Now this time the owner of the beans came and when he found

Rabbit caught again he made sure that he would not escape. He got him safely

in a box, and said, "To-morrow I'll throw you in the river." He left Rabbit

all night. Now before the time came for the man to throw him into the river,

Rabbit was determined to escape.

The man's son was playing around near the box where Rabbit was, and

soon Rabbit said to him, "Let me out, and you get in here; they are going to

throw me into the river." So the boy did open the box and got in himself.

Then the Rabbit ran away. The man threw the boy into the river. That was

his son, but he did not know it.

20. THE RABBIT VISITS THE BEAR AND FAILS TO IMITATE HIM.

The Bear and the Rabbit were friends. The Rabbit went to visit the

Bear and to have dinner with him. Before they were ready to eat, the Bear

went upstairs and cut some fat from his entrails. Then he cooked it with the

beans. The dinner was very good, and Rabbit thought about it and made up
his mind to do the same as the Bear when he wanted to have a fine dinner.

Then the Rabbit told the Bear to come to see him. Said he, "I live in the

raspberry patch. You must come to dinner."

Soon the Bear went over to the Rabbit's house and visited him. Before

dinner the Rabbit Went upstairs to cut some fat from his entrails. But when
he cut his entrails he was hurt, and the pain was so great that he made a great

uproar. The Bear ran upstairs to see what was the matter, and found that

Rabbit had cut his entrails. "Now," said the Bear, "I'll show you how to do

that." And he cut some fat from himself and cooked it with the beans that

Rabbit had prepared. Then they had their dinner. The Bear thought about

it and went home laughing.

21. WILDCAT FEIGNS DEATH AND DECEIVES THE RABBIT.

The Wildcat was lying in a shady place in the woods. They thought he

was asleep. The Rabbit came that way and found him lying there. So he
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called the Turkeys and told them that the Wildcat was dead and lying not far

away. They assembled and made ready for a good time. A rattle was brought
and they began to dance, round and round the Wildcat. Then they thought

they might as well eat him. But suddenly the Wildcat jumped up among
them. He caught the Rabbit and a fat Turkey.
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INTRODUCTION

The investigations described in the introduction to the first part of this

volume included the work of collecting dance and medicine songs. The

greater part of these came from the Creeks of Taskigi town, one of the tribal

subdivisions of the Creek Nation. A smaller number of songs were obtained

from the Yuchi.

Frequent reference will be made in the following pages to the account

of the Yuchi in Part I of this volume. Reference will also be made to an

account of the Creeks by the author, published in the Memoirs of the American

Anthropological Association, Vol. 2, No. 2. The last named paper will be

designated M. A. A. A.

The Creek songs were all sung by Kabitcimdla, "Raccoon Leader" (the late

Laslie Cloud), a prominent leader and shaman; the Yuchi songs by Fago
so
n
wl'

"Comes out of the thicket," Kuba "Creek Indian," #/afcmd "Ithas leftme,"

and Jim Tiger. A few Shawnee love songs, obtained incidentally from Charley

Wilson, who belongs to the small band of Shawnees who consort with the

Yuchi, have been included. The songs were all recorded on the phonograph,

the syllables and texts being taken down independently with accompanying

explanations at the time when they were sung.

Mr. Jacob D. Sapir is responsible for the transcriptions. The phonograph

records are the property of the American Museum of Natural History, New

York. No attempt is made to discuss the internal qualities or comparative

characteristics of the music itself, our purpose being merely to assemble the

material for someone else to study. The transcriber, however, from consid-

erable acquaintance with them, feels that the Creek songs possess a strength and

energy that is lacking in the Yuchi songs, while the latter are more harmonious

to the European ear. The descriptions of many of the dances are based upon

observation, the informants' data supplying the rest. These dance songs

may be regarded as fairly complete for Taskigi town because Laslie Cloud was

considered to be the best informed dance leader in the settlement. The same

(159)
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may be said for the medicine songs and formulas, so far as one shaman is con-

cerned, as they are secret individual property.

The sounds in Creek are represented by the following characters. Surd

tc, like "ch" in English" church," and sonant dj, lingual alveolars, dj repre-

sents a sound about midway in position between English dz and dj ;
b is inde-

terminate between surd p and sonant b; d is also of the same indefinite

nature and produced as an alveolar dental; I is a soft palatalized spirant surd;

g & palatal sonant; q a velar surd; g, the corresponding sonant; / a normal

labial dental surd; c like English sh; I, m, n, s, k are also like the English.

Semi-vowels are h, w, y. Prolonged consonants are written doubled; kk, tt.

Vowels a, e, I, 6, u are long, the unmarked short; au, oi diphthongs; A is open

and obscure like English "u" in "but;" d like "a" in English "all;" a long

and open like "a" in English "fare" without the "r" tinge;
D denotes nasali-

zation; 'aspiration;
e a glottal catch; 'accent, and -, or ! lengthening of

the vowel.



CREEK DANCE SONGS

The Creeks always hold their dances on what they call djogo Idkko "house

big," which refers to the town square, where formerly they had a large dance

house. In later years, however, the dance house was abandoned and the open

square ground with its four lodges or arbors now remains. The square-ground
is a plot of smoothly scraped ground one hundred and fifty feet or so on each

side. On each margin a few feet in is an arbor consisting of a roof of branches

supported upon upright crotches with logs on the ground for seats. In each

of the Creek towns the size of the arbors and details of structure differ. The

square-ground is so situated that its sides face the points of the compass. This

spot is the center of town life. The annual religious ceremonies, meetings and

councils are held on it, each of the lodges being for people of different ranks

and clans. A description and diagram of Taskigi town square, with which these

ceremonies are concerned, has been given in M.A.A.A.,pp. 111-116. The dances

invariably take place in the night-time, the dance ground being illuminated by
a large fire which is kept burning near its center. Almost without exception

the dancers circle about this fire contra-clockwise, the leader with his hand

rattle at the head of a line of dancers comprising first men, then women, and

lastly children who are learning. A drum beaten by a man, or perhaps two,

in one of the lodges, usually the west, accompanies many of the performances.

The steps employed are rather simple; each foot is alternately stamped, the

whole dance being little more than a stamping shuffling trot with the body
somewhat bent forward and the arm nearest the fire raised level with the head.

The dancers vary this common posture with attempts to imitate the animal or

object named in the dance according to their fancy. With the women, how-

ever, it is different. They reduce their movements to the minimum, merely

shuffling along with their arms hanging at the side, without even singing. A
dance is begun by the leader who starts walking around the fire alone, vibrating

his rattle. As soon as he is joined by one or two comrades he begins the

introduction to his song by shouting yd hyo and other syllables (see Crazy

Dance No. 20. p. 190), which are repeated by the others. As soon as a sufficient

number have joined in the leader starts with the song proper. The leader,

who is either self-appointed or invited to lead by a chief, may choose whatever

song he wishes, though of course he generally is expected to give a different one

each time. For the purpose of teaching someone else the leading part he often

takes a young man with him who is to try and follow, learning his part by heart.

(161)
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No mnemonic records or tallies seem to have been known. The dances, as will

be seen, embrace a number of independent songs between each of which the

leader and chorus whoop and sometimes even break ranks to rest awhile. The

repetitions indicated in the transcriptions are generally accidental, as the singer

was limited often by the size of the phonograph cylinder. The number of

repetitions is optional with the leader. In the song texts the italicized parts are

sung by the chorus, the leader's part being left in ordinary type. It is, how-

ever, often very difficult to divide between where the leader stops and the

chorus comes in, as the tendency is to merge one part into the other, the

chorus taking their syllables, as it were, out of the leader's mouth. The more
animated the dance becomes the more merged and rapid are the parts. The
effect of this is, on the whole, very pleasing, bordering almost on harmony.

Something requires to be said about the use of the nonsense syllables

so characteristic of Creek songs as well as those of American tribes in general.

The whole subject of the significance and interpretation of the ideas associated

with such syllables is one which has as yet hardly been touched upon, but which

manifestly deserves attention. The idea seems to have been realized, but

imperfectly understood by Miss Fletcher in her study of Pawnee songs.
1

Whether emotions, more or less definite, or ideas are associated with certain

meaningless syllables in the mind of the singer or the performer it is impossible
to determine in the case of the Creeks. I was first led to suspect some func-

tional significance in them from the attitude of my informant when asked

whether the syllables, which I was taking clown at dictation, had any meaning.
In nearly every case the answer was in the negative until in giving me he le,

which is extremely common as a chorus response, he announced that he le was
like Hi 'foot,' stamping at the same time to indicate dancing. It would seem

as though either through an original significance, or perhaps through mere

secondary folk etymology, the dancers were shouting "foot! foot!" etc., while

stamping and singing in response to their leader. Another instance of what

may be taken as an example of some process of association, is to be found in the

Blizzard Dance (p. 180) where the syllables su li wa ya occur; suR meaning buz-

zard. In some of the songs, as will be observed, word and idea fragments

appear jumbled in with nonsense syllables. It is indeed difficult to imagine

definitely whether they are the remains of a disintegrated ritual or whether

they are mere secondary etymologies suggested by a chance similarity in sound

to actual words. The question naturally arises in this connection, whether

these syllables may not have traveled from some source in a region of com-

plex ritual, where they might have either been actually mutilated discourse,
or directly associated with special religious feelings. The problem may have to

'"The Hako Ceremony." Twenty-second Report Bureau of American Ethnology
(1903).
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be approached from the same point of view as that relating to the distribution

of the conventional geometrical decorative designs, as outlined by Dr. Boas.

It is possible that many of the song syllables may have had a historical back-

ground like the elements of decorative art which have become diffused from the

Southwest over a large portion of North America. 1 Much more material,

however, is required from different tribes before a comparative study can

lead to satisfactory results. The similarities in performance details between

some of the Creek dances and those of the Plains tribes is also a matter of

some significance.

The Creeks attribute the origin of their dances and ceremonies to their

culture hero Hisdkicktmissi, Master of Breath, who conditioned prosperity upon
their continuance. Most of the dances are propitiatory, influencing the spirits

of -various animals and supernatural agencies which are capable of inflicting

trouble. Some, however, are totemic. In these the members of the particular

clan are supposed to be the chief participants, imitating by their behavior and

gestures the clan animal. It is, nevertheless, considered an honor to the totem

for outsiders to join in, and this is carried on to such a degree that the dances

have lost all vestiges of esoterism if they ever possessed any.

Accompaniments to the dancing are furnished by two different instruments

which are shared alike by both Creeks and Yuchi as well as by other southeast-

ern tribes such as the Cherokee and Chickasaw. One is a large drum (Creek

tamamdpka, Yuchi didane] made either of a pot containing water or a hollow

tree section or bucket covered on one end with a piece of stretched hide. A
smaller drum, sapA'lka, usually made of a small keg, is also used by the

Creeks. 2 The hand rattle, needed in nearly every dance, (Creek satiga;

Yuchi td
n
bane) consists of a gourd, or more commonly nowadays a cocoanut

shell, containing small white pebbles with a stick through it for a handle (Fig.

2). The common accompaniment to most of the dances with both rattle and

drum is the double beat, i. e. two to the quarter. Another sort of rattle known

among the southeastern tribes is one used only by women. This consists of

from six to ten dried terrapin shells, with holes bored in them and pebbles

inside, attached to a sheet of hide (Fig. 1, Yuchi tsontd'; Creek ludjasauga,

"turtle rattle")- The women wear these, one tied to each leg on the outside

below the knee. By a peculiar motion of the leg they produce a volume of

sound from these rattles. Only one or two women wear them in a dance, their

place being near the leader. A five-holed flageolet (Creek fi"pa, Yuchi /O&A"')

is also found among these tribes, but it is for playing love ditties or for amuse-

ment, having nothing to do with the dances. Samples of flageolet music have

'Practically the same syllables are, for instance, found in Penobscot, Malisit, and

Micmac songs as in Creek and Yuchi.

3A small drum of this sort was used by Laslie Cloud while singing into the phonograph.

Unfortunately the drumming did not reproduce. In the places where it could be heard the

transcriber has noted it.
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already been given.
1 The Creeks and Yuchi are extremely fond of music, fond

of their dances, and take pride in executing them well, although the occasions

for dancing were, when I last saw them, becoming fewer.

It should be noted, finally, that my remarks apply only to the Creeks of

the Taskigi band, for I have as yet no means of knowing in how far the other

settlements differ from them in details. Some few characteristics, as well as his-

torical traditions, point to earlier affinities other than Muskogian for the Taskigi.
2

FIG. 1. Shell Leg Rattles. FIG. 2. Hand Rattle.

1. IdlobA'nga. FISH DANCE.

The fish, laio, for his contribution of flesh to sustain life, is honored by
a dance in which the usual movements are accompanied by drum and rattle.

The leader's part could not be separated from that of the chorus in recording

this song.

(A) (B) M.M. ^=192.
-. . t

1 See p. 63.

The songs as taken from the records are all for male voices; when played on the piano
an octave lower should be used. J. D. S.
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(C) M. M. * = 120. ,
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.,

Repeat five limes.

(F)

Repeat jive times.Repeat eight times.

The burden is:

(A) Introduction: ye''hye' (long cry repeated).

(B) ho ya le (ye
-

'hye
-

in last bar).

(C) a hya h6
8oeos

ho, a ye
-

'he
- '

(D) yaliha, hly6
8
ehe, hohlye^ehe, (ye'hye'in last bar).

(E) repeat (C).

(F) (do.)

2. IdlwfssIbA'nga. LEAF DANCE.

Leaves, idiwfesi 'tree hair,
'

for their grateful shade and other benefits are

placated by a dance which inmost respects is quite like the others. The leader

sings the following song to the accompaniment of the hand rattle. The

participants wave their arms and hands extended at their sides imitating

leaves blown by the wind.

M. M. j
= 112.

Repeat four times. Cry.

The syllables are:

ga' hyo ne -' he or

he" ga^yo ne' he ya.

The cry ho djl ge hya ends each fourth repetition.
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3. HalpA'clabAnga. ALLIGATOR DANCE.

The name of Inudab.uiga, Lizard Dance, was also given to this song. The

alligator, halp.\Ma, is one of the totemic animals. The performers assumed a

stooping posture and wobbled, grunting at intervals.

(A) M. M. J =80.
i -

Energetico. (B) M. M.
J
= 150.

Repeat twice. Ye, ye, ye, ye. .

k=*=t==t=:

Repeat six times.

v-

M. M. j ,
= 80.

yfe t
*

i"<r~i*~r~f~F~rf"^ F~ pfe

(C) JFiW. M. M. 1=88
^=>

=, > /^-'~*V U "^
te rrM* * ?-r$?-~r* r ------* 0~f^0

Repeat three times. Ye, ye, ye, ye.

Repeat four times.
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K

I (17

p I |r-iS5
t V-

Ye, ye, ye, ye.

-*- -*-

Repeat four times. Ye, ye, ye, ye.

The syllable burdens are quite variable, each verse ending with yells, ye

ye ye, etc.

(A) ya li he ho ya \l he ya. (The last syllable, ya, is often greatly

lengthened.)

(B) ya' li he, ho ya li he.

(C) ha li na we he, yffhd.

(D) same as (A).

(E) h6 go wi' ya, h6 go wi yd ha (with variations in the ending).

4 Tc6nb.\'nga. RABBIT DANCE.

The following is a totemic honorific dance in which the participants hop
like the rabbit, tcofi, to the accompaniment of the hand rattle and drum.

In other respects the action is like that of the preceding dances. The song

is full of cries and shouts.

Repeat six times.

Repeat five times.
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Repeat from beginning.

The burden is:

(A) (whoops) yo h6 li na'.

(B) yo
eoEoe hu' (shouts).

(C) we h6 hd yo na.

(D) repeat (A).

(E) repeat (B).

5. YanasobA'nga. BUFFALO DANCE.

The buffalo, yanasa, which contributed much to the subsistence of these

Indians was honored by the following dance in which the hand rattle and drum
furnished the accompaniment. This was a highly animated performance with

much heavy stamping, grunting and buffalo-like pantomine. Formerly each

dancer wore the skin from the head and sometimes the back of the buffalo,

with the horns attached, over his own head, the whole affair resembling the

buffalo dance of the prairie tribes. In his hands each man clenched a stick.

(A) Exclamations.

y*

:
'

t̂ =
'

t^EfEptiiE
zi^S*-;
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t> O
:=f---r-\-r ^f^T^f^i^^ihi^

l i i I-* a h I > >
'

I i i *H
E sa^:t=Erf:rtst=Sai7tU=t3

Repeat fire times.

S=^^^y*-Eii^=^
(H) M. M. j= 116.
/^~ ^

r^

Repeat four times.

The introduction (A) is yo' yo oi ho 1

.

(B) h6 yo 16 na h le.

(C) repeat (A).

(D) ha wa yd he le and he yo ho e ya.

(E) repeat (A).

(F) hya wa he le and hyo le na hyo le na hi'.

(G) repeat (A).

(H) henayoho.
The song ends with a cry (A) supposed to imitate the buffalo.

6. FutcobA'nga. DUCK DANCE.

To recompense the duck, futco, for his contribution toward the support

of life and to keep him well disposed toward people, the following dance is

performed. The participants hold hands, winding and turning behind the

leader, who carries the hand rattle. The drum is also beaten for this dance.

(A) M. M. j
= 104. (B) M.M. J=116.
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r*
Repeat four limes.

The syllables are:

(A) he' ha ya li no'.

(B) he we we h6 ya he ya and

a hi ya wa h6 ya
The last three bars of (B) have yakkoi h6, a high, loud cry, repeated.

A cry imitating the duck's quacking, kak, kak, kak, etc., very rapidly, is given
at the end and the whole is repeated as often as the leader wishes to continue

the dance.

7. DlholkobA'nga. STEAL-EACH-OTHER DANCE.

[Idiholkobi 'each other (reciprocal) steal'. The form DiholhopkobA'nga,
also occurs.]

In this dance men and women ranged themselves opposite one another on

the dance ground, the men side by side facing the women. As soon as the

dance began each man would try to seize and capture a woman on the other

side. Just how this was done I am unable to say as I did not witness it. but

I think my informant stated that an old woman with a stick or switch protected
the women as well as she could, keeping between the two files on the lookout

for a chance to drive some man back to his place. The whole performance
seems to have been a pleasure dance, followed oftentimes by licentiousness.

This dance is looked upon as a survival of some old way of obtaining women.
I did not hear of it among the Yuchi.

Repeat twelve times.

The syllables and words are as follows.

ha" no sd we he'le.

The last three have:

tlho/kobi hd ya IV.

each other steal.

The first two bars have:
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In repeating the song the order of the words in the last three bars is often

changed, the chorus singing tiholkobi and the leader ha ya ll. A whoop ends

the dance.

8. TolosobA'nga. CHICKEN DANCE.

The chicken, tolosl, is thanked for his flesh by a dance in which men and

women, two abreast holding hands, circle around the dance ground behind the

leader. The men are allowed to make free with the persons of their partners in

this dance because, it is said, they are imitating cocks. The song requires both

hand rattle and drum.

(A) M.M. '=112.

(B) M. M. J.
= 104.

rf^ifTif::?: =!.
.

9^

Repeat three times. Whoop.

(C) M. M. ,* = 184

Repeat three times. Whoop.

rfr
>
-teJ

>
-r-Tfj-b"-- pb*^-lg-^^=p-

(D) M. M.
j

=78.

Repeat four times.

tpizrro ffe,
' rM ^-1 I=E :nii

Whoop. Repeal three times.

^
I

^-- ^
Repeat twice.

The syllables are:

(A) ya ho li ha, ya go wi hi.

(B) h^ go wi, ya hos
6" we na wi hi' ya.

(C) ya le ho ya, ha na wi ye.

(D) he" ya h6 no he.
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9. Tab6tskobAnga. GUN DANCE.

A rather spectacular performance, which might be termed a sort of war

dance, is one in which men only take part, each carrying a loaded rifle, revolver

or gun. The dancers move in a circle as usual in single file behind the leader,

stamping and responding vigorously in the chorus. Then at the end of each

song they whoop and shoot their firearms, stopping long enough between songs

to prepare for the next round. Drumming also goes with this dance. The

resemblance between it and the war dance of the plains tribes is again notice-

able. Some magic idea of strengthening or invoking the animus of the firearms

is apparent here.

(A) M.M. j
= 138.

-f- _

-i i

'

i^
>-

I LJ Erf-

Discharge guns.

' *---
1-tft

x :

Repeat nine times.

(B) M.M. j
= 144

i-i-e^t.

Discharge guns.

Repeat four times.

(C) M.M. j=168.

v--^

\
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(E) M. M. j
= 100.
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The burden is:

(A) hl'll nayona, hi' ll.

(B) hl'lino.

[Repeat (A) and (B)].

(C) haf go do, we hi ya, he yd (ana;

haf go w6 di di, w6 di di', hi yd.

(D) h6 le ma ya, yd ll ha, hS8 e yd hi ya.

(E) waf ge to' wa8a ye
7

,
he ya.

10. KiinobAnga. SKUNK DANCE.

The following is an honorific totemic dance in honor of the skunk, kiino.

No particulars, however, in which it differed from the ordinary round dances,

were learned.

(A) Allegro. M. M. j .
= 100.

_fL_fL_._
fi " E=

Repeat fire times.

(B) Presto. M. M. j
= 184.

|

1- -m _

Repeal three times.

- - - -f- -#-

Repeat ten times.
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(K; M. M. J = 104.

A/A

Rejpeat six times.

__ Repeat eight times.

(G) M. M. 1
= 112.

P=P- -a-^= ~^~T1' j-T

Repeat four times.

z auJ=Lgr_)^- j,g tB-5 :=5 t^f ^3=-CSf==c^ M g^3

Urum.

P i-*-* -r.-*__p-_-r
-

^te^E^sfe&E^El
Repeat four times.
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The burden is:

(A) h6 ya na do ho yd le.

(B) hyo he le he ga no yd le.

(C) hyo we le he do ya
s a le.

(D) he le le de za di and

hi' we ga go za di.

(E) go no he g6 no ho yd le.

(F) do ga le hd za ha le he (or h6 za le
e e he).

(G) ha no yd ha le.

(H) he go no mya and

ha no ya le na.

(I) na we he yo ge na ho we ya and

h6 we na le he.

11. TcilakkobA'nga. HORSE DANCE.

The horse, tcilakko, is honored for his usefulness by a dance in which the

men trot behind their leader, who shakes the hand rattle. At the end they

whinny like stallions. There appears considerable difference between the Creek

and Yuchi horse dance songs (see p. 209).

(A) M. M. j=138.

it

Whoop.

Repeat six limes.

(B) M. M. j= 168.

-- *-.-*

(C) M. M. J
= 132.

Repeat six times.
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The burden varies somewhat in (A).

(A) ya h6 ga ni yd,
j

yo h6 ya li ye", V djU no, ba.

ya h6 we ya li ye", )

(B) he ya ya ho.

(C) h6 le na ha,

g6 he le na ha.

Whinnying frequently interrupts the verse.

12. Bai'kobAnga. MULE DANCE.

A dance in honor of the mule, tcilakkobaf'ka 'barking horse,
'

is similar to

the horse dance, the dancers going through practically the same motions imitat-

ing mules by cries and stamping. At the end of the dance the leader brays like

a mule, after which, I was told, considerable licentiousness is tolerated until

the next repetition. The mule, because of his unearthly braying and mixed

ancestry, is looked upon as mysterious.

(A) M. M. J .
= 174.

f-fft f f f" f" , e>.

(B) M. M. j
._

f==f=e=i

= 88.

Repeat five times.

Whoop.

V V V

Repeat twelve times.

The syllables are :

(A) yd si wa no da h6.

(B) hy6 wa ha, yd wa M and

hyu wa ha, y& wa M.
The syllable groups of (B) often alternate with interjected expressions

such as yanalkaba hadjigo m6dja, 'here in the middle [of his rear, he is]

tailless now,' or others of a jocular nature improvised by the leader.
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13. IstifA'nibA'nga.
1 SKELETON DANCE.

The ghosts of the dead are believed to be quieted by this dance in honor

of the remains of deceased ancestors. The performers assume rather stiff

postures and make stiff movements, circling in the usual way about the fire.

This is a Creek dance, one that I did not hear of among the Yuchi.

(A) M. M. J = 88.

/=-_^ *>

o. ^_.tr^_
*_=5i:i:=3=

=t=fr=fc= -r f:

=& *_*=izi5=p==:
H 1

1 h 1L tf. ta . ^ ^

(B) M. M. j
= 108.

,
^

f f m -I g m m

Whoop.

Repeat three times.

(C) M. M. j=190.

Ut:

&~$r=~ 3=tC" ~cbfe-T I ^ I =t --< * (3L **-\

- -h~l !

Repeat nine times.

( D ) M. M. J= 120.

-T^1-.* ^ -*- r^^' '

wAo/e repeat Jive times.

'Literally, 'human boue dunce.'
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The burden is:

(A) h6yoh6he. (An introduction sung softly.)

(B) h6 II wa, yd na he or

hd yo ll wa, yd
e na he.

(C) yd, na ni he, lii na yo wa.

ha ya ll, g6 ivi ha ni.

he" na do wa ye, yo wi ha ne. hd ya le.

si ni dd si hd li, ha ya yo wa' le.

This song (C) is repeated nine times with many changes in the syllables

and their repetitions.

(D) he" ya ya' wa hi ye.

(E) hff djile (four times, sung by leader and dancers in unison).

14. StikmobAnga. SCREECH OAVL DANCE.

The screech owl, stikfni, is an incarnation of some human spirit. The
Indians think it is capable sometimes of causing death. Its cries at least

announce the death of somebody. The following propitiatory dance is

performed to ward off the evil omen. There are no special features to it so

far as I know. The hand rattle is shaken by the leader.

(A) M. M. j= ll2.

^rfg^r-r^^* r .]

Repeat four times.
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M. M.
J 176.

Whoop.

Repeat eight times. TFAoop.

i

The syllables are:

(A) hayowana ho li yd he. (Shouts and yells at the end.)

(B) yowa ft/(e (and)

ha yo wa ll he. (Shouts and yells at the end.)

(C) ha yo nl I hd m (and) (Whoop at the end.)

hd yo wa no nls
I hd nl.

(D) h6 ga wa ya he le (and) (Whoop at the end.)

ka yo wa ya he le.

15. O'bobAnga. LONG-EARED OWL DANCE.

The large long-eared owl, obo, is another creature thought necessary to

placate by an emulatory dance. The hand rattle furnishes the accompaniment.

Its features are of the regular order.

(A) M. M. j= 188.

Repeat five times.

(B) M. M. J= 188.

^- ^fc_

--

The whole repeat Jive times Whoop.

1
Repeat nine times.

(C) M. M. J -112.

Repeat five times.
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Repeat fire times.

The syllables are:

(A) h6 hi ye yd hya we (or) /d hya? wl' hi. (The cry h6 hi ye ends

this and the following verse.)

(B) yahyawe ydgalina.

(C) yo w6 he he he do no! ahe. (The cry hop he ends this verse.)

(D) ha n! a h6s o ge he* ma no.

(E) ya li ha hf ha yo ga ni.

w4 he ya'
"

h6 we ya'
"

hof ya w6
"

The cry hop he, imitating the owl, again ends the song.

16. SullbA'nga. BUZZARD DANCE.

The turkey buzzard, still, is a totemic creature. People of the buzzard

clan, and others who desire, perform an imitative dance, to the accompaniment
of drum and rattle, in which they circle about behind their leader waving their

arms like a napping buzzard. At the end of each song they bend down, spit,

and hiss like a buzzard disgorging food. The song accelerates toward the end

(at D), the motion of the dancers' arms keeping time with it. A rather unusual

feature of the song is the invocatory mention of the buzzard's name toward the

end.

(A) M. M.
J

100.
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(B) M.M. j
= 104.

IJ

(C) M.M. J=104.

Ft- -^-
f=^,__4J si B=

=L.t*l

Repeat jour times.

(D) M. M. J
= 168.

JL

1 ! 1 1 f- U W tf

Repeat twice.

K (E)M.M. J
=

^ *
V-V-V ' V~-^> f f-" '--- --^

I

--

i*.:.'*".
-i r

N-

-I 1 1;
Repeat Jive limes.

The burdens are:

(A) ya go li ha, ya go vn hi. (At the end of this verse comes a cry

ya ho.)

(B) da' wa ya hi li (twice) .

(or) he da wa ya
e a hi li.

(C) hi ni ways' he'' h&-

(or) hdni wa ya' hi.
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(D) suli wa ya' sull wa ya' he.

buzzard buzzard

(E) he'ya no ha ya and

h6 ya he y6 hi.

The last syllables of this verse diminish in [sound until scarcely to be

heard, forming almost a pause.

17. PokfdjIdabA'nga. BALL GAME DANCE.

A dance somewhat different from the usual sort, is performed by the

Creeks to invoke supernatural strength for the players, and the sticks or rackets

they use, in the Indian ball game.
1 The dance takes place the night before the

game and consumes the whole night. The sticks to be used are painted red, the

symbol of contest, and hung upon a cross pole supported on crotched uprights.

A line of women side by side faces the sticks and a line of men, including the

players, on the opposite side of the rack faces the women. They all mark time

and stamp in unison singing the following songs in which meaningless syllables

are interspersed with words and sentences having the effect of conjuration.

The women sing loudest since they are thought to exert the strongest influence.

Drumming accompanies this dance. The Yuchi have a similar ceremony,

but the song, Yuchi ball game song, presented further on, pertains to another

part of the game (see page 209).

The syllables, as far as could be taken down, are:

(A) M. M.
j
= 108.

^^ ^a h '

1 _5W ^^^ - L^MBP ' '

Whoop.

-
^1

(B) M. M. J=108.

IVie tt'Ao/e repeat four times.

Whoop.

Repeat eight times.

(C) M. M. j=96.

Repeat twelve times.

'For accounts of this widespread game cf. p. 86, and Culin, Twenty-fourth Annual

Rep. Bu. Amer. Ethnology (1906), pp. 562-716.
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(D; M.M. J=138.

Tt I

E
'

(E) M. M.
j
= 112.

_-t_* f:

Repeat nine times.

Repeal eight times.

(F) M.M. j=144.
'

cjtzi*jtt?zft:UtLl-F-MI [
, .

==&i&=t=^=

(G) M. M. j=150.

Repeat six times.

(H) M.M. j=124.

Repeat nine limes.

Repeat eight limes.

(I) M.M. J= 158.

L- . ... .,- -.. --. , . . . W^Aoop.- - '
I- 71

times.

r

* fc
~

(A) \\6ya, yd gam. (Whoop a,t end.)

(B) hyo we do na. he. (Whoop at end.)

In this and the rest of the verses are words which I could not obtain.

(C) no ha yd, le.

(D) (E) (F) syllables and words not obtained.
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(G) hele (once as introduction).

h6 na dji d6 ga hd go n& ga. (Whoop at end.)

(H) h6 le
1 md ho ge* and

Ii6 le si hd1 md ho ge.

(I) djfgona
1

yadoge. (Whoop at end.)

(J) M. M.J = 190.

$8^ ~f~f f~f~f~*~r~*~F~~*^'

Whoop.

*^
Repeat Jour times.

(K) M. M. j
= 108.

'While the informant gave no meaning for these syllables, hele is like ili 'foot,'

mahoge is part of the verb 'to say,' hele si ha could be 'foot halter,' and djigona means

'limper.'
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t!>- .-<rrif^f
rE-fr-h-f-i-

Repeatfour times.

?*-j> I h 3-* I h 3^
1 ^ ^~& I ^ *T

Repeat eight times.

Repeat five times.

(P) M.M. j
= 112

Repeat twite.

^feg^^l^^^^P^l^ilil
Repeat four times.
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The syllables are:

(A) yd ha ya yo wd ll nd hi.

(B) ho we na hd na wl' le.

(C) ha y6 we ga ni ha yd we le ha.

(D) ho nd we le.

(E) ho w6 ll wd yo na.

(F) ho nd we le (same as D).

(G) hdnadlydwe yd ha he.

(H) h6 ga ne ya li go.

(I) hwe" le wd yo na (similar to E).

(J) wa dji dd na go si.

(K) ho yo (introduction).

h6 djo no, he 16 yd le he ha'. (Whoop at end.)

(L) ha gAn'gwadjI. (With this verse and all the rest on go words

which were unfortunately not all gotten.)

(M) Repeat (K) with quick repetitions of badjd, 'grandfather,
'

at the

end of the verse.

This song is ended with shouts and badjd, badjd yd hyo.

(N) ho we If go hd we ll.

(0) hd yo gd ne

hdtkisA'lgi,

white ones.

IdstisA'lgi,

black ones.

tcddisAlgi,
red ones.

lanisAlgi,

yellow ones.

(P) hyo we na no ha ya le.

18. TdfosobAnga.
2 FEATHER DANCE. (Taskigi Town.)

One of the few Creek dances performed during the daytime was the

following in honor of the animus of the feather, tafo. This dance, a long and

important one, was intimately associated with the ceremony of the emetic so

prominent in the rites of the southeastern tribes.
2 Each dancer held in his

hands sticks about six feet long with a fringe of white heron feathers attached.

They had to pay a shaman to 'make these wands as the heron feathers were

'TaTo, 'feather,' -s- verbal element, obA'nga 'dance'.

'See p. 115, and M.A.A.A., pp. 140-141. Between the songs of this dance the

participants drank a decoction of red willow root and button snake root which caused
them to vomit.
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sacred, and could only be handled after the proper rites. They insured peace

and protected the people from human and supernatural evil.

The Feather Dance was rather spectacular. Picture the town square with

its four brush covered arbors rilled with interested spectators in the midst of

their annual religious festival. The dancers clad in their calico finery, with

ostrich and other highly colored plumes in their head bands and their fluttering

wands, start circling in a single file behind the leader, the drum and hand

rattle beating time. At the end of the second song they group together in a

squad, elevate their wands and rush whooping toward the west arbor of the

square where the town chief sits. Bringing themselves suddenly to a halt, they

raise the wands high, then drive them into the earth before the arbor. This

performance is enacted successively before each of the four arbors, after which

the occupants take a drink of the emetic.

Kabitcimala knew the fourteen different songs of the Feather Dance which

are offered here, but many words in the last songs were not obtained.

(A) M.M.
j
= 112.

(B) M. M.

Repeat three limes.

(C) M. M. J=152.

Repeat jive times.
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(E) M.M. j=200.
. -*- *-.

Repeat six times.

Exclamation.

r-tL-f fU-f" * -

Repeat twice.

(G) M. M. J .
= 80.

tc :

TTAoop. (H)M.M.j=190.

toice.

-- --- ---
p

(+ #-*- f-f-0 F-- --#-7|7-l -f f-ff-f
-.._ .ti^t rrg:=

Repeat twice. Repeat four times.

(I) M.M. J= 190.

~t^~ EES^ ^-^l
Repeat threr li

19. FEATHER DANCE. (Tulsa Town.)

Fortunately for purposes of comparison, Kabftclmala was able to sing a

version of the Feather Dance which came from Tulsa town, a Creek town-tribe

northeast of Taskigi. (Cf . map, M.A.A.A.) This he learned from a Tulsa town
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leader years ago. The version is interesting ethnographically because it shows

that in such details the various towns differed from each other.

(A ) Allegro. M. M. j 152.

(B) Presto. M. M. J=190.

Repeat eight times.

~r~r

(C) Preto. M. M.
,j=_-104.

Repeat five times

Repeat jive times.

:zSt:

ll=^^E
Repeat three times. Whoop.

Repeat four times. YtU.

The syllables are:

(A) ho si do,
1

yd na he and

ho si' do si' do ho ya le.

'While no meaning was ascribed to this when it was taken down, it nevertheless

means 'to forget.'
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(B) lui no go wd li na.

(C) h6 II ya, yo hd no ga yo ga IV. (Whoop at end.)

(D) ho le ne wa yo ne yd na hef h6 ya.

The yell ha'e yo wi' concludes the song.

20. ObA'ngaha'djo. CRAZY DANCE.

One of the favorite Creek dances is the Crazy Dance, so named because

the participants behave like wild people, men and women taking freedom with

each other's persons and acting in general in such a way as to provoke mirth.

The word hadjo is peculiar to the Muskogi also as a personal name in the

sense of wild, clever, funny, crazy, and withal in no way opprobrious. The

songs for the Crazy Dance usually are funny or obscene stories, which in con-

nection with other traits, suggests that in some way there isa connection between

the dance and the idea of procreation. In other respects the movements,
motions and accompaniments are similar to the other dances. Licentiousness

usually follows after it.

A peculiar feature of the Crazy Dance is that it is customary for the women
who take part in it to pay twenty-five cents to their male partners, a practice

which is found also among the plains tribes.

(B) M. M. '=174

8 8

-I ' 1"' ' 1" f
==*

a

,--*-*-
S-
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(C) M. M. J= 96.

191

=^-

Whoop.

-ft i .

^Jf-

$EEE33 '\T-t
JV-

^f+r-f-f-

(
1) ) M. M. J=m Repeat six times. Whoop.

4$ ŜB̂ &&bEES3=^*

Repeat four times.

(E) M. M.
j 150.

r-rf^gja^r-rr-g^f^^
^-ty-l-l-i ^g- f- I I

^^ ^g^^lg^CG
Repeat three times.

-H *-f~
' f f '

m m T*-*-* '
_P p j j

,f-f
^-U>

EEpaEEtE

-#- #^^-f-

Repeat twice.
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cri Btitg=t
I
y :..' .

j
-t==-=ftEf^ci-g^ =f=gt=| ^rfj=pbzg.- L-t-^g

-- -*- -f-

:

Repeat four times

(G) M. M. j= 40.

TTAoop.

-*- -*- -.

.f'-fef-p^i^ ^L..f- f-f- ,
. f- -fcf-f' r _ *-_+-*-_+-

~ m '~r~ m T- F' T- H -F-

II
.* f 1 1

Whoop.
'
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(H) M. M. J=144

ftfp zzbrf_ f_ '=: * f rf F
* 8 =*^q

^^^~__s=- E=XB

Repeal eight times.

The words and syllables of the various songs of this dance are:

(A) Introduction not transcribed.

whoop yo hyo, yo o8 ho hoi. (Three times.)

yo nyo, yo hyo. (Four times.)

a ha, a ha.

ye hye, ye hye.

yo hyo, yo hyo.

we ha, we ha.

we In ya
8
a, wehlya

s
a.

we he, we Tie.

yo hyo, 1/0 Ajyo.

The above cries by the leader and responses by the chorus are continued

while he walks circling about the fire on the dance ground. At the end the

leader gives a long whoop and the line breaks up to form again soon and repeat

the whole. After these two songs, the dance proper begins (B).

(B) ya li ha yo ha, M he.

(C) h6 ya hi ya ha, M we hd (or)

hyo wa hi ya ha, yA we ha.

There are some words to this verse, but all that could be obtained was

"ya ma talofa, this here my village," meaning "this is where I belong," and

"tcahaslka sutki, my hat is too small."
1

(D) h6 ga yo wa li he or ya' hi ye.

ga hyo wa li he.

(E) ya we he ysi ya, a hyof he he.

'Another example of these interjectional phrases is makosfgodesim "he never could say

it before, (but he can say it) now," from a dance song, as I remember it, in which the burden

was hakoiyaka tea, and said to mean "come on with it.
"
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(F) hd ya hi' ya' we, hfi In ya hi yd' we.

(G) (H) y6 hyo, yd wa hi yd (Repeat several times.)

tci'lakkobaf'ka, dmo'pndfdjcs.

[my] mule, saddle him for me.

hdyapolakko, djoliidjldfAn.

[on the] prairie big, when we get there,

ynnasadjifA'kna, illdjadfAn.

buffalo young bull,
1 when I kill him.

tcdhaiwa, ftskl, tenhambi6f\n.

my wife's mother, when we eat together,

tcdhan!6fa, wasaslmikko.

when she scolds me. Osage chief,

mhadi'sinofa, wdsasos\'lgi.

when I become his son-in-law, many little Osages,

6djvitskaiofAn.
when I made them.

hayadidjalakka, Mdjahdlwadjdfa.

morning star big, when it is rising,

pmadjadjahoga, dja'hoginpo'hat.
old turkey gobbler, when I hear him gobbling,

dmldjalfska, A'ngnlomiyid.

my old gun, I start with it on my shoulder,

ayf'bit, I'lolaidfa.

I '11 go along, when I get there,

fdoladjihikko, M'djat.

[on] tree limb big. I'll see him.

idohwl'lan, isi"djat.

on a tree standing, I'll see him.

Msmlla'yat, vlja'hdt.

I'll aim at him, I'll shoot him.

Jaha't illdjatlohit, tca'haiwa ttski.

when I shoot him, I'll kill him, turning. My wife's mother.

Iaidjog6sdj;it, lisalagadfa.
I'll take it on my back, when I get there

tchadja\VA'lgi, plnhokjnablswa.

my sisters-in-law, turkey breast meat

dfnharnbiofa, stdihanwffM.
when we eat it together, when they begin quarreling,

sfdibohin, Isnaf&'kat.

fighting with each other, I'll knock them about.

andalogi'bit, (Whoop.)
I'll eat it all up myself.

This ends the song except for some repetitions of he'ya wa hfya, which

also interrupts the text in a few places, acting as a sort of pause.

'The informant gave
"
young bull elephant" for this.
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The sense of the above primitive lyric song is not very clearly expressed
in the interlinear translation. The singer changes his tense, mood and voice at

random. First he orders his mule saddled to hunt buffalo on the prairie. Then
he depicts the scene with his mother-in-law when they eat together and ends

with a quarrel. For revenge he goes off, marries an Osage chief's daughter and

raises children. Next the scene changes to an early morning when he is hunting

turkeys. After getting one he packs it to his old home and leaves it among
his sisters-in-law. They fall to quarreling over the breast meat, whereupon he

takes the opportunity of knocking them about and eating it all up himself to

pay off old scores. The song appeals profoundly to Indian humor and is well

known among the northern Creek towns.

21 . Ob.\'nga ha'cljo CRAZY DANCE.

Another dance song of this class is the following from the repertoire of Laslie

Cloud. In the second song (B) alternating with the nonsense syllables as given,

the leader waxes confidential about some girl of his town, but the text was

not obtained.

(A) M.M. j
= 120.

Repeat twice.

\>-
-T rf~l-f-f-0 I

1
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-i-

3=ttttf=tJfZ=

*T-

* =r=bf-++-f I -JL-* ^
I 1 U: 1

1
1 1- I h^^ 1 1 1

^__ C 1
L ^1 _ 1

H7,o

The burden is :

(A) Adtye go yd
e a le

(B) y6ha li ne

ah! ya ha ll'ne

(The words of the song alternate with the above syllable groups. Only a

fragment of the text can be given.)

hagin saf6tki

noise ?

hwl'djada fuski

? sharp
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3. (Second Version.)

A duplicate version of this song is offered to show how various renderings

differ in details.

(A) M. M.
J
= 126.

22. Ha'djobAnga
1

Repeat sir, times.

DKUNKEN DANCE.

The main features of this dance are like those of the others. The partic-

ipants follow the leader in a circle around the fire. Drumming and rattling go
with it and two women wear the leg rattles. The dancers reel, jostle one another

and act in general like drunken men. Oftentimes they do not need to act it as

they usually dance this at a time when many have been drinking. It seems to

be entirely a pleasure dance, probably of modern origin, embracing perhaps
some idea of propitiation. As in the Crazy Dance, the remarks on which also

apply to this, the leader may compose words for the song, improvise on the spot,

or merely keep up a meaningless burden with a few expressions here and there.

The songs are usually ludicrous, sometimes telling a story or some clownish

anecdote.

(A) M. M. j
= 108.

Yell.

'Ha'dji means 'drunken*.
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(B) M. M. j
=- 120.

5
!^-^ I f-f-^0-m-

(C) M.M. j=108.

Repeat four limes.

fizfn :^:|

.__EE E*E^EeE5=z=rKrEEEE^lLii :- . 3
-^F-^-M-PM -^eE| =^z=br=.-=^t 1

* -

^Eg^^^gp^EEEgpE^I
Repeat nine times.

(D) M. M. j
= 120.

3E^
Repeal six times.

J
t
g g f-f~

--
:

tEtEEEfiEfcE:
3^: ,
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Whoop. M.M.J = 110.

Repeat six times.

The syllables and words of one version are :

(A) h6 11 na we yd wa hi yd. (whoop at end).

(B) hS ga ya kd yo wd li. (twice).

gilago djahadji
I don't know any thing I am drunk

nakhomi tern fski

something strong we drink together

istamahedohaks. (whoop at end.)

something wonderful, is it not?

Repeat with the following in which one of the women is supposed to be

speaking :

we he yo na. (four times.)

hahwebage, djakddjiba.
let us go, she says to me,

djah6sigo.
I have no husband.

djfndaba lamonayas. (man supposed to be speaking.)

your bed, tell me where it is.

djihA'de nfme }am6nayas. (whoop at end.)

your home road, tell me where it is.

(C) n6 he yd le. (first five bars.)

djihi waka sumhogi alis. (woman supposed to be speaking.)
my husband lies [I will] run away from

down, him and wander.

dj6he laga sumhogi ala.

my husband stays home, [I will] run away and wander.

djahe laga sumhogi atis. (man supposed to be speaking,
my wife stays home, [I will] run away . whoops at end.)

and wander.

(D) h6 ya we. (repeat a number of times.)

lisala'gosin tcinha'sin. (from here on through (E) man is

when the moon rises I'll cohabit with you, supposed to be speaking.)

y^nadegA'n ndlkabade'gosin tcinhasin.

here in the entire abdomen, in the centre of the body. I'll cohabit with you.

(E) ya li go yd no he. (repeat a number of times.)
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nodjalis nili hiimgosas.
I'll sleep with you night just one

nini dfmbosas.

road close to

nili ostosiis.

night just four

dj6go Ifskosa.

[in that] house old

nfli palosas lisnodjas. (whoop at end.)

night just ten I'll sleep with you.

(F) H' so sA ye (or) he go dd li he.

ll' so gd li he.

dhe d6bkadjoks djikal hodjikal hosa. (an outsider is here sup-
husband will whip her they say of you, they say posed to be speaking.)

of you.

6he ndfkodjoge djige'hodjige'esa. (whoop.)
husband will strike you they say of you, they say of you.

(G) hd li na wf ya he (and)

yo ha li na w$ e' he he ya.

djmhokofgesa djige' hodjige
1

esa.

you he will call, they say of you, they say of you.

hdhenoe'gesa djige
1

hodjige' esa (whoop at end.)

when you are called (?) they say of you, they say of you.

An interesting feature of this song is the role played by the leader in which

he impersonates a man, then a woman and finally an outsider or public opinion.

The chorus of dancers follow along as best they can with the song, or else sing

he ya or some common burden syllables, at the end of each phrase if they do

not know the words. Through long popularity, however, this kind of song is

generally well known. The words are given as they were heard without any

attempt to normalize the variant renderings..



YUCHI DANCE SONGS.

The following small collection of Yuchi dance songs was obtained from

Ekilane "It has left me,
"

a second chief, Ku'ba, "Creek Indian," and

Fag6
8o

n
wl', "Comes out of the thicket," and Jim Tiger. The main features

of the dances to which these songs belong are about the same as those of the

neighboring -Creeks of Taskigi town, which have already been described. 1 The

music, however, judging from what is available, seems to differ materially, the

Yuchi songs lacking the vigor of the Creek. Owing to the close proximity of

the two peoples they participated frequently in each other's dances. Now that

the Taskigi have given up their own ceremonies they attend those of the

Yuchi, generally using their own songs when invited to lead dances.

The musical instruments employed by the two peoples in their dances are

identical. In regard to the town square-ground which is at the same time the

dance area, there are some points of difference which should be noted. The
Yuchi square-ground has only three brush-covered lodges, one at the

<
north

side, facing inward, one at the south, and one at the west, but none at the

eastern edge.
2

PHOXETIC KEY TO YUCHI.

Glottal catch8
,
k and g surd and sonants similar to the English; t and d, .

and p and b rather difficult to distinguish as to their surd and sonant quality;

c like English sh; surd tc like English "ch" in "church;" dj corresponding

sonant; s, ts, {, n, I, and dz similar to the English sounds; 1 asinCreek, as are

the semivowels. The vowels have the same quality as in Creek except d,

which is like a in English "fan." Vowel prolongation is marked by a dot

following, ', and !,
and accent by '.

1. Dato a' ctl. BIG TURTLE DANCE.

This dance is the first and most formal dance to be performed on the

occasion of the annual ceremonies. It is in honor of a creature called Big

Turtle, Dato8a', a supernatural horned reptile, denoted in Yuchi as a turtle

'For an independent account of Yuchi dancing, see pp. 124-130, 112-113.

'See pp. Ill, 118, also Plates XI et seq.

(201)
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though having a snake-like body, which figures conspicuously in southeastern

mythology. This being is associated with the rainbow, storms, t'.iun .er,

lightning an 1 also disease. A stuffed deerskin effigy of the creature colored

blue rested on the ground in front of the north lodge of the town square, in

former times.

As I have given a more detailed account of this dance in Part One of this

volume, an abstract from the original source1
will convey a clearer idea of the

scene.

The dancers, grouping themselves about the leader who sings and rattles,

form a compact mass and begin moving in a circle. A woman with the leg

rattles, joins the throng of dancers when they start to circle in single file about

the fire contra-clockwise. When the leader finishes the first song he whoops
and the dancers disperse for a short interval. Soon the leader begins circling

the fire, singing the introduction (A) and the dancers who have been resting,

seated in the lodges on the square-ground, file in again behind him. No drum-

ming accompanies this dance.

The following version of the song was sung by Ku'ba.

M. M.
J
= 164.

Repeat several times.
'

The above is a sort of gathering song which is continued as long as the

dancers are grouped closely on the corner of the square-ground. The syllables

are yo hyo, ho' (the chorus joining vigorously on ho')-

When the leader breaks out of this group and starts dancing and rattling

toward the fire he changes the tune to the following, which is continued until

the end of the first dance.

Rei>eat eight times.

"See pp. 119, 111 and Plate XII, 1 and 2.
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The burden syllables are:

(A) ho yd nl yo yd nd.

(B) h6 yo w6 ha ) ..

.... > ya le ha or yo he ya.
o, we ha'

)
or hi yo,

GARFISH DANCE.2. Cucpd cti.

The Garfish or Pike, cucpd, esteemed as a food fish, is honored by a dance

in which the rattle, in the hands of the leader, and the small water drum in one

of the square-ground lodges accompany the song. So far as observed there

are no special features to this dance.

(Duet of treble voices. 1

)

Falsetto.
,

. .
f. ,

,

_ +.& ... ^ ^ A^> ^ .^ (A)M.M.^ =

dtiE=fc=^-

Cry. Cry.

* -S-TT^* 1 ^
[ lg r

1

^-^sa- ^^-r-
'Sung by Fag6

Eowi and Ku'ba
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This song has an introduction shown in the first two bars, the syllables of

which are ho h6, ha hd, he h<, ha ha', ho h6, uttered rapidly by the leader while

walking about the dance circle before commencing the song proper. The

leader sings the first syllables, the chorus of dancers alternate with the

underlined ones. The song begins at (A) with the unmeaning burden of

we he ya ho ll na.

At (B) several cries begin the strain, after which the burden syllables are :

we ha yo hdyo na.

At the fifth and sixth bars the cry wl he h6' is given twice.

At (C) the syllables of (A) are repeated.

3. Tseb6nben6 ctl. DRUNKEN DANCE.

A favorite dance with not only the Yuchi, but also the Creeks and prob-

ably other southern tribes, is one known as the Crazy or Drunken Dance.

To most Indians this is purely a pleasure dance. The men who participate in

it are usually as much under the influence of whiskey as they can get, the idea

of the thing being to submit directly to its mysterious magic inflatus. The use

of whiskey among the Creeks and Yuchi as a stimulant to the senses as well as

to the singing and motions of the dancers, seems to be similar to that of mescal or

peyote among the tribes farther southwest. Not all of the dancers, however,

become drunk nor is it even necessary to have drink. The aim of the dancers

seems to be to reach a high pitch of excitement, which is, of course, helped out

by whiskey. With the Creeks this and the Crazy Dance are supposed to be

the occasion for taking extreme liberties with the persons of women participants,

but with the Yuchi the feeling appeared to be somewhat milder, though its

obscene side was not entirely lacking.

There are, as at all such gatherings, some women whose chief object in

coming to the dances is to gratify their passions with different men, and it may
be with the Yuchi at any rate that this dance, coming usually among the later

performances in the small hours of the morning, occurs at a time and under

conditions that are naturally less restrained. I presume, though, since one

has to judge from a relative standpoint, that by some the conclusion of this

dance upon certain occasions would be described as a scene of uproarious

debauchery.
The leader accompanies his song with the hand rattle. Two women with

the leg rattles enter the line of dancers at their third or fourth circuit, coming
from between the north and east lodge. They fall in directly behind the leader

and keep time stamping each foot vigorously. The volume of sound is quite

intense. Before the first song is concluded these women leave the file, only to

return again as before when the second song has gotten started.

While no words nor expressions appear in the version offered, it is never-
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theless a common practice in this dance to introduce ideas, sometimes of a

suggestive obscene nature, sometimes in ridicule of different persons.
1

(A) M. M. J
= 148.

My 1 H ^-1 ^-H P^ I PN-r-l PN
i 1 ,

-0-

+-^ -

y^jf^f

Yell. (B) M. M. j
= 102.

-0- --

Repeat three times.

* i-

Repeat twice-

E E^EE.^

Repeat three times.

'See p. 129.
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(D) M. M.
J
= 100.

. II
-

^^^^

Repeat twice.

i^

Fett.

Repeat four limes.

(E) M. M. j
= 92.

g_ ! ..I -^g

(F) M. M. j
= 104.

"
Repeat twice.

The meaningless syllables of each song vary between several slightly

different groups. They are:

(A) yo' wa hi
\ .,.

., . >- yff hi ye (and)
yo' we hi

j

(B) ho' wa ll na ya' h! ye ya' hi ye (and)
ho' ya ll na ya' hwe yd' hi ye and yd' we he ya'

(C) ya le ha, yo' ho we he (and)

ho' we, ya' ha we.

(D) yo' na na, he' na na.

(E) ha' we ya wa ya h? he ye (and)

ho' we ya ho we ya he1
he.

(F) ha na ho wa' li yff wa ll ha".
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4. YUCHI DANCE SONG.

The following is a typical Yuchi round dance song. It was sung by Ku'ba,
who often used it when invited to lead, but he assigned no particular name or

function to it. An accompaniment was provided by the drum and hand

rattle.

(A) M. M. J
= 126.

i
1

i i
1 I i

i- m I- \ . \

-0 *-^i *-- f-0

1 N
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(D) M. M. J^
= 184.

-0- -j- -0- -J- -0~ ~7f- ... -+-
.

-0- -0- -m-

-^ -^
(G) M. M.

J
= 132.

Repeatfour times.

*

"*" Repeat three times.

The meaningless syllables are:

(A) Introduction consisting of repeated yo' hyo, a' hye, we' ha,

a hi yd a and other similar variable combinations.

(B) y6 ya II ha.

(C) ho ho a h6 ha, h6 he h6 a he.

(D) w6 ha yo wa ll ha.

(E) hd we le ha.

(F) hd hi ya ha', d hi ya ha'.

(G) hi' we yu' le, hi' we yd e, ha y6 ha.

5. YUCHI DANCE SONG.

The following is another typical round dance song sung by Fag6
Eon wl'.

(A) M. M.
J= 84.
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(B) M. M. j= 100.

(C) M.M. ? = 176.

a tempo.

The syllables are:

(A) Introduction with repetitions of yo ho, ya hvve' li,

hd, hi yo, a hi ya
s
e.

(B) heydliyoha }

he yo we hi ya la > varying repetitions,

we h;l yo na.
)

(C) ka yo wa li, yo wa Ii he.

6. Watsone cti. BALL GAME DANCE.

The following dance takes place just before the racket ball game
1
is begun.

The players, with their ball sticks in hand, stripped and ornamented for the

contest, dance about their goal posts to surround them with protective magic.

(A) M.M. J
= 116.

Repeat three times.

'See p. 80.
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The syllables are:

(A) yo we do na he'
1

(B) h.6 go ya na h-

7. Ba't6 cti. HORSE DANCE.*

In honor of the horse, ba' t6, literally 'toe one,
' the Yuchi perform a pro-

pitiatory dance. The dancers trot around behind the leader who accompanies

his song with a hand rattle. The drum is also beaten in time. At the end of

the song they grunt like stallions.

(A) M. M. J 84.

terrs ^^^ r~TT*-! R^ 11 * ;
^ ^^ 1

p-~
' ^

(C) M. M. J= 120.

Repeat three times.

x^j
-c^ v c:^ ^^ J^*--*

Repeat three times.

The burden of this song is:

(A) he y6 ll he, yd ni na, yo ha 16

(B) yo we he, we y6 we he^ e.

(C) y6 wa ll, ha yd, li na, yd ll na.

na.

'A dot after a vowel indicates extreme length.

'In p. 127 the Creek Horse Dance is given under the heading of a Yuchi dance.

While many Creek songs are used at the Yuchi ceremonies, it will be seen from the above

version, which was unavailable at the time of writing, that there is considerable difference

between some of the Creek and Yuchi songs having the same name.



CREEK MEDICINE SONGS AND FORMULAS

The following medicine songs and formulas as well as the dance songs were

obtained in 1905 by purchase from Kabi'tclmata, whose fame as a shaman or

doctor was no less than his renown as dance leader and town chief.

A considerable proportion of the text material, and the information con-

cerning the whole, has already been published in a general paper dealing with

the ethnology of the Taskigi Creeks. 1

Since, however, it has become possible to

have the music for the entire set of songs, transcribed, besides the texts of twice

as many as at first, it seems advisable for the sake of completeness to incor-

porate in this paper the entire collection, including the data already presented

together with the new information resulting from a more thorough acquaintance
with the field.

As to the theory of disease we find that the Creeks hold ideas similar at

bottom to those of most American tribes. Pain or disease, nukki, is believed to

be caused by some noxious matter or some disturbing influence transferred into

the body of the sufferer by some animal, spirit or malevolent person. Animals

are thought to be at times offended at the actions of people, for which they
inflict disease. Besides, there are various classes of supernatural creatures,

little people, sprites, monsters of water and earth, which are evilly disposed
toward human beings, for which reason they in turn inflict disease. And lastly

there are people who to revenge themselves, or, for personal reasons, are either

able by themselves to inflict disease by magic means or, lacking the power, hire

a shaman to do it for them. According to the origin myth (see p. 237) when the

various animals and creatures, during the mythical age, arbitrarily introduced

disease upon the earth they incidentally agreed to make cures or medicines,

consisting of song formulas which appeal to the animal or spirit causers and

herb medicines or magic objects which are steeped in a decoction and drunk

by the sufferer to act through sympathetic magic objectively upon the disease.

The causes embrace, as will be seen from the myth, a variety of creatures and

objects: panther, wildcat, cat, bear, hog, raccoon, opossum, sky hog (a sidereal

being ?), horse, beaver, otter, dog, deer, yearling deer, bird, owl, turkey, buz-

zard, fish, snakes in general, water moccasin, water wolf (evidently some reptile)

and rattle snake. Other more general animal causes are small water creatures,

seashore creatures, water creatures, and game animals, while besides there are,

'See M.A.A.A. pp. 121-133.

(211)
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rainbow, spirits, living people, what is inside of you, fire, and various kinds of

dirt or earth. 1 The knowledge of the proper songs and the herbs or magic

objects to go with them, as well as the power to diagnose the causes of disorder,

was acquired by certain people in mythical times who have since transferred

their pharmacopeia and secrets from generation to generation down to the

present day. The practice of medicine with its secrets is now an activity

retained in the possession of persons who have either actually invented out-

right their own songs, herb cures and treatments, or those who have inherited or

bought the profession from another. There do not seem to be any particular

religious restraints in connection with the ordinary medicine practice so far as

I have learned, nor were there any medicine man's societies or organizations.

Sometimes a man, having learned a few cures and operated them with success

a few times, may decide to improve his opportunities, learn more an 1 become a

practitioner. From some well known shaman he may buy or learn some for-

mulas and botanic secrets, which, together with a few inventions of his own,

may earn him a fair reputation and establish him as a shaman, alfkdja, or

owala,
2 or doctor in his town. Such hi general was the career of Kabi'tclmala.

People when afflicted with sickness, unless they are able to treat themselves

with some simples which are commonly known amongst them, pay a visit to

some shaman to have the cause ascertained and removed. The shaman's

method of procedure is, in general, about as follows: By secret means and a

little well directed questioning he will determine what the trouble is and its

nature, judging from the sufferer's symptoms. An exceptionally clever doctor

can diagnose from personal effects, a shirt, hair and the like. When the com-

plaint is understood he knows what creature is responsible. As will be seen from

an inspection of the list of symptoms and assigned causes, the method of diag-

nosis seems to be backward, tracing the trouble to some creature with whom
the same symptoms are characteristic. For instance, indigestion is attributed

to the hog, who is a notorious glutton; sleeplessness is attributed to the raccoon

whose habit is to roam at night, whose eyes are deeply ringed from lack of

sleep ;
colic and flatulency are attributed to the horse, who is naturally prone

to the same; rheumatism in one form is blamed upon fawns or yearling deer

whose gait indicates stiffness of the joints; while diarrhea is traced to birds

and constipation to the beaver, from the quality of their respective excrements.

In not all of the cases, however, is the line of connection clear. Accordingly
the shaman, having ascertained the cause, and knowing what medicinal agents

go with the formula to charm away the trouble, proceeds to gather his herbs and

steep them in a pot of water. The interesting notion of sympathetic influence

'This has particular reference to the earth dug out of graves, which is thought to

convey rheumatism through contact. Di.Terent colored clays and soils are also meant.

'Also hflis hdya, "medicine maker."
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runs all through these as well. We find, for instance, that among the herbs

used in the decoctions, most of them, either in form or in name, are connected

like fetishes with the cause. So for indigestion caused by the hog, a plant

called 'hog ear' is used; for rheumatism caused by the deer, 'deer potato' is

used; for headache caused by the sun, sunflower is used; for diarrhea caused

by birds, a bird's nest is used, and so on. While the connection between many
of the vegetable substances and the causes, in name at least, is quite apparent,
there are nevertheless some in which it is quite obscure, and it is among these

latter that we meet with some herbs which are medicinally effective. The

FIG. 3. Shaman's Medicine Pot.

interesting problem of origin here presents itself, in discussion of which it seems

plausible that with the accidental discovery of the beneficial effects of certain

herbs, like wild cherry bark for colds, red willow for a physic, and ginseng for a

narcotic, the beginnings of pharmaceutics had developed from the use of what

were originally mere fetishes. I may, indeed , be underrating the actual virtues

of some of these quasi-scientific herb remedies. Some of them are known and

employed for similar troubles not only by distant Indian tribes but by white

country folk who have evidently acquired them from the Indians in colonial

times. In the medicine practices of neighboring southern tribes as well as

Cherokee,
1

Yuchi,
2
Chickasaw, and undoubtedly others when we know more

KDf. Mooney, "Sacred Formulas of the Cherokee," Seventh Annual Rep. Bur. Amei.

Ethnology (1885-6). This material, offering the only source so far available in comparing
southern practices, is on the whole fundamentally similar to the Creek. The Cherokee

medicine origin myth (ibid-, P- 319) is distantly similar. The formulas, however, are not

sung. A discussion of the medicinal properties of the herbs concerned (ibid-, p. 328) is

given by Mooney.
2See p. 132. With the above, the Osages, Kansas and neighboring southern plains

tribes (Cf. "Manners and Customs of Several Indian Tribes," etc. J. D. Hunter, Phila., 1823,

pp. 368-402), and the Ojibways (Cf. The "MideViwin," etc., of theOjibway, W.J. Hoffman,
Seventh Annual Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnology, 1885-6) present certain similarities in the

use of herbs.
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about them, the use of herbs is found associated with the idea that
'

like cures

like,
' under various guises with different details.

The shaman then, after collecting his medicines and steeping them in a

pot of water (Fig. 3), produces his blow-pipe (Fig. 4), a section of cane about

thirty niches in length, and, in the secrecy of his private quarters, lest someone

else learn the procedure, sings a magic song or repeats a formula over the

draught, between verses giving the decoction a blowing through the pipe to

make it bubble up with air. The virtue of the song is thought to be trans-

ferred into the medicine, hili'swa, which is then ready to be administered to the

patient internally and sometimes externally too. According to Kabi'tclmala

the shaman's purpose is to throw the disease out of the sufferer into some

animal,but not the one that causes it, lest he send it back with doubled severity.

In regard to the words of the songs little in detail can be said. In most cases

they express disconnected ideas, sometimes descriptive of the animal cause,

sometimes as though the shaman were describing its movements which he is

watching from a distance. Frequently the song is more of a petition, with a

FIG. 4. Shaman's Blowing Tube.

reverential tone, acting upon the sympathies of the causing agent, while again
it may contain slurs and ridicule. A most important feature, however, is the

cardinal symbolism which is commonly repeated in conjunction with the name
of the animal cause. The number four probably derived from this source

dominates in Creek ritual. North, Kasapo'fa, 'where it is cold,' is black;

South, nigatofa, 'where it burns (?),' is red; East, hasosa, 'sunrise,' is white,

and West, hasakaldtka, 'sun sinks into the water,
'

is yellow.

Shamans expect payment when their cures have been successful, the

amount generally depending upon the generosity of their patients. They are

said to be hired sometimes to cause disease in others, not infrequently having
been known to do so of their own accord for personal reasons. When accused

of using their powers in this direction it was customary formerly to put them
to death. As with other tribes, Creek shamans often held contests to test their

powers with rivals. Love and hunting songs as well as charms are, nowadays
as in the past, dealt in by them.

The professional paraphernalia of the Creek medicine man consisted simply
of pottery vessels, a cane blow-pipe or two and quantities of dried roots, leaves,

bark, twigs and the like. These objects, however, were not preserved with any
particular reverence, the whole shamanistic practice among the Taskigi lacking
the highly colored ceremonial side so strong among the plains tribes.
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Regarding the texts themselves it should be noted that the grammatical
fonus are in many places mutilated by assimilation, dissimilation, elision, change
of accent and vowel length, to accommodate the words to the music, or through

conventionality in utterance.

The texts in a good many instances were by no means clear to the informant

himself, evidently having suffered through considerable 'shaman's license,'

in consequence of which they, and the translations, are given as recorded with-

out any attempt to harmonize them.

The following collection of songs represents a portion of the property of one

shaman and probably contains much that is purely individual matter.

1. Siikha ale'dja. HOG THE CAUSE.

Indigestion is caused by the hog, siikha. As a medicine to be drunk by
the patient the whole plant of sukhahdtsko, 'hog ear' (Hierocicum scouleri), is

steeped in the vessel of water. The magic blowing is accompanied by the

following song. In this formula we have an excellent example of the association

of three ideas according to Creek philosophy, the hog's gluttony, human indi-

gestion, and the curative property of some plant having a name connected with

that of the hog. Neither the text nor the translation lay claim to correctness

throughout owing to the rapidity of utterance and indistinctness.

Repeat three times.

Dji'mundahairnomi' (repeated to the sixth bar, then followed by
the rest.)

your superiority, as it were.

sukha djull.

hog old male.
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ya wakla di'.

here he was lying.

I'laga dji'nomi'.
stretched out, we seem to see him.

dji howehi'.

your calling (grunting).

hi'li hi'djinom!'.
foot (we) seem to see him.

i'lada'll dji'noml'.

hungry, he roams about, (we) seem to see him.

alaga djmom!'.
stretched out, (we) seem to see him.

nanuckago hayandomi'.
evil conjuring he seems to be making,

djlmunddhalinoml' (repeated in the last two bars)

your superiority, as it were.

An< An< An<
imitating hogs grunting at the end.

Other verses of this formula are the same in all but the first invocatory

words,having in the second, instead of siikha dju'll, 'hog old male,' as in the verse

given above, adju'll lanl, 'old male yellow,' in the third adju'll lasti, 'old

male black,' in the fourth adju'll tca'dl 'old male red,' and in the last adju'll

hdtki, 'old male white.
'

2. Itca'swale'dja. BEAVER THE CAUSE.

The beaver, itca'swa, is considered to be the cause of constipation and

soreness of the bowels. The character of the beaver's excrement is thought
to be an evidence that he suffers with the complaint which at times he inflicts

upon people. A decoction of the roots of akhatka, 'in the water white,' identi-

fied as sycamore (Platanus occidentalis), and akdjilal^ska, said to be red birch

(Betula nigra) is used for medicine. The songs employed to charge the medicine

are four in number, each addressed to a different animal though related, in the

native classification, to the beaver. This formula is quite a long, though a

monotonous one, as there are four verses to each song.

M. M. = 188.
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The words of the verse are:

la'gadilu' onabaha' (repeated a number of times.)

he was sitting above,

wahala eaha'.

south,

dja'di
eaha'.

red.

itca'swa saha'.

beaver.

ili'dja
8aha'.

he kills,

ilia saha'.

he dies.

The first song consists of the above repeated four times, the second, third

and fourth verses indicating the cardinal points and their symbolism. So the

rest of the verses have, in their second and third lines, respectively

hasakalatka la'nl s
aha', (the next)

west yellow.

hom'la' 8aha' la'sti 8
aha', (and the last)

north black,

haso'sa aha' hatki eaha'.

east white.

Each of the three succeeding songs are the same as the above in all except

the animal invoked in the fourth line. Where the above has itca'swa, beaver,

the second has osa'nna, 'otter,' the third has oksutko, muskrat, and the last

has sag!' pa, ermine or stoat.

3. Tcftto ale'dja. SNAKE THE CAUSE.

Aching teeth and gums and swollen cheeks are caused by ahdlasak&da,

the water moccasin (Ancistrodon piscivorus). The analogy between the com-

plaint and the cause, in the swollen poison glands and distended cheeks of this

snake, is a close and interesting one. In the objects constituting the medicine

too, there is a close imaginary connection with the trouble-producing snake.

These area handful of ido Hgwl, 'wood rotten,' and dried leaves, fdiwissl, 'tree

hair,
'

put in water, blown into, and given to the patient to drink. The ideas

of sympathetic magic operate through the resemblance between the snake's

form and the tree twigs, its color and the dried leaves.

The charm formula begins with a spoken part, as follows:

nmoxkululwa1
di.

in the path he was coiled up.

domahasokululut di.

on a long stick he was coiled up (?).

wiy6fobdkolulut di.

on the edge of the water he was coiled up (?)

'x represents a soft palatal spirant.
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dlhaksarn6xkululut ogadl.
around a tree brunch he was coiled, it was said.

dlhaiigisokoliilut dl.

on a hollow tree he was coiled up.

sifsffkit os.

he hisses continuously.

yilaga hagad!'.

lying he made a noise.

djadaphade's.
stone is in the prass.

hlyoxpidadagit.
here coiled up.

yilaga hagadl'

lying he made a noise.

d6mahasin.

on a long stick.

Iy6xpidada'git.
here coiled up.

yflaga' hagadl'.

lying he made a noise.

ne'nahassin.

in the sunny path.

lydxpidada'gade.
here coiled up.

sifsk !

hiss!

This is concluded with the subjoined song:

M. M. J= 104.

Repeat /our times.
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The words are yilaga hagad!, as above, repeated over and over again,

occasionally varied with lyoxkololo hagadl/ 'here coiled he made a noise.'

Prolonged hissing ends the charm.

4. Fiiswale'dja. BIRD THE CAUSE.

Birds, fuswa, in general, cause nausea, gripes and diarrhea. The shaman
prepares a medicine by steeping some kind of a bird's nest, fus imbognaga,
in water and blowing into it through his tube, between repetitions of the follow-

ing song. The patient then has to drink the medicine as usual.

M. M. j 126.
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idA'lwa la'git dyam6.
their settlement is here.

fu!6tkit alidogl.

gathering together they make a fluttering noise,

djil' djil djil' djil.

martin martin,

hagidosl' hdgidosl'.

they chatter they chatter.

At the end of the song the singer imitates the blue jay, tasi, with tins ti"s

in a deep voice. A variation occurs in the second repetition in the shape of

IdalegomA'lga.

grouped together all.

isoslye dalegosin.

[in the] ashes -withering (?)

5. Iganukk! yahai'glda.
1 HEADACHE SONG.

The deer, 1'djo, are believed to cause headache. One of the most important
herbs in the Creek pharmacopeia, namely mikoanl'dja, 'chief physic' (a species

of Salix), possibly red willow, is used in the cure. The root is brewed to the

accompaniment of the following song. The shaman repeats the song four times,

between each rendering the concoction is given a good blowing through the

medicine pipe. The sufferer, then, has to drink quantities of the medicine and

have some blown over his head by the shaman. This draught acts both as an

emetic and physic, being very commonly used as such by the Creeks, Chickasaw

and Yuchi, and no doubt other southern tribes, in their annual harvest cere-

mony.
2 This song embodies an analogy between a pain in the head and con-

gestion as of clouds in the sky. The shaman invokes the oppressing clouds, of

various colors according to the cardinal symbolism, ordering them to scatter.

M. M. J
= 126,

Repeal four times.

'Literally. 'Head sick, to sing.
'

"Cf. p. 116, and M.A.A.A. p. 137, and Notes on Chickasaw Ethnology and Folk Lore,

F. G. Speck, Journal of American Folk-Lore, vol. xx, 1907.
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The words are:
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7. I'djo ale'dja. DEER THE CAUSE.

Swelling boils on the bo:ly and limbs are believed to be caused by the deer,

i'djo. The shaman prepares a mixture of atcfna, cedar leaves (Chainac-

cyparis thyoides), and i'djo mdha, 'deer potato' (Licinaria scariosa). The root

of the latter is a bulb and both this and the leaves are used. I obtained several

songs for this trouble, the first two being quite a little alike.

M. M. J
= 132.

The whole repeat eight times.

The words of this song are:

ha'nnonogn hfdjinomi'l (repeated throughout the song.)

his feet he patters, [we] see him, as it were.

DEER THE CAUSE.

-B

Repeat eight limes.

In this version the words are:

ha'finonogl'1 hfdjinomi'l (repeated to the seventh bar twice, then

his feet he patters [we] see him, as it were. followed by the rest).

djo ml'ko lanudji.

deer chief yellow little.

hidj6djides yawdkladl.

[we] see him, here he was lying.

hi'ya a'sasdlgosan.
here we run him.

ya hwi'iida'lin 6masdje'.
here he stood [and] wandered about, so it
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There are four more verses to this song which are the same as the above

in all but the first line of the formula in which mention is made of the deer.

Where djo mi'ko lanudjl stands in the first verse, the second has 1'djo adju'li,

'old male deer/ the third has I'djo djofA'gAna, 'yearling deer (in his virile

period)/ the fourth has I'djo koU'swa,
1 'deer mother/ and the fifth, I'djudji,

'

little deer.
'

9. DEER THE CAUSE.

This is another quite different song which is also used in removing some

trouble brought on by the deer. Unfortunately, however, no further informa-

tion can be given with it.

(A) M. M.
J*
= 168.
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Yell.

Repeat twice.

'This is an archaie word, the modern being Ctski.
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The meaningless syllables of this song are:

(A) yd li he ho ya
8'

li he ye he he he (repeated four times.)

(B) ya' o ha (repeated four times.)

(C) ya n& ni ho eo ho.

(D) iha'- hi'- oho!'-

oho' hoi' oho / hoi (repeated a number of times.)

(alternating with)

iha'- he'- oho!'-

he yo'
- h6 (repeated a number of times.)

(E) ya na le ha ha no he ya (repeat twice.)

10. I'djo lowagi ale'dja. YEARLING DEER THE CAUSE.

Swollen joints and stiff muscles, suggestive of rheumatism, are caused by
yearling deer, idjo lowagi, literally 'deer tender, or nimble,' or i'djudji, 'little

deer,
'

referring to yearlings. The notion of rheumatism is evidently associated

with the stiff gait of the fawns. As a cure the shaman employs atcma, cedar

leaves which are steeped in water and blown into between the six verses of the

following song.

M. M. j
= 126.

EfcSist =t:
- - -

--f ;

*-

Repeat six times.

The words are:

idjodjiya (repeat six times.)
little deer.

In&dades.

the game animals.

when they are tender.

tcafiknosid.

being healthy.

ail'bofAn.

when they wander about.

idj6djiya (repeat six timos.)
little deer.
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The other five verses of this song are the same as the above except for the

first two words. Accordingly only the parts that are different will be given.

idjodjides (repeat six times.)
the little deer,

llaltsides.

his hoofs.

(repeat the last four lines of preceding verse.)

idjodjides (repeat six times.)
the little deer.

isuksodes.

his loins.

(repeat as above.)

The next three verses are the same as the preceding except in the second

line where different parts of the fawn are mentioned, in the following order

flafAni, 'his back bone,' Inadjides, 'his vital parts/ i'gades, 'his head.' The

song then ends with the exclamations dogo'l dogo'! idjo'djiya', 'little deer,'

and a long cry, iwa
n

! imitating the cry of the fawn.

11. NokusI ale'dja. BEAR THE CAUSE.

The bear, nokusi, is thought to cause nausea and diarrhea. The plant
used by the shaman is one called wildna, 'in the water yellow'(Chenopodium

anthelminticum.) The whole plant is steeped in water and the decoction given
to the patient.

(A) M. M. j
= 184.

F P 1
1

I f- 1 1 H ^__'

Repeat twice.
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The meaningless syllables of this song down to (B) are hiya no, ho ga ni'.

At (B) words are introduced which, in part, are

idal<gomA'lga.

grouped together all.

isosiye dalegosin.

[in the] ashes withering (?)

The last few bars are sung to the meaningless syllables as above, and the

whole song ends with a deep ho' imitating a bear.

12. Poyafi'kdja ale'dja. SPIRIT THE CAUSE.

The spirits of dead people, poyafi'kdja, literally 'our spirits,' referring to

dead ancestors, who have not reached the home of the spirits, are thought to

wander about the earth inflicting fever in its various forms. The medicines

steeped by the shaman for this trouble were given as kof.\'tska, peppermint

(Mentha (sp.?) and ahalbakstce', 'potato very straight (?),' said to be Life-

everlasting (Gnaphalium (sp.?)). There are ten verses to this song, between

each of which the medicine is given a blowing. The song invokes the trouble-

some spirit, mentioning his defunct relatives with the idea of obtaining his

mercy in some way through his affection for them.

(A) M. M. j
= 102.

tB=g
EEiE
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Repeal twice.

The wording is as follows: The portion (A) is sung to djfdjfwehege', with-

out specified meaning, repeated up to the last bar. The last bar of (A)

differs with every verse, a different relative receiving mention in each. In

their given order the terms are:

djftskl I'ladl.

your mother is dead.

djiyo'ban I'ladl.

your child is dead.

dji'lkl I'ladl.

your father is dead,

djllaha I'ladl.

vour elder brother for sister) is dead.
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djldjosl lladl.

your younger brother (or sister) is dead.

djidjilwa I'ladl.

your clan brother (or sister) is dead

djitskudji I'ladl.

your mother's sister (little mother) is dead.

djibawa I'ladi.

your mother's brother is dead.

djlbo'si I'ladi.

your grandmother is dead.

djlbo'dja I'ladl.

your grandfather is dead.

The last portion of the song (B) which is sung only twice is worded,
talokilins.

withered up.

djila'fAni.

your back bone.

wogodjwei'djayandom I.

made to crumble, it seems to be.

djlga'fAni.

your head bone (skull).

13. lato ale'dja. FISH THE CAUSE.

The various kinds of fish, laio, cause sleeplessness, through some obscure

train of association in the native mind. The plant used in curing the trouble is

hilis hatkl, 'medicine white,' or ginseng (Panax quinquefolium), a well known
narcotic. A decoction of the root is steeped and a portion of the root is some-

times chewed. A forked piece of root is preferred for medicine, often going

under the designation of 'man root', from its resemblance to the human body
and legs.

(A) M. M. !
= 88.
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The words of the first part (A), consisting mostly of meaningless syllables,

are:

Idni oho.

yellow.

helegwadoha.
he'donlhe'.

There are three other verses worded the same except in the first line where

tcddl, 'red,' lasti, 'black,' and hdtkl,
'

white,
'

are substituted for Idni. The

wording of the second part (B) is lacking.

14. Hiludja isfaga. TURTLE HUNTING MEDICINE.

A cold in the lungs, accompanied by coughing and, rather strangely, by
sores on the limbs and neck as described by Kabftclmsita, is attributed to the

turtle, hiludja. What the sympathetic connection is between this creature and
a cold, is very obscure. A handful of tofA'mbl, wild cherry bark, is boiled and

sweetened as a medicine. The term hiludja isfaga, literally
'

turtle means of

hunting,
'

used as the name of this cure, refers to the medicine's function in

hunting out and finding the turtle to induce him to remove the trouble. The

song is rendered four times, with blowing into the medicine during the intervals.

(A) M. M. J
= 88,

^B =E, t=t^E :^J:;JL
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, (B) M. M. J= 132.

Whoop. . .
|

" ' -
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Whoop.

Repeat four times.

The syllables of the portion labelled (A) are :

ya nl ya ha'. At (B) the turtle is invoked with the four cardinal

colors, with the words as follows:

hiliidja Ian!',

turtle yellow,

hiludja hatkl'.

turtle white,

hiludja lastl'.

turtle black,

hiludja tcadl'.

turtle red.

The song ends with numerous repetitions of the meaningless syllables as

in (A).

15. Tcftto hiliswa isfaga. SNAKE MEDICINE HUNTING.

Snakes, tcitto (singular), cause swellings on the face and limbs. The

leaves and twigs of cedar, atcina, are steeped and given the patient to drink.

The song used to charm the decoction is as follows :

(B)

Repeat twice.
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-- - -0-
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Repeat four times.

The words of the first part (A) are:

lanl oho.

yellow,

tcadl oho.

red.

lastl oh6.

black.

hdtki oh6.

white.

These words are repeated in rotation until the eighth bar where the cry

ha he' hya' hya is given.

The second part of the song (B) is rather different from the first, the words

being as follows:

lanl we h6 (twice.)

yellow,

yabidasfm.
creeps (?)

lanagi h6.

yellow spotted,

tcacl! we h6 (twice.)

red.

yabidaslm.

creeps (?)

tcadagi h6.

red spotted.

Msti we h6 (twice.)

black.

ydbidasfrn.

creeps (?)

lasladi h6.

black spotted,

hatkl we h6 (twice.)

white.

yabidaslm.

creeps (?)

hdthagl h6.

white sjxitted.

The last bar has the cry ha he, hya hya, ending the song.
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16. Tcftto sulga. ALL THE SNAKES.

The following formula is not accompanied by complete information, as

will be seen. Kabitcimala referred to. an old story regarding the monster

described, but was only concerned with the practical curative aspect of the

matter, in consequence of which merely the song, the herbs and the scant infor-

mation given here were obtainable.

Swellings in the legs, evidently of a rheumatic nature, producing serious

lameness, are caused by a monster snake thought to be between twenty and

thirty feet in length. The creature is armed with horns on its head and dwells

or dwelt in a deep pool of water. Such monsters are quite common in the

myths of the Creeks and other southeastern tribes. 1 The herbs steeped to

make the medicine are the roots of akhdtka,
'

in water white,' sycamore; akdji-

lalaska, birch; akwa'na, willow. Added to the above are: fdo IJgwi, 'wood

rotten', meaning ordinary dead sticks of a finger's thickness, the form of which

resembles snakes and has, in consequence, a sympathetic influence with them.

This formula begins with quite a long and very rapidly spoken part, which,

unfortunately, was not taken down at the time. The only words of this part
audible on the phonograph is the snatch akall tcadl, '(?) red,

'

repeated a number
of times.

(A) M.M. J= 192.
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(/our times.

1 This is probably the same as the Tie-Snake mentioned in Creek mythology. Cf. M.A.

A.A., p. 156, "Rabbit Outwits Tie-Snake."
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The first part of this song (A) is sung very rapidly to words repeated over

and over again. At (B) the meaningless syllables ho ya' ni we' are used.

17. Wlyogof yaha ale'dja.

IN THE WATER, WOLF THE CAUSE.

Nausea, gripes and dysentery are caused by a creature called wiyog6f

yaha,
'
in the water, wolf.

'

Just what this animal is could not be explained,

nor could I ascertain whether it was a mythical monster or an animal, reptile

or fish in existence to-day.
1

The roots of wl'su, sassafras (Sassafras sassafras) are steeped as a medicine.

The following song is repeated a number of times, while between each rendering

the medicine is given a violent blowing through the shaman's tube.

(A) M. M. J 144. Energettico.

lilfllli

Repeatjire times.

The first ten bars (A) are sung to the syllables danday!', which were said

to be without meaning, yet it is significant to notice that the last two syllables,

dayi, denote pain.

The second part (B) is sung to the words :

wlyogo'fa.
in the water

yaha lam.

wolf yellow

lagwllagagadi

they are two big ones C?)
2

'It might be suggested that the Mud Puppy (Amblystoma (Sp. ?) ) may be meant by

wiyog6f yaha, if we modify the name slightly to wiyogofki (muddy water) yaha (wolf).

Translations such as these were offered by Kabftcimala when the texts were being

recorded. As they were almost incapable of analysis and unintelligible to other inter-

preters, evidently the informant himself was the only one who could understand them.
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III
s ilabatkin.

(?) on the shore

III
s
isoho'seye.

coming from the ashes

yoso'fa hl'ladi.

in ashes he di d.

The song then ends with I'ladI, wo' wo' oho'!, 'he died, wo' wo' oho'!

(imitating feigned sad wailing).

The following are a few medicinal formulas similar in every respect to the

preceding with the exception, however, that instead of being sung, they are

repeated in a monotonous sing-song tone.

18. Mkko ale'dja, HORSE THE CAUSE.

Swelling of the abdomen and numbness are caused by the horse, Mkko.
The trouble is evidently akin to colic, the sympathetic relations being quite
obvious. A drink is made of four corn cobs, tdlabl, about four inches long,

soaked in water. The medicine is given a good blowing between the repetitions

of this formula. The formula is pronounced rapidly in a rhythmic sing-song
tone.

ya hA'mba laga hi di' (repeated four times).

this eater glutton

ya hA'mba lani hi di'

this eater yellow

ya hAmba djddi hi di'
"

this eater red

ya hA'mba lasti hi di'

this eater black

ya hA'mba hatki hid!' "

this eater white

wakkol'dja di'
"

he lay down

tim ti'dja di'
"

he made a great din

The formula ends with two or three whinnies in imitation of a horse when
he rolls over on his back and kicks his heels in the air.

19. Wotko ale'dja. RACCOON THE CAUSE.

Sleeplessness and sadness are caused by the raccoon, wotko, who is himself

always roaming about at night and grieving, as is shown by the white circles

around his eyes. The plant used to cure the trouble is tohillgo, 'plant without

feet,' or mistletoe (Phoradendron flavescens) ,
which grows high up on trees near

the rivers. The raccoon is thought to associate with this plant. During the

preparation of the medicine it is blown into between the verses of the follow-
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ing formula. All the animals mentioned after the raccoon in the fourth, fifth

and sixth verses are likewise night prowlers an 1 doleful in mien. The greater

portion of the translation offered is only approximate.

ai ha' '
ai ha'

'
ai ha'

'
ai ha".

wdtko hoktalwa.

raccoon female

daldm.

eye yellow

po"yadjl la'gat.

mourning, lying stretched out

ikde'niAt.

(?)

alik dA'sha.

weak jumper (?)

ai ha" ai ha" ai ha" ai ha".

Five other verses are just the same as the foregoing except in the first

word. The second verse begins with wotko dju'll, 'old male raccoon', the

third with wotkudji, 'little raccoon', the fourth with oktcutko lanl, 'muskrat

yellow,' the fifth with halpada Idnl, 'alligator yellow,' anj the sixth with tdgo

lanl, 'ground mole yellow'. The formula ends with the syllables
'

wai' wai'
'
in

a deep interrogative tone.

20. Kdtcale'dja. WILDCAT THE CAUSE.'

The different members of the cat family, po'si, cat, katca, wild cat, and

koakudji, panther, cause nausea and gripes. The medicine used with the for-

mula is made up of a number of plants, the names of which were not obtained,

and called koakudjiliswa, 'panther, medicine.' The formula, spoken quite

rapidly by the shaman, has a marked three-fourths rhythm, the words being

as follows:

katcale'dja d!'.

wild cat the cause

i'ga lakko dl'.

head big

yubo lakko dl'.

nose big

ido Idkko dl/

face big

tolwa lakko dl'.

eye big

hdtsko lakko dl'.

ear big.

'M.A.A.A., 128.
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n6gwa Mkko dl'.

neck big

latsi Idkko d!'.

throat big

ifiilwa lakko dl'.

his shoulder big

sdkpa lakko dl'.

fore leg big

li'dabiksi lakko dl'.

foot broad big

na'dji lakko dl'.

teeth . big

hokpl lakko dl'.

breast big

MfAnl lakko dl'.

bark bone big

inalki lakko dl'.

his belly big

isuksi lakko dl'.

liis buttocks big

ihafl Idkko dl'.

his thigh big

Inadjalahi dl'.

body muscle

sdkpadjalahi dl'.

fore leg muscle

hadjidjalahi dl'.

tail muscle

hadjffAna li'djadl'.

tail bone it was under

There are two more verses to this formula which are different from the

above only in the first word. The second verse begins with koakudjl Idkko

dl', 'panther big', and the third with 'posl lakko dl', 'cat big.'
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ORIGIN OF DISEASES AND MEDICINES

P6midjiskadju'lagi Maskogi sihogof. I'djo ale'dja ma'git
Our ancestors Muskogi when [they] Deer [the] causer, said

[lit. our 'old roots'] stood.

hiliswA hayadit 6misdje'.
1 Katca ale'dja magit hilfswA hayadit

medicine made was. Wildcat causer, said medicine made

omisdje'. Mo'min hadA'm nokusl ale'dja omis magit hilfswA

was. Then again bear causer was, said medicine

hayadit omisdje'. HadA'm tcitto ale'dja omis magit hilfswA

made was. Again snake causer was, said medicine

hayadit omisdje'. Mo'min hadA'm sukha le'djat
2 o'mis magit

made was. Then again hog causer was, said

hiliswA hayadit omisdje. Fuswa ale'djat omis magit hiliswA

medicine made was. Bird causer was, said medicine

hayadit omisdje'. Mo'min hadA'm pos! ale'djat omis magit
made was. Then again cat causer was, said

hilfswA hayadit omisdje'. Mo'min hadA'm Idkko ale'djat omis

medicine made was. Then again horse causer was,

mdgit hiliswA hayadit 6misdje. Mo'min itcaswa ale'djat omis

said medicine made was. Then beaver causer was,

magit hiliswA hayadit omisdje'. Mo'min hadA'm i'fa ale'djat

said medicine made was. Then again dog causer

omis magit hiliswA hayadit omisdje'. Mo'min hadA'm osanna

was, said medicine made was. Then again otter

aledjat omis magit hiliswA hayadit omisdje'. M6'min hAdA'm
causer was, said medicine made was. Then again

lalo ale'djat omis magit hi'liswA hdyadit omis dje'. Mo'min
fish causer was, said medicine made was. Then

hadA'm ponata ale'djat omis magit hilfswA hayadit omis dje'.

again game causer was, said medicine made was.

animals*

Mo'min hadA'm wiyfstlt ale'djat omis mdgit hilfswA hayadit
Then again in water people causer was, said medicine made

omisdje'. Mo'min hAdA'm labatkadilogat 6mis magit hiliswA hayadit
was. Then again shore creatures was, said medicine made

1

dje', an emphatic sentence conclusion, corresponding to the English period.
z The t occurring in these forms is the subjective suffix.

'Refers to various edible animals.

(237)
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6misdje.' M6'min hadA'm [wi] o'fadilogat 6mis mdgit hilis'wA
wa-- Then jm.-iin sea creatures was, said medicine

hayadit 6misdje'. M6'min hAdA'm tcftto sulgat 6mis magit hilfswA
made was. Then again snake various was. said medicine

hayadit 6misdje'. Mo'min hadA'm oyakwildgi sulgat omis magit
made was. Then again in the water standing was, said

[creatures] various

hilfswA hayadit omisdje'. Mo'min hadA'm oyakwilakudjlt omis
medicine made was. Then again in water standing was,

little [creatures]

.magit hilfswA hayadit omisdje'. Mo'min hAdA'm wotko ale'djat
said medicine made was. Then again raccoon <auser

6mis, magit hiliswa hayadit omisdje'. M6'min hadA'm sukha hatka
was, said medicine made was. Then again opossum

[lit. 'hog white']

ale'djat omis magit hilfswA hayadit omisdje'. Mo'min hadA'm
causer was, said medicine made was. Then again
s6da sukhat ale'djat 6mis magit hilfswA hayadit omisdje'. Mo'min
sky hog causer was. said medicine made was. Then
hadA'm 6skindadjat ale'djat 6's magit hiliswA hayadit 6misdje'.

again rainbow- [lit. causer was, said medicine made was.
'rain cutter']

1

Mo'min hadAm poyaffkdja ale'djat 6mis magit hilfswA hayadit
Then again [our] spirit or soul causer was said medicine made

6misclje'. M6'min hadA'm fkano sulgl omis magit hilfswA hayadit
was. Then again earth various was, said medicine made

[kinds of]

dmisdje'.- Mo'min hadA'm tiitka modjasa ingasupld omis magit
was - Then again fire new its cooling was, said

hilfswA hayadit omisdje'. Mo'min hadA'm ikano siilg! sulgat omis
medicine made was. Then again earth various classes was,

magit hilfswA hayadit 6misdje'. Mo'min hadA'm sull aledjat omis
said medicine made was. Then again buzzard causer was,

magit hiliswA hayadit omisdje'. Mo'min hadA'm fstl winakid
said medicine made was. Then again humans living

aledjit 6mis magit hilfswA hayadit omisdje'. M6'min hadA'm
causer was, said medicine made was. Then again
katcat ale'djit o's magit hilfswA hayadit omisdje'. Mo'min hadA'm
wild cat caused said medicine made was. Then again

pfnwale'djat 6mis magit hilfswA hayadit dmisdje'. Mo'min hadA'm
wild turkey was, said medicine made was. Then again
causer

wlyogo'f yahat ale'djit 6's, magit hilfswA hayadit omisdje.' Mo'min
in water wolf caused, said medicine made was. Then

1 The Creeks believe that the rainbow stretches across the sky and shuts off the

descending rain.
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hadA'm

again

Mo'min
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for it. And the rainbow caused a sickness and said he would make the

medicine for it. Then the spirits or souls caused a sickness and said they would

make the medicine for it. And the various kinds of earth made one and said

they would make the medicine for it. Then again, the new fire made a sickness

and said it would make the medicine for it. And again, the various classes of

earth were the cause, and said they would make the medicine for it. Then the

buzzard caused one and said he would make the medicine for it. Then again

living people were the causes of sickness and said they would make the medicine

for it. Then again the wildcat was a causer and said he would make the medi-

cine for it. And again, the water wolf was the causer of one and said he would

make the medicine for it. And the shore wolf caused one and said he would

make the medicine for it. And then curse caused sickness and said he would

make the medicine for it. Then the rattlesnake made a sickness and said he

would make the medicine for it. Then the owl was the causer and said he

would make the medicine for it. Then again what is inside of you was the

causer and said it would make the medicine for it.



SHAWNEE LOVE SONGS

These two songs were sung by a Shawnee (Charley Wilson) of the band
affiliated loosely with the Yuchi and Creeks since very early times and now
with them in the northwestern part of the Creek Nation. The examples given
are supposed to be typical of the songs current among the men about the village,

used not only to arouse the emotions of their lovers, but as calls. They also

represent the spontaneous outbursts of feeling to which lovers are thought to be

subject. While both songs consist of mere burden syllables, there are in the

second several places where the singer introduces a few impromptu expressions

indicating the state of his feelings.

SHAWNEE LOVE SONG.

(A) M. M. J= 96.

Repeat three times.

The syllables vary between g6 hi ya' ha, h6 hi ya' ha and y6' ho w6 hi ho,

ho hi ya' ha.

(B) M.M. J
= 166.

"^IJLl ij w % (
J

(241)
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The syllables of this song are for the most part hardly distinguishable.

Part is sung to go ho ha we hi ya we he ya' g6 wa and ya no hi ya' with vari-

ations of ha ha we", we haf'ya, we he ha' a ya' and slurs and prolonged tremolos

on a, we, etc.
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SHAWNEE LOVE SONG.

The spirit of the following song is so impulsive that the mere burden

syllables are lost sight of. The greater part seems to be a repetition of ha ya

ya le h6 ya, interspersed with yells, falsetto tremolos and slurs. The only actual

words that I could get from the text represent such expressions as
"

last of

it," "hurt one's feelings,"
" a lot of people going home,"

"
Osage,"

"
shaking

it off," and again
" Yo Osage." The song ends in the scalp yell, known as

the "gobble whoop," common among the southern tribes as a sign of victory.

M. M.
J .
= 70.

5_=)= _-1^_3_g=-_fe^jn
*~^ I i. i i

* If .*

~~
*

y v^-% v

=rf= ~~
^'^~
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M. M. J
= 96.
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TAKELMA TEXTS.

INTRODUCTION.

The material presented in this volume was collected during
the latter part of July and during August, 1906, in Siletz

Reservation, western Oregon. The work was done under

the direction of the Bureau of American Ethnology and by
the recommendation of Prof. Franz Boas; thanks are due to

the Chief of the Bureau for permission to publish the texts in

this series. As holder of a Harrison Research Fellowship in

Anthropology at the University of Pennsylvania in 1908-09 I

was enabled to prepare the texts for publication in a manner

that, it is hoped, will be found sufficiently critical. It is a

pleasure to thank the authorities of this University for the

facilities afforded in this work.

Though the Takelma language represents one of the dis-

tinct linguistic stocks of North America, the number of individ-

uals that can be said to have anything like a fluent speaking

knowledge of it is quite inconsiderable, barely more than a

handful in fact. Under the circumstances it is therefore a

source of congratulation that enough of the folk-lore of the

Takelmas could be obtained to enable one to assign these Indians

a definite place in American mythology. Of both the texts and

complementary linguistic material the sole informant was

Frances Johnson (Indian name Gwisgwashan), a full-blood

Takelma woman past the prime of life. It is largely to her

patience and intelligence that whatever merit this volume may
be thought to have is due. The grammatical material obtained

has been worked up into a somewhat detailed study now in

press as part of the Handbook of American Indian Languages
edited by Prof. Boas. The few items of an ethnological charac-

ter that were obtained incidentally to the linguistics and mytho-
(5)
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logy have been incorporated in two short articles, "Notes on the

Takelma Indians of Southwestern Oregon" (American Anthro-

pologist, N. S., Vol. 9, pp. 251-275) and "Religious Ideas of the

Takelma Indians of Southwestern Oregon" (Journal of American

Folk-lore, Vol. XX, pp. 33-49).
A special effort has been made to give an adequate idea of

the phonetic character of the language and, barring evident

inaccuracies of perception, to render the sounds exactly as heard.

Hence the rather frequent occurrence of phonetic variants

from the forms considered normal. The orthography employed
here is the same as that used in the grammatical study referred

to, except that in the pseudo-diphthongs the mark of length
has been omitted as unnecessary (thus aa is used for aa and

correspondingly for the other pseudo-diphthongs); for typo-

graphical reasons 1 and m with circumflex accent have had to be

replaced by 1\ m x

(these are meant to correspond to n). The
translation is as literal as is consistent with intelligible English.
It is hoped that this, together with the interlinear version of the

first five myths and the vocabulary of stems at the end of the

volume, will enable anyone that has read the grammar to

analyze satisfactorily any of the texts.

Owing to the comparative dearth of published mythologic
material from Oregon it is premature to discuss the relations of

Takelma mythology. A few of the more important facts are

clear, however. Despite the Californian character of Takelma
culture the mythology differs strikingly from the typical mythol-

ogy of central California in at least two important respects
the absence of a creation myth and the presence of a well-

defined culture-hero myth; in these respects it agrees with the

mythology of northwestern California. On the other hand, the

mythology differs from that of northern Oregon in its failure

to identify the culture-hero with Coyote. Coyote occurs fre-

quently enough in the myths, but never as culture-hero, though
sometimes as transformer; as in California his primary role is

that of trickster. Not a few of the myths and myth motives
found distributed in northern California, Oregon, Washington,
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and adjoining sections of the Plateau area are, naturally enough,
also represented among the Takelmas. Such are the Bear and
Deer story (Grizzly Bear and Black Bear in Takelma), the tale

of two sisters sent to marry a chief but deceived by Coyote,
the rolling skull, the asking of advice of one's own excrement,
and the growing tree with the eagle's nest. 1 On the whole,

however, the myths differ rather more from what little compara-
tive material is available (Coos, Klamath, Tillamook, Chinook,

Kathlamet, Wasco, Hupa, Achomawi, Atsugewi) than might have

been expected. Yet too much stress should not be laid on this,

as the published Klamath material is inconsiderable in extent,

while the mythologies of the Kalapuya, Shasta, and the various

Athabascan tribes of Oregon are still unpublished. It seems

clear, however, that not only linguistically but also in respect
to mythology the region south of the Columbia and extending
into northern California was greatly differentiated.

EDWARD SAPIR.

Philadelphia, June 23, 1909.

1 There are special relationships with northern California, as evidenced by the

story of the contest of Fox and Coyote, the story of Coyote stuck to pitch or a

stump, and that of Coyote locked up in a hollow tree.
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VOWELS.
I. Monophthongs.

a as in German Mann.

6 open as in English men.

i open as in English bit.

close as in German Sohn but short in quantity. Apt to be
heard as u.

U as in English put. Probably no true Takelma vowel, but heard
variant of o or ii.

ii approximately midway between u and German short ii in Miitze,

probably high-mixed-rounded. Apt to be heard as u.

a long as in German Kahn.

& long and open as in French fete, scene.

1 long and close as in German viel. Sometimes used as short and
close variant of i.

6 long and close as in German Sohn.

U close as in English rule. Probably always heard variant of ii or u.

H long ii; very nearly Swedish u in hus. Apt to be heard as u.

6 close and short as in French e'te'. Occurs only as heard variant

of i.

6 open as in German voll, though with less distinct lip-rounding.
Arises from labialization of a.

a long as in English law. Occurs very rarely, chiefly in inter-

jections.

a as in English fat. Occurs only in interjections.

A as in English but. Occurs rarely, either as variant of a or in

interjections.

E obscure vowel as in unaccented English the. Occurs very
rarely, chiefly as glide between consonants.

3. Pseudo-diphthongs.

a" like a but with rearticulated short a. Approximately like

English far when pronounced with vocalic substitute of r

(fa
8
), but with clear a-quality held throughout.

e
e

like e but with rearticulated short e. Approximately like

English there (with qualifications analogous to those made
under aa).

(8)
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2. Pseudo-diphthongs, continued.

r

ou

uu

u"

like I but with rearticulated short i.

like 5 but with final u-vanish. Sometimes, though less fre-

quently, heard as variant of organic diphthongs ou or 6u.

like u but with rearticulated short u. Heard variant of ii
u

.

like u but with rearticulated short li.

au, eu, ru, ou

ai, fei, 6i, ui (variant of ui or ui), ui

Note: a, 6, I, Ou
, U, U are necessarily pseudo-diphthongs (see

below for meaning of circumflex accent).

Diphthongs.

ai, ei, oi, ui (variant of oi or iii), iii i-diphthongs with short

vowel as first element.

Quality of vowels as

described above, thus

oi = short close o + i , not

oi in English boil,

u-diphthongs with short

vowel as first element,

i-diphthongs with dis-

tinctly long vowel as

first element. Thus ai

differs from ai as did ai

in Greek 'cu from ai

in 'a.

au, u, IU, OU u-diphthongs with dis-

tinctly long vowel as

first element. Thus au

differs from au as does

tu in Lithuanian ausis

from au in raudmi.

a18
,
e18

, O1E
,
u'E

(variant of o18 or ii
18

), U18

(variant of ii'
8 or U18

),

ii
l

,
Ul shortened i-diphthongs followed by glottal catch

(see below for explanation of 8
). i is extremely

short in quantity, being swallowed up, as it

were, in

i
u8

, eu8 , i
u8 shortened u-diphthongs followed by glottal catch,

u analogous to i above.

CONSONANTS.

b, d, g voiceless mediae, acoustically intermediate between voiced

(sonant) and unvoiced (surd) stops. Probably identical

with Upper German b, d, g. Whispered b, d, g seem

difficult to distinguish from these intermediate stops.
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dj like English j
in judge, but probably intermediate in

regard to sonancy. Occurs only in interjections.

p', t', k' aspirated voiceless stops. Approximately like English

p, t, k in pin, tin, kin, though perhaps with slightly
more marked aspiration.

k'
w

aspirated labialized k; in other words, k followed by
labialized breath or voiceless w.

p!, t!, k! unaspirated voiceless stops pronounced with glottal articu-

lation; in other words, glottis is closed during making
of contact and pause of consonants and is not opened
until after release of consonant contact. Crackly effect

with slight hiatus before following vowel results.

Perhaps somewhat greater stress of articulation is

involved, whence these consonants have been termed
"fortes."

tsT(variants are ts! and tc!) "fortis"of ts' (ts.tc), /. e., palatal

affricative consisting of t + s'

(s, c; see below for explanation
of s

1 and c). ts' itself does not

occur in Takelma.

S as in English sit.

C as in English ship, s and c are really heard variants of

S' voiceless sibilant midway acoustically between s and c.

Perhaps best produced by pressing surface of tongue

against alveolar ridge.

1, m, n as in English. When final after (or before?) glottal catch

they tend to become voiceless, e.g., naga
8
n, baxa m,

hele"!8 . With preceding tautosyllabic long or short

vowels they form true diphthongs.
L voiceless palatalized 1. Common in many Pacific Coast

languages, but in Takelma it occurs only in interjections

and as inorganic consonant in Grizzly Bear's speech.
X voiceless spirant as in German Bach but pronounced

further forward, particularly before palatal vowels.

h as in English.
\v as in English.

y as in English yes.

denotes labialization of preceding consonant (k'
w

, hw).

When followed by vowel (as in gux
w

f
l

) it denotes very

weakly articulated w, generally due to labial vowel of

preceding syllable,

glottal catch. Glottis is momentarily closed.
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denotes aspiration of preceding consonant or, less fre-

quently, vowel.

denotes nasalization of preceding vowel. Occurs only in

interjections.

ACCENTS AND OTHER DIACRITICAL MARKS.

falling accent. Denotes fall in pitch of stressed vowel. Vowel
starts with higher pitch than that of preceding syllable but

falls during its production. This pitch accent comes out

most clearly in long vowels and diphthongs. When found

on shoit vowels, fall of pitch strikes following syllable.

raised accent. Found on short vowels or unitonal long vowels

and diphthongs (generally in last syllable of word). Denotes

higher pitch than in preceding syllable but without imme-

diately following fall as in case of '. It is best considered

as abbreviated form of ~, i.e., vowel or diphthong reaches

its higher tone immediately instead of sliding up to it.

When e occurs in word that has no other accent mark, it

denotes short e with raised accent, not long vowel e.

rising accent. Found only on long vowels and diphthongs.
Denotes gradual rise in pitch. With '

first part of long
vowel or diphthong is higher than second, with

~
first part

is lower than second. When 1 or m is second element of

diphthong, following
x

is substituted (thus ai, au, an,
but al\ amV

+ denotes more than normal length of preceding vowel or con-

sonant.

denotes marked separation between diphthong-forming vowels.

( ) enclose words in English translation not found in Indian

original.





I. MYTHS.

i. COYOTE AND HIS ROCK GRANDSON.

Baxdis hulk'
Wolf, Panther,

guxda beyan
his wife, his daughter

mi i

sga
s

beyan.
his daughter.

Gane'hi8

Now, it is said,

wa-iwi' p!aga-ida
f

girl when she was
bathing.

ei silnaga
18

canoe he arrived
on river 1

Mi' hoyoi
Then he stole her

will ixdil sgisi mex
houses ten; Coyote, Crane

di'heleya
8 wa-iwi

ie sleeping on girl,
board platform

hai alt'gem baa
dini x

clouds black they spread out
in long strips

Dugwit'gwa ba-ixod6xat'
Her skirt she took it off,

SglSl
Coyote

sgisi
Coyote

dahoxa
at evening

time

p ! aga
i

she bathed
;

mi l

sga

wa-iwi'
girl,

bumxi
Otter

yank'
w

.

he took her
with him.

hawilit'gwa
into his own

house

Wa-iwi
Girl

SglSl
Coyote

Mi'hi8

Then, it

is said,

sgisi
Coyte ;

t'gwan
slave

ginik'
w

he came
with her.

mEhwi /

she was
pregnant,

hats !61ol
he missed

her;

albinix la
a
le\

mourning he became.

dap ala-u
youth,

Mi'hi
Then, it

is said,

ei ba-isilixgwa.
canoe he landed

with it.

dan ba ilele k'
stone he took up and

put in her
;

wa-iwi
girl

ha'pxwi p !a-imats !ak' .

child she gave birth
to it.

o't' dugi' ya tlayak'
he looked her just he found it

for her, skirt

Ulum p !iyin
Formerly deer

mahai
large

mi 1

now
SglSl
Coyote

p !iym
deer

SglSl
Coyote

k lemen
he was
made

beyan.
his daughter.

SglSl.
Coyote.

Mi'
Then

A'ri
Not

wet 'gin
he was

deprived of,

f yok!
w
oi

he knew it

p !aiyuw6
it was born

hapxi
child,

Ganl'hi8

Now, it is

said,

haxiyk.
in the
water.

t !om66mt
he used to
kill them

ya ogdigin
just he was always

given,

giniyagwA'nma
6

she had been
gone with

k!aya
i

L Mi' mahai
it grew up. Then big

p !iyax
fawns

gwi
where

1 In these myths all river references are to Rogue River in southwestern Oregon.

(13)
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la
a
le

x

hapxitli't'a p!a-imats!ak'. Malak'ehi. K!asi i

t'

he became boy 1 she had given birth She told him. "Your maternal
to him. grandparents

hinau. Gane'hi8 ei wik'wa. Hinde wiklasi waada
up river." Now, it is canoe he traveled "Mother! my maternal to them

said, around with it. grandparents

gindk'de". Da maxau. Ge ginak'de". Yelnada8
.

2 Yanat'e".
I shall go."

" Far away." "There I shall go."
" You will

"
I shall go.

become lost."

Gwinat'edi? Daamolhe v
t' Itc!6p'al hadanxmole v

t nagahi
8

.

How in appear- "Red-eared, sharp-handed,* in ear red," she said to him,
ance? it is said.

K!asi t' wa-iwi't'a b6k'dan bals.
"Your maternal female* neck long,

grandparent

Mahai lale hapxitle't'a. Mi'hi8 dalyewe"'
2 ei baasak'w .

Big he had boy. Then, it he went canoe he paddled it

become is said, off; up stream.

1 J J I J J I j |J x

Gun-gun
5

hap'-da yan-t'e
e

"Otter his child I go,"

naga-ihi . Will gadak' naga
iE t'uL I'UL t'uL. N6k'di yax

he said, it is House on top of he made: t'uL t'uL t'uL. "Who graveyard
said.

will gadak'' naga
18

. Ge yax wili nagait'edi? Gwinat'edi
house on top of?" (someone) "There grave- house did you say?" How in appear-

said. yard ance

dexebenat'? Map a gwinat'Sdi elt'p' ganat'si
8 eit'e8 .

you spoke?" "You (pi.) how in appear- you are? just so in I am."
just ance appearance

Ne abailiu. Abailiwiliu allt'ba/gin sinit'gile^sgwA yom
"Well, look inside!" He looked he was hit; he scratched his blood

inside, nose,

menge ya
ahi la

a
le\ Abaigini k' allt'bagat'bak' yap a

full just he became. He went inside; he hit them all, people

heefleme k' yap a tlomom aldil. Tclolx o-6s'ip'. Tclolx
he did away people he killed all.

" Indian do you (pi.) Indian
with them, them money8

give me!" money

Lit., "child-male."

So heard for yalnadd*.
i. e., having sharp claws.

'. e., your maternal grandmother.
Mrs. Johnson was uncertain about the meaning of this word, but thought it

must have been the myth name of otter (ordinarily bumxi).
' Dentalia were regularly used as money by many of the tribes of Oregon and

northern California.
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oogoyin dak'dagwa klowu. Gane xi igi'na alp'oup'auhi.
he was given; over himself he put it. Then water he took it, he blew on it.

Gane ba iyewe
en aldil tclolx ogoyin.

Then he made them all
;

Indian he was given,
recover money

Gane
Then

ya*.
he went.

I J J I J Ij X

Gun-gun
"Otter

hap '-da
his child

yan-t'e
I go,"

naga
i

. Gane nek'da 1

yax
he said. Then "Who graveyard

yax wili nagait'edi?
graveyard house did you say?"

abailiu. Abailiwil6 v
k'
w

look inside!" He looked inside,

ya. Abaigini k'

just. He went inside,

t lumuu'xdaba8
.

mengi'
full

as you have
hit me."

o-6s'ip'
do you (pi.)

give me,

xi igi'na baa
yewe' .

water he took; they recovered. 2

Gane ya . Xu / n
Then he went. Night

wili gadak' naga'
8

.

house on top of?" (some one)
said.

Gwinat'edi dexebenat' ?

"How in appearance you spoke?

alit'ba'gin sin it'gile sgwa
he was hit

;
he scratched his nose

alit'bagat'bak' heEileme k'.

he hit them all, he did away
with them.

Tclolx o-ogoyin. Xi baa

Indian he was given. Water he took

money it up,

Ge
"There

Ne
Well,

yom
,

blood

Tclolx
Indian

money

la'le'
it became

;

ei

canoe
ganau
inside of

Malak'i
She had
told him

Itc!6p'al.
sharp-handed

alxl'k'
he saw him

b6k'dan
neck

k'abaxa ge k!asi' t' bok'dan
her son, "There your maternal neck

grandparents

Aba-igini k'. Alxi'k'
He went inside. He saw him

bals
long,

ba-isak'
w

.

he paddled
to land.

daamolhe x
t'

red-eared,

hada'nxmolheH
'

in ear red,

itc!6p'al. Wa-iwft'a
sharp-handed. Female

bals gwelxda bals.

long, her legs long-

wik !asi.

my maternal

grandparents ?"

Banx
Hunger

tlomok'wa.
it was killing

him. 3

dasgaxi
long-

mouthed

ga al yew6
l

alxi'k'
to he turned ;

he saw her

Gadi nak'ik' wihin a
"That it is that she my mother

said of them indeed

Mi' xuma 6't' yana
Then food he looked acorn mush

for it,

lit.

1

Perhaps misheard for nek'di.

2
Lit., "they returned up." Cf. bd K

iyeween (1. 2) "he caused them torecover,' 1

" he caused them with his hand to return up."

'Regular Takelma idiom for "he was hungry."
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tlayak'
he found it,

itc!6p'al
'sharp-
handed,'

tlayak'.
he had

found them.

naga' .

she had
thought.

Klasa
" Maternal

grandfather!

t lumuii'xi. Yana
it is killing me. Acorns

mi' wa
probably,"

k'waft

x.
he awoke.

kleleu. Alxi'k' klasa. Wiklasi wihin mele"xina
he supped He looked his maternal "My maternal my since she

it up. at them grandparents, grandfather, mother told me,

naga-ida klasa b6k'dan bals nagd-ida . Mi'hi8

she saying; 'maternal neck long,' she saying." Now, it is

grandmother said,

K'wa'bc. Gi1

eit'e8 klasa. Baxdis hapxda
She woke up. "I I am,

1 maternal "Wolf his children

grandmother!"

Ba i-yuwuni n2 ik'waa
gwi n. Sgisi mi'

"I'll arouse him, I'll wake Coyote now
him up."

eit'e8 . Baa
dep' klasa. Banx

I am. Get up, maternal Hunger
grandfather !

Alhu' l x klasa s'lx yamxda
Go out maternal deer its fat

hunting,

g
I

pound
them!

gelgulugwa n.
I desire it."

Sgisi
Coyote

p liyin
deer

mahai
large

o p liyinlolgm
he was deer

always given,

k la/want'.
she put them into

sifting basket-pan.

fuxda
wed6sink'. Gi'

is wife she will take "I
it from me."

klemel abaihiwili"8

t !omom
he killed

them,

wet'gin.mahai
large he was de-

prived of them

Ba-ihe"mk gasalhi

grandfather! meat

wfit'gin pliyax
he was de- fawns
prived of them;

Lob6xa yana
She pounded, acorns

that
ya
just

bou

Take it off quickly, soon

Iob6p'
she pounded

them,

Baxdis
Wolf

emeb

here

elt'e
I am,

Xni(k')
Acorn
dough

baxdis
Wolf

dan
rockshe made it; she ran into

house,

guxda mi' wet'gi yana
his wife then she took it acorns

from her,

wed6sina .

it will be taken
from me.

wede wedesbigAm.
not you will be

deprived of it."

gadak' matslak'. Mi j

hi
on top of she put it. Then, it

is said,

mi' wfit'gi. Ghi yew
i

then she took There he returned,
them from her.

alit'bagat'bok'.
he hit them all.
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aldil sgisi yewe'
E

p!iyax ya
a
hi labak' sgisi. Pliyin

all, Coyote he returned
;

fawn merely he carried it on his Coyote. Deer
back, it turned out,

mahai t!omomanas
wet'gin pliyax ga ya ogoyin. Klasa

large although he had it was taken fawn that just he was "Maternal
killed it, from him, given. grandfather!

gwidi pliyin mahai a? Wesin. A4 sgisi waada hapxitli't'a
where deer big one?" "I was de- "Oh! Coyote to him boy

prived of it."

he ileme8xAm tlomoxAm. Mi'hi6 tlela'p'agan nou
s leme x.

he did away he killed us." Then, it their husbands next they came
with us, is said, house together.

Tlomom hapxitli't'a ali'hit'bagat'bok' gada yeweyak'
w

.

They beat boy; but he struck them all, alongside he returned
him of that with them. 1

Aldi 1 t'omom yap
sa hapxitli't'a xebesn hapxitli't'a

All he killed them people, boy, he did so; boy

tlomuxa8
. Dan hapxitli't'a gasi ga al ni'wA'n yap

sa
he killed. Rock boy, so that because of he was people

feared
;

mahai tlomom dan hapxitli't'a.
big he killed rock boy.

them

He ne nou
yewe'

E nixa waada yew6
i

. Alxi'gi n
Then down he returned his to her he returned. "

I have
river mother seen them

wiklasi baxdis it'gwanye
ek'6k' 2 xuma aldi wedek'igam

2

my maternal Wolf he seems to have food all they seem to have

grandparents; enslaved them, been deprived of,

p!i' wedek'igam
2

naga-ihi nixa gwenhegwa
a
gwanhi.

firewood they seemed to have he said, his mother he related it to her.

been deprived of," it is said,

Sgisi beyan gam ya maxa waada p'im e'debii83

Coyote his daughter now she went her father to him; salmon full in

canoe

tli't'wi ya . Mot'w6k' b6mxi p'im e'debu8 yank'
w

.

her husband he went. He visited his Otter, salmon full in he took it

father-in-law canoe with him.

Bumxi guxdagwadi
x
l p'im e'debu yank'

w maxa waada
Otter together with his salmon full in canoe he took it her father to him

own wife with him,

aba-iwok'. Sgisi guxdagwadi
v
l di'hilik'

w bean yewe-ida .

they arrived Coyote together with his they were their when she
in house. own wife glad daughter returned.

Gam no" yewe
i

.

Then down river they returned.

'Takelma idiom for
" he got even with them for that, revenged that upon them."

2 Inferential are used instead of aorists, because Rock Boy is quoting the

authority of his maternal grandmother.
3 So heard for ei-debu f

,
"canoe-full."

2
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Translation. 1

There were Wolf and Panther in ten houses;
2 there were

Coyote, Crane, Coyote's wife, and one daughter of his, a girl

sleeping on a board platform, Coyote's daughter. And then

black clouds spread out in long strips as the girl was bath-

ing in the evening time. Her skirt she took off, and bathed.

One Otter youth arrived in the river with his canoe, with his

canoe he landed. Then the girl he stole, he took her with

him. Then, 'tis said, a stone he took up and put into her,

and into his own house he came with her.

The girl was pregnant, gave birth to a child. And then

Coyote did miss the girl; he looked for her, found only her

skirt by the water. Then, 'tis said, he became a mourner.
Before Coyote had been wont to kill big deer; now Coyote
was deprived of the deer, only fawns were always given to

him, a slave was Coyote made. Coyote did not know where
his daughter had been taken to. Now the child was born, up
it grew. Now big became the boy that she had given birth

to. She told him, "Your maternal grandparents are living

up the river." And then, 'tis said, he traveled about in his

canoe. "Mother! to my maternal grandparents shall I go."
"Tis far away."- -"There shall I go." "You will be lost."

"I shall go. What is their appearance?" "He is red-

eared, sharp-clawed, red in his ears," she said to him. "Your
maternal grandmother has a long neck."

Big had the boy become. Then, 'tis said, he went off, a
canoe he paddled up stream. "As Otter's child I wander
about," he sang. Over a house he walked, "t'uL, t'uL, t'uL."

"Who's on top of the graveyard house?" someone said.
"
Is that a graveyard house there, did you say?"

" How
do you look, you who spoke?" "As you people, for your part,

1 The supernatural birth and invincible prowess of Rock Boy would seem to
make of him a sort of culture hero, yet the true culture hero of the Takelmas is

Daldal, the dragon-fly, or rather he and his younger brother (see the following myth).
According to Gatschet the culture hero of the Kalapuyas is Flint Boy (Contributions
to North Atnerican Ethnology, Vol. II, Part I, p. Ixxxi).

* That is, there were ten houses occupied by the Wolf and Panther people.
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look, just so am I in appearance." "Well, look inside!" In-

side he looked, and was hit; his nose he scratched, just full of

blood it became. He went inside and hit them all, the people
he did away with, all the people did he whip. "Dentalia do

you give me!" Dentalia he was given, about himself he strung
them. Then water he took and blew it upon them. Then he

caused them all to recover, and dentalia was he given.
Then on he went. "As Otter's child I wander about,"

he sang. Then someone said, "Who's on top of the graveyard
house?"-

:<

Is that a graveyard house there, did you say?"
"How do you look, you who spoke? Well, look inside!"

He looked inside, and was hit; he scratched his nose, just full

of blood it was. Inside he went and hit them all, away with

them he did. "Dentalia do you give me, as you have struck

me." Dentalia he was given. He lifted up water, water

he took (and blew it upon them). They recovered.

Then on he went. Night came on, and in his canoe he

paddled to land. She had told her son, "There are your
maternal grandparents, if long is her neck, and he is red-eared,

sharp-clawed." He went inside. He saw that he was long-

mouthed, red in his ear, he saw that he was sharp-clawed.
He turned to the woman, and saw that her neck was long and

her legs were long. "So those are my maternal grandparents
of whom my mother, indeed, did speak?" He was hungry.
Then he looked for food, and acorn mush he found, he supped
it up. He looked at his maternal grandparents. "It is my
maternal grandfather, since my mother did tell me, 'He is

sharp-clawed,' she said. 'A long neck has your maternal

grandmother,' she said." Now> 'tis said, he had found them.

She awoke. "It is I, maternal grandmother!" "It must be

Wolf's children," she had thought. "I'll arouse him, 111

wake him up." Now Coyote awoke. "Maternal grandfather,

it is I. Get up, maternal grandfather! I'm hungry. Pound

acorns! 1 Go out to hunt, maternal grandfather! venison fat

I desire."

1 This command is addressed to Rock Boy's maternal grandmother.
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Coyote killed big deer, but was deprived of them; fawns

only were wont to be given to him, big deer he was deprived of.

She pounded, acorns she pounded, and put them into the

sifting basket-pan. "Take it out quickly, soon it will be

taken from me. Wolf's wife will take it from me." "I am
here, you shall not be deprived of it." Acorn dough she

made; she ran into the house, and put it on the stone. Then,
'tis said, Wolf's wife now took it from her, acorns now she took

from her. Right there he returned, and hit them all. "It

is I that am here. My maternal grandmother you have en-

slaved." He killed them all, all the women did he kill. In

the evening they all returned, Coyote returned; merely a

fawn did Coyote carry home. Though a big deer he had

killed, it was taken from him; just a fawn he was given.
" Ma-

ternal grandfather! where is the big deer?" "It has been

taken from me." "Oh! With Coyote is a boy that has done

away with us, he has whipped us," said the women. Then,
'tis said, their husbands all went to the neighboring house.

They beat the boy, but he just struck them all, revenged that

upon them. All the people did he kill; thus the boy did, the

boy did kill. Of rock was the boy, so because of that was he

feared; big people did Rock Boy kill.

Then down river he went back, to his mother he returned.

"I have seen my maternal grandparents. It seems that Wolf

has enslaved them, of all their food they seem to have been

deprived, of firewood they seem to have been deprived," he

said, to his mother he recounted it. Then Coyote's daughter
went to her father. Also her husband did go with his canoe full

of salmon. Otter visited his father-in-law; salmon, filled in

his canoe, he took with him. Otter, together with his wife, did

take with him salmon, a canoeful; in her father's house they
arrived. Coyote and his wife were glad when their daughter
returned. Then they went back down river.
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2. DALDAL 1 AS TRANSFORMER.

Daldal will
1

yow6 xami'xa cu wili. Yap a
Dragon-fly his house it was, by the sea he was dwelling. People

xa-isgu
u
t'sgat'ak'

w
xa-isgi'p'sgibik'" yap a ba-ik'uluu k'a.

with bodies all cut with limbs all lopped off people they came floating
through down river.

Sgo
u

sgwahi . Gwidi' baxkm? Gwidi' na neye ? Gwidi'
He got tired of it, "Whence come they? How there is doing?

2 Whence
it is said.

baxkm yap!a xa-isgu
u
t'sgidik'

w
? Gwidi' baxkm? Ganat'

come they people with bodies cut through? Whence come they?" So in ap-
pearance

yaxa ba-ik!iyi k' xa-isgu
u
t'sgidik'

w
. Gwidi' baxkm?

continually they came with bodies all cut through. "Whence come they?"

Ganehi sgo
u
sgwa. Dabalnixa la

a
le

v

yapla xa-isgu
u
t'sgidik'

w

Then, it is he became Long time it became people with bodies all cut

said, tired of it. through

ba-ik'uluuk'wa aga gwelxda eme xa-isgi'bik'
w

ganat'
they came floating these their legs here3 cut right through so in ap-

down river; pearance

yaxa ba-ik'uluuk'wa. Gane'hi8
gwi ne la

a
le\ Nee

continually they came floating Then, it is how long it became. "Well,
down river. said,

yant'e . Gwidi baxkm yapla xa-isgu
u
t'sgidik'

w nee
ge

I'll go. Whence come they people with bodies all cut well, there

through,

ginik'de
8

naga-ihi
8

.

I'll go," he said, it

is said.

Baak lemenams. Gane ya hinau gini k'. A'ni8 hawi
He made ready Then he up river he went. Not yet

to go. went,

ga yuklwol gwi
1 baxamda8

yapla xa-isgu
u
t'sgidik'

w ani
that he knew it where that they people with bodies all cut not

from came through,

yoklwol. K'ai ga al di yapla xa-isgu
u
t'sgidik'

w
? Gwidi'

he knew it. "What for (inter.) people with bodies all cut Whence
through ?

baxam naga-ihi . Gane ya . Gelam baawawilik'w .

come they?" he said, it Then he went. River he traveled up
is said. along it.

1 Dalddl was said to be the name of a blue insect flying about in the swamps,
somewhat like a butterfly in appearance, and looking as if it had two heads joined

together. Very likely the dragon-fly was meant.

*i. e., What is the matter?

'Accompanied by gesture.
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Gane'hi8
t'gwayam tslayak' s'inya

ahisdalagamt'. Witclai
Then, it is lark he shot at it, just its nose, it is said, "My nephew, 1

said, he pierced.

di'hiliugwa n2

sindelegamEsdam naga-ihi . Gwidi ginigkt'?
I am glad of it you pierced my nose," it said, it is "Where are you

said. going to?"

Agahi yap!a xa-isgi'p'sgibik'
w

gahi gwidi baxam.
"These very people all cut through, those same whence they come."

ones

Ganehi8 baade yeweyak'
w

. Mi' honos s'uux ts!ayak'.
Then, it is he continued traveling.' Now again bird he shot

said, at it.

Gelba'm sak'
w dak'awalak'rda plaiyewe'

18 wilku gelbo'm
Way up he shot it, on crown of his it returned arrow way up

head down,

sak'w . Scis naga-ihi waxa. Wi wa naga-ihi
e

. Mi'
he shot it. Coming to hedid.it his younger "My younger he said, it Now

a standstill is said, brother. brother,
'

is said.

ga' m la
a
le

r waxadil. Gane yd hinau gini k'.

two they became he and his Then they went, up river they went.

younger brother.

Neks'iwd'k'di malak'wa yp!a henenagwan di lo
ume N

yap!a
I know not who he told him, "People they are annihi- at Di s

loumi' people
lated,

henenagwan xa-isgip lisgibin. Mi;

ganehi
8 k'ai gwalahi

they are annihi- they are always cut Now then, it is things many
lated through. said, indeed

ihemem gokSm ihemem xa iyasgip!ilhi waxadil ga
he wrestled oaks with he wrestled he always just cut them he and his that
with them, white acorns with them, in two, it is said

; younger brother

na naga' . Aga xo ihemem yana ihemem golom
they did. These firs they wrestled oaks with they wrestled oaks with

with them, black acorns with them, white acorns

ihemem tcla'sap'
4 ihemem k'ai gwala ihemem.

they wrestled tc.'dsap' -berry they wrestled things many they wrestled
with them, bushes with them, with them.

Gane tclcimx lale. Mii

s yapla waada wok' mologuld
a
p'a

Then strong they One person to him they old woman
became. arrived,

tc!a
i

s yapla daldi K'uk'u nixa ci uli. A' wit'adi. 5

Bluejay person wild in K'uk'u his mother, she was "AM my aunt!"
woods sitting.

1 Witctai means properly "my brother's child" or "my sister's child," according
to whether a woman or a man is speaking, in other words, "nephew" or "niece,"

provided the speaker and parent of the child are related as brother and sister.

2 So heard for diihiliigw&'n.

'Lit., "he up (and) went again having it in front."

'Described as a tree growing in the mountains with smooth red bark and
bunches of berries hanging like grapes.

'Properly, "my father's sister."
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Gwidi
"Where

ginigat'
are you
going to,

ts laya ?

nephew?"
Hinku.
"Up river.

A'ni8

"Not
us'i.

give
me!"

ogucbi
8n.

I'll give you."

t lumuxi.
he'll kill me."

a-icd^k' wik'aba
my property, my son

A'ni8

"Not

K'ai
"What

gi
1 a-icdk'

I my property,

ga
eal di ? Aga

for (inter.) ? These

A'
AM

a-icda.
his

property.'

wik'aba
my son

bubAn

t'ada
aunt,

goc
1

gor-
shell

Buuban
Strings of

dentalia

mahai
big

t !i'mi
8
s

one
hundred

gangahi
anyhow

Tclolx
Indian

money
waxa xebe8n

his younger he did

so,

guc
gor-
shell

mahai igi'na
big he took it,

a-icda. K'ai
his property. Perhaps

t !e'miEs ogucbi
8n.

one hundred I'll give
you."

tclolx ogoihi. Daldal
dentalia he gave her. Daldal

strings of

dentalia

brother

yaxa
continually

aga
this

mahait'a am8
gwi na8

naga'
8

. Sasansasinihi8

elder one not in any he did. He kept standing,
way

mahait'a aga waxat'a
elder one, this his younger brother,

for his part,

it is said,

xeben8
. Yd8

.

he did They
so. went.

Mi yewe'
8

Now he returned

K'uk'u.
K'uk'u.

Gwidi
"Where

guc mahait
'

eksk ?

gos'-
shell

my big one,
indeed?"

Witc laihan
"My nephews

nodat'
from down

river

mahai a
big indeed

baxam8

they came,
idaga
those strings of

dentalia

gwidi ?

where?"
Witc laihan
"My nephews

igi'na.
they took

it."

Mi1

Now

Mi1

Now
yapla
people

Buuban
"Strings of

dentalia

wayank"
he followed

them.

tle'm^s me yek'
w

.

one hundred fetch them
back hither!

t !e'mi s. Gus mahai
one "Gos - - big

hundred." shell

buuban t!e'mi s ogus'bi. Gus
one hundred they gave "Gos~-

you." shell

t lomom nixa.
he killed his

her mother.

Gus mahai me yek'
w

.

"Cos'- big fetch it

shell back hither!"

Bou wit'adi heewa i
swi n

Just now my aunt I left them
with her

me yek'
w

. T!eimi8
s ditcluk"

fetch it "One hundred Indian
back hither!" rope

Mi' yo
u
ml.

Now he caught up
with them.

buuban
strings of

dentalia

p'u
u
dik'w4 me8

y6k'
w

. Gus mahai me ygk'
w

. Sansans'iniya
118

.

fathoms fetch them "Cos-- big fetch it Let there be
back hither!" shell back hither! fighting."

Duwuu
k'ci8 canaxiniba s'i . Gane'hi8 sansansa n daldal

"So it is good, so let us fight!" Then, it is said, they fought Daldal

1 Described as a rainbow-colored shell of the size of two hands.
2 Ten strings reaching from wrist to shoulder, each containing ten dentalia, are

meant.
' A rope made of the twisted fibres of a grass growing to a height of a foot and a

half and with a broader blade than the ordinary variety. Probably Indian hemp

(Apocynu-m cannabinum) is referred to.

*A term used of a unit string of dentalia.
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klwalt'adll.
the younger

and he.

tslayap'.
he hid himself.

mahait'a
older one,

DEITI +
DEm +

Obeya
"O elder
brother!"

dan baa
yank'

w

rock he picked it up,

dEm+ dE
dEm + di

naga-ihi
8

.

he said, it is

said.
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yapla doumdamk'.
In that way people he used to kill

them, it seemed.

lap' naga-ihi . Waxa
become!" he said, it is His younger

said. brother

da-it lamak'. Obiya. K'adI
it choked it. "O elder "What

brother!"

Daldal sinhusgal cdoicdagwana
"Dalddl big-nosed! Putting on style

mi!
now

gayau
he ate it

yum.
blood.

Mi1

lull'

Now his throat

am
not

xa alk!walagwit' naga-ihi
you had better let he said, it is

it alone," said.

Witc!amak' w igi'na gwen!6
u
k'i ba-iwak!alasi yum witc!amak'

Flint flaker he took he stuck it into with it he took blood flint flaker

it, his throat,

bem wa. Xa alsi l am2wa
with stick with. "Not

Gam ba'de yeweyak'
w

.

Then they continued traveling.

it out

k!walak'w .

he let it alone."

Mi' hono
Now again

wili
house

t!ayak'.
they found it.

K'a-ilaa
p'a sgilbibi' + x sgilbibi

1 + x sgilbibi' + x
2

naga
i

. Daldal
Woman " Warm your warm your warm your she said. "Daldal

back! back! back!"

s'inhus'gal sd6is'dagwana lap' sgili'pxde
big-nosed, putting on style become! I'll warm my

Abaigini k'. Miies

He went inside. One

exas k'a-ila
a
p'a sgilipx.

continually woman she was warm-
ing her back.

back."

Mi p!a-iwaya .

Now

Hapleya gelt!anahagwa.
4 Gwelhi

Into the fire she pushed him. "Keep away!

xadat'guyu''sgwa. Obeya.
it had blistered his "O elder "Not indeed

back. brother!"

t'gu
u
nt'gan. Kxadi' ma k'a-ila'p'a yuda .

her off. "What you woman you will

be?

he went to lie

down.

t'uwuk'de".
I feel hot."

A'n^si8 xaalk!walak"
he let things

alone."

Sgilbibi'x.
"Warm your

back!'
1

Mi1

pli
1

Now fire

Hee
sal-

He kicked

Waa
s
7 nansbinae

Wd^s- you will always
bush be called,

klumoi ga al yoda .

swamps at you will be.

yuda nagahi
8

.

you will he said to her,

be," it is said.
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naga-ihi
8

.

she said, it

it is said.

Gane ya
8 baade8

ye\veyak'
w

. Me mi'+ nyil me mi'+ nyil
Then they they continued "Come hither come hither

went, traveling. and copulate! and copulate!"

A'! k'adi ney6 ? Daldal s'inhusgal s'dois'dagwana
8

"AM what they say? Daldal big-nosed, putting on style

la
a
ap' ma a

become you, for

your part;

Gwelxdagwa
Her own legs

minyi'la n
I'll copulate,"

Ge
There

gelwayan.
he slept with

her.

gini k'.

he went.

Mi'
Now

nagahi
8

6pxa.
he said to him, his elder

it is said, brother.

ha-iwesgahak'
w

. Gane'hi8

she spread them apart. Then, it is

said,

wa itc!om6uk'wa. Wede ga na nexdam. Mi; dahi'sdama x.
she squeezed (her legs) "Not that do to me!" Now

together.

Gee

gini k' witc!amak'w eihi gwelxda
There he went

; flint flaker he used her legs
it,

ma k'a-ila'p'a yoda
8
? T!ak'

he was nearly
breathless.

Obiya.
"O elder
brother!"

Kxadi
"What you you will

be?
Fresh water

mussel

gwidik'
w

he threw
them.

yuda
you shall

be,"

Yapla
"People

nagcihi
8

.

he said to her,
it is said.

ga-iwawalsbink' yap !a

they shall always people
eat you,

xa8
itc!iwit'.

he split them
open.

nansbina8
. Haxiya

you shall always Into the
be called." water

gaisbink' xuma
they shall food
eat you;

dm8

not

Mi'
Now

wili
house

that

Waxadil
He and his

younger brother

t'ut' t'ut'. A'!
t'ut' t'ut'." "AM

bayewe"
i

. Gane ya
8

they arose and Then they
went again. went,

t!ayagan k'ai gwala
they having things many
found it,

ga na naga
i

. A'8
!

they did. A' s
!

baade yeweykk'
w

. Gane
they continued Then

traveling.

ihemem xa-iya'sgip !llhi.

ley wrestled they always just cut
with them, them in two.

Mi' k'adi da/8
agan t'ut'

Now what they heard it, "t'uf

Daldal
Daldal

sinhlisgal.
big-nosed!"

p !a-i alyuwu
he looked down

;

k'68x lobop'.
tar-weed they pounded
seeds

mologola'p'a
old women

Mi'si8

y pounded Now
them. indeed

waxa hoyol xuma
his younger he stole it, their
brother food

daldal xebe n. Gwidi
Daldal he did so. "How,

Dak'will
On top of

the house

ts lelei

eyes

gel yow6 .

they were

facing.

mologola'p'a hoyoi
old women he stole it

gini k.
he went.

Mi1

Now

ga'p !ini

two

wat'gwan
towards each

other

wo'k'i8

without

Mihis

Now, it

is said,

dak'wiHMat'
;

from on top of

the house

gums
blind

daldal
Daldal

henenagwat'Sdi ?

did you eat it all up?"

Gemee8di?
"Where?

Maci-
You
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wak'di henenagwat'
perhaps you ate it all up,"

nagasa
Enhi .

they said to each
other, it is said.

bals. Mi' dakt'baa
gamt'.

long. Now he tied them
together above.

Mi' dewiliwalsi 1

nagasa nhiE
. Mi'

'Now she is fighting me," they said to Now
each other.

it lanahi. Ml lamalsaen
they took hold Now they quarreled

Dakt'baa
gamt'

He tied together
above

u'lukli
their hair

mologola'p'agan
old women

uluk!it'gwan
each other's hair

Mi' la
amalsaE

n.

Now they quarreled
with each other.

lamalsa n. Mi'

of it.

daldal dak'wilfdat'
Daldal from on top of

the house

with each other,

they quarreled
with each other.

biliwalsa n.

they jumped at
each other.

uyu''
E
sgigwa.

he laughed at
them.

Daldal cinhusgal
"Daldal big-nosed

Now

Mi'
Now

ak'
he

tclelei
their eyes

di haga
(inter.) that one

yonder

di' yuk' ?

(inter.) they seem
to be?"

dee
gwidik'

w
. Gane

he put it point Then
foremost.

tc!eleik'
w k!emenxbi n

having eyes I have made you,"

Baade yeweyak'
w

They continued to
travel

xa win xo Ihemem yana
while firs they wrestled oaks

traveling, with them,

klemenk'wit'. Mi' hono
Now again

Dit'gwa
alam

"O yes!

xep'k' ?

so he did
it?"

Gane aba-igini
e
k'.

Then he went inside.

wit'adi
my aunts

tc lelei

eyes

wo'k'i8

without

ganau
in

T'gwelamx wult' hap!eya
Scouring rush he went into the

for it, fire

damatslak'. BAk! Mi;

he placed it point
foremost.

Pop! "Now

naga-ihi
s

.

he said, it is said.

xilamana. Ihemem
they. They wrestled

with them

k'ai

things

they made
themselves.

Ihemem xa-isgip llhi

they always cut
cut them in two

;

altlayak'. A!
they found it. "A!

they wrestled
with them,

will
house

gwala
many

yuk'
strong

Daldal
Daldal

sinhuu
sgal cdoisdagwana lap'.

big-nosed, putting on style become!'

wili debuu
. Mi1

house full. Now
t'bagams

all tied

together

Gana nex
In that way

naga-ihi
E

.

he said, it

is said.

Abaigini k'.

He went inside.

sep'. Phil
he Ashes

cooked it.

yapla doumdamk'. A!
people he evidently used "A!

to kill them.

Haxank'wahi's. Obiya.
He almost burned "O elder

him. brother!"

K!al s xaa
t'be

ek'-
Sinew it was

ba-idigwibi'k'op'.
they popped out

all over.

eee

" Eee !

Gwidi
How

k'adi
What

na nagalt'
are you doing?"

ma
you

wili
house

'Lit., "she goes ahead at me."
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wa-it !anida ?

you will keep it? 1

Pliyin
De'er

klaltsli'
its sinew

t'ba'gamdina
8

le'psi wilau
shall be tied feathers, arrows
therewith

nagahi . Mi 1 k !emi.
he said to him, Now he made it.

it is said.

nansbina8

you will always
be called

;

k!emniyauk'i
whenever people
make them

wilau daawa-
arrows along them

they

wat'baa
gamdina

they shall be tied

therewith,"

BaadeE
yeweyak'

w
.

They continued traveling.

Ganehi
Then, it is

said,

k'ai

things
gwala
many

I'hemem.
they wrestled
with them.

Mi1

Now
hono8

again

baxnee
t'6k'.

roasted by fire.

P'imat'(k')
My salmon

abai dul
inside, spear-

point

na8
neye

they do,

abaiwok'
they arrived

inside,

A! Daldal
"A! Daldal

gayawa n.
I'll eat it."

not
k'ai

any
yap !a.

person.

A+!
"A + !

sinhusgal
big-nosed,

A'ni8

Not
k'ai

any

cdoisdagwana
putting on style

yap !a mal
person ;

salmon-

gede.
at its

point.

P'im
Salmon

baihem^k'
he took it out,

gayau.
he ate it.

spear shaft

Gwina
"How

p im
salmon

lap'.
become!

yaxa
just

that

not

Mi1

Now
gasa

a
lhi

quickly

dul
spear-
point

wala8

indeed

gede?
at its

point?"

wili
house

wa-it!anik'.
he evidently
kept it.

K'adi
What

an!9

not

ma
you

K'adi
"What

mal
salmon-

spear shafts

wasanahink'.
they will spear

2

with them.

k'ai yapla mal yaxa abai
any people, salmon- just inside

spear shaft

mal saansank'wa. Ga haga
salmon- it fought with That that one

spear shaft him. yonder

Mi' hono tlomok'wahis mal. Obiya. e"!
Now again he almost killed salmon- "O elder "s e"!

. him spear shaft, brother!"

xa alk Iwalhak ? Igi'na mal xa-ik!ot'k!at'.
he left it alone?" He took it salmon- he broke it in two.

spear shaft,

wili
house

klemnana8
.

they will be
made.

wa-it lanida8
? Yap !a

you will keep it? People

Yap!a klemnank'
People they will make

them

k lemanxbink'
they will make you,

mal p'im

Wedesi8 ma wili wa-it !anik eit'
So not you house you will keep it,"

salmon-

spear shafts,

salmon

Mi'
Now

hono
again

baade yeweyak'
w

.

they continued

traveling.

Mi1

Now

nagahi .

he said to him,
it is said.

honou k'ai gwala
again things many

'Lit., "you will hold it together."
2
Lit., "fight."
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ihemem
they wrestled
with them,

xa-iyak!odolhi.
they always just broke

them in two.

will
houses

wili mii

sga
house one

ba'Hvok' wili
it was coming house

up out of it

dolax yaxa.
household

implements

dolax
household

implements

dolax
household

implements

hapxwi
little girl

kliyix
smoke

mi i

sga
8

.

ganau
in it

just.

yaxa.
just.

yaxa.
just.

wa-iwi'

Mi-
Now

Mii

s

One

hono
again

hono
again

Mi'hi8

Now, it is

said,

wili
house

Abailiwila"8

They looked
inside,

abailiwilau

they looked
inside,

abailiwilau

they looked
inside.

alt layak'
they found

them

mil

sga
one,

ani8 k'ai
not any

am
not

yapla
person

k'ai

any

a'ni
not

ixdil

ten;

kliyix
smoke

ya'pla
person,

ya'pla
person,

k'a-i

any,

Ganehi
Then, it is

said,

mil

sga .

abaiwok'
they arrived

inside

mologola'p'a
old woman

mi i

sga

Xi woo naga-ihi .

Water go and he said, it is

get it," said.

mologola'p'a.
old woman.

naga-ihi
8

she said, it

is said,

K'a-iwa.
"Some evil

being

T'aa
ga k'

"You shall

cry

xi wolf
water she went

for it,

haxiya naga-ihi
in the she said, it

water," is said,

hene t'a
a
ga k' hene

then! you shall then!"

cry

baahawa k' xi. Mi 1

she dipped water. Now
it up

AM Xi woo xi
1

t!abaa
gwa n.

"A' ! Water go and water I am thirsty
get it, for it.

M+ m+ ! K'a-iwa haxwiya
"M + m + ! Some evil in the

being water,"

Gasalhi xi woo xi t!abaa

gwa n.
"Quickly water go and water I am thirsty

get it, for it."

mologola'p'a. Ge hiwilaut'e6
.

old woman. "There I shall run."

naga-ihi
8

.

she said, it

is said.

it !a-ut liwin.
she was caught.

Hapxi
Little

Wa+
"Wa +

wa-iwi'
girl

wa + 2

wa + ,"

t'aga
i

.

she cried.

k!er
basket-
bucket

Dit'gwalAm.
"O yes!"

WUU
go and
get it,

dA'ldAlwaya
daldalwaya,

p!uwu
u
k'wit'.

he named
himself.

Mi1

Now

WUU
basket- go and
bucket get it

dA'ldAlwaya
daldalwaya!

xAmhiwiliu
. Kxadi? a+

to river he ran. "What (is it) ? A + !

gasalhi gasalhi. DA'ldAlwaya
quickly, quickly! Ddldalwaya,

that

nanha k'

always say
(fut.)

*

hene
then!"

Ga
"That

nanha k'

always say
(fut.) ;

daldalwaya
ddldalwaya,

daldalwaya
daldalwaya,

akhi
he himself

daldal-
daldal-

>A good example of the use of the future imperative. The idea is, "(If you
insist on going), then cry (later on, when you will have found out that I am right)."

* Pronounced in a loud whisper.
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waya
waya,

Gane
Then

wa-iwi'.nanha k' nagahi
8

xapxwi
1

always say he said to her, little girl,

(fut.)!" it is said,

tclumumt'a libis gayau.
he boiled it crawfish, they ate it.

Gane baa
deyeweyak'

w
nog6 will

Then they continued down river house
traveling, from

yawa'
E waxadil. Handat' gi' ginik'de

e

they he and his "Across from I I'll go
talked younger brother. here

maa
si klwalt'a ga al gink'. Gadi'l go

um
younger one to go! "Those two we

Abaiyeweyak'
w

.

He returned into the
house with her.

wo x
k'. Gane'hi"

Then, it is

said,

mahait'a ga al

big one to,

they
arrived.

you,
however,

naga-ihi
8

.

he said, it is

said.

suwili
1

he sat

G<hi
There

mahait'a
the big one

ihemexinik' 2

we are to wrestle
with one another,"

gini
ek' mahait'a dak'will baa

gini
ek'

he went the big one, on top of he went up,
the house

gini k'. Daldal
he went. Daldal

dak'will.
on top of the

house.

waxa klwalt'a aba-iwok.
his younger younger one he arrived at

brother his house.

ci wili hapxi hapsdi alxali.
she was children small they were

sitting, sitting.

i'lts !ak'
w waxa dedewili'da

wicked his younger at the door
brother

gayawa n p'im iSxi banx
I'll eat it, salmon give it me hunger

to it to eat,

gayawana
8 adat'wi8 lagak'i

when he had to every one he gave it

eaten it of these to eat

Aba-ihi
Inside

Yapla
Person

Mil

si
3

Just one

i'lts !ak'
w

wicked

hapxitli't'a
boy

guxda
his wife

yap!a
person

ciuli. Daldal waxa p'im
he was D?ldal his younger "Salmon
sitting. brother

tlumuxi naga-ihi
8

. P'im
it is killing he said, it is Salmon

me," said.

hapxwi hapsdi. Hee8me
children little. Yonder

mii

sga
one

T't !aut !au
he fiddled

with them

O'pxa
His elder
brother

cuuli 4

he was
sitting

ni't'.

her

nipples.

malagananhi
he told him,

dedewili'da.
at the door.

Yap!a
Person

tli'la'p'a
male

guxda
his wife

Xapxittft'a
Boy

obiyk
"O elder

brother,

ba-igini k'
he went out,

haxiya
to the
water

aba-iwo^k'
he has arrived
at the house

ciuli
she was
sitting,

gini k'.
he went.

yap!a
person

1 So heard for hapx(w)i.
2 Aorist in tense, because referring to an act in the immediate future. One

might also use the future iheemxinigam, "we shall wrestle."

'Probably equivalent to mii e
s-hi.

4 Equivalent to cu*wilii, ci
euW.
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p'ima t'

your
salmon

hapxwi
children,"

gayau
he ate it,

guxde
your wife

nagahi .

he said to him,
it is said.

Lan
Fish-
net

ni't' tc!iniEk'
her he pinched

nipples them,

ba-igwidik'
w

he threw it out
to shore,

waxa
his younger
brother

buubini
his arm

geyewalx
he was eating,

p im
salmon

xasalt'gwelt 'gwili
he broke it in two by

stepping on it

gayau.
he ate it.

naga' his
he almost

did,

p'ima t' is'ilis'alhi

your he distributed
salmon it to them

aba-igini k'. Daldal
he went into Daldal
the house.

Abaits!ak'ts!a k' erne2

He stepped into the here

house,

erne*
here

buubini;

his arm

ts!a'k'ts!a k'
he stepped,

ganau
in

16
u

c.

(as) player.

xasalt'gwlt'gwili.
he broke it in two by

stepping on it.

ts!a
a
k'ts!a k'. KIu'yAtn

he stepped. "Friend,

Iya
a

sge
e

t'sgat'
He just twisted his
arm to one side.

p im
salmon

ga al
on

ya
a

just

P'imhi
'Just

salmon

gayawa n
I'll eat it,'

lo
uba .

let us

piay!"

nagait'e
8

.

I said.

Ani8

"Not

Ani8

Not

nie ginik'de
hither I came

I6
ux

playing
ga al

for

me ginik'de .

hither I came."

LogwA's'iniba
8

"Let us play with
each other,

ts linits !anx
he became

angry

Ba-igini k'

They went out,

K lu'yAm logWA's'iniba
8

.

"Friend, let us play with
each other!"

t!u'lt!als'iniba8 .

KIwai
Grass

igi'na
he took it.

let us play grass
game!"

m+ !

m + !

Nagasanhi
8

. Ganehi8 mi'
They said to each Then, it is now
other, it is said. said,

daldal. Duwuu
k' logwA

/siniba si naga-ihi .

Daldal "It is well! let us play with each he said, it is

other, then," said.

dahebaa ba isgak'sgak' haxiya ginlk'
w

. M +
? he picked him up, to the water he went "M +

with him.

Mi'wis dap a'la-u du moyugwanan
1

naga-ihi
Now, it youth handsome he's to be spoiled," they said,

seems, it is said,

hee me yapla gwala will'. Mi1 ihem6xa n. Xa-imi i

wasgi'bi n
yonder people many their Now they wrestled "I'll probably cut him

muuxdanhi
once indeed,"

naga'
8his

he nearly
said;

sas naga'
8

yap !a

holding his he does person
ground

houses. with each other.

sas naga-ihi . M +
holding his he did, it "M +
ground is said.

dap ala-u du.
youth hand-

some.'

through

m+ ! Hawi
m+! Yet

Handat'
Across from

there

6upxa
his elder
brother

alxi'k'wa.
he saw him.

Ganehi8 Ihemexa n.
Then, it they wrestled with
is said, each other.

Ma'mlt'a yapla handat' mi i

si

The elder people across the just

(plur.) river, one

1 This sentence is pronounced in a slow, subdued, pitying tone. M + expresses
fear and foreboding; cf. above, p. 29, 1. 8.
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p'im
salmon

Agasi
8

So these

yunobalt'.
he was holdidg his

net for them.

Daldal
Daldal

dap
8alau

youths

khvalt'a
younger ones

mahait'a
the elder

IhemSxaEn
they wrestled

with each other,

dak'wili
on top of the

house

waadixda
their bodies

ciuli.
he was
sitting.

klidididi.
"Kh'dididi."

Hm+ hm+ ! Hawi
"Hm+ hm + ! Yet

na8neeniv6'u8
naga-ihi

they always do," they said, it

is said,

Ani gelgulugwa n
"Not I wish it,

gane
nowgelgulugwa n

I wanted it,

nrt' tc!in
8k'.

_

her pinch them!"

nipples

Haa
ga handat'

That one across from

yonder there

g' naga-ihi
8

.

"e'l" he said, it is

said.

ba-idisgadasgat'. AnT his

they have strength. Never yet
1

yaplahan. Klu'yAm p'ima t'

people "Friend, your
together, salmon

lo
u
gWA'siniba

8
. olom yaxa

let us play with Before just
each other.

lo
ux gelgulugwa n. K !u'yAr

playing I wish it." "Friend,

A'ni8 gelgulugwa n ihSmxiniba8

"Not I wish it, let us wrestle
with each other!'

maha-it
'

a yuk !wol
the elder one he knew it

that

gal.
eat it!"

p mi
salmon

waxa
his younger
brother

Lan
Fishing-

net

e
n '

gwidi
where io you go

ba-igwidik'
w

he threw it off

to shore,

Mee dat'
This way

daldal
Dalddl

mahait'a
the elder

dak'wili'
on top of

the house
that

Gwendak'alyew6
i

.

He turned back on top.

Wat'gwan
At one
another

dee
yu

they
sounded,

ma'mlt'a
the elder

ones

xa-isg6
u
t'.

he cut him
through.

cuwili
he was
sitting,

P !a-i isga
a
k'sgak'

He picked him up and
set him down;

bili
u

. Ganehi8 Ihemexa n.

they Then, it is they wrestled

jumped. said, with one another

klididididi. Handat'
"klididididi." Across the

river

ihemexa n. Ani8

they wrestled Not
with each other.

Mi' t lomoman
Now they were people

n guxdek'
my wife

naga-ihi
8

.

he said, it is

said.

am duk'.
not being

strong.

hanhists!aa
k'ts!a8k'.

he was about to step
across.

gink' naga-ihi
8

. Aga
come!" he said, it is This

said.

ga dexebe n me^dat'.
he said, "Thisway!"

yap!a henenak'w .

people he destroyed
them.

mi'
now

yap a

killed

Ganehi8 wadixda
Then, it is their

said, bodies

xa-isgo
u
t'

he cut him
through

dabalnixa la
a
lit'as

long when it

became

ilts!ak'
w
ga m waxadil.

evil two he and his

younger brother.

khvalt'a
younger

one,

mi 1

now

'Lit., "almost not."
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Kxadi
"What

ma
you

yapla
person

yuda
8
? Nou

gwidik"
you will

be?"
Westwards

nansbina8 dahoxa ba-iwilwa8
s

you will always in the evening he that comes up
be called,

gwePwak'wi
8 ba-iwilwa s.

when it is early he that conies

morning up-"

Mi 1

sgisi Ian ba-ixilik'
w

.

Now Coyote fishing- he snatched
net it up.

naga
l

his sgisi. Tslamal ya
a

he threw
him.

nansbina8
.

you will always
be called.

Swfinxgwa
"Evening star

Hinou

Eastwards

p im
salmon

he nearly
said

Hono
Again

SglSl.
Coyote. Mice just

Haxiya
"In the
water

I't !aut !au
he caught
them

it la'ut !iwi n
I'll catch

them,"

Ian ganau.
fishing- in.

net

wede
not

ts lamaP

p im
salmon

xamde e

gwidik'
w

t'i's

he threw it forth gophers
into water,

it !auk !elt' naganhi
8

.

you will catch he was told,

them," it is said.

ma a it la'Hvida8

you, for you will catch

ya
a

It!aut!au. E M Ma
just he caught

" EeM You
them.

Hat'gau ododa8
t'i's

you will hunt gophers,
for them

"In the
earth

ga
nat

ya'p !a

"People

your part, them,"

p'im sanank'

daldal.
Daldal.

salmon they will spear
them,

laxiniya
u

t'

they will feed
one another,

wedesi
so that not

t'ga
world

dm v

falls

dehi
forth

gwrne
how long

Ganehi8

Then, it is

said,

gede dexebe n.
in front of he said so.

he saic

Aga
This

a-ihi8 .

,
it is said.

di'loml
Di'lomi1

nagd-ihi
s

he said, it is

said,

dadaiya
u

t'

they will go to

get food,

dou
mxiniyauk

'

. Gana nex
they will kill one In that way

another.

ginak'i
6

that it goes,"

baa
deyeweyak

"

they continued

traveling.

Gehi aga p'im
Right these salmon
there

Ganehi8

Then, it is

said,

k!woyoxa
en

they they accompanied
arrived; each other,

xudumalt'. Mi1

opxa
he whistled Now his elder

to him. brother

la
a
le\ Mahait'a dasguli lale' klwalt'a bals

he became. The elder short he became, the younger long

Ganehi8

Then, it is

said,

dadals'iniya
u8

t'

they will go to get food
from one another,

t'ga
a

y6
8
t'

world it will

be,

dexebe n
he said,

ganau.

wou
k'

it lawat !iwin Ian
they are always fishing-

caught nets

baa
deyeweyak'

w
yd

8
. Ganehi8

ge
they continued they went. Then, it is there

traveling, said,

opxa d6hi naga'
8

. Mi' 6pxa
his elder ahead he did. Now his elder

brother brother

p!a-ihunu
u
s klwalt'a ya bals

he shrunk, the younger just long

la
a
le\

he became.

mi'
now
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B6U
aga ge sasini sum y

la
a
le\ Gweldi. Babi t'

Now these there they stand, moun- they Finished! Your ba"p'-
tains became. seeds

le~
e
plap'.

collect and
eat them!

Translation. 1

Daldal's house there was, by the sea he was dwelling.

There came floating down the river people with bodies all cut

through, people with limbs all lopped off. He became tired of

it, 'tis said. "Where do they come from? What is the matter?

Whence come the people with bodies cut through? Where do

they come from?" Such they came continually, with bodies all

cut through. "Where do they come from?" Then, 'tis said,

he became tired of it. A long time elapsed and people kept

coming floating down the river; with their legs here cut right

through, such continually came floating down the river. Then
a long time did pass. "Well, I shall go. Whence come the

people with bodies all cut through, well, there I shall go," he

said.

He prepared himself to go. Then he went, up river he

1

Daldal, the dragon-fly, is a typical American culture hero and transformer.

Traveling east up Rogue river, he overcomes and transforms the various wicked

beings that threaten continual harm to mankind, sets precedents for the life of the

Indians, and, after his work is accomplished, transforms himself into a mountain.

Very noticeable is the consistent dignity and benevolence of Daldal. The trickster

element often found in the American culture hero, as in those cases in which the

r61e is played by Coyote, is here incorporated in Daldal's younger brother. The
Daldal pair is quite analogous to such typical

" Hero Brothers" as the Kathlamet
Panther and Mink, the Wishram Eagle and Weasel, and the Klamath Old Marten and
Weaslet ;

the latter, the younger brother, persists in getting into all sorts of trouble,
from which his wiser elder brother has to extricate him. It seems plausible to con-

sider the Takelma conception of the dual culture hero as an amalgamation of the

conception of the typical single culture hero, who is at the same time transformer

and trickster (e. g., Raven of the Northwest Pacific coast and Coyote of the Columbia

valley), with that of the "Hero Brothers." The single culture hero Daldal becomes

split in two. Under the circumstances the identification of the culture hero or

heroes with the dragon-fly is not difficult to understand. The incidents of the myth
are very similar in character to those told by the Hupa of Ylmantuwinyai (see

Goddard, Hupa Texts, University of California Publications in American Archaeology
and Ethnology, Vol. I, pp. 123-34).
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proceeded. He did not yet know whence came the people with

bodies all cut through, he did not know. "For what reason

are there people with bodies cut through? Where do they
come from?" he said. Then he went, up along the river he

traveled. Then, 'tis said
,
he shot at a lark, just its nose he

pierced. "My nephew, I am glad that you pierced my nose,"

it said. "Where are you going to?" "To whence these very

people come, all cut through."
Then he proceeded on his way. Now again he shot at a

bird. Way up he shot the arrow, back on the crown of his head

it came down. His younger brother, 'tis said, took his stand.

"It is my younger brother," he said. Now they had become

two, he and his younger brother. Then on they went, up river

they proceeded. Someone or other told him, "People are

being destroyed, at Dielo
umi people are destroyed, they are cut

through." Now then, 'tis said, with all sorts of things they

wrestled, they wrestled with oaks bearing white acorns; they

always just cut them in two, he and his younger brother did

that. With these firs they wrestled, with oaks bearing black

acorns they wrestled, with oaks bearing white acorns they

wrestled, with tc! a/sap'-berry bushes 1

they wrestled, with all

sorts of things they wrestled. Then they became strong. They
came to a certain person, old woman Bluejay, mother of K'uk'u,

a wild man of the woods; there she sat. "Ah! my aunt!"-

"Whither are you going, O nephews?"- -"Up river. Ah! aunt,

give me the big gos'-shell."
2 "It does not belong to me, it is

my son's."- -"I shall give you a hundred strings of dentalia. "-

"It does not belong to me, it is my son's. Perhaps he would

kill me."- -"For what reason? These hundred strings of

dentalia I shall give you." Dentalia, to be sure, (he gave her

and) the big gos'-shell he took, dentalia he gave her. Daldal's

younger brother did so, the elder one did nothing. This elder

one, 'tis said, just kept standing, but this younger brother

of his was active. On they went. Now K'uk'u returned.

1 See note 4, p. 22.

2 See note i, p. 23.
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"Where is my big gos'-shell?" "My nephews from down river

did come, those hundred strings of dentalia they gave you."-
"Where is my big gos'-shell?" "My nephews have taken it."

Now he killed his mother, and followed up the people. Now
he caught up with them. "Come back with the big gos'-shell."

"Come back with the hundred strings of dentalia! Just now

I left a hundred strings of dentalia with my aunt."- -"Come

back with the big gos'-shell." "Come back with the hundred

rope-lengths!"
1 "Come back with the big gos'-shell! There'll

be fighting. ""Then it's well, so let us fight!" Then, 'tis said,

they fought, he and the younger Daldal. DEm+, dEm-h,

dEtn+ ! Inside of a hollow tree trunk he ran, and hid himself.

"O elder brother!" he said. Then Daldal the elder looked

around and picked up a rock ;
he threw it at him, broke his leg

in two with the rock. "Break!" he echoed his own leg as it

broke in two,
"
Break!" he echoed it. "He's echoing his own

leg." "He's echoing his own leg" (K'uk'u repeated in a

whisper). "Throw him on the fire!"- "Throw him on the

fire!" (K'uk'u repeated in a whisper). "He is about to die."-

"He is about to die" (K'uk'u repeated in a whisper). On
the fire he threw him. "Xa-u," he echoed his own hair as

it burned. 2

Then they went on, they proceeded on their way. On

they went. They wrestled with all sorts of things, oaks they
wrestled with, firs they wrestled with, tc!a'cap'-berry bushes

they wrestled with, they always just broke them in two. 3

They
met a certain old man. "Someone is coming," he told his

elder brother. They met a certain small old man. "Tell it,

old man!" "I ran cut on top of the house."- -"Yes! why
should you act in this way, that you run out of the house?

Since enemies have come into the house to fight, that is why
1 See notes 3 and 4, p. 23.
2
It is quite likely that a transformation of Bluejay's son into the Echo is here

referred to.

* For the myth motive of wrestling with a tree, compare Curtin's Wasco myth
of "Eagle has Tobacco-Man and Willow wrestle with Abumat" (Sapir, Wishram
Texts, Publications of the American Ethnological Society, Vol. II, p. 290).
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you ran out."- -"I ran out on top of the house." Just that

only he kept saying. Now Daldal became angry. "What sort

of thing did you say?" He kicked him over; he burst, just
blood he became. In that way, as it seemed, was he1 wont to

kill people. "Big-nosed Daldal! Put on style!"
2 he said (to

his elder brother). Now his younger brother ate up the blood,

and it choked him. "O elder brother!" "Why did you not

better let it alone?" he said. He took a flint-flaker and stuck

it into his throat; with the flint-flaker he took out the blood,

with the stick. "So he did not let it alone." 3

Then they continued on their way. Now again they found

a house. "Warrrm your back! warrrm your back! warrrm

your back!" a woman did say. "Big-nosed Daldal! put on

style! I'll warm my back." He went inside. A certain

woman was continually warming her back. Now he went to

lie down. "Warm your back!" (she said). Into the fire she

pushed him. "Keep away! I feel hot." Now the fire had
blistered his back. "O elder brother!" "So he doesn't let

things alone." He kicked her off. "Do you think you will be

a woman? People will always call you a waa
s-bush,

4 in the

swamps you will be. You will not be a woman, food you will

be," he said to her.

Then on they went, continued on their way. "Veni et

copula+ ! veni et copula+ !" inquit (quaedam). "Ah! what are

they saying? Big-nosed Daldal! do you, for your part, put on

style! ego copulabo," he said to his elder brother. There he

went. Crura sua distendit. Tune, aiunt, cum ea dormivit.

Tune (crura sua) compressit. "Noli mihi id facere!" (inquit

Daldal). Nunc prope exanimatus fuit. "O frater senior!"

Ibi iit (Daldal senior); 'flint-flaker' usus est, crura eius diffidit.

1 That is, the old man. He was accustomed to transform himself into blood, so

that the people, on swallowing him, might choke to death.
2 This is the translation given by Frances Johnson. The meaning seems to be:

"You, for your part, just stand there, too stuck up to move. I, however, am gofng
to fall to."

3
Said, with vexed sarcasm, by the elder Daldal.

4 See note 7, p. 25.
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"Do you think you will be a woman? Fresh-water Mussel you
will always be called." Into the water he threw her. "People
shall be wont to eat you; people will eat you, food you shall be,"

he said to her.

Now they arose and went on again. Then on they went,

continued on their way. Then, not finding a house, they
wrestled with all sorts of things, always just cut them

in two. He and his younger brother did that. Ah! Now
they heard something, "t'ut', t'ut', t'ut'." "Ah! Big-nosed
Daldal!" (said the younger brother and) went on top of the

house. Now down he looked; two old women without eyes,

blind, were pounding tar-weed seeds, and were facing each

other. Now, 'tis said, Daldal's younger brother stole it, the

old woman's food he stole; from on top of the house Daldal

did so. "How, did you eat it all up?" (said one old woman).
"How so? Perhaps it was you that ate it up," they said to

each other. The old women's long hair he tied together above

them. Now he had tied it above them, and they quarreled with

each other. "Now she is fighting me," they said to each other.

Now they quarreled with each other, took hold of each other's

hair; they quarreled and jumped at each other. And Daldal

from on top of the house laughed at them. "Big-nosed Daldal!

So it was he that did it?" (they said).
" O yes! so my aunts

are without eyes, are they?" Then inside he went. A scouring-

rush he went for, and into the fire he put its point. Then

into their eyes he placed its point. Pop! "Now I have pro-

vided you with eyes," he said.

They continued on their way. With all sorts of things they
wrestled as they traveled, firs they wrestled with, oaks they
wrestled with, and always cut them in two. Strong they made
themselves. Now again they found a house. "A! Big-nosed
Daldal! put on style!" He went inside; the house was full of

sinew all tied together. Now he roasted it. Ashes popped all

about. In that way, as it seemed, was he1 wont to kill people.

"Al What are you doing?" he said. He almost burned him.

1 That is, the man that had taken the form of sinew.
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"O elder brother!"
"

sEe
! do you think that you are going

to keep house? Deer's sinew shall you always be called;

feathers shall be tied onto arrows therewith, whenever people
make arrows they shall be tied therewith," he said to him.

Now he had made it.

They continued on their way. Then, 'tis said, with all

sorts of things they wrestled. Now again they arrived at a

house, but there was no person there. A+ ! there was sal-

mon roasted by the fire. "Al Big-nosed Daldal! put on style!

I'm going to eat my salmon." There was no person there;

there was just a salmon-spear shaft in the house, with the

spear-point at its point. Out he took the salmon and ate it.

"How is it that they do that way, that there are no people,
but -just a salmon spear-shaft in the house with a spear-point
at its point?" Now the salmon-spear shaft fought with him.

So it was that one indeed that kept house. Now again the

salmon-spear shaft had almost killed him. "O elder brother!"

"En
! Why didn't he leave it alone?" He took the salmon-

spear shaft and broke it in two. "Do you think that you are

going to keep house? People shall make you, salmon-spear
shafts shall be made. People will make salmon-spear shafts,

and shall spear salmon with them. So you are not going to

keep house," he said to him.

Now again they continued on their way. And again with

all sorts of things they wrestled, they always just broke them
in two. Now, 'tis said, ten houses they found. In one house

there was smoke, one house smoke was coming up out of one

house. They looked inside, but there was no person, just

household implements. Now they looked into another house,

but there was no person, just household implements. Now
they looked into another house, but there was no person, just

household implements. Then, 'tis said, they arrived at a house

where were one old woman and one little girl. "Ah! Go and

get water, I am thirsty. Go and get water," he said. "M+ ,

m+ ! There is some evil being in the water," said the old

woman. "Go quickly and get water, I am thirsty." "There is
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some evil being in the water," said the old woman. "There I

shall run," (said the little girl). "In that case you shall cry! In

that case you shall cry!" she said. The little girl went for

water, dipped up the water. Now she was seized. "Wa +
,

wa + ," she cried. "O yes!" (said Daldal) and ran to the

river. "What is it? A+! go and get a basket-bucket, go and

get a basket-bucket quickly, quickly! Daldalwaya, daldalwaya,

daldalwaya! Like that shall you always say!" He himself

did name himself. "That shall you always say. Always say
daldalwaya, daldalwaya, daldalwaya!" he said to the little

girl. Back to the house he returned with her. Then they
boiled the Crawfish and they ate it.

Then they proceeded on their way, and arrived down
river from a house. Then, 'tis said, he and his younger brother

talked. "Across from here I shall go to the elder one, but do

you go to the younger one. With those two we are to wrestle,"
he said. There the elder one went, and went up on top of the

house; on top of the house the elder one sat. Inside he went.
Daldal 's younger brother arrived at the house of the younger
one. The wicked person's wife was sitting there, and there

little children were sitting. Just one boy, younger brother
of the wicked person, was sitting at the door. Daldal's younger
brother said, "I'm going to eat salmon. Give me salmon to eat,

I'm hungry." When he had eaten the salmon, he gave every
one of the little children to eat. Yonder was one sitting by
the door. The man's wife was sitting, and he fiddled with her

nipples. The boy went out of the house, went to the water.
He told his elder brother, "O elder brother, a certain person
has arrived at the house and has eaten your salmon, your wife's

nipples he has pinched, your salmon he has distributed to the

children," he said to him. The fish-net he threw out to shore
and went into the house. Daldal's younger brother was eating,
salmon he ate. He stepped into the house and almost broke

(Daldal's) arm in two; here on his arm he stepped and (nearly)
broke it in two. (Daldal) just twisted his arm to one side and
stepped right into the salmon. "O friend, let us play!" (said
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the wicked man). "I did not come here to play. 'I shall

just eat salmon,
'

I said to myself. Not for play did I come here.
"

"O friend, let us play with each other!" and he took grass.

"Let us play with each other, let us play the grass game!"
Thus, 'tis said, they spoke to each other. And now then

Daldal became angry. "It is well! let us, then, play with

each other," he said. Out of the house they went; he picked
him up and went to the water with him. "M+, m+ ! Now,
it seems, the handsome youth is to be spoiled,"

1

they said-

yonder were the houses of many people. Now they wrestled

with each other. "I think I'll cut him through the first time,"

he thought to himself, but (Daldal) held his ground. "M+,
m+ ! Still the person holds his ground, the handsome youth."

Then, 'tis said, they wrestled with each other. From across

the river his elder brother saw him. The elder people were on

the other side of the river, and one was holding his net for

salmon. Daldal the elder was sitting on top of the house. So

these youths, the younger ones, did wrestle with each other,

k!ldididi went their bodies. "Hm + , hm+! Still they have

strength. Never before have they done that," said the people

collected together. "O friend, eat your salmon!"- "I do not

wish it, let us play with each other. Before I just wanted

salmon, now I desire to play." "O friend, pinch my wife's

nipples!" "I do not wish it, let us wrestle with each other,"

he said. That one yonder across the river, the elder one,

knew that his younger brother was not strong. "Eh!" he said,

and threw his fishing-net out to shore. He was about to step

across the river. "En
! where are you going? Come this way!"

(Daldal) said. This Daldal the elder was sitting on top of the

house, he it was that said "This way!" He turned back,

picked him up, and set him down; people he used to destroy.

At one another they jumped, and then, 'tis said, they wrestled;

then their bodies sounded k!idididi. On the other side of the

river he had already cut through the younger one, while the

elder ones wrestled. It did not last long before he had cut him

1 That is, killed. See note i, p. 3.
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through. Now the two wicked people, he and his younger
brother, were slain. "Do you think that you will be a person?"
and to the west he threw him. "The Evening Star you shall

always be called, you shall always be called he that comes up in

the evening." (To the younger one he said, "You will be) he

that comes up in the east early in the morning."
Now Coyote snatched up the fishing-net. "In the water

I shall catch salmon," Coyote thought to himself, but he caught

only mice in the fishing-net. Again he threw it forth into the

water, but caught only gophers. "Eh! you shall not catch

salmon," he was told. "In the earth you shall hunt for gophers,
mice shall you, for your part, catch," did Daldal say. Then
he said, "People shall spear salmon, they will go to get food,

to one another will they go to get food; one another they will

feed, and they shall not kill one another. In that way shall

the world be, as long as the world goes on.
' '

Then, 'tis said, they continued on their way. These things
he had said at Di8lo

u
mi, in front of the falls he had said so.

Right there salmon are always caught in fishing-nets. Then

they continued on their way, on they went. Then, 'tis said, they
arrived there, they accompanied each other. Now his elder

brother went on ahead. Now the elder brother whistled to

him; now the elder brother shrunk, while the younger one grew
tall. The elder one became short, the younger one became tall.

Nowadays these are standing there, mountains they have
become. 'Tis finished. Go gather and eat baa

p'-seeds.
1

3. PANTHER AND HIS DEER-WIFE.

p !iyin
deer

Wili' yow6
House there was,

heEfleme k'.
he killed them

off.

hulk' waxadil yak'
w

. Be'wi8
alhuyux

Panther he and his Wildcat. Every day he went out
younger brother hunting,

Ganehi8 dabalnixa la
a
le

x

pliyin bus'
Then, it is long time it became, deer all gone

said,

1 This is the conventional method of winding up a Takelma myth. The com-
mand is addressed to the children who have gathered around to listen to its recital.

They are to go off and gather seeds in order to become active. Too much sitting
around listening to stories makes one lazy.
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la
a
lauhi. P liyinhi

he caused Deer them-
them to become, selves

p liyin
deer

p liyin
deer

hen e
then

wa-iwi'
girl

wa-iwi'
girl

an?
not

yawa'
8 hulk'

they were "Panther
talking,

ge
8imiham

there they sent her

yowok'. Ga
he married That

her.

altlayak'.
he found
them.

heeileme xAm.
he has killed

us off."

Mii

sga hi

Just one

hulk'
Panther

p !iyin
deer

waa
da.

to him.

girl

Mis hulk'
Now Panther

yowogwana
when he had
married her.

p liyin
deer

hono
again

an?
not

k'ai

any

tlomom.
he killed

them.

yew
i

he returned,

bilam
empty-
handed

wit' an? altlayak'
he went not he found

about, them

dahoxa yewe'
8 bilam yewe"

18
.

in the he returned, empty- he returned,

evening handed

daktlemfex s'om
they assembled, mountain

Ganehi8 mi' banx
Then, it is now hunger

said,

Ganehi8

Then, it is

said,

Hon68hi wee

gia-uda
8

Again when it was
indeed dawn

is'ihi s'om ga al
Even mountains to

though

p liyin. Ganehi8 huu
lint'

deer. Then, it is he became
said, tired

yewe
i

.

he returned.

alhuyux
he went out

hunting,

alhuyux dahoxa
he went out in the

hunting, evening

hadedilt'a
everywhere

ya
just,

hono8

again

P liyin
Deer

yawa-ida
8

they talking,

mil

sga

ganauwili
house in

dakt lemex.
they assembled.

an?
not

wili
house

abai
inside

bilam
empty-
handed

k'ai

any

t !om6m.
he killed

them.

debu'8

full

O16m
Formerly

clxum.
dried

venison.

cixunr.
dried

venison.

Ganehi8

Then, it is

said,

gwelh6k'wal ga ganau
holed underneath that in

lohoi dabalnixa la
a
llt'a

he was long time when it

dead
;

became

p liyin ganat' t!omomana
deer so in when he had

appearance
1 killed them,

k'ai henenak'w waxadil
any they con- he and his

sumed it younger brother

alhuyux hono8 be^vi8
alhuyux

he went out again, every day he went out

hunting hunting,

Mi1

Now

hense
then

an?
not

yewe
i

.

he returned.

Ganehi8

Then, it is

said,

bfls
firewood

aga a
this, for

her part,

niengi
1

full of

guxda
his wife firewood

wo 6uha.
she used to

go for it.

Ganehi8

Then, it is

said,

aga
this

one

wagaw6k'
she used to

bring it.

Ganehi8

Then, it is

said,

dewenxa
to-morrow

'i. e., so many (that).
'= ciix xum,

" venison dry."
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gwel wak'wi8

early in the

morning

Alhuyux
He went out

hunting,

Ganehi8

Then, it is said

she cut it off

(it would seem)

hulk8a banx
Panther, hunger

on his part,

am8
yiwiya

u
.

not she spoke.

lawalhida8

whenever it

became,

bilam yew
i

.

empty- he returned
handed

dahouxa
, evening

12

gwe"lxdagwa
her own legs

p!i
!

bils ani8 k'ai hon68
.

firewood moss not any again.

Gwinsedi wede bilam yeuk'.
When not empty- he returned ?'

handed

k'a-ila'p'a ts!T'k'dagwa
woman her own flesh

laalit'a8

when it became

ga al.

at.

mengr,
full of.

Gwidi
"Where

Ganehi8

Then, it is

said,

naga-ihi
8

.

he said, it is

said.

ClX.
venison.

hulk'

Ganehi8 mi1

Then, it is now
said,

yewe"
i dahou

xa.

Ganehi8 dahoxa yewe'
8

Then, it is in the he returned
said, evening

leme^x? K'a-ila'p'a
they have Woman
gone?"

tsli'k'dagwa cix.
her own flesh venison.

p!iyin a
deer, for
their part,

sebek'
she

roasted it

Panther he returned in the

evening.

Banx dnf his aba-iwok'de
"Hunger not nearly I arrived

home,"

Ganehi8 xuma igi'na k'a-ila'p'a dasalda matslak'
food she

took it

gayau
he ate it

cix xigwalt'
4

venison fresh;

hen6 n
it is

all gone

gayau
he ate it,

Then, it is

said,

Ganehi8

Then, it is

said,

abai gasi
8 bou

aga yew6ida
e

in the but now this

house,

gelhewehau hulk'.
he was thinking Panther.

woman, on the

ground

yokhvoi
he knows it

aga
this

she

placed it

CIX
venison

when he
returns

Gwidi
"Whence

baxamak'w
does she get it?" s

gelhewe"hana hulk
'

.

as he thought Panther.

Ganehi8

Then, it is

said,

hono8

again

Ganehi8

Then, it is

said,

dahoxa bilam
in the empty-

evening handed

cix xigwal. Ganehi8

venison fresh. Then, it is

said,

nagd-ihi
8

he said, it is

said,

hono alhuyux wee

gia-uda .

again he went out when it was
hunting dawn.

yewe
l

. Gwine8di wede
he returned. When not

'i. e., he kept returning empty-handed.
2 To be analyzed as he^--sg6ut!-k' . This form is inferential, not aorist (hee

r
-sg6"t'),

in tense, because the act was done secretly, without direct knowledge on Panther's

part. She " must have cut it off," because her own flesh was offered as food. Sebkk'

(1. 6) is also an inferential form, for similar reasons; the aorist is seep' .

3
Lit.,

"
in front of his feet."

Probably derived from xi, "water." Its literal meaning would then be "having

water, juicy."
5
Lit., "she comes having it."
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bilam yeuk'? Ganehi8 hen8e dahoxa nee

gwidi baxamak' w

empty- he returned? Then, it is then in the "Well, whence does she

handed said, evening get it?"

naga-ihi gelhewehana
8

.

he said, it is said, as he thought.

Ganehi8 xu'8ne la
a
le\ Ganehi8 waya8

guxda hono8

Then, it is night it became. Then, it is he slept, his wife also

said, said,

waya8
. Ganehi8

daplaxa la
a
le

x hulk' 8a ani8 waya8

she slept. Then, it is before day- it became; Panther, not he slept,

said, break for his part,

gelhewehau gwidi aga cix8a baxamak' w
? Ganehi8 baat!ebet'

he was
thinking,

k'a-ila'p'a
woman

'Whence this venison
indeed

she gets it?'

ulum henee p!i' wagaok'nana
8

before then firewood when she was wont
to bring it

Then, it is

said,

blls
moss

she arose

mengi
1

.

full of.

Ganehi8
k'a-ila'p'a baa

t!ebet'

Then, it is woman she arose

said,

agasi
8

guxda hulk'
but indeed his wife

agasr
and so

hulk'
Panther

an?
not

waya
8

he slept;

"Panther
mi'8wa naga

i8his k'a-ila'p'a.
probably," she almost woman,

said

waya8

he is

sleeping

Baa
t!ebet' blls gayau. Eme8hi alxi'k' delgan he'sgu^t'ok'*

She arose, moss she ate it. Right here he saw her her hams cut away,

gwelxdagwa ga al cix hee

sg6
UEt'k' da 6k'wik' ts'tft'gwa.

her own legs at

Blls gayau ga
Moss she ate it,

so she gave
him as food

her own flesh.

ga al
at

ani8

not

that

k'ki.

any.

she cut it off,

it turned out;

haga wala8
ga na nanhak' blls p!i'

that in truth that she always did, moss firewood

yonder it turned out,

Ganehi8 blls gayau p!l ga
8al sasinl.

Then, it is moss she ate it firewood at she was

said,

wilaut'agwa igi'na. Mi1

his own arrow he took it. Now
mi'

standing.

tslayak'
he shot
at her,

Ganehi8 alxi'k'

Then, it is he saw her,

said,

bayuwun.
1 Mi1

guxda tllt'gwa waada bili
u

. Mi1

tllt'gwa
he missed her. Now his wife her own to him she Now her own

husband jumped. husband

waada
to him
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tli'la'p'agit'gwa
her own husband

tliba
pancreas

p !iyinha^ga gwi
that one where deer

yonder

Ganehi
Then, it is said,

t leut lawagwan
ball was played with it

t libagwan ga
his pancreas that

wfit'gi. Mi'
she took Now
from him.

dakt lemexda8

that they were
assembled,

wiklelhia-uda81

different whenever it is daylight,

be^wi8
. Ganehi8

everyday. Then, it is said,

Iwat leut !a\vak'w .

bai lbillk'
w

.

she ran out with
it in her hand.

wak'.
she

fetched it.

Ganehi8

Then, it is

said,

ge
K
ya

a

just there,
it is said,

wi in

they played ball with it

in their hands.

gas'i
so

tleutla"8

they played ball deer,

Be'Nvi8 ha + 2

Everyday "Ha+!

pliyin

gane
then

hulk'
Panther

i'
8da
That

mi i

s tslawit'
fast

runner

hulk' t libagwan' sgeleuda
8

Panther his pancreas!" as they
shouted,

yom6i
4

yomo
Catch up catch up
with him, with him!" each other, it is said.

hoy6 t' pliyax ga goy6
she danced fawn that medicine-

woman,

wet'ginma
8

.

as he had been
deprived of.

Me ye
e

k'wanp'
"Return you (pi.)
hither with it

Ganehi8 mii

sga
8

Then, it is one
said,

goyo hoy6
8
t'

8aldi'
medicine- she danced, all

woman

hel<
elda8

as she sang:

tloit' ha + 2

one-horned Ha + !

deer!

la
a
llt'a8

when it

became,

hit'
with spirit

gone

mi1

yap !a

now people

gane
then

lap'guluk'
w hulk'

he was about Panther,
to become

igi'na.
he took them.

tliba
pan-
creas

ba-ibiliu8
. Yom6

he ran out. "Catch up
with him,

nagansa
enhi . Ganehi8 xu' ne

they used to say to Then, it is night
said,

heedada si mi'
but off now
yonder

Ganehi8
yak'

w

Then, it is Wildcat
said,

t libagwan
my elder
brother

his pancreas,"

yak'
w

.

Wildcat.
naga-ihi

8

he said, it is

said,

xu'8ne agas'i
8

at night, but this

yap la

person
ge ginlnk'

there they went one
after another

8
alt!ayak'.

she discovered
them.

Ganehi8

Then, it is

said,

1. Wa -
ya- we-ne L6- wa-na, wa-ya - we-ne L6- wa-na, wa-ya - we-ne L6U- wa-ua.

2. N^k'-di i-de-mes-awit', neV-di I-de-mes-a wit', n4k'-di I-de-me6-a wit'?
"Who right over he goes who right over he goes who right over he goes

there about, there about, there about?"

'Probably misheard for wekleelhia-uda*
, morphologically related as iterative to

da s
,
"when it is daylight, next day," as sgottolh-, "to cut frequentatively," is

related to sgd^d-, "to cut."
2A loud, prolonged whisper.
* Each word in this sentence is pronounced distinctly and pompously.
4= yomb; -oi because of following y-.
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Ganehi8 wee

gia
u

Then, it is said, it dawned,

mu"lapx ganau
sweat-house

nagasbi
he says
to you

hulk'
Panther

hulk'
Panther

mi'8
sga

8

one

obiiE
t'

your elder

brother,"

hulk' waada hiwili"8 yak's'i
8

Panther to him she ran, but Wildcat
8alk!ok!6k' obi i

t' yo
sk'au daldal

ugly-faced, your elder 'Bones crack!"

brother,

nagana
a
k'i .

1 Gwel wak'wi ge hiwiliu8

she kept saying, Early in the there she ran
it is said. morning

Yak'w
'Wildcat

waada. Ganehi8

to him. Then, it is

said,

t libagwan wa.
his pancreas with.

hulk'
Panther

igi'na
he took it

ha8
yeweok'.

she always re-

turned yonder.
EI'da hulk'
'That Panther

t libagwan
his pancreas.

t !eut !iwia
u

they played
ball

Ganehi8

Then, it is said,

t !6it
'

nagansa
8nhi .

one-horned they always said to

deer!" one another, it is said

wa. Ganehi8 xu' ne
with. Then, it is night

said,

Yak'w k'adi
Wildcat what

igi'na tc !amal
he took mouse
them,

pliyax.
fawn.

yapla
people

Ganaenex
Thus

lawalhet'
it used to

become,

nakla
of all kinds

Ganehi8

Then, it is

said,

t libagwan.
his pancreas."

ba+ 2

yiimoi yomo
"Ba + ! Catch up catch up

with him, with him,

hulk' t libagwan
they played Panther his pancreas

ball

gane mi' hono8
hoy6

8
t'

then now again she danced

t!eut!au

am8
igi'na yap!a

not he took them people ?

aid!'
all

ga
that

goy6
medicine-
woman ,

ga
8aldi'

those all

8
i's'is'i

s 1*8

even if

gWl
any-
where

nek
any one

hulk'
Panther

8
alt!ayak'.

she discovered
them.

t libagwan
his pancreas

wana8
igfna.

even he took
him.

neye
eda8

.

that they
did.

Gwin e la
a
le yap !a

Longtime it became, people

Aldi'
All

8
alt!ayak'

she discovered
them

Kliyi'x ganau p!a-iwa wilik'
w

they came down
along with it,

hene n ani8

they were not
used up,

Smoke

Ganehi8

Then, it is

said,

yak'
w

Wildcat
gane

x

"Then

yeweyak'
w

he returned
with it.

gi's'i
8

I in my
turn!"

Gane
Then there

algiligalk'wa
he daubed it over

himself,

t!ibak'
w haa

ya
pancreas from side

to side

naga-ihi
8

. Gane ya
8

.

he said, it is Then he went.
said.

wok' ge t!e"ut!iwia-uda8 . Ganehi8 bils

he arrived there (where) they were Then, it is moss

playing ball. said,

8
algiligalhi. Gwi hen e kliyfk'da

8

he bedaubed Where then that it fell

them.

gwidik'
wdanma gehi It'eE

al. Ganehi8

as it was thrown, right he held out his Then, it is

there hand palm up. said,

m'xdagwa
his own hands

2A loud, prolonged whisper.
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ba + I'da hu'lk' tlibagwan neye
ehi sgeleuda

6
p!iyin.

"Ba + ! That Panther his pancreas," theysaid.it as they deer.

is said, shouted

Ganehi ha i'uda ya
a

gwidik'
wdan. He Ibilik'

w mi 1

Then, it is into his hand just it was thrown. Off he scampered having now
said, it in his hand,

ihou
gwak'

w
6pxa

a
t!ibagwan mi' Ihou

gwak'
w Ba + ydmoi

he ran with it his elder his pancreas now he ran with it "Ba + ! Catchup
in his hand, brother in his hand. with him,

yomo t!6it' y6moi yom6. Mi' huu
lint'a baanawa' k'.

catch up one-horned catch up catch up Now as he was he climbed up
with him, deer! with him, with him!" tired a tree.

Ganehi wHt'geyeklin. Ganehi mi1 diklololan t'ga
a
p'dagwan

Then, it is he was surrounded. Then, it is now he was dug their own horns

said, said, under

wk. Gane hagwa
alamdee

dekli'gada
8

with. "Now in my trail you shall fall

ahead,"

Bern dHsgu'yuk !in ouban a'ks'i
Tree it was made to fall it was he, however

by being uprooted, dug up;

Hagwa
alamda dak'alk!iyi k' dHsgu'yuk !i

In his road down it fell,

naga-ihi
he said, it is

said,

gelbam
u*p above

yak'
w

.

Wildcat.

naga
iE

.

he did.

wede
not

Gane
Then away he

leaped.

ihogwak""? Gane
he ran with it Then
in his hand?

Ba +
"Ba + !

xu / n
night

s'i ull.

he was
sitting.

g^waya" p'iwas
it was made to fall just far off lightly

by uprooting; bounding

y6moi yomo tloit'. Gwi nedi
Catch up catch up one-horned When
with him, with him, deer!"

lap'guluk'
w dahoxa la

a
le

v

it was about evening it became;
to become,

hon6 hi baanawa' k' huu
lint'a

again indeed he climbed up as he was
a tree, tired;

Gane ani8 hon6 di isguyu
uk!in b6m.

Then not again it was made to fall tree,

by being uprooted

Gane wi it'geye"
ek!m yak'

w
s'i

e

Then he was surrounded, Wildcat,
however,

Gane bils falgiligalk'wa.
Then moss he daubed it over

himself.

ligilagant' hulu'hilint'a8 .

he always whenever he was
rested tired.

Ganehi waya aldi\
Then, it is they all.

said, slept

gelbam. Mi' wee
giaugulugwan

l
.

up above. Now it was about to be
dawn.

p!ayewe
i2

he returned

down;

mi' sgaGanehi
Then, it is

said,

t'ga
a
p'da gadak' p!a-igini k' wi in hono gadak' s'6wo k'6p'

his horns on top of he came down, another again on top of he jumped,

1 This word is the periphrastic future of the impersonal and is passive in form.

An approximately literal translation would be "it was intended to dawn."
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baMeyeweyak'y hono8

he continued on again
his way,

debin la
a
llt'a

8

ya
a

last one when he just
became

aldi
1 k'wd"x. Ba +

all they "Ba + !

awoke.

hogwa
8sdaa yuk

'

.

their runner he evidently
was.

Gane
Then

wi8in
another
one

Igoy6
8k'

he touched
him,

gadak'
on top of

s'6wo8
k'6p'.

he jumped.

Gane
Then

yomoi
Catch up
with him.

gane wahou
gwak'

w
. Gane

now he was running Then
along with it.

yomo t'.oit' yom6 gawak'di
catchup one-horned catchup that one,
with him, deer! with him!"' it seemed,

opxa
his elder
brother

an?
not

k'ai

any,

baa
ge!

8

p!eye
8

. Mi' lohoguluk'
w

tlibagwan
he lay belly up. Now he was about his pancreas

to die

ga wat !eut lawagwan.
that ball had been played

with it.

Ganehi8 mi'
Then, it is now

said,

Gane a/k !a

Then he, for

his part,

mulapx ganau
sweat-house in.

guxda wfit'gigwana
8

his wife since she had taken
it from him

;

aba-iwok' 6pxa t !iba
he arrived

home;

mulapx
sweat-house

his elder
brother

ganau
in

hayawa
ada xda'bcdak""

pancreas into his ribs he threw it.

mi1

now
Ganehi8

Then, it is

said,

baa
yewe'

8
. Gane tslayak'

he revived. Then he shot at
them

ts layak' sgisidil a^ya
3

he shot at he and they, for

them, Coyote their part,

pliyin mahait'a tslayak.
deer big ones he shot at

them.

Gehi yaxa gi'
8a yok!woya

8n.

Just only I, for I know it.

there my part,

t'ga
a debu8 laale v he8^ p!iyin

8a
land full they have then deer, for

become, their part,

hiwili"8
. Mi' sgisi ge yuk'

he ran. Now Coyote there he turned
out to be

p!iyin
Ea wok'. Gane

deer, for they Then
their part, arrived.

mahmii

t'a
a

. Gane -yaklwa
2

the big ones. Then Wildcat, for
his part,

p liyax ts layak' haae
ga

fawns they shot at that one
them, yonder

Mi1

p'.iyin t'ga
a
gidl

Now deer land upon

hulk'
Panther

p liyax
fawns

hulk'
Panther

yewe .

they
returned.

Gane
Now

aga
this

bou
pliyin

today deer

am8 '

not
k'ai lap'k'

5

any it turned out
gas'i

8

but
that they became,

'This word is used of the throwing of a soft, nasty object. Cf. xda^n, "eel."

4 6ni s
, "not," does not go with laap'k' , which, as an inferential form, would require

wede, but merely with k'ai; Ani s k'ai is equivalent to "none."
J These forms are inferentials. Though the verbs briefly recapitulate some of the

points of the preceding myth, they are not employed for the purpose of narrating a

story, but rather of accounting for present-day conditions; hence the inferential, not

the aorist, mode. 4
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bo^a p!iyin gwala la
a
le\ Heene pliyin aldi ts!alp'k'

2

today deer many they have Then deer all they hid
indeed become. themselves,

hulk' heEIleme'
ek'wana61

ga ga
cal wa-iwi' ok'igam

2 doumia
Panther because he was that for girl he was killing

destroying them; given her him

ga
e
kl. B6U wede yak'

w
6pxa tlibagwan wo6k'ie hulk' 8a

for. To-day, not Wildcat his elder his pancreas if he had Panther, for
brother gone for it, his part,

bou Ioh6e
. Mi* hee

delelek!i8n 2

plalak'wa gehi de'winit'
today he would Now I have finished it myth, just going so far

be dead. there

gi
iea yok !oya

en.

I, for my part, I know it.

Translation.

A house there was, Panther and his younger brother Wild-

cat. Every day he went out hunting, the deer he killed off.

Then, 'tis said, a long time elapsed; he had caused the deer to

disappear. The deer were talking among themselves, "Panther

has killed us off.
" A certain deer-girl they sent there to Panther.

Panther married the deer-girl. When he had married that deer-

girl, then he found no more deer. Then he went out hunting

again, but did not kill any. Again, when it was dawn, he went
out hunting; in the evening he returned, returned empty-
handed. Even though he went about everywhere in the moun-

tains, he found no deer. Then did he become tired, returned

again in the evening, returned empty-handed. To talk.among
themselves did the deer assemble in a certain house; in a

mountain cave, therein did they assemble. Then, 'tis said,

he was dying of hunger; a long time had elapsed and he had
not killed any. Formerly so many deer had he killed that

the house was full of dried venison. Now he and his younger
brother consumed no dried venison in the house. Then, 'tis

said, he went out hunting again ; every day he went out hunting,
but returned empty-handed.

Now this wife of his, for her part, used to go for firewood.

1 The -k'wa- implies that the deer were then conceived of as persons.

'Lit.,
"

I have put it off in front."
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And she was wont to bring firewood covered with moss. Then,
whenever the morrow came early in the morning, the firewood

no longer was covered with moss. He went out hunting, but

empty-handed he returned. How long did he not keep return-

ing empty-handed? Then, 'tis said, when the evening came,
the woman cut off her own flesh from her legs. Then Panther,

for his part, returned in the evening, full of hunger. "Where
have the deer all gone?" (said Panther). The woman did not

speak. Now then, 'tis said, she roasted her own flesh as venison.

Then Panther returned in the evening. "Because of hunger I

nearly did not arrive home," he said. Then the woman took

the food and placed the venison down on the ground in front of

him. Then he ate the fresh venison. He knew that this ven-

ison had all been consumed in the house, but now when he

returns, there is fresh venison. Then he ate it; Panther kept

thinking about it. "Where did she get it from?" said Panther,

as he thought about it. Then, when it was dawn, he went out

hunting again. Then again he returned empty-handed in the

evening. How long did he not keep returning empty-handed?
Then, 'tis said, that evening, as he thought about it, he said to

himself, "Well, where did she get it from?"

Then night came on. And then he slept, also his wife

did sleep. Then, as the morning twilight came, Panther,

for his part, did not sleep, but kept thinking, "Whence, now,
did she get this venison?" Then the woman arose at the time

when she was wont to bring firewood, covered with moss.

Now the woman arose, and Panther was not sleeping; but his

wife, "Panther must be sleeping," said the woman. She

arose, ate the moss. Right here he saw her hams cut away,
from her own legs had she cut off venison; as food, it turned

out, did she give him her own flesh. Moss she ate, and that

indeed was why it always happened that there was no moss on

the firewood. Then, 'tis said, she ate the moss as she stood

by the firewood. Now he saw her and seized his arrow. Now
he shot at her, but missed her. And his wife jumped at her

husband, and as she jumped at her husband, she took away
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from him his pancreas. Now she ran out with it in her hand,

her own husband she had deprived of his pancreas. Now away
did she run, having it in her hand. Then, 'tis said, yonder
where the deer were assembled together, just there did she

bring it.

Then, every time it dawned, then every day shinny-ball

was played with it. Now the deer played ball; Panther's pan-

creas, therewith did they play shinny-ball. Every day, as

they shouted, "Ha+! That is Panther's pancreas!" a certain

fast runner rushed out. "Catch up with him, one-horned deer!

Ha+! Catch up with him, catch up with him!" they used

to say to each other. Then, as night came on, a fawn, a medi-

cine-woman that one, danced, but off yonder Panther now
was about to lose his spirit, for of his pancreas he had been

deprived. Then Wildcat now did take various people. "Do

you all come back with my elder brother's pancreas," said

Wildcat. Then one person after another went there in the

night, but this medicine-woman danced, discovered them all.

She sang, tis said:

Wayawene i,6
u
wana, wayawene L6uwana, wayawene Louwana.

Who goes about right over there, who goes about right over

there, who goes about right over there?

Then it dawned and to Panther she ran, but Wildcat was

in the sweat-house. "Ugly-faced Wildcat, your elder brother,

'Crack bones!' says to you your elder brother," she kept saying.

Early in the morning there she ran to Panther. Then yonder
she always returned. And then with Panther's pancreas shinny-

ball they played. "That there is Panther's pancreas," (they

shouted) . Then a certain one took Panther 's pancreas.
"Ba + !

Catch up with him, catch up with him, one-horned deer!"

they kept saying to one another. In that way they played

shinny-ball with Panther's pancreas. Then night used to come

on, and now again the fawn danced. What sort of people did

not Wildcat take? All the people he took, even the mouse he

took. All of them the medicine-woman discovered, no matter
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what they did. Down in the smoke they came, but all of

those she discovered. A long time elapsed, the people had all

been tried, but no one returned with Panther's pancreas.
Then Wildcat said, "Now I in my turn!" Then off he

went. Now there he arrived, there where they were playing

shinny-ball. Then he daubed moss all over himself, his hands

he bedaubed. Wherever the pancreas fell as it was thrown

from side to side, right there he held out his hand palm up.

Now the deer said, "Ba + ! That there is Panther's pancreas,"

shouting. Then right into his hand was it thrown. Off he

scampered with it, ran with it now in his hand, ran off with his

elder brother's pancreas in his hand.
" Ba+ ! Catch up with

him, catch up with him, one-horned deer! Catch up with

him, catch up with him!" Now as he was tired he climbed

up a tree, and then on all sides was he surrounded. Now then

it was dug under with their own horns. "Now in my own trail

shall you fall ahead," said Wildcat (to the tree). The tree

was made to fall by being uprooted, it was dug up, but he was

sitting up above. Down in his trail it fell, it had been made

to fall by uprooting. Far off he just lightly bounded, and away
he leaped. "Ba+! Catch up with him, catch up with him,

one-horned deer!" How long did he not run with it in his

hand? Now night was about to come, evening it became,

and again he climbed up a tree, for he was tired. Always
he rested whenever he was tired. And not again was the tree

made to fall by being uprooted. Then all did sleep; now he

was surrounded on all sides, while Wildcat was up above.

Now it was about to dawn, and moss he daubed all over himself.

Then down he went back; down on the horns of one he came

down, again on another one he jumped, continued on his way,

again on another one he jumped. Then just as he came to the

last one, he touched him, now as he was running along with

(the pancreas). Then all awoke. "Ba+! Catch up with

him, catch up with him, one-horned deer! Catch up with him!"

That one, it seemed, was their runner.

Now his elder brother lay belly up. Now he was about to
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die, for he had no pancreas, his wife having taking it from him;
therewith shinny-ball had been played. Now then (Wild-

cat) arrived at home; his elder brother's pancreas he threw
within his ribs. Then he, for his part, did run into the sweat-

house, and Coyote there turned out to be in the sweat-house.
Then now, 'tis said, the deer, for their part, did arrive. Now
Panther revived, then shot at the big ones. And Wildcat,
for his part, shot at the fawns; he and Coyote, for their part,
did shoot at the fawns, but that Panther yonder shot at the

big deer. Now the deer had returned upon the land

Just so far do I, for my part, know. Now this day the land
has become full of deer; at that time the deer ceased to be,
but nowadays the deer have become many. Then the deer
all hid themselves, for Panther was destroying them; for that
reason was the girl given to him, in order to kill him. Had
not Wildcat gone to get his elder brother's pancreas, Panther,
for his part, would be dead today. Now I have finished this

story; proceeding just so far do I, for my part, know.

4. PANTHER AND COYOTE.

Wili1

yow68 hulk' waxadll waxa yak'
w

Their house it was Panther he and his his younger Wildcat,
younger brother, brother

nou
gadasi

8

sgisi nixadil. Alhuyu'hix hulk' pliyin gwala
but down below Coyote he and his He used to go Panther, deer manyfrom them mother. to hunt

tlomdomt'. Ganehi8 beVi8 cix tlomom waxasi8 abai8

he used to Then; it is every deer he killed but his in the
kill them. said, day them, younger brother house

xuma k!emna8
s. Ganga ga na8

naga
i8 dabalnixa cix wili

food maker. Only that he did, long time venison house

debu"8 waxasi8 yamx yaxa gayau am8 cix tstfk'da
full; but his fat merely he ate it, not deer its flesh

younger brother

gayaik'. Nou
gada sgisi nixadil ho1 klelei wili

1

.

he used to Down below Coyote he and his fir its bark their
eat it. from them mother house.

Ganehi8 dabalnixa la
a
le\ Ganehi8

gwiciwok'di
Then, it is said, longtime it became. Then, it is said, somewheres

or other

1 So heard for xo.
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s'ix h
deer he destroyed them.

t'awaxadil ya
8

.

she and her they
younger sister went.

wili
1

sgisi hulksi8

his Coyote; but
house

sgs
Coyote

naga
i

he did ;

ga'p !mi
two

sa!

xami'xa daa
le

e

lagwan da yana
a hulk'

by the 'sea he was heard about chief Panther,

Ganehi8 wa-iwi ga'p ini s'6m alt'gu
i

s

Then, it is
j_ girls two ducks white

said,

Daahi aganin sgisi me dat'
He was heard about, Coyote on this

it is said, side

gwent'gau ga a ge wili1

east of the that one, there his

land for his part, house

Ganehi yutlun wa-iwi1

ga'p ii

Then, it is white girls two
said, ducks

ga al. Gane p !ebexa
at. Then he peeled bark

wa-iwi1 du "5 '-n H

girls pretty

T'gwa heelamaa nak'i
"'Thunder its board,'

2
say to it!

ohop' duu
gwi

1

ohbp'- her skirt

shells3

naga
i

.

my he said,

mother,"

ganku cu' alt'a
a

naga-ihi
8

.

in she shall sit," he said, it is said.

Gane wa-iwi1

ga'plini s'as' naga
l

. Gwidi
Then girls two coming to they did. "Where

a stand

wili
1

. Mi
:

yamadan sgisi sendi wili
1

. Gi'

his Now he was asked Coyote Panther his "I
house?" house.

Mi1

igoyo
u xa n wa-iwi1 klwalt'a t'opxa

Now they nudged girl younger one her elder

each other, sister

sgisi was'i8
. Mahait'a an? sgisi ga se

endi
Coyote indeed." The elder "Not Coyote, that Panther,'

one

Wa-iwi't'an ida ll wilit'k a. Baade yeweykk'
w

"Girls, right there my house." They continued on
their way.

ilu'pxagwank'
she shall pound

having it in her hands

baxa m.
they come. " EA!

t'gwa heelamaa

thunder

diduu
gwank'

she shall wear it,"

wihin

dit'gau
west of
the land house Panther

neye
ehi gana nex da^agan.

they said, thus they heard
it is said ; of them.

ini t'awaxadil ge wok'iaul

she and her there they
younger sister arrived

sgisi. Ganehi8 mi1 liwa"
Coyote. Then, it is said, now looking

gwidi na nagalt'e
8
?

How am I going to do?"

k leman. Wihin
its board make it!" "My mother

naga-ihi
8

sgisi. S'el6k'w

he said, Coyote. "Acorn
it is said, pestle

T'gwa heelamaa wihin wili1

'Thunder its board my house
mother

se"
endi 4

Panther

se"
endi a elt'e8 .

Panther, I am."
for my part,

Iguyu k' daloul8

she nudged "He lies,'

her:

naga-ihi
8

.

she said, it

is said.

Ganehi8

Then, it is

said,

1 Properly speaking, this form is impersonal. An expressed subject, as here

t'awaaxadil, more correctly requires the form wo^k' .

2 "Thunder's board" is the Takelma term for "lumber."
3 These shell ornaments are described as half black and bean-like in shape.
4 A myth name of Panther.
5
Lit., "mouth-plays."
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aba-igini
ck' xilamana selek'

w ilob6xak'w sgisi nixa.
they came to they, acorn she was pounding Coyote his
the house pestle with it in her hand mother.

GanehiE
p!ayuw6

E xilamana alxall an? dabalnixa. Gwidi
Then, it is they sat down they; they were not long. "Where

said
, seated

se'ndi will' mi 1

yamadan mologulap'a sgisi nixa.
Panther his house?" now she was asked old woman, Coyote his

mother.

Gwent'gau hinwada ge wili' naga-ihi
e

mologola'p'a.
"East side of towards up there his house," she said, old woman,

the land stream it is said,

(

Maea nagasbinda
8 bou

se
endi nagart' sgisi nagasbi

En
"You, for though I said just Panther you said, Coyote I said to
your part, to you now, you,"

naga t'dpxa. Ganehi8
ba-iyewe^

6
. Mi1

ya
e baa

dyeweyak'
w

.

she said her elder Then, it is they went Now they they started again
to her sister. said, out again. went on their journey.

Ganehi8 dabalnixa la
a
le

x mi' yew6
iE

sgisi. Hinde
Then, it is said, long time it became, now he returned Coyote. "Mother!

gwidi waya^t' k!walt'aa andi k'ai dak'daada wili
where your daughter- the younger Not any over her house

in-law one? (inter.) head

hanhogwal? K'ai nagalt'? WayaUE
t' k!walt'aa dak'daada

holed through?" "What did you "Your daughter- the younger over her
say?" in-law one head

andiE wili hanhogwal? GemeMi gi' wayauxagwat' yiik'a
e
?

not house holed through?" "How I having daughter- do I come
(m *er.) in-law to be?

BoUEa wa-iwi't'an aba-inaga
iE s6endi wdada ginigiya"

61

Just now, girls they were in Panther to him they have
indeed, the house; gone,"

naga-ihi
E

mologulap'a ga naga
iE

. Sk'a2

nagalt'? Mi!

she said, old woman that she said. "What did you Now
it is said, say?"

abaigini
Ek' mi1 t!omom nixa. Ganehi6

ba-iyewe'* mi'
he went into now he killed his Then, it is he went out now
the house, her mother. said, again,

hee
biliue . Mij hofik' mis swadak'. Mi'+ 'his aba-iwok'

he ran off. Now he ran, now he pursued Now very they arrived in
them. nearly the house

seendi waa
da. Mi' t!os'6u ha'p'da altlayak' mi'

Panther to him. Now slightly a little he discovered now
them,

'This form also is impersonal, though the logical reference is to wa-iwiit'an,

"girls."

"Coyote is now greatly excited, hence uses the meaningless but characteristic

"coyote prefix" j-.
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wiyimat'
he exercised his

supernatural power
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di i I'uda
on top of
her hand

alxi' k'
see!

pla-it'gwili^x.
it dropped down.

Mi1

Now
(inspirptory

breath) naga
i

.

she did.

Mi 1 t'awa
Now "O younger

sister!

mi1

Now

a+
Oh,

Nee

Well,

mahait'a
the elder one that

Ganehi8

Then, it is

said,

han.
on the

other side.

haxiya
in the
water

Mi' gandt'i
1

Now being in the
same way

luxdek' alt'gu'
8
s' la

a
le\

my hand white it has
become.

;a nae

naga'
8

. Mi' xambili"8

she did. Now she jumped
into the water,

hop!e
8n hene na~t'na8

ganat'
long before then as being, being in

that way

p!ak' nagahi
8 t'awaxa. Mi'

bathe!" she said to her younger Now
her, it is said, sister.

Ganehi8 mi' ha"nya
Then, it is now just

said, across

la
a
le

y

hop!e n se"
enda waada

they long ago Panther to him
became,

plagait'e
8

nagd-ihi
I'll bathe," she said,

it is said,

baa
t'

e
x.

6+
oh!

Ma'W
'You too

klwalt'a.
the younger

hanya
a
hi

just on the
other side

ya
a

just

hono8

also

almi'8
s

together

she

emerged.

ba"t'6ex
she

emerged

p !aga'
8

she
bathed

da
pretty

they
emerged.

hen e
then

they
became

ya
ada6

gandthi
when they being in the
went same way

Ganahan m6Eal yewe' .

Being as on this side they
before (of river) returned

wa-iwl du ii\ Gane
girls pretty. Then

wa-iwi't'an
girls

du
pretty

t'awaxadil.
she and her

younger sister.

aba-iyewe'
E

they returned

k!asii

t'

your maternal

grandmothers

me ginigik'
here we came,

yeweyik'
we return,"

la'ula-usam
he's been calling

us;

gas -i
l

but that

nag-ihi
8

they said,
it is said,

Gane yana ba-ihemek'
Then acorns they took

them out, into the house

yene
2 s'om6t'. Mi' yaklwa

3

acorns they cooked Now "O Wildcat,
them.

hop!e
sna obiie

t'

long ago, your elder

however, brother

sgisi wiyimdsam. Gane
Coyote he 'poisoned' us. Now we are

going away,

wa-iwi't'an.
girls.

yoguya
4

to marry
him

ga al
for

no"
down
river

Mi'
Now they are gone

away

hulk's'i
but Panther

an?
not

k'ai

any;
alhuyux
he was out

hunting,

i' hi; cf. g&hi, "the same."
2 So heard for yana. The first a is palatalized to e by the preceding y; the second

j is made to correspond to it, owing to the feeling that Takelma has for repeated
vowels in dissyllabic stems.

'=
ya"k'v>-

s
ti.

1 So heard for yogwid.
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gwePwak'wihi
early in the morn-

ing, indeed,

am8 k'ai ml
not any now.

alhuyu'hi'x.
he used to go

to hunt.

Gane
Then

"Elder
brother

obeya' + guxde
8

elder your wives
brother!

sgelewalt' 6pxa
he shouted his elder

to him brother,

ba + *

obiya mee

yeu
ba + ! elder come

brother, back!

hulk' opxa
Panther; his elder

brother

dueu\ K!asiie
t'

pretty. 'Your maternal

grandmother

hagwanhi
it to him

Ganehi8

Then, it is

said,

yaklwa
2

Wildcat,
for his part,

mi +

wa-iwi't'an
girls

dak' will
on top of

the house

mi1

yd
8

now they
went,

gini
8k. He+

he went. "He +

ya' mi + obeya' + .

they have now, elder

gone away brother!"

obiya guxde
8

ya
8

nagahi
8

your they have he said to him,
wives gone," it is said,

gu'xde
8

ya
8

naga-ihi
8

.

Your they have he said, it

Mi1

Now

wives gone,

gwenhegwehagwanhi
he related it to him,

sgelel
8

he kept
shouting,

sgele
u8

. 6+
he "O!

shouted.

Mi1

yewe
i

Now he
returned

opxa.
his elder
brother.

le'Nvila-usi
he has been

calling me,'

Gane
"Now

tc !ulx igi'na
he took
them,

baa
di

;k'dak'. Gane
he stood it up. "Now

strings of

dentalia

waxa.
his younger
brother.

nagahi
8

.

he said to him,
it is said.

S'el6k'w

"Acorn
pestle

baa
dini8k

he strung
them up,

aga
this

(string)

dlsi_
if it falls down

negeVi.
they said
to me."

yant'e
8

I am
going,"

wili
house

is said.

gwenhegwehok'
he told him about

them,

Gana8nex gwenhegwe"-

wa-iwi'
"
Girls

Thus

naga'
8

he said

he related

hulk'.
Panther.

Gane
Then

xaa
sgo

u
sgi

if it breaks2

asunder,

ju'
8
xgi

8

hadinit !anhi
he strung them

out in it,

ga Ioh6t'e"

(in) that I shall be

(case) dead,"

xaa
k!6sgi

8

if it breaks,
ga*

(in) that

(case)

s'el6k'
w

acorn

pestle

nagahi
8

he said to him,
it is said,

lohot'e"
I shall be

dead,"

mi' yo
uml

now he caught up
with them

;

Gane ya
8

guxdagwa swadak'. Gane
Then he went his own he followed Then

off, wives them.

smelauex deeda sak'w wa-iwi;t'an am8
gwenliwila"

8 smelau8x
arrow in front he shot girls not they looked arrow
shafts of them them, behind; shafts

ganau matslak'. Gane mi1

in they put Then now
them.

waahimit' t tft'gwan.
they talked

baa
yank'

w

they picked
them up,

daa
ts la'Van

by the ocean

yelexdagwan
their own burden

baskets

wok' hen8e

they then
arrived,

ya
a

just
to him

their own
husband.

Gane
Then

1 Pronounced in a loud whisper.

'Lit.,
"

if it 'cuts' (intr.) apart, if it parts."
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ei wa"da saa
gwan. Ei gada

:anoe to him it was "Canoe along-
paddled, side of

,

lS 1 k'ai

things
gwala
many

ne"yauk'i
E

if they say,

wede
not
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yaxa'
E waEalnaanaen

indeed I can get close

Ealnan
she can get

close to him!"

naga-ihi .

she said,
to him," it is said.

naga'
8

k'a-ila/p'a ga
he said, woman thai

Gane
Then

am"
not

wana
even

that

yela
ak'da84

although
they dived,

yela
ak'da84

sgisi
although Coyote

they dived,"

heEalnaanasn 1 k'.olol
I can go off and basket

get close to him,"
Ealnaa

nat'. A'ni8

Not

here

naga'
8

he said,

a naga.
it he said

to her.

neida8 5

that they
did,"

k'aila'p'a
woman

SglSl
Coyote,

Aga
"These

naga'
8

he said,

s-
Ea'k' 2

"She

ganat'
so many'

yapla
"people

yaxa
indeed

yap !a

people

ganat'
so many

la
amal.

he quarreled
with her.

Gi1

"i

you can get
close to him!"

lal.

she
twined it.

yala
8k'

they had
dived,

Yap!a
People

gasi
8

but that
one

dakt'gu
ubamt'.

she covered it over.

k'ai

any-
thing

heneen
they were
used up,

a'k'da8xi
she alone

ha'p'di
small

naga'
8

she said, not

Ganehi8

Then, it is

said,

haxiyk
in the
water

;

yala
8
k'.

she dived.

Nee
si

8

"But
now

XAmgini
8k'

she went into
the water,

a'ksi8

yala
8k

she too she dived,

a'k'da8xi
she alone

heye
Ex.

she was
left over.

masi8

you
indeed,

dexiya
in front of
the water

Mi1

Now

walaa
lauhi.

she kept twining
it while

([talking) .

am8 dak'daahal
she answered

him,

heye
8
x.

she was
left over.

Mi'hi8

Now,
it is said,

alnaana8n naga-ida
8

'I can get
close to it,'

xamwili"8
.

Cma
"You

k loloi
basket

yapla
people

datlabak'
she finished it

indeed

yaxa
indeed

ha'p'di
small

aldri
all

klolol
basket,

since you
said,"

she proceeded
into the water.

yapla
people

bus-
gone

la
a
le

x

they had
become

;

Now

aks'i8

she too

naganhi
8

.

she was said

to, it is said.

xamgini
ek'

she went into
the water

bou
gan"

now then

Mi1 hinau
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hen8e aba-ibaadinik !anae
. Mi' sgot!6sga t'

1
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s'alxog
w
!

Gane nou
ye

eba8
hi.

Now down let us, pray,
river return.

alxi'gin k'a-ila/p'a
she was woman
seen

Mi' sgisi
Now Coyote

they were

standing ;

yewe'
8

.

she
returned.

naga-ida XAmhi laale
when she right into she

said, the water, became,"

k'a-ila'p'a ha'p'di. Gane
woman small. Then

tc!ini'tc!anx.
he was angry.

Mi' olom xamgini'k'da
8

yapla
Now before as she went into people

the water,

ha'p'di XAmgini
8
k'. Gane an!8

small she went into Then not
the water.

Olom cgi'
' Before 'I

yaxa
indeed

A'ni8

Not
naga-ihi

8

sgisi.
he said, it Coyote,
is said,

hulun dedewili't'aada
at his door

nek'
anyone

ealnaana8n
I can get

close to him,'

alxi'k'wa
he saw her

sea-

monster

s'ink'w6k!waa

Mud-cat

wok' hulk'
she Panther

arrived
;

k loloi debu /E

basket

yeweida
8

.

as she
returned.

muu
lapx ganau

sweat-house in

yok!a
a

his bones
baak!o!61
she gathered
them up,

k loloi sbedesbat'i. Gane
basket she filled it tight Then

with them.

k !emel.
full she made it.

Gane dahoxa
Then evening

Gane ya
8 an!8 nek' alxi'k'wa

Then she went, not anyone he saw her

la
a
llt'a8 muu

lapx ganau ginlk'
w

when it sweat-house in

became,
she went
with them,

mats!ak'. Dewenxa gwePwak'wi
8 t'ada

she put them. "Next day early in the 'Paternal

morning aunt,

gana
snex hulk' yok!a

a waa
himit'.

thus Panther his she talked
bones to them.

dedewitfda ci uli. T'ada
at the door she was "Paternal

sitting. aunt,

nat'na8
ganat' iaa2

as being so being just,

hop !e
en

long
before

de8isee8xi nexga
em 1

naga-ihi
8

open the door say to she said,
forme!' me," it is said;

Dewenxa gwel
swak'wi8 laale v

Next day early in the it became
morning

de8ise
e
xi. Ba^ili"8 de8ise

e
k'

open the door She she opened
for me!" jumped up, the door;

gane henee ya
a

altlayagin.
now then just he was found.

Dewenxa laale v

gweFwak'wi
8 mi' guxdagwa

Next day it became early in the now his own wives

morning,

Gane yanaba
shan naga guxdagwa. Mi1

"Now let us all go off!" he said his own wives. "Now
to them

gwidisgwit' wi8wa naga-ihi
8 hulk'. Gane

he has thrown my younger he said, it Panther. Then
himself brother," is said,

yewe'
8

.

he
returned.

haxiya
in the
water

waada
to them

perhaps

guxda
his wives

1 Future imperative with ist per. sing, object of naga-: naag-i-, "to say to."

2 = vaa.
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ha-u naga
16

yanaba
chan naga'

e
. Gane ik!uumank'wa

"Yes," they said; "let us all go they said. Then they prepared
away!" themselves

k'a-ila'p'a ga'p
E
ini. Gane ya

8 se'nda hawilit'gwa yewe'
8

.

women two. Then they Panther in his own they
went, house returned.

Dehi E
alyow<5

E am8 k'ai kliyix. Abaigini
sk' p!i' yogwa*

Ahead he looked, not any smoke. They went into fire its place
the house;

ganau degenau. Dit'gwa^lAm wfVa naga
ie

. Gane guxdagwa
in curled up

" O poor my younger he said. Then his own wives

dog-fashion. brother!"

altslaik'anp' naga guxdagwa alts layagan. GanaEnex ciwdk'di
"Do you (pi.) he said his own he was washed. Thus it may be
wash him!" to them wives;

hono8
alhuyu'hi'x. Gi^a gahi yaxa yok!woya

cn ge
again he used to go I, for my just indeed I know it, there

out hunting. part, that

winithi yaxa yok !woya
8n.

just so far indeed I know it.

Translation. 1

There was the house of Panther and his younger brother,

his younger brother Wildcat, while down -below from them
were Coyote and his mother. Panther used to go out hunting,

many deer he used to kill. Now every day he killed deer,

while his younger brother was in the house, a maker of food.

Only that he did. For a long time the house was full of venison
;

but the younger brother ate nothing but fat, he was not wont to

eat the flesh of deer. Down below from them Coyote and his

mother had a house of fir bark. 2

Then, 'tis said, a long time elapsed. Then somewheres or

other by the sea Panther the chief was heard about, how he

destroyed deer. Then two girls, the White Duck sisters, went
off. Coyote was heard about, that Coyote's house was on this

side, the west side of the land; but as for Panther, that one's

'Compare Boas, Kathlamet Texts, pp. 129-41; St. Clair, Traditions of the
Coos Indians, Journal of American Folk-Lore, Vol. 22, pp. 35, 36; Dixon, Achomawi
and Atsugewi Tales, ibid.. Vol. 21, pp. 163-65. The Yana have a version closely
similar to that of the Achomawi.

2 The house of bark instead of lumber marks the poor man.
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house'was said to be on the east side of the land. Thus they
heard about them. Then the two White Duck girls, the two

sisters, arrived there to Coyote. Now Coyote was beating bark

from a tree. Now then, 'tis said, Coyote looked up two

pretty girls were coming. (Coyote did not know what to do.

He defecated, and asked his excrements,)
" SA! What am

I going to do?"- 'Thunder's board,'
1

say to it! Make lum-

ber out of it!"- "My mother shall wear the oh6p'-shells
2 on

her skirt," said Coyote. "My mother shall have in her hands

an acorn pestle wherewith to pound," he said. "In a house

of lumber shall my mother be sitting," he said.

Then the two girls came to a standstill. "Where is Pan-

ther's house?" Now was Coyote asked for Panther's house.

"It is I, indeed, that am Panther." Now they nudged each

other; the younger girl nudged her elder sister, (saying),

"He lies, it is Coyote indeed." The elder one said, "It is not

Coyote, that one is Panther." "Girls, right there, indeed, is

my house." They continued on their way. Then, 'tis said,

they came to the house; Coyote's mother was pounding with

an acorn pestle. Then they sat down, but not for a long time

were they seated.
" Where is Panther's house?" the old

woman, Coyote's mother, now was asked. "Up stream on the

east side of the land, there is his house," said the old woman.

"Though I told you so just now, you said it was Panther, but

I told you it was Coyote," she said to her elder sister. Then

they went out again ;
now they went off, started again on their

journey.
Then a long time elapsed and Coyote returned.

"
Mother!

Where is your younger daughter-in-law? Has not perchance

the roof above her head a hole?" "What did you say?"-

"Has not the roof above your younger daughter-in-law's head a

hole?" "How do I come to have a daughter-in-law? Just

now there were girls in the house; to Panther have they gone,"

1 That is, lumber.
2 See note 3, p. 55.
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she said, the old woman said that. "S-what 1 did you say?"
Now he went into the house and killed his mother. Then he

returned out of the house, ran off now. Now he ran and pur-
sued them. Now they had nearly arrived at Panther's house.

Now (Coyote) just barely caught sight of them and exercised

his supernatural power upon the two girls. "Old!" he said,

and old they became. Now they came to Panther in his house.

Wildcat was sitting there; two old women came to Panther in

his house. Their basket-caps were worn out, their burden

baskets were worn out, they were old women without teeth,

the sisters, two old women (now), held staffs in their hands.

Panther was not there, he was out hunting.
Now evening came on and Panther brought home venison.

Then Wildcat said, "Now my maternal grandmothers have
arrived here," recounted Wildcat to his elder brother. "Give

them soft food, give them liver," said Panther. Then, 'tis said,

he always gave them liver. Then, when it was dawn, Panther

would go out hunting again, every day he was wont to go out

hunting. Sometimes he brought home a fawn. "Give your
maternal grandmothers soft food," he used to say to his younger
brother, and that one would give them liver. Then a long time

elapsed. Now the old women were always pounding acorns.

Then, 'tis said, they took hot water with them; they sifted in

the basket-pan, the acorns they sifted in the basket-pan.
Now the hot water dripped down on the back of her hand.

Now.she caught her breath and said, "O younger sister! now
see! Oh, my hand has become white. Well, I'm going to

bathe," the elder one did that. Now she jumped into the

water and emerged right on the other side of the river. Then,
'tis said, oh! as she had been long before, being just so she

emerged on the other side. "Do you too bathe!" she said to

her younger sister. Now also the younger one bathed in the

water, and together they emerged just across the river. And
of the same appearance they became as when long ago, being

1 The s-, here as often, is quite meaningless. It is characteristic of the speech
of Coyote.
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pretty, they had gone to Panther; of the same appearance the

sisters became, pretty girls. Then they returned to this side

of the river. Then they took out the acorns and into the house

they returned, pretty girls. Now the acorns they cooked.

And the girls said, "O Wildcat, your maternal grandmothers
he's been calling us; long ago, however, we came here in order

to marry your elder brother, but Coyote did exercise his super-
natural power upon us. Now we are going away, down river

we go back."

Now they went off, but Panther was not there
;
he was out

hunting, early in the morning he was wont to go out to hunt.

Now, 'tis said, off went the girls, no longer were they there.

Then Wildcat, for his part, did go on top of the house.
" He+

,

elder brother! Your wives now have gone, O elder brother!"

Now he kept shouting, shouted to his elder brother.
"
Elder

brother, your wives have gone,
"
he said to him, shouted.

" O!

Ba + ! elder brother, come back ! Your wives have gone,

he said. Now Panther returned and (Wildcat) recounted it

to his elder brother, told him about them. "They are pretty

girls. 'Your maternal grandmother he's been calling me,
'

they said to me.
' ' Thus he recounted it to his elder brother.

" Now I am going,
' '

said Panther. Then strings of dentalia he

took, and strung them up, strung them out in the house; an

acorn pestle he stood up.
" Now should this (string) part, in

that case I shall be dead,
' '

he said to his younger brother.
"
Should the acorn pestle fall down, should it break, in that

case I shall be dead.
' '

he said to him.

Then off he went, followed his wives. And now he caught up
with them. Arrow shafts he shot in front of them, but the girls

did not look back
;
the arrow shafts they picked up and put them

into their burden baskets. And now by the ocean they arrived
;

just then they talked with their husband. Then a canoe was

paddled to them.
" Even though they should say all sorts of

things alongside the canoe, do not look there,
"

said the girls,

to their husband that they said.
" Do not look into the water,
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even though they should say all sorts of things to you. Do not

look there.
' ' Then he was paddled across. Now all sorts of

things was Panther called, ugly-faced; in whatever way he

looked, all that was he called. Though his wives had told him
that before, had told him, "Do not look into the water!" now
he became angry and looked into the water. Now the canoe

upset and he was swallowed, the sea-monster swallowed him;

but his wives arrived to shore.

Now all the people were taken as divers.
"
Dive for him!"

they were told. What sort of (person) was not taken? When-
ever they dived for him they always just floated up, no one

reached to the bottom of the water. Even though many beings
were taken, no one reached to the bottom, they always just

floated up; whenever the people dived, they did not reach to

the bottom of the water, but always just floated up. But now
the Mudcat woman was twining a small basket.

"
It is I indeed

who can get close to him,
"

she said. Then Coyote said,
"
S-she

indeed can get close to him!" To the woman did he say that.
"
Though these so many people did dive, they did not even get

close thereto,
"
he said,

"
though so many people dived.

"
Coy-

ote said that, with the woman he quarreled.
"
I indeed can go

off and get close to him,
' '

she kept twining the small basket

while talking. "S-she indeed can get close to him!" She said

nothing, answered him not, but twined the small basket. The

people had all been tried, she alone was left. All the people
had dived, but that one still was left, she alone. Now, 'tis

said, she finished the basket, covered it over. "Well, now,

you in your turn ! since you did say,
'

I can get close to him,
' '

she was told. Then, 'tis said, she went to the water, ahead

to the water she proceeded. Now into the water she went,
she too did dive

;
the people had all been tried, so she too now

did dive.

Now up river the string of dentalia parted in Panther's house,

where formerly he had stretched it aloft in the house. Now
it parted in several places, and the acorn pestle dropped down,
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broke to pieces. Now Wildcat's elder brother had died. Then,
'tis said, he wept, on top of the house he went.

"Alas, O elder brother! alas, O elder brother! alas,

O elder brother!

O elder brother! O elder brother! O elder brother!"

Down he rolled from on top of the house. Then again, 'tis

said, he went up on top of the house. Again he looked along
the trail.

"Alas, O elder brother! alas, O elder brother! alas,

O elder brother!

O elder brother ! O elder brother ! O elder brother !

' '

He always dropped down, down he rolled. Then exhausted

he became, he was tired out as he wept. Then he went back into

the house. Then he dug into the fire-place and put the ashes

aside; not again he built the fire. And therein dog-fashion he

lay curled up. No more did he go anywhere, no longer he wept.

Now, pray, let us return down river. Now, when formerly
she had gone into the water, the people there were standing;
the little woman was seen as she went into the water. But

she did not return. Now Coyote was angry. "S-when formerly
she said, 'I indeed can get close to him,' right into the water

she proceeded," said Coyote. No one did see the little woman.
Then Mudcat did arrive at the sea-monster's door; Panther's

bones she gathered up, the basket tight she filled with them.

Then full she made the basket. And off she went, and no one

saw her as she returned. Then as evening came on, into the

sweat-house she went with them, in the sweat-house she put
them. "Next day, early in the morning, say to me, 'Paternal

aunt, open the door for me!'
"
she said, thus to Panther's bones

she talked. Next day came on early in the morning, and at

the door she was seated. "Paternal aunt, open the door for

me!" Up she jumped and opened the door. As long before

he had been, just so indeed was he then found.

Next day came on early in the morning, and to his wives he
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returned. "Now let us all go off!" he said to his wives. "Now

perhaps my younger brother has thrown himself into the water,
' '

said Panther. Then his wives said, "Yes, let us all go off!"

they said. Then the two women prepared themselves, and away
they went, returned to Panther's house. Ahead he looked,

but there was no smoke. They went into the house; (Wild-

cat) lay in the fire-place curled up dog-fashion. "0 my poor

younger brother!" he said. Then to his wives "Do you wash
him!" he said, and he was washed. As was his wont, it may be,

he always went out hunting again. I, for my part, know

just that, indeed; proceeding just so far I know.

5. COYOTE AND Fox.

Will'
Their
houses

yuw6
B

they were
SglSl
Coyote

yolk
Fox

wak'dixadil
he and his

cousin, 1

bean
his

daughter

mi^sga
8

'sgisi. A'lhuyux yola s'uhu' baadomoe
s gui ga

Eal tslaya'k'i
Coyote. He went out Fox; quails they flew up woods at; he shot at

to hunt and lit

gwala t!omom. Dahouxa yewe
18

many he killed In the he returned,
them. evening

cuhu'
quails

them,

ligik'w. Sgisi
he brought Coyote
them home.

ban dewili 16
U
1 .

his in front of she was
daughter the house playing.

labak'. 6+
he evidently carried "O,
them on his back. '

father!

Ganehi8

Then, it

is said,

yola
Fox

yola yewe
ie cuhu'

Fox he returned, quails
gwala
many

cuhu'
quails

gwala
many

ligik'
w

.

he has brought
them home."

Dat'an-elaat'gwat'"
Squirrel-tongued,

SglSl.
Coyote.

naga-ihi .

she said, it

is said.

ykmt' nee
gwidi

ask him, well, in what
way

Wiham gwidi
"My father 'In what

way

Gwidi na naga
en ? Gui

' In what did I do to Woods
way them?

nas
naganha

s2

that he did to

them,"

naga-ihi
8

he said, it

is said,

N6uc hiwili"8 .

Next door she ran.

nas

nagat'
did you do
to them?'

ga
eal

to

nagasbi
he says to

you,"

baak!owu'e

they flew up
together;

'More exactly, "his mother's brother's son."

'Subordinate form of na s
nag&.
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hawap!i'tc!uluk!i
en gui. Gane

underneath I set fire to woods. Then
them

Gane p!a-ik'ulu
uk'al deguxhide.

Then they dropped down dead in front of

my heart.'

yewe'
8

she
returned

s'uhuu

quails

naga-ihi'
he said, it

is said,

s'alt!us'6t!is'i
cn.

one after another

Nou
s'

Next door

baa
gelyuwut'e

e

I lay down belly up

Gana8nex
Thus

yolk.
Fox.

hapxwi
little

waiwi'.
girl.

I was walking about
at random.

Gasi8

Then
baadumu8s

they flew up
and lit;

gas'i
8

tc!uluk!wi
sn

(woods) under-

neath,'
"

naga-ihi
8

.

she said, it

is said.

t !omomasn.
I killed them.'

a'k'

naga-ihi
8

. Gasi8

she said, it
" 'Then

is said.

Gasi8
deguxhide" 'Then in front of

my heart

Ga naga
18 harm

That he said, father,

there-

upon

baa
gelp!ey6nt'e

s

I lay down belly up

guxi
1

his heart

t !os6
u

little,

wank
"he even

naga-ihi
8

.

he said, it is said.

Ganehi8 dewenxa
Then, it is next day

said,

gahihi
8 nas

naga
i8

. Cuhu"
the same, he did. Quails
it is said,

baa
gelp!eye

8 hawanda
he lay down under them,

belly up

p!a-ik!iyi
i8k'

it dropped down

p!a-ik'ulu
u8k'al.

they dropped down dead
one after another.

yola
8
k. S'ehehehe

Fox, for "S'^hehehe!"
his part."

gi' yaxahi

hawanda.
under them.

t !omoma8n
I killed them,"

Ye"k'dal
"
'In the
brush

hawaa
pi

i-

I set fire to

hawanda
under them,'"

Gana8nex
Thus

uyu"
8

sgwa
he laughed

at him;

guxit'k' mahki
I however, indeed, my heart big,"

miis

sga
s

laale\ Ganehi8

alhuyux sgisi
it became. Then, it is he went to Coyote;

said, hunt

baak!owo8

hawap!i'tc!ulu
u8k'i gam

they flew up he set fire to (woods) then

together; underneath;

p!i' p!a-ik'ulu
usk'al deguxhi'da. Gam

(pieces they dropped down in front of his Then
of) fire one after another heart.

Ioh6ie

deguxhi'da. Sgisi
Coyote

t!ibicihi

ants,
indeed,

dak!wocouk'wa.
they bit him.

in front of his

heart.

mi' tlayak'wa mi'hi8

now they found now,
him; it is said,

olom walk'anda8

slim-waisted ! short when I, as it seems, what
while ago was sleeping

naga-ihi
8

. Mi 1

bayewe* dahoxa yewe"*
he said, it Now he came to in the he returned,

is said. again; evening

mi'
now he died.

C8a
"C8a!

Gam
Then

tlibicl
ants

k'ai ga
8al di
for (i nter.) did they wake

me up?"

mi^sga
8

one
ligik'

w
.

he brought
it home.

1
1. e., on my breast.
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mi'hi
now,

indeed,

Gam dewenxa
Then next day

honoE
yewe"

18

again he returned

mi1 honoc
alhuyux

now again he went to hunt

dahoxa mena ligik'
w

.

he broughtin the

evening,

brown
bear it home.

yola. Gam
Fox. Then

Ham! yola
"Father, Fox

mena ligik'
w

naga-ihi
s

hapxwi
brown he has brought she said, it little

bear it home,"

Dat'anelaat'gwat'
"Squirrel-tongued,

hiwili118
.

she ran.

Gwi
"How

is said,

yamdamt'
go and ask

him

Wiham
"My father

naenex di

doing (inter.)

gWl
how

gWl
'How

Gani
Then

+
'6 + '

negesi.
he said
to me.

Mu/slxi
'Swallow

me

yexa
1

merely!

wana
at all

yaxa.
merely.

yo
umat'k'

my blood

N6V
Next door

nagasbi.
he says to

you."

t!os'6
u
t!is-i

8n.

about at random
in the bush.

mu /8lxi
'swallow
me

naga
En. Gas'i8

I said to There-
him. upon

Gam guxi' smilismalx guxi
1 hee

sg6
uda8n.

Then his it was swinging; his I cut it off.

heart heart

ba-iyeweit'e
8

naga-ihi
e

.

I went out he said, it is

again," said.

guxit'k' tslamx tli'la'p'a eit'eE

sgisihi
my heart brave, man I am," Coyote

indeed

Dewenxa ,la
a
le

x mi' alhuyux aksi8
.

Next day it became, now he went out he in

to hunt his turn.

wede
Not

mulu^xi
he swallowed

me

Gam
Then

wa-iwi sgisi bean.
girl, Coyote his

daughter.

na nex di t lomom.
doing (inter.) he has

killed it."

di tlomomat'
(inter.) did you kill it ?'

K!a8
t' dalsal-

'K!a st" I was
bushes walking

yexa
1

naga
En

merely,' I said
to him,

p!a-it'gwil
Exnat'

do you cause it

to drop down!'

cigullt'eE hawi'rrfda.
I was sitting inside of him.

nasne"x

doing

t !omomaEn ?

did I kill it?

Gam didelgandadat,
Then out from his anus

SeEhehehehe hinex-niwaes gi' yaxa^va
"Se E hehehehe! he is cowardly; I, however,

that
naga'

E
.

he said.

sgisi gahT'hi
8

Coyote; the same,

mi;hiE

now, it

is said,

yaxa
merely!

naE

naga'
E

he did
it is said,

ba-idak'witftlat'
he jumped out of his

house,

yola
Fox

hau

"Hau
!"

gana^nex
in that way

emu'lExwi
"Swallow me

GanehiE
alhuyux

Then, it is he went out
said, to hunt

malak'wana8
. Gane

as he had told Then
him.

yaxa
Emu/lExwi

merely, swallow me

wede
Not

yo
umat'k'

my blood
p !a-it'gwil

Exnat'.
do you let it drop!"

Mi1

Now
muluUEk'wa
he swallowed

him;

1 So heard for yaxa.
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sgsi
Coyote

xam v
k'

yawa
a

.

his ribs.

mena
Brown
Bear

Mi1

Now

Grizzly
Bear

sgisi.
Coyote.

xebe8n.
he did so.

muluuk !an
he was

swallowed,

mena guxi' alxi'k' smilismalx
Brown his he saw it, it was dangling;
Bear heart

t lomom
he killed

him

t lomom
he killed

him

ligik'
w dahoxa.

he brought in the

Gane
Then

mena
Brown
Bear;

Ha8wini'da ci
s
uli. Mi'

Inside of him he was Now
sitting.

hee
sg6

u
t' guxi' mi'hi8

he cut it his now, it

off heart, is said,

mi'hi8

hanwayaswilswalhi
now, it he tore through them
is said, with his knife

mi' aba-iyewe'
8 mi'

he returned

home,

sgs
Coyote

mena
Brown
Bear him home

Ganehi8 wee

gia-uda
8 mi1 hono8

yola alhuyux
Then, it when it was now again Fox he went to
is said, daybreak

yewe'
8

. He+ harm yola del gwala ligik'
he

returned.

gwidi
'How

hunt,

did you do
to them?'

ask him." 1

evening.

dahoxa
in the

evening

Dat'an-elaat'gwat'
'He + ! father, Fox yellow- many he brought "Squirrel-tongued,

jackets them home."

nae

nagat' nanha. Nou
s' hiwili"8 . Gwidi na8

nagat'
Next she ran.

" 'How did you do
door to them?'

na8

naga
8n?

did I do to
them?

dibumaa
k'

they swarmed
"P.

N6U
S"

Next door

Gwidi
"How

nagasbi wiham.
he says to my father."

you

Gasi8 dee
l hadedllt'a

There- yellow- everywhere
upon jackets

dik'alp'ilip'ili
sn

I squashed them all

with my penis,"

hap!itc!ulu
uk!wi n nagd

18

I set them on fire in it,'

maxa. Harm
her "Father,

father.

T'ga
a

'Earth
hap!itc!uluk!i

8n.
I set them on fire

in it.

ba-ik !olola8n.
I dug them out.

Gane
Then

Kami
"Father,

t'ga
a

Earth
naga-ihi

8
. N6u

s' yewe'
8

.

he said, it is Next door she
said. returned.

Dat'anelaa
t'gwat' gwenhegwehak'wi

he said," Squirrel-tongued she related it to him

hap!itc!ulu
uk!wi

8n naga
18

. Gasi8 dee
l

I set them on fire in it,' he said. 'There- yellow-
upon jackets

dibumaa
k' gasi

8 ba-ik !ulula8n gasi
8

dik'alp'ilip'ili
en naga-ihi

8
.

they then I dug them out, then I squashed them all she said, it

with my penis,
"

t'ga
a

'Earth

swarmed up,

C8ehehehe
"C'ehehehe!

ak!a2

he, for his

part,

wasit !anahi8n nai

I hold it with me," he sai

dik'alt!ucu
u
t'gwat

small-penised,

yaxa
however

is said.

mahait'a
bigger one

,
it is said.

'Literally, "cause him to do or say."
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Dewenxa lale
Xext day it

became,

t'ga
a

hap!i
itc!ulouk'i.

earth he set them on fire

in it.

ba-ik!olol del aldil
he dug yellow- all

them out, jackets

Mi^sga
8 wili1

ba-ikp!61.
One house 1 he dug it out.

mi1 dak!os'6uk'wa. S'8a
now they bit him. "S' 8

!

SglSl
Coyote

gam
then

ya
a

just

Ganehi8 dee
l

Then, it is yellow-
said, jackets

dik'alp'ilip'alhi
he squashed them
with his penis;

Mi1

dets!ini8x
Now he died;

hono8

again

adafwi2

from every
side

mi'
now

aa
ks'ie gam

he in his then
turn

dibumaa
k'

they
swarmed up;

p!owo
uk'wa.

they stung him.

tlibis'i
1

ants

MiiE

sga
E

One
ligik'

w
.

he brought
it home.

mi 1 hono8

now again

ulum waik'anda8

nagct-ihi
E

.

il
S' E

! they have before when I was evi- he said,
waked me up dently sleeping," it is said.

Gana8nexhi mi'8

sga
8 t!om6amt' heene

Thus indeed one he always then
killed it,

dels lini'anx.
he always died.

Mi' dewenxa
Now next day

ligik'
w daho^a.

he brought in the
them home evening.

ba-iligik'
w

naga-ihi
1

he has brought she said, it

home out of is said,

the water,"

na8
nagat' nanha. Mi' n6uc hiwili"8 . Wiham gwidi naE

nagat'
did you do ask him." Now next she ran. "My father 'How did you do
to them?' door to them?'

hon6En alhuyux yolk. Gam
again he went out Fox. Then

to hunt
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Dewenxa lale
Next day it
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iwet'gi
8n di'bemp'ilip'ili n naga'

E
. Aba-iginik'de

eda8 k'a-ic

la'p'a
I deprived I whipped them he said. "When I had gone women

them of them, with stick," into the house

di'bee
mp'ilip'ili

En naga-ihi
E

. Ganehi8 Dat'anelaa
t'gwkt' harm

I whipped them he said, it Then, it Squirrel-tongued "Father,
with stick," is said. is said,

hapxwi aldi k!olsxi Ixledenh6k' w di'be
e

mp'ilip'ili
8n naga'

8

'Children all salmon- they were carrying I whipped them he said,"
heads them on basket-plates, with stick,'

malak'i maxa Dat'anlaa
t'gwkt'. S'eliehehe ak' wank

she told her father Squirrel-tongued. "S'e'hehehe! lie even
him

hinex-niiwacs gi
1

yaxawa tli'la'p'a eit'e8 naga-ihi
8

.

cowardly, I however man I am," he said, it is said.

Ganehi8 dewenxa la
a
lit'a8 gane aks'i8

ya
8

. Ganehi8

Then, it is next day when it then he in his he Then, it

said, became turn went. is said,

nc^go
1 will haa

pxwi k!o!8xi ixled6nhok' w di'bemp'ilip'alhi
down stream the children salmon- they carried them he whipped them

from house heads in basket-plates, with stick,

aba-iwayewenhi k'a-ila'p'a ga
8
al. He+ maea gwidi na8

nagait'
he made them return women to. "He + ! you, for how are you
into the house with it your part, doing?

houxa8a yolk p'im
8a datlayalt' imihiminak'. S'k'ai nagait'p'

yesterday Fox salmon he came to we sent him " What do you (pi.)
indeed indeed beg for it, away with it." say,

hinde"han k'ai nagait'p'? K'ai gwala
ea yola

ea wilau
O mothers? what do you (pi.) "Things many Fox, for arrows

say?" indeed his part,

tslayak'i menasa t!omom. HeVili'gwasbi. Dee
l p'uyamt'

he shot them brown bear he killed it. He wishes you Yellow- he smoked
with them, indeed to die. 2

jackets them out,

p'ims'i
8

tslaykk'' naganhi
8 mi1

malaginin. Sga na8

nagait'e
8

salmon he speared he was said to, now he was told. "'That I did,'
moreover them," it is said,

negesi hindehan naga-ihi
8

. Ganehi8 mi1

p'im ba-ik lemenamdan
he said O mothers!" he said, it Then, it now salmon he was equipped
to me, is said. ir said, with them,

yelex debu"8 Imi'himin. Mi1

yd
8

.

burden full he was sent Now he went,
basket away.

1= nougwa.

'Literally, "he moves off with you."
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Ganehis

Then, it is

said,

hinwa
up stream

from

will la
a
le\ Mi ;

his

the he became. Now, it

house is said.

lat'gwa yamkt'
his own he asked

excrement it,

s'gwidi nas

nagait'e
8
?

How

k lemei
he made

it.

yelex
burden
basket

I'll do?"
Mi 1

naga
ie

. Mi'hi8

yulum will' ha'pxda
Now it said. Now, it eagle his its young

is said, house ones

ba-isalxanau
they looked out

gane
then

yulum p!u
u
lhi hapxda. Ganehi

eagle eyrie its young Then, it

ones. is said,

p!a-imats!kk' nou
s gini

8
k'. S'w^k'da ae

li plulhi
he put it down, next door he went. "O cousin! right eyrie

here

ha'pxda maea wilau
its young you, for arrows

ones, your part,

wok'dixadil. Geme di?
he and his cousin.

" Where?"

k !emeamgada
s

since you are always
making them,"

All hinwada
"
Right up stream
here

naga-ihi
8

he said, it is

said,

p!u
u
lhi

eyrie

nagasa
sn

they said to
each other

hapxda
its young

ones

bayalxanau.
they are looking

out."

alyebep'i.
he showed
it to him.

Ge
There

Mi'hi8

Now, it

is said,

gini
ck'

he went

hiliwaalt'
he climbed
for them

yolk
Fox,

sgisi
Coyote

honoe

also
ge

there
gini

ek'
he went,

yolk
Fox

yulum
eagle

mi'hi8

Mi 1

Now

ga
that

s'as'inl.
he was

standing

gelyala
a
xalt'gwit'

he forgot himself '

sgs ge
now, it Coyote there
is said,

P' ga
a
ya

a
k'

w
.

Grow with
him!"

ha'p'da. Gane
his young Then

ones.

Mi' k!aiya
i

xo.
Now it grew fir

tree.

yolk bamis hadak'ts!6u
t'. Ganehi6

Fox, sky it struck above Then, it

against it. is said,

ho2

p'owo x mi' p !a-i
e

wayewenhi di'-mi'-xami'xa p !a-idk !iyi
ek'

fir it bent, now he returned down to on, now, ocean he fell down in

tree earth with it, front
;

ganau yo
uk!aa ts'lel8

gahi nae

naga
i

yolk.
in his bones they just he did Fox.

rattled, that

Yolk yo
uk!aa baak!o!61 s'ink'w6k!waa

. Ganehi8 muu
lkpx

Fox his bones she picked Mud-cat. Then, it sweat-
them up is said,

ganau matslkk'. Dewenxa gwel wak'wi
in she put them. "To-morrow early in the

morning

ga nexga m. Ganehi8 dedewihMa s'ink'woklwa
that do you (fut.) Then, it at the door

say to me." is said,

'Literally, "he breast-lost himself."

2 So heard for xo.

'Open the door
for me,

Mud-cat

house

t'ada
paternal
aunt!'

s'i
eull

she was
sitting
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g\vel
8wak'wihi hawi an? t'ga

a di'maasda8
. GanehiE t'ada

early in the morn- yet not earth when it was Then, it "Paternal
ing indeed lit up. is said, aunt,

de^se^xi nagahi
8

yolk. Mi' de^is^k' ba-igini
8k' hon6E

yapla
open the door he said to Fox. Now she opened he went out

; again person
forme!" her, it is said, the door,

la^e^ hop!e'
8n henee nat'na8

. Mi' ba^ew^'
8

yolk.
he became long before then as being. Now he was Fox.

resuscitated

Sgisi heededa8 aba-i Ea'k'daxi t'i's lok!61ha. Dahoxa
Coyote off yonder at home he by gophers he used to set Evening

himself traps for them.

lawalhit' ganehi
8

ganau nagana
8k gwi 16

u
gwanas dahoxa

it used to then, it is in them he used to where that he had set evening
become, said, do1

traps for them,

lawalheda8
. Ganehi8 dabalnixa laale\ Ganehi8

gwi
Ene

whenever it Then, it is long time it became. Then, it is how long
became. said, said,

la
a
llt'ae mi'hi hono8 man t'i's mixaldi tbmomana8

when it now indeed again he counted gophers, how many that he had
had become, them killed them

man. Mi'hi8 dahoxa la
a
le

x
ci8ull man mi'hi8

sgisi
he counted Now, it evening it became, he was he counted now, it Coyote

them. is said, sitting them; is said,

tc lucumaldan yola xebe^n. Ea' k'adi dexeb68n naganhi
8

.

he was chirped
2
to, Fox he did so.

" 8aM what it said it?" he was said

to, it is said .

Hono8 tc lucumaldan liwa* naga'
8 k'ai yaxa dets!idak'w

Again he was chirped to; looking he did, some- merely reddish
around thing

p!i' dugum na8nx. Mi1

t'i's heek!owou mi1 h^bili118
.

fire blaze like.' Now gophers he threw them now he rushed
all away, off.

Mi' h68
k', liglnt' xahegehdk'. Hondhi* tc lucumaldan

Now he ran, he rested, he took breath. Again, it is he was chirped to,

said,

liwaa naga'
8 hon6hi8

p!i' na8
naga'

8
. Mi' hono8 hee

biliu8

looking he did; again, it is fire it did. Now again he rushed
around said, off,

h6Ek' gwine
edi wede h6k'. Mi' hono8

liglnt' ganehi
8

he ran; how long not he ran? Now again he rested; then.it
is said,

l i. e., he used to follow about, make the rounds.
1 The sound referred to in the verb stem tc.'ucum- is produced by drawing in the

breath between pressed lips. It is similar to a familiar animal call. When heard at

night, it was generally ascribed to ghosts.

'Literally, "doing."
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tc lucumaldan
he was chirped to,

honoe

again

hee
bilius

he rushed

off, .

hono8
xahegehak'. Hondhi8

again he took breath. Again, it

is said,

h68
k'. Gwine'di wede h6k'. Mi' hono8

liglnt' xaa
hegehak'.

he ran. How long not he ran? Now again he rested, he took breath.

Mi' hono8 tc lucumaldan gwine"
8di wede tclucmalt'gam.Now again he was chirped to

; how long not was he chirped to?

Mi1 hee
biliu8 h68

k'. Ganehi8 hono8
liglnt' xahege"

e
hak'.

Now he rushed he ran. Then, it is again he rested, he took breath.
said,

tc lucumaldan liwaa naga'
8

looking he did,
around

Now

he rushed he ran.

off,

hono8

again he was chirped to
;

gana
snex

thus

digum
blaze

nas

naga
ie

. Mi1 hee
bili

u h6e
k'.

it did. Now

hono hi8

again, it is

said,

Gwent'gab6k
'danda

In back of the earth's
neck 1

he rushed he ran.

off,

s'igi't'a
8 bamis p !a-idiyowo

uda8 bamis aldak'saamsam
;

where it sky where it is set down, sky he bumped his head
against it;

ya
a

tslel naga
is

. Hinwada gweldi.
just rattling they did. Up river finished.

t'ga'
earth

is set,

ga ganau
that in

Baabie
t' le"

e

p'lap'.
Your gather them.

baap'-seeds

yo
uk!aa

his bones

Translation. 2

Houses there were, Coyote and his cousin Fox, and one

daughter of Coyote. Fox went out to hunt; quails flew up
and lit in the woods, he shot at them, and many he killed.

In the evening he returned, brought the quails home. Coyote's

l
i. e., in the east. See Sapir "Religious Ideas of the Takelma Indians"

(Journal of American Folk-Lore, Vol. xx, No. 76), p. 36, footnote.

2 The first part of this myth, the story of the unsuccessful imitation of Fox by
Coyote, is probably Californian in origin. In the cognate Hat Creek myth the inci-

dents are brought into loose connection with the conflict between the creator Silver-

Fox and Coyote at the time of the creation. Compare Dixon, Achomawi and Atsugewi

Tales, Journal of American Folk-Lore, Vol. 21, pp. 171-74. The incidents in con-

nection with the quails (or grouse) and yellow-jackets occur also in a Yana myth
obtained by Dr. Dixon. The second part of the Takelma myth, the revenge of

Coyote in causing his rival Fox to grow up with a fir while climbing for an eyrie, is

found, e. g., in Klamath (see Gatschet in Contributions to North American Ethnology,

Vol. II, Part I, pp. 94-5, 100) and Wasco (see Curtin in Sapir, Wishram Texts, pp.

264-66).
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daughter was playing in front of the house. Now, 'tis said,

Fox returned, carried many quails on his back. "O father,

Fox has brought many quails home."-
"
Squirrel-tongued,

ask him, well, in what way he did get them," said Coyote.
Next door she ran. "My father says to you, 'In what way did

you get them?'
"

she said.
:<

In what way did I get them?

They flew up together into the woods, and underneath them I

set fire to the woods. Then I lay down under them belly up,
and on my breast they dropped down dead one after another.

In that way I killed them," Fox said. Next door returned

the little girl.
"

'In the brush I was walking about at random,
and quails flew up and lit, and thereupon I set fire to the woods

underneath,'
"
she said.

"
'Then I lay down under them belly

up,
' ' '

she said.
'

'And on my breast they dropped down
dead one after another. In that way I killed them.' That,

father, did Fox, for his part, say."-
-" S'ehehehe!" he laughed

at him. "He even has a little heart, but as for me, my heart

is big," he said.

Then the next day came. Then, 'tis said, Coyote went

out to hunt, and just the same he did. The quails all flew up
together; to the woods he set fire underneath, then under them
he lay down belly up, and fragments of fire dropped down
on his breast one after another. And one (quail) dropped
down on his breast. Coyote now was dead. Then the ants

indeed did find him now, and bit him.
" Cea! slim-waisted

ants! When I, as it seems, was sleeping a short while ago,

why did they wake me up?" he said. Now he was restored

to life. In the evening he returned, one (quail) he brought
home.

Then the next day now Fox went out to hunt again. And
then in the evening he came back again, brought home a

bear. "Father, Fox has brought home a bear," said the little

girl, Coyote's daughter. "Squirrel-tongued, go and ask him

by doing what he killed him." Next door she ran. "My
father says to you, 'By doing what did you kill him?" "By
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doing what did I kill him? In the k!aet'-bushes I was walking
about at random. Then 'O+,' he said to me. 'Go ahead and
swallow me!' I said to him, 'go ahead and swallow me! Do not

spill even a drop of my blood!' I said to him. Thereupon he

just swallowed me. Then I was sitting inside of him; now his

heart was swinging, off I cut his heart. Then out through his

anus I went out again," he said.
"
Se8hehehehe! He's a coward,

but as for me, my heart is brave, I am a man," Coyote indeed

said that.

The next day came and now he, in his turn, went off to

hunt. Then Coyote, 'tis said, was out hunting, and just that

did he do, in what way Fox had told him. Then, 'tis said,

(the bear) jumped out of his house, "Hau
!" "Go ahead and

swallow me ! go ahead and swallow me ! Do not spill my blood !

' '

Now he swallowed him
; Coyote was swallowed, Grizzly Bear did

so. Inside of him he was sitting. Now the bear's heart he

saw, dangling; now Coyote cut off his heart and killed the bear,

'tis said. And then he tore through his ribs with his knife.

Now he had killed the bear, and home he returned, and in the

evening Coyote brought the bear home.

And when it dawned, then again Fox went out to hunt, and

in the evening he returned.
" He+ ! father, Fox has brought

home many yellow-jackets."
1 "

Squirrel-tongued, ask of him,

'How did you get them?'
'

Next door she ran.
" 'How did you

get them?' says my father to you.
" " How did I get them?

I set fire to them in the earth. Thereupon the yellow-jackets

everywhere swarmed up, I dug them out. Then with my penis

I squashed them all," he said. Next door she went back.

"Father, 'I set fire to them in the earth,' he said," Squirrel-

tongued related to her father.
"
Father,

'

I set them on fire in

the earth,' he said. 'Thereupon the yellow-jackets swarmed

up, then I dug them out, and then I squashed them all with

my penis,'" she said. "Ceehehehe! He, for his part, has

1 The round plate-like masses of larvae are referred to. They were considered a

particularly great delicacy.
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a small penis, but as for me, I. have a big one with me,"
he said.

The next day came, and just then Coyote again in his turn

set fire to them in the earth. Then, 'tis said, the yellow-jackets

swarmed up from every side; he dug them out, and all the

yellow-jackets he squashed with his penis; now they stung him.

One nest he dug out. And he died, and again now the ants bit

him. "S' 8a! they have waked me up, when, as it seems, I was

sleeping a little while ago," he said. One (nest) he brought
home. Just in this way he always killed one, then always
died.

Now next day again Fox went out to hunt. Then salmon

indeed he brought home in the evening. And again "Ah!

father, many salmon has he brought home out of the water,"

said (Coyote's daughter).
"
Squirrel-tongued, go and ask him,

'How did you get them?' find out from him." And next door

she ran.
"
My father says to you, 'How did you get them?"

" How did I get them? I twisted a hazel switch, and then made
it sharp at one end. Then a rock acorn-mortar I placed in back

of my neck. Into the deep water I jumped, and salmon I

strung," he said. "S'ehehehe! Truly my heart is big, but

his heart is little,
' '

he said.

The next day came and to the water he went. A hazel

switch he cut off, then twisted it. Then a rock acorn-mortar he

took, and in back of his own neck he placed it. Into the water

he jumped, followed the salmon, pursued them, caught one.

Now he died and floated; now Coyote was dead, and just drifted

dead to shore among the driftwood. Now the ants bit him.

"S' a! slim-waisted ants! When I was sleeping, as it seems,

just a little while ago, s-they woke me up!" he said. Now he

returned home in the evening, and brought home a single

salmon.

Then again it dawned; when the next day came, then

again Fox went off, went now to people to get food. Then,

'tis said, the evening came, and Fox returned, a burden basket
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full of dried salmon he carried on his back.
" e+ ! father,

Fox is earring on his back a burden basket full of salmon,
"
said

(Coyote's daughter).
"
Squirrel-tongued,

' How did you get
them?' ask of him." Next door ran the little girl, Coyote's

daughter.
"
My father says to you, 'How did you get them? "-

"How did I get them? Down stream from the house children

were earring about salmon-heads in basket-plates. I took them

away from them, whipped them with a stick,
"
he said.

" When
I had gone into the house, I whipped the women with the stick,

"

he said. Then Squirrel-tongued,
"
Father, he said, 'All the

children were earring about salmon-heads on basket-plates,

and I whipped them with a stick,
' "

did Squirrel-tongued tell her

father. "S'ehehehe! he is even a coward, but as for me, I am
a man," he said.

Then, when the next day came, then he did go in his turn.

And down stream from the house children were earring about

salmon-heads in basket-plates; he whipped them with a stick,

and entered the house with them to the women. "He+ !

you there, what are you doing? Only yesterday Fox came to

beg for salmon indeed, and we sent him away with some,"

(said the women). "S-what are you saying, O mothers? What
are you saying?"- -"Many things indeed did Fox, for his part,

shoot with arrows, and the bear he killed. He wishes you to

die. The yellow-jackets he smoked out, and the salmon he

speared," they said to him, now he was told.
'

'S-that's what

I did,' he said to me, O mothers!" he said. And then salmon

he was provided with, with a full burden basket he was sent

away. Now off he went.

Then up stream from the house he proceeded. Now,
'tis said, his own excrements he asked, "S-what shall I do?"

and they told him. Now, 'tis said, an eagle's nest with its

young ones he made, and the eagle's young ones looked out

from the eyrie. Then down he put the burden basket and went

next door. "O s-cousin! right near by here is an eyrie with

young ones, as you, for your part, are always making arrows,"
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he said; cousin they called each other. "Where?" "Right
around here up stream is an eyrie, and its young ones are look-

ing out." There Fox went, and also Coyote went there, showed

it to him. Now, 'tis said, Fox climbed for the eagle's young
ones. Now then Coyote was standing there, (and said to the

tree,) "P' + ! grow up with him!" and up the fir tree grew.

Now Fox forgot himself and it struck against the sky. Then,

'tis said, the fir tree bent, and down to earth he returned with

it, and in the ocean down he fell. Therein his bones did rattle,

just that became of Fox.

Mudcat picked up the bones of Fox. Then, 'tis said, she

placed them in the sweat-house. "Tomorrow early in the

morning 'Open the door for me, paternal aunt!' that shall you

say to me." Then at the door Mudcat was sitting early in the

morning, when not yet was the earth lit up. Then Fox did say

to her, "Paternal aunt, open the door for me!" Now she opened
the door, and out he went; again a person he became, as long

before he had been. Now Fox was restored to life.

Off yonder at home Coyote used to set traps for gophers,

all by himself. The evening always came, then he used to make
the rounds of them where he had set his traps, whenever the

evening came. Then, 'tis said, a long time elapsed. Then,

when some time had passed, again indeed he counted the gophers,

counted how many he had killed. Now, 'tis said, the evening

came, and he was sitting, was counting them. Then Coyote
heard a chirping noise, it was Fox that did so. "Ah! what

said that?" he said. Again he heard a chirping noise
;
he looked

around, there was something just reddish like a glow of fire.
1

Now all the gophers he threw away, and off he rushed.

Now he ran, rested, took breath. Again, 'tis said, he heard

a chirping noise; he looked around, again there was something
like a fire. And again he rushed off, he ran. How long did

he not run? And again he rested, then again he took breath.

1 The glow was caused by the glare of Fox's reddish eyes.
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Again, 'tis said, he heard a chirping noise; again he rushed off,

he ran. How long did he not run? Now again he rested, he
took breath. And again he heard a chirping noise. How
often did he not hear a chirping noise? Now he rushed off, he

ran. Then, 'tis said, he rested again, he took breath. And

again he heard a chirping noise; he looked around, again there

was something like a glow of fire. Now he rushed off, he ran.

Way off to the east where the earth is set, where the sky comes

down to meet it, there against the sky he bumped his head.

In that place his bones just rattled. Up river 'tis finished

Go gather and eat your baa
p'-seeds.
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6. COYOTE AND PITCH.'

Will' yow6E

sgisi waxadil dabalnixa alhiE

huyu'hix. Ganehi8

be mu^xdan la
a
llt'aE

gane "Dolhi 2
dolhi, nek' Eal it'b^xdae ?" 3

ney6
ehie

. "Sgisi dasgaxit' daamolhit' itc!6p'al," naganhi
E

.

Daa
sgek!i. "NeVdi dexebeEn?" naga-ihi

E
sgisi. "Dasgaxit'

itc!6p'al snixayilt',"
4

naganhi
6

. "Sk'ai naga-it'?" "Sgisi

dasgaxit' daamolheV snixayilt'."
-"
S'bepM s'k'ai naga-it'?

Hop!e'
En8a xami'xa alEit'begexade

edaE tclelei dinda ya
a

la
ale\" 5

-"Dolhi dolhi, nek' ^lit'be^xda8 ?"
"
S'k'adi s'naga-it'?

Hop!e
/sn xami'xa EalE

it'begexade
edaE tclelei dinda la

ale\"

Nagasa
EnhiE

,
la

amalsaEn. "Dolhi dolhi, nek'

"S'k'ai nagalt'?"

Mi1

al it'baak', mi1 itlanahin sgisi. "S'gwidi s'naE
naga-it' ?

is't!en6hisdam." e "Nek 1

"al'it'b^xda8

dayawantlixi "lube,

s'nixayilt'?" naganhi
8

. Laamalan. "S'k'ai ga al di Is'tlene-

hisdam?" 6

"S'yan
7 la

a
llt'am. S'nek' als'alt'b^xda6

? S'dolhi

dolhi, s'nixayilt'," naganhi
8

. Mi1 hono8 alsalt'baak'. "Dolhi
dolhi." "S'gwidi na8

nagalt'?" Als'alt'baak'.
"
D61hi dolhi,

nek gwelx dayawantlixi als'alwat'beeExink'?" HonoE als'al-

t'baak'.

"D61hi dolhi, sgisi dasgaxit' daamolhit' Itclop'al s'nixayilt',"

naganhi
8

.

"
Dolhi dolhi, nek' alaks'ixdagwa wa xa^gu^sink'?"

-"S'bep
1

! s'k'adi naga-it'? S'mi 1

di lohogulugwkt', gasl
8

ga
8al ga naga-it'?" naganhi

8
.

" D61hi dolhi, mi1 nek' alak-

s'ixdagwa wk xa^gu^sink'?" "S'bep'! s'k'adi s'nagulugwkt',

1 This version of the "tar-baby" story is strangely like an African tale given by
Ellis (The E'we-speaking Peoples of the Slave Coast of West Africa, p. 277), but the

decidedly idiomatic and allusive character of the Indian text proves it beyond doubt
to be entirely aboriginal. A rather close parallel is found in the Yana tale of Coyote
and the Stump obtained by Dr Dixon. The "tar-baby" story is also found widely
distributed in the Southeast of the United States.

2 This word seems to have no particular significance. It is used in mocking.
* The literal translation would be "who you-will-hit-me?"
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6. COYOTE AND PITCH.'

There was a house; Coyote and his younger brother,
'tis said, for a long time were wont to hunt. Then once when
a certain day came, then, 'tis said, some one said, "Dolhi 2

dolhi,

who's going to hit me? 3

Sharp-mouthed Coyote, red-eared,

sharp-clawed!" he was called. He listened. "Who's saying
that?" said Coyote. "Sharp-mouthed, red-eared, s-cum 4 matre

copulans!" "S'bep
1

! s-what are you saying? Long ago,

indeed, when I was hitting people by the ocean, his eye landed

right behind him." 5 "Dolhi dolhi, who's going to hit me?"
"S-what s-do you say? Long ago when I was hitting people by
the ocean, his eye landed behind him." Thus they spoke to

each other, quarreled with each other,
"
Dolhi dolhi, who's

going to hit me?"- -"S-what are you saying?"
Now he hit (Pitch), and Coyote's hand was held fast.

"S-what are you doing? S-you have held my hand fast. "-

"Who's going to hit me with his left hand, s-cum matre

copulans?" (Coyote) was told, was quarreled with. "S-what

are you s-holding my hand fast for?"
"
S-you 're stuck! 7

S-who's going to kick me? S 'dolhi dolhi, s-cum matre copu-

lans!" he was told. And this time (Coyote) kicked him.

"Dolhi dolhi." "S-what are you doing?" He kicked him.

"Dolhi dolhi, somebody is going to kick me with his left leg!"

Again he kicked him.

"D61hi dolhi, sharp-mouthed Coyote, red-eared, sharp-

clawed, s-cum matre copulans!" he was called.
"
Dolhi dolhi,

somebody's going to cut me with his tail."- -"S'bp'! s-what

are you saying? S-do you expect to die now, so that for that

reason you say that?" (Pitch) was told. "Dolhi dolhi, now

somebody's going to cut me with his tail!"
"
S'bep'! s-what

The s- is not an integral part of the word, but is the familiar "Coyote prefix."

5 In other words, "I gave him such a blow in the face that I pushed his eye clear

through his head." Coyote boasts of his prowess.

"Observe that the meaningless "Coyote prefix" r- is here prefixed directly to

the verb stem, not to the instrumental prefix i-. There seems to be no definite rule

in the matter. Contrast s'
s ik'weexi (p. 74, 1. 5).

7 Uncertain, (s')yan does not otherwise occur; perhaps it is a mishearing.
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slohdk'diguluwat'?" naganhi
8

.

"
D61hi dolhi, sgisi dasgaxit'

hadanxmolhit'," naganhi
8

.

"
Dolhi dolhi, nek' ygxda

8
dexdagwa

wa?" "
S'k'adi s'naga-it'? Hop!e'

8n xami'xa yapla yegwe-

gwanda
8 Ioh6i8

," naganhi
9

. Mi' yegwek'
w

,
mi' tlomoman sgisi.

"Gewe'+ ek!ewee
!"

1 waxas'i8 abai. Mi1

6pxa an? yewe"'
8

.

"Gwidi na8

naga-ida
8 ani8 yewe

i8
? Tlomoman wi's; k'ai ga

8al

di an? yewe"
18
," naga-ihi

8 waxa. Wi8in wee

gia-uda
8 mi' yd

8
.

Mi1

s'a!8oudan, mi1

6't' 6pxa. Gi'wa^i baxdmda8 mi' da^agan,
"Gew6ek!ewee

!" "Ga di haga nak'wdk? Mi;

wi'is ak!a

tlomoman," naga-ihi
8

sgisi k!walt'aa .

"Gew6ek!ewe! sgisi dasgaxit'." "Ga di haga nak'wdk'?"
-"Gew^ek!ewee

!" Ganehi8 mi1

p!i
s

gel^k', mi1

p!i
}

datlagal

sgisi k!walt'aa . Mi!

p!i
s waada k!walx

ginLk'
w

;
mi1

6pxa Igi'na.

"Wdk'dik!" " Wd'k'dixa ytok'na
8
ga

8al di haga doumk'?"-
"Wdk'dik!" Mi1

6pxa haa
gwidik'

w
,
mi!

alp!i
ltc!61ouk <

i k!wal\
Mi1 t!omo xm.

Ganehi8

6pxa
8a k'o8

px k'alak'alhi. Mi1

ba^ewSn; mi1

hono8
abaiyewe'

18

hawilit'gwan. Mi1 hono8

yapla laale x

sgisi,
mi1

ba^ew^8
; ulums'i8 tlomoman. Gana8nex yapla doumdamk'

k!wal\

1 This is no normal verb form, but an exclamatory formation on the aorist stem
gewek.'aw-,

" to tie (a salmon) in bowstring fashion" (see Sapir,
" Notes on the

Takelma Indians," American Anthropologist, N. S., Vol. 9, p. 272, footnote 2). The
idea implied by Pitch is that Coyote is stuck to him as is a salmon to the string by
which it is carried. For another exclamatory verb form showing abnormal redupli-
cation, see p. 25, 1. 7 (sgilbibi+'x).
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s-do you intend to do, s-do you intend to die?" he was told.

(Coyote lashed Pitch with his tail; it stuck.) "D61hi dolhi,

sharp-mouthed Coyote, red in his ear!" (Coyote) was called.
"
Dolhi dolhi, who's going to bite me with his mouth ?"-

"S-what s-are you saying? Long ago by the ocean when I

bit a person, he died," (Pitch) was told. Now he bit him; now

Coyote was killed.

"Gewe+ ek!ewee
!" 1

(exclaimed Pitch), while (Coyote's)

younger brother was in the house. Now his elder brother did

not return. "What's happening to him, that he does not return?

He must have been killed. For what reason does he not return ?
' '

said his younger brother. Now when the next dawn came, off

he went. Now he went to look for him, hunted now for his elder

brother. When he came to yet some distance off, then he heard

him, "Geweek!ewee !"-

"
So then it is that one that did so to

him? Now indeed he has been killed, I guess," said Coyote
the younger.

"Geweek!ewe! sharp-mouthed Coyote!" "So then it is

that one that did so to him?" "Geweek!ewee
!" Now then he

drilled for fire, Coyote the younger now did build a fire. And
the fire he took with him to Pitch, and his elder brother he took

hold of. "O cousin!" said (Pitch). "Being his cousin, it

seems, therefore you killed him?" "O cousin!" Now his elder

brother he threw to one side, and he set fire to Pitch. Now
he killed him.

Then, 'tis said, ashes over his elder brother he rolled. Now
he restored him to life, and again they returned home into their

house. Now again had Coyote become a person, now he had

revived, but before he had been killed. It is in that way that

Pitch was wont to kill people.
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7. COYOTE IN A HOLLOW TREE.'

Wili' yowoe
, sgisihi wit' a'k'da8

x; lop'.odia"
8

,
nox lop!6t'.

Ganehi8 hono8

p!a'shi lop!6t'; ganehi
8 an!8 dehi wok'. Mi'

suns la
a
le p!a

a
s. Gane t'gunuk'i

82
; gane yal hoh6k'wal ganau

gini
8
k'. "Des'ip'gwi'p

1

," nagahi
8

. Gane hono8
"Decip'gwi'p',"

nagahi
8

,
dehi8

tc!ibip'gwit'.

Ganehi8
lep'nix ga ganku yow6E

. Ganehi8 banx loho'E
;'

gane an? yoklwol gwi
Ene. Gane bou nexadaE

gane mi' yap!a

yilim, mi' sgele"
8

,

"
De^se^xip' ! andi nek' ge wit'? K'a-iwi

tlomomanda8
gas'i

8
gayawkt'p'. De^s'e^xit'p'!" naga-ihi

e
.

Ganehi8 bou n6xadaE laalit'aE

gane mi'Es ge gini
ek' k!e!6e

s.

"Bak' bak' bak' bak' bak' bak'!" Gane plabkp' sgo
u
t'hiE .

Gane bou nexada8 mi' dagaxda
a dats'!a v

mx, gane "C8a!

s'dagaxdek' datsMamx." Mi' he^'wan.

Mi1 daa
sgek!i. Dabalnixa la

a
le

x mi' hono8
sgele"

8
,
"6+

gwidi lemeE
xdap' ? Bou

wi's k'a-iwi'8 domk'i8 eit'e8
ga-iwdt'ba

8
.

MeE

bep'xip'! de^s'e^xip'!" naga-ihi
8

sgisi. A'ni8 nek' baxasm.
Gane "GwidT'+ Iem68

xdap'? K'a-iwi'8 tlomomanda8

gas'i
8

gayawkt'p'," naga-ihi
8

. T!6e
k'
w hono8

ge gini
8
k'; gane mi'

sgo
u
t'.

" P!au p!au p!au p!au p!au plan!" naga-ihi
8

. Ganehi8

dabalnixa la
a
llt'a8

, guxwit'gwa tsMamx klemei. Gane "C8a!

daa
s'tc le'mxde8

, dagaxdek' date !amx.
' '

Mi' hono8 ts' Units' !anx,

mi' ha^yewe'
8

.

Daa
sgek!i. Gane gwi

/8ne la
a
llt'a8 mi' hono8

sgele
u8

, "S'gwidi
Ieme8

xdap'? K'a-iwi'8 tlomomanda8
gas'i

8
gayawkt'p'," naga-

ihi8
. Am8 nek' dak'dahalk'wa. "S'gwidl' slemkliauk'?"

Gane "S'gwidi leme^xdap'? C8andi mii8
s ge elt'p'?" naga-ihi

8
.

Gane ani8 k'ai yap!k. "S'gwidi' lemkliauk'?" akhi waahimit'-

1

Compare Dixon, Maidu Myths, Bulletin of the American Museum of Natural

History, Vol. XVII, pp. 90, 91.
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7. COYOTE IN A HOLLOW TREE.'

A house there was; Coyote, indeed, was traveling about all

by himself. It was storming, rain was falling; and then also

snow, indeed, was falling. Then no further he got, now the

snow had become deep. Then he became cold, and into a hollow

pine he went. "Close up!" he said to it. Then again "Close

up!" he said to it, and, 'tis said, it closed up.

Then, 'tis said, all winter he was therein. Then, 'tis said,

he was hungry;
3 now he did not know how long (he had been

there). Now after some little time then he called upon the

people, now he shouted, "Do you open up for me! Is not some-

one going about over there? Whenever I killed anything, then

you did eat of it. Do you open up for me!" he said. Then,

'tis said, after some little time had elapsed, then a certain

Woodpecker came there.
"
Bak' bak' bak' bak' bak' bak'!"

Now he chopped, cut out (a hole). Now after some little time

then (Coyote's) head ached, and " C8a! s-my head is aching,"

(he said). Now he was left there.

Now he listened. A long time elapsed and again he shouted,

"Oh, whither have you all gone? If perchance I should kill

anything after a little while, you shall eat of it. Come here

and chop for me ! Open up for me !

' '

said Coyote. No one came.

Then "Whither have you all gone? Whenever I kill anything,

then you eat of it," he said. This time Yellowhammer went

there, and now cut out (a hole).
"
P!au p'.au p!au p!au p!au

p!au!" he said. Then for a long time he made his heart strong.

Then "Cea! s-my ears are deafened, my head is aching!" (said

Coyote). Now he also was angry and flew off again.

He listened. Then, when a long time had elapsed, then

again he shouted, "S-whither have you all gone? Whenever

I kill anything, then you eat of it," he said. No one answered

him. "S-whither s-can they all have gone?" Then "S-whither

have you all gone? S-is not one of you there?" he said. And

3
Literally, "he hunger-died." Cf. baanx t!omo^k'wa, "hunger killed him," i.e.,

"he was hungry."
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gwit'. "S-be" + u
! gwidi leme~k!iau8 ?" Mi' miies ba-ik!iyi

8
k',

mi1 bdk'ba 1

ba-ik!iyi
e
k'. Ganehi8 mi1

sgutlu'xa
8

,
"Bak' bak'

bak' bak' bak' bak'!" He^k'aplak'ap' mahmi. Guxwit'gwa
ts!amx k!eme"i; mi! damahai laale\ he8ne"hi ts' Hni'ts' !anx.

"S' 8a! cdagaxdek' dats'Iamx," naga-ihi
8

. Mi1 heeda8
yewe"

i8

,

ts' lini'ts' !anx bak'ba sgisi ga
e
al.

Ganehi8 bou hono8 hawi ci8ull bem ganau. Mi' hono8

sgele"
8

, "S'gwidi Iem6e
xdap'? s'de^is'e^xip'!" naga-ihi

8
. A'n?

nek' ba-ik!iyi
8
k'. Mi! bai8

dlyow6
8

. "5+ mi! di s'amgiauk'?"

guxwi' dats!axmx. "Ge8nedi erne8
yuk'a

8 ?" mi'hi2
naga

ie

gelhe-

whana8
. "Mi; di samaxa lap'k'?" Mi1 hono8

sgel^"
8

,
mi'

hono8 am8 nek' ba-ik!iyi
s
k'.

"Mi1

xa"sg6
u
t'gwide

E
, sgut !usgat'gwide

8
,

"
naga-ihi

e
. Mi'

buu
binixdagwa hee

sg6
u
t', mi1

ba-igwidik'
w

. Mi1 hono8 hee

sg6
u
t'

dayawant !ixi, mi' hono8
ba-igwidik'

w
. Mi' hono8

gw^lxdagwa
heB

sgo
u
t', ba-igwidik'

w
;
hono8

dayawant !ixi hee

sg6
u
t', ba-igwi-

dik'w . Mi' hono8
gane gwa

a
s'i'xdagwa ba-it!ixlxi ha8

winit'gwa,
mi' ba-ik!uwu. Mi'hi8 m&l sgisi gwa

a
s'i' wet'gigwa. "C8ai

me8yk'
w

gwa
a
cixdek', c8

alsgenhit' ! gwa
acixdek' me8

y6k'
w
."

Dagaxdagwa ba-igwidik'
w

;
mi' hono8 ts'Ielei wfit'gigwa mel\

"C8ai ts'teleit'k' me8

yek'
w
," naga-ihi

8

sgisi; ts'Ielei wSt'gin,
mSl xeb68n. Gane mi' ts' !e'

8ns igi'na, ts' leleit'gwa k lemel.

He8nes'i8 almi'8s ts' !ele"it'gwa ganau yeweykk'
w

ts'!e8ns. He8ne

gam "Almi'8s yeu!" waa
dixdagwa ga naga. Waa

dixdagwa ga
nas

naga.

Gane ya
8

,
banx tlomok'wa. Mi' t'ga

a
haxaniya mi'

alt !aykk' ;
melelx ganau gini

8
k'. Ganehi8 biu 8alo

udkn. 2 Ganehi8

bm mixdlha p!ey^
8

. A'ni8
l6p'; gayau, gayau, gayau, gayau,

biu gayau; hadedllt'a wit'. Ganehi8
t'ga

a haxat' melelx biu

1 Another species of woodpecker is referred to.
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there was no person at all.
"
S-whither can they all have

gone?" He himself did speak to himself.
"
S'be+ u

! Whither

have they all gone?" Now one did come, now big Woodpecker
1

came. Now then, 'tis said, he cut out (a hole).
"
Bak' bak'

bak' bak' bak' bak'!" Big pieces he chipped off. His heart

(Coyote) made strong. Now the hole became large, just then

he became angry.
"

S' Ed! s-my head is aching!" he said. Now
way off he flew back, big Woodpecker was angry with Coyote.

And again now he was still sitting in the tree, now again
he shouted, "S-whither have you all gone? s-open up for me!"

he said. No one came. Now he looked out. "Oh, has sum-

mer come already?" and his heart was sick.
" Can I have

been here so long?" said he now, thinking. "Can it have become
summer already?" Again now he shouted, and again no one

came.

"Now I am going to cut myself up, I'll cut myself to pieces,
"

he said. Now he cut off his arm and threw it out. And again

he cut off the left (arm) and threw it out again. Now again
his leg he cut off and threw it out; again the left (leg) he cut

off and threw it out. And now also his intestines he pulled out

from inside of himself and threw them out. Now, 'tis said,

Crow took away from Coyote his intestines. "CEai! come back

with my intestines, s-black thing! Come back with my intes-

tines!" He threw out his own head; now also his eyes Crow

took away from him. "Ceai! come back with my eyes!" said

Coyote. Of his eyes he was deprived, 'twas Crow that did it.

And now wild-rose berries he took and made them his eyes.

And then he caused the wild-rose berries to come together in

his eyes. And then "Come back together!" that to his own

body he said. His body did that.

Then on he went and was hungry. Now he discovered

a field that had been burnt down, into a burnt-down field he

went. Then, 'tis said, he looked for grasshoppers
2

,
and nume-

1 Fields were sometimes burnt down in order to get the grasshoppers, a favorite

food.
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mixalha p!ey
8

. Ganehi8 bou ngxada8 mi' sgelewa/ldan, "Sgisi

dixd + ^l 1

sgisi dixo+ us!" naganhi
8

,
fan ga nak'wok'. "S't'an

8alt!e
e
s'if, lamx gamaxdi dayawantlixi ga-iwa

es!"" Sgisi

dixo + u
s! sgisi dix6+ u

s!" naganhi
8

, ga nagaik'wa fan. Sgisi

ya
8

,
biu lep'. "Sgisi dixo + u

s! sgisi dix6+ u
s!" ganga ga

yaxa nagaik'wa. "S't'an 8alt!uiecif! maea lamx gamaxdi

dayawantlixi ga-iwa s!" nagahi
8 ha8wif. "Sgisi dix6 + u

s!"

gangahi ga yaxa naga'
E fan.

Ganehi8 bou nfixada8 "
Sk'adi naga?" gwenliwila"

8
. "a +

gu'h6k'
w2 na8nfex sga di nak'ik'?" naga-ihi

6
. Ganehi8 mi 1 klwal

6'f, mi1 klwal tlayak'. Mi1

al^leplexlap', mi1

hadi'fgwa
matslak'. Ganehi8 he ne hono8

l6p' bm; gane lep' p!i gadal
wif. Mi1 hono8

"Sgisi diha+ x! sgisi dlha+ x!" "T'an
8alt!uies'if ! s'k'adi naga

18 ?" ts' Units' lanxhi8

sgisi. Ganehi8 mi 1

di8
!'uwu/8k' gwenf liwila"8

didelganfgwa. Mi' yaxa delgan
haxkk'. "Sgadi nak'ik'?" Mi 1 xamhiwili"8

. "Haxiyk sga
a-

t'ap'de
8
," naga-i

8
his. Xaabobin ya

a
sga

a
fap'. "Haxiyd

mi/8wa sga
afep'de

8
," naga-i

8
his. Mi' hax, loho'8

. Gweldi;
baabi8f le

e
p'lap.

1

Coyote's intestines had been taken from him, hence the grasshoppers went right

through him. The word used in the text might also refer to the spilling of acorns

out of a hopper.
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rous grasshoppers were lying about. He did nothing but pick
them up and eat, eat, eat, eat, eat grasshoppers; everywhere he

went about. Then, 'tis said, there was a burnt-down field and
numerous grasshoppers were lying about. Then after a little

while someone shouted to him, "Coyote's anus is spilling!
1

Coyote's anus is spilling!" he was told, Squirrel it was that said

that to him.
"
S-little-eyed Squirrel! half-eater of raw sun-

flower seeds!"- -"Coyote's anus is spilling! Coyote's anus is

spilling!" he was told, Squirrel it was that said that to him.

Coyote went on, gathered and ate grasshoppers.
'

"Coyote's
anus is spilling! Coyote's anus is spilling!" only that he kept

saying to him. "S-tiny-eyed Squirrel! half-eater, you for your

part, of raw sunflower seeds!" he said to him by way of

rejoinder. "Coyote's anus is spilling!" just only that Squirrel

kept saying.

Then, 'tis said, after a little while "S-what's he saying about

it?" (said Coyote and) looked behind him. "Ah! just like

something planted,
2

s-is that what he means?" he said. Now
then, 'tis said, he hunted for pitch, and pitch he found. Now
he kneaded it up into a cake and put it into his anus. And
then again, 'tis said, he gathered and ate grasshoppers, gathered
them and walked about among the fragments of fire. Now
again "Coyote's anus is burning! Coyote's anus is burning !"-

"Tiny-eyed Squirrel! s-whats he saying?" Coyote was angry.
Now then he felt hot in his anus, back he looked behind his

buttocks. Now indeed his buttocks were burning. "S-is that

what he meant?" Now he ran to the water. "Into the water

I shall jump," he thought. Right among alder bushes he

jumped.
"

I intend to jump into the water," he had thought.
Now he burned up, he died. 'Tis finished. Go gather and

eat your baa

p'-seeds.

2 A row of tobacco plants is meant. Tobacco was the only plant cultivated by
the Indians of Oregon.
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8. COYOTE VISITS THE LAND OF THE DEAD.

Wili' yow6 ; sgisi a'k'da xi wiyiwiV. Ganehi "Xilam

yapla yank'V neye
ehi

; gana
en^x yaxa daa

le
e
lak'

w
. Gangahi

xilam yap !a yank'
w

. Dabalnixa la
a
le\

" K'adi nagan, 'Xilam

yap!a yank',' ney<
eda ? Nee

ge ginik'de . Yapla Ioh6ida

an? hono8 m< yewe
i

, gasi bou 'Xilam yapla yank'V ney6
8

gi
i k 'LohdV nagalt'e

8
;

an? mi 1 hon6e meewit' lohoida6
,"

naga-ihi
8

sgisi.

Mi1

ya ,
xilam gwa

alam hat!uluk'; ya
e

gwis'i
Ew6'k'di

xilam gwa
alam hat!uluk'. Mi' tclucumaldan;

2 anl8
ge da/s

yowo
tc!ucumaldanmae

, ganga ya . Xilam tclucumdlt'gwa, k'ai-

si w6'k'di, yal k!egeld-us'ixda
a

k'wedei, waada gwidilha.

Ganga xilam gwa
alam ganku ya ;

tc lucumaldan yaxa. Ganehi

xilam hat'ga
ada wok'. "Mi1 baxa m sgisi daamolhev

t'.

Gasalhi, ei 6k'i! sgisi mi' ba-ik'.iyi^'," naga-ihi xilam.

Wu('lham hoyodkk'
w

xilam; aga he ne k'ai gwa'la waklodo-

dinma , gahi duk' dit'.ugul wak !ododinma hop!fe
/ n Ioh6ida .

Mi1

p!l dat'.agai sgisi. "Gasalhi ei 6k'i sgisi damolhe^t',"

naga-ihi xilkm. Mi' wa-iwi1

ei ogolk'wa.

"Hw
+, mi1

ba-igingada al waa
did6,"

2

naga-ihi sgisi wiyi-

mdt' ml. "Gasalhi, gasalhi, sgisi! el ganau gink'!" "Hw+ ,

ba-igingada al waa
dide,

"
naga-ihi

8
sgisi. "Ganau gink'

gasalhi el!" "Hw
+, ba-igingada al waa

did6," naga-ihi sgisi.

Mi' ba-igini k' wa-iwi'. Dak't'ek!exa sgisi, eme ya
ahi s'as'

naga
18 dibo^i'da. "Gasalhi, amd'! gasalhi, ei ganau gink',"

naganhi
8

sgisi, wa-iwi' dexeb68n. Gane mi'hi8
p!l baa

yank'
w

;

mi1 duu
gi' alp!i

itc!uluu k'i wa-iwii8a xilam, an? yaplk. Mi ;

1 The sound characteristic of ghosts. See p. 78, note 2.
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8. COYOTE VISITS THE LAND OF THE DEAD.

A house there was
; Coyote kept going about all by himself.

Then, 'tis said, "Ghosts are taking away people," they said,

thus he always heard. Just ghosts kept taking away people.

A long time elapsed. "What is meant when people say, 'Ghosts

are taking away people?' Well, I will go there. When people
die they are not again to return here, yet now people are say-

ing, 'Ghosts are taking away people.' I, however, say, 'They
are dead.' Not again now are they to come and travel about

when they have died," said Coyote.
Now off he went, the trail of the ghosts he followed; he

went I don't know where, followed in the trail of the ghosts.

Now someone made a chirping sound;
1 he did not give ear to

that when the chirping noise was made to him, but just went on.

The ghosts made a chirping noise to him, but something or

other he kept throwing at them, the fungus (?)of pine is its name.

In the trail of the ghosts he just went along, and a chirping

noise they kept making to him. Then, 'tis said, he arrived

in the land of the ghosts. "Now red-eared Coyote has come.

Quick, give him a canoe! Coyote now has come," said the

ghosts. The ghosts were dancing the menstrual dance. These,

with whatever things they had then been buried, just those

garments they wore, wherewith, when long ago they had died,

they had been buried. Now Coyote built a fire. "Quickly,

give red-eared Coyote a canoe," said the ghosts. Now a girl

did give to him a canoe.

"Hw+
, you shall come to shore to where I am,

" 2 said Coyote,

he now exercised his supernatural power upon her. "Quick,

quick, Coyote! come into the canoe!" "Hw
+, you shall come to

shore to where I am," said Coyote. "Into the canoe quickly

come!" "Hw
+, you shall come to shore to where I am," said

Coyote. Now the girl came to shore. Coyote was smoking;

right here she took her stand alongside of him. "Quick, come

on! quick, come into the canoe," Coyote was told, 'twas the

'Literally, "to my body."

7
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du ll

gi
! hax. Mi j xamhiwili"8 el ganau hansa x

k'
w

;
mi' 8

aga hawi

wuulham hoyodak'
w xilamEa dalt'gwan wobillk'w p!l. Mi 1

8aldatc!uluEk' xilam duu
gi\ adat'wi8 waEbilik'

w
,

mi1 hon68

aldatc!uluE
k'. Ganehi8 xilam hax Ealdil. "Do do do do do

do!" 1

naga-ihi
E
xilam; sgisis'i

8 hant'ada ciEull, alxi'k' xilam

haxda8
.

Gw?ne laale\ p !a-idi'hana8s p!l. Xilam buc la
a
le

x

; sgisi

ga naE
naga, haxna. Ganehi8 "Sma di k'ai ga al yapla yana-

gwada
8
? Mi' lohoyat'. Wede gana

8nex yuk' yapla lohok'i8
,

wede yanak'
w

;
Ioh68

t' ganga. Wede hono8 nek' alxiiEk'wok'

yapla lohdk'i8
," naga-ihi

8
sgisi. Mi' hinau yewe

i8

;
xilam

he"p!?lem#k'i

9. COYOTE AND THE ORIGIN OF DEATH.

Xilam sebet' 2

ha'p'da lohbk'. Sgisidi
y
l no'ts lat'gwan yuk'.

Gas'i8
nak'ik', "Laps yimixi ha'p'dek' lohdida8

, laps yimi^i,"

naga-ihi
8 xilam sebet'. "A'ni8

laps yi
imisbi8

n; gwidis'i
8
y6

8
t'

xilkm yeuk'i
8 ?" naga-ihi

8
sgisi. N6u

s'i
8
yewd

i8 xilam sebet',

k!od6t' ha'p'dagwa lohoida8
.

Ganehi8 dabalnixa laale\ mi' sgisi ha'p'da xilam la
a
le\

mif Ioh6i8
. Mi; n6u

s' gini
Ek' xilam seb^t' waa

da. "Laps
yimixi haa

p'dek' lohdida8."
" K'adi naga-it'?" xilam sebet'

ga naga'
8

.

" Houxa8a ma8a ga neg^s'dam 'Laps yimixi'

1 In a Yana theft of fire myth collected by the writer the practically identical dti.

du du du du du occurs to indicate pain from contact with fire (see Sapir, Yana Texts,

University of California Publications in American Archaeology and Ethnology, note

50). Compare also the evidently identical Klamath tti tu tu (see Gatschet, op. cit.,

p. 112), though here it indicates on the contrary pain from tingling cold.
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girl that said so. Now then, 'tis said, he picked up a fragment
of fire; now he set fire to the skirt of the ghost girl, no person
she. Now her skirt burned. Then to the water she ran into the

canoe and paddled it across. Now these ghosts were still danc-

ing the menstrual dance, and among them she rushed with the

fire. Now she set fire to the garments of the ghosts; to every
one she rushed with (the fire), and again set fire to them. Then,
'tis said, all the ghosts were burning. "Do do do do do do!" 1

said the ghosts, while Coyote was sitting on the other side of the

water, was looking at the ghosts as they burned.

Some time elapsed and the fire ceased. The ghosts were

exterminated; Coyote did that, burned them. Then, 'tis said,

"S-for what reason are you going to take away people? Now
you have died. Not thus will it be when people die, they will

not take others with them; they will die for good. Not again
will any one see them, when people die," said Coyote. Now
up river he returned. The ghosts he had annihilated with fire.

9. COYOTE AND THE ORIGIN OF DEATH.

The child of Roasting-dead-people
2 died. He and Coyote

were neighbors to each other. Thereupon he said to him,

"Lend me a blanket, for my child has died. Lend me a blanket,
' '

said Roasting-dead-people. "I'll not lend you a blanket, for

where are they going to be, if dead people come back?" said

Coyote. And next door returned Roasting-dead-people, and

buried his child that had died.

Then, 'tis said, a long time elapsed. Now Coyote's child

became sick and died. Now next door he went to Roasting-

dead-people. "Lend me a blanket, for my child has died."-

"What did you say?" Roasting-dead-people said that. "Yes-

terday indeed when I did say to you, 'Lend me a blanket,'

2 This is the name of a bug that could not be further identified. It was described

as all black, long-legged, and of about half an inch in length. The name is due, or

supposed to be due, to the fact that this insect was held responsible for the origin of

death.
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nagasbinda
8

, 'Yapla gwidi' y6
8
t' yeflk'i

8
?' Mi' hawaxi"8

has
p'dek'," naga-ihi

8 xilam sebet'. N6Vi8
sgisi yewe*.

"Sga'+" t'agd'
8

. Ga ga
8al bou "ani8

yapla yewe'
8 Ioh6ida8

.

10. COYOTE GOES COURTING.

Wili' yow6
8

, sgisi a'k'da8x t'i's loklolha be'wi8
. Dewenxa

la
a
lit'a8 hon68

t'i's 16uk'; an!8 k'ai yapla, a'k'da8
xi; dahoxa

liwilhak'w . Ganehi8 hon68 wiein wee

gia-uda
8

t'i's loklolha;

gwi
8ne di wede t'i's l&*k' beVi8

. Dewenxa laallt'a8 hon68

t'i's 16
u
k'. Ganehi8 dahoxa la

a
le\ t'i's man mixal halo-

ho^and8
.

1

Mi' k'ai da/8
agan wu/Qlham hoyodagwan; mi' dasgekli'.

Ganehi8 "S' 8d! gwidi wu/alham hoyodagwan?" nagd-mi
8

sgisi.

Mi' da^laydk' wulham hoyodagwdnma
8

. "C8d! ge ginik'de
8."

Mi'hi8
ya

8
,
t'i's heek!uwu. Mi' h68

k', hu
u
lint'; s'as'inl datt

sgek!i\
Ganehi8 mi' hono8 hee

biliu8
,
h68

k'. Ganehi8 mi' hono8

ligint',

hdwi wualham hoyodagwdn daE
61. Ganehi8 "AM erne8 mi/8wa

wuulham hoyodagwdn." Ge wok', dni8 k'ai ydp!a. "Sgeme
8di

aga
8d hoidiauk'?" nagd-ihi

8
,

a'k'i wahimit'gwit'.
8ali da861

wualham hoidiauk'i8 na8
naga'

8
. "Erne8 mi'8wa hinwada." Mi'

hono8 h68
k', gwi

8n6 di wede h6k'; da861 hoididuk'i8 na8
naga'

8
.

Ganehi8 hon68 he^ili"8
,
h68

k'.

T'ga" k'wedei p!uwu
/8
a-uk',

" Ge ml/8wa hoyodia"
8
,"

nagd-ihi
8

sgisi. Ganehi8 hono8 he'bili"8
, gwi

sne di wede h6k';

'Literally, "that he had caused them to die-in."
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you, for your part, did say that to me, 'Where will the people

be, if they return?' Now my child is rotting," said Roasting-

dead-people. So next door Coyote returned.
"
Sga+ !" he

cried. For that reason people do not nowadays return when

they die.

10. COYOTE GOES COURTING.

A house there was; every day Coyote used to set traps
for gophers all by himself. When the next day came, again
he set traps for gophers. There were no people there, he was
all alone

;
in the evening he always brought home (the gophers).

Then again, when the next dawn came, he always set his traps
for gophers. How long did he not set his traps for gophers

every day? When the next day came, again he set his traps
for gophers. Then the evening came, and how many gophers
he had trapped

2 he counted.

Now something he heard, the menstrual dance was being
danced. Now he listened. Then, 'tis said, "S' ea! where is the

menstrual dance being danced?" said Coyote. Now he heard
the menstrual dance being danced.

" C6a ! there 1 11 go.
' ' Now

off he went, threw away the gophers. Now he ran, was tired,

stood still, listened. Now then again he rushed off, he ran.

Now then, 'tis said, again he rested, still the menstrual dance
was danced (as though) near at hand. Then, 'tis said, "AM
probably here the menstrual dance is being danced.

' '

There he

arrived, but there were no people.
"
S-where can these be

dancing?" he said, he himself did speak to himself. Right here

near by it was as though they were dancing the menstrual dance.
" Here up river it probably is.

" Now again he ran. How long
did he not run? As though they were dancing near by it was.

Then off again he rushed, he ran.

The name of the land he always named,
"
There they must

be dancing," said Coyote. Then off again he rushed. How
long did he not run? He was tired, and always rested. When-
ever they sang, it was as though right at hand. Then again he
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huu
lint', ligilagant'. Ganga helelia-uda8

ali' na8

naga'
8

. Ganehi8

hon6e

yd
8

,
hee

bilius
, gw?ne di wede yanak'.

"
Sgeme'di aga

ea

\vii
lilham hoyodagwan?" naga-ihi

s
. Daa

sgek lelha. Ganehi8

"S -8a! erne"
8 hinwada mi' wa," agas'i

8

gwent'ga
abok'danda

wuulham hoyodagwan. Mi' honoe

ge hiwili"8
, gw?ne di wede

h6k'. Ganehi8
gwi

/ ne la
a
le\ mi' hulint'; ge

e

ya
ahi da 61 la

a
le

v

wualham hoyodagwanma
6

. Mi' hono8 hos
k'. Ganehi8

s'as'inl,

huu
lint', daa

sgek!i. Ganehi8 mi' ge wok'.

A+ wa-iwi' ney6
eda81 wu"lham hoyodkk'

w
,

k'ai gwala
wa-iwi1

help', ha8k'aa
,
ts'!ai8

s', ts'Iama'l, lap'am; k'ai nakla

di 8an? wiiulham hoyodkk'
w

? K'ai gwala s'as'inl. Sgisi mi'

wok' ;
alxik !ixa8 wuulham hoyodagwanma

8
. Ganehi8 mT/8

sga
8

wa-iwi' da8a'na-u k'ai gwala duu
gwi' ditlugui, tc!eleem. "S8a!

s'ga ge
8
igi

/8nan," nagd-ihi
8

. Ganehi8
ganau gini

c
k', ga yd

ahi

8i't!aut!au Tu'xda dasa'na-u wa-iwi'. "Gane ba-imasga hee
l,

ba-imdsga!" da8ana-u wa-iwi' ga nagan.

Ganehi8 ba-imats!kk',

^ ^
.

"K!i-xin-hi 2

gel
8-wi-liu-t'e + 8

, k!i-xin-hi gel
8-wi-liu-t'e + ,"

naga-ihi
8

.

o

4

"
Di'-t'bou-k!alx-de8

al-t'wa-p!a-t'wap'-na
8
n,"

naga-ihi
8

lap'am helelda8
.

f^ r^

4
"
Da-bo-k!op'-na

8n di-k !a-las-nasn gwel-sal-t !ees-na8n *

* * 4444
la-p'am-hi

8o-cu 8
o-cu,"
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'.

went, rushed off. How long did he not go?
"
S-where is this

menstrual dance being danced?" he said. He kept listening.

Then, 'tis said,
"
S' sa! probably here up river it is,

"
(he thought),

and indeed the menstrual dance was being danced in the east.

Now again he ran there. How long did he not run ? Then some
time elapsed, and he was tired. Right close to that place he got
where the dance was being danced. Now again he ran. Then,
'tis said, he stood still, was tired, listened. Now then there he

arrived.

Ah, girls in great number were dancing the menstrual

dance, many kinds of girls Swan, Goose, Bluejay, Mouse, Frog.
What kind did not dance the menstrual dance? Many kinds

were standing there. Now Coyote did arrive; he looked on

while the menstrual dance was being danced. Then, 'tis said,

one girl, a chieftainess, did wear many sorts of garments, (her

shells) did rattle. "SEa! s-that one there I'll take," he said.

Then among them he went, the hand of just that one he seized,

the chieftainess girl. "Now begin the song, begin it!" That

the chieftainess girl was told.

Then, 'tis said, she began it,

"Klixinhi, I walk about strutting out my breast!

Klixinhi, I walk about strutting out my breast!"

she said.

"
Many warts I have on my back, with my eyes I blink,"

said Frog as she sang.

"
I bubble under the water, in my rump I am lean,

no fat have I in my legs and feet,

Frog indeed,
Eocu 8

ocu,

is morphologically the subordinate form of neeye
s

,
the impersonal

aorist of nagai- : na- "to say, do." It is frequently idiomatically used to mean "
in

great number, many."
2 No definite meaning could be assigned to this word.

'The normal form of this word is gel*wiliut'e
e

,
but by a song license the gram-

matically important glottal catch of the last syllable is here eliminated.

1 So heard for gwelsalt!eyesna*n.
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naga-ihi
8
lap'am; ak'i ga nagalk'wit'. Ganehi8 a'k8a gana

8ne"x

helel8
,

" 8
tis'i

8
us'i,

1 8us'i 8
us'i,

8us'i 8
us'i,"

dayawant '.ixihi yonon.
Ganehi8 k'ai gwala helel8

.

"
Mas'i8

ba-imasga!" t

ga nagan. Ganehi8 helel8 ts'!a'
8
s',

I

s
t^

*

"Tc!ai-tc!l-a s

gsva-tca gwa-tca, tc!ai-tc!i-a gwa-tca g\va-tca.
"

GanehiE mi' hon6E "Mas'i8

ba-imasga," nagkn mi/Es hono8

wa-iwi' ts'Iamal. Ganehi8 mi1

ba-imats!ak',

6
^ I

s

*^ IN = r
4 it * *

"
Be-be-bi-ni-bl-a

4 be-be-bi-ni-bi-a.
"

GanaEne"x he!61E
tsiamal; sgisi a'kla dayawant !ixi helel8

,

; :. j ; ; :. ^ : ; . 1 1 1
" S

-

be-be-bi-ni s'be-be-bi-ni s'be-be-bi-ni s'be-be-bi-ni.
"

Ganehi8 "Mas'i8
ba-imasga!" ga nagasa

8n a'ihi. Ganehi8

ba-imats!ak'

"Be-lel-do5
waui-ha,

6 be-lel-do wain-ha, be-lel-do wain-ha, be-lel-do wain-ha,"

'The accented vowel of the second s
iis'-i in each pair is always held out a trifle

longer than that of the first. There is perhaps a play upon words involved. Coyote

evidently means to repeat the sdcu edcu of Frog, but perverts her burden into the

verb form tis'i, "give it to me."
2 By

"
half

"
is meant "only a part

"
or "incorrectly.

"
Indians commonly speak

of people that have but an imperfect command of a language as talking half of it.

A play upon Bluejay's own name, tc!di
ec (=tc!ditcl-).

* The implied reference in the mind of an Indian is here to the word bebtn,
" rushes." The mouse is often found among rushes.

This word is a play upon the word for "swan," bel^p'.

Swan's round-dance song, as here given, was in ordinary use as such among the

Takelma. wainha literally means "put him to sleep." It seems very probable that
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said Frog; she herself did call herself that. Then, 'tis said, he,

for his part, did sing thus,

it O S O ^ .* O * * P-' ' C1 ^ . O ' .
*

T J8US 1
SUS 1,

BUS 1
CUS 1,

eUS 1
SUS 1,

only half 2 of it he sang.

Then, 'tis said, many kinds did sing.
" Do you in your

turn begin singing!" Bluejay that was told. Then Bluejay

sang,

"Tc!aitc!ia gwatca gwatca, tc'.aitclia gwatca gwatca!"

Now then, 'tis said, again,
" Do you in your turn begin singing,

"

one girl again was told, Mouse. Now then she started in to

sing,

"
Bebebinibia, bebebinibia.

"

Thus did sing Mouse, but Coyote, for his part, did sing only
half 1 of it,

"S'bebebini, s'bebebini, s'bebebini, s'bebebini."

Then, 'tis said,
" Do you in your turn begin singing!" that

did they themselves say to one another. Then Swan started

in to sing,

"Beleldo wainha, beleldo wainha,

Beleldo wainha, beleldo wainha,"

the word was originally used in its literal sense in lullabys, then transfered to other

songs as a mere burden. Cf . the following lullaby :

C i :

^
jf *

Mo - xo wain - ha,

S'lm - hi wain - ha,

P!el - da wain - ha.

"Buzzard, put him to sleep! S'lm [meaning unknown], indeed, put him to sleep!

Snail, put him to sleep!"
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naga-ihi
8 bel x

p', heleF gana
8nex a'k8

a. Ganehi8 "
Mas'i8 ba-

imasga," nagasa n wa-iwi't'an, ha8k'a ga nagan. Ganehi8

ba-imats!ak',

" Wain-hu me-uadol-k'i/wuiu-hu I-dol-k'ij'waiu-hame-uadol-k'i.waiu-hi I-dol-k'i,"

ha k'aa gana
Enex helel8

.

Ganehi6 "S' 8a! gwidi dolk'init'k' yawayagwan?" naga-ihi
8

mena. Ganehi8 honoehi gahi neye
8

, ga h6e
l yononan,

"Wain-ha me-nadol-k'ij'wain-hi i-dol-k'i,'waiu-hume-na dol-k'i,waiu-ha I-dol-k'i."

Ganehi8 mi1 daae
agan. "Gwidi d61k'init'k' yawayagwan?"

naga-ihi
8

. Mi'hi8

ya
8 mena; mi' da^ehei wiiulham hoyoda-

gwanma8

gada
a

gini k'. Mi'

N
*

" S'hau hau hau
g

hau."

wu"lham hdidigwia gada
a
gini

8k' mena.

Ganehi8

da^agan wa-iwi't'an daPwi8 mi' xamk' baxamda8
.

"I's'i8 wede hee
lat'," nagasa n; daahie

aganin xamk' baxamda8
.

Gangahi
8
hoyodia"

8
,
daFwi's'i8 "Wede hee

lat', k'ai8wa baxa8m,"

nagasa
8nhi8 wa-iwi't'an. Gangahi

8 wu"lham hoyodagwan.
Ganehi8 "Hau, hau, hau, hau." BaValxoxigin; mi' yaxa
8all la

a
le xkmk'. Ganehi8 "Hau, hau, hau, hau," naga-ihi

8
.

Mi1 dalxabili"8
; ba^aMomd^'ia"

8
,
an? nek' tlomom. Sgisis'i

8

aga da a'na-u wa-iwi' ^^"gwak'"; gahi
8

ganga mi' k!uwu'e
,

xkmk' yap!a daxoyoxi.

1 Though these three words are here probably felt to be mere burdens, each of

them can be translated as a regular Takelma word: "
Put-him-to-sleep, brown-bear

his-anus," though the normal form for "his anus" would be ddlk'inii or ddlk'ama".

i- in idtilk'i must be explained either as a mere change in burden, pairing off with
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said Swan, thus did she, for her part, sing. Then, 'tis said,

"Do you in your turn begin singing!" said the girls to one

another, Goose was told that. Then she started in to sing,

" Wainha mena dolk'i, wainha I'dolk'i,

Wainha mena dolk'i, wainha 1'dolk'i,"

thus did Goose sing.

Then, 'tis said, "S' ea! where are they talking about my
anus?" said Bear. Then again, 'tis said, just that they said,

that song was sung,

" Wainha mena dolk'i, wainha I'dolk'i,

Wainha mena dolk'i, wainha I'dolk'i.
"

Now then, 'tis said, he heard it. "Where are they talking

about my anus?" he said. Now Bear did go; now he went to

where he heard the menstrual dance being danced, right by them

he went. Now
"
S'hau, hau, hau, hau,

"

(thus saying) Bear did go alongside of where the menstrual

dance was being danced.

Then, 'tis said, some of the girls heard how Grizzly Bear

now was coming. "Sing no more," they said to 'one another.

Grizzly Bear, 'tis said, was heard coming, yet they went on

dancing; but some of the girls
" Do not dance, a monster comes,"

did say to one another. Still the menstrual dance kept being

danced. Then, 'tis said, "Hau, hau, hau, hau," (said Grizzly

Bear). They suddenly stopped dancing, now Grizzly Bear had

got to be right there. Then "Hau, hau, hau, hau," he said.

Now he jumped among them; they flew right up, no one he

killed. But Coyote did run away with this chieftainess girl.

mena, or else as a demonstrative stem not ordinarily used in its baf*e form (cf. ida-

"that there" and ideme ea "right there" );iid6lk'i would then be an archaic song-form

of idaga ddlk'inji, "that-one his-anus."
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Mi' aga sgisi a'k'.a dasana-u wa-iwi' dalhiwilik'". Ganehi8

bou nexada8 "Wa-iwi1 di elf? Wa-iwi ; mi' wa," naga-ihis;

sgisi a mi' gelwainia gelguluk'. Ganehi8 an? fayak' gw?ndi
hawuxdaa

. "K'adi gi
i a? K'a-ila'p'a rrtfwa nagasbi

8
n,"

nagahi
8

. Sgisi lap'am xamgwidik'
w

.

" Ma di k'ai8

la'p'a yuda ?

lap'a
am nansbina8

," nagdhi lap'am. G6 de8winifhi. Gweldi;

baabi f le
e
p'lap'.

ii. JACK RABBIT is CALUMNIATED BY COYOTE.

Wili' yow6
E

,
hou a'k'da^i ci uli. K'di gwala disgofolha

bfim k!em^i fbkl. Ganehi8 "
Wayam, wayam, wayani!

2

gwida
3 lemek!iau

,
k'ai gwala p!ahanda ?" naga-ihi hou.

Mi'hi disgut!uxa . Ganehi6 mi1

limiman, hee
bili

u
. "Nek'

y6k'i dak'limxgwa
6

. K'adi yawayagwa n?" naga-ihi
e

. Mi1

hono8
disg6

u
f, hee

bili
u

. Gahihi8
naga

i

.

" Nek' y6k'i dak'-

llmxgwa
8
," naga-ihi

8
. Gahihi8

naga
18

, "WayanT, wdyanT,

wayam! gwida lemeklia"8
,
k'ai gwala p!ahanda ?"

Mi1 dabalnixa laale\ Mi1

sgisi daa8
agan ga nex, hou ga

naga-ida
8

.

"
S' 8a! s'k'adi ne'ye'

6 ?" Mi; daa
sgek!i sgisi. "Wayani,

wayani, wayani! gwida lemeldia"8
, dip' p!ahanda ?" naga-ihi

8

hou. "K'adi yawayagwa n? disgut iuxade
8

.

" Ganehi8 mi'

sgisi da^agan. Mi ; hadedilt'a libin wak'. "'S- 8ali he^leme-

k'.inda8
,

' 5

nagasanp'," naga-ihi
8

sgisi;
"
'haxiya wa8

gwidi-

1 Compare Boas, Kathlamet Texts, pp. 72-78.
2 Pronounced in a high pitch.
3 A rhetorical form of gwidi, "where?" A mock-heroic effect is intended.

*As much as to say, "I have more important things to do than to talk. I must
cut down trees!"
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Now those just scattered off, Grizzly Bear did chase the people
around.

Now this Coyote, for his part, did run off with the chief-

tainess girl. Then, 'tis said, after a little while, "Are you a

female? It must be a female," he thought; Coyote now, for

his part, did wish to sleep with her. Tune nihil vulvae repperit.

"What did I, for my part, (take)? That you were a woman
I thought,

' '

he said to her. Coyote threw Frog into the water.
" Do you think you will be a woman? Frog you will always be

called," he said to Frog. Proceeding just up to there (it goes).

'Tis finished. Go gather and eat your baa

p '-seeds.

11. JACK-RABBIT is CALUMNIATED BY COYOTE. l

A house there was, Jack-Rabbit was dwelling all by him-

self. All sorts of trees he used to cut down; t'bal-bushes he

regarded as trees. Then, 'tis said,
"
Wayani, wayani, wayani!

where now have they all gone to, now that everything is ripe?"

said Jack-Rabbit. Now he was a-cutting. Now then, 'tis

said, he felled them, and off he rushed.
" Had it been anyone

else, he would have had it falling on top of him. But what am
I talking about?"

4 he said. Now again he cut one down, and off

he rushed. That same thing he said. "Had it been anyone

else, he would have had it falling on top of him," he said.

That same thing he said, "Wayani, wayani, wayani! where

now have they all gone to, now that everything is ripe?"

Now a long time elapsed. And Coyote did hear that

speech, that which Jack-Rabbit was saying. "S' 8a! s-what

are they saying?" Now Coyote was listening. "Wayani,

wayani, wayani! where now have they all gone to, now that

the camass is ripe?" said Jack-Rabbit. "But what am I

talking about ? I '11 be a-cutting.
' ' Now then, 'tis said, Coyote

'Coyote is guilty of a malicious pun. Jack Rabbit's lemfk.'ia^,
"
(people) have

moved away," and Coyote's ht'iUlMkHttdo', "that I have done away with, anni-

hilated, them," are forms of the same verb stem lemek!-.
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gwidindaV nagasanp'." Mi j

yapla- gux
w

i' xilam la
a
le\ '"Gi1

hecllemek linda8
,

'

nagasanp', all dexebe8
n," naga-ihi

e

sgisi.

Mi' \vaEit!emem wulx. Ganehi8 wulx p'elekwa; sgisi

libin waa
gana

8
, ga ga

eal hou p'elegan. Ganehi8 "Geme8di

dexebe n?" " Erne8
,
erne8 dexebeen." Ganehi8 deMat'hi yapla

mii

sga
e
tlayakwa.

" Haa
p'dek' loVi'," naga-ihi

e

yap!a miie

sga
E

tlayak'wana
8

. Ganehi8
"Sga! sga!" naga

18

sgisi. "A'n? gk,"

naga-ihi
8

yaplk mi'8
sga

8 bou
t layak'wana

8
. "Ga dexebe8

n,"

sgisi ga naga'
8

. Bi'l8 ganau matslkk'; ganehi
8 bi'l8 ganku

dalyew6' hou. Ganehi8 oudan. Ganehi8 ni^s hon6e
tlayak'wa;

mi1

yapla ga'
8m tlayak'wa hou.

" Haa
p'dek' lo

u
s

-

i
j

," naga-ihi
8

yapla. Sgisi
" Ga ga ga!" naga

18

; "ga dexebes
n," naga-ihi

8

sgisi. Gas'i8
yapa

ea "Ani8
ga dexebe8n;" sgisis'i

8 "Ga dexe-

bes
n," naga'

8
sgisi

8
a. A'ni8 daahou

xgwan sgisi.

GwFne di wede dak'am? Yapla ga nat'na8
p'elek'wana

8
,

ga
saldi x

tlayak'wa. Sgisi "S'ga dexebes
n," naga

i

;
ani8

daahou
xgwan. Ganehi8

yapla dak'wak';
8aldi'+ l yapla tlaya-

k'wana8
, dak'wak'. Dak'waa

gana
8

ya
ahi xliwi he8ne dak'dagwa

matslak' hou, heedada8
ya

a " Ba wa' au wa' au wa' 1

(etc.)"

sene'sant'. Ganehi8 mi' sa'hisan. Sgisi
e

oya
ahi tlomSm hou,

yapla he /8Tlem68
k'. Gana8nex ga na8

nkk',
2 wilau dibuk' 2

Lat'gau. Gas'i8

yapla he8nem8
k',

2 hou xep'k';
2

sgisihi ba-

idaxak' yaplk, dalou
l
8

, agas'i
8 hou an? ga naga

18
.

1 Pronounced in a hoarse, loud whisper. Another such loudly whispered whoop
is gwa'lalaldla, yelled by the slayer of a man.
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heard him. Now everywhere he carried the news.
"
S-he

says about you, 'It is right around here that I've been killing

people,'" said Coyote; "he says about you, 'In the water it is

that I always throw them." Now the hearts of the people
became sick.

" He says about you,
'

It is I that have been

killing people,' right around here he says so," said Coyote.
Now the warriors assembled together. Then, 'tis said, the

warriors went out to wage war against him; since Coyote had

brought the news, for that reason was Jack-Rabbit warred

against. Then (they said), "Where did he say that?"

"Here, here he said that." Then, 'tis said, one man found

him first.
" Tis a plaything for my child," said the one man

that had found him. Then, 'tis said,
"
S-that one it is! s-that

one it is!
"
said Coyote.

"
It is not that one,

"
said the one man

that had just found him. "It is that one that said so," that

did Coyote say. In his quiver (the man) put him. Then, 'tis

said, Jack-Rabbit ran off out of the quiver into the woods.

Then he was hunted for. Then, 'tis said, one found him again ;

now two persons had found Jack-Rabbit.
"
'Tis a plaything

for my child," said the person. Coyote "That one, that one,

that one!" did say; "it's that one that said so," said Coyote.

But the person, for his part,
"
It is not that one that said so,

"

(did say) ;
but Coyote

"
It's that one that said so," said Coyote,

for his part. Coyote was not believed.

How often was he not found? That number of people that

went to war against him, all of those did find him. Coyote said,
"
S-that one it is that said so,

"
but he was not believed. Then,

'tis said, the people finished; when all the people had found him,

they finished. Just when they finished, then did Jack-Rabbit

put war feathers upon his head, and afar off
" Ba wa' au wa' au

wa' (etc.)" he whooped. Now then, 'tis said, they were fought

with. Coyote did Jack-Rabbit kill first of all; the people he

annihilated. Thus it was that he did that, arrows they started 3

2 Observe the inferential. These verb forms do not primarily narrate, but

explain or infer the origin of war.
3 That is, they started the first war, set the precedent for warfare.
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12. BEAVER FERRIES THE DEER ACROSS ROGUE RIVER.

Will1

yow6
e

, sgisi sbln w6k'dixadTl. Ganehi8 almi'8s

cuEalhaE
. Ganehi8 dabalnixa laale\ pliyin handat' wogowa

Ek'.

" 8ei meVagwa, lomtle'M" Sbin ei E
oyon, pliyin el ganau

s'6woBs'auE pliyin gwala. Xa'bdts'le'k'ts-ligMa
2 la

a
llt'a8

,
mi'hi8

ei s'alk!om6k!6sm. Ganehi8
p!iyin

8a bais'6wo8s'a-uda8 ei

k!6mok!a8m; mi1 waTtloxdxi.
" 8E n 8En

(etc.)," sbln eiat'gwa

ga nas
naga'

E
.

Ganehi8
gw?ne la

a
le\ mi 1 hono8 dewenxa wok'ia"8

.

" Eel

me8
s'agwa\ lomtle'M" Mi' sbin ei hansak'w . Ganehi8

ganau

ginigiau
E

,
mi' hansak'w . Mi' hono8 ba-is'6wo8s'iwiau8

;
mi' hono8

pliyin ei s'alk!omok!a8m. Mi1 hono8 wa^tloxdxi.
" 8E n 8E n

(etc.)," mi1 hono8 el la
a
le\

"
Hat'lPa 3 E

elhi, ani8 erne8
yaxa

ei8
a. Gelyalk'

4

el, ani8 em^8
yaxa el," naga-ihi

8
. Mi' sbln

ts'!ini'ts'!anx.

Mi' hono8 dewenxa la
a
le\

" 8el mee
s'agwaM" Mi1 hono8

hansak'w
, ganau ginigia"

8
. Ganehi8

pliyinhi xeb68n agk, ga
ei og6

8
ak'i; haandaddt' baxasm, adat' gini

8k' pliyin. Mi;

hono8
"Lomtle', 6me8 ei s'agwaM" naganhi

8
. Ganehi8 el

1 Hence the warlike character of the people of this place, the Upper Takelma.

*Xaa-xi-ts'!k'ts'!igiida= "m-mid(lle-ot water its-backbone," in other words,

equally distant from either shore. Cf. da<*-xi-ts'!k'ts'!igiida
= "alongside-of water

its-backbone," i. e., not far from one of the banks.
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at Lat'gau.
1 So that the people he annihilated, Jack-Rabbit

it was that did so. Coyote indeed got the people into trouble,

he lied; but Jack-Rabbit did not really do that (which Coyote
said he did).

12. BEAVER FERRIES THE DEER ACROSS ROGUE RIVER.

A house there was, Coyote, and his cousin Beaver. Then,
'

tis said, they always lived together. Then a long time elapsed ;

deer kept arriving at the other side of the river.
"
Paddle a

canoe over here, old man!" Beaver gave them a canoe; the

deer all jumped into the canoe, many deer. When it got
to be in the middle of the river, then, 'tis said, the canoe was rent

to pieces because of their kicking about in it. Then, 'tis said,

when the deer, for their part, did all jump out of it, the canoe

was rent to pieces. Now (Beaver) gathered up the pieces.
" EEn

,

8En (etc.)," that did Beaver's own canoe do.

Then, 'tis said, a long time elapsed; now again the next day
arrived. "Paddle a canoe over here, old man!" Now Beaver

paddled the canoe over the river. Then, 'tis said, they all

went therein, and he paddled them across the river. Now

again they all jumped out, and again the deer kicked the canoe

to pieces. Now again he gathered the pieces together.
" 8En

,

EU (etc.)," the canoe again now groaned. "Right at Hat'il is

there a canoe indeed, not only here is there a canoe. At Gel-

yalk' is there a canoe, not only here is there a canoe," he said.

Now Beaver was angry.
Now again the next day came. "Paddle a canoe over

here!" Now again he paddled it across, and therein they all

went. The deer indeed did do this, and that canoe he always

gave to them. From across the river they came, over to

'Hat'i'l was a Takelma village situated on Rogue river some distance above

(east of) Table Rock.

'Gelya'lk' was another Takelma village. It was situated on Rogue river below

Table Rock. The name means "facing pine trees;" cf. ya"l, "pine."
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hansak'w hono8
; gang honoe

ganau ginigia"
8

ei, gane hansak'w

hon6c
. Ganehi8 mi 1 honof

gahi na8

neye
8

,
ba-is'ow6s'iwiau8

.

Ganehi8 mi' hono8 k!om6k!a8m el. Mi' hono8 " 8E n EE" (etc.);"

wa^tloxoxi.
" Eme8da8x di 8

ei yuk'? D^lo"!" 1

ya
a

el, an?
emeeda8x efa," naga-ihi

8 sbm; eiya
a k!omok!a8

m, salk'.umu-

k!imim pliyin xebe8
n. Ganehi8 " 8E n 8En

(etc.)," naga-ihi
8

;
mi'

hono8 wa^t !ox6xi, mi' honoe
eiyat'gwa

8Ik!uuman. " E'me8da-

baex di efa yuk'? Gelyalk!a
2

eihi, an!*; erne"
8
yaxa efa.

Haya
alba'lsda3

ges'i
8 hono8

el," naga-ihi
8 sbm, ts' lini'ts' !anx.

Hono8 dewenxa laale\
" 8el me8

s'agwa, lomtli'!" naganhi
8

sbin. Hecne ei hansak'w
,
mi' hono8

ganau ginigia"
8

;
hansak'w .

Mi 1 hono8
gahi na 8

ney^
8

, ba-is'ow^s'iwia"*; mi' hono8 salklum-

uklimin. Mi 1 honoe " 8En 8En
(etc.)," eyat'gwa wa^itloxdxi.

Ganehi8 " Em^8daba x di 'ePa yuk'?" naga-ihi
8 sbin.

" Gwen-

p'unk'
4

eihi, Lat'gau
5
ei ge hond8

,
ani* erne8

yaxa ei," naga-ihi
8

.

Pliyin haandadat' baxasm; adat's'i8 pliyin an? k'ai yuk'
he8

ne, ha^dadat' yaxa p!iyin
8a yuk'. Gana8nex gehi yaxa

yok !oyd
en.

1 Di''lo"mi' was one of the largest villages of the Takelma; it was situated at the
falls (diu) of Rogue river. The name means "west (of which) are cedars;" cf. Icwm,
"cedar."

GelyaMk'-'a.
Another Takelma village. The name means "in its high pines;" cf. ba"ls,"

long."
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this side did come the deer. Now again "Old man, paddle a

canoe over here!" he was told. Then again he paddled the

canoe across the river. Then again they all went into the

canoe, and again he paddled it across. Now then, 'tis said,

they did that same thing, they all jumped out. And then again
the canoe was rent to pieces. Now again

"
En

,

EE (etc.)," (it

groaned). He gathered the pieces together. "Is it only here

that there is a canoe? Right at Dielo
umi is there a canoe,

not only here is there a canoe indeed," said Beaver. His canoe

was rent to pieces; it was rent by being kicked to pieces, 'twas

the deer that did so. Then
"

En
,

8En (etc.)," it said. Now

again he gathered the pieces together, and again he fixed his

canoe. "Is it only here that there is a canoe indeed? Right
at Gelyalk' there is a canoe indeed, not only here is there a

canoe. At Haya
a
lba'lsda, there also is there a canoe," said

Beaver, he was angry.

Again the next day came. "Paddle a canoe over here,

old man!" Beaver was told. Then the canoe he paddled
across. Now again they all went therein, and he paddled them

across. Now again that same thing they did, they all jumped
out, and again it was kicked to pieces. Now again

" E
E", E"

(etc.)," (it groaned). The pieces of his canoe he gathered

together. Then "Is it only here that there is a canoe?" said

Beaver. "At Gwenp'unk' there is a canoe indeed, at Lat'gau,

also there is there a canoe, not only here is there a canoe,"

he said. The deer came from across the river. Now at that

time there were no deer on this side6 of the river, only on the

other side were there deer. Just that far thus I know.

A Takelma village on Rogue river. The name seems to mean "
east of rotten

(trees) ;" cf. p'un,
" rotten."

4 The Takelma village farthest to the east. A divergent dialect was there

spoken. See Sapir's "Notes on the Takelma Indians" (American Anthropologist,

N. S., Vol. 9), pp. 252, 253, 255.
' That is, the northern side.
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13. GRIZZLY BEAR AND BLACK BEAR.'

Wili1

yow6
fi

xamk', nihwik'w
, ha'p'da ga/p'.ini xamk',

nihwik'w ha'p'da ga'plini. T'gwll k'.adak'.at' beewi
, yewe'uk';

t'awaxadfl la
alausa n. Ganehi8

gwi' ne laale\ "T!ela8
t

odoba8
," naga-ihi xamk', nihwik'w naga. Dahoxa lawalhida

t'gwll yele~x debti' liwilhok'", beewi8
ga nas

naga
i

als'o
umal.

"T!ela f odoba ," naga-ihi xamk' wa-iwi1

,
t!ela

a
hi od6 at'.

Ganehi dabalnixa laale\ "T!ela f odobd ." Mi'hi2

dak!oc6k' dagaxda nihwlk'w
,
t!ela

a oudan.
"
Yegwexdam.

"-

"A'n? yok!oya n ygxbiaxdfek'" naga-ihi xkmk'. Ganehi8

dahoxa laalit'a abaiyewe
i

, no'ts!at'gwanwi yow6 . Ganehi6

t'gwi
1

! k!adak!at'. Ganehi8 hon6 "T !ela t' odoba8." Mi1

hon6 dak'.ocok'. "Yegw6xdam nagadi," naga-ihi
8 nihwik'w .

Ganehi6 debalnixa ga na nagk. Ganehi8 hon6 abaiyewe
18

.

T'gwll Iiwilh6k'
w

yelex debu /
. "A'n? yok!oya n yegwfix-

binda8
,

t'awa." Ganehi8
yok!ol domk'wia ge"l wagulok'wa

xkmk'. Ganehi abaiyew6ida dahou
xa, "Gane dew^nxa laallt'a

gani
8 hon6 t'gwi'l k!aadaba ," nagahi

8 t'awaxa laalauhi.

Gane mi'hi8 t'elma pi.a-idi
8^^'; yoklol domk'woguluk'.

Ganehi8
beyant'gwa

" 8
agk t'elma disgu

/i

xgi
8 he ne dflmxink',"

nagd-ihi nihwik'w
, beyant'gwa ga naga. "Ga dee

gwalda k'
;

disgu
/

xgi
82 hecne dflmxink'," naga-ihi

8 nihwik'w .

" He8ne

I'daga n6u
s' hapxwi xamk' " 'P!aagaba

8
!' naa

gi
e
k', heenes'i8

'Compare Boas, Kathlamet Texts, pp. 118-28; Gatschet, op. cit., pp. 118-23;

and the Yana myth of Grizzly Bear and Deer obtained by Dr. Dixon (see Sapir,

Yana Texts, note 319).
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13. GRIZZLY BEAR AND BLACK BEAR.'

A house there was, Grizzly Bear, Black Bear, Grizzly
Bear's two children, and Black Bear's two children. Every
day they used to pick hazel nuts, and were wont to return;

sisters they called each other. Then, 'tis said, a long time

elapsed. "Let us hunt for your lice," said Grizzly Bear, to

Black Bear she said it. Whenever the evening came, they

always brought home burden baskets full of hazel nuts, every

day they did that in the mountains. "For your lice let us hunt,"

said the Grizzly Bear female, and for her lice indeed she always
hunted.

Then, 'tis said, a long time elapsed. "Let us hunt for your

lice," (said Grizzly Bear). Now, 'tis said, she bit Black Bear's

head a little (while) her lice were hunted for. "You've bit me."

"I did not know that I was biting you," said Grizzly Bear.

Then, 'tis said, when the evening came, they returned home,

each other's neighbors they were. Now they used to pick

hazel nuts. Then again, 'tis said, "Let us hunt for your lice,"

(said Grizzly Bear). Now again she bit her a little. "You've

bit me, have you not?" said Black Bear. Now for a long time

she did that to her. Then again they returned home, and

burden baskets full of hazel nuts they brought home. "I

did not know that I was biting you, sister." Then, 'tis said,

she knew that Grizzly Bear was intending to kill her. Then,

'tis said, when they returned home in the evening, "Now when

the next day comes, then let us again pick hazel nuts," (Grizzly

Bear) said to her, sister she called her.

Now then, 'tis said, an acorn pestle she stood up, she knew

that (Grizzly Bear) was intending to kill her. Then to her

daughters, "Should this acorn pestle fall, then she will have

killed me," said Black Bear, to her daughters that she said.

"You shall watch that. Should it fall, then she will have killed

2 So heard for disgu'i* xgi
1

. It is very difficult sometimes to hear the second

element of the ui didhthong of this and related forms, partly because of the palatal

character of the first element and partly because the glottal catch succeeding the

diphthong makes it of less than normal duration.
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xkmk' hapxda" de inu"t!i k'," nagahi
8

beyant'gwa nihwik'"'.

Ganehi8

aga t'elma tlegwegwalt'.
" He ne disgu

/l

xgi
8

,

'Xamlouba8 ' naa
gi

ek' hecne," nagd-ihi
8

;
"he8nes'i8

go
udat'ba8

hagwelp!iyk," nagahi
8 nihwik'w beydnt'gwa.

" PJahank'i8

ba-ihemgat'ba ,
la it'baak!it'ba ," nagahi

8 nihwik'w .

Ganehi8 mi' habebini laale\ mi' t'elma disguyii
/e
x. N6uc

gini k' xamk' hap'da waa
da.

"
P!agaba

8
han, xamlouba hkn,"

naga-ihi nihwik'w beyan. "Ha-u," naga
i

. "Ganehi8 xam-

plaga
18

. Mi'hi8 xamde inuut', mi' loho i xkmk' beyan ga'p'.ini.

Ganehi8 xamk' hawilrda ginlk'
w

hapxda
a
hi; mi 1

sep' p!ul

ganau, gwelt'gau k'aplak'ap' hapliyk. Ganehi6

p!aha
8
n, mi'

ba-ihemek'; uliim hecne nixa ga nagalk'wana
8

ga na nagk

plahknt'. Ganehi8
la^t'bagat'bak' ;

nou bee

kliyi'k'da
8 he nehi

xeb6 n, he ne se"p aga a xkmk' hapxda. Ganehi8 ulum8k nixa

ga nagalk'wa, "Pie's ba^sg^tlit'ba
8

, ge nat'ba8
," naga-ihi

8

nihwik lw8
k, ga nagk beyant'gwa. Ganehi8

hawilit'gwan yewe'
8

nihwik'w hapxda
8

. Ganehi8
p\6

e
s ba"E

Isge
e
t'; gane ya

8
, ganau

naga
18

, ya
8

;
mi' k!uwu /

ha'pxda
a nihwik'w

, xamk' hapxda
a

tlomom. Gane ya
8

.

Dahouxa laallt'a yewe
i xkmk'. Ganehi am8 k'ai hapxda

a
;

daa
sgek!l. "Gwidi Leit'p'?"

2

Haxiya uyu^s'ia"
8

hapxwi
wa-iwi't'an,

" H6 he he he! he he he he!" T'gwll yel^x
debu/

labkk', hawi an? abaigini k'. Bou n6xada abaigini k'
;

'That is, they escaped by an underground passage through the ground.
2 L- is a characteristic, intrinsically meaningless "grizzly-bear prefix" in the same
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me," said Black Bear. "In that case to those children next
door of Grizzly Bear shall you say 'Let us bathe!' and then you
shall drown Grizzly Bear's children," said Black Bear to her

daughters. Then, 'tis said, they watched this acorn pestle.

"If it should fall, in that case you shall say to them, 'Let us

play in the water!'
"
she said; "and then you shall bury them

down in the fire-place," said Black Bear to her daughters.
"When they are done, you will take them out, and you will

slit them open," said Black Bear to them.

Now then, 'tis said, noon came, and the acorn pestle fell,

Next door they went to Grizzly Bear's children. "Let us all

bathe, let us all play in the water," said the daughters of Black

Bear. "Yes," they said. Then, 'tis said, they bathed in the

water. Now they drowned them in the water, and the two

daughters of Grizzly Bear died. Then into the house of Grizzly
Bear they took her children indeed; now they roasted them in

the ashes, down under the ground they threw them in the fire.

Then, 'tis said, they were done, and they took them out; as

before their mother had told them, that they did to them

(till they were) done. Then they ripped them open. In the

afternoon, just then they did so, then they roasted just these

children of Grizzly Bear. Now formerly, indeed, their mother

had told them that, "You will lift up the rock acorn-mortar,

there you will go," said Black Bear, for her part, that she had

said to her daughters. Then into their own house returned

the children of Black Bear. Then the rock acorn-mortar they
lifted up, and went off; therein they passed, off they went. 1

Now Black Bear's children ran away, Grizzly Bear's children

they had killed. Then off they went.

When evening came Grizzly Bear returned. Now her

children were not there; she listened. "Where L-are you?"
In the water there was laughter (as of) little girls,

" He he he he!

he he he he!" A burden basket full of hazel nuts she carried

sense in which 5'- is a "coyote prefix." L- does not occur as a normal Takelma

sound, though its use as such in the neighboring Athabascan dialects is very

frequent.
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ganehi
8 mi 1

yaxa plahant' deEiwi'k!ik'
w la8it'ba

Bk't'bak'na8
.

Gane mi'hi8

gayau p!a'nt'. Gane he8ne ya
ahiE "S'me"E

yep',

meE
yep'," ba-ibiliudae

gwi
E

uyu
UEs'da8

hapxwi wa-iwi't'an;

mi 1

ge" gini
8
k'. "S'me^yep', s'me8

yep'." Mi 1

haxiya gini
E
k'.

Ganehi8

gwi ^yu^s'da
8
ge gini

8
k'; ge wok', an!8 k'ai. N6U

ya
a "H6 he he!" Mi' hon6s

ge hiwiliue
.

"
S'me^-ep',

s'me y6p'." Ge wok', ani8 k'ai. Mi1 hono8 hinaii uyu^s'ia"
8

,

hapxwi wd-iwi gaplini. Mi' hono8 hinau hiwili"8 . "S'mec

}
r

ep',

s'meE

y6p'.
"

Mi' hon6e

ge wok', an? k'ai. Mi' heene nou
ya

a

hond8
uyu^s-ia"

8
;
hond8

ge hiwili"8 .

" Me8
yep'," naga-ihi

8

xamk'. Mi' hono8 hinau ya
a hono8

u'yu^'ia"
8

;
huulu'nk'wa

gwidigwas. Ge8
ya

ahi gane t'.ayak', s'as'ini. "Gwidi Lna8-

naga
i8 ?" i's'ihi8 sgele'"

8
. Mi' huu

lint', adat'wi8 hiwili"8
.

Mi' abaigini
ek' hawilit'gwa.

"
Lhap'dek' di Lyuk' ? ga di

pla'nt' galk'a
8 ?" naga-ihi

8
. N6V gini

s
k'. Ganehi8 k'di gwala

ba.8cilk'ap!ak'ap'; t'ga
a

yamkt', k'ai gwala yamat', "Gwidi

gini
8k' hapxdek'?" Gwi/8ne laalev

; ganehi
8 mi' p'.e's ba8

lsga
a
k'-

sgkk
!

,

2

dihauya
a
ge

8
ya

ahi s'alxda dae

alt!aykk'. Ganehi8 mi'

swadkk'. "P!idiLp'a
/

t'p'idit'k',
s

p!idiLp'a
/E
t'p'idit'k'!

" mi !

t'aga'
8
gana

E
nex;' swadkk', "P!idiLp'a'

8
t'p'idit'k', p!idiLp'a

/8t'-

p'idit'k'!" naga'
8

. Gwiciwdk'di wok', agas'i
8 nihwik'w

hapxda
a

hanxiyk; gas'i
8

hangwidik'
w mex, gwelxda

a
ei

klemei, hapxwi wa-iwi't'an gaddk' naga
18

.

La' mologola'p'a waada aba-iwok' xamk', abaigini
8
k'.

1 The children of Black Bear had left behind an image of their own laughter in

order to delay the pursuer.

'ba<**isgfct', "he lifted and turned it over," was said to be more correct.

3 The word in its normal form is p'd"
s
t'p'idit'k', "my liver," the reference being
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on her back. Not yet had she entered the house. After a

little while she went inside. Now then (they lay there) all

done, spread out, ripped open. Now then, 'tis said, she ate

their livers. Now just then "S-come back, come back!" (she

said), as she rushed out to where there was laughter (as of)

little children; now there she came. "S-come back, s-come

back!" Now into the water she went. Then, 'tis said, where

there was laughter, there she went; there she arrived, but they
were not there. Just down river "He he he!" (it sounded).
Now again there she ran. "S-come back, s-come back!" There

she arrived, but they were not there. Now again up river there

was laughter (as of) two little children. Now again up river

she ran. "S-come back, s-come back!" Now again there she

arrived, but they were not there. Now then just down river

there was laughter again; again there she ran. "Come back!"

said Grizzly Bear. Now again just up river there was laughter
once more; she was plumb tired out. 1

Right there she then

found it out, she stood still. "What L-is the matter?" she kept

shouting. Now she was tired, to every place had she run.

Now she went home into her own house. "L-SO it is L-my
children? So that was their livers that I ate?" she said. Next

door she went. Then everything she turned over; the earth

she asked, everything she asked, "Where did my children go?"
Some time elapsed, and then she lifted up the rock acorn-mor-

tar, last of all she discovered their footprints right there. Now
then, 'tis said, she pursued them.

" O L-my liver! O L-my
liver!" now thus she cried. She pursued them, and "O L-my
liver! O L-my liver!" she said. Somewheres or other they had

arrived, and now Black Bear's children were on the other side

of the water. Indeed Crane had thrown his leg across the river

and made a canoe of it, and the little girls passed over on it.

Grizzly Bear arrived at the house of old woman Excrement,

generally to a salmon-liver. The form in the text is exclamatory; it shows a very
unusual type of reduplication and is further augmented by the L- characteristic of

the grizzly-bear. It is doubtful whether the word is in any way related to p.'aan,

the ordinary word for "
liver."
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"Gwidi Lbout'baala'p'ak!an?" naga-ihi
8 xkmk'. "Daa-

t'muu
gkl-lewe

8liwiE
n, ilaya

ak'na n,
"

naga-ihi
8 mi /

s Ik' molo-

gola'p'a, ^ni8
yok!oya

8n k'ai mologola'p'axda". "Daa-

t'muu
gal-lewe

eliwie
n," naga-ihi

8

mologola'p'a, am8 dak'dahal

xkmk'. "Gwidi Lbout'baala'p'ak!an? and? dae

aganit' k'ai

nagasbinda
8
?
"

naga-ihi
8 xkmk'. Bou nfixada8 ts' lini'ts' !anx

mologola'p'a yamkt' gwelgelyowo
uda8

, hapliyk gelk!iyi
e
k',

ye
e

xit'gwa Igi'na. "Ge8meedi gi yemesi?" naga-ihi
s

. Mi'

xamk'8a ba-ibili"8 , ganehi
8

haxiya hiwili"8 . Mi' ei yilim,

"Ei me s'agwk!" nagd-ihi
8

. Mi' mfix ya
ahi

" 8
';"

1

gwelxdagwa
han!6u

k', gwelxdagwa ogoihi. Mi' gadak' naga
18

. Mi 1

s'al8ik!a-

laklal, xa^iya laale\
" 8e'l" Mi' isge

e

t'sgat' gwelxdagwa
m6x; mi' loho 18 xkmk', xamgwidik'

w
dagwa mex. Agas'i

8

ulum k!uwti'e
yaxa gadkk' nihwik'w ha/pxda

a meex gwelxda.

14. EAGLE AND THE GRIZZLY BEARS.

Mex yulum k'abaxa"; yulum beewi8
alhti'ihi'xk', gwala

cix doumdkmk' pliyin. Gas'i8 dabalnixa lap'k'; aldi s'om

ga
eal alhuyuxk', cix wili debu'8bax, yamxs'i

8 xles

pxda
a

k!em amk' mex., Ganga gana
8nex alhu'ihi'xk', hadedllt'a

s'um ga
8al alhu'ihi'xk', maxas'i8 ykmx kloloi dulu'tlalhi. 2

Ganaenexhi ci
8ull maxad!v

l, nixas'i8 ani8 k'ki. Hat'ga
a
dllt'a

s'om ga al cix t!omo v

m; beewi8 ykmx wili debu' 8
k'i.

Gwi' ne laale\ mi1 m6x k'abaxa8 "Wede i'daga hee
s'o

umkl
wede ge wlt'am," nagahi

8
. Alhuyux hadedllt'a. Ganehi8

1

Whispered.
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and went inside. "Where are the L-orphans?" said Grizzly
Bear. "I swing about the shells in my ears, I coil my basket

tight," said a certain Excrement woman, I know not what sort

of woman. "I swing about the shells in my ears," said the old

woman, she answered not Grizzly Bear. "Where are the

L-orphans? Did you not hear what I said to you?" said Grizzly
Bear. After a little while the old woman became angry,

(whom) she had asked as she had her back towards her
;
towards

the fire-place she turned around, her awl she seized. "Where-

fore do you ask me?" Now Grizzly Bear, for her part, jumped
out of the house, then ran to the water. Now she called for a

canoe,
" Paddle a canoe over here!" she said. Now Crane,

indeed, (said),
" Ee!" and he stretched his own leg across, his

own leg he gave her. Now she walked on top of it. And she

scratched his leg with her claws, got to be in the middle of the

water.
"

e'l" (exclaimed Crane). Now Crane turned his leg

to one side, and Grizzly Bear died, Crane threw her into the

water. But formerly Black Bear's children had escaped by
just passing over Crane's leg.

14. EAGLE AND THE GRIZZLY BEARS.

There were Crane and his son Eagle. Every day Eagle
was wont to go out hunting, much venison (he brought home),
deer he used to kill. Now a long time elapsed; in all the moun-

tains he went out hunting, and the house was brimful of veni-

son, and pan-like cakes of fat Crane used to make. Thus he

was ever wont to hunt. Everywhere in the mountains he used

to hunt, while his father stuffed the baskets with fat. Thus

indeed he and his father dwelt, but mother there was none.

In every land among the mountains he procured venison, every

day he filled the house with fat.

Some time elapsed, and Crane said to his son,
" Do not (go)

beyond yonder mountain, do not go there.
' '

Everywhere he

2 All the verb forms up to this point have been inferentials
;
from here on the

narrative makes use of aorists.
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dabalnixa laale\ "K'adi naga, k'di ga
sal di 'Wede I'daga

hee
s'o

umal wlt'am' neges'i?" naga-ihi
8

yulum, maxa naga.

Mi 1

gelhewe"hau cic
uli; bou nfixada8 baa

t!ebet'. Mi1

ya
8

, gehi

gini
e
k'. Dak's'oumdl ba-iwok', xame

alyow6
8

. 6+ t'ga
a

du;

mi'es yaxa wai-iwi' dip' 6u
p' cugwan yelexda" labak'; wa-iwi1

dfl, yu^i
1

du, ganat'hi alxi'k'. "Ga di nak'ik' wihamea? ga
di ga

fe

'al 'Wede ge gingat' nexik'?" nagd,-ihi
8

yulum. Dabal-

nixahi ge s'as'ini, alxi'k' wa-iwi1

. Ganehi8 bou nexada8 la
a
llt'ae

ge gini
c
k', da'oldMa laale\ Agas'i

6 "A'n? ml^wa altleyexi,"

nagd
18

yulum
c
a, agds'i

e xamk' wa-iwi' mi1

alt'.ayak'wa.

GanehiE smelausx des'ini'da 1 sak'w . Baahi8
yank'

w
, cugunit'gwa

ganau gwidik'
w smelaue

x; dnis'i8
alxi'k', ganga dip' 6u

p'. GidT'8

hiwili"8 wa-iwi' wdada yulum; bou nfixada8 wdada wok'.

Ganehi8 k'ai na8
nagd,'

8
,

2

lo"lagwdsa
e
n, waahimisaen.

Mi 1 nou bee di/8

k!iyi k'; ganehi
8 mi;

haye*wdxdaMa laaleM

xkmk' wa-iwi' opxaklan. Agas'i
8
p'el^xa

8 wili 8ixdi v
l. Ganehi8

"Gwidi mats!aga
8n?" nagd.

is xdmk' wa-iwi1

, mi/

sga
8hi wa-iwi'.

"Gane has'ugwinde di mats!agd
sn? A'lhidaa

gind
8

. Gwidi

mats!agd
en?" nagd-ihi

8

gelhew6hana
8

. Agds'i
8

p'eLxd
es hawi

k'ebili; d6edahi abaiye
e

gwik gelguluk' opxaklan. Ganehi8 no"

bee
k!iyi

ek' dahouxk. Ganehi8
u'luklit'gwa gadal matslak';

ganehi
8
aba-iyewe"'

8
. Mi' ligi

8
, dip' ligik'

w
. Ganehi8

gwelyd
a-

himatslak', tslayam. Mi1 maxa a "En<
,
En

', E nl
,

En
'," s'in-

tlaykk'; dni8 k'ai naga
18 wa-iwi1

.

1

Literally,
"
in front of her nose."

'Literally, "something they-did."
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hunted. Then, 'tis said, a long time elapsed. "What did he

mean by it, for what reason 'Do not go beyond yonder mountain
'

did he say to me?" said Eagle, of his father he said it. Now
he thought about it, was seated; after a little while he arose.

Now he went, right there he proceeded. On top of the mountain
he arrived, looked down into the plain. Oh, 'twas a pretty

land, and just one girl was digging camass and a burden
basket of roots she carried on her back. Pretty was the girl,

pretty was her basket-cap, just that kind of (girl) he saw.

"So is that what my father meant, for his part? Is it for that

reason that he said to me, 'Do not go there'?" said Eagle.
For a long time indeed he stood there, looked at the girl. Then
when a little while had passed, he went there, close to her he

came. Now Eagle for his part, said,
"
She has not discovered

me probably,
' '

but the Grizzly Bear girl had already discovered

him. Then, 'tis said, arrow shafts he shot before her. She

just picked them up, threw the arrow shafts into her basket;

but she did not look at him, went ahead digging camass. Closer

and closer hastened Eagle to the girl, after a little while he came

up to her. Then, 'tis said, they enjoyed themselves, played
with each other, talked to each other.

Now the sun was falling down river,
3 and now time it be-

came for the elder brothers of the Grizzly Bear girl to return;

indeed they went out to war, (lived in) ten houses. Then, 'tis

said, "Where am I going to put him?" said the Grizzly Bear

girl, just one girl. "Now shall I put him in my basket? He

might be discovered. Where am I going to put him?" she said,

thinking. Now those that had gone out to war were still absent
;

before her elder brothers, indeed, she desired to return home.

Then the sun was falling down river in the evening. Then, 'tis

said, in her own hair she put him, then returned home. Now
she came home with her burden, camass she brought home.

Then, 'tis said, she put him away in the back of the house, she

3

Rogue river flows west. Hence "up river" (hinau) is often used in Takelma
as synonymous with east, "down river" (no

u
) as synonymous with west.

'Literally,
"
in-their-returning it-became."
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Ganehi8 dahouxa laale\ mi 1

be" hawiya
8

;

1 mi' baxaem,

dayawix baxamak'V dacol diehiwili us
yawa-ida

8
, "Gi'8a yulum

sbexalt'a mi'8wa nagalt'e
8

, we'k!alk', we'klalk'. Y6m6, y6m6,

k'u/Qnax 4 !"
5

naga-ihi
8
yawa-ida

8 wili ixdll xamk'. mi' p'elxa
es

yeweida
8

; dugums'i
8

lap', t'aga'
8 haa

pxi labak'na8
. Mi' abai-

gini
8k'. "i'da dahauxt'git' ^t'e8

," ga maxaa
naga, haux

ogoihi; nixaa
s'i

8 "T'da dak'alt'git' ^t'e8
; T'da dadou

mt'git'
8
i't'e

E
," naga. "I'da dagwast'git'

8
i't'e

8
,"' nagahi

8 mdxa, haa
pxi

dugum deligialt' maxa. Mi' (noise of greedy swallowing) gayau,

ha-ugwenyut!uykt' yap! a gwa
a
s'i'. Ganehi8 mi1

yiwin
Ew6'k'i8

t'6pxa wdada g6 yaxa naga'
8

,
ii'liikli' gadal yegwek'

w
;

al8It'ba
a
k'.

Ganehi8 dewenxa laale\ hono8
p'el^xa

8 w6e

gia-uda
8

.

Ganehi8 mi' lemek!ia-uda8 he8nehi baiyeweyak'
w

tlit'gwa

xamk' wa-iwi'. Ganehi8

plaga'
8

yulum dap!a'la-u du.

Ganehi8 xuma 8
ogolhi xamk' wa-iwi'; an? yap!a gayau,

a'k'8a dip' gayau luxum, ga
8a'k' 8a gayau. Ganehi8 "A'ndi

Lyuk'.alxde
8

detc'.ugut'? dadak'daa
k'," nagasa

enhi 8 xamk'

lomtli' guxdagwadi
v
l. Mi' beyan

"
K'ai nagalt'p'? s'o"8

dee

gwalt'gwi'p'anp'," naga-ihi
8 xamk' wa-iwi', maxaa nixaa

nagk. Ganehi8 mi' alhtiyux yulum, hawi ^m8 habeebini laale\

Mi' yeweyak'
w

clx; wili 8
ixdil, clxs'i8 do^ik' ixdll. Mi'8

sga
8

ogoihi xamk' wa-iwi', nou
s' mi /8s hono8

ogoihi; wili 8
ixdll,

gas'i
8 m!/8

sgawi
8

ogoihi. "Wede hono8
yap!a ga-iwkt'p',

1 Probably for ha-uyd*,
" under-went."

2
Literally, "mouth-talking they-came-with-it."

3 It is not at all clear what is meant by this word. It is evidently some epithet
of Eagle, as indicated by the "exclusive" suffix -t'a. The Grizzly Bears mean that

they saw some one shine afar off and took him for Eagle, but then discovered their

mistake.

'This is a "story-form," the normal form being k'winax-. Compare with the

form given in the text the Upper Takelma k'H'^naks't',
"

his kin."
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hid him. Now her father, for his part,
"

E"', E 1

", E"', E"',"

did smell him, but nothing said the girl.

Then it became evening and the sun went under. Now
they came, talking to one another they came, close, they came

talking to one another.
"

I, for my part, did think it was Eagle
sbexalt'a,

3

shining, shining.
'

Catch up with him, catch up
with him, Kinsman!'

'

said the Grizzly Bears of ten houses

talking with each other as now, having gone out to war, they
returned. And babies they carried, and the children cried as

they carried them. Now they went into the houses.
"
Ecce

tibi vulvam," id patri suo dixerunt, vulvam ei dederunt. At
matri suae

"
Ecce tibi penem, ecce tibi testes,

"
dixerunt.

"
Ecce

tibi intestina,
' '

patri suo dixerunt ; infantes patri suo ut ederet

dederunt. Now they ate them swallowing them down greedily,
the intestines of people they gobbled down. Now then, 'tis

said, he who was without speech to his elder sister, right there

did proceed, and in her hair he bit, but she struck him.

Then, 'tis said, the next day came, and again, when it dawned,

they went out to war. Now then, when they had all departed, just
then the Grizzly Bear girl took out her husband. Then Eagle,
the handsome youth, did bathe. Then food the Grizzly Bear

girl gave to him; she, for her part, did not eat people camass

she ate and manzanita, that did she, for her part, eat. Then,
'tis said, "Are not L-your teeth sharp? Sharpen them!" said

old man Grizzly Bear and his wife to each other. Now their

daughter, "What did you say? Take care of yourselves!"
said the Grizzly Bear girl, to her father and mother she said

it. Now then, 'tis said, Eagle went out to hunt. Not yet had

it become noon, and he returned with venison; there were ten

houses, so ten deer he had killed. One he gave to the Grizzly

s Each syllable in this sentence is pronounced heavily and by itself. It is

evidently desired to convey an idea of the lumbering ungainliness of the grizzly

bears.
6 It was not found possible to ascertain just what -t'git' ^tit'e* means. The da-

in dahaux- (, -k'al-, -do"m-, -gwas-)t'git' means probably "in mouth, for eating."

These sentences are pronounced with the clumsiness noted above.
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i'lts!ak'
w

. A'ga yaxa gaip' clx. 'Mi' alguxwidam wok','
1

ndt'ba8
. Wede hon68

yap'.a gwa
ft

si' ga-iwat'p'," nagd-ihi
8

xamk' wa-iwi', nixa ga nagk; n6us'wi8 aldil ga naga molo-

gola'p'aklan lomtli' will 8ixdi v
l aid! gu

u
xgwat'.

Gas'i8

aga
8a k'abaxaklan ga p'elexa

8 be'Hvi6
; agas'i

6 wa-iwi'

yow6
uda deyehal wili ml'8

sga
e
ganku, lomtli' guxdagwadTH,

gasi
8
dap!dla-u ga'p'.ini, ga mi/e

sga
en 3

yiwin wo'k'i8 t!os'6
u
t'a

a
.

Ganehi8 k'ai nac
nagd

l

,
clx gayawand

8 be. Ganehi6 mi' be*

ha-uyana
s

gulugwana
8

tslayam t'lt'gwa xamk' wa-iwi', mi'

p'61xa
s
s
8k yfeuguluk'; mi' dahouxa la

a
le\ Ganehi8

mologola'-

p'ak'.an lomtli'la'p'aklan xtunu8k' pliyin yamxda* gayawana
8

i
1

,

4 habeebini ligik'
w cix8a yo!6m.

Ganehi8
yew^

18

p'elxa
s
s; yawa'

8
,
"Gi'8a ga mi/8wa nagai-

t'e8his, weklalk', weklalk'," naga-ida
8

. "Gas'i8 'K'uunax

yomo' naga
8
n, wi in yaxa laale\" naga-ihi

8
yawa-ida

8
. Abai-

gini
8
k', ha^xis'i

8
yot'i'hi ligik'

w
. "I'da dado^fgit'

8
i

i

t'e8
,"

nixa ga naga. "I'da hahaux 6

denit'git' i't'e
8

. i'da dahapxi-

t'git' i't'e
8
."-

" Hawi bou ne ga-iwan dewenxa." Gwel-yaxa-

matslak', agas'i
8 bee8waa

di' ykmx gayawana
8

. Ganehi8 dewenxa

laale, hono8

p'elexa
8

. Ganehi8
yap'.a heeileme8

k'; bou
gwan

7

ya^iauda^i dihauxa t'.it'gwa baiyeweykk'
w

. Ganehi8

plaga
18

yulum dap!ala-u. Ganehi8 he8ne ya
ahi xuma ogolhi tllt'gwa.

"Yu'k'alxde8 mi1 di ''am8 k'ai? dadak'daa
k',

"
nagasa

8nhi

mologol tllt'gwadn. "K'ai naga-it'p'? c68

de^walt'gwi'p',"
8

nagahi
8 nixa mdxa xamk' wa-iwi'.

"
Haxiyd gup' gwas,

'Literally, "now to-our-heart it-has-arrived."

z That is, when given the disgusting food as customarily.

So heard, perhaps incorrectly, for mii f
sga

e
.

4
Literally translated, this word seems to mean "day its-body, i.e., whole

extent."
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Bear girl, one also he gave next door; there were ten houses,

so that one to each he gave.
" Do not again eat people, it is bad.

Just eat this venison.
' Now we are satiated,

'

shall you say.
J

Do not again eat the intestines of people,
' '

said the Grizzly Bear

girl, to her mother that she said; in every neighboring house

to all the old women that she said, the old men in all the ten

houses being wived.

Now these sons of theirs, for their part, those did go out

to war every day; and where the girl was there were five,

the old man and his wife, then two youths, of those one being
without speech, the smallest one. Then, 'tis said, they enjoyed
themselves, eating venison all day. Now then, when the sun

was about to go under, the Grizzly Bear girl hid her husband,

and those that had gone out to war, for their part, were about

to return. Now it became evening. Then, 'tis said, the old

women and the old men were full, having eaten the fat of deer

the livelong day, (for) at noon Eagle had brought home venison

indeed.

Then returned those that had gone out to war. They
talked to one another, saying, "I, for my part, did think it

must be that one, shining, shining. Thereupon
'

Kinsman,

catch up with him!' I said to him, but it turned out to be

a different one,
' '

said they, talking to one another. They
went into the houses, and live children they brought home.
" Ecce tibi testes," id matri suae dixerunt.

"
Ecce tibi vulvam,

mammas. Ecce tibi infantes," (id patri suo dixerunt). "Well,

in yet a little while I '11 eat it tomorrow.
' '

They just put them

down in the back of the house, as they had been eating fat the

livelong day. Then, 'tis said, the next day came, and again they

went out to war. Then people they destroyed. Just as soon

as they had gone away, after that she took out her husband.

'Why ha- is here used instead of da- it is not quite easy to say; ha-, "in," and

haux may well be etymologically connected, -t'git' seems to be understood with

hahaux.
e
de-, not da-, because of following palatal vowel.

7 Presumably compounded of bo" and gam.

Singular imperative in form, though logically plural.
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wede hon6e
ga-iwat'p'," nagahi

8
mologola'p'aklan lomtli

1-

la'p'aklan.

Ganehi8 mi; hono8
alhuyux yulum. Habeebini laale, mi 1

hon68
ligik'

w ixdH clx mahmi. Ganehi8 honoc wat'.illk'ni

mi'8
sga

8wi8
ogoihi.

" Ga yap'.a ga-iwank' clx," nagd-ihi
e

xamk' wa-iwi'. "Wede hon68
yapla ga-iwkt'p' lik'wi8

,"
1

naga-ihi
6 xamk' wa-iwi', mologola'p'aklan lomtli'la'p'aklan

ga nagk. Agas'i
8 houxa ligigwana

8

yap! a do'taal hauxdaa

gwas ni, ga k!ulsat'aa deligialt' yu'k'alx wak'i8
. Ganehi8

hono8
yew6

i8
;
mi1 dahouxa laallt'a8 agas'i

8 wa-iwi' mi' ts!ayam

tllt'gwa. Gane yew^
18

p'elxa
8s mena dap!a/la-ut'an.

"Gii8a yulum sbexalt'a- ge mi'Ewa nagait'e
8
," naga-ihi

8

yawa-ida
8
. Ganehi8 "Yo^o k'u^ax," naga-ihi

8
yawa-ida

8
,

"'W<k!alk', weklalk',' naga-ida
8

,
wi8in yaxa la

a
le\" naga-ihi

8
.

Ganehi8
abaigini

sk'. "i'da haml dahauxt'git' i't'e
8

;
I'da hinde

dadcAnt'git' i
;

t'e8
,
I'da dak'alt'git' i't'e

8
," naga-ihi

8
,
nixa gwas

ogoihi. "Dewenxa ga-iwan, be^waMl yok!a
a tsladadanda8

ga xumugwa n," naga-ihi
8

mologola'p'a t!it'gwadi
x

l; gwashi

gwel- yaxa-mats'!ak'. N6u
s' gana

snex hono8 maxaklan haux

deligialt'hi, nixaklans'i8 k'al deligialt'hi do1^ gwas plan, ga

deligialt'hi. Gwi8ne di wede deli'galt'k' maxaklan nixaklan;

yu'k'alx wak'i8
, ga ga

8al deligialt'hi klulsat' gwas. Ganehi8

" Bou n6 ga-iwan dewenxa yo^k' tsladaddnda8
. Xi 2

ya
a

klemenda8
, ga uu

gwa
8n be^waMi'," naga-ihi

8

mologola'p'aklan

lomtH'la'p'aklan. A'ni8 hono8
gayau gwas k'al haux;

xamk' wa-iwi' "Wede hon68

ga-iwat'p'," naga
18

;
"k'aicwa

i =Hik'w.gi
s

t
conditional of ligi-gw-: lii-gw-.
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Then, 'tis said, the Eagle youth bathed. Now just then she

gave food to her husband.
" Now have you no teeth ? Sharpen

them!" said the old woman and her husband to each other.
" What did you say? Take care of yourselves!

' '

did the Grizzly
Bear girl say to her mother and father.

"
Into the water throw

away the intestines, do not again eat them,
' '

said she to the old

women and old men.

Now then again Eagle went out to hunt. Noon came, and

again he brought home ten big deer. Then again he distrib-

tited them, one to each he gave. "That is what people will

eat, venison," said the Grizzly Bear girl. "Do not again eat

people when they bring them home,
' '

said the Grizzly Bear

girl, to the old women and old men that she said. But the day
before, when they had brought home the testicles and vulvae

of people, intestines, and nipples, that soft food had they

brought home for them to eat, being without teeth. Then

again they returned, and when the evening came, then did the

girl hide her husband. Now did return those that had gone
out to war, the Bear youths.

"I, for my part, did think it was Eagle sb6xalt'a there,"

said they, talking to one another. Then, 'tis said, "'Catch

up with him, Kinsman!'" said they, talking to one another.

"'Shining, shining,' though you said, a different one it turned

out to be,
' '

they said. Then they went into the houses.
' '

Ecce,

pater, tibi vulvam. Ecce, mater, tibi testes, ecce tibi penem,
' '

dixerunt; matri suae intestina dederunt. "Tomorrow I shall

eat it; since I munched their bones the livelong day, therefore

I am satiated," said the old women and their husbands; the

intestines, indeed, they just put down in the back of the house.

In the neighboring houses also they thus brought vulvae to

their fathers for food, but to their mothers they brought penises

as food, testicles, intestines, and livers, that did they bring them

as food. How long did they not bring them home for their

fathers and mothers to eat? They were without teeth, for that

1 Xi, "water," i. e., soup.
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i'lts!ak'
w

. 'Mi j xumuu
gwanak',' nat'ba8

," naga-ihi
8 xamk'

wa-iwi'.

Ganehi8 mi' hono8

yewe'
8

p'elxa
8
s, yawa'

8
, agas'i

8 mi 1

ts'layam tllt'gwa yulum.
"
Gi'8a yulum sbe"xalt'a ga mi'8wa

nagait'e
8
," naga-ihi

8

yawa-ida
8 xamk' dapla'la-ut'an yeweida

8
.

" Gas'i8 'K'ii
unax yomo' nagan, wiein yaxa laale,

"
naga-ihi

8
,

agds'i
8 xamk' wa-iwi' daa

le
e
lkk'

w
opxak'.an yawa-ida

8
. Mi'

" Gane bou nee dewenxa ga-iwan," nagana^k'i gwelya
a-

mats'.asga. Ganehi8 dewenxa laalit'a8 mi 1 hono8

p'elexa
8

k'abaxaklan. Diha-uda mi' gwas haxiya kluwu, wili 8ixdil l

yap!a gwa
a
si' haxiya kluwu; agas'i

8 mena "
Gayau mi'8wa,"

naga-ihis, xamk' dapla'la-ut'an maxaklan gayau mi' wa.

Ganehi8 mi' hon68
plaga'

8
yulum dap!ala-u dlhauxa. Ganehi8

xuma ogolhi, ba-idehene8
n.

Ganehi8 mi' hond8
alhuyux; ixdil hono8 tlomom cix,

habeebini ligik'
w

, Ganehi8 watlillk'ni n6u
s' aldix

l wili mi'8s-

ga
8wi8

. Ganehi8

lomt'i'la'p'aklan mologola'p'aklan k'ai na8-

naga'
8

, cix gayawana
8

, yamx gayawana
8

;
anl8 hono8

yap!a

gayau. Wili mi'8

sga
8
ganau dehal, n6u

s'hi ga'p!ini lomt!!
1

guxdagwadi
v

l, wili 8ixdil ga'
8mwi8

ganku; ga yulum doumia

gelgulugwan p'elexia-uda
8

. Gas'i8

yeweida
8 "Yulum sbexalt'a

mi /8wa nagait'e
8
," naga-ihi

8
, gana

8nex yawa18
.

"
'W^kJalk',

w^k'.alk',' naga-ida
8

gas'i
8
ga

eal k'u"nax 'Yomo,' nagan; yap!a
wi in ya

a laale\" Gahi naga
is xamk'. Gwi8ne la

a
le; hemdi

wede p'elxak'? xasnewic
hapxi ligik'

w
. Ganehi8

gwass'i
8 beVi8

ligik'
w

; gwfne di wede lik'
w

? Gane'hi8
gwi

8ne la
a
le\ mi'
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reason did they bring home for them soft food to eat, intestines.

Then, 'tis said, "Well, soon I shall eat it tomorrow, for I have

been munching bones. Just soup having made, that did I

drink the livelong day,
' '

said the old women and old men. No

longer did they eat intestines, penises, vulvae. The Grizzly
Bear girl had said,

" Do not eat them again, it is evil, bad.
' Now we are satiated,' shall you say,

"
said the Grizzly Bear girl.

Now then again, 'tis said, did return those that had gone
out to war, and now she hid her husband Eagle.

"
I, for my

part, did think that was Eagle sbexalt'a, said the Grizzly Bear

youths, talking to one another as they returned.
"
Thereupon

'Kinsman, catch up with him!' was he told, but a different

one it turned out to be,
' '

they said, while the Grizzly Bear girl

did hear her elder brothers as they talked to one another. Now
"
Well, soon now shall I eat it tomorrow,

"
were (the old people)

wont to say, down in the back of the house they always just

put them. Then, when the next day came, now again did their

sons go out to war. And behind their backs they threw the

intestines into the water, the ten houses 1 did throw the intestines

of the people into the water, but the bears did think,
"
They're

probably eating them;" the Grizzly Bear youths (did think

about) their fathers that probably they were eating them.

Now then again, 'tis said, the Eagle youth bathed after they had

left. Then she gave him food, and he finished eating.

Now then again he went out to hunt; again ten deer he

killed, and brought them home at noon. Then he distributed

them to all the neighboring houses, one to each house. Then the

old men and the old women enjoyed themselves, eating venison,

eating fat
;
no longer they ate people. In one house there were

five, but next door there were two and the old man and his

wife, in the ten houses there were two each
;
that Eagle was it

intended to kill when they went out to war. And then, when

they returned, "Eagle sbexalt'a I thought it was," they said,

thus they talked to one another.
" '

Shining, shining,
'

since you

1 That is, the old people of the ten houses.
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hono8

p'elxa
es ya

8 wee

gia-uda
8

, agas'i
8 dahouxa ligila

ck' 1 xamk'

yapla.

Ganehi8 hono8 mi' alhuyux yulum, bond8 habeebini yewe
18

;

ixdil clx p'.iyin ligik'
w

,
ixdil tlomomana8

ga
8aldll lap'. Gas'i8

aga mologola'p'aklan lomt'.i'la'p'aklan yap!a gwa
a
ci' haxiya

ya
a k!uwu'8

auk'; ani8 hon68
gayau k'kl haux ni gwas hapxi

plan, cix gayau, yamx gayau. Ganehi8 dahouxa la
a
le

hayuxda
ada 6pxakan, he8ne tslayaim tllt'gwa xamk' waiwi'.

Ganehi8 mi1 hond8 dahouxa yew6
i8

.

" Gi^a yulum sbexalt'a

mi/8wa nagdit'e
8
his, gasl

8
ga

8kl k'uunax 'Yom6,' naga
8
n,"

nagd-ihi
8
yawd-ida

8
.

"
'W6k!alk', wek'.alk',' naga-ida

8
, yap'.a

wi8in yaxa la
a
le\

" "
i'da dadou

mt'git' i't'e
8

,
Tda dak'alt'git'

f't'e
8

.

" "
i'da dahauxt'git' i't'e

8
, hami; I'da denit'git' i't'e

8
,"

nagahi
8 maxa. Ganehi8

gwelmatslak' yaxk.
" Dewenxa

ga-iwan," naga-ihi
8
mologola'p'aklan lomtli'la'p'aklan, n6us'wi8

ga naga
18

,
aldil wili 8ixdil.

Ganehi8 mi 1

tlaykk'; mi1

daguluk'.
" Gwidi 8na8

naga
ie

erne8
? am gayau; ge

sa gaya-u di? Agdhi
8

ligigwanagam dm8

gayau; ge
8a gaya-u di?" "Hit', am8

gayau," nou
s'wi8 dak'-

dahalsa8n. Ganehi8 wa-iwi1
wili' ganau ge hond8 deewiliwiau8

,

"Ge8a gaya-u di?" "Hit'. Agahi
8 honox k'u'anax t'dpxa

a

'Observe that the usitative or frequentative form of the intransitive verb ligi-
" come home (with game)" is ligilag-, while the corresponding form of its comitative

derivative ligigw- "fetch home (game)" is liwilhagw-.
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said, for that reason was Kinsman told, 'Catch up with him!'

but a different person it turned out to be.
' '

Just that the

Grizzly Bears said. A long time elapsed. When did they not

go out to war? and sometimes they brought home children.

And then intestines they brought home every day. How often

did they not bring them home? Now, 'tis said, a long time

elapsed, and again they who went out to war did go off when
it dawned, and in the evening the Grizzly Bears were wont to

bring home people.

Now then again did Eagle go out to hunt, again at noon he

returned; ten deer he brought home having killed ten, all of

those he carried on his back. Now these old women and old

men always threw away the intestines right into the water,

not again did they eat penises, vulvae, nipples, intestines,

children, livers, but venison they ate, fat they ate. Then in the

evening came the time of the returning of the elder brothers,

then the Grizzly Bear girl always hid her husband. Now then

again, 'tis said, in the evening they returned.
"

I, for my part,

did think it must be Eagle sbexalt'a, so for that reason to Kins-

man 'Catch up with him!' I said," said they, talking to one

another. "'Shining, shining,' since you said, but a different

person it turned out to be.
' ' -" Ecce tibi testes, ecce tibi penem,

' '

(matri suae dixerunt).
"
Ecce tibi vulvam, pater, ecce tibi

mammas." Then, 'tis said, they just put them down in the

back of the house. "Tomorrow I shall eat it," said the old

women and old men, in every neighboring house they said that

all the ten houses.

Now then, 'tis said, they found it out, now they were about

to find it out. "What's happening here? They do not eat it.

Have they been eating it over there? These that we brought

home they did not eat. Have they been eating it over there?"

"No, they have not eaten it," they answered one another

from house to house. Then into the girl's house, there also they

shouted, "Have they been eating it over there?" "No. The

other day this Kinsman to his elder sister, right there he went

and in her hair he bit,
' '

they said.
" And Eagle is always bring-
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waada ge yexa
1

naga'
8

, u'luk'.i' gadal yegwek'V' naga-ihi
8

.

"Gane yulums'i
8

Iigila
8k' cix Iiwilh6k'w

, gasl
8

gayawana
8 am8

hon6e

yap'.a gayau;" noll

s's'i
8 hono8

ga naga'
8

. Wa-iwi's'i8 an?

yiwiya"
8

.

" Yulum sbxalt'as'i8
Iigila

8
k', cix gayaik', gas'i

8

ga
eal an? doumal yap'.a gayau," nagasa

8nhi.

Ganehi8 dewenxa la
a
llt'aE mi' hono8

p'elexa
8

. Ganehi8

Iem68
x, mi' daE61t'i an? daemaxau Ieme8x. Mi' yok'.oi hanx-

dagwan guxwi
1

,
wilihi xa^altlanahi. 2 Ganehi8 Iemek!ia-uda8hi

he8ne t'.it'gwa baiyeweykk'
w

. Mi1

haxiya gini
e
k', p!aga'

8
yulum.

Mi' s
alt!ayak'. "S'ni' maea nagasbinda

8
, ga ga

cal an? yap'.a

gayau nagasbinda
8
," mi' yawa'

8
, ga ganau gehi dak'tlemex.

" Yumu8k' hee
n&," naganhi

8

yiwin wd'k'i8
, gahi hogwa

ssdaa
;

"wede guxdagwa waada wok' k'.emnat', xa'8winhi yumu8
k',"

nagdnhi
8

. Ganehi8

abaiyewe
18

aga
sa yulum p'.aga-ida

8
. Ganehi8

xuma ogoihi xamk' wa-iwi', geyewelx
3

t!it'gwadi
v

l; aga
ea xamk'

wa-iwi1 an? yapla gayau, dip' gaya-u a/k' a. Ganehi8 ba-

idehene8n.

"Gane alhuyuxde
8
," naga'

8
, agas'i

8 xamk' wa-iwi' yokloi

dpxak'.an houxas'i8 " Yulums'i8 cix liwilhok'V ga naga-ida
8

.

"Gane s'68 uluk!is
t' t'ba'k'.amt',"

4

nagahi
8

tllt'gwa xamk'
wa-iwi'.

" Me8

ye
ewa8k' he8

ne, wede gwidat' hiwilwat'," nagahi
8

tllt'gwa. Gane ya
8 als'o

umal yulum; agasi
8 xamk' ga naga'

8
,

" Da8maxau ginga
e
t'. 6X

yewe da861 xebee

yagwanagam, gux-

dagwa yewe waada hiwili"8," naga-ihi
8 xamk'. Ganehi8

da8maxau la
a
lit'a8 , gani

v " K'u'unax yumusk' heene," nagahi
8

.

Ganehi8 mi L

sgelewalt', "Ba+ ba + ."
5

Gwendak'alyewe
18

guxdagwa waa
da, abais'i8 xamk' wa-iwi' mi' 8Tk!uumank'wa,

se
e

nsixdagwa t'baagamt', maxla d?alk'aa
p'gwa. Ddk'wili'

1 For yaxa.
2
Literally, "they between-eye-held it."

"So heard for geyewalx, intransitive form of gayau.
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ing home game, deer he is always bringing home, so that eating
that they no longer eat people;" and next door also they said

that. But the girl did not speak. "So Eagle sbexalt'a is

always bringing home game, and venison they always eat, so

that for that reason they eat not the testicles of people,
' '

they
said to one another.

Then, when the next day came, now again they went out

to war. Then they all departed; now near by, not far away,

they departed. Now her brothers' hearts she knew, the house

indeed they watched. 2
Then, just when they had departed,

then her husband she took out. Now into the water he went,

Eagle bathed. Now they discovered him. "S-didn't I tell

you, for that reason they have not been eating people, I told

you?" Now they talked to one another; for that reason right

there they were assembled together.
" You shall catch up with

him then,
' '

he who was without speech was told, just that one

was their runner.
" Do not let him come to his wife, catch up

with him half way,
' '

he was told. Then, 'tis said, this Eagle,

for his part, returned to the house when he had bathed. Then

food the Grizzly Bear girl gave him, she and her husband ate;

this Grizzly Bear girl, for her part, did not eat people, camass

did she, for her part, eat. Then, 'tis said, they finished eating.

"Now I'll go out hunting," he said, but the Grizzly Bear

girl knew that yesterday her elder brothers
"
So Eagle has been

bringing home venison," that were saying. "Now tie your
hair tight,"

4 said the Grizzly Bear girl to her husband.
" Then

back you shall come, do not run off anywhere," she said to her

husband. Then to the mountains went Eagle. But the

Grizzly Bears that did say, "Far off let him go. Oh, should

we perchance do away with him near by, to his wife perchance

he runs," said the Grizzly Bears. Then, 'tis said, when far

away he had gone, then "Kinsman, catch up with him!" then

they said to him. Now then, 'tis said, they shouted to him,

* This is a sign of preparation for combat.

5 Held out long in a loud whisper.
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baa
gini

8
k'. Sgelewalt', "Yomo, yomo, k'u'nax," yiwin wo'k'i8

ga hog
wa8

s, ts!a-uya
s
s. Ganehi8 diha-uda ganga di'da t'.anahi.

Ganehi8

guxdagwa waada wok', dint'gwa igwidigwat' t'lt'gwa.

Ganehi8
yiwin w6'k'i8a wok'.

"
Gwendesgi'bi

s
n,

"
naga-i

shis

xamk' wa-iwi'; waxa ba-iyowon, albee

ya
a
t!eye

e
s.

Ganehie wisin wok', gwendesgi'p'; mi/
s hon6s wok', gwen-

desgi'p'; gwendesgip'.isgap' heedelerne8k' opxaklan. Abaie

waye-

wfinhi, maxa nixa gwendesgip'.isgap'; n6u
s' gini

s
k', honoe

gesi
s hon6K

gwendesgiplisgap', heedelemesk'
;

wili ixdx v
l

mologola'p'aklan lomt'.i'la'p'ak'.an bus' k'em&i. Ganehi8

a'ida8xi ya
a
heye

8x tllfgwadH. Ganehi klixixa8
,
h

gane alxali t!it'gwadl
v
l.

Ganehi8 dabalnixa la
a
le\ am8 hond8

alhuyux yulum, wildu

yaxa k!emei. HeedadaE

yulum maxa8a yok!ol gwi k'abaxasa

ci ulit'a8 . "Hop!e
/8nsi8 'Wede ge gingat',' nagd

8n," nagd-ihi
8

mex, k'abaxa nagk. Ganehi8 dabalnixa la
a
le\ Mi1

yamx
klolol dulii'HIalhi, sbedesbat'hi. Mi 1

ya
8

; ge gini k' k'abaxa

waada mex, wili de8ise
ek!ik'w2 ganau alxali yulum guxdagwa-

dn. "6+ wiham," naga-ihi
8

yulum.
" K'ai naga-it'?"

naga-ihi
8 mena wa-iwi1

.

"
'Wiham,' nagait'e

8
," naga-ihi

e

yulum.
"
Gwidis'i8

gi^a wiham? gwidi gi'
8k wi8wa? gwidi gi^k

wi8obihan8a?" naga-ihi
8 xamk' wa-iwi 1

. "Gwidi wihin8k?

gwidi wihamhan8k?" Dayowo
u8sda8hi ba-igini k', gwendesgi'p';

k!olo! ya
a
gwen

e

wat'geits'!lk'wa gwendesgi'binma
8 mex. Abai-

yewe
12

, yulum
sa alt'gi'y^lx. "Gwidi nae

naga-it'?" nagahi
8

1 White war paint. Hence the spot of white nowadays on the foreheads of grizzly

bears.
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"Ba + ba+!" Back towards his wife he returned, and the

Grizzly Bear girl now was ready for them inside, tied her hair up,
dust on her forehead she clapped.

1 Up on top of the house she

went, they shouted to him," Catch up with him, catch up with

him, Kinsman!" He who was without speech, that one was
the runner, the fast runner. Then, 'tis said, right behind him
he almost caught up with him. Then to his wife he came,
behind her she pushed her husband. Then he who was with-

out speech, for his part, did arrive. "His neck I'll cut,"

thought the Grizzly Bear girl; she missed her younger brother,

right up to the sun he flew.

Then, 'tis said, another one arrived, his neck she cut; one

again did arrive, his neck she cut; she cut all their necks, her

elder brothers she annihilated. She went back into the house

to her father and mother, and cut their necks; next door she

went and also there again cut their necks, annihilated them;
the old women and the old men of the ten houses she did away
with. Then, 'tis said, just they alone were left, she and her

husband. Then, 'tis said, she finished, she had annihilated

them. Now they dwelt, she and her husband.

Then a long time elapsed. Not again did Eagle go out

hunting, only arrows he made. Way off yonder Eagle's father,

for his part, did know where his son was dwelling.
" Now long

ago I said to him,
' Do not go there,'

"
said Crane, of his son he

said it. Then a long time elapsed. Now a basket tight with

fat he filled, in he stuffed it. Now off he went
;
there to his son

did Crane go. In the house with open door was sitting Eagle

and his wife. "Oh, my father!" said Eagle. "What did you

say?" said the Bear girl. '"My father,' I said," said Eagle.

"But where is my father, for my part? Where is my younger

brother, for my part? Where are my elder brothers, for my
part?" said the Grizzly Bear girl. "Where is my mother, for

my part? Where are my fathers, for my part?" Just when

she had ceased from her talking, she went out of the house, and

'Passive participle of de !
-isfrg- : -s6<>k!-, "open the door."
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tllt'gwa.
" Yele8

sgwade
e

,

"
naga, yulum dexebes

n; yokloi
wala8

t'aga-ida
8

.

Ganehi8 alxall hono8
, wilau bi'lt'agwa debu /(i

k'i yulum.
Ganehi8 dabalnixa la

a
le\ dak'wili 1 baa

gini
8
k'.

" Nee baa
gel

e

yu,"

naga guxdagwa. Mi' baa
gel

s
yowo

8
abki, yulums'i

6 dak'wili

S'UE tiluklixdagwa t'baa
ganit', wasga

a
p'hi. Mi' yaxa dkn

deguxwit'gwa gwidik'
w

.

" Guxwi' xaa
p!a-itc!iwidi

8n," nagd-
i
chis. Ganehi8 mi' tslaykk' guxdagwa, aldaya

ahie

t'ga
a
lt'gal.

Ganehi8 hee
biliu8 . "He"! Gwi'ha gingada

8

ganga wayana-

gwasbin," naga-ihi
8 mi' xanik' wa-iwi', t!it'gwa nagk. Ganehi8

didaa
t'be

e

ganiEs. Ganehi8

ba-igini
e
k'; mi' wayank'

w
tlitgwa.

" Hau hau hau hau hau,
"

gana
8nex yiwiya"

8 xamk' wa-iwi'.

"Wi8obihan he8ilem6k!inda8 al waadida8
gwi'ha gingada

8
,"

naga-ihi
8

. A'ni8 dabalnixa la"lit'a8 mi 1

ycPrm; mi' tslayak',

baxdem ganga waa
da.

" Gwi /8ha gingada
8

ganga itlauxbin,"

yiwiya-uda
8 xamk' wa-iwi', yulums'i

8 am8
yiwiya"

8
, tslayak'

yaxa; is'i
8

ts'.ayak', 'an? t'.omom guxdagwa. Mi' wilaut'a"

henguluk'; mi1

yomok'waguluk' xamk' wa-iwi' yiwiya-uda
8

,

"Gwi'ha gingada
8." Mi 1 wilaut'aa buc la

a
le\ mi'8

sga
8

ya
a

heye
s
x; agas'i

8 mi' u'lukli' ba-igwa
a
s yulum a.

Mi' it!aug
w
uluk'; dou

k'i81 p'un ba'Vagexa
8
gadak' yulum.

Lasalhi t'baak. "Tcli'ykt'k
1

, tcli'ykfk', tcli'yat'k'!
2 xaasalda

guxwi'
8k." Gwenhi8

gelk!iyi
s
k'.

" Xaasalda gux
w

i'
8
k,

"
naganhi

8

2
High-pitched. Note that the form tdiiyal'k' is not the normal one; witc'ai
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cut his neck; right next to the basket lay his head, Crane's

neck having been cut. She returned into the house; Eagle,

for his part, had tears running down his face.
" What are you

doing?
' '

she said to her husband.
"

I am sweating,
' '

he said to

her, Eagle said so, but she knew really that he was weeping.

Then, 'tis said, again they dwelt together, and Eagle did

fill his quiver with arrows. Then a long time elapsed, up on top
of the house he went.

"
Well, lie down belly up!

"
he said to his

wife. Now she lay down belly up in the house, but Eagle
on top of the house did tie his hair up tight, tight he made it.

Now a flat water-worn rock she thrust on her breast.
" Her

heart I shall split by shooting down,
' ' he thought. Now then

he shot at his wife, but it just bounced from her. Then away
he rushed. "He"! Wherever you will go, I shall just follow

you,
' ' now said the Grizzly Bear girl, to her husband she said

it. Then on the sides of her head she tied her hair. Then out

of the house she went, now followed her husband.
"
Hau,

hau, hau, hau, hau, hau," thus talked the Grizzly Bear girl.
"
Since my elder brothers I did annihilate for your sake,

wherever you will go, (I shall follow you)," she said. WT

hen

not a long time had elapsed, then she caught up with him.

Now he shot at her, she kept coming towards him.
" No matter

where you will go, I will just seize you," the Grizzly Bear girl

kept talking, but Eagle did not speak, he kept shooting; no

matter how much he shot at her, he did not kill his wife. Now
his arrows were about to give out, and the Grizzly Bear girl

was about to catch up with him as she kept saying,
" No matter

where you will go!" Now his arrows were all used up. Just

one remained; and now Eagle's hair, for his part, was coming
loose.

Now she was about to seize him; up on top of a rotten

log did Eagle climb, he burst it with his feet.
"
My nephew,

my nephew, my nephew! between her toes is her heart, indeed.
"

would be the form of ordinary speech, the ist per. sing. poss. -t'k' not being ordi-

narily employed in terms of relationship.
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yulum. Xaasalda liwila"8 , ge
8
ya

ahi gux
w

i' p!i' degu'lk!alxgi
e

na8
naga'

e
. Mi'hi6

ge tslayak' xaa
salda; xap!a-it'ba

a
k'hi

guxwi'. "Wa' +V 1

naga-ihi
8 xanik' wa-iwi'; mi' tlomom

guxdagwa. Agas'i
8 ts'lamal baiyugwa" la

a
le\ ga malak'wa

"Xaasalda gux"?," nagalk'wana
8

. Gweldi; baabi8
t' 16'plap'.

15. CHICKEN-HAWK REVENGES HIMSELF UPON MEDICINE-

MEN. 2

Will1

yow6E
,
huucuu k'e^'p'igik'"

3

gu
u
xgwkt'. Dabalnixa

an? yoklwol goy6. Ganehi8 dabalnixa la
a
lit'ac k'ai^a'p'akli

lohd"8
; gane a/k'daexi la

a
le\ Ganehi8

waya
8

, guxwi' xilam

la
a
le\ "N6k'di xebe8n? nek'di gu

uxdk' lohon? N6k'asi84

xebe8n. Amadi yok!oya
8n nek xeb^nda8

,

"
naga-ihi

8

gelhewe-
hanas

. Waya8
; gwPne di wede walk? "Amadi yok!oya

8n
nek xeb^nda8

," naga-ihi
s

; guxwi' xilam la
a
le\ guxdagwa

hasalda 5

gangahi gelhewehana
8

. "Amadi yok!oya
sn nek

xeb6nda8
," naga-ihi

8
. Gwi/8ne la

a
le\- hemdi wede walk'?

Ganehi8
gw^ne" k!iyi

s
k'; ba a

t!ebet'.
" K'di ga

eal di gu
uxd6k'

lohd18 ?" naga-ihi
8

gelhewehana
8

.

Ba-igini
8
k'; ha'8

ya som, liwilk"8 , mixalha goyo
8k dldaa-

t'be^k't'bagamES., Mi1 hono8 adat'ci8 das'oumkl liuk'.
8 " Ga di

xSp'k', ga di gu
uxdek gaik'?" naga-ihi

8
gelhewehana

8
;

ani8

nek' waa
himit', a'k'da8xi gana

8nex gelhewehau. Ganehi8 dan
wi'li

1

igi'na aba-iyeweida
8

.

" Ga di xSp'k' aga a guxdek'

'A hoarse cry.
z As is shown by this and the following myth Chicken-Hawk plays a rather dis-

tinctive part in Takelma mythology. In both he swings aloft his stone knife and
cuts the necks of multitudes of his enemies. Against medicine-men (goyd) in partic-
ular is he supposed to be incensed, so that he is one of the favorite guardian spirits
of the s'omlohdlxa* s . Like Nos. 21 and 22 below it is probable that this myth was
recited by the s omlohtilxa.

1

's as a medicine-formula against the supernatural workings
of the goyd.
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Back to her he turned.
" Between her toes is her heart, indeed,

' '

was Eagle told. Between her toes he looked, right there was
her heart, as though a fire were glowing. Now there between
her toes he shot at her, her heart he burst.

" Wa'+ V' 1 said the

Grizzly Bear girl ;
now his wife he had killed. So that the mouse

had become his rescuer, that one had told him,
" Between her

toes is her heart,
' '

she telling him. Tis finished. Go gather
and eat your baa

p'-seeds.

15. CHICKEN-HAWK REVENGES HIMSELF UPON MEDICINE-

MEN. 2

A house there was; Chicken-Hawk did have a woman, a

wife he had. For a long time he did not know about medicine-

men. Then, when a long time had elapsed, his wife did die,

and all alone he became. Then, 'tis said, he slept, sick had his

heart become. "Who did it? Who caused my wife to die?

Somebody indeed did do it. Would that I knew who did it!"

he said, thinking. He slept, how long did he not sleep?

"Would that I knew who did it!" he said; sick had his heart

become, ever thinking of 5 his wife. "Would that I knew who

did it!" he said. A long time elapsed. How long did he not

sleep? Then, 'tis said, a certain time came and he arose.
" For

what reason did my wife die ?
"
he said, thinking.

Out of the house he went. On either side was a mountain
;

he looked, medicine-men, indeed, in great numbers had their

hair tied on both sides of their heads. Now again on the other

side did he look, on top of the mountain.
"
So those it was

that did it, those did eat up my wife?" he said, thinking; to

no one he talked, all by himself thus he thought. Then, 'tis

3 So heard for k'ei
e
U'p'ik!ik'w l "woman-having, 'bewomaned,'

" formed from

k'ai s
ldap'a-k'i-, "woman," by means of suffix -fe'w with attendant ablaut of a to e.

4 Probably to be explained as ntk' s
a, "somebody, for his part," with contrasting

connective -si
e

.

'Literally,
"
in her foot(steps)."

Inferential in form, despite its use in simple narrative.
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Ioh6ida8 ?" naga-ihi
8

gelhewehana
8

. Ganehi8 "Wiliklisi!" 1

gwenwayanaganhi,
2

gwensgut'.usgat. Gane honoe adat's'i 8

gahi na8

nagk, gwenwayasgutlusgathi.

Ganehi8 ha'8
ya liwila"8

; gwi'
8

yapla altlayagina
8 mi' hono8

gwenweyesgo
u
thi 3 aldi yapla gamaxdi

4

ga nas
naga. Ganehi6

yapla hff&emffk', bus klemfel. Ganehi8 a'k'da xi ya
a

. Gane
ha/E

ya liwila
u

; yapla
ealoudan, an? k'ai, dn!8 honoE

gwi yapla

ba-ik!iyi
ek'. Ganehi8

gw!
/ene laale\ dit'ga

a
yu

8k'umaada gedat'hi

alxi'gin mfil t'ga
a mi/s

s.
5 "K'ai ga al di hu^u^k ga naE

naga
ie

?

k'di ga
Eal dix

yap!a gamaxdi bus k!emi?" naganhi
8

,
mee

l

t'ga
a mi/Es dexebes

n.
" Nee

go
ums-iE daks'ini'da nabaaEhkn,"

nagd-ihi
8 mee

l t'ga
a mi/8

s; ik!uumank'wan. " Dak'daada

nabas
hkn,

"
naga-ihi

8 mel t'ga
a mi /e

s. Ganehi8
ge neye

8

ba-id^dinixia"8
. Sgalauk' nagana

a8k'hi huucuu
, s'as'ini.

"
Gwent'ga

ab6k'danda7 tc!6
u
t!igi

e
ya

a he8ne ya
a xee

bagwan,"

naga-ihi
8
gelhewehana

8
.

Hawi ani8
yap'.a he^leme^k'; a'k'da8xi s'as'ini, sgalauk,

nagana
e
k'; hawi yapla ba-igini

s
k', yapla neye

eda8

ge naga
i8

.

Ganehi8
dak'dagwa liwilha"8

ge neyeda
8

. Gwi'8ne la
a
lit'ae

gwent'ga
ab6k'danda tcld^thi; aga yapla ge naga-ida

8

waya
a
si8

eme8
pleye

8 dasalda. Ganehi8 baa
yank'

w
,
he ne ya

a
"Wiliklisi,"

dak'dagwahi gwenwayasg6
u
t'i, yapla nee

ye
eda8

p!a-ik!iyi k'.

Ganehi8 ha/8
ya wat!em6xiau8

;
mee

yewe
i8

gwent'ga
ab6k'danda-

1 Exact meaning and analysis of form not clear. Presumably connected with

wi'lfi, "(stone) knife."
2
Literally, "he did to all their necks with his knife."

3 weye heard for waya.
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said, a stone knife he took as he returned into the house.
" So

those it was that did bring it about that this wife of mine,

indeed, did die?" he said, thinking. Then "
Wilik !isi I" 1

(saying

this), over their necks he swung his knife,
2
their necks he cut.

Then again on the other side that same thing he did to them,
with his knife he cut their necks.

Then, 'tis said, on both sides he looked. Wherever he

found people, now also their necks he cut with his knife, that

to all raw4

people he did. Now the people he annihilated,

exterminated he made them. Then, 'tis said, just all by him-

self he was. Then on either side he looked, for people he looked
;

there were none, nowhere did people come. Then, 'tis said, a

long time elapsed; off to the west, right over there were seen

the Crows, covering the land. 5 "For what reason did Chicken-

Hawk, for his part, do that? For what reason did he anni-

hilate raw people?
" He was spoken of, the Crows covering

the land said so. "Well, let us in our turn pass over him,"
6

said the Crows covering the land, and they prepared themselves.

"Over his head let us pass," said the Crows covering the land.

Then there, 'tis said, they proceeded, in long rows they flew by.

Moving his head slightly from side to side did Chicken-Hawk

keep looking, there he stood. "Just when they touch the nape
of the earth's neck,

7

just then shall I put an end to them," said

he, thinking.

Not yet did he annihilate the people. All by himself he

stood, moving his head slightly from side to side he looked.

Still the people were coming, in great number the people passed

there. Then, 'tis said, he kept looking above himself as there

they passed. When a long time had elapsed, they struck

against the nape of the earth's neck; while these people were

passing there, his knife lay here at his feet. Then, 'tis said,

*That is, such as were not medicine-men, "laymen."
5
Literally,

" one earth.
"

Literally, "let us all do (or be) over his nose."

7 That is, the extreme east.

10
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dat', dit'ga
a

yok!uma
adadat' hawi baxaem. Ganehi8 wat!e-

mexia"8 alwaMfda.

Ganehi8 waahimidan huucuu mahai.
" K'ai ga

eal di v

ag
na8

naga-it'? Wede gana
8nex yuk' t'ga

a dehi kliyak'i
8

. Wede

gana
8nex yuk'," naganhi

8
, s'as'ini, dalec

lak'
w

;
wis

!t'gey6
e
k!in,

hacou
ya

a
s'as'ini. "Waa

di' du 2

ba-iginak'wi
ei

guyu hesne

do'toana8
,
bou

s'i
s an? duwugat," nagan. "Yapla gamaxdi

he^lemek'it'. Goyo gellohogwiauk'i
83 hesne ya

a
si yap!a

gamaxdi p!^
/e
t',"

4

naganhi
8

.

" Gana8nex y6
8
t' t'ga

a d6hi

kliyak'i
8
," naganhi

8
;
daa

le
c
lak'

w
,
mee

l t'ga
a mi8s dexeb68

n, ga
tc'.ibink'wa. Nagan gane\

" Bou
s'i

8

aga
8a guxde

8
gayawana

8

goy6, yapla aldi he^lemeklit'; mi /8

sga
ehi doumanae

goy6."
Ganehi8

gana
8n^x t'ga

a 8ik!uuminin, mee
l t'ga

a mies xeb68
n.

"Wede hon68
ga na8

nkt'," naganhi
8

;
dni dak'dahal, yapla

daa
-yaxa-le

e
lkk'

w
.

" Gana8n6x y6
8
t' t'ga

a dehi kliydk'i
8

, yapla

gatk'i
8
. Wedes'i8 nek' yapla gamaxdi do^mk', goyohi yaxa

doumana8
," naganhi

8
.

Ganehi8 lemeklia"8
,

mi1

hat'ga
a
t'gwa yewe'

8
, he^wan.

Dabalnixa ga na8nkk' huucuu, gas'i
8
ga

eal mel ba-igini
8
k; yapla

he^n^k'na8
,

5

gas'i
8
aga diha-u ya

a mel ba-iginak'
5

, ga ga
8al

yd" me
e
l alxi'8k'w6k' 5

; yapla heeilemek!ina8
, gas'i

8

aga ga ga
sal

ba-igini
8
k'. Mi' haa8

yew6
18 aldil tlomomanma8

;
hant' mee

l

he^lem^klin, gasl
8
aga ga ga

8al tsMibin. Haa8dkt' m^yewe18
,

nou
dat's'i 8 me8

gini
8
k', gas'i

8
aga hesne altlemexia"8

; hesne ga

1

Literally,
"

if he should go out having him." The text form is the conditional

comitative of ginig-: gin(a)g-.
1 In other words, "with one of good conduct, one that has done no ill.

"
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he took it up; just then "Wilik'.isi!" (saying this), right over

himself he cut their necks with his knife, and the people fell

down in great numbers. Then, 'tis said, from either side they
were coming crowded together; hither they were returning
from the east, still they were coming from the west. Then,
'tis said, they were assembled together all about him.

Then great Chicken-Hawk was spoken to. "For what
reason did you do that? Not thus shall it be when the world

goes on. Not thus will it be," he was told; he stood, listened.

On all sides was he surrounded, right in the middle he stood.

"Should he do away with 1 one whose body is good,
2 then the

medicine-man shall be killed, but now you did not do well,"

he was told. "Raw people you have destroyed. Should they
take revenge for 3 a medicine-man, then indeed shall raw people
lie down,"

4 he was told.' 'Thus shall it be when the world goes

on," he was told. He listened to them, the Crows covering the

land said so, that speech they addressed to him. Then he was

told, "But now since the medicine-men did eat up just this wife

of yours, all the people did you destroy. Just the medicine-

men alone are to be killed." Then thus the world was fixed,

the Crows covering the land did so. "Do not again do that,"

he was told; he did not answer them, to the people he kept

listening. "Thus will it be when the world goes on, when people

grow up. And no one shall slay raw people, just medicine-men

only shall be slain," was he told.

Then, 'tis said, they all went off, now back to their land they

returned, and he was left behind. For a long time had Chicken-

Hawk done that, so that for that reason the Crows did come;

as he had been destroying the people, therefore did these Crows

come last of all, just for that reason the Crows did see him;

as the people he had been destroying, thereupon these for that

reason did come. Now yonder they all returned, after they had

3
Literally,

"
if they should breast-die having him."

4 " They shall lie down," euphemistic for
"
they shall lie slain."

"Observe the explanatory inferentials.
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nagan aga
8alt!emexia-uda8

. Gas'i8
ga ga

sal an!8

yapla

gamaxdi tlomoamdan, g6yo yaxa t'.omoman; gas'i
8

goyo

gellohoigwanma
8
ga ga

8al yap'a gamaxdi t'.omoman. Gweldi,

baa
biEt

l

le
e

p'laP'-

1 6. THE FOUR OTTER BROTHERS AND CHICKEN-HAWK.

Bumxi gamgam t'awaxagan mi'8

sga
8

, ga t!amayan huucuu

waa
da; da anaa siwd'k'di yuk', gasi

8 waada gini
e
k', tlemeyana

118
.

Ganehi8

gwPne la
a
le\ ya ya ya

8
. Gehi lap'6" gwan ganku

hansg6
u
s/ tlobagask'.

2 " Hen6!" A'n? baa
dep'k'.

2 Hans6u -

k'dp'k'
2

dayut'a
a

,
h^daMa lap'6". Mi'8shi hono8

yiwiya"
8

,

"Hene!" A'ni8 baa
t!ebfet'. Ganehi8 wa-iwi hono8 hans'd"8-

k'dp'k'.
2 Ganehi8 hon68 mi8

s, "Hene"! ge nagaite
8." A'ni8

witc'.im8
,

^'s'isi8

ga nagkn. Ganehi8 mi'8s hono8
yiwiya"

8
,

"Hen6! ge nagait'e
8." Loh6t' na8nex p'.eye

8
;
an? wi'tc'.im8

.

Ganehi8 mi /8
sga

8
heye

sx. "Hene! ge nagait'e
8
," ^'s'i8 ga

naga'
8

. Mi' ts'!ini'ts'!anx yapla di8wa/

nsgi't'a
a

, ga ga naga'
8

,

gane tsMini'tsManx.
" Gani k'adi am8 wi'tclimat'?" Mi 1

gadak' ts'!a'k'ts-!a8
k'; he8ne ya

a "He + ,"
3

naga-ihi
8

lap'6
u

,

yiwiyawa
8s yuk'; ge naga

18
. "He+

,

s

gwent'ga
ab6k'danda

ginigat'ba
8

, witc!d-ihan, he^^mxanbank','' naga-ihi
8

, lap'6
u
ga

naga'
8

. Ganehi8

ga naga-ida
8 wa-iwi guxwi' xilam la

a
le\

'Probably misheard for hansgd^'sk', inferential of hansgd^s-

Literally translated it means " he cut (intr.) across."
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been slain; half the Crows had been destroyed, therefore these

for that reason did address him. From off yonder they had

returned hither, while from down river they were coming, so

that these were then crowded together; at that time was he

told that, when they here were crowded together. Now for

that reason are raw people never slain, only medicine-men are

slain; but when medicine-men are avenged, for that reason

are raw people slain. Tis finished. Go gather and eat your
baa

p'-seeds.

1 6. THE FOUR OTTER BROTHERS AND CHICKEN-HAWK.

There were four Otters and one younger sister of theirs
;

that one to get married they took to Chicken-Hawk. A chief-

tain, I guess, he was, so that to him they went, with her they

went to get her married. Then a long time elapsed. They
went, they went, they went. Right there in the trail a snake

lay across, lay as though dead. "Away!" He did not stir.

The oldest jumped over him, there ahead of him was the snake.

And one again did say, "Away!" He did not stir. Then

again the girl jumped over him. Then one again (did say),

"Away! I'm going there." He did not move, no matter how

many times he was told that. Then one again did say, "Away!
I'm going there." Like dead he lay, he did not move.

Then one was left. "Away! I'm going there," over and

over again he said that. Now the youngest person became

angry, that one did say that, and angry he became. "Now

why do you not move?" Now on top of him he stepped; just

then
" He+ !"

3 said the snake; he was capable of speech, as it

seemed. There he passed. "He+! 3 To the east when you

go, my nephews, they will destroy you," he said, the snake

said that. Then, when he had said that, the heart of the girl

became sick.

Inferential forms.
3 Pronounced in a hoarse whisper.
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Gane ya
8

,
ba"dec

ye\veyag\van, ya^iiyd"
8

. Ganehi8 \va-i\vi'

t'aga* t'aga-ida
8

, "a+, wi'Eobihan ye
ewae

t' wisa8m," t'aga'
8

,

gana
8ne"x t'aga-ida

8
,

" WFobihan ye
ewa8

t' wisaem, ga naganma
>:

.

'Witslaihan, he^mxbink',' 1

naganma
8." Ganehi8

ya
8

,

gwis'i'wok'di wok'ia"8 will cixdl v
l. Mi' bdmxi t!emyanwa

Es

ba-ik!iyi
ek'. Will debinhi ha8Ik!uu

minin; ge naga'
8

. Ml'8s

hon68 wili ha^klu'^ninin; ge naga'
8

. Mi'8s hono8 wili ha^klu"-

minin; ge naga'
8

. Mi' wili xibini ddk'yank'
w

. Hono8 ml/8s

wili ha^klu'toimn, dak'yank'
w

;
mi'

1

wili gamgam dak'yank'
w

.

MT/Es hono8 ha8ik!uuminin; mi' hono8

ddk'yank'
w

. Ganehi8

honoe mi'8s hono8 ha8ik!uuminin wili; mi' hono8
dak'yank'

w
.

Mi' wili ha8Imi8s dak'yank'
w

. Mi' hon6 dak'yank'
w

. Ml8s

hono8 ha8!k!uuman; mi1 hono8
dak'yank'

w
. Ganehi8 ml'8s hono8

ha'iklxrtriinin; mi 1

wili ha^go ddk'yank'
w

.

Ganehi8 wili aga debin ga
8
ya

a
hi ganau abaiginigia"

8
. Mi'

guxwi' dats!axmx wili ha^go yaplk, ulums'i8 " Goum mi'8wa
waddm t'.emeydnwia"

8
," naga'

8
, gas'i

8
ga

8kl wili ha8Ik!uuminin.
"
Go'^m mi/8wa tlemeydnwia"

8 wadam," naga-ihis. Ganehi8

alxali t!emyanwa
e
s; gane bee dehal alxall bomxi mdt'agwan

2

waa
da. Ganehi8 bee dehal alxaliyand

8
,
he8ne "Gam ya

a
nik',

gane no" yeweyik'," nagd-ihi
8

.

Agas'i
8 mot'aat'an huucuu

alxi'k' nou
c gwl na8

neye
eda8

,

yok!
w
oi dou

mgulugwan. "Mi1 bdmxi nou
yeuguluk'," neye

e
hi E

.

Mi1

aga n6u
s' ik!uumank'wan. " Doumaba8

nihan, he^lemkli-

ba^nihan," nagd-ihi
8

aga n6u
s" yap!a.

" Dewenxa yanaguluk'

'Second per. sing, obj., though the reference is to several persons.
2 "Their own brother-in-law" is more properly h&sdagwan in Takelma, mot'a-

gwan meaning ordinarily
"
their own son-in-law." It seems that mot'- is sometimes
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Then they went, their journey was resumed, on they
went. Then the girl did cry, crying, "Ah, I wonder whether

my elder brothers will return!" She cried, thus crying,
"I wonder whether my elder brothers will return, since

that they were told, 'My nephews, they will destroy you,' since

they were told." Then they went, I don't know where they
arrived at the ten houses. Now the Otters did come, taking
their sister to get married. The first house was prepared for

them; there they passed. Again one house was prepared for

them; there they passed. Now again a house was prepared
for them; there they passed. Now three houses they had gone

by. Again one house was prepared for them, they passed it by.
Now four houses had they passed by. One again was prepared
for them; now again they passed it by. Then again one house

was prepared for them; now again they passed it by. Now
six houses they had passed by. Now again they passed one by.

Again one they had prepared; now again they passed it by.

Then one again was prepared for them; now nine houses they

passed by.

Then this last house, just therein did they enter. Now
of the people of the nine houses the hearts were sore, for before

they had said, "It is to us probably that they are bringing her

to be married," so that for that reason had the houses been

prepared. "It is to us probably that they are bringing her to

be married," they had said. Then they who had brought her

to be married remained ;
now for five days did the Otters remain

with their brother-in-law. Then, 'tis said, when they had dwelt

there five days, then "Now we are going, now down river we

return," they said.

But their brother-in-law Chicken-Hawk saw what they

were doing in the neighboring houses, he knew that it was in-

tended to kill him. "Now the Otters are about to return down

river," they were saying, and so in the neighboring houses they

used as general term for people related to one through marriage with his near

female kin (such as daughter or sister).
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bumxi," ga neye"
6 n6u

c8k. Ganehi8 mi 1 ba-ileme8
x, als'o"mal

leme"8x n6u
s' yap!k aldfl, ha'8

ya s'o
umkl. Ganehi8 gam yd

8
;

yd
ada8

,

" Me8
ye

ewdt'ba8

gwalt' t!os'6
u wok'i8

," nagaik'wa
m6u

t'a
a
t'an; "gasi

8 we"de yanat'p', me"8
ye

ewdt'ba8
," nagahi

8
.

Ganehi8
ya

a
niya

u
; agas'i

8
yapla n6u

s'
" Da8maxau wold8

ya
a

xee

bagwaba
a8nihkn

,

' '

nagasa nhi.

Ganehi8

aga yd
8

. Daemaxau wok'da8
yd", ganehi

8
naga'

8

yapla n6u
s

- 8als'o
umdl 8aldi

x

l, he8n6hi gwaPt' anaE

naga
i1 t!oc6u

ha'p'di; agas'i
8 m6u

t'a
a
t'an

" Mes
ye

ew6'8
k',"

2

nagaik'wana
8

huucuu
,
an? geltlayak'. Ganehi2 bou nexada8

gwalt' wok'
ana8nex t!oc6u ha'p'dihi. Ganehi8 mi1 hono8

loplodid"
8

, ganehi
8

ts'Ielams'i8
wok', ganehi

8
gwalt' k'ai gwala xa8Ik!od6k!at' xo,

ganehi
8

p!d
a
shi wok'. Gwenhisyewe"'

8
,

xaa8winhi bomxi
he^meklin. Agas'i

8 m6u
t'a

a
t'an yok!

w
oi.

" Hen
! ulum

'M^yeVat'ba8
,' naganda

8
," nagd-ihi

8
. Ganehi8

p!a-idi'
8hana8s

gwalt' p!a
a
s noux tc!e

e
lam, mi1

p!a-idT
/8hana s.

Ganehi8
gwi

8ne la
a
lit'a8

, ba-igini
8
k'. Ha/8

ya liwila"8 . mi 1

ha/8
ya s'o

umkl alxaliyan. Ganehi8
wayat'gwa baa

yank'
w huucuu

.

Ganehi8 ha/8
ya s-o'takl wayat'gwa 16

u
k'

; ganehi
8 he^eme^'

yaplk a'khi gwi
8

neixdagwa. Ganehi8

abaiwayewenhi,
8
alp!i

!-

tc!ulutc!alhi. Ganehi8

hawilit'gwa yewe'
8

, p!a-iwayd
8

;
mi'

waya8
, gtixwi

1 datsla^nx hasdaa he'ilemeklinma8
. Ganehi8 a'k'

hono8

gwFneixdagwa he^emeklina8
, ga ga

eal guxwi
1 datsla^mx.

Wayd8
. Ganehi8

gw^ne di wede walk' ? Mi' gwel
ewak'wi8 wili

'Literally, "it this-did," in other words, "it blew as it is blowing now," when
the myth was being narrated.
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prepared themselves. "Let us kill them, let us destroy them!"
said these people in the neighboring houses. "Tomorrow the

Otters intend to go," that did they say, for their part, in the

neighboring houses. Now then, 'tis said, they all went out,

to the mountains proceeded all the people in the neighboring
houses, on both sides of the mountains. And then, 'tis said,

(the Otters) went off; as they went, "Here you shall return,

should a slight wind come," said their brother-in-law to them.
;<

In that case you shall not go on, you shall return here," he

said to them. Then off they went, but the people of the neigh-

boring houses "Just when they reach afar off, let us do away
with them," they said to each other.

Then these (Otters) did go. Just when they reached afar

off, then the people of the neighboring houses did all proceed to

the mountains
; just then a wind blew like now,

1 a little bit.

But though their brother-in-law Chicken-Hawk "You shall

return here" had said to them, they did not think of it. Then
in a little while a wind came, just a little bit like now. Now
then it also rained; then hail, in its turn, did come; then did

the wind break everything, firs, to pieces; then snow, indeed,

did come. They had almost returned back, just half way the

Otters were destroyed. But their brother-in-law did know of it.

"He"! Although before 'You shall return here,' I said to them,"

he said. Then, 'tis said, the wind did cease, and the snow and

rain and hail, now they did cease.

Then, when a long time had elapsed, he went out of the

house. On either side he looked, now on both sides of the

mountain they were seated. Then his knife did Chicken-

Hawk take up; then to either side of the mountain his knife

he thrust, and he himself did destroy the people, his own kin.

Then into their houses he returned and set fire to them all.

Then, 'tis said, into his own house he returned, lay down to

sleep. Now he slept; his heart was sore, for his wife's brothers

had been destroyed. Then, 'tis said, he himself having also

! So heard for me c
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de'Tiklalaklilin. Ganehi8
,

" K'adi xebe8n?" naga'
8

gelhewehana
8

.

("lungahi
8 will de^klalak'.ilin.

" Ts!amaa
l mi/8wa xebe"8

n,"

naga-ihis. Ganehi8

gwi'
8ne la

a
le\ gangahi

8 de^Tklalak'.ilin.

Ganehi8
gwl'

8ne la
a
le\ mi 1 baa

t!ebet', wili de^is^k'. Ha'px
w

i

yaxa la
a
le\ hant' haxat'.

"
Maya

a
k'

wdek'!" 1 Mi 1 heewa-

t'bouk't'baxgwa; mi' hono8 wayd8
.

Gehi yaxa gi
/i8a yok!

w
oya

8
n; ani8 hono8 dehi p!uwu'k!wan.

Ga ga
8al bou

aga gwalV. Gwalt' he^leme^'
; gas'i

8
ha'pxi

mi'8

sga
8

ga
a
yknk'

2

p!i
l

mengi
1

,
hant' haxat'. Gas'i8 will'

de^klalklalk'na8
,

2

ga ga
sal ga nak'ik' 2 a'k'i8 -

gw^neixdagwa
heEilemEk' 2

gasl
8 "

Mayak'
wdfekM" naga'

8
. Gane baabi8

t'

le
e

p'lap'.

17. THE OTTER BROTHERS RECOVER THEIR FATHER'S HEART. 3

Wili' yowo
8

;
bumxi hapxit!i'

8t'a
a

ga'plini a-icda, klasa-

k!ansiE hultin nixa. P'im gwala tslayalk'. Hxiliin wa-iwi'

guxda bumxi; doumk'am 4 bumxi. Gas'i8

guxda hulutin

wa-iwi', t!omxixas'ie abki hulun wa-iwi' nixa. Ganehi8

ha'p'da
a

ga/p'.ini t!i'8t'a
a

; gane hos'6u la
a
le\ k!aya

i8
. Wilauhi

alxi'k' abki. "Nek 1

wilaut'aa
di, k'.asa?"

" Gi1 a-is'dek'."-

"Nek 1

galt'a
a di?"

" Gi 1

a-is'dfek', kldtsdek'." 5 "
Nek'

t'gama
a di?" "Gi1

a-is'dek'," naga-ihi
8
mologola'p'a.

'A whispered yell, intended to express intense emotion.
8 These forms are inferential, because they serve the purpose of explanatory

recapitulation rather than of simple narrative.
s For a fairly close parallel compare St. Clair, Traditions of the Coos Indians of

Oregon, Journal of American F'oik-Lore, Vol. xxii, pp. 32-34.
4 Inferential in form, because the fact it discloses is not part of the actual

narrative but is told in order to explain the circumstances under which the story

begins.
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destroyed his own kin, for that reason was his heart sore. He
slept. Then how long did he not sleep? Now early in the

morning the door of the house was scratched against. Then
"What's doing it?" he said, thinking; continuously indeed

the door of the house was being scratched against. "Its prob-

ably a mouse that's doing it," he thought. Then some time

elapsed, continuously the door of the house was being scratched

against. Then, 'tis said, some time did pass, and he arose,

opened the door of the house. Just a child it turned out to be,

half burnt. "My orphan!"
1 Now he lay down with it clasped

in his arms, and again he slept.

Just that far indeed do I, for my part, know it; no further

still is it told. For that reason is there a wind nowadays.
The winds he had destroyed, but one child did grow up full of

fire, half burnt. Now as the door of his house was scratched

against, for that reason did he do that 'tis true he himself had

destroyed his own kin ,therefore "My orphan!" he said.

Now go gather and eat your baa
p'-seeds.

17. THE OTTER BROTHERS RECOVER THEIR FATHER'S HEART."

A house there was, two boys belonging to Otter, and their

maternal grandmother, mother of the mermaid. Many salmon

.he had been wont to spear. The mermaid was Otter's wife,

and Otter had been slain. Now his wife was the mermaid, but

his mother-in-law was in the house, mother of the mermaid.

Now his two children were boys, and bigger they became, up

they grew. Arrows indeed they saw in the house.
!< Whose

arrows are they, maternal grandmother?" "They belong to

6 This is a myth-form, the form in ordinary use being either the vocative

"O grandchildren," or wik.'dsi, "my grandchildren." Ktdtsdek' is peculiar in two

respects: first of all, ts is an impossible Takelma consonant combination, but occurs

in the Upper Takelma dialect, so that the word may really be borrowed as a myth-
form from that dialect; secondly, suffixed -dek' takes the place of the wi- regularly

prefixed as ist per. possessive pronominal element to terms of relationship. Cf.

idiiy&t'k', p. 140, 1. 22.
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lap'sda" di?" "Gi 1

,
klatsdek'."

" Nek' ma^i 1 di?"
"
Gi 1

,

klatsdek'," naga-ihi
8

mologola'p'a. "Nek' eya
a di?" "Gr,

klatsdek'." Aldl k'ai gwala yamat', gas'i
8 klasa ga naga

18
,

"
Gr, klatsdek'."

Ganehi8 bou nexada8 'Wede haxiya wit'ap'."- "Nek'

du"!!
1

di, klatsdek'?" "Gi1

, klatsdek'," naga-ihi
e

mologola'p'a;
aldl Eak' aicdagwa la

a
lauhi. Ganehi E "K'.atsdek

1

, p'im

sananagam," naga-ihi hapxit!i't'a
a

,
k'.asak'.an ga naga.

"Wede p'im sankt'p'." Ganehi6 bou nexada8 laale\ "Wede

haxiya wit'ap'," nagahi
8

. Gangahi haxiya wit' hapxit!i't'a
a

ga'plini bumxi k'abdxaa
,
beewi8

haxiya wit'. Ganehi8 hocou

la
a
le\ "A'ni8 aa

k' galt'a
a

klasldam," naga-ihi
8

. "A'm8 aa
k'

wilaut'aa
,
'Gi 1

a-icdek',' naga-ida
8

;
ani8 aa

k' t'gama
a
," naga-ihi

8

bomxi k'abaxak'.an.
"
K'di gwala damaanminina81 dalol8

,"

nagahi
8 k'.asaklan.

Ganehi8
haxiya wiyiwiV, p'im alhuyu'hi. Dabalnixa

laale\ "Klatsdek', mal us'am, p'im tslayaginkk' ;
dul

us'am." "Dja'l k'ai8wa haxiyk," naga-ihi
8 klasaklan. Mi'hi8

aga
8a alxi'k' k'ai8

la'p'a gwelxiya, ga ga
8alhi dul yilim; mi'

k'a-ila'p'a alxi'k' haxiyk hulun wa-iwi'. Dul ani8
ogolhi

klasaklan mologola'p'a.
" Kai8wa haxiya, wede ge wit'ap',"

nagahi
8

. Bou nfixada8 dul hoyoi, haxiya gini
ek' xilamank

waxadi^l. Ganehi8 alxali da^iyk, he8ne ya
ahi8 bou nfixada8

ba-ik!iyi
sk' hulun wa-iwi', tclelelelele 2 duu

gi'. Mi' tslaykk',

mi' tlomom. Ganehi8

abaiyewe
18

.

'Literally, "that she mouth-counted."
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me." "Whose bow is it?" "It belongs to me, my grand-
children."- "Whose elk-skin armor is it?" "It belongs to me,"
said the old woman. "Whose blanket is it?" "Mine, my
grandchildren."- "Whose salmon-spear shaft is it?" "Mine, my
grandchildren," said the old woman. "Whose canoe is it?"-
"
Mine, my grandchildren." All things they asked about, to

that their maternal grandmother that did say,
"
Mine, my

grandchildren."

Then, 'tis said, after a little while
" Do not go about to the

water," (she said). "Whose salmon-spear point is it, my mater-

nal grandmother?" "Mine, my grandchildren," said the old

woman, everything did she call her own property. Then, 'tis

said, "My maternal grandmother, we shall spear salmon," said

the boys, to their maternal grandmother that they said. "Do
not spear salmon." Then a little while elapsed, and "Do not

go about to the water," she said to them. Nevertheless the

two boys, Otter's sons, did go about by the water, every day
they went about by the water. Now they had become bigger.

"It is not her bow, our maternal grandmother's," they said.

"They are not her arrows, though 'It belongs to me,' she said.

It is not her elk-skin armor," said the sons of Otter. "As

many things as she did count up,'she lied," did they say about

their maternal grandmother.

Then, 'tis said, by the water they were accustomed

to go about, salmon they used to hunt. A long time elapsed.

"My maternal grandmother, give us the salmon-spear shaft,

we are going to spear salmon. Give us the salmon-spear

point."- "Dja'l there's a monster in the water," said their

maternal grandmother. Now these, for their part, did see

a woman down in the water, for that reason indeed, they
asked for a salmon-spear point; now a woman had they
seen in the water, the mermaid. The salmon-spear point their

maternal grandmother, the old woman, did not give them.

2 To be pronounced in a whisper. It is formed from the verb base tc.'el-,

"
rattle," and imitates the sound of rattling dentalia.
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"
Klasa, k'adi tlomomanak' haxiya, u'lukli

1 bals duu
gi'

tdelem8 ?" naga-ihi
8

. Ge ya
a
hi8 mi1

t'aga
ls

mologola'p'a.
"
Gi 1

di hamisfban doumk'a8
? am8

gi
1 t!omoma8n hami8fban,"

naga-ihi
8

mologola'p'a.
"
Ulums'i8

t'gam
'

Gi' a-icdek','

naga'
8
," k'ai gwala p!uwu

uk!ana8
hapxit!i'

8t'a
a

. Ganehi6 hos'6"

mahml laale\
" Hami'8t'ban hinau tlomoman," naga-ihi

8

mologola'p'a k!asak!an. "Mi 1

geltsMayamxamk'na
8
,"

1

naga
ie

hapxitli't'a. "Mi1

yanaba
a8
ni," nagasa

8n.
" Hami8t'ban

hinau klwkl hawaa k!axak!ixin gux
w
i'," naga-ihi

8
mologola'p'a,

t'aga
18

; aga
8a hapxit!i'

8t'a nixaklan yuk' mologol beyn.

Ganehi8 hocou laale\
" Gane yanaba

8
," nagasa

8n. Ganehi8

ya
B8 xilamank, hinaus'i8

tlegwegwdldan. "Dan ye
ewaldini12

hapxda" ga'plini, nee

ye
8
," daae

aganin, hinaus'i8
ga neye

8
.

"
Ei

m^8

s'agwa, tc!ixik!o'ltc!am8
,

3 hinsda" 4

datsMamx,"
5

nagana
8k'i8

wa-iwi1

ga'plini, k!wal wooha mee
al. Ganehi8 hinau ya

8
,

maxaklan guxwi
1 wolf. Gane "

Tc!ixik!o'+ltc!am8
, gasalhi

ei me8

s'agwk," nagana
8k'i wra-iwil

ga'plini; beewi8 me8al k!wal

wolf, bumxi guxwi
1 hawaa

k!axk!ixiya ga ga
eal wooha k!wal

me8
al. Ganehi8

hagwa
alam malaginin, "'Ei m68

s'agwa,
tc!ixik!o'ltc!am8

,' ga nagana
8
k'," nagdnhi

8
, gwenhegw^higwin ;

"ga nafba8
,

'

Tc!ixik!o'ltc!amE
,

ei mee

s'agwk, dan ye
ewaldi-

'Literally, "(it is) now that she has evidently been breast-hiding us."

'dan ytewaldinii is a myth name of Otter. It may be literally translated as
" rocks always-returning-to-them."

This is the name of Sun's servant, the canoe-paddler. The meaning of the

name is not clear; tc.'ixi means "
dog."
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"There's a monster in the water, do not go there," she said

to them. After a little while they stole the salmon-spear point,
to the water did they go, the two brothers. Then, 'tis said,

by the water were they seated, just then after a little while did

come the mermaid, and tclelelelele (rattled) her skirt. Now
they shot at her, and killed her. Then, 'tis said, they returned

into the house.

"Maternal grandmother, what did we kill in the water-

long was its hair and its garment rattled?" they said. Now
just thereat did cry the old woman. "Was it I that killed your
father? I did not kill your father," said the old woman. "But

formerly (of) the elk-skin armor 'It belongs to me,' did she say,"

(they said), the boys naming everything. Now grown up and

big they had become. "Your father has been slain up river,"

said the old woman, their maternal grandmother. "Now she

has evidently been hiding it from us,"
1 said the boys. "Now

let us go away," they said to each other. "Up river under

your father's heart pitch is made to smoulder," said the old

woman and wept; of just these boys was the old woman's

daughter the mother.

Now grown up had they become.
" Now let us go away,"

they said to each other. Then off they went, but up river they

were being watched. "Otter 2 has two children, they say,"

were they heard about, so that up river they said that. "Paddle

a canoe over here, Tc!ixik!6'ltc!am,
s we have fear of them,"

5

were wont to say two girls, on this side of the river were they

wont to go for pitch. Then up river went (the boys), to get

their father 's heart they went . Now ' ' Tc lixik !6'+ Itc !am8
, paddle

a canoe over here quickly," were wont to say the two girls;

every day they came to this side of the river to get pitch, Otter's

heart to set a-smouldering underneath, for that reason were

they wont to go for pitch on this side of the river. Then, 'tis

said, in the trail were (the boys) told,
'" Paddle a canoe over

An Upper Takelma form of hinxda",
"
fear of them."

'Literally translated these last two words mean "
their-fear (*. e., fear of them)

hurts;" in other words, "(we) are afraid, apprehensive."
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mya ha'pxda" hinxda8 dats'Iamx. Gasalhi Eei meE

s'agwk,' ga

nagana
ek' wa-iwi' ga'plini," gana

Enexhi gwenhegwehigwin,

t'gwaykm dexebeEn.

Ganehi8 me8alhi wa-iwi 1

ga'plini klwal wolf, t'goh6x
klwal sg6

u
t'. Ganehi8 mi1

ga
eal gini

8k'
;
mi' t'.omom, ha^hu'-

luuhal gani
8
a'ya

ai ha!6u
k' Wbi1

. Ganehi8 "
Tc!ixik!o'+l-

tc!amE
,

ei meE
s'agwa." Wa-iwi't'an klwal wolf yaxa;

aga"s'i
8 fgoh6x lomtli' k!walEk sgo

uf
, gas'i

8 wa-iwi't'an wolf

yaxa. Ganehi8
abaiyewe'

8 xilamank, k'.wal lap'.
" Dan

ye
e

waldimya hdpxda
8 hinxdaa

dats'Iamx; tc!ixik!o'ltc!am8
,
ei

me8
s'agwk," nagana

8khi wa-iwi'fan. Agds'i
8

fgohox lomt!i'

tlomomkn. Ganehi8

gcihi nagd'
8 wa-iwi't'an nagana

8k'da8
,

"
Tclixik'.o'ltclam8

,
ei me8

s'agwa, dan ye
e

waldimya hdpxda
a

hinxdaa
datclamx," nagd-ihi

8
hapxit !i'

8
t'aaf an, ga dexebeEn.

Ganehi8 ei waafan s'a
a
gwan xaa

xiyahi; gana
8nex wa-iwi'-

t'an ei ganau bilwalk' dacmaxauhi. Ganehi8 mT'8

sga
8hi 8am8

dedulapx ganau bilkuk', gwelxda
a
leyas nak'

; agas'i
8 ts'Iixi-

k'.S'ltcam8 "A'ni8
ga wa-iwi't'an," nagd'

8

gelhewehana
8

;
hinx

niuk'i8
,

2

ga na8

naga
i

. Ganehi8 aba-iwok' wa-iwi't'an. Mi'

"enl
,"

3

sintlayak' be 4

yap'.a wi8in.
" Gwidi na8

naga-if ?"

naganhi
8

,

"
k'adi s'intlayagif," nagan mdxaklan s'iwok'di.

Gas'i8 xu'En laale\ Ganehi8 bumxi mdxaklan gux
w

i' hawaa

p!i' k'.wal k !dxak !ixin
; agds'i

8 bou
yeweida

8 bumxi hapxda
a

,

ani8 wa-iwi' ge
8
i'xi, ga ga

8al gd na8
naga

i

s'int layagind
8

yap!a wi8in.

1 =aa yd".
2 =niuk'-hi e

; niuk' is the inferential of niiw- : niw-,
" be afraid (of)."

'This represents a sniff of suspicion.
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here, Tc !ixik lo'ltc !amE
,' that are they wont to say," they were

told, was it related to them. "That shall you say, Tclixik!-

6'ltc!ame
, paddle a canoe over here, of Otter's children have

we fear. Quickly paddle a canoe over here,' that are wont to

say the two girls," thus indeed was it related to them, Lark
did say so.

Then on this side, indeed, of the river the two girls came to

get pitch, and Quail did cut the pitch. Now then to them they
went; then they killed them, skinned them, then themselves

put on their skins. Then "
Tc lixik !6' + Itc !amE

, paddle a canoe

over here
"
(they shouted). The girls did always go to get pitch ;

while Quail, the old man, cut the pitch indeed, the girls just went
to get it. Then they returned home, carried the pitch on their

backs. "Of Otter's children we have fear. Tc lixik lo'ltc !am8
,

paddle a canoe over here,
' '

were wont to say the girls. And
now the old man Quail was slain. Then just what the girls were

wont to say, "Tc lixik lo'ltc !ame
, paddle a canoe over here. Of

Otter's children we have fear,
"
did say the boys, those said so.

Then the canoe was paddled towards them right in the

middle of the water; it was thus that the girls were wont to

jump into the canoe from afar off, indeed. Then just one of

them would not jump into it straight, she would stumble with

one of her legs; so that Tc lixik lo'ltc !am8
said, "Those are not

the girls,
' '

thinking ;
as though he were afraid of them, that he

did. Then the (pretended) girls arrived in the house. Now
"en

',"
3 Sun 4 smelt them as different people. "What are you

doing?" he was told. "What are you smelling?" was told

their would-be-father. Now night came. Then, 'tis said, a

pitch fire was set a-smouldering under the heart of the father

of the Otters
;
but this time when they returned it was the chil-

dren of Otter, not the girls belonging there, for that reason did

he do that, having smelt them as different people.

4 Frances Johnson was not certain who the slayer of Otter was, but rather thought

it was Sun.
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Xu'8ne laale\ mi' wayanha biimxi douma8
s. Ganehi6

maxaklan guxwi' igi'na. Ganehi6 maxa guxwi' no" yeweyak'";

agas'i
8 t'.omoman, heene maxa guxwi

1 nou
yeweyak'

w
. Ga

ga
8al k'u^i1 bumxi alt'gem lap', k'.wal hawaak laxak !ixinmae

guxwi'. Ganasnex gi'
8k yok!oy^

e
n, gwala s'i

E
wo'k'di; aldi

yuk'yak'i
8 elt'e8

, malaxWn.

1 8. CROW AND RAVEN Go FOR WATER.

A'n? k'ai xi yuk'
1

yap!a waa
da. Gas'i8 mfil wu^hamk', 1

wu^hkmk' 1 wa-iwi1

ga/p!ini. Ganehi8 " Xi wo6p',"
nak'am. 1 Tslau ya

a
he^xk',

1

gana
8n6x da8

agank'am.
1 Ganehi8

yanak'
1 wa-iwi1

ga'p !ini wuu
lhkm, xi wobk'. 1 Ganehi8 x6mea

hawi 8an? xi ga
8al wok'da8

,
mi' aga k'.elwit'gwa ganku

ba-iwahe'8
,' mels'i8

ya
8

. Mi' xem8k gw6nyew^'
8

,
mi1 xi wak'.

"K'ai ga
eal di an? xi waa

gat'?" Yokloyanhi
8 a'khi8

xiya-

t'gwa. Agas'i
6 mels'i8

gwi
/8ne ya

a
yew6

i8
,
xi wak' a'k' k m&l.

" He8ne maEa wede xi ^u'klelt',"
4

naganhi
8 xem; "^'s'i"

samaxa yuk'i
8

,
wede xi 8

aldak!e!t',"
5

naganhi
8

.

"
Mels'i8

a'k^k xi 8

ugwknk'," naganhi
8

,
"mas'i8

lep'nixa ya
a

xi

8
ugwadd

8
," naganhi

8 xem. Gas'i8
ga

8al xemek 8ani xi Euk'

samaxa; gas'i
8

ga
ekl a'k8a gana

enex yiwiyd"
8

, guxwi' xum.

Lep'nixa ya
a
la

a
llt'a xem a xi 6

uk', ga

1 These forms are all inferentials.

1 That is, everything had dried up except the ocean to the west.

'Said to sound less coarse than the ordinary word for
"
urinate," xalaxam-.
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Night came, and they put to sleep the slayer of Otter.

Then, 'tis said, they took their father's heart. Then with their

father's heart down river they returned; first (Sun) was slain,

then with their father's heart they returned down river. For

that reason does Otter wear a black skin, his heart having been

set a-smouldering with pitch underneath. Thus do I, for my
part, know; perchance there is much more. Did I know all,

I should tell it to you.

1 8. CROW AND RAVEN Go FOR WATER.

There was no water among the people. Now Crow was

having her first menstrual courses and Raven was having her

first menstrual courses, the two girls. Then, 'tis said,
" Go to

get water," they were told. Only the ocean was left,
2 thus

it was heard. Then did go the two girls menstruating for the

first time, for water they went. Then Raven, for her part,

when she had not yet arrived at the water, now into this basket-

bucket of hers did urinate, but Crow went on. Now Raven,

for her part, turned back, now brought the water.
" For what

reason did you not bring water?" (they said). It was known

that it was her own water. Now Crow, in her turn, just a long

time thereafter did return, water did Crow, for her part, bring.

"Then you, for your part, shall not drink water," was

Raven told. "Whenever it is summer, you shall not find

water," she was told. "But Crow she, for her part, shall

drink water," was she told. "But you only in winter shall

you drink water," was Raven told. So for that reason it is

that Raven, for her part, does not drink water in summer, and

for that reason does she, indeed, talk thus, dry is her throat.

Only when the winter comes does Raven, for her part, drink

water, that they say.

f
eit'.

k'
s
eit'.
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19. SKUNK, THE DISAPPOINTED LOVER.

Wili 1

yow6
8

. A'nP yok!oya
en nek' wa-iwi't'a ga'p'.ini

yuk'na
8

,
blk'

w wa-iwi gelgulak'
1

gaplini yuk'na
8

;
mot' lap'k'

1

blk'w . Bou n6xada sle
yulam honoe mot' lap'k'.

1

Ganehi8
p'.iyin alhoyoi blk'

w
. Mi' s'lx ligik'

w
;
h68

px ya
a

ganau gwidik'
wdan bik'

w cix ligigwana
8

. Ganehi8 bou nexada !;

yulum alhxiyux; cix ligik'
w

, ga
sa gayawanhi. Gangahi alhu-

yu'hi'x blk' w
,

cix ligik'
w

, agas'i
8 a'ksa mengi' hoe

px yaxa
ganau gwidik'

wdan. Bou nexadaE
gane yulum hon6e

alhuyux;
cix ligik'

w
, ga

ca gayawan. Ganehi8 hon68 bik'
w

alhuyux;
cix ligik'

w
,
hoe

px ya
a
ganau gwidik'

w
dan; a'k a cix ligigwana

8

h6E
px ganau gwidilhan.

Ganehi8 dabalnixa la
a
le\ mi 1

tlaykk'.
"
Gii k k'ai ga'al

di cix ligigwanda
6

,
dn? gayawan?" naga-ihi

e bik'
w

. Mi'hie

da-uya
a

tslayakhi.
2 Ganehi8 yulum

8a xilam laale\
" Gane

gadak' holt',"
3

naganhi
8 bik'

w
,
tlomxixa dexebe8n. Ganehi8

gadak' hoy6
e
t' blk'

w
. Ganehi8 ba-imats!kk' goyo he"

e
lt'a

a
.

Ganehi8 hesne

"Bigi
5

bigi bigi+, dan+ bon, dan bon."

" M6t'ee
,
s'o

u
ba-idit'gd

8

st'ga
a
s," naganhi

8
,
tlomxixa dexebesn.

" Bou
ya

a
di

'

mot'e
'

nexiya?"
6

naga-ihi
8 bik'

w
. Ganehi8 hono8

ba-imats!kk',

"
Bigi bigi bigi+ ,

dan+ bon, ddn bon."

1
Inferentials, probably by way of preliminary explanation to the narrative

proper.
1 Skunk's foul discharge of wind is his "medicine "

or supernatural power where-

with he "shoots" people.
3 "Dance for him!" Literally,

"
on-top-of-(him) dance."

4 That is, "dance in order to cure him.
"

'bigi has no known meaning; it is very probably a play on Skunk's own name,
biik'v. ddn bon (=dan bo"n) can be translated as "stone acorn-mortar;" bon
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19. SKUNK, THE DISAPPOINTED LOVER.

A house there was. I do not know whose two girls they

were; Skunk did like the girls, being two, a suitor did Skunk

become. But after a little while also Eagle became a suitor.

Then, 'tis said, Skunk hunted deer. Now venison he

brought home; right in the lake was thrown the venison that

Skunk had brought home. Then after a little while Eagle
went out to hunt. Venison he brought home, that indeed was
eaten. Skunk just kept on hunting, venison he brought home,
but his game, indeed, was just thrown into the lake. Then

after a little while Eagle again went out to hunt; venison he

brought home, that indeed was eaten. Then again Skunk went

out to hunt. Venison he brought home, just into the lake was

it thrown
;
what venison he did bring home was always thrown

into the lake.

Then a long time elapsed, and he found it out. "When
I, for my part, bring home venison, for what reason is it not

eaten ?
' '

said Skunk. Now, 'tis said, he shot with his medicine-

man's spirit,
2 and Eagle, for his part, became sick.

" Now
dance for him,

' ' 4 was Skunk told, his mother-in-law said so.

Then, 'tis said, Skunk danced for him. Then he started in

with his medicine-man's song. Now then (he sang),

"
Bigi

5

bigi bigi+, dan+ bon, dan bon.
"

"My son-in-law, stick your anus straight out," he was told,

his mother-in-law said so. "Did you say to me 6 '

My son-in-

law' just now?"
7 said Skunk. Then again he started in to sing,

"
Bigi bigi bigi+ ,

dan+ bon, dan bon.
"

means "
acorn-hopper of basketry." Mrs. Johnson could give no explanation of

Skunk's song, but it is probable that there is a reference to the supernatural power
of stone mortars, a belief widely spread in northern California.-- Skunk's song is

delivered in an unrhythmical staccato; it is meant to be ungraceful and ridiculous.

Literally,
"
to say to me."

7 He is flattered to be called "son-in-law,
"

for that means that he has won his

suit.
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"S'6U
ba-idit'ga

8
st'ga

a
s.
" "

Dihagalt'e
8

,
ulum wo'k'di k'ai

nak'am xa^algwasi
1 ulum b6n8

," nagd-ihi
8 bik'w

, hoy6
8
t'.

Ganehi8 bou nfixada8 hon68hi ba-imats!ak', hono8
gahi

naga
l

,

"
Bigi bigi bigi, dan+ bon, dan bon, dan bon, dan bon."

"
Ba-idit'ga

8
st'ga

a
s, mdt'ia," naga-ihi

8 tlomxixa. Gahihi6

naga
18

,
"Bou

ya
a di 'mdt'ia' nfixia?" naga-ihi

8 bik'w . Ganehi8

bou nexada ba-idit'gats!at'gas; mi1

ye
e
k!iee b!k' w sdat' bai8ixou

t'.

Mi'hi8 tlomoman, mi1 blk'
w loho i

. Gana8nex yok!oya
sn yaxk.

20. THE FLOOD. Z

Hop!'8n yapla yuk', k'ai gwala yap!a yuk', cux c6m

pliyin; tsMa-is' 8aldi yapla yuk', k'ai gwala, mox6 ga
8aldi'

yap'.a yuk', mfil 8aldl' yap'.a yuk. Gas'i8 he8ne sblns'i8 an?

daah6k'wal yuk', s'Smsl8 s'inhdk'wal yuk', ga ga
8al sbin

lap'k'.

He8ne ts'lau ba-ihilxk', aga
8aldT t'ga

a tslau lap'k'.

Ganehi8 he8ne xamhi lap'iauk', k'ai gwala xamhi lap'k'.

H6 ne sbin lap'k' gwelxiya a'kla yow6
8

.

3 He8ne 8aldi cux

baa
dawelk',

4

gd ga al bou 8aldl baadawai8
.

5 A'ni8 s'inh6k'wal

yuk'na
8 sbm, an? daahok'wal yuk'na

8
, ga ga

8al sbln8a xamhi

lap'k'. Gana8nex.

1

Literally,
"
Yellow-between-his-claws,

"
a myth-name of Sparrow-Hawk.

2 It is difficult to make much out of this myth, if it may be dignified by that name.

Why the insistence on Beaver? Is the whole account an ill-remembered version

of the flood and diving (by Beaver or Muskrat) for mud? That this favorite eastern

myth motive did travel as far west as Oregon is shown by the Kathlamet Myth of

Nikciamtca'c (see Boas, Kathlamet Texts, pp. 23, 24). ,
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"Stick your anus straight out. "-"I feel ticklish in my anus.

Some time ago, I guess, something was told to Sparrow-
Hawk1 some time ago in the day,

' '

said Skunk, and danced.

Then, after a little while, again he started in to sing, that

same thing again he said,

"
Bigi bigi bigi, dan+ bon, dan bon, dan bon, dan bon.

"

"Stick out your anus, O son-in-law," said his mother-in-law.

That same thing he said,
" Did you say to me 'O son-in-law!'

just now?" said Skunk. Then, after a little while, he stuck

out his anus. Now Sparrow-Hawk did pull out Skunk's dis-

charge of wind. Now, 'tis said, he was killed, now Skunk did

die. Just this much I know.

20. THE FLOOD. 2

Long ago there were people, all beings were people, birds,

ducks, deer; bluejays were all people; all sorts of beings,

buzzards, those were all people, crows were all people. Now
then beavers were not ear-holed, while ducks were nose-holed,

for that reason did they become beavers.

Then a flood did come and cover all, all this world became

a mass of water. And then, 'tis said, they were submerged, all

beings were submerged. Then Beaver got to be at the bottom

of the water, up to this day he is there. 3 Then all the birds

flew up, and for that reason they all fly today. Since Beaver

was not nose-holed, since he was not ear-holed, for that reason

did Beaver, for his part, get to be in the water, indeed. Thus

it is.

3 That is, beavers still lead a semi-aquatic life.

4 Probably misheard for ba^dawHk'.

'Aorist in tense, because referring to present time. All other verb forms in

this text are inferentials.
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21. ACORN WOMAN REVENGES HERSELF UPON A

MEDICINE-MAN. 1

"Goyo ba^ixo^sbik'," nagdnhan yank, hop!e'
8nimik!i yaplk;

ga naganhan yank, yapla wouna'k' dexebe8n. Gwalt' baa iwa-

xou
t'i goyo yank, goyo ba^xo^t'gwok' yank. Ganehi8

yana
daeanaak'da 2

ga
a cuEuli wilit'gwa ganau, alxi'k' baHxoMinma8

;

a'k' ge imihamk'wit' bem ga kl. Gas'i8
goyo ya

a baEIx6u
t'gwa.

Gasi8
goyo t lomomanma8

, aga mologola'p'a yana dasana'k'da

gasi
8 xo"man goyo lohoida8

; aga mologola'p'a yana b
dina8

ga ga
sal xoumkn. Cix xiim he8ne gana

8nex xoumkn.

Dalbalnixa ga na8nkk'. 3 Gas'i8

goyo lohalhik'na63 xom-

xamank',
3

mologola'p'a xebe8n. Ganehi8 dabalnixa la
a
le\

Gane he8ne yap!a ga'p
8ini "Mologol waada wip'aba

8
;

cix

gwala waa
da, nee

ye
8
," nagasanhi

8
. Ganehi8

mologol waada

ba-ik!iyi
8k' yap!a ga'p

e
ini; am8 alxi'k' abaiginigia-uda

8
, hapliya

xaa8
yow6

8
.

4 Alxali yap'.a ga'p
c
ini, anT8 waa

himit'. Dabalnixa

la
a
le\ he ne yd

a
p!e'l

e baa
yank'

w
. Ganehi8 cix xum igi'na,

ple'l
8

ganau matslkk'. Ganehi8 dasalda mats!kk', gane hesne

hapliya xa'8

yowo
8

. A'ni8 alxi'k' yaplk aga six xum dasalda

matslagana
8

. "Agas'i
8 xuma mi'8wa gayawdn," naga-ihis.

Ganehi8 bou nexada8 la
a
llt'aE

,
he8ne hanpliya

1 The translation here given differs but little, chiefly in the direction of greater

literalness, from that already published in Sapir's
"
Religious Ideas of the Takelma

Indians of Southwestern Oregon," Journal of American Folk-lore, Vol. xx, pp. 46, 47.
This applies also to some of the translations that follow, which have already been

published elsewhere (Part I, No. 22
; Part II, Nos. 3, 4, 5 ;

and Part III, Nos. i-i i).

The myth of the Acorn Woman, like the one that follows it and probably also No. 15,
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21. ACORN WOMAN REVENGES HERSELF UPON A

MEDICINE-MAN. 1

"A medicine-man has blown thee off," the Acorn used to

be told (by) men of long ago. That the Acorn was wont to be

told, old men did say it. By means of a wind did the medicine-

man blow off the acorns, a medicine-man it was that blew off

the acorns. Now, 'tis said, the Acorn Chieftainess,
2 that one

was sitting in her house and saw how they were being blown
down. She had sent herself there to the tree. Now just the

medicine-man had blown her off. Thereupon the medicine-

man having been slain, this old woman, the Acorn Chieftainess,

then dried him, the medicine-man having died; since this old

Acorn Woman had he blown off, for that reason she dried him.

Like dried venison, thus she dried him.

For a long time that she did. Now whenever a medicine-

man died, she used to dry him; the old woman did so. Then,
'

'tis said, a long time elapsed. Now then two persons
" To the

old woman let us journey. Much venison there is with her,

people say,
' '

said to each other. Then, 'tis said, to the old

woman came the two persons. She did not look at them as

they came into the house, with her back towards the fire she sat.
4

There sat the two persons ;
to them she did not speak. A long

time elapsed, just then she took up a basket-pan. Then dried

venison she took and into the basket-pan she put it. Then,

'tis said, she placed it down at their feet, and then with her

back to the fire she sat. She did not look at the persons when

this dried venison she had put down at their feet.
" Now the

food is probably being eaten," she thought.

Then, 'tis said, when a little while had elapsed, just then

is a medicine-formula recited by the s' omlohdlxa* s against the goyo. For this type of

myth compare Goddard, Hupa Texts, University of California Publications in Ameri-

can Archaeology and Ethnology, Vol. i, pp. 202-368.
2 " Acorn Chieftainess," literally,

" acorn its-chief."

3 Inferential*.

"Literally,
"
in-the-fire she-back-was."
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dint'gwa liwila"8
. Mi' yaxa lohoyauk'

l

yap !a ga'p
Eini

;
he8ne ya

a

hapliya gelk!iyi
e
k', heenehi xi baa

yank'
w

. Ganehi8
hadat'gwa

mats'.ak' xi, gane p'
w+ daa

dap'o
u
p'au. Baa

t!ebet' yap!a

ga'p
e
ini, baa

yewe'
E mi'. Ganehi8 "

K'adi naga-it'p'? 'Cix xum
wa8

it!anahi,' negesdap' di? Cix xum nagait'p' di? Agaea

goyo ts'Ii'k'da, dni8 cix xum. Baeixuusina
, ga ga

Eal xou-

manae
n," naga-ihi

e
mologola'p'a, yana mologola'p'a dexebee

n.

Ga haga walaE
yana daeanak' wdaa

yuk'. Gehi daE

yow6E
.

2

Goyo baaEix6UE
t'gw6k'na

E
, ga ga

eal naEnak'ik'.

22. ROCK-WOMAN AND A MOUNTAIN ARE A MEDICINE-

MAN'S BANE. 3

T'ga
a

siglt'a
8 di'buk'amnaV gas'i

8
ga nak'am 4 dan molog61,

" MaEa goyo
E
i'xi, goyo i'lts!ak'

w
yapla he'nak'wi8

,

6 maea ga

ga
sal hee

la8
k'," nak'am. 4 Gasi8 "Ha-u" nkk'. 4 "

GasiE naxde8

goy6 daE6k'i8
k', dakt'ee

k!i8
k'," nak'am. 4 Gasi8

ga naE
nagk;

dan klelwi' erne8 neida8
, gas'i

8 s'umxi's'i8

ganku k!elwi',
7

k!amak!aasi8
. Gana8nex 6k'igam dan molog6l. Goyo guxwi

1

gd
a
ga

skl klelwi' s'umt'ia; s'umxi's'i8 ga ^wamolomalhi goyo
guxwi

1

, tclumumt'a; k!amaa
ga

a
s'i

8 dan baa
sga

a
k'sgak'i dan

t'ut'. Gas'i8 boklobaxna dan klelwi' ganau, goyo guxwi'
tclumumt'a. Ga8i'xi goyo guxwi

1 dan k'.elwi'. Gas'i8

gane
goy6 ga

8kl helel8
, gas'i

8
gane goyo domk'amna8

;

4

gane dan

molog61 xebeen wigamdi.
9

1 Impersonal inferential. With expressed subject yap.'a it would be more correct

to say lohbk'.

2
Literally, "right-there it-is-in-front, it-is-forth."

3 For this medicine-formula compare Sapir, op. cit., pp. 45, 46.

'These verb forms are inferentials.

6 Frances Johnson regularly used the word "to poison" in a metaphorical sense
as meaning "to exercise one's magic power in order to do some person ill.

"
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in back of her across the fire she looked. Now the two persons

just had died. Just then she turned towards the fire, then

took up water. Then, 'tis said, the water she put in her mouth,
and p'

w+
,
she blew it over their cheeks. The two persons arose,

had recovered now. Then, 'tis said, "What did you think?

'Dried venison she keeps,
'

did you say about me? Dried venison

did you think it was? This, for its part, is the flesh of medicine-

men, not dried venison. Since they blew me off, for that reason

did I dry them,
' '

said the old woman, Old Acorn Woman did

say so. Indeed that really was the Acorn Chieftainess. Just

up to there it proceeds.
2 Since the medicine-men did blow her

off, for that reason did she do it to them.

22. ROCK-WOMAN AND A MOUNTAIN ARE A MEDICINE-MAN'S

BANE. 3

When this set world was first begun, then was that told

to the Old Rock Woman, "Thou, for thy part, (shalt be)

a medicine-man poisoner.
5

If an evil-minded medicine-man

devours a person, thou, for thy part, shalt sing for that," was

she told. Thereupon "Yes" she said. "Then thy pipe shalt

thou put in the medicine-man's mouth, thou shalt give him

to smoke,
' ' was she told. Thereupon that she did to him,

here being her rock bucket, and in her bucket her stirring pad-

dle, and her tongs. Thus was it given to the Old Rock Woman.
The medicine-man's heart to boil, for that purpose her bucket;

and her stirring paddle, with that she stirs around the medicine-

man's heart and boils it; and her tongs, with that she picks

up rocks, hot rocks. Then she causes the stories to steam in

her bucket, the medicine-man's heart she boils. The medicine-

man's heart, for that is her rock bucket medicine. 8 Now then

6 =heen-aak'u>- with conditional -gj
6

.

'Rather unusual order. We should expect 'klelwtt gan&u.
8 That is, it is supernaturally harmful to it.

"wigamdi,
" my paternal grandfather," is an epithet of Old Rock Woman.
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Ganehi8

Aldauya'k'wadis
1

malaginin.
" Gane mi' dan

mologol g6yo t!omom," nagan; heEnehi 8ik!uumank'wa, di'Eal-

gelegaldms.
2 Ganehi 8 maxla di'

E

alt'gwa mats!ak'. 3 Ganehi 8

ge

gini
sk'daV mi' p!eye goyo. Buu

bini' baa
yank'

w
, gane ba-ixou

t'

goyo buubini !

. HeedaddE m6k' ganau wabillk'w goyo buu
bini'.

Ganehi8

hoyo
c
t', dl't'giliu walaalik'wa goyo buu

bini'; gane
helel

, wahoyodak'
w

.

GanehiE
gwi

/Ene la
a
le\ ba^w^nbi's;

5 hanliwilau waxa
waa

da; waxaEa mi' gahi nas
nkk',

6 mi1 honoe

gahi naEnkk' 6

waxa. Ganehi8 alse
ek'sak'sank' 6 haaE

yk. GanaEnex goyo
doumk' 6

goyo i'lts!ak'
w

. Goyo bu^ini 1

dek'yu'k'auk'wok' ;"

waya heEne dek'iwik'auk'wanma8
, ga na8nak'ik'. 8 Gana nex

t'ga" sigit'a
8

, p!a-imasgak'amna
8

,

6

gas'i
8

gana
snex la

ale\

S'umluhuixia"8
,

7

wigamdi
8 was'umluhuixok'w . Gana8nex nekci-

wd'k'di hda
p'k!emnd

es klemank';
6

gana
8nex p!uwu

u
k' haa

p'-

k!emnae
s, bou

gana
snex p!uwu

usk' yap'.k. Gana8nex yaxa
melexi wihin, aa

k's'i8 am8 alxi'k' hono 8
. Plalak'wahi 8

aga
ek.

1 Evidently contains the word da-uyd", "medicine-spirit." Old Rock Woman
was said to be the mountain's " boss."

2 A sign of preparation for war or for a war-dance,
' As white war-paint.
4 Perhaps misheard for ginlik'da',

'This word was said not to be in ordinary u?e, but to be limited to myth texts.
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for the medicine-man she sang, whereat then did die the medi-

cine-man. Now my paternal grandmother, the Old Rock
Woman, has done so.

Then, 'tis said, (the mountain) Aldauya
ak'wadis 1 was told

of it.
" Now the Old Rock Woman has killed the medicine-

man,
' ' was he told. Just then did he prepare himself, and his

hair he tied up into a top-knot.
2 Then dust, 'tis said, on his

forehead he put.
3 Then there when he came, now dead lay the

medicine-man. His arm he picked up, now wrenched loose

the medicine-man's arm. Off yonder into a pit he jumped
with the medicine-man's arm. Then, 'tis said, he danced,

with the medicine-man's arm he danced rapidly around brand-

ishing it. Now he sang, danced with it.

Then, 'tis said, some time elapsed, lip he looked, across

to his younger brother he looked; now his younger brother, for

his part, that same thing did do, now again that same thing did

do his younger brother. Then, 'tis said, they on either side

did nod to each other. Thus they slew the medicine-man,

the evil-minded medicine-man. The medicine-man's arm he

brandished before him; just as a knife is brandished before one,

that he did with it. Thus when the world was set, when down
it was placed, then thus it happened. (Thus) the s'om!6holxaes

7

makes medicine, my paternal grandfather did make medicine

with (this song and dance). Someone, I believe the Children

Creator, made things thus. Thus, Children Creator, they call

him, nowadays people call him thus. Thus much did my
mother tell me, but she did not see it either. This, for its

part, is a myth indeed.

These forms are inferentials again. It seems plausible to assume that the text,

being a medicine formula rather than an ordinary myth narrative, should have

inferential verb forms throughout for narrative, but that Mrs. Johnson now and

then slipped into the more easy-going aorists.

7 For the differences between the s'omlohdlxa*s and goyd compare Sapir, op. cit.,

pp. 4-45-
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23. THE ROLLING SKULL.*

The Takelmas believed in people who consisted of nothing
but a skull; they were called Xilam da'gaxda, "dead-person

his-head," or Xilam tiegili'xi,
"
dead-person his-skull,

" and

rolled around killing people. They made a noise like bum-!-,

bum + , and cried out constantly Ximi' + ximi. Children were

threatened with the skull's cry Ximi' + ximi if they did not

mind.

Once the people heard a skull come rolling along. They
were terribly afraid and ran off, crying, "O'-r da da da da da!

O'+ da da da da da!" Hot rocks were placed in a ditch and

covered up so that the rolling skull could not see them. As the

people ran away he rolled after them, until he rolled into the

ditch, where he was killed. Had it not been for that, he would

have killed everybody.

1 This and the following fragments were elicited by a question as to whether the

Takelmas were acquainted with the myths of the rolling skull and the musical contest

in which the lamprey eel comes off victor. Frances Johnson did not remember

them well enough to tell them as myth texts. For the former of these myths compare
Curtin's Yana tale in his "Creation Myths of Primitive America," pp. 325-35-
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24. EEL THE SINGER. l

Eel was said to have sung through the holes2 of his own
body like a flute. He was called the best singer of all.

1

Compare, Curtin, op. cit., pp. 177-208.
2 The markings on the lamprey eel are thought of as holes.



II. CUSTOMS AND PERSONAL NARRATIVES. 1

i. How A TAKELMA HOUSE WAS BuiLT. 2

Yap!a will
1 klemei. Bern p!a-idm6

u
k', eme s'i hono8

p!a-idi 16
u
k', he8me. hono8

p!a-idl 16
u
k', hagamgamkn pla-idi

8-

16
u
k'. He8ne hono8

hangilip' gadkk' hagamgaman, gadak's'i
8

mu xdarihi hangilip'. He8ne ya
a
s'i8 wili s'idibi

1

klemei; he8ne

gadak's'i
8 matslkk' wili' helkm, t'gkl ga heelam k!emel.

Gane dak'dat' dat'.abak', ha'8
ya

3 datlabkk'. Gane dede-

wili'dadis k!emi dak'dat's'i8 dahok'wal k'.emfei kliyi'x ganku

ba-igindxda
a

. Ganes'i8

gaklan k!emi, xa^isgiplisgap', gwelt'gau

gindx k!emeT; wili s'idibi's'i8 klem^i.

Gane datlabkk' ha^t'bu'xt'bixik"'. Gane leples hahu-

wu^k'i, ganat' gidl alxall yap!k; p!i' yoga
a

has's'6", gas'i
e

alxallyana
8 ha' ya pliyk. Gana8nex hop!e

/8n yap!a
8a wili';

lep'nixa wili1

ganat'. Samaxas'i8 ana nex 4
alxall, ani8 wili

ganku. Gwas' wili yaxa wit'geye
e
k'i, gas'i

8
p!i' yoga

a klemel

habini. Gana8nex samaxa alxall, am8
lep'nixa nat' wili

ganku.

2. MARRIAGE.

Wa-iwI he^wa^an, tc!ulx heeswa8waa
giwin ; yap!as'i

8
gel-

guluxa
sn wa-iwi maxa dap!ald-u maxa, gas'i

8
ga

8al hee wak'

'An attempt was made to secure a series of texts dealing with the life of the

Indians. The six short texts that make up this part represent the indifferent success

obtained. Indians generally find it far more difficult to dictate an account of a

custom, which requires a certain amount of originality, than to tell a myth which they
have already told or heard tell doubtless more than once.

(176)



II. CUSTOMS AND PERSONAL NARRATIVES. 1

i. How A TAKELMA HOUSE WAS BUILT. 2

The people are making a house. A post they set in the

ground, and here again they set one in the ground, yonder again

they set one in the ground, in four places they set them in the

ground. Then also they place beams across on top in four

places, and above (these) they put one across just once. And

just then they make the house wall; and then on top they place
the house boards, those they make out of sugar-pine lumber.

Then they finish it on top, on either side3

they finish it. Then

they make the door, and on top they make a hole for the going
out of the smoke. And then they make a ladder, they notch

out (a pole), for going down to the floor they make it; and the

house wall they make.

Then they finish it, all cleaned inside. Now rush mats they

spread out inside, on such the people sit. The fireplace is in

the center, so that they are seated on either side of the fire. In

that way, indeed, was the house of the people long ago ; in winter

their house was such. But in summer they were sitting like

now,
4 not in the house. Just a brush shelter they placed around,

so that the fireplace they made in the middle. Thus they dwelt

in summer, not as in winter in a house.

-2. MARRIAGE.

A girl was purchased, with dentalia she was purchased.

Now the people liked each other, the father of the girl and the

2 For further details see Sapir, Notes on the Takelma Indians of Southwestern

Oregon, American Anthropologist, N. S., Vol. 9, pp. 262, 63.
3 That is, they put on the boards reaching from the ridge-pole to the sides of the

house.

We were sitting out in the open when this text was dictated.

12 (177)
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wa-iwi'. Ga naE
nagasa

cn hop!e'
8n yapla. Gas'i8

tlemeyan-
wia"8

,
wa-iwi1

ya
a
ngwan dap!ala-u waa

da.

K'ai gwala la
a
ban, tclulx, xuma, yelex, k!el, duk', yup',

degas, k!el meheli1

, ga nat' la
a
ban; maenais'ie samaxa hlx

la
a
ban, luxum t'gal dale

wap'u't!ik'
w

ga la
a
ban, p'im xum

laaban. Yapla mixal ya
adae aldri le

ebknx. Hop!fe'
enk wa-iwi

an? yok!
w
ol tli'la'p'a, dalwi8 ani8 gelguluk' tli'la'p'a; dap'.a'lau

hono gana nex am* gelguluk' k'a-ila'p'a dalewis
.

3. How A FEUD WAS SETTLED.'

Yapla t!omoxaEn k!ouxamxa yow6
uda6 ha/8

ya

yok!
w
at'gwan yilim, xilam yo

uk!aa yilim. Tc!6lx ga xilam

yo
uk!aa naganhan. Gas'i8

gane tc!ibinxae
n, gas'i

s xa^isa"

klemen, gas'i
8 xa^It'. "ibi1

!
8

ti's'i t!umiixda ," nagasa n

yap'.k. Aga t!omomanrnaE

ga xaawisaa klemel.
"
Ganat'

8
u's'i, t!eimi s ^'ci," nagan yap'a do^m^s. Gas'is an? gel-

guluk'. "Wede k'ai usbiga
8

,
hon6E doumxbin ya

a
," naga

ie

yap'.a doumaE
s. Gane xa'Svisa8 hanyewe'

E
, gane gwenhegwe-

hdk'w. '"A'n? ibi
1

!
8

ugusbi n,' nagasbi," naga*. Gane
"'Wede gankt','

Eis'is'iE naga
cn."

"Wede ga nfexdam t'.umuxda8 haxou
nhi, an? gw?

nae
nagasbinda

c
. Ganga t'.umuxdam yaxk, wa-iwi't'ek' ge

ciEulit'a8
," nagasa n yapla hop !e

/
n. Gane hanyewe'

8
. "'Ganga

Tbile
u's'i,' nagasbi.

'

Gi/8wa k!i'ga
s
t', hon68

yapla doumana8
,'
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father of the youth, so for that reason they purchased the girl.

That long ago people did to one another. Thereupon they went

with her to see her married, the girl was taken to the youth.

Many things were carried (as presents) dentalia, food,

burden-baskets, basket-buckets, skirts, basket-caps, sifting

basket-pans, cooking baskets, that sort of things was carried

along; but at this season, summer, camass was taken along,

manzanita berries mixed up with sugar-pine nuts, those were

carried along, dried salmon was carried along. As many people
as did go, all carried things along. Long ago, indeed, the girl

did not know the husband, sometimes she did not like the

husband; thus also the youth sometimes did not like the

woman.

3. How A FEUD WAS SETTLED. 1

(How) one acts as go-between. (Let us suppose) people

who are related to each other by their children's marriage slay

one another, on either side they call for each other's bones, dead

men's bones they call for. Dentalia, those used to be termed

dead men's bones. So then they make speeches to one another,

and one is made a go-between, so that he may go between

(both parties). "Give me blood-money, since you have slain

me !

"
people said to each other. Now he (whose kinsman) has

been slain, that one makes use of the go-between.
"
Give me

of that kind, give me one hundred,
' '

the slayer of the person is

told. But he does not wish it.
"
I will not give you anything,

I shall even kill some more of yours,
' '

says the slayer of the

person. Then the go-between returns across, then recounts

what he has been told.
'"

I'll give you no blood-money!' he

says to you," says he. Then the go-between (adds),
" ' Not in

that fashion !

' no matter how often I told him.
" Do not tell me that, since you have slain mine just for

nothing, though I did nothing to you. For just no reason have

1 Compare Sapir, op. cit., pp. 270-72.
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nagalt'eV naga
i

xa'^vlsa
11

. Gane gwenhegwehak'
wnana8

gana nex malak' xa'Hvlsa'
1

,

" Gane aga dumhak' wdan guxwi
1

xilam la
ale\" Ga nagasa

en yapla hop!e'
8n t !omoxanda .

Gas'i8
gane hon6E

hanyewe'
8 xa^vlsa". Emeedat' dumhdk'"

t'aga
18

. "Ganga hanyeu! k'aiwi8
ugu's'i," nagd

i dumh6k'w .

Gas'i8

hanyewe'
8

. "'Ganga k'aiwi8
ii's'i,' nagasbi," naga

18

xa'SvIsa*.
"
K'aiwi8

6k'i," naga
18 xa'VIsa11

, yap'.a douma8s naga.
" Yewe dehi k!iyi

8k'. Hon68
yap'.a demand8

, gede ye
e

gwds-
bina8

.

1

Yapla gwala doumana
, gas'i

8
ga

8al k'aiwi8
ok'i,"

naga'
8

Gane"Ha-u" naga
ie

.

"
K'aiwis'i8

ogoyi n. Duwu'8
k',"

naga
18

yap!a doumae
s.

" Wede gede ye
e

gwasdam, k'aiwi8

ogusbi
sn. K!uu

yabadam ee
bik'," naga

i

yap!a dcAnaSs.

"K'a-iwi8

ha'p'di
1 mas'i8 hono8 iiVi." Mi1 hono8

yewe
i

xa'VIsa*; mi' senesant', guxwi' du la
a
le\ Yok'.oyan mi'

k'diwi8
6k'igulugwan. Gwala yapla. Mi' senesant'.

"
'ibi'l8

ogoyi
8
n,' nagasbi; 'masi8 t!ocou ha'p'di'

8
u's'i,' nagasbi." Mi'

gwenhegweh6k'
w

. Mi/8
sga

c dak'dahalk'wa,
" Gahi8

naga
18."

Gane ibi'l8

ogus'a
en. Gane haa8

ya wat'gwan gini
8
k', gane

ogusa n. Yap!a douma8s daa
gwala oyon, a'k's'i8 t!os'6

u

ha'p'di'hi ogoyin. Gana8nex hop!e' nk yap!a tlomoxanda8
,

k'ai8
la'p'as'i

8 hono8 k'ai gwala ogusa n ha'8
yk. Xaawisaa

s'i

hono8 k'ai ogoyin, tclulx ogoyin; adat' dumhok' wdaa
ga

xeb6 n, ga tclolx ogoik'wa. Yap!a douma s an? k'ai

ogolk'wa.

'Literally,
"
in-front-of-that you-will-be-returned-with-(it)."
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you slain one of mine, though yonder my girl is dwelling,"

(thus) people spoke to one another in times long past. Then
he returns across. "'Just you give me blood-money !' he says
to you. 'Too far will it go! People will yet be slain,' say I,"

says the go-between. Then, recounting what he has been
entrusted to say, the go-between tells him thus, "Now these

whose (kinsman) has been slain, their heart has become sick."

That did people of long ago say to one another when they killed

each other. So then once more the go-between turns across.

On this side he whose (kinsman) has been slain cries.
"
Keep

on going across ! Many things he must give me,
' '

says he whose

(kinsman) has been slain. So he returns across. "'Just you
give me something!' he says to you," says the go-between.
"Give him something!" says the go-between, to the slayer of

the person he says it.
"
Perhaps too far it goes. Yet shall

people be slain
; they will get even with you. Many people will

be killed, so for that reason give him something!" says the

go-between.
Then ' ' Yes

' '

he says.
"

I'll give him something. It is well,
"

says the slayer of the person. "You shall not get even with

me, I'll give you something. Friends to each other we are,"

says the slayer of the person.
" Some little thing do you also

give me in return!" Now the go-between returns again; now
he whoops, his heart has become glad. Now it is known that

it is intended to give him something. Many are the people.

Now he whoops.
" '

I give you blood-money,
'

he says to you.
' Do you too give me a little bit,' he says to you." Then he

relates to them what he has heard. A certain one answers him,

"Just that he says." Then they give each other blood-money.
Now on either side they proceed to each other and give each

other (presents). The slayer of the person gives most of all,

to him, in his turn, is given just a little bit. Thus in time

long past, indeed, people (acted) when they slew one another.

And also the women on both sides give each other many things.

And the go-between also is given something, dentalia are given

to him. On this side he whose (kinsman) has been slain, that
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4. How A BAD-HEARTED MEDICINE-MAN HAS HIS GUARDIAN
SPIRITS DRIVEN OUT OF HIM.'

Goyo i'lts!ak'
w

ganat' bayeweyagwan
2

yo
u
lapxda

a
yap!a

gayawana
8

. Gas'i8 an!8 doumia gelgulugwan, gas'i
8

ga
8al

yo
u
lapxda

a ba-ihimiman. S'umloh61xa8s xebe8
n, an!8

yap!a

gamaxdi* xebe8n.
" Ga na8

nak'i," nagan; an? ak' hagu-

xwit'g
wa 4 xebe8n. Gas'i8

gani xu'8ne la
a
le\ gani yap!a abai-

lemecx. Hee
lt'a

a am8
yok!oya

8n. Wihin hemee
ham, mi'

gelela
axaldi8

n;
5 wihin hemeeham s'omloh61xaes he'lt'a. Goyo

bayeweyak'
w
yo

u
lapxda

a
,
himiman.

Gane daa
p!iya mats lagan goy6 lap's wo'k'i8

. Gane k'os
px

badabat'i waa
dixda, gane yo

u
lapxda

a mi'8
sga

sn bayewe'
8

. Gasi8

bayeweida
8 A"+ yo

um hadeeda naga'
8

goy6. Gane hono8

gahi na8
nagk gani p!ul

v badabat'i. Gane hono8
bayeweida

8

yo
u
lapxda gane yo

um hadeeda naga'
8

. Gane goyo man mixal

bayeweida
8
yo

u
lapxda. Mi' ga'

8m bayewe'
8

. Gane waahimidan

goy6, "Wede ts!a-imkt, aldi he /8
ilel

8k'
,

"
nagkn, goyo waa

hi-

midan. Gane hono8
gahi

8 nae
nagk; gane hono8

bayewe'
8

yo
u
lapxda

a
, gane yo

um hono8 hadeeda naga'
8

. Man mixal

bayeweida
8

;
mi' xibini bayewe'

8
. Gane hond8

gahi
8 na8

naga,
hono8

yewe'
E

yo
u
lapxda. Man mixal bayeweida

8
. Gas'i8

"Wede tsla-imat'," nagan,
"
he^lePk'." Ts'lis'a mua8xdkn

ga nas
nagan. Gas'i8 man bayeweida

8
yo

u
lapxda; mi' dehal

bayewe'
8

,
mi' ixdll bayewe'

8
. Gana8nex man; gani yap!amT

/8s

laalit'a8
,
mi' yap!ami

/8s bayewe'
8

, naga'
8

.

1 Compare Sapir, Journal of American Folk-lore, Vol. xx, p. 48.
2
=ba-iyeweyagwan.

3
Literally,

"
raw," i. e., such as are not medicine-men.
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one does so, that one gives him dentalia. The slayer of the

person does not give him anything.

4. How A BAD-HEARTED MEDICINE-MAN HAS HIS GUARDIAN
SPIRITS DRIVEN OUT OF HIM.'

A bad-hearted medicine-man of such a one the guardian

spirits are driven out, since he eats up people. Now it is not

desired to kill him, so for that reason his guardian spirits are

driven out. A s'omloh61xa8
s does it, raw 8

people do not do it.

"Do that to him," he is told; he, (the medicine-man), does

not do it of his own free will.
4 So now night has come, now the

people have assembled together in the house. His song I do

not know. My mother used to imitate it, now I have forgotten

it;
5 my mother used to imitate the song of the s'omloh61xae

s.

The medicine-man's guardian spirits he causes to go out, they
are driven out.

Then the medicine-man is placed alongside of the fire

without a blanket. Then ashes are clapped all over his body,
and one of his guardian spirits goes out. Now as it goes out

(the medicine-man groans) An+
,
and there is blood in the medi-

cine-man's mouth. Then he does that same thing to him again,

now claps ashes over him. Now when his guardian spirit goes
out again, then there is blood in his mouth. Now the medicine-

man counts how many of his guardian spirits go out. Now
two have gone out. Then the medicine-man is addressed,
" Do not hide them! Let them all go!" he is told, the medicine-

man is addressed. Then again that same thing he says to him;

now again his guardian spirit goes out, and again blood is in

his mouth. He counts how many go out
;
now three have gone

out. Then again he does that same thing to him, again his

guardian spirit goes. He counts how many go out. Thereupon

'Literally,
"
in his own heart."

=gel-yaldaxaldi
>l

n, literally,
"

I breast-lost it."

"Literally,
"
at-night once," i. e.,

"
in one night."
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"
Gani mi1 di hene8n?" nagan goyo. Gwala yapla will

debu vc
. Gas'i8 "

Ha-u," naga
ie

,
"mi 1 hene8

n, mi1 an? k'ki."-
"
Dedilumu'sgat' ? Mi 1

di 1 bus' la
aleV" Gas'i8 "Ha-u," naga*.

"Nee hono8
ga

shi naB
nak'i," nagan s'omloh61xaE

s. Gas'is

gdhi
8 na8

nagk, maxla k'alak'alhi, Iwobadabat'i; an? k'ai

bayewe
18

yo
u
lapxda, mi1 hene8n. S'omloh61xa8s ga na8

naga;
goy6 I'lts!ak'

w
yapla gayawana8

, ga ga
8al gd

a
nagan. Gas'i8

wihin ga
a n^x 1

me!6xi, aldT' wihin yiwin ga
c melexina8

. Gas'i8

goyo ba^eweida
8 k'ai hesne maxla 8

algu
u
guwik'

w
nat' laale\

Ga nas

nagan goyo Tltslak'". Wihin ga
a nex melexi, gi's'i

8

anT8
alxi'gi

8
n.

5. FRANCES JOHNSON is CURED BY A MEDICINE-WOMAN."

Gane xili^xwinia-uda8
,' gehi goyo mahai xili

uxwa8
. Gane

sa^sansinia118
; k'a-ila'p'agan ba'xdMan, ga ganku saansansa8n.

Gane he8ne gi
1

ts'lawit' elt'e8
,
an? nek gwel^ius'i. Mi 1 bou

s'i8

b6m Ik!wen6hi8
n, hop!e'

6ns'i8 an? nek gwelius'i wa-iwi elt'e
eda8

.

Gas'i8 xiWc'wi lo
u
lagwanma8 heene xilam la

a
lit'e8 . Gas'i8

gane goyo lagagamdan, wiham goyo lagagamt' ; goyo gamgam
dak'de hoy6

8
t'.

4 Gas'i8 mi'his lohoit'e8
. Gas'i8

goyo yimis'al-

1

Literally,
"
that speaking."

'Compare Sapir, op. cit., pp. 43, 44.
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"Do not hide them!" he is told, "let them go!" In one night
that is done to him. Now he counts them as his guardian
spirits go out; now five have gone out. Now ten have gone
out. In that way he counts them. Then when it has come to

twenty, now twenty have gone out, he says so.

"Are they all gone now?" is asked the medicine-man.

Many are the people, the house is full. Thereupon "Yes" he

says. "Now they are all gone, there are none now. "-"Do
you tell the truth? Have they all disappeared now?" There-

upon
" Yes

' '

he says.
"
Well, do that same thing to him again,

"

is told the s'omloholxae
s. So that same thing he does to him,

dust he rubs over him, claps it upon him. No more do his

guardian spirits go out, they are all gone now. That has the

s'omloholxae
s done to him. Since the bad-hearted medicine-

man ate up people, for that reason was that done to him. Now
my mother did tell me that account;

1

they are all my mother's

words, that which she did tell me. Now when the medicine-

man has recovered, just like one that has had ashes thrown in

his face has he become. That is done to evil-minded medicine-

men. My mother did tell me that account, but I did not see it.

5. FRANCES JOHNSON is CURED BY A MEDICINE-WOMAN."

Now while they were playing woman's shinny-ball,
3

right'

there a great medicine-woman was playing shinny-ball. Then

they were righting with one another; the women (of one side)

were beaten, for that reason they fought with one another.

Now at that time I was a fast runner, no one beat me in running.

But today I hold a staff in my hand, while long ago, when I

was a girl, no one beat me in running,

Now when the shinny-billet was played with, at that time

I became sick. Now then a medicine-man was paid, my father

did pay a medicine-man. Four medicine-men danced for me. 4

3 See Sapir, American Anthropologist, N. S., Vol. 9, pp. 261, 62.

Literally,
" over-me he-danced."
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daE
n. Mi' agas'i yo

uk!wat'k' ya
a

;
xumas'i8 t!ak' xabinwini,

an? wana t!a'k' debu
,
an? gana de ugu's'i, xis'i an? k'ai

uu
gwa n. Dayo

u
gamxa gds'i gane yimis'alda

En goyo ga hawi

an? dak'de hoy6t'a . Aga goyo gamgam yaxa dak'de hoyo t',

gas'i haa
ga goyo yimis'aldanda

8
ga hawi an? dak'de hoy6

E
t'.

Yimis'aldanda8 wihin goyo wolf, hesne ya
a
gane ba-ik!iyi' k'.

Gane yap!a
E
alt!emex; an? gi' alxi'gi n yap!a

Ealt!emxdaE
,

mi' loholt'e". Gane hoy6
B
t' habebini diha-uda la

a
llt'ae ya

a
.

Gane "itlani, gwelxda T'iixda itlanip',
1 '

naga'
E
goyo

Ea. Gas'ie

"Aga y6
u sdaa mi'8wa," neges'i. Mi' loholt'e8

;
nek'di yow6 s?

Gas'i8 biliwaldanae
tclidaxgwa, k'ai heEne bfim ba-ix6udinmaE

,

nacnex naE
naga'

E
. Bou

aga bem la-udanxbigi
c

,
andiEl waEa-

ganit'? GanaEnex ba-ixou
t', was

agani
En ba-ixoudinaE

. GasiE

he nehi baa
t !ebet'eE

. Xuma E
u's'i, hinds," nagalt'e

E
. Gas'iE

goyo -QyQ
/E
s'. Gas'i8

gane ga naga'
E

,

" Hawi nak'i, bo"ne hawi
waadixdaa Ik !u

umini n.
" Gane honoE hee

lelE
, gane aldi ^klu"-

man waa
dixdek'; gane yo

um k!el ganau matslak'. Gane aldi'

^kl^man; legwelsi dexdagwa wk, yum ba-iginik'
w

,
k!el ganau

matslak'. A'n? hono8 xilam laalit'e .

Gane ga naga'
E

,

" Wede hon6 xilam lap'kleit', gi-

cu' alp'gi elt'e
,
wede Ioh6k'i elt'e8

. Lohok'i elt'e ya
a heEne

ya
a hono xilam lap'da

E
," neges'i.

"
Wa-iwi' du, am i'lts!ak'

w

waahimit' yapla, guxwi' yaxa du, u'yu^' yaxk," naga' gane
goy6. "Gane p!a

a
gan, xi t'u klemdn, p!a

a
gan; he ne ya

a

xuma da 6k'i k'." Gane xi t'u klemel wihm; gane p!eg6nxi,

'Either dndi (
= 6ni e

di) or wede di may here be used as negative interrogative

particle, according to whether wa K
aganit' is taken as aorist ("you feel it;" aorist
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Now then I almost died. Thereupon I dreamt of a medicine-

woman. And now I was nothing but bones
;
and my food was

half a spoonful, not even a full spoonful, not that much did

my mother give me to eat, nor did I drink any water. And
now in the fall I dreamt of that medicine-woman who had not

yet danced for me. These four medicine-men had been dancing
for me, but yonder medicine-woman I had dreamt of that one

had not yet danced for me. My mother went to fetch the

medicine-woman I dreamt of, and just then she came.

Then the people assembled together. I did not see the

people as they came together, I was dead now. Then she

danced just when it had come to be after the middle of the day.

Then "Hold her! Do you people hold her legs and hands,"
said the medicine-woman, for her part. Now "

She here might
start up,

"
she said concerning me. Now I was dead; who starts

up (when he is dead)? Then jumping upon the disease spirit,

something like a splinter of wood being pulled out, thus she did.

If nowadays a splinter of wood should hurt you, would you not

feel it? In that way she pulled it out; I felt it when she pulled

it out. And just then I arose. "Give me food, mother," I

said. Thereupon the medicine-woman laughed (from joy).

Now thereupon that she said, "Tell her to wait until now I

set right her body.
' ' Then again she sang, then set my body

completely right. Then the blood she put into a basket-

bucket. Now everything she set right ;
with her lips she sucked

it from me, took out the blood, and put it into the basket-

bucket. Not again did I become sick.

Then that she said, "Not again will you become sick as

long as I remain alive, as long as I do not die. Just when I

should die, just then will you again become sick," she said to

me. "She is a good girl, not badly she talks to people, ever

good her heart, ever she laughs," then said the medicine-

woman. "Now let her bathe. Prepare hot water, let her

stem agan- with organic second a) or potential ("you would feel it;" non-aorist

stem ag[a]n- with inorganic second a).
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heene ya
a xuma 8

ugu's'i. Agas'i
8 aldi' mi' haa8

yeweya
ue

, goyos'i
6

mi 1 nou8s' yewe ic
.

Baa
yew6nxi; an? hono8 xilam la

a
lit'eE he8ne gas'i

c
. Gane

baa

yewelt'e
eda u'luklit'k' hee

leme'8x
)

anat' laale
x

dagaxdek',
an? k'ai u'luklit'k'. GwenEwi'E

xap' ga ya
a
dagaxdek' alt'geye-

t'giya
en. GanaEnex baa

yew6nxi, ga ga
eal gi'

Ea daahou
xgwasn

goy6. Gas'i8 aldi' bou
yap'.a ga naga'

8
,

"A'nT6 k'ai goy6,

an? k'ai yokloi," nagais bou
aga ga

a
ya

a
k'

w
. Gi's'i8 gwala

alxi'gi
8n. Wiewakdi' ga'plini goy6 mi'8

s'i
81 hono8 wihin

"t'adaa "
nagk; erne8

ba-ik!iy?k' wit'awa xilamna8
, gadak'

hoy6
E
t'. Gi'8k gana

enex alxi'gi
8n goy6. Yap!a

8

alt'gu'
8
s'

2

goyo
wic

in, gixgap' ogolhi, agas'i
8 gom am8

gana
8nex yap!a

2

goy6.

6. A RAID OF THE UPPER TAKELMA. S

Sama mu /8xdkn wigamdis'l
8

Yuk'yak'wa
4 16

u
k', gehihi

8

wayas
. Dahouxa laa

le\ t'gemetliauhi
8

, gane hinau 8

alyuwuya
u8

;

p!i yaxa degulii'klalx daks'oumkl. Mi' wul vx 3 me8 laale\ mi'hi8

kluwuwia"8 no". Gane hecnehi wigamdi wa-iwi't'a hecnehi

gelt'.aykk',
" o+ hamT/8

t' yxok'yak'wa gede waya
ada8

. Geldi 1-

yalxalt'kleit'?" naga'
8
wigamdi wa-iwi't'a. HeEne ya

ahi ga

naga'
8

, "6+," wihkm. Gwenyewe'
8

,
maxa yewewalt'. Wigamdi

xapli'nd^'k'wa, mi1 walk'his wigamdi. "Baa
dep

l

! mi' Eali

wulx." Ba'hi8biliu8
, ganehi

E nou k!uwu /E maxadl v

l; da8maxau

ya
a
hi waya

aniau .

* yap'a
s
alt' gtii

s
s'

, "people white," refers to white men; yapla alone, ordinarily

simply
"
person, people," by contrast here means " Indian."

' In speaking of the Upper Takelma the word wul^x is here used, a term ordinarily
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bathe, just then you shall give her food to eat.
' ' Then my

mother prepared warm water. Then she made me bathe, just

then she gave me food. Thereupon they all now returned home

yonder, and now the medicine-woman returned next door.

She cured me; not again did I become sick as at that time.

Then, when I recovered, my hair all came out; in this way
did my head become no hair of mine at all. A neckerchief,

just that I tied about my head. Thus she cured me; for that

reason, I, for my part, believe in medicine-men. But nowadays
all people say that,

"
Nothing the medicine-men, nothing they

know,
' '

say nowadays these (people) growing up. But I have

seen many. Two of my cousins are medicine-men, and also

another one (who) calls my mother aunt. Here he came when

my elder sister was sick, and danced for her. I, for my part,

have thus seen medicine-men. White people's doctors are

different, they give people medicine; but we Indian medicine-

men are not thus.

6. A RAID OF THE UPPER TAKELMA. *

One summer my paternal grandfather was trapping at

Yuk'yak'wa,
4

right there he slept. The evening came, it was

getting dark; then up river they looked, a fire was just blazing

on top of the mountains. Now the Shastas3 were coming hither,

and people ran off down river. And just then my paternal

grandmother bethought herself,
"
Oh, it is right there at Yuk'-

yak'wa that your father is sleeping. Did you forget him?"

said my paternal grandmother. Just then that said my father,
" Oh !

" He turned back, went back for his father. My paternal

grandfather was warming his back, now my paternal grand-

father had nearly gone to sleep. "Get up! Now right here

referring to the Shastas. Indeed Frances Johnson used the English name Saste to

translate the Indian wuPx, though, when asked, she definitely declared that she had

reference to the Laf gaawd
e
or Upper Takelma.

4

Yuk'yak'wa was a well-known salt-marsh where many deer were caught.
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Ganehi8
gwel

8wa'+ k'wi8 la
a
llt'a baadee

yeweyagwan, agasi
8

wiham8a k!uuyapxadi
x
l dap!a'la-u ga'p

8ini gelweyanxa
en.

1

Ganehi8 mi 1 hono8 k!uwuwiaUE baadeE
yeweyagwan, agasi

E

wiham waya6 k!uu
}-apxadi

x
l. Gwi'Ene si8wo'k'di walk', am8

k'wa'8
xk'; agasi

8 mi' yapla anT8 k'ai, ga
a
p

8inihi y
raxa wayae

hawi wihkm k!uu
yapxadi

r
l. Agasi

8 ulum a da maxau p!i'

^Ixi'gin, gasi
8 xu' + 8nehi yankk' wulx a. Ganehi8 hun+ wulx

mi1

yawdi8
. Mi 1

yo
umi yapla; agasi

8
yapla k!uwuuda8 mi'1

da8maxau, heene ya
a
hi Tguyii

u8xa8n. "Wulx mi1 me8wok',"

nagasa
enhi8 k!uuyapxadi

x
l.

" Gwidi naE
nagayik'?" nagasa

en
k!uuyapxadl

v
l. Wiham hoga

Es yuk', k!uu
yapxas'i

E hono8

hogwaEs yuk'.

" Baabilwaba8
.

" Mi 1 wulx8a dee
t'an, mi1 hono8 deet'an

w^it'geyeklin. Ha8s'6
u

ya
ahi walk'; ganehi

8 baa
biliUE

,
mi 1

kluwu'8
. "Ge wiliu8

,
no" ge will"8 !" 2 Mi1

"p'a +
" 3

sgele
u

wulx,
" Ge wiliu8 nou

," naga-ihi
8 wulx. D6u

k' ga'p'.ini ana8nak'

ga'plini douk Ealmi'8
s', ga ya

a
hi gweldk hiwilf8 wiham, agasi

8

k!uu
yapxa

a 8ani8 yoklwoi gwidat' hiwiliuda8
. Gane mi'hi8

tsMinits'Ianx wulx 8alwaa
dit'gwan. "Hawi baabee mahait'a

wal! 4 bou
s'i

8
p'e!6k's'a

8
,

5 baabee hawi waya
8
,"

6

nagasa
8nhi8

. Aga
dou

k' gweldana
8 wihkm, gadak' ya

a
hi naga

i8
, gahi dexebe8n

dou
k' gadak' naga-ida

8
. Ganehi8 wiham galt'agwa ik!uumkn,

agasi
8
yiwiya"

8
wulx, ts'!ini'ts'!anx; emeene ya

ahi mi' tslaykk'.
"Ho8 !"

7 mi' naga
18

,
wiham a baa

biliu8
,
mi1 h6E

k'.
" Ge will"8

,

ge will"8
no", ge will"8

," nagasa
Enhi8

. GemeEdi hono8 aldaa
gink'?

8

1 So heard for

2 Pronounced in a violent whisper.
3A loud and prolonged whisper.

Literally,
"

still up-sun-big sleep!"

'Upper Takelma form of p'eUxa".
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are the Shastas.
' '

Up he jumped, then down river his father

and he ran off. Far off indeed were they all sleeping.

Then, when the early morning came, their journey was
started again, but my father indeed and his friend, two youths,
were sleeping together. Now then again they all ran off,

their journey was started, but my father and his friend were

sleeping. I do not know how long they slept, they did not wake

up; but now there were no more people, just the two indeed

did still sleep my father and his friend. But only a little

while before a fire had been seen afar off, and all night long the

Shastas, indeed, were going on. Then hun + the Shastas now
were talking. Now they caught up with the people ; but when
now the people had run off far away, just then (my father and

his friend) nudged each other.
" The Shastas have now arrived

here," said he and his friend to each other. "What are we

going to do?" said the friends to each other. My father was a

runner, and also his friend was a runner.
"
Let us jump up!" Now the Shastas, for their part, were

in front of them, and they also were surrounded on all sides.

Just in the middle they seemed to be sleeping ;
then they jumped

up, and scampered off.
"
There they run, down river there they

run!
" 2 Now p'a +

3 shouted the Shastas.
" There they run down

river,
' '

said the Shastas. Two logs were like this, two logs were

together ; right under those ran my father, but he did not know

which way his friend had run. Now then the Shastas were

angry with one another. "Still sleep when the sun is way up!
4

And just now they were going out to war, (yet) still they sleep

when the sun's way up,"
6

they said to one another. While my
father was under these logs, one passed right over them; that

same thing he said, as he passed over the logs. Then my
father got ready his bow, while the Shasta was talking, was

6 Bitter sarcasm. The Shastas are finding fault with one another for allowing the

men to escape.
7A hoarse whisper.

'Literally, "when did they find him again?" i. e., "they never found him

again."
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Gi^wa no" ya
a
hi, ge hono8

p!a-idi
8wiliwiau8

. Ganehie

dewenxa la
a
le\ gwel

8wa'k'wiehi wigamdi wa-iwi't'a p'.agd-ihi
8

hawi t'gemet!ia-uda
8

,
mi 1

yaxa hant'ada mi' p!ulu'
u
p!alhi,

di'haut'gwan naga'
8

. Ganehi8
wigamdi

8a duu
git'gwa wa^tloxdxi.

Ganehi8 "Mi1 Eale hdnt'ada wulx," naga'
8

,
mis Eals'o

umal
k!uwuwiaue

. Ganehi8 ml'8
sga

8 will hey6
8x Ida t'.i't'a" hap'sdi'

1

ganat'hi k'abdxaa
yap'.k, agasi

e mi' hdnt' 8alsoumal 8ee

biya"
8

,

agasi
8 wili ml'8

sga
8 hawi ^nl8 alsoumal yaplk.

" 8Ali labk, all

labk," naga-ihi
8

,
nak'.k t'b6uxi82 nagk, wulxsi8 mi1 erne8 laale\

Ganehi8 mi1

dak'yo
u
mlkwa, mi1

ts'.ayagan. "Ha' M ha,"
mi' wiyi

8k' ts'.ayaganma
8

. "Gi' 8elt'e8
,
wede dtlmxdap', Di8lo

uml*

yugama8s eit'e8
," naga-ihi

8
. Ga wili mi/8

sga
e

he^emeklin,

k'abaxa, guxda
a

, tlomxixa, btis' k'.emfin wili mi /8
sga

8
yaplk.

A'ni8 hono8
gwi gini

8k' yaxk, ganehi
8 hinau yewe'

8
. Lat'ga'Va

8

xebe8n. Gana8nexhi yap'.a hop!e
/8n henenagwasa

8
n. Gana8nex

melexi wihin, hawi 8ani wiham yo
u
k'
w

.

1 With gesture towards some Indian lads that happened to be about.
c
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angry; when he was right close to him now, he shot at him.

"Ho8 !" now he said; my father, for his part, jumped up and
ran.

'

There he runs, there he runs down river, there he runs!"

they said to one another. They never found him again.

Just way off down river, there again they were camping.
Then the next day came. Right early in the morning my
paternal grandmother was bathing when yet it was dark; now

just on the other side of the river (the Shastas) now were march-

ing, one after another they passed on. Then my paternal

grandmother, for her part, snatched together her clothes.

Then she said,
" Now right here on the other side of the river

are the Shastas,
' ' and to the mountains they ran off. Then

one house was left (with) a person's sons just like those little

boys ;
*. while now they were all half up the mountain the people

of the one house were not yet in the mountains.
" Take this

along, take this along,
' '

they said, all kinds of noise they made,

but the Shastas had already got to be here. Now then they

caught up with them, and they were shot.
"
Ha/ ha ha," now

they groaned as they were shot.
"
It is I. Do not kill me.

I am one who married at Drsloumi,
" 3 he said. That one house

was cleaned out his sons, his wife, his mother-in-law exter-

minated were the people of the one house. No further did they

still go, then returned up river. The people of Lat'gau did so.

Just in that way did the people of long ago destroy each other.

Thus did my mother tell me ;
not yet had she married my father.

3 He thinks to be shown mercy by representing himself as related to some people

that live further up the river.



III. MEDKTXK FORMULAS. 1

i. WHEN SCREECH-OWL TALKS.

Waada dap'o
u
p'aa 6u

p' bob6p'. "Xemelat'gdi? Dewcnxu
hadehal na^an 2 haEixdil naa

nan, gasi
8 yamx ga-iwada

8
, yom

ga-iwada
B

. Xemelkt'," nagkn. Gasi8 dewenxa ha8ixdi'l

naga
anan. s Ga naganhan hat'ga

ade hop!e'
E
n, bou

si8 erne8 ani8

ga nagkn.
"
Yapla lohog

w
uluk'," nee

ye
e bou a bobop' yiwi-

yd-uda
s

.

2. WHEN HUMMINGBIRD is SEEN.
"
Walohogwada8 u'luklit'k' da^buH'bdsda8

. Wilii

t' ganku
wahawaxxiwigwada8

.

"

3. WHEN HOOTING-OWL TALKS.

T'gwala" ga nagkn,
"
Libin di wee

gas'dam? Haa daa
t'ga-

yawa
ada 8al8

y6. Nek'di t'omoman? Heedada8

yapla gwalk.
Ge di alxi'gif, ge di lohoya"

8
?

4 Ga di ga
8al libin'wee

gasdam?"
nagan t'gwala" yiwiya-uda

8
.

4. WHEN YELLOWHAMMER TALKS.

Yapla baxamda8

alt'.aykk,
"
Yaplas'i

8 baxa8m!" " Baxax-
mia-uda8

yapla ma di 8
alt!ayagit?" ga nagkn yiwiya-uda

8

'See Sapir, Journal of American Folk-lore, pp. 35-40, for interlinear translations
and explanations of the significance of the charms.

2
Literally,

"
I shall cause to be or do." nan- is causative of non-aorist intr. na-.

(194)
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i. WHEN SCREECH-OWL TALKS.

One blows tobacco (smoke) towards the screech-owl.
"
Dost thou wish to eat? Tomorrow I shall obtain 2

five or ten

(deer), so that thou shall eat fat, blood shalt thou eat. Thou
wishest to eat," he is told. And then, on the morrow, about

ten (deer) are obtained. 3 That used to be done in my land long

ago, but nowadays here that is not said to them.
"
People are

about to die,
' '

they say nowadays, indeed, when a screech-owl

talks.

2. WHEN HUMMINGBIRD is SEEN.

"Thou shalt die with my hair which thou pullest out of

the side of my head! In thy house thou shall rot with it!"

3. WHEN HooxiNG-OwL TALKS.

To a hooting-owl that is said, "Dost thou bring me news?

Off yonder towards the north look thou! Who has been killed?

There far away are many people. Didst thou see them there,

did people die there? Didst thou for that reason bring me
news?" is told a hooting-owl when he talks.

4. WHEN YELLOWHAMMER TALKS.

When people come he discovers them,
"
People are coming!

"

"Didst thou discover people as they kept coming?" that is

said to a yellowhammer when he talks.

'Literally,
"
they were caused to be or do." nagaan- is causative of aorist intr.

nagai-.
=/ hoiyd"*.

(195)
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5. WHEN THE NEW MOON APPEARS.

Bixal baat!ebet'aE1 sgelewaldan, "Dap'6it'e
e

, dehildiyak'de
9

.

2

'is'i
8

yapla
' Amadi Ioh6i8

!' nexigi
8

,
ma ya~

a naendt'ee
, hawi8

baa
dep'de

e
. ^'s'i8 k'ai gwala heEne hee

nagwasbik'nu
E

, lap'am

gaisbik'na
8

,
k'ai gwala lasgum mxgwkt'

E
is'i

c
ga gaisbik'na

8
,

gas'i
8 hawi ba"t!ebet'am. Ma ya

a naendt'ee d6e
xa.

6. WHEN THERE is A HEAVY FALL OF SNOW.

"
T'gam

5 m68
degingdn gwens'o

umkl s'iulit'a8
, gwent'gem"

hagwelt'ge
e

mt'gam,"
2

nagdnhan p!a
a
s. Gas'i 8 an!8

lop!6t',

hono8 ha-uhana8
s. Gelheye

8x p!d
a
s, dni8 t'gam ha-uhi'mik

gelguluk'.

7. WHEN IT STORMS IN WINTER.

GwalV mahai wok'da8
, gas'i

8

" He'dada8 hi nk. T'gap'xi'ut'e
8

HeMada8 hi nak'w ;

Hee
s'o

umal hi nak' w
degesi

8
t',

Hee8wilamxa hi nak' w t'gap'xi'ut'e
8

,

Wede me8
ginagwkt',

Wede me8
gingkt'.

Hap'de
8 xilam yo

uk!aa

Yewe sallatskk',"

nagan ga
8k. Wihin k!uuyapxa

a
maldk'wok',

" GwaPt' mahai
w6k'i8

, ga naa

gi
sk'."

'Literally, "when it arises."

'Literally, "ahead I shall go.
"

3 This word is intended to represent a prolonged yelling.
4

Probably intended to frighten away the frogs and lizards that eat up the moon.
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5. WHEN THE NEW MOON APPEARS.

When the new moon appears,
1

it is shouted to,
"

I shall

prosper, I shall yet remain alive.
2 Even if people 'Would that

he died!' do say of me, just like thee shall I do, again shall I

arise. Even if all sorts of evil beings devour thee, when frogs

eat thee up, many evil beings lizards, even when those eat thee

up, still dost thou- rise again. Just like thee shall I do in time

to come. Bo +!" 4

6. WHEN THERE is A HEAVY FALL OF SNOW.

"
Hither 5 drive on the elks that dwell in back of the moun-

tain, the black necked ones down in dark places,
" Snow used to

be told. Thereupon it did not snow, he became quiet again.

Snow is. stingy; he does not desire to drive down elks.

7. WHEN IT STORMS IN WINTER.

When a great wind arrives, thereupon
' '

Pass thou away from here. With thy digging-stick

Pass thou away from here.

Beyond the mountain pass thou with thy sifting

basket-pan,

Beyond Wilamxa7

pass thou with thy digging-stick.

Come thou not hither with it.

Come thou not hither!

Thy children dead people's bones

Perchance with their feet do touch,
' '

just that was said to her. A friend of my mother's told her,
"
Should a great wind arrive, that shall you say to it.

"

5 Each syllable of this formula is recited pompously by itself.

'-t'gent and -t'gfrmt'gam are probably intentionally used to alliterate with /'gam,
"
elk." There may be a folk-etymology involved.

7 Or AlwMmxadis, a mountain.
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8. WHEN A WHIRLWIND COMES.

Gas'i p'o
u
ykmx will ba8

it'gwalak'
w

,
dedewili'da t'ga

a

salp'u'lu p'ilin.
" 8

E", E", k!uyaba
e
t' elt'e

, gwT
Eneixdes eit'ee

,"

nagkn.

9. A PRAYER TO THE WIND.

" HS! Gwel waadid6 ba-ideye
e

giwida
e k'aicwa ^'Its'.ak'",

dak'hawalak'ide ba-ideye
e

giwida ,
dak'mde ba-ideye

e

giwida ,

hats'.ek'tsligide ba-ideye
e

giwida k'ai wa ^'Itslak'", daksalde

ba-ideye
e

giwida k'ai wa ^'Itslak'"." He ne dap'op'au, "hw +,"

nagkn.

10. WHEN THERE is A HEAVY RAIN.

" Gwine di ha-uhan sdae
? ge n lop!odkt'. Dit'gayuk !u-

maada duyum

ii. WHEN ONE SNEEZES.

"Nek'di kluyumisi?
'

Dap'6it'a
e
,' nexdaba8

,
'haw! be

muuexdkn 2 dehi k !iyigada .

' 3 Desbu'sba-usdabaE
.

"

'

i. e., the wind.
'

Literally,
"
yet day once."

'Doubtless misheard for kfi
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8. WHEN A WHIRLWIND COMES.

Now a whirlwind whirls up past the house, the earth is

kicked by the door.
"

En
,

eE
n

, thy friend I am, thy kinsman

I am,
"

is said to it.

9. A PRAYER TO THE WIND.

" HS! From down my body shalt thou drive out evil things,

from the crown of my head shalt thou drive them out, from

over my hands shalt thou drive them out, from within my
backbone shalt thou drive out evil things." Then they blow,

hw+ is said to it.
1

10. WHEN THERE is A HEAVY RAIN.

" How long before thou wilt cease? So long hast thou been

raining!" (To those in the house:) "Do ye burn cat-tail

rushes towards the west.
' '

ii. WHEN ONE SNEEZES.

"Who calls my name? 'Thou shalt prosper,' shall ye say

of me, 'yet another day
2 shalt thou still go ahead.' 4 Ye shall

blow to me.
' '5

'That is, "mayest thou continue to live.
"

'That is, "blow a whiff of tobacco smoke for my prosperity.
"





VOCABULARY.
This does not pretend to be more than a list of the

Takelma verb, noun, and adjective stems obtained either in

texts or otherwise. Only such derivatives, in the main, are

given as either offer some difficulty in regard to formation or

whose significance is not immediately obvious from the etymo-

logy. An almost unlimited number of other derivatives, par-

ticularly from verbs, may be formed by means of the various

prefixes and suffixes discussed in The Takelma Language of

Southwestern Oregon
1

(referred to as T. L.). Derivative forms

are printed indented under the stems. The independent pro-

nominal, demonstrative, and adverbial stems, particles, and

interjections are listed in the grammar and need not be

repeated here. In constructing forms from the materials

presented in this vocabulary it should be remembered that the

various phonetic processes described in the grammar operate ;
in

particular, i- umlaut is to be made allowance for. The alpha-

betic order followed is as in English, k!, p!, and t! follow k', p',

and /' respectively; ts'! follows t!: c is to be sought under s': u,

when variant of o, is found with o, when variant of u, with u,

which follows ts'! References for forms are to page and line of

this volume.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS.

abl. =

ace. =

act. =

adj.
=

adv.

caus.

comit

con tr.

jrequ

ablaut vocalism (T. L,, 31)

accent

active

adjective

adverb

= causative (T. L., 45)

.
= comitative (T. L., 46)

tinuative (T. L., 43)

= contract verb (T. L., 65)

= frequentative (T. L., 43)

(i-)
= instrumental-*'- is dropped in

3d per. subj. 3d per. obj. aorist

and in 3d per. obj. imperative

(T.L.. 64)

indir. = indirect, object, i. e., tran-

sitive verbs so designated use

suffix -s- when object is ist or

2d per. unless, in non-aorist

stems, marked indir. -x- (T. L.,

47)

"Bulletin 40, Bureau of American Ethnology.
'

(201)
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inf.
= infinitive (7". /.., 74)

iutr. = intransitive

irr. = irregular

iter.= iterative (T. L., 43)

n. ag.
= noun of agency (T. L., 79

-82)

obj = object

pass. ptc.
= passive participle (T.L.,

77)

per.
= person

pl.
= plural

recipr.
= reciprocal (T. L., 55)

sing.
= singular

subj.
= subject

5ubor. = subordinate form (T. L.,

7o)

T. L. = " The Takelma Language of

Southwestern Oregon" (Bulle-

tin 40, Bureau of American

Ethnology)
tr. = transitive

uncontr. = uncontracted

voc. = vocative

? = doubtful

[ ]
= inorganic element, generally h,

"inorganic a," or "constant

a" (T. L., io, 24, 42)

( ) in verbs, enclose stem forms not

actually found in material ob-

tained but constructed with

practical certainty from evi-

dent analogies; in nouns, en-

close pronominal elements
-

separates stems, prefixes, and
suffixes

;
forms preceded by

hyphen were not obtained ex-

cept as compounded with prefix

or prefixes given above or below

: separates aorist stem or stems

from verb stem or stems,

aorist stems always preceding,
verb stems following colon.

Prefixes and suffixes given
with aorist stems will be under-

stood to apply also to verb

stems, unless replaced by
other elements. Verb pre-

fixes (followed by hyphen) or

stem forms that are listed as

derivatives will be understood

to be compounded with stems

and suffixes given in first (un-

indented) line, unless other

elements replace these

Roman numbers (I, II, III, IVi,

IV2, and IV3) refer to classes

of conjugation; I and II indi-

cate intransitive verbs. Ill

transitive verbs, and IV verbs

of mixed conjugation (T. L..

60-63, 67)

Arabic numbers (1-16) refer to

types of stem-formation (T.

L., 40). 3* indicates those

verbs of type 3 that, like ma-

tslag-, change intervocalic con-

sonant of aorist to fortis. De-

rivative verb forms without

colon belong to same class

and type as forms given in

first (unindented) line. When
either class or type number

is lacking with forms sepa-

rated by colon, it is to be

inferred that satisfactory data

for their determination are

lacking
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VERBS.

-agan-(i-) : -ag[a]n- 3 III

-agan[h]-i- : in
daa-

was-

badabad-i-: (bat 'bad-) 13 a III

ha-8
!-

baxam-:baxm-,baxm[a]- 3 I

baxaxm[a]- : I

biliw- : bilw-, bil[a]u- 3 I

(billl-) : bilwal- I

biliw-ald- 3 III

biliw-agw-, bili-gw- 3 III

bai-

dal-xa-

-bi's- : -bi'(
E
)s- 6 II

bis

s-n[a]- 6 III

baa
-gwen-

-boklobak'-(na-) or 13 a on \

bok!op'-(na-):-bo
u8k'-

bak'-

bok!oba-x- 13 a II

bok!oba-x-n[a]- 13 a III

da-

-bot'bad-i- : boud- 12 III

da-8
!-

da-^-bodoba-s-an- : 13 a III

(-bot'ba-s-an-)

-bu'g-i- : -bu /(i
k!- 6 III

de-

de-bu'08 or -bii/U8-x

de-bu/U8bk-x

-bumda
g- :

di-

-dagadak'-na- : -dak'daa

g- 13 a III

da-

usit.

hear

feel

scatter (dust)

clap hands and scatter (dust)

come

usit.

jump (with expressed goal of

motion)
usit.

(jump at), fight with

com it.

run out of house

jump among

cans.

look up, lift up one's head

(used only in myths)

boil (iutr.)

boil (tr.)

bubble, make bubbles under

water

pull out (somebody's) hair

from side of head

pull out each other's hair

fill

full (adj.)

full (pi.)

swarm up

sharpen (one's teeth)
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2 III-dala-g-dmd- : -dal-g-

s'in-, daa-

-damak'.-(i-) : -damk!- 3 III

de-I-

da-damae-x- 3 IT

-daway- : -dauy-, -dawi- 3 I

baa-

3 III

III

-daxag- : -daxg-
bai-

12 III

2 III

2 II

2 II

I 5 bII

2 III

-dele-b-i- : (-del-b-)

ha-

s'in-dele-p'-gwa-

-di'k'dag- : di'g-

baa-

-dini-k!- : -din-k!-

baa-

bai-de-

baa-dinie-x-

bai-de-dinie-x-

dink!-l- : dink!-as-

-dini'-t!-
1

: -din-t-!

baa-

ha-dini-tl-an-(i-)

-dolog- : -dolg-, -dol[a]g- 3 I

gel-

-domoEs- : -dom Es- 3 II

baa-

-d6 s :

hawax-baa-

-duyuk!-i- : (-duik'-)

hee
-i-

dulii'Hlal-i : dult'.al-

duwuu
-g-

2
: duu

-g-,

duw[a]-g-

ei-, ee-b- : (replaced by yo) I contr.

3 HI

13 b III

2 I

pierce nose, ears

choke (tr.)

be out of wind

fly (up)

fly away

(?) be responsible for some-

thing to (i 10, 23)

stick into

stick into one's own nose

erect, cause to stand up

stretch up (tr.)

stretch out (tr.)

extend up (intr.)

come marching in order

lie stretched out

string (on line)

string out (dentalia) in (house)

be lazy

(birds) fly up and light

it is rotten, stinks

push

stuff (basket) with

be good, do right

be

1

Radically identical with preceding verb.
2 Cf. adj. duu.
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ei[h]-i- : III

ei[_y]-i-, indir. -s- : III

eseu- : (esw-) 3 I

gala-b- : gal-b- 2 III

-gaxagax-i- : -gaxgax- 13 a III

T-

I-gaxagax-gwa-

gayaw-, indir. -al-s- : 3 III

gaiw-, indir. gai-s-

geyew-al-x: geiw-al-x-, 3 II

gei-x-

geyeV-al-x : II

gayaig-, indir. gai-
waw-al-s- :

gele-g- : gel-g- 2 III

di'- e

al-gelegal-amd- : 13 a III

-gelgal-

di'^al-gelegal-am-s- 13 a II

-genep'-gwa- : -gfenp'- 3 III

de-e
l-

-geneu-
'

: -gen[a]w- 3

de-^-geneu-k'wa : 3 III

(-gen[a]u-)
: de-gen[a]w-

-gesegas-al- : -gesgas- 13 a I

al-

-gewek'.aw-(i-), indir. -s-: 13 b III

-geuklaw-
de-8

!-

-geyan- : -gey[a]n- 3 IV 3

al-

-gilib- : gi'lb- 3 HI
han-

-giligal-i- : (-gilgal-)

al-

al-giligal-k'wa-

13 a III

use

hurt

sneeze

twist (thread) by rolling

scratch

scratch oneself, one's own

eat

eat (without obj.)

be in habit of eating

usit.

drill (for fire)

tie (hair) up into top-knot

tie one's own (hair) up into

top-knot

lie curled up dog-fashion

lie curled up dog-fashion

dit.

wash (intr.)

tie (salmon) bow-fashion

turn one's face away

put (beams) across (main

posts of house)

bedaub

daub over oneself

1 Related to preceding stem.
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-gi'na- : -g?na- 6 III

i-

gini-g- : gin-g-, gin[a]-g- 2 I

giniy-agw-, gini'-gM-- : 2 III

gin[a]-gw-

(de-ginig-an-) : de- 2 III

ging-an-

ginlng- : I

-gisigas '-({-) : -gis'gas'- 13 a III

i-

-gulug[w]- : -gul[a]g- 3 HI

gel-

-goyok'.-(i-) : -goik!- 3 III

i-

i-goyogiy-a-, indir. 13 a III

-goyogi'-s- : goigiy-

-giiluk!-al-x- : -giilk!- 3 II

de-

-gwa
a
d-i- : (-gwa

a
t!-) 6 III

bai- 8
!-

bai-gwa
a
-s- : -g-wa

al)-s-

: gwenai-a
es (n. ag.) I

gwidik'
w
d-, gwidigw-: 13 c IVi

gwid[a]k'
w
d-, gwi-

d[a]t'-
he68-

xam-gwidis-gwi- : II

gwidi-lha- : gwid[a]- 2 III

Iha-

i-gwidigwad-(i-) : 13 a III

-gwit'gwad-
i-gwidigwad-i- : 13 a III

-gwit'gwad-

sal-gwidigwad-(i-) : 13 a III

-gwit'gwad-
was

-gwidigwad-i- : 13 a III

-gwit'gwad-
gxvidigwa-s- : 13 a II

-gwit'gwa-s-

take

go (with expressed goal of

motion)
take along to

drive ahead to

iter.

tickle

like, desire

touch (unwillingly), nudge

frequ.

blaze, glow

make (hair) come loose

(hair) comes loose

good singer

throw

throw away, lose

throw oneself into water

keep throwing

push

throw into one's hand

kick

(kill and) throw several away

give out (from weariness)



gwilis- : (gwils-)
ba- 8al-

-hagai- : -hagai-
di e-
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turn one's (ear) over

dak'-

s'in-

-haa
l-(i-), indir. -s- : 5 III

-hala[h]-, indir. -x-

dak'-da-

-halahal-(i-) : 13 a III

(-halhal-)
-helehal-xa- : (helhal-) 13 a I

-hanats'.-(i-) : -hants!- 3 III

haew-i-

hau-hanas-s- : -hans-s- 3 II

p!ai-di
e-hanaE-s- : 3 II

hane-s-

-hawak!- : (-hauk!-) 3 HI
baa-

ha*x- : haxa- 5 I irr.

ha^-an-, ha"x-n[a]- : s III

haxa-n-

-hegehag-, -hegehak'-na- : 13 a III or IV i

(-hek'hag-, -hek'-

hak'-na-)
xaa-

-hegwehagw-(i-), indir. 13 a III

-s- : -hee

gwagw-
gwen-
gwen-hegwe

e

hagw-
an-i- :

gwen-hegwa
a

gw-an-i- : 1 2 III

gwen-hek'wa
a
gw- : 12 III

-heg\vehak'
w-na- : 13 a IV i

-hee

gwak'
w
-,

-hek'waa
-k'

w-

i-

helel- : hee
l- 8 I

helehal- : (helhal-) 13 a I

feel as if about to be touched

in anus

feel thrill in head

have funny feeling in nose

answer

frequ.

frequ. (without obj.)

stop (tr.)

stop (intr.)

stop (raining, burning)

dip up (water)

burn (intr.)

burn (tr.)

breathe

tell, relate

tell to

relate

relate

work

sing
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-hemeg- : (-he
e

mg-)
al-

ha-t'ga
a

-hem-s-gi
8

-hemeg- : -hemg-,
-hem[a]g-

-hemee

rng- :

bai-

hemeham-, indir. -s- :

hemham-
hemel-k'wa- :

-hemem-(i-) : -heem-
I-

de-

-henee
-d- : -heen-d-

dak'-

-heneen-d- :

-henehan-d : (-hen-

han-d-)
-hene-xa : -hen-

henen- : heen-

bai-de-

henen-agw-
I-henen-an- (i-)

-hewehaw- : -heuhaw-

gel-

-hewehaw-(i-), indir.

-s-

heweho-x-gwa- : (heu-

hau-)

-heyek!-i- : -heik!-

de-

heye -x- : heie-x-

gel-heye
s-x- : -heie-x-

-hili'gw- : -hil[a]gw-
di 1-

hiliw- : hilw-

hiliw-ald-

: -hi'l-x-

bai-

PUB. UXIV. OF PA. MUSEUM, VOL. II.

3 HI
meet (person)
in middle of field

3 III

III nstt.

take out, off

13 a III contr. imitate

III

8 III

2 III

III

13 a III

2 III

8 I

8 III

8 III

13 a III contr.

13 a I

3 III

3 II

3 II

3 HI

II

act like

wrestle with

taste

wait for

cont.

nsit.

wait

be used up, consumed; have no

living relative

be through eating
eat all up, annihilate

use all up

think (intr.)

think of

yawn

leave over

be left over

be stingy

be glad

climb

climb for

(flood) covers (world)



-himi-d- : -hi'm-d-

waa-

-himi-xa-

-himim-d- :

-himim- : -hi'm-

bai-

hau-

hiwiliw- 1
: hiwilw-,

hiwil[a]u-

p!ai-
daeol di8-

dal-hiwili'-gw- :

K. SAl'IU TAKELMA TEXTS.

2 III

20!)

2 I

III

8 III

hiwilil- :

ho u
gw- : hogw-

3 HI

I

i I

hogohagw- : (hok'
w- 13 a I

hagw-)
-huk!uhak'-na- : (-hu

ek l

- 13 a IV i

hak'-)
xa-

-holohal-(i-) : (-holhal-) 13 a III

ha-6
!-

-hou
x-gwa- : (-hox-) i III

daa-

hoyod- : hoid- 3 I

hoyod-agw- 3 III

hoyoy- : hoi- 8 III

huu
l-in- : hul-in- i II

hulu"hal-in- : (hulhal-) 13 a II

huu
l-i-n[h]a- i III

-hulu-p!-i- :hul-p!- 2 III

-huluu
hal- : (-hu

u
lhal-) 13 a III

he68
-!-

ha- I-, al-8
!-

-hunuu8-s- : (-hu
un e

-s-) 3 II

p!ai-

talk to

talk (intr.)

iter.

drive out

drive down hill

run (with expressed goal of

motion)
run down (hill)

come near from behind

run off into brush with

usit.

run (without expressed goal of

motion)

frequ.

breathe

dig into (fireplace, putting
ashes aside)

believe

dance

dance (particular dance)

steal

be tired

usit.

cans.

frequ.

beat off (back)

skin

shrink, get short

1

Possibly to be analyzed as -hi wiliw-.
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3 HI-hu\vuu
k!- : -huu

k!-

p!ai-
ha-

-hoyoiy- : -hoiy- 8 III

al-

-huyui-x-, -huyu-x- : 8 II

-hui-x-

-huyuhi- : (-huihi-) 13 a III

huyuhr-x- : -huihi'-x, 13 a II

-huyfi-x-

imiam-d-i- : imEam-d- 13 b III

Tmi[h]am- : im[h]am- 13 a III contr.

imi[h]am-(i-), indir. -s- 13 a III

-i'w-, indir. -s- : -iwi-, in- 5 III

dir. -x-

hee -

heee-wa-i'w-i-

gwel-^Sv-i-

k'alak'al-i-, indir. -s- : 13 a III

(k'alk'al-)

-k'a'p'-gwa- : (-k'd^p
1

-) 6 III

di-6al-

k'ap!ak'ap'-na- : k'as

p'-

k'ap'-
ba-8al-

he^-i-k'ap'.ak'ab-i- 13 a III

k'ebal-i1-
: k'ep'al- : 15 a II

k'awak'au-, indir. -s- : 13 a III

(k'auk'au-)
k'ewek'aw-al- : (k'eu- 13 a I

k'aw-)
k'eweek'aw-al- : I

-k'iwik'au-k'wa- : -k'iu- 13 a III

k'au-

de-

dak'-

-k'ultiue-k'wa- :

bai-

p!ai-k'ulu
u
k'al- : 13 a

(-k'u
u
lk'al-)

spread down

spread out (mat) in (house)

hunt (tr.)

hunt, go to hunt (intr.)

usit. (tr.)

usit. (intr.)

pile up

send

send

leave

leave behind with

beat in running

roll (dust, ashes) over

put dust on one's own fore-

head

13 a IV i throw (objects into)

turn (things) over

chip off (pieces of wood)

remain absent

bark at

bark

usit. (intr.)

brandish before one's face

brandish over one's head

come floating down stream

drop down dead one after

another
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-k'\va
a

gw-i- : -k'waakhv- 6 III

l- wake up (tr.)

k'waa
-x- : k'wa^-x- 6 II wake up (intr.)

kladai-, indir. -s- : k!aa
d- 7 b III contr. pick, pluck

k!adai[h]-an-i-, k!aday-
an-i-

k!adak!at'-na- : 13 a IV i

(k'.at'klat
1

-)

k!edi-xa- : (k!e-sa-) 7 b I

k'.edei-k'wa- : k!et'- 7 bill: II

gwi-

-k!alak!al-(i-) : kialklal- 13 a III

sal-i-

de-6
!-

-klalas-(i-) : -k!aals- 3 III

bai-

-k!alas-na-, -klalas- : 16 IV 2 or II

-k lalsi-

di-

i-

di-k!als

-k'.anaklan-(i-) : (-k!an- 13 a III

klan-)
i-

kla^w-an-d- : k!aw-an-d- i III

-k !axak !ax-i- : -k!axk!ax- 13 a III

k !wal-hawaa-

pick for

usit.

be out picking

pick for oneself

scratch (leg, foot) with claws

scratch against door

take out

be lean in rump
be lean in hand
lean in rump (adj.)

twist (hazel switch)

put acorn meal in sifting pan

I

3 HI

3 III contr.

k layay- : ga*y -

: di'-klel-i-x

klelew- : (k'.elw-)

k!emi-, k!emeen- :

klemn-, k!em[a]n-
k!emen-xa- : k!em-xa- 3 I

ba-^-klemen-amd- : 3 HI
-k !emn-

baa-k!emen-am-s- : 3 II

-k !emn-
k!emee

amg- : k!em- 13 aw. Ill

Eamg

besmoulder by burning pitch

under

grow

putting on style

sup up (acorn mush)

make; treat as, use as

work (intr.)

equip with

prepare to go

frequ.
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-k!e"w-al-i- : -(k!ew-) i III

i-

wa-k !eV-al-x-gwa-

k'.ixix- : gi'x- 8 III

k'.iyig- : k'.i'g-, k!iy[a]g- 3 I

k'.iyi'g- : I

bai-

p!ai-
de-

baa
-gel-

klodod- :go
ud- 8 III

klolol- : go
u
l- 8 III

baa-

k!ulu-xa- : (-gu
a
l-)

8 I

-k lomok lam- (i-) : (-k!om- 13 a III

k !am-)
s'al-

i-

klomom- : (go"m-) 8 I

-k!os'o
u
-g-(i-) :-k!os'-g[a]- 2 III

da-

T-

-k!os
-

ok!as
-

-
: (-k!os'- 13 a III

k!as'-)

-k!os'6s'-g[a]- : III

-k lot 'k lad- : -k'.oM- 12 III

xa-T-

xa-i-k!odo-lh-i- : III

xa-i-k!odok!at'-na- : 13 a IV

(-k!ot'k!at'-)
xaa

-k!ot'k!a-s- :-k!o-s- 12 II

k!oyo
u-

: k!o"y- 2 III

k!oyo
u-x-an- 2 I

-k!uum-an-(i-) :k!um-an- i III

I-

i-k !u
um-an-k 'wa-

ha-8
!-

i-k !u
um-an-anan-i-

\vhirl around (tr.)

whirl around (intr.)

finish (tr.)

fall

usit.

come
fall down
live on, continue to exist

lie down belly up

bury

dig

gather up (bones)

dig (without obj.)

kick to pieces

break to pieces

fish (intr.)

bite slightly

pinch

frequ.

usit.

break in two

com.

break to pieces

break (intr.), become broken

go with

go with one another

fix, prepare

prepare oneself, get ready

prepare (house) by sweeping
it clean

prepare for, get ready for
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kluwuw-, k!owo u-
:gu

uw- 8 III

heee-

bai-

al-k !uwu"w-i-

k!uwuc

aug- : gii"gaw- 13 airr. Ill

k luwuw- '
: gu

uw- 8 I

heee-

baa

k !uwu\v-an- 8 III

k!uyum-id- : k!oim-id- 3 III

-khvalagw-(i-) : 3 III

-k Iwalgwfi]-
xa-eal-

(klwalag-) : k!waa

lg- 3 HI

-k !wene-[h]i- : -klwen- 2 III

i-

5 HIla
ab- : laba-

la
a
b-an[h]a-, la

ab-

anan-i-

le
eb-an-x- : (lebe-n-x-) 5 II

-la
ad- :la

a
t!-

xaa-

xaa
-la

a
d-i-

6 III

lagag-i- : la
a
g-

lagag-amd-
la^-i

1-
: la

a
-, laa

-p'-

lawalh-i- :

8 III

throw mass of small objects

(e.g., intestines, gophers);

sow, plant (tobacco) ; put
(dentalia) on (neck)

throw away
throw out

throw (dust) on one's face

frequ.

(people, animals) run away in

one mass, (birds) fly off

(animals) run away
(birds) fly up all together
scare away (group of animals)

call one's name, speak of one

who is out of ear-shot

let alone

throw (on fire)

hold (staff) in one's hands

carry on one's back

carry for

be always carrying

put (belt) about one's (own)

waist

put (belt) about (another's)

waist

belt

give to eat

pay

10 a and 15 a become

II

II Her.

la
a
l-aw-i- : (la

a
-w-i-) 10 a III cause to become

Evidently same as preceding stem, but used intransitively.
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la
ahv- : la"w- 10 a III

wa-laa
law-i- : 12 III

la'hnal- : III

-latslag-(i-) : lasg[i]- 3* III

I-

sal-

da-

la
a
law-i-, indir. -s- :la

a
w-, 12 III

indir. -x-

la'Valaw-, leVilau-

(abl) : 13 a (?) Ill

lawad-an- : laud-an- 3 III

p!ai-lawa
a
t'

-laya
ak'-na- : (-laik

1

-) 3 IV i

i-

le
eb- : lebe 5 III

(lebelab-) : le
e
p'lab- 13 a III

lebed- : (lep'd-) 3 III

lebe-sa- 3 I

legwel-, indir. -s- : III

legwel-amd-
-lehei- : -lehe- 4 b I

bai-

-ie
e

l-agw- : -lei- i III

daa-

lelek!- : lelk!- 10 a III

heee
-Melek!-(i-)

hee

-de-lelek!-(i-)
he^-sal-lelek !- (i-)

lem-i1

[^e^dTc^si] 15 a (?)

3 III

13 a irr. Ill

3 I

3 II

3 II

lemek!- : lemk!-

lemee
amg- : (lem

e
amg-)

lemek !-iau-

Ieme8-x- : leme-x-

hee8-lemee-x-

twine (basket)

keep twining while (doing

something else)

get angry with, quarrel with

touch

touch with one's foot

taste

name, call

iter. (?)

hurt (tr.)

(birds) light

coil (basket)

gather and eat (seeds, grass-

hoppers)

frequ.

sew (tr.)

sew (without obj.)

suck

suck out of

drift dead to shore

listen to, hear about

put
let go
finish talking

stop dancing

he is good [worker]

take along (pi. obj.)

do away with, annihilate

always take along

(people) move, go

(people) go, come together;

(wind) comes

(hair) comes out
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lep'ni-yau- I

lep'ni-xa

-lewes
law-(i-) : (-leu

s
lau-) 13 b III

daa-

-leye
e
s- : -leis- 3 II

gwel-

leyas nagai-

ligi
1-

: li'g- 2 I

ligi-gw- : li'-gw 2 III

ligilag- : (lik'lag-) 13 a I

liwilha-gw- : III

de-ligi-ald- : -li'g- 2 III

ligi'-n- : li'g-[a]n- 2 II

ligi'-n- : li'g-an- 2 III

ligilag-an- : (lik'lag- 13 a II

an-)

limim- : li'm- 8 I

limilam- : (limlam-) 13 a I

limim-an- 8 III

dak'-limim-x-gwa- : 8 I

-lim-

(liwid-) : liud- 3 I

liw[i]lau- : KV- 12 I

gwen-
liwilhau- : 13 a I

liwaa
nagai-

lobob- : lo
ub-

liibii-xa- : luu
p'-

8 III

8 I

be winter

winter (adv.)

swing (shells) in one's ear

be lame

stumble

return home with game, food

that has been obtained

fetch home (game)

always return home with

game
always fetch home (game)
fetch home for eating

rest (iutr.)

rest (tr.)

always rest (intr.)

(tree) falls down

frequ.

fell, chop (tree)

have (tree) fall on oneself

burn (intr.)

look

look behind

keep looking

give a look

pound (acorns, seeds)

pound (without obj.)

lobolap'-na-, lobolp'- 13 a or 13 c frequ.

na- : (lop'lap'-)

16
u
g[w]- :16

u
k![w]-

loklolha- :

luk!u-xa- : lu'E

-x[w]a-
luk!uu-xa- :

IV

6 III

III

2 I

I

luk lii-xa-gwa-d-an-i- 2 III

set trap for (animal)

usit.

trap (without obj.)

usit. (without obj.)

trap (without obj.) for (per-

son)
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16
u
g[\vp: 16

u
k![w]- 6 III

al-16
u
g[w]-(i-)

han-16u
g[w]-(i-)

gwen-16
u
g[w]-(i-)

ha-16
u
g[\v]-(i-)

al-s-in-16
u
g[w]-(i-)

p!ai-di
E-16

u
g[w]-(i-)

ha-

sal-

gwel-

lohoi- : loho- 4 b I

p!ai-

gel-lohoi-gw- 4 b III

(loholhi-) : loh[a]lhi- 13 a in. I

lohou-n- : loho- i III

loho-nha : i III

loholah-an- : (lohlah-) 13 a III

ha-lohou-n- : -loho-n- i III

lohoy-ald-
2

: loho-ld- 4 b III

s'om-

lohoyi-xa- : lohoi- i I

s'om-luhtil-xa- : I

s'om-lohol v-xa-es

lo
u
l- : lo

u- 10 a I

lo
u
l-agw 10 a III

lo
u
-s'i

lomol- : lom[a]l- n I

loplod- : lop'd- 3* I irr.

-lumiisg[a]- : -Iximsgfa]- 3 I

de-

de-lumusg-an- 3 III

malag-i- :malg-,mal[a]g- 3 III

malag-anan-i-
4

thrust, stick out

thrust out to

stretch out across

stick into one's throat

stick into

meet (person)

make (stick) stand up, erect

(house-post)

put on (one's garment)

put on (one's moccasins)

put on (one's leggings)

die

fall by stumbling

avenge

frequ.

cause to die, kill

cans. iter.

caus. usit.

trap (small animals)

hire

doctor (tr.) as s' omloholxcfis

hire (without obj.)

practice medicine-rites of

s'omloholxcfs

medicine-man (opposed to

goyo)

play

play with

plaything

choke (intr.)

storm, (rain, snow 3
)

tell the truth

tell the truth to

tell, speak to

tell to

1

Perhaps identical with preceding stem.

'Perhaps related to preceding stem.
3 When preceded in 3d pers. form by noux or p!a"s.
'With ist or zd per. obj. mala-x- : mal[a]-x-.
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nialag-
21

: (malg-, 3 I be jealous

mal[a]g-)
malag-amd- 3 III be jealous of

madman-, maan- 12 III contr. count

(3d per. subj.) ; (ma
a
n-)

da-maanman-i-

217

-maa
s- :

di
1-

matslag- : masg[a]-
mats!asg[a] :

p!ai-

3* III

III

bai-

gwel-

mAhwT- : I

melel- : (me
e

l-)
8 I

mili'-d- : mil[a]-d- 2 III

-mini-k'-d[a]-:min-t'[a]- 2 III

daa-

-molo^rnal- : -molsmal- 13 b III contr.

or uncontr.

baa-Eal-

!-wa-moloemal-i- 13 b III

moyugw-an- : moigw-an- 3 I

moyugw-an-an- 3 HI

muluk!- : mulk!- 3 HI

naga-, indir. -s- : naa
g-i-,

2 III

indir. -x-

count up, recite list

be light, lit up

put
usit.

put down; originate, set

(world) firm
; give birth to

start in with (singing)

put away in back (of house)

be pregnant

blaze

love

teach

nagai- : na-

-nawaa
k!- : (-nauk!-)

baa-

-nawak!-an-

4 a irr. I

contr.

3 III

turn (things) over

stir (food in basket-bucket)
with

be spoiled

spoil (tr.)

swallow

say to, do to

say, do

climb up (tree) when pursued
chase up

1

Probably identical with preceding stem.
J Intransitive form of preceding stem. For paradigms of both naga- and nagai-,

together with their most important derivatives, see T. L., Appendix A.
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iV-, indir. -[a]s- : ni\v- i III

hincx-nrw-

-n6u
g[w]-i- : (-n6

u
k![w]-) 6 III

xaa

-p!i'-

xaa
-p !i'-n6

u-k'wa-
xaa-bee-n<5u-k

'wa-

n6u
g[w]-i- : (-n6

u
k![w]-) 6 III

al-

al-nuu-k"wa-
n6u

-k'wi-

-nuu
d-i- : -nuu

t !-

fear, be afraid of

be afraid

warm (somebody's) back
warm one's own back
warm one's own back in sun

paint (part of body)

paint face

paint one's own face

paint oneself

oub- : ob-

oud- : odo-

al-oM-an-(i-)
i- ou

d-an-(i-)
s'al-o

u
d-an-(i)

odo ad- :

ogoy-i-, indir. ogo-s'
ok'i-, indir. o-s'-

ogo
E
ag-i- : ok![w]ag- 13 b III

da-

oyon- : oin-

p'eleg- : p'elg-

p'ele-xa- : p'el-xa-

p'ild-i
1-

: p'ildi-

p !ai-gel-

p'ilip'al-i- : (-p'ilp'al-)
di1-

gel-bem-

6 II

6 III

drown (tr.)

1 III dig up

5 lllirr. ace. hunt for, look for

look around for

feel around for

go to look for

13 b III frequ.

2 III give to

usit.

give to eat

'.or give (something)
nncontr.

3 III go to war against

3 I go to war

15 a and 16 II flat object lies

lie belly down

13 a III

p'iwits!-an- : (p'iuts!-) 3 III

p'iwas nagai-

-p'6
u
d-i- : -p'6

u
t!- 6 III

dal-

squash (insects), whip (child-

ren)

whip (children) on breast

with stick

cause to bounce

bound off (intr.)

mix with
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-p'oup'aw-(i-), indir. -s-: 12 III

(-p'o
u
w-)

al-, al-da-

da-

daa-da-

(da-p'owop'aw-): p'o
u-

13 a III

p'aw-

-p'owokl-(i-) : (p'o
u
k!-, 3 III

-p'ow[a]k!-)
de-6

!-

p'owo
8-x- 3 II

(-p'oyo-?) : -p'oi- 2 (?) II

p'oy-amd- : p'oyo-md- 5 III

p'uyup'i-emd- 13 a III

: p'u
u
d-ik'wl '(pass, ptc.)

-p'ulu
(i

p'al-i-
'

(-p'ulp'al-) 13 a III

sal-

-p'u
u
t'p'ad-i- : (-p'uM-) 12 III

waya-
han-waya-

plabab- :baab- 8 III

p!ebe-xa- : (be
e

p'-xa-) 8 I

plagai- : p!a
a
g- 4 a I

p!aga
a-n- : p!a

a

g-an- 2 III

plagaplag- : (p!ak'- 13 a I

p!ag-)

p'.ahan- : p!ah[a]n- 3 I

p!ahan-an- 3 III

p!ahay-an-an-i- 3 III

p!ala-g-i- : p!al-g- 2 III

p!ala
a
l-g-: III

p!ala
a
-p'- : p!al[a]-p'- 2 II

p!eye
e
n-, 3d per. pleye

8
: 14 I

pte-

-p!iyin-k'wa- : -p!i- 14 HI

gwen-
gwen-p!i-xap'

blow upon
blow out

blow (water) on cheeks

jreqii.

bend (tr.)

bend (intr).

be blessed
, prosper

smoke out (wasps)
usit.

fathom of string of dentalia

kick (earth)

stab with knife

stab through with knife

chop (tree) with horn wedge
be a-beating off (bark from

tree)

bathe (intr.)

bathe (tr.)

frequ.

be ripe, done (in cooking)
make done

make done for (person)

tell a myth to

usit.

tell a myth

(long object) lies; (person) lies

dead

lie with head on pillow

pillow

1

Perhaps belonging to p'u^fp'ad-.
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plowow- : bouw- 8 III

-p!ii
u
gug[w]- : -bii"g[w]- 8 III

p!iilu"p!al-(i-) : p!ulp!al- 13 a III

p!uwu
u
-k![w]-, indir. -s- : 2 III

(p!u
u
-k![w>)

p!uwu
u-E-k'wi- 2 II

p!uwup!aw- : p!u
u- 13 a III

p!aw-
p!uwu

8

au-g- : 13 a irr. Ill

saa
gw- : sagwa- 5 HI

saa

gw-
1

: sagwa- 5 III

baa-

hau-
bai-

han-
saagw-an-, indir. -s-

seegw-an-k'wi- 5 II

-saamsam-(i-) : (-sa
a
m-) 12 III

al-dak'-

(samag-iau-) : samg- 3 I

sama-xa

sa^san- : sana-p'- 12 and 5 II

sa^san-, saans-, indir. 12 and 5 III

-s- : sana-, indir. x contr. or

10 b III

s'as'-an-i'- : s'as'-an- 15 a II

s'as'-an-hap'- : II

s'as'ans'as'an-i 1-
: 12 and 15 a II

s'as'-an-i-nh[a]-, s'as'- 15 a or i III

anh[a] : s'as'anh[a]-

-s
-aa

s'as'-
2

: -sa
a
s- 12 II

baa-

s'as" nagai-

sting

start, begin (tr.)

march

name, call by name

name onself

iter.

usit.

shoot (arrow)

paddle (canoe)

paddle (canoe) up river

paddle (canoe) down river

paddle (canoe) to land

paddle (canoe) across

paddle (person in canoe)

paddle oneself

bump one's head against

be summer
summer (adv.)

fight (intr.)

fight with, kill, spear (sal-

mon)

stand (sing.)

stand around

iter.

cans.

come to a stand, stand up
come to a standstill

-s'a^s'lx- :
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sbedesbad-i- : sbet'sbad- 13 a III stuff (basket) up tight

(-sbowosbaw- ?) , indir.

-s- : (-stosbaw-?)
ist per. obj. -sbu-

sbau-
de-

: waya-wa-
Ei-sdemk!-ik'w 3 III

(pass, ptc.)

(s'doyos'da-gwa-) : s'doi- 13 a III put on style

s'da-

seeb- : sebe- 5 III

-se
e

g-(i-) : -se
ek! 6 III

al-

de-6
!-

-segesag-i-, indir. -s- : 13 a III

-se
e
k'sag-

S'ein-i
1 -

: S'eini- 1 5 a and 16 II box-like object lies with opening

up

senesan- : sensan- 13 a II

-sga
a
b-i- : -sga

a

p!- 6 III

wa-

-sgadasgad- : (-sgaf- 13 a III

sgad-)
bai-dis-

-sga
a
k'sgag-(i-) : -sga

a
g- 12 III

blow to (for prosperity)

knife-blade

roast

bow to

open the door to

itcr.

whoop

make (hair) tight

have strength

plai-
8
!-

:k!wal baa
-sgek'sgig- 13 a III

ik'
w

(pass, ptc.)

-sgalaw-i- : -sga
alw- 3 III

al-

-Sgala
a
law-, ist per. obj. irr. Ill

-sglelel- : -sgalwalw-

-sgal-i'- : -sgali- 15 a and l6

da-

sga
a
t'-ap'- : sga

a(E)
t'-ap'- 6 II

-sgayan- :

da-
3 IV 3 (?)

pick up, lift up

pick up and set down
nitchfork

look at by moving head

slightly to side

freqit.

(grain) h'es scattered about

jump in

lie down, be lying down
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-sgayap-x-
1

: -sgaip- 3 I

p!ai-

p!ai-gel-
-
sgekli'- : -sgekli- i IV 3

daa

-sgek!el-ha- : III

sgelew- : sgelw-, sgel[a]u- 3 I

sgelel- : sgelwal- I

sgelew-aid- 3 III

-sge
e

d-(i-) : -sge
e
t!- 6 III

ba-8
!-

-sgetlesgad-(i-) : 13 a III

(-sge
8

t'sgad-)

-sge
e

t'sgad-(i-) : (-sge
e

d-) 12 III

i-

sgi
sb- : (sgi'p!-

6 III

sgiplisgab-(i-) : 13 a III

sgi'
E
p'sgab-

sgip ! i-l
v
h-i- : 2 III

sgili'-p-x-
-
sgi'1-p-x- 2 II

-sgimisgam- : -sgimsgam- 13 a III contr.

p !ai-diB-

sg6
ud- : sg6

u
t!- 6 III

sgotlosgad- : 13 a III

sgo^t'sgad- .

xa-^i-al- sgot losgad- (i-) 13 a III

: sgo
8
t'sgad-

gwen-sgot!osgat'-na- : 13 a IV i

-sgo
s
t'sgat'-

sgot !6-lh[a]- : 2 III

sg6
u
-s- : sg6

ue-s- 6 II

xaa
-sg6

u
-s- 6 II

han-sg6
u
-s- 6 II

sgotlosgad- : 13 a I

sgo
u8
t'sgad-

sgut !u"-xa- : (sgu"
8
-sa-) 2 I

go to lie down
lie down (act.)

lay oneself belly down

listen

listen around

shout

keep shouting
shout to

lift up (rock) and turn over

iter.

twist, turn (arm, leg) to one

side

cut, lop of
iter.

cont.

warm one's back

set (posts) in ground

cut

frequ.

whip, beat

cut off necks

usit.

part (intr.), fall apart
break in two (intr.)

lie across (trail)

break apart (intr.) in several

places

cut (without obj.)

1

Evidently related to preceding stem.
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be tired (. . .-ing)

be tired of

223

-Sg6
u
-S-' (with subordinate 6 II

clause) : (-sg6
us
-S-)

sgo
u
-s-gwa- 6 III

-sguyukl-(i-) : -sguik!- 3 III

di -l- uproot (tree)
di8

-sguyii
8-x- : -Sgu

i8-x- 3 H (erect object) falls down

[t'ga
a
] S'igl-t'a

8
(subor.) 15 a (?) II where [this earth] is set, as far

as [this earth] goes

-sili-x-gwa- : 2 III

bai- come to land with (canoe)
sil nagai- come paddling in canoe

-s'ilis'al-i- : -s-ils'al- 13 a III

l- distribute (food) to

-smayam-, -smayam[ha]- : 3 and 15 b IV 3

-smaimas-

3 smile

13 a III

da-

-smilismal-(i-) :

-smilsmal-
I-

smilismal-x-

s'omo-d- 2
: s'om-d-

s'umu-xa-

13 a II

2 III

2 I

s'ow6u-8
k'-[\v]ap'- : s'6

u- 2

swing (tr.)

swing (intr.)

cook (acorn mush)
cook (without obj.)

jump (without expressed goal
of motion)

s'owo-k!-an- : s'o
u
-k!- 2 III cans.

S'OWoVaw- : (s'0
u-

13 a I hop along

s'aw-)

-s'ugus'u-x-gwa- : 13 a irr. Ill

(-s'uk's'u-)
wai- feel sleepy

S'ug[w]-id-i' : S'uk'-d-i- 15 a and 16 II (string) lies curled up

S'U8
[w]al-i'-, S'i

8ul- : S'U8al- 15 a II sit, dwell (sing.)

s'usal-ha- : I com.

swadai-, indir. -s- : 7 b III contr. beat (in gambling, shinny

(swa
a
d-)

swadai-s-an- 7 b I gamble (at guessing-game,

shinny) (recipr.)

1

Probably identical with preceding stem.
2 See also ts'!umu*m-t'a-.
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swadag- : swat'g[a]- 3 III

swadat'g[a]- : III

: sw6n-x-gwa (inf.) II

-s'wi'ls'wal-(i-) : -s'wi'l- 12 III

I-

han-waya-s
'

wils 'wal-i-

he^-s'wi'ls'wal-x- 12 II

i-s'wilis'wal-(i-) : 13 a III

-s'wils'wal-

t'agai- : t'a
a
g- 4 a I

t'agat'ag- : (t'ak't'ag-) 13 a I

-t'amak!-(i-) : (-t'amk!-) 3 III

de-8
!-

da-t'amae-x- : (t'am
c-

3 II

x-)

-t'baa
g-(i-) : -t'baak!- 6 III

-t'bagat'bag- : 13 a III

-t'ba
a
k't'bag-

al-8
!-

al-sal-

al-^-t'bege-xa- : 2 I

(-t'be
e
-xa-)

la-l-

la-waya-
la-t'ba

a-x- : -t'ba^-x- 6 II

t'b^g-amd-
1

: t'baa
k!- 6 III

dak'-

dak'-t'bee

g-ani-s-

di-daa-

di-daa-t'bee

g-am-s-

di-da'-t'b6'*k't'bag-
am-s- : (-t'be

e
k!-)

6 II

6 II

12 II

gwen-hau-t'be
e
g-am-s- 6 II

xa^t'be^k't'bag-am-s- 12 II

pursue

keep following up

evening star

tear (tr.)

tear through with knife

tear (intr.)

tear to pieces

cry
iter.

put out (fire)

(fire) goes out

frequ.

hit, strike

kick

hit (without obj.)

burst open (tr.), rip open

rip open with knife

burst (intr.)

tie up (hair, sinew)

tie (somebody's hair) up into

top-knot
have one's own (hair) tied up

into top-knot
tie (somebody's hair) up on

side of head

have one's own (hair) tied

up on side of head

have one's own (hair) tied

up into two bunches on

sides of head

have one's own (hair) tied

up in back of head

(sinew) be all tied together

1

Perhaps connected with preceding stem.
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-t'bo
u
k't'bag- : -t'bo

l

'g- 12 III

heee-mee

hee -wa-t'bou
k't'ba-x-

gwa-
-t'bou

k!-al-x-: (-t'bok!-?) i (?) II

al-

di>-

t'bou
-x- : t'bou()-x- 6 II

t'boux naga-

roll up and put away
lay oneself away with (one)

clasped in arms

have pimples on face

have warts on back

make a noise

make a noise so as to be

heard by
-t'boxot'bax-i- : -t'box- 13 a III

t'bax-

ha-I-

-t'e al- III

i-

-t'e
e

g- : -t'e
e
k!- 6 III

baa
-t'e

e
-x- : -t'ees-x 6 II

baa
-t'ek!et'a-x- : 13 a II

(-t'e
E
k't'a-x-)

baa
-t'ek!e

e

-lh[i]-x- : 2 II

-t'e'g-i-
1

: -t'e
ek!- 6 III

dak'
dak'-t'ek!e-xa- : -t'e

e - 2 I

xa-

dak'-t'ek!ee-xa- : 2 I

-t'ga
a
lt'gal-, indir. -s- : 12 III

(-t'ga
a
l-)

al-da-

-t 'gats !at 'gas- (i-) : 13 a III

-t'ga st'gas-
bai-di

baa
-di8

t'gei-ts'I-i
1- 2

: t'gei-ts'!-i- 15 a.and 16 II round object lies

gwen-
e
wa-t'gei-ts'!-l- 15 a and 16 have one's head lie next to

'

k'wa-: -t'gei-ts'!-i-
III

gwa-

t'geme-t!-iau- : (t'gem-) 2! get dark

: t'ge
e

mt'gam-x-gwa 13 a II darkness

clean out inside (of house)

hold out one's hand palm up

emerge (from water)
bob up and down

keep floating up

give (one) to smoke
smoke (intr.)

usit. (intr.)

bounce away from

stick out one's anus

stick one's anus up

1

Probably identical with preceding stem.
2 See t'geye- below.
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-t 'genets!- : -t 'gents!- 3 III

ha-yau-

t'geye-b- : t'gei-b- 2 III

t'geye-p-x- 2 II

i-t'ge'y-al-i- : t'ge
e
-l- i III

t'ge
e

y-al-x- : t'ge
e
-l-x- i II

wi-t'geye-k!-(i-) : 2 III

-t'gei-k!

wi-^-t'geye-k!-^-) 2 III

al-t'geyet'gay- : -t'gei- 13 a III

t'gay-

al-'i-t'geyet'gay-ti-) 13 a III

-t'gili -s-gwa- : (-t'gil
e-s- 3 III

gwa-)
s'in-8

!-

-t'gilt'gaHi-) : (-t'gi'l-) 12 III

xa-8
!-

t'gis'im- : t'gis'm-, 3 I

t'gis'[a]m-

al-t'gis'am-t'

-t'gi'y-al-x- : (-t'giy-) i II

al-

-t'gumu-ts'!-i-: (-t'gum-) 2 III

di
1-

di'-t'gumut'gam-i- : 13 a III

t'gumt'gam- ,

-t'gu
ub- : -t'gti

u
p!- 6 III

dak'-

put about one's middle

roll (tr.)

roll (intr.)

roll (tr.)

roll (intr.), run around

put around

surround

tie (kerchief) around (head,

neck)

roll up

scratch, rub one's nose

break (leg) bythrowing (rock)

at

get green

green (adj.)

tears roll down one's face

squeeze and crack (insect)

iter.

dak'-t'gu
ub-amd-

p!ai-hau-

p!ai-hau-t'gu
u
p-x- : 6 II

-t'gu^p-x-

p!ai-hau-t'gup!-id-i' : i$aandi6II box-like object lies upside

(-t'gu
c
p'-d-i-) down, with bottom up

put on hat, box-like object
bottom up

cover (basket) over, put lid on

upset (canoe)

(canoe) upsets

-t'gu
u
nt'gan-(i-) : -t'gu

un-

he^-sal-

t'gunu
u
-g- : t'gu^-p'- 2 II

kick off

be cold
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iE

s-) 8 II

al-da-
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xaa-da

-t'gwa
a
l-al-x- : (-t'gwal-) i II

ba-8
!-

(body) is blistered

face is blistered, (fire) blisters

face

back is blistered

ba-^-t 'gwal-agw- i III

(children) run about in short,

quick runs

(whirlwind) whirls up past

(house)

t'gwaxai- : t'gwa'bc-an- ^ b III contr. tattoo

t'gwaxai-k'wi- : 7 b II tattoo oneself

t'gwa^-an-t'-gwi-

-t'gwelt'gwal-i- : 12 III

(-t'gwel-)
xaa

-sal-

-t'gwili-k!w-an- : t'gwil- 2 III

k!w-

p!ai-

t'gwili'-
s-x- :t'gwil-

e-x- 2 III

p!ai-t'gwili-
E
-x-n[a]- : 2 III

-t'gwil-
E
-x-n[a]-

p !ai-t'gwili't'gwal-

(-t'gwi'lt'gwal-)

t'iyi
1-

: t'i
1-

t'uwu^g-
1

: t'u
u
-g-,

t'uw[a]-g-

t'uwu-g-iau-

-t'wap!at'wap'-na- :

t'waa(e)
p't'wap'-

13 a I

8 (2 ?) I

2 I

13 a IV i

break in two by stepping on

drop (liquid) (tr.)

(liquid) drops

drop (liquid) involuntarily

(liquid) keeps dripping

float

be hot

weather is warm

al-

-t'wi'y-aHi-) : (-t'wiy-) i III

I-

t'wiV-al-x- i II

-t!abaa

-gw-:(-t!a
a
b-agw-) i III

xi-

-tlabag- : -t!ap'g- 3 III

da-

blink with one's eyes

make whirl up
whirl (intr.)

be thirsty

finish

'Cf. adi. fun.
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I III-t!a
a
d-(i-) : (-t!ad-)

bai-dak'-wili'-

-t!agai- : -daa

g-
da-

t'.alal- : daa
l-

(t!alat!al-) : daldal-

t !amai- : t !ami-

t!amay-an--:t!amy-an- 3 III

t !amay-an-w-, t lamay- 3 I

an-[a]u-

-t!ana[h]-i-, indir. -s- : 2 III

-t!an-, -t!an[h]-
I-

wae
-i-

gel-
xaa-8al-

-t!aut!aw-(i-) : -t!a*w- 12 III

i-

-t!awat!aw- : (-t!au- 13 a III

t!aw-)

-tlayai- : -dai- 9 I

da-

-t'.ayaMd-(i-): -daa
-ld- 9 HI

t layag- : daa
g- 9 III

al-tlayag-(i-)

s'in-tlayag-(i-)
daa

-t!ayag-(i-)

gel-tlayag-(i-)

-tlayaig- : III

-tlebe- : deeb- 7 a II

baa-

t !egwegw-ald- : dee

gw- 8 III

t!egwegw-alt'-gwi- 8 II

-t lelet !al-i- : (-tleltlal-) 13 a III

al-da-

rush out of the house

7 b III contr.

build a fire

8 III crack

13 a and 8 III itcr.

3 I go to get married (said only of

woman)
take woman (somewheres) to

get her married

go with woman to see her

married

hold

keep house

push against while facing

watch

catch hold of, fiddle with

frcqn.

go to get something to eat

(intr.)

go to get (food) to eat (tr.)

find

find, discover, get sight of

smell (tr.)

discover by hearing, hear all

of a sudden

think about, recall to mind
usit

get up ; (new moon) appears

watch

take care, look out for oneself

lick
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-t!emem-(i-) : -deem-
wae-i-

wa-t !emee
-x- : -deem- 8 II

dak'-t!emee
-x- 811

t Outlaw- : t!eu- 12 I

t !ut !aw-agw- 12 III

-t!eyes-na- : -tleisi- 16 IV 2

gwel-sal-

t!eye
e-s- : t!e

i

-s- 3 II

tli'l-amd- : tli'l- i III

t ! i'1-am-xa- i I

-t!ill-k'-n-i- : -dll-n[h]- 7 a III

wa-

-t!ixix-i- : -di'x- 8 III

bai-

2 III

gather (people) together (tr.)

(people) come together, as-

semble

assemble (intr.)

play shinny

play shinny with

have no flesh on legs and feet

go up, fly up (fo sky)

fish for

go fishing

distribute to, give one to each

force something out that

sticks inside (like entrails)

mash
iter.

lie like dead

caus.

kill

di !

-t ! iyit lay- : (-t ! i'- 1 3 a III

t!ay-)

tlobag-i
1-

: t!obag-as- 15 b II

tlobag-i'-nfha]- : 15 b III

t !obag-as-n[a]-

tlomom- : doum- 8 III

tlomoamd- : douum- 13 a irr. and usit.

dam- 8 III

tlumu-xa- : (-dum-xa-) 2 and 8 I kill (without obj.)

-t!os'ot!as'-(i-) : (-ties'- 13 a III

t'.as'-)

s'al-

-t!oxox-i- : -doux- 8 III

wae
-I-

-t!oxo-lh- : 2 III

walk about at random

gather (pieces) together

iter.

-t !oxot !ax- : -douxdax- 1 3 a and 8 III usit.

-tlugui- : -du"g[w]- 7 b III contr.

dl-

-t!iigii
8t'-na- : IV i

wear (garment)

usit.
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3 HI
follow along in (trail)

III usit.

-t!u"lug[w]- : -t!ii
u
lg-

ha-
-t!ulu

fl

lg- :

t!ulut!al-, indir. -s : 13 a III

t!tilt!al-

t'.iilutlal-p'-iau- 13 a II

t!wep'et!wap-x- :

dwee

p'dwap-

tsMadad- : sa
ad-

ts!adats!at'-na- :

(sat'sat
1

-)

-tslagag- : (-sa
a
g-) 8 I

p!ai-
wili'-da-

ts!a
a
k'ts!ag- : ts!aag- 12 I

-ts!alats!al-i- : -ts lalts !al- 13 a III

da-

-ts'!a
am-x- : (-tsMam-) i II

da-

faaE
wi-gel-

-tsMamag- : (-ts'lamg-) 3 III

da-8
!-

tslaway-: ts!awi-,ts!auy- 3 I

tslayag- : saa
g- 9 III

tslayaig- : III

-ts!aya-g- : -ts!ai-g- 2 III

al-

al-ts!aya
a
-p'- : -ts!ai- 2 II

P'-

i-ts!aya
a
-p'-

ts'!aya-m- : ts'ai-m-, 2 III

ts'!ay[a]-m-

ts'!ayai-m- : ts'Iaimi- in. Ill

gel-ts' !aya-m-an-i

ts!eye-m-xa- 2 I

ts!aya
a
-p'- : ts!ai-p'- 2 II

play hand guessing-game (re-

cipr.)

hand guessing-game is going
on

13 a and 811 (birds) fly around without light-

ing

8 III mash

13 a (and 8) iter.

IV i

(water) drops

(water) drips in house

step

chew

be sick

be alive yet,"stagger around
"

squeeze (somebody's) ears

run fast

shoot at, spear (salmon)

usit.

wash (tr.)

wash oneself

wash one's hands

hide (tr.)

usit.

hide (fact) from

hide (without obj.)

hide (intr.)
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ts'!ele-m- : ts'!el[a]-m- 2!

T-ts'!elets'!al-(i-) : 3 a III

(-ts
-

lelts- !al-)

ts' !el nagai-

ts!elel-amd- : see
l- 8 III

-ts'!e
emx-: -ts'!emx[a]- i I

daa-

daa
-ts" !e

e

mx-n[a]- : i III

-ts'!emx-n[a]
ts'!e

emax klemen-

-ts'libib- : -s'i'b- 8 III

de-

de-ts'!ibi-x- : -si'p-x- 8 II

rattle (intr.}

rattle (tr.)

make a rattling sound (intr.)

paint, write

hear big noise, din

make noise near by

make a noise

shut (doorway, hole in tree)

shut (intr.)

de-ts
'

! ibits
'

!ap-x- : 1 3 a and 811 keep shutting (intr.)

(-si'p's'ap-)

ts'libin- : ts'Iip'n- 3 III make a speech to, address for-

mally

ts'Iinik!- : ts'link!- 3 III pinch (tr.)

-ts' ! iniie-x- >
: -ts' !in -x- 3 II

de-

de-ts' !iman-x- : 13 a irr. II

ts' lini'ts' !an-x- : ts'Iin- 13 a II

ts!an-

-ts-'.iwi-d-(i-) : tsMiu-d- 2 III

xa-8
!-

xaa
-p !ai-

T-ts'!iwi'ts'!aw- :

(-ts'!iuts'!aw-)

tsM6M-i- : ts'!6
u
t!-

13 a III

6 III

die, succumb

usit.

get angry

split (tr.)

split by throwing down on

iter.

al-6
!-

ha-dak'

-tstolol- : (-so
u
l-) 8 III

ha-

-ts'!omou
k!-i- : -ts'lomk!- 3 HI

wa -i-

-ts'!omou -k'wa-

touch, reach (point) as limit to

course

touch against

(tree) strikes against (sky)

miss (one that is lost)

squeeze together

squeeze one's (legs) together

1

Perhaps identical with preceding stem.
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ts'lus'um- : ts'Ius'm-,

ts'!us'[a]m-
ts'Ius 'urn-aid-

-ts' liigu- :

de-

: al-ts'!ulm-ik'w (pass.

pic.)

-ts'!uluu-k!-i- : -ts'Kil-k!-

al-p!r-

al-p!r-ts'!uluts'!al-i- :

-ts'lolts
'

!al-

al-da-

-ts-!uluk![w]-i- :

3 I

3 III

2 I

3 III

2 III

13 a III

3 III

al-de-

de-de-

ts'!umu"m-t'a- 1
: s'u"m-

t'a-

ts
-

lumuts' !am-t'a :

(s'xi
fims am-t'a-)

uu
g[w]- : ug[w]-
ug^ak'-na- :

(uk![w]ak'-)
uu
g[w]-an-x-

wa -uug [w] -an-i -

uyu'
Es'- : u'ss'-

uyuics
-

-gwa-
uyu

E
i's- : (u^i's'-)

df-s
uyuts'!-amd- :

-uits' !-

waa
g- : waga-
waa

g-aw-i-,wJ*V.wa
a
g

as- : waga-w-i-
waga-ok'-na- :

dak'-

heee-

make a chirping sound (78,

note 2)

chirp to

be sharp

having warts on his face

set fire to

iter.

catch fire (intr.; logical subj.

is grammatical obj.)

suck

kiss

8 III boil (tr.)

13 a and & HI usit.

i III drink

13 b IV i usit.

i II drink (without obj .)

drink (water) with

8 II laugh
8 III laugh at

13 a II keep on laughing

3 III fool (tr.)

5 III carry, bring, fetch

5 III bring to, fetch for

IV i bring (usit.)

finish

buy

1 See also s'omo-d-.
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heee-wae-waa

g-aw-i-
me -

-wage-xa- : wa-xa-
baa-

2 I

i I-wahei- : -wahei-
bai-

walae
si, \vala

esi-nae

(T. L.

70 end)

waya*!!-, 3d per. wayac
: 14 I

wai-

wayauhi : 13 a I

waya
a
-n-,waya

a
-n[ha]- : 2 III

wai-n-, wai-n[ha]-

p!ai-
e
i-waya

a
-n-i- 2 III

gel-waya
a-n- 2 III

gel-waya
a
-n-x-an- 2 I

wee

g-iau- : (we
e

k!-)
wek !e-lh-iau- :

6 I

2 I

IV 3-weklal- : -weklal-

al-

wek!al-k' nagai-

wee

t'-g-i-, indir. wee
-s- : 5 III

wede-k'-i-, indir.

wede-s-

-wesgah-agw- :

ha-i-

wi -
: wi-

wiyiwi'- : (wi'wi
1

-)

xaa-

daa
-p!iya wi-saa

-wi'g-(i-) : -wi'k!-

III

i II

13 a II

6 III

buy with

come with

climb up

urinate

indeed, really

sleep

usit.

put to sleep

cause to lie down

sleep with

sleep next to each other

(recipr.)

it drawns

frequ.

shine (intr.)

be of shiny appearance

take away from, deprive of

spread apart one's legs

go about, travel

iter.

go between, act as go-between
in feud

medicine-man,
"
alongside-of-

fire going about "

de-8!- spread out (mat)

wik !-ad-i'- : wisk'-d-i- 15 a and 16 II objects lie heaped about

-wili'k'-ap'- : wi'lk' ap'- 3 n
S'in- blow one's nose
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wiliw- : wilw-, wil[a]u- 3 I

wiliw-ald- 3 HI

p!ai-

p!ai-di
e-

bai-

de-

de-wiliw-ald- 3 III

gel-

p!ai-wa
e

-wilr-gw : 3 III

baa-wae
-wiH'-gw- : 3 III

he^-wili'-gw- : 3 HI

wits' !im- : wism[a]- 3* I

wits' ! ism[a] : i I

wits' !esm[a]-

wiyig- : wi'g-, wiy[a]g- 3 I

-wiyik!- : -wi'k!- 3 III

gwen-
dak'-

gwen-wi'
8
-xap'

wiyim-ad- : wi'm- 3 HI

wiyin- : (wi'n-) 3 III

wou
-ld- : woo- (without -Id-) 5 III

wo 6uha- : III

WOu
g- : WOg- i II irr.

wogowag-: (wo'k'wag-) 13 a I

baa-

wulu[h]-am- : wu"l[h]- 2 I

am-

-wuluu
k!-(i-) : (-wulk!-) 3 HI

al-8
!-

wunuun- : wuun- 8 I

-xadaxat'-na- : -xaa
t'- 13 a IV i

xat'-

baa-

xalaxam- : xalxam- 13 a I

go, proceed, run

go and show to

walk down (mountain)

camp
(star) comes up
shout (in order to find out)

fight with, "go for"

walk about with strutting

breast

come down with, in

travel up along (river)

wish one to die

move (intrJ)

keep moving

groan

put around neck

put around head

neckerchief

exercise supernatural power

upon

help

go for, go to get

usit.

arrive

frequ.

(smoke) comes up (out of

house)

have first mensrtaul courses

run away from

be, grow old

hang up in row

urinate
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-xanan- : (xanw-) 3 III

bai-Eal-

-xd"x- : (-xa
ae
x-) 6 II

s'in-

xda^da-gw- : (xda
a
-) 12 III

(-xdili
e
xdal-i-) : -xdilE -

13 b III

xdal-

xa-8
I-

xeben- : xeeb- 14 I

de- 14 III

xebee

y-agw- : xeeb- 3 I

xemel- : (xeml-)

-xi'g-(i-) : -xi'k!- 6 III

al-

-xik!i-lh-i- : -xik![a]- 2 III

xik!i-xa- : (-xi
e
-xa-) 2 I

-xiligw-(i-) : -xilgw- 3 III

ba-i-

-xiliklw-(i-) : (-xilklw-) 3 III

bai-s'in-

xili^-xwa- : (xil -xwa-) 3 II

-xini'xan-p'- : (-xi'nxan- 13 a II

P'-)
s'in-

-xiu- : -xiwi- 5 I

hawax-
-xi'w-an- 5 III

-xi'-gw- : -xiwi- 5 III

-xleden[h]-agw- : 3 HI

-xled[a]n[h]-
i-

-xlep!exlab-(i ) : 13 a III

(-xle
e
p'xlab )

al-8!-

sit (pi.) (forms are tr. with

constant 3d per obj.)

look out (pi.) (3d per. obj.)

be tickled in one's nose

throw soft, nasty object

notch in several places

do (intr.), do so

say (intr.), say so

slay, destroy, hurt

desire to eat

see

usit.

look around

snatch up

blow one's nose

play woman's shinny-game

recipr.

sniffle, hawk

rot

make rot

rot with

carry in flat basket-tray

knead (dough-like mass) into

roundish cake
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6 III roasted by fire
: ba-xnee

t'-6k'
w

(pass.

pic.}

-x6ud- : x6u
t!- 6 III

baa-

bai-1-x6M-(i-)
bai-

die-x6u
-s- : -x6UE-s-

dic-x6u-s- n[aj- 6 III

-xodoxad- : -xot'xad- 13 a

bai-

-xog[w]-r- : (-xosTwp-) i III

s'al-

baa
-s'al-xoxag-i-
-xoug-

-x6u
gi-:-x6

u
k!-

divhin(*jc)-

xoum-an- : xom-

(xomoxam-an-) : xom-
xam-

-xoxog[w]- :
12 irr. Ill

gwen-
wa-, da-xoxog[w]-i-

-xoyoxay-(i-) : -xoixay- 13 a III

da-

sal-

1-

xudum- : xut'm-, 3 I

xud[a]m-
xudum-ald-

12 III
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xumu-g-
1

: xum[a]-g- 2 I

xumu^-gw- 2 III

yadad- : ya
ad- 8 I

han-

yadad-ald-

yala- : (yal-) 2 III

gel-yala-n- : -yal-n- i I

yala-1-an- : yal-n-an- 2 III

yala
a
-x-ald- : ya

a
l- 2 III

gel-yala
a
-x-ald-i- : -yal- 2 III

gel-yala
a
-x-alt'-gwi- : 2 II

-ya
a
l-

yalag- : yalg-, yal[a]g- 3 I

yalag-amd- 3 III

yamad-ryamd-, yam[a]d- 3 III

yamad-amd-

yamas-s- : (yame
-s-) 3 II

yaml-i
1-

: 15 a II

ya
a
n-, 3d per. ya

s
: yana- 5 I

ya
a
n-an-, ya-n[ha]- : 5 III

yana
a-n-

ya
a
n-gw-

baa
-ya

a
n-gw-

dak'-ya
a

n-gw-
wa-ya^-gw-
wa-yanain-agw- :

hawi-ya
an-

yaway- : yawi-
yaway-agw- : yawiy- n III

agw-
yiwi}-aw- : yiw[i]yaw- 13 a I

-yebeb-(i-), indir. -s- : 8 III

-ye
eb-

al-

daa-hee
l-

ii I

be satiated, satisfied after eat-

ing

have enough of, be sated with

swim

swim across (stream)
swim for

lose

be lost, forget oneself

lose, cause to be lost

lose

forget (person)

forget oneself

dive

dive for

ask (tr.)

go and ask of

taste good
look pretty

go (without expressed goal of

motion)
cause to go

5 HI
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: -ye'g-aw-(i-)
bai-T-

bai-de-

III

yegwegw- : ye
e

gw- 8 III

yegweyagw- : ye
e
k'

w-

yagw-

-yehei- : -yehi'- u III contr.

da8-

yele^s-gwa- : yel s- 3 I

yele
e
s-gwa-n- 3 III

yel
e
s-gwi-x (inf.}

yewei- : yeu- 4 a I

I irr.yew&og- :

me8-

dal-

gwen-
meE

-yewey-agw- : ye'- 4 a III

gw-
bai-yewey-agw- 4 a III

ba*-de-c
yewey-agw- 4 a III

gedfi yewey-agw- 4 a III

p!ai-
e
wa-yewe

e
-n-(i-) : 2 III

-ye
ew-an-

8 III

i III

3 HI
III

yewew-ald-: ye'w-

yi'l-, indir. -s- : yil-

me8-rnin-

yilim- : yilm-

yili'nm- :

yi'miy-, indir. -s- : yimi- i III

[h]i-, indir. -x-

yimis'-ald- : yims'- 3 III

yimis'-a- : yims'-a- 3 I

yimi's'-a- : I

drive (sickness) out of

drive (sickness) away from

bite

jrequ.

go where one hears there is

sound (of singing, playing)

sweat (intr.)

make to sweat

sweat (noun)

go back (without expressed

goal of motion), return

jrequ.

come back

run away
go back (for something)
come back with, fetch back

take out (what has been put

in)

continue traveling

get even with, revenge upon
descend other side of moun-

tain after reaching top,

return to earth after touch-

ing sky

go back for, return to

copulate with

come and copulate with

call for, upon
iter.

lend to

dream about

dream (intr.)

be always dreaming
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yi'w- : yiw-
yi'w-an-
dee-

i I

i III

i IIIdee
-yi

iw-an-

yiwiyaw-
*

(see yaway-)

yok![w]oy- : yok'y-, 3* III know (tr.)

yok'y[a]-

yo
umi1

-, indir. -S- : yomo- n and 5 III catch up with

die
-s'al-yo

umii-
: n and 5 III catch up with

-yomo-[h]i
dak'-

-yuluyal-(i-) : -yulyal- 13 a III

al-8!-

yunob-ald- : (yunb-) 3 III

-yono
u
k!-(i-) : yonk!- 3 III

play (musical instrument)
sound (intr.), give forth a

sound

cause to sound

i-

bai-yurmk!-

yonon- : yo"n- 8 III

h6e

l-ytmun-(i-)

yonoin- 13 c III

-yunu
s
yan-(i-) : -yun

e- 13 b III

yan-
hau-gwen-

-yut!i-[h]i-:
10 b (?) Ill

hau-gwen-

hau-gwen-yut!uyad- 13 a III

(i-)
2

: -yuH'yad-

yowo- : yo
u
-, yo- 2 I

al-

p!ai-

abai-die-

baa

-gel-

p!ai-di
-

catch up with

rub

hold out net to catch (fish)

pull away from

pull out forcibly

sing (a song) (tr.)

sing a song
usit.

swallow down greedily

swallow down greedily

obj.)

swallow down greedily

be

look

sit down (from standing posi-

tion)

go into house to fight

lie belly up

(sky) is set on (earth)

1 Perhaps better explained as derivative of yiiw- than of yaway-.

'Cf. preceding stem.
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da-
hau-
haE

w-T-ymvu-n[ha]- : 2 III

yu-
bai-yowo-n- : yo- 2 III

yowogfw] '-
: yo

u
g[w]- 3 III

yuwug[\v]-am- : yu- 3 I

g[a]-m-

yuwug[w]-am-an- 3 III

yowo
Es- : yo^s- 3 II

da-
s'in-

sal-

yowo
u
ts!-an-, yowouEs- 3 III

n[a]- : yo
u
ts!-, yo^s-

:-. y
u
g- 3 (?)

listen, pay attention

sweat (in sweat-bath)
make to sweat (in sweat-bath)

miss (shot)

marry (tr.)

be married

give in marriage

start (when startled)

suddenly stop talking, singing

suddenly move nose (because

tickled)

suddenly lift foot (when

startled)

startle, cause to start

be strong

MOUNTS AND ADJECTIVES.

alak-s'i-(t'k')

alak-s'i-x-(da-gwa)
alk'

bak'ba8

balku
balau-t'an

bals

baa
las-it'

bam-is

banx

bap'
baa

b-i-(t'k')

baxdis

be
al-bee

(my) property

(my) tail

(his own) tail

silver-side salmon

big woodpecker

young
pi.

long

pi.

sky

hunger

seeds (sp. ?)

(my) seeds

wolf

sun, day
to sun

1

Perhaps best analyzed as yowo-gw-,
" be with," comitative of yowc-.
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bebe-n

beiy
help'

bels

bels-i-(t'k')

bfim

bem-(t'ek')

beewi

beyan-(t'k')

blk' w

bil-am

ha-bilam

ha-gwel-bilam
bij

l
e

bi'l-O'ek')

bilg-an-x-(dek')

bfls

de-bin

-bin-

(wili) ha-bin-i

ha-be-bin-i

xa-bin-wini

al-bini-x

blu

bixal

de-bixim-sa (adv.}

bou

bob6p'
bdik'

b6k'd-an

bdk'd-an-x-Cdek')

gwen-t'ga
a-bok 'dan-da

bom-xi

b6"n

xaa-bob-in

rushes

whistling swan

string of camass roots used as play-

thing by children

moccasin

(my) moccasin

wood, stick, tree

(my) stick

chinook (?) salmon

(my) daughter

skunk

having nothing, unprovided

empty
empty underneath (like table)

quiver

(my) quiver

(my) breast

moss

first, last

in middle of (house)

noon

half full

bereft of child, widow, widower

grasshopper

moon

spring

goal in shinny-game

screech-owl

"big chipmunk with yellow breast"

neck

(my) neck
"
at-nape-of-earth-its-neck,

"
east

otter

basket acorn-hopper

alder bush

among alder bushes
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b6t'baft

bou
t'bad-i-(t'k')

b6ut'baa
-la'p'a-k!-an

-bouw-
diE-bou

w-i-(de)
b6xd-an

b6xumaa

de-bu'**, -bxi'UE-x

de-bii'^a-x, -bu /li k'bk-x

buub-an

buu
b-an-i-(t'k')

buub-an-i-x-(da-gwa)
bus-

btis' (upper Tak.)
da-

da-k!oloi

da-k!ok>i-da-x-(dek')
daa-

da-E
a'nau, - anaa

,

- anaa
k'

da-eanaa
k'w-(dek')

dag-an

da^wadagalki
dak'-

dag-ax-(dek')

dak'-(de)
Di-dal-am x

daldkl 1

daP-t'

dal-di

dae

mada-gw-an-x- (

dan
dan-a-t'k'

Dal-dan-i-k'

Al-dan-k!ol6i-da

orphan

(my) orphan child

orphan children

alongside of (me), (my) wife

salt mud
mud

full

pi.

arm, string of dentalia from shoulder

to wrist

(my) arm

(his own) arm

all gone, annihilated, used up

fly

see de-

cheek (?
= mouth-basket)

(my) cheek

ear

(my) ear

chief

(my) chief

turtle

"water-dog," water-salamander (?)

head

(my) head

over (me)

(village name)

dragon fly

low brush

wild

(my) shoulder

rock

(my) rock
"
Away-from-which-are-rocks ". (vil-

lage name)
" To - its - rock - basket

' '

(mountain

name)

'Cf. verb t.'alal-.
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dauya"
dauya

a
-k'

w
-(dek')

Al-dauya
a
-k'

w
a-dis

dayu-t'a
ai

dee
-, da-

dee

-x-(dek')

ha-da-(t'-gwa)

degas
deges-i-(t'k')

dfihal

del

delg-an

delg-an-(t'k'), delg-an-x-(dek')

dic-

ha-di'-(t'-gwa)

di'-Hil-Ct'k'), di'-e
al-da-x-(dek')

al-dil, -dl

d! m6
d?mo-x-(dek')

din-(dS)

dip'

dm
dug[w]kl

dugul-i-(t'k')

dugum
dou

k'

dolk

dolkx

d61k'-am-a-(t'k'), d61k'-im-i-

(t'k'), dolk'-in-i-(t'k')

doum
d6"m
dou

m-kl-(t'k')

domxku

duyum
du

medicine-man's guardian spirit

my guardian spirit

(mountain name)

eldest

lips, mouth

(my) mouth
in (his own) mouth

basket pan for sifting acorn meal

(my) basket pan

five

yellow-jacket

buttocks, basket bottom

(my) buttocks

anus

in back of (himself)

(my) forehead

all

hips

(my) hips

behind (me)

camass

falls

rope

(my) rope

baby

log, tree trunk

hollow tree

things, utensils

(my) anus

spider

testicles

(my) testicles

"big crooked-nosed salmon"

cat-tail rushes

good, beautiful

1

Perhaps = da-yA-t'aa,
"
being in front."
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p ! i'-diigum

duk'wl

duu
g[w]-i-(t'k')

dul

duu
l-i-(t'k')

de-dul-apx .

de-dul-apx-da
a

dak'-du'a
l s

el

ei-x-(dek'), ey-a-(t'k')
el-han

el-a-(t'k')

gaklan

gal*

gal-(t'ek')

ga'ta, ga'pl-ini

gamax-di

gamd-l-(xa)

gamgam 2

gel-

gel-(de)

gel-am
Daa

gelkm

gelgal
3

gelg-an-
1

di'-gelgan-(de)

ge
e
t'

-gew[a]
s -x 5

-gewe^k'-if

T-gewa -x

xaa
-gewa

s-x

big fire, blaze

woman's shirt

(my) shirt

salmon-spear point

(my) spear point

straight

right (hand, foot)

big-headed

canoe

(my) canoe

pi

(my) tongue

house ladder

bow; gun

(my) bow

two

raw; having no supernatural power

(his) paternal grandparent, (his) son's

child

four

breast

in front of (me)

river

"Along the river," Rogue river

fabulous serpent who squeezes people
to death

at (my) anus

white overlay in basketry (xerophyl-

lum tenax)

crooked

pi.

crooked-handed

crooked-backed

1
Cf. verb -t.'ugui-.

1 See gd*m.
* Cf . verb -geleg-.
4
Perhaps misheard for delg-an-.

6 Cf . verb -eewek.Uiw .
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gixgap'

g6
u
k'-(dek')

gul

gums
gol6-m
xaa

-gulm-an

gomhak'
w

gungun

goy6

gux-(dek')

Ha-gwal

gwala

gwalV
gwan
gwa

a
l-am-(t'k')

gwas' wili

gwas
gwa

a
s'-i-x-(dk'), gwa

a
s'-i-

(t'k')

-gwasi
'

al-gwasi, -gwasi-t'
xaa

-sal-gwasi

gwel-
gwel-x-(dfek')

gwel-(da)

gwen-
gwen-hau-(de)
gwen-hati-x-(dek')

gwi
e
nel-x-(dek')

gwi
enei

gwisgwas
Gwisg\\

Tas-han

gwit
s
-iu-x-(dek'), gwit!i-n-(t'k

poison, medicine

(my) knee

thick brush

blind

oak with white acorns

among oaks

rabbit

otter (myth name)

"big rainbow-colored shell" (clam
shell ?)

medicine-man

(my) wife

Cow creek

many
wind

trail

(my) trail

brush house

entrails

(my) entrails

yellow

"yellow between his claws" (myth
name of sparrow-hawk)

leg

(my) leg

under it

neck, nape of neck

in back of (my) neck

(my) nape

(my) relative

(her) thing (?) (108, 3)

chipmunk
(woman's name)

) (my) wrist

1 Cf. yan-gwas.
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hai

haek'aa

haik !-a

-ham

han-t'

hap-xl
haa

p'-(dk')

ha'p'-di, hap-s-di

has-(a)

(wi-)has-i

hasd-(a)

hau-

haw-an-(de)

-hau- 1

die

-hau-(d6)

hau-x

hau-x-(dek')

dak-hawalak'-i-(t'k')

hawax 2

heel-km

-hin

hinEx 4

hi'p'-al

hit'

hlx

cloud

goose

husband! wife! (voc.)

see ma-

(my) brothers

half

small, child

child

(my) child

(my) children

small
' '

children maker ' '

(name of creator)

(his) mother's brother

(my) mother's brother

(his) sister's husband, wife's brother

under

under (me)

behind (me), after (I) left

woman's private parts

(my) private parts

(my) crown of head

rottenness, pus, foul odor

around (me)

song

(my) song

board, lumber,

(my) lumber

see ni-

fear

flat

out of wind, nearly dead

roasted camass

1 See also gwen-hau-. Perhaps identical with preceding.
2 See verbs -xiu- and -do

s
s-.

' Cf. verb helel-.

4 See verbs niiw- and da-ts'faam-x.
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-h6k'w-al, -hogw-kl
da-hok'wal
han-h6k'wal

gwel-h6k'wal
daa-h6k'wal
s'in-hdk'wal

xo-h6k'wal

hd^px
hofl

h6s'au
hos'6u

hfilk'

hiilu-n

s'in-hu's'g-al

huus'uu

I-

i-u-x-(dfek')

i'ltsl-ak"*

n als-ak'
w

k'aba-(xa)

k'ai'-la'p'a

k'aila'p'a-kl-i-Cfk
1

)

k'e^'p'a-kl-i-k'"

k'ai8-s'6k'-da

k'al

k'alw-i-(t'k')

k'6E

px
k'68x
k'uu

b-i-(t'k')

k'iilu-m

k'wedel-(t'k')

k'winax-(de)
k'ii'^ax

s'in-k'w6k!waa

klabks

holed

holed (as for smoke)
holed through
holed underground, caved

ear-holed

nose-holed

holed (fir)

lake

jack-rabbit

somewhat bigger, growing up
pi.

panther

ocean, sea

long-nosed

chicken-hawk

hand

(my) hand

blood money for settlement of feud

bad

pi.

(his) son

woman

(my) woman

woman-having

young woman (who has already had

courses)

penis

(my) penis

dust, ashes

tar-weed seeds

(my) body-hair, skin

"fish having turned-up hog-mouth,"
sucker (?)

(my) name

(my) kinsman, relative

kinsman (myth form)

mudcat

porcupine quills used in embroidery
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di'-k'.als'

kill's

k!alts!-i-(t'k')

klama

k!ama-(t'k'), k!amak!a-

k!anak!as

k!as-(a)

(wi-)k !as-i

k!aE
t'

k!ee

p-(xa)
kleda

yal k!egelau-si-x-da
a

k!er 2

k!elw-i-(t'k')

klelel

k!elei-(t'k')

k!e!6
e
s

k liyi'x

al-kliyi'x-nat

-k!ok!6k'

al-k!ok!6k'

i-k!ok!6k'

k!olol s

k!olexi

kluls

k!uls[k]-t'

k !umoi

k!ouxa-

(wi-)k!o
uxa

k!ou
xd-m-(xa)

k lu'yam
4

(wi-)k !u
u
yap' ,

-k !u
u
yam

k!uyab-a-(
e
t')

k!uu
yap-(xa)

lean in rump
sinew

(my) sinew

tongs, split stick for putting hot rocks

into basket-bucket

(t'k
1

) (my) tongs

small basket-cup for drinking

(his) maternal grandparent, daugh-
ter's child

(my) maternal grandparent

"thick, low, blue-looking bushes"

(her) husband's parent

grass from which string was made

pine-fungus (?)

basket-bucket

(my) basket-bucket

bark

(my) bark

bird (sp. ?)

smoke
' '

smoke-looking ,

"
blue

ugly

ugly-faced

ugly-handed

small basket

salmon-head

worm
soft (to eat)

swamp
relatives by marriage of their children

(my) relative

(his) relative

friend (voc.)

(my) friend

(your) friend

(his) friend

1 Cf. verb di
s
-k!alas-na-.

2 a. verb k.'eleu-.

* See also da-kfoloi.

*Cf. verb k!uyum-ij-.
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klwai

klwaP
k!wal-t'aa

la'

la-(t'k')

Lamhi-k'

lamtsl-i-(xa)

lamx
Ian

-la'p'a

-la'p'a-k!-an

-la'p'a-k!-i-(t'k')

lap'a-m

lap'6
u

lap-s

laps-(dfek')

lasgum
lasgum luxgwat'

legfe-m-(t'k')

16-k'w-an-(t'k')

lep'ni-xa (adv.)

le
e

p-si

lep !fis

libi-n

libls

Hu-gw-ax-(dfek')
1

lom

lom-tii1

loxo-m

luul-i-x-(dek'),

ma-(xa)
(wi-)ham
me-xa-k'w

grass

pitch

youngest (of two or more)

excrement

(my) excrement

Klamath river

(her) brother's wife

sunflower seeds

fishing-net

leaves

person (found only as second member
of compounds)

pi.

(my) person

frog

"red-striped snake"

blanket

(my) blanket

little snake

"handed snake," lizard

(my) kidneys

(my) anus

winter

feather

cat-tail rushes, mat

news

crawfish

(my) face

cedar

"West of which are cedars" (vil-

lage name)

old man

manzanita

(my) throat

(his) father

(my) father

having father

'Cf. verb liwilau-.
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mahai, mahai-t'

mahml
xaa-mahai
mahdi-t'aa

mal
maa

l-i-(t'k')

manx

mdp la-gw-a-(t'k')

ma^'al

rndxla

maya"
a
-k'

w
-(dk')

k !el mehel-i'

melM-x 1

mengi'
mengi-(t'k')

ml'8ax

min- 2

mi'e

s-ga
al-mi'ss

ha- i-mies

ha-8
i-ga

/ m
ha-^-xln

ha-^-gb

mix-al

mixal-ha

ni6k'

mologdl
mologo-la'p'a
k'ai mologo-la'p'a-x-(da)

daa-molh-it'

big

pi.

big-backed, wide

eldest (of two or more)

salmon-spear shaft

(my) shaft

white paint

(my) shoulder-blade

pigeon

dust, ashes

orphan child related to (me\

basket for cooking

crow

burnt-down field

bear, brown bear

full of, covered with

(my) game, what (I) come home

provided with

crane

red paint

vagina (?)

one

one

together
six

seven

eight

nine

how many, as many a

in great numbers

pit, ditch

old woman
old woman
what kind of old woman

red-eared

'Cf. verb melel-.

2 See verb yiil-.
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momhi
mot'
m6u

-(t'ek')

mot!6p'
m6x
mox6
muoe

lap-x
muu

l-i-(t'k')

mu*8x-dan l

nanb-i-(xa)
nax

nax-(dek')

ni-(xa)

(wi-)hin
ni-xa-k'w

ni

nl-(t'k')

nihwik'w

n5'ts!-a-(de)

nox

op-(xa)

(wi-)
6ob-i

t'-6p-(xa)

oh6p'
-ol-

da-861

da-e

ol-(d6)
da-s

ol-di-(d6)

os'ou
-la'p'a

p'aba
a
p'

p'a'
E

t'p'ad-i-(t'k')

p'im
p'im-k-(t'k')

s'in-p'in
e
s, -p'iFs

mourning dove

son-in-law, suitor

(my) son-in-law

stick for beating seeds into receptacle

grouse

buzzard

sweat-house

(my) lungs

once

(his) brother's wife, wife's sister

pipe

(my) pipe

(his) mother

(my) mother

having mother

teats, nipples

(my) nipples

black bear

next door

neighboring to (me)

rain

(his) elder brother

(my) elder brother

(his) elder sister

"bean-like half-black shells"

near by
near (me)

near, close to (me)

poor people

manzanita flour

(my) salmon-liver

salmon

(my) salmon

flat-nosed

1

Perhaps related to mfi e
s. For u" and

'

in related words cf. k'winax- and
k'u"nax.
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-p'oa'-x
1

-p'dolc'-it'

da-p'6a
cx

!-p'6a
ex

gwit-p'6a
ex

p'un
p'un-yilt'

Gwen-p'un-k'

p'o"ykmx

da-p!a'lau
2

plan
p!an-(t'k')

p!a
tt

s

p!e
e
l
8

plelda

pfens

p!iy-k-(t'k')

p !i'walss

p !iyi-n

p !iy-ax

Dl-p!ol-ts!il-da

p!u
u
lhi

p !ox6m

sa-(t'k')

s'ag-alx

s'al-s'agalx-a

sak'

s'al-

s'al-x-(d^k')

bent

pi.

crooked

crooked-handed

crooked-armed

rotten

Oregon pheasant
"East of rotten (trees)" (village

name)

whirlwind

youth

liver

(my) liver

snow

basket-plate

slug

squirrel's bushy tail for eating man-
zanita

rock serving as support for acorn-

hopper

fire, firewood

(my) fire

bat

deer

fawn

dust, soil

"On its red soil," Jump-off-Joe
creek

eyrie

flint

(my) discharge of wind

cascades, rapids

shallow (below cascades ?)

big rush basket

foot

(my) foot

1
Cf. verb p'owok!-.

2
Cf. balau.
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saa
l-i-(t'k')

t'gam saa
l-i'

Dal-salsan

sama
sama-xa (adv.)

Al-sawen-t'a-dis

sbexal-t'a

sbm
Sbfn-k'

s^l 1

s'elek'
w

se
endi

sgn-(t'k')

sens

se
e

ns-i-x-(dek'), see

ns-i-(t'k')

see

yan

da-sgaxi, -sgaxi-t'

al-sgenh-it'

dee
-sge-t'

de-sge-t'a
a

sge^-xap'

sgisi

da-sguli

de-sgwegwek'

sgwini

de-sgwogw-en-t', -sgw6gw-6
x

k',

-sgwegwe -t'

sgw6gwo
v
k'

w

will s'idib-i'

s'lm

(my) belt

belt of elk skin

(village name)

summer
in summer

(mountain name)

(epithet of young Eagle)

beaver

Applegate creek

black paint, writing

long acorn-pestle of stone

duck

panther (myth name)

(my) hair

bug (sp. ?)
2

(my) head-hair

inner bark of cedar used as tinder

sharp-mouthed, long-snouted

black (as epithet of crow)

left-handed

left (hand)

hat

(my) hat

coyote

short

see de-sgw6gw-ent'
raccoon

worn out, half gone

robin

house wall (planks reaching from

cross beams to ground and form-

ing inner wall of house)

animal (sp. ?)

1 Cf. verb ts'.'elel-.

1 Used for headache by putting next to nostrils to let out blood by scratching.

'Cf. seen-.
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s'imi-1

s'in-

p'im s'itilxda

s'ln

si'nskn

siw-i-(xa)

s'lx

s'iya
a
p-(xa)

smak'

ha-s-6u

-s'ogw-
xaa

-s'ogw-i-(dam)

s'ugw-an
s'ugw-an-(t'k'), s'ugu-n-i-

(t'k')

s'om
s'o

u
m-aHt'k')

S'omol-k'

s'om-loh61xaes

s'uns'

s'uhu"

s'ulflk'

s'iim-xi 1

s-iim-xi-(t'k')

s'flx

swayati

t'ad-(a)

(wi-)t'ad-l

fan
Da-fan-ela^'gwat'

t'a-wa-(xa)

t'bkl

dew

nose

(my) nose

"salmon its-nose," swallow

wood-coals

very old decrepit woman

(his) sister's child, (his) brother's

child

venison

(her) sister's husband, husband's

brother

twins

arrow shaft

in middle (of house)

between (us)

basket made of roots

(my) basket

mountain

(my) mountain

(village name)
see verb lohoy-ald-

thick, deep

quail

cricket

paddle, mush stirrer

(my) paddle

bird

hermaphrodite

(his) father's sister

(my) father's sister

squirrel
"
Squirrel-tongued

"
(girl's name)

see wa-(xa)
brush used for medical purposes (sp. ?)

'Cf. verb ts-!umu*m-t'a-.
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t'balt'

t'b6e
k'

w

t'bel< es

t'flma

t'ga

t'ga-u-(t'k')

La-t'gau

t'gal

t'galt'gal-i-(t'k')

t'galt'gal-i-x-(da-gwa)

t'gam
Dak'-t'gam-I-k'

t'gant'gan

t'gd-p'

t'ga
a
p'-(dek')

t'gebe-si
1

t'gel
2

nagai-

-t'gem
1

t'g&ne-t'-it'

al-t'gfem

gwen-t'gfem
ha-gwel-t'g6

e

mt'gam
dak bloi-t'gemet'it'

al-t'gey-kp-x

al-t'gey^-p'-it'

di'-t'giliu la
&
\i

l-

t'goh6x
t'e6

i

t'g6i-i-(t'k')

al-t'gu
i8
s'

al-t'guyu'
s
s'-it'

t'guVn

al-t'gun-kp-x
menk e

al-t'gunapx

t'gwk

t'gwala"

snail

shinny ball

pine-nut

acorn-pestle

earth, land

(my) land

(village name)

sugar-pine, sugar-pine nuts

(my) stomach

(his own) stomach

elk, armor of elk hide

"Above which are elks" (village

name)

fly

horn

(my) horn

gall

drop down, fall

black

pi.

black

black-necked

down in dark places
black-cheeked

round

pi.

jump around in war-dance

quail (?)

leggings

(my) leggings

white

pi.

rattlesnake

rolled-up

"bear rolled-up," doormouse (?)

thunder

hooting owl

1 Cf . verb t'geme-t!-.
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t'gwan

Ha-t'gwa
acxi

t'gwayam

t'gwe
el-am-x

t'gwll

t'gwi'nt'gw-i-Ct'k'),

t'gwi'nt'gwan-i-Ct'k')

Ha-t'Il

t'i's

t'i't'-al

al-t'mil-kp-x

al-t'mili-p'-it'

t'muu
gal

t'-op-(xa)

de-t'uluE
p'

de-t'ulu'p'-it'

-t!ai

-t!aya-t'-it'
s'al-t!ai

gwit^u-t !ai

t!ak'

tla'k' 1

bee-t!awak'

xilam t!egal-ix-i

t!eimics
2

t!6ek <w

t!e
ek'wi

tlelk

tlelk

t!ela-(t'k')
t!eld

a-t'an

al-t!e
e
s'-it'

slave

(Umpqua village)

lark

scouring-rush

"rat" (sp. ?)

hazel brush, hazel nut

(my) upper arm

(village name)

gopher

thin

smooth

pi.

twisted shells (sp. ?)

see op-(xa)

dull, not sharp

pi.

lake

narrow

pi.

slim, narrow

slim-wristed

fresh-water mussel

spoon

spring month when there is much
wind (? April)

skull

one hundred

yellowhammer

big trout

shinny stick

louse

(my) louse

pi.

little-eyed (epithet of squirrel)

1

Perhaps same word as preceding.
'

Perhaps t!ii-mi
r
's,

" one male."
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t lewfix

tli'-la'p'a

tliba-, t!iba-k'w

t!iba-gw-an-(t'k')
tlibis'f

tloit'

tlomx-i-(xa)
(wi-)tlomx-au

Ha-t!6un-k'

t !on6V

t!os'6
u

dak !oloi-t !us'u's'-gwat'

al-t !uie
s'-it'

thixu'i 3

ts!a-(xa)

(wi-)tsla-i

ts-!i'y-^-(t'k')

ts- !a
i

s"

ts lakix

ts' !km-x
da-tsMamx'

Dak'-tsla'm-al-a8

ts lamal

tslan

da-ts' !ana N
-t'

ts'la'sap'

Dak'-ts!asin

tslau

Dak'-ts !aw-an-ac

ts' !axaan

flea

male, husband

(my) husband

husband, man

pancreas

(my) pancreas

ants

one-horned deer

(her) parent-in-law

(my) parent-in-law

(village name)

humming-bird

small, a little

small-cheeked

little-eyed (epithet of squirrel)

gambling bones

driftwood

(her) brother's child, (his) sister's

child

(my) nephew
(my) nephew (myth form)

bluejay

hill

strong
sick

Klamath Indian

mouse

porcupine (?)

about to die

berry-bush (sp. ?)

(village name)

large body of water, ocean flood

(my) ocean

Klamath Indian

lizard (sp. ?)

1 Cf. verb t.'ulut.'al-.

2 Cf. verb -t.'oxox-.

3 Cf . verb da-ts' !aam-x-
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tslayalt'

ts !aykl-x

ts'!<k'ts'!ag-i-(t'k')

ts'Ielam 1

ts' !elei

ts- !

ts' !

ts' !

de-ts !id-kk'
w2

ts' !idax-gwa

ts'Ii'-Ct'gwa)

al-ts' !il

al-ts' !ili-t'-it'

dak!oloi-ts'!il

tsMixi

ts' !ixi mahai

ts' !ixi-k lo'lts' !am8

ts' !61x

s' al-ts' !un-ap-x

s'al-ts'!unu-p'-it'

ts' !unc
s'

i-ts' !6-p'-al

de-ts'!tigu
us

de-ts" !ugu-t'
de-ts' !ugu'[h]-it'

'

ts- !flk'

gal
8
ts'ug[w]-a

a

di-ts'!iik'

'Iurm 4

ts'!ulm-i-(t'k')

ii'luk I-i-x-(da-gwa)

u' xi

pinon jay

wet

(my) backbone

hail

eye

(my) eye

wild-rose berry

small bird (sp. ?)

reddish

disease-spirit, "pain"

(my) flesh

(his own) flesh

red

pi.

red-cheeked

(my) elbow

dog

"dog big," horse

(name of Sun's servant)

dentalia

straight

pi.

deer-skin cap with woodpecker tails

sharp-clawed

sharp-pointed

sharp-pointed

pi.

Indian rope

bowstring
Indian rope

wart

(my) wart

(my) head-hair

(his own) hair

deer-skin pouch for receiving seeds

when beaten from stalk

1 Cf. verb ts-.'ele-m-.

2 Cf. -ts-lilf

3 Cf. verb de-ts'!ugu~.

'Cf. verb al-ts'-'ulm-.
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wa-(de)
waa

-(da)

wa-(xa)
t'a-wa-(xa)

waa
d-i-x-(dk)

al-ewaa
d-i-(de)

bee "waM-i1

wagd-t'a
a

waiwi1

waiwi^t'fek')

wak'd-i-(xa)

wax
han-wax-g-an

waya
wayau-(xa)

wigl-n
wici-n

Al-wilam-xa-dis
hees-wilamxa

wilau

wilau-(t'ek')

will, wili

wili-(t'k')
de-de-wili'-da

wili-hau-(t'ek')

dan wili'

-win-i-

lia- win-i-(de)
xaa-Ewin-hi

xa-bin-win-i

wini-t'

ge winit'

de- winit'

ha8-wit'

wits' !am-ak'w ,
wits' !am-k

to, at (me)

to, at (him)

(his) younger brother

(his) younger sister

(my) body
towards (me)
"sun its-body," all day long

which one?

girl, female

(my) girl

(his) mother's brother's son

bush with edible root (sp. ?)

creek

across the creek

knife

(his) daughter-in-law

small red lizard

different

(mountain name)

beyond Aiwilainxa-dis

arrow

(my) arrow

house

(my) house

door

(my) friend (used as term of greet-

ing

big stone knife

inside of (me)

half-way
half full

tired out, exhausted

proceeding that far

proceeding, going ahead, reaching
to

getting even (in reply)

flint flaker, fire-driller
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WOglt'
wulbc

wounak' wl

wouna'k'w-dan

wou
p!u-n-(t'k')

wu*l[h]-am
2

xaa-

xan
[h]-am-(t'k')

xaa
[h]-am-(de)

xaga-(xa)
(wi-)xaga-I

xan*
xaa

l-am-(t'k')

xda-(xa)
(wi-)xda-I

xda-n 4

xdelt'

-xdiles

xaa
-xdiles

gwen-xdil
8s

x&m
xi

xiy-k-(t'k')

ha-xiya- xi ha'p'di

xi-bini

xin-t'

xi-gwkl-t'

xil-km
han-xilm-I

xil^'wi 5

ximn-i-(xa)

xln

frog

enemy, Shasta Indian

old

pi.

(my) eyebrows

menstrual round-dance

back, waist

(my) back

on (my) back

(his) mother's sister

(my) mother's sister

grizzly bear

urine

(my) urine

(his) father's brother

(my) father's brother

eel

flute of wild parsnip

slim

slim-waisted

slim-necked

raven

water

(my) water
' '

being-in-the-wa ter small
,

" mink

three

three times

fresh (of meat)

sick, dead person, ghost
"Across where ghosts are," land

of ghosts

billet in woman's shinny-game

(his) relative by marriage interme-

diate relative having died

mucus

'Cf. verb wunu"n-.

*Cf. verb wiiluh-am-.

*Cf. verb xalaxam-.

4 Cf . verb xda"xda-gwa- .

1 Cf. verb jdU s
-xa-.

* Cf. verb xiniixan-p'-.
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xifi

t'gap'-xi'u-t'

t'gap'-xi'u-(t'ek')

xles

p-x
1

xliwi

xnik'

x6
xaa-x6

xum 2

clx-xum
xum-k
xuma-x-(dek')

xum v
-t'

ha-xoun-hi

xuu
l-i-(t'k')

xu/8-n, xue-n (adv.)

Yaa
gal-a

es

yana yaha!
8s

yak'
w

yal

Ha-ya
a
l-ba'ls-da

Gel-yal-k'

ykmx
yamx-(d^k')

yan(?) la
a
li

j-

yank

yan-gwks
3

yknx
yap!a

yau-
yaw-k-(t'k')
dal-, daa

-yaw-a-(de)
daa

-t
'

ga
a
-yawa

a-da

bush from hard wood of which ca-

mass-stick is made
camass-stick

(my) camass-stick

roundish dough-like cake of deer-

fat or camass

feathers worn in war-dance

acorn dough
fir

among firs

dry
dried venison

food

(my) food

lean

just for nothing, with no reason

(my) brains

night

Umpqua Indian

black acorn, chief acorn

wildcat

pine
"In its tall pines" (village name)
"Abreast of pines

"
(village name)

fat, grease

(my) fat

become stuck (?) (86, 15)

acorn, oak

"white-barked oak"

"tall tree with rough reddish bark"

person . people

ribs

(my) ribs

at (my) side

"beside-earth-its-rib," north

1 Cf . verb -xleplexlab-.

*Cf. verb xo^m-an-.
8
Perhaps compounded of yana and -gwdsi,

"
yellow."
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da-yawant !i-xi

yax
yaxa dan

yk'-dal

ye
ek !i

yel

yel&x
yel^x-(dek')

yfct'

ye
e
-xi l

dan y^w-ald-an-i'
1

yibaxam
yid-i-(xa)

yik'at'

yilwa
es

yiwi-n
8

yiwin-(d^k')

pli
1

yog[w]-a
a

da-yo
u
gam-xa (adv.)

bai-yugw-a- (t 'k
'

)

yok![w]-a-(t'k'), y6
8
k'[w]-a-

(t'k')

yti^'ama
yti

ek'umaa
-da, yuk !uma

a-da
di8

-t'ga
a
-yuk !uma

a-da

yolk

yo
u
lap-x-(dek')

yols

yulu-m, yula-m

yom
yo"m-4-(t

<k<

)

on one side, on the other side, half

graveyard

water-worn flat rock

in the brush

cinders

sparrow-hawk

whip

burden-basket

(my) burden basket

tears

needle, awl

"always returning to rocks," otter

(myth name)

small skunk

(her) husband's sister

long-tailed red deer

hazel switch

speech

(my) speech

fireplace

fall, antumn

(my) rescuer

bone

(my) bone

marrow

salmon-tail

(his) salmon-tail
' ' at-rear-end-of-earth- i ts- tail ," west

fox

(my) guardian spirit

steel-head salmon

eagle

blood

(my) blood

1 Cf. verb yegwegw-.
'Cf. verb yewew-Ald- .

* Cf. verbs yaway- and yiuiiyau-.
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Yuk'yak'wa

yu'k!al-x, yu'
ek'al-x

yu'k!alx-(dk')

yup'
yu

u
b-i-(t'k')

ydt'i
1

yut'ihi

yut!u-n
2

yu'xg-an

(name of salt lick where deer were

caught)

teeth

(my) teeth

woman's basket-cap

(my) basket cap

alive

pi.

white duck

trout

' Per naps = y6-t hi. Cf. verb ycnuo .

'Cf. verb -yutluyad-.





CORRIGENDA AND ADDENDA TO
TAKELMA TEXTS.

p. 11, at end add: "* denotes theoretical forms"

p. 13, 1. 10 (interlinear) change "mourning" to "bereft of

child"

p. 14, 1. 11 (text) change abailiwili"* to abailiwild**

p. 22, 1. 8 (interlinear) change "Di c
lo

u
mi"' to "Di E

lo
u
miiM

p. 22, 1. 10 (text) change xa?iyasgip!llhi
z to xaHyasgipilhi

p. 22, 1. 10 (interlinear) omit ", it is said"

p. 23, 1. 3 (interlinear) insert quotes (") before "Strings"

p. 24, 1. 7 (text) change ha'xda? to haxda?

p. 24, 1. 11 (text) change m?*s to miiSs

p. 25, 1. 3 (text) change da-it!amah* to deHdamcPk*

p. 25, 1. 8 (text) change abaigini
s
k' to abaiginfik*

p. 26, 1. 13 (text) change ginFk to ginPk'

p. 30, 1. 11 (interlinear) omit "to it"

p. 31, 1. 14 (text) change mu"xddnhi to mu"2xddnhi

p. 32, 1. 1 (interlinear) change "holdidg" to "holding"

p. 41, footnote change 3 to 31

p. 46, 1. 1 (text) change tU'ld'p'agit'gwa to t/i'ld'p'igit'gwa

p. 50, 1. 1 (text) change footnote reference 2 to 5
(referring

to p. 49)

p. 50, 1. 2 (text) change he^ileme'k'wana* to hesileme'*k'wanas

p. 57, 1. 4 (text) change desgwogwent* to desgwogwent'

p. 60, 11. 6, 7 (text) change nagdik'wa? to nagaik'wa

p. 61, 1. 11 (text) change yaltfk to yald*k'

p. 71, 1. 4 (text) change hawa"pi'- to hawa"p!i'-

p. 71, 1. 15 (text) change Ikwe'xi to Ik'we'xi

p. 71, 1. 16 (text) change bayewe* to bayewc
if

p. 75, 1. 3 (text) change xambili" to xambili"*

p. 76, 1. 8 (interlinear) change "with it" to "thereby"

(265)
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p. 78, 1. 4 (text) change heededds to he'dada?

p. 78, note 2, 1. 1 change "verb" to "aorist"

p. 87, 1. 6 after "Coyote" insert: "Sharp-mouthed, sharp-

clawed, s-cum matre copulans!" was said to him.

"S-what do you say?"

p. 88, 1. 9 change wi'is to wi's

p. 92, 1. 4 change klemel to klemei

p. 94, 1. 2 change nak'wok' to nak'wok'

p. 95, 1. 24 change "s-whats" to "s-what's"

p. 100, 1. 1 change yeuk'i* to yeuk'i
s

p. 101, 1. 14 change
2 to :

p. 105, 1. 14 change
l to *

p. 108, 1. 8 change disgot'olha to disgotlolha

p. 109, 1. 11 change baa
p' to ba"p'

p. 110, 1. 3 change p'elekwa to p'elSk'wa

p. Ill, 1. 7 change "the warriors assembled" to "he assem-

bled the warriors"

p. 119, footnote change "Atbabascan" to "Athabascan"

p. 120, 1. 16 change t'ga" to t'ga"

p. 120, 1. 17 change gwl'
sne to gwl

nne

p. 122, 1. 21 change debu'^k'i to debu'*k'i

p. 124, 1. 7 change gingat to gingdt'

p. 127, note 6 add: -t'git' Hi
t'e

s
is very likely transformed

from -t'gwat'
s
elt'e

K "I am provided with. . .". See

T. L., p. 261, footnote

p. 134, 1. 8 change opxakan to opxaktan

p. 142, 1. 7 change k'aiHa'p'ak.'i to k'aiHa'pikti

p. 144, 1. 17 change sgalduk, to sgalduk'

p. 146, 1. 3 change dg to gd

p. 155, 1. 14 change "did grow" to "he caused to grow"
p. 156, 1. 21 change kdiKwa to k'diKwa

p. 171, note 9 change "grandfather" to "grandmother"

p. 173, 1. 22 change s-oml6holxas
s to s-omloholxae

s

p. 178, 1. 18 change gandt' to ga ndt'

p. 179, 1. 28 change "Not in that fashion!" to "Do not say
that!"
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p. 182, 1. 15 change ts!a-imat, to tsfa-imat*

p. 184, 1. 15 change gwelius-i to gwePlus-i

p. 188, 1. 9 change wPwdkdi* to wi2wdk'di

p. 189, note 4 change Yuk'ydk'wa to Yuk'ydk'wa
p. 191, note 8 change "did" to "will"

p. 194, 1. 10 change t'omomd*n to t!omomd*n

p. 195, 11. 3, 10 change "shall" to "shalt"

p. 196, 1. 18 change sallatsak' to sallats/dk'

p. 206, 1. 23 change gwenai-d^s to gwena-ia?s

p. 209, 1. 4 from bottom change "back" to "bark"

p. 222, 1. 6 change da" to daa-

p. 229, 11. 4, 5 transpose "tier." and "
usti."

p. 230, 1. 21 change haKwi- to hawi-

p. 230, 1. 6 from bottom change ts-ai-m- to ts-!ai-m-

p. 231, 1. 6 change ha-dak' to ha-dak'-

p. 234, 1. 9 from bottom change "mensrtaul" to "menstrual"

p. 238, s. v. yewei add:

ba
a
-

revive, be cured

ba
a
- i-yewe

e

-n-(i-)

: -ye
e
w-an- 2 III cure, bring to life

p. 239, 1. 4 from bottom add after "(from standing posi-

tion)": "; be born"

p. 243, 1. 13 change -dn-x- to -an-x-

p. 253, 1. 10 insert entry: sel kingfisher

p. 263, note 1 change yowo to yowo-
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NOTES ON CHASTA COSTA PHONOLOGY
AND MORPHOLOGY.

INTRODUCTION.

In a large part of southwestern Oregon and contiguous

territory in northwestern California were spoken a number

of apparently quite distinct Athabascan dialects. The terri-

tory covered by tribes or groups of villages speaking these

dialects embraced not only a considerable strip of Pacific coast 1

but also much of the interior to the east (Upper Umpqua and

Upper Coquille rivers, lower Rogue river, Chetco creek and

Smith river) ; some of the tribes (such as Tolowa and Chetco)

were strictly coast people, others (such as Galice Creek and

Umpqua or fykwa?) were confined to the interior. While

some of the Athabascan dialects spoken south of the Klamath

in California, particularly Hupa and Kato, have been made

well known to students of American linguistics, practically

nothing of linguistic interest has as yet been published on any

of the dialects of the Oregon-California branch of Pacific

Athabascan. It is hoped that the following imperfect and

fragmentary notes on one of these dialects may prove of at

least some value in a preliminary way.
3

1 Outside of a few points in southern and southeastern Alaska (Cook Inlet, mouth

of Copper river, Portland Canal) this is the only region in which Athabascan tribes have

found their way to the Pacific.

1 My r denotes nasalization.

8 The material for these notes was secured in a very incidental manner. While the

writer was at work on Takelma in the latter part of the summer of 1906, he was living

with Mr. Wolverton Orton, a full-blood Chasta Costa Indian. At odd moments Mr.

Orton and the writer whiled away the time with Chasta Costa.

(273)
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The Chasta Costa (or Cis/ta qlwAs/ta) Indians, now

gathered in Siletz Reservation in western Oregon, formerly

occupied part of lower Rogue river; between them and the

coast were other Athabascan tribes or villages of practically

identical speech, above them to the east were the unrelated

Takelma. 4 Among these tribes of nearly or quite identical

speech were the Yti"/gwi or Euchre Creek people, the Tee'/me

dA/ne or "Joshuas" of the mouth of Rogue river, the Du/t'ti

dA/m, the Mi/k!u/nti
u dA/m, and the GwA/sd. All these formed

a linguistic unit as contrasted with the coast people (a/yds/'to

"lower tribes") or, as they are now commonly called by the

Indians of Siletz, "Sol Chuck" Indians, a Chinook Jargon

term meaning "salt water, coast" people; the dialect of these

coast tribes was probably identical to all intents and purposes

with Chetco. While Chasta Costa and Coast Athabascan

are thus more or less distinct, they seem to have been mutually

intelligible without very much difficulty, the coast dialect

sounding merely somewhat "strange" and "drawn out" to a

speaker of Chasta Costa. At least three other Athabascan

dialects of this region, however, seem to have differed so much
from Chasta Costa as to be but partly understood, if at all

by speakers of the latter; these are Upper Umpqua, Upper

Coquille, and Galice Creek.

4 It has already been pointed out (American Anthropologist, N. S., 9, p. 253, note 2)

that there is reason to believe that J. O. Dorsey was incorrect in assigning the Chasta

Costa villages above those of the Takelma (see his map in Journal of American Folk-Lore,

III, p. 228). On p. 234 Dorsey gives a list of Chasta Costa villages.



PHONOLOGY.

VOWELS.

The vowels of Chasta Costa are a, a, e (open as in Eng-
lish met), e (long and open), o (close as in German Sohri),

o, u (apparently variant of o), u, i (generally open), I, and A

(like u of English but); 6 (short and open as in German volt)

sometimes occurs after velars as variant of o (sxo/ld "five,"

cf. Hupa5

tcwo/ld), a (as in English hat) occurs after velars

as variant of e (tsxti/xe "child," cf. Carrier6
cezkhehkhe "chil-

dren").

Vocalic quantity is of considerable importance in Chasta

Costa, not so much etymologically as phonetically. On the

whole, long and short vowels interchange on regular mechan-

ical principles; open syllables (that is, syllables ending in a

vowel) with long vowel regularly shorten this vowel when the

suffixing of one or more consonants to the vowel makes the

syllable closed. Examples of a thus varying with a are:

do/ydc/tla "I won't fly;" do/ydt/tla "we won't fly" (cf.

do/y&/t!a "he won't fly")

dde/dd "he is sitting down" (cf. da/6Ad/da "I am sitting

down")

tcldsi/se "he cries;" tc!dcL/se/t'e "I shall cry" (cf. tcla/BU/se

"you cry")

tc!a/jdsL/se "they cry" (cf. tc!a/yd/6il/se "we cry")

nac/t!6 "I swim" (cf. nd/tcli/tlo "you bathe")

5 Hupa examples are taken from P. E. Goddard, "The Morphology of the Hupa

Language," Univ. of Cal. Publ. Amer. Arch, and Ethn., 3.

6 Carrier examples are taken from Rev. A. G. Morice, "The Den^ Languages," Trans-

actions of the Canadian Institute, I, pp. 170-212.

(275)
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An example of e shortened to e is:

nes/ts.'Al/Z "I am seen" (cf. n&'/ts/Al/i "he is seen")

Original long vowels may lose their quantity even in an

open syllable, provided they are immediately followed or

preceded by a syllable with relatively strong accent. Such

are tc!a-, na-, and ne- in:

tda/jd/Bil/se "we cry;" tc!a/ydsL/se "they cry"

ne/nd/ts!Al/l "we are seen"

Id na/dit/t!o "don't bathe;" (na/dit/t!o is phonetically

enclitic to strongly accented Id; contrast na/dit/t!o/t'e

"you will bathe")

In general, however, stress accent cannot be said to be

particularly well marked in Chasta Costa. 7 Each syllable

is a fairly well-defined phonetic unit tending to hold its own

against others, so that an approximately level accentual flow

with but few peaks results. Such writings as na/dit/t!o and

tc!d/dU/se, with apparent accent preceded by long vowels,

are doubtless but imperfect renderings of forms with level

stress on first and second syllables (they might perhaps better

be written nd/dU/t/o and tc!d/dll/se with secondary accent

on second syllable). It does not seem that every vowel in an

open syllable is organically long; thus e in future -t'e and in

-de of t'wl/de "everything" is regularly short. Many such

cases are, however, 'probably only apparent, the short vowel

being followed by a glottal stop; thus plural ya- of ya/dAl/m

"they make a sound" should doubtless be ya'-.

Short a of closed syllables is regularly reduced from long

a; original short a becomes A in a closed syllable. Examples
of A thus dulled from original a are:

fAc/yAc/fe "I shall go" (cf. t'e/6ic/ya "I go;" -yAc =

Hupa -yauw)

7 Weak stress accent seems characteristic of Athabascan generally. Father Morice

goes so far as to say, "there is no accent in D6n6" (op. cit., p. 173).
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na/xAn/do "eight, two less" (na/xA- = Kato8
nqk/ka

(

"two")

do/naf-yAct/xwl "I do not vomit" (cf. na/-ya/0Aet/xwl
9

"I vomit")

t'Al/dAc "he runs" (-dAc= Hupa -dauw)

jAn/na/'Ac "he will bring" (-'AC
= Hupa -auw)

t'e/An/yit/lAl "we are sinking" (cf. t'e/mt/laf "we drown;"

Hupa -lat, -la "to float")

Not to be etymologically confused with this A is inorganic
A. Whenever a consonant is not followed by a definitely

determined vowel and yet, for some reason or other, is not

phonetically appended to the preceding syllable, it must begin
its own syllable and takes an inorganic, in other words ety-

mologically meaningless, A-vowel after it. This syllable may
either be completed by a consonant of etymological value

(such as first person singular c, verb class signs I, t, I) never

followed by a definite vowel or, if it is immediately followed

by a syllable beginning with a consonant, this consonant is

borrowed to complete the inorganic syllable (-/ closes inorganic

syllables preceding d-, //-, dj-, tc!-, ts!-, td!-, tc'-, /./-), so that

a doubled consonant results of which the first half is of no ety-

mologic significance. In some cases, however, as before 7-,

and in rapid speech generally, this inorganic consonant is not

always distinctly heard; yet in syllabifying words Mr. Orton

completed such inorganic syllables with a consonant with

mechanical regularity. These syllables with inorganic vowel

and consonant are characteristic not only of Chasta Costa

but also of Hupa and Kato and doubtless other Athabascan

dialects as well. The general phonetic tendency to speak in

definite syllables and the further tendency to limit short vowels

to closed syllables explain these characteristic Athabascan

8 Kato examples are taken from P. E. Goddard, "Kato Texts," Univ. Cal. Publ.

Amer. Arch, and Ethn., 5, 65-238; and "Elements of the Kato Language," ibid., 11,

r-i76.
9 -d- may be secondarily lengthened from -a-.
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developments. The quality of the inorganic vowel varies

for different Athabascan dialects; it is A(U) in Kato as well

as in Chasta Costa, i (u before voiced or voiceless w, u or e

before post-palatal ^-sounds) in Hupa, apparently e in Galice

Creek, ce (probably identical with our A) in Carrier. Chasta

Costa xAt/t'Al/lal "they sleep" is etymologically equivalent
to x/t'/lai; x-, third person plural prefix, cannot stand alone

and is therefore followed by A and t borrowed from -/'-, while

-/'- (verb prefix /'- reduced from t'e-, therefore not capable of

combining with x- into xAt'-) in turn needs a syllabifying A

followed by / borrowed from -lal. Other examples of inorganic

A, with and without following inorganic consonant, are:

t'Ac/yAc/t'e "I shall go" (t'A-
= t'- reduced from t'e-)

do/yd/xAt/t!a "they won't fly" (xAt- =
x-)

nd/xAt/dAl/nic "they work" (xAt/dA- =
x/d-, d- reduced

from de-}

d&IKAnInAtIVAC "they go to bed" (xAn/nAt- = x/n-)

t'e/An/yAl/Ut "he is sinking" (yAl- =
7-)

Many syllables with final consonant and A- vowel must

be considered as radical or at least unanalyzable elements.

In not all such cases is A a reduced form of a; where A seems

a primary vowel, as shown by comparison with other Atha-

bascan dialects, it seems best to consider it an organic element

in the syllable, though it remains plausible that at last analysis

it is but a reduced form of some fuller vowel. Thus, while

-yAc has been shown to represent an original -yac (Hupa -yauw),

-t'Ac contains a primary A, as shown by comparison with Hupa
-tuw "to lie down" (ultimately -t'Ac is doubtless -/', reduced

from -t'e, and suffix -c).

Inorganic A sometimes becomes palatalized to i, though
there is not enough material available to make it certain just

when this change takes place. Examples of this secondary
i have been found before c (but not before its developments
5 and 9) and 5 derived from tc (but not before original s or its
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development) when itself preceded by m, n, or 6 (preceding
y, however, tends to preserve A). Examples are:

mis/ki
10

"gull" (cf. Kato Mtc/k'ai')

nic/ya "I come" (nic- = cessative n- and first person

singular c)

nic/dac "I dance"

Ce/nic/lat "I drown"

t'e/Qic/ya "I go" (6ic-
= durative 6- and proncminal c;

cf. t'eO/ya "he goes" without vowel after 6)

tc!Ay/ye/6ic/ya "I eat"

ye/Mc/l "I saw him" (cf. c/ycB/l "he saw me")
Bicl/sl "I let him"

With -6ic- contrast -6A6- (both from original *-SAC-) in dd/dAO/dd
"I am sitting;" with -Bid- contrast -sAsl- (from original -*sAcl-

and -*sAcl- respectively) in tc!d/sAsl/se "I am crying." -yic-

was heard in ya/yic/tld "I fly," but as this is an isolated example

(contrast -yAc- in nd/da/yAct/t!o "I bathe" and -yAcl- in yAd/Az
"I sneezed"), it seems possible that this form was misheard

for yd/yAc/t!a. Besides -nic- also -HAC- is met with: dA/nAc/t'Ac

"I go to bed" and nd/nAc/An "I stop him;" it is probable that

in these forms -HA- is a reduced form of ne- (cf. Hupa tcin/ne/tuw

"she goes to bed") and thus not directly comparable with -ni-

of -nic-. Unaccented A, itself reduced from a, has in one case

(-yAc "to go") been found further palatalized to i: do/t'Ac/

yic "I'll not go," ld/t'l/yic "don't go!" (cf. t'Ac/yAc/t'e "I

shall go"); this -yic contracts with directly preceding t'A-

into -t'Ac: do/t'Ac "he won't go.
11

Original Athabascan ai has in Chasta Costa become

monophthongized to *. Examples are:

l/gi "white" (cf. Kato L/gai)

10 Should probably be miskli'.

11 With this -(AC Kato ta/cac in do/ta/co' ta/cac "not anywhere I went" (P. E. God-

dard, "Kato Texts," Univ. Cal. Publ. Amer. Arch, and Ethn., 5, No. 3, p. 182, 1. 17) is in

striking agreement.
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mis/k!i'
1 -

"gull" (cf. Kato butc/k'ai*)

hiil3 demonstrative "that" (cf. Hupa hai)

au as organic diphthong seems to occur but rarely in Atha-

bascan. If do "no!" (cf. Hupa dau) may be regarded as distinct

from adverbial do "not" (cf. Hupa do), we would have an

example of the parallel development of au to o in Chasta Costa.

Certain contractions that take place between i of first person

plural -it- and second person plural -o- with preceding vowels

will be spoken of in discussing the pronominal prefixes.

One of the most striking phonological characteristics of

Chasta Costa is the disappearance of an original TJ

U or of its

representative, nasalization of preceding vowel. Its former

presence can always be proved by comparison with other

Athabascan dialects that, like Hupa, still preserve it. In the

case of all vowels but inorganic A nasalization has left no trace

whatever, original q, (from OTJ), | (from ei\), and | (from li\)

being reduced to a, e, and I; originally short vowels, on losing

their nasalization and thus coming to stand in an open syllable,

become lengthened, while originally long vowels in a closed

syllable not only lose their nasalization but are shortened.

Thus, a syllable si may represent an original si (or slit) or

si (or siy), while sil may go back as well to s\l as to s#. Examples

of the absolute disappearance of an original 77 are :

na/xe "you paddle" (na- = *nq-, cf. Hupa nun/ya "you

are about")

do/ya/t!a "you won't fly" (yd-
= *yq-, cf. Hupa yum/'mas

assimilated from *yun/mas "you are rolling over")

tctdl/se/fe "you will cry" (tc'al-
=

*tc!q-l-; cf. tcldcl/se/fe

"I shall cry" with -c- "I" morphologically parallel

to -.- "you")

12 1 is here shortened to
'

because of following glottal stop.
' denotes long i with weakly rearticulated parasitic i. Such "pseudo-diphthongs"

sporadically occur in Chasta Costa in lieu of ordinary long vowels.

14
i. e., ng of English sing.
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ld/na/yat/xwi "don't vomit!" (yat- =
*yqt-, cf. yd- from

*yq- in na/ya/Qit/xwi "you are vomiting")
nel/l "you are looking at him" (nel-

=
*ngl- ;

-I = -'i,

cf. Kato -In 1 "to see")
li "dog" (original Athabascan *lj, *lit]\ cf. Hupa Lin,

Montagnais I'in, Hare tl'in, Loucheux I'en, Carrier

ti, old form

Nasalized inorganic 4 seems to have acquired a palatal

coloring i; this * then regularly developed to I in open, i in

closed syllables. It thus often seems as though Chasta Costa

i, i is the morphologic equivalent, for instance in second person

singular forms, of Athabascan 77, an equivalence, as has just

been shown, due to secondary phonetic developments. Examples
of I < i < 4 are :

t'e/6i/ya "you go" (61-
= *S4- ;

cf. Hupa na/sin/ya "you
are going about")

ni/dac "you dance" (nl-
= *n4-; cf. Hupa nin/yauw

"go!")

yti/wis dl/rii "you whistle" (dl-
= *d4-; cf . Hupa da/din/La

"run!" assimilated from *da/din/La

n&/tcll/t!o "you swim" (tc!l-
= *ky!4-- cf. Hupa na/kin/-

yun "come eat!")

yd/yi/t!a "you fly" (yl-
= *y4-; cf. Hupa ye/win/ya "you

are going in")

ya/yi/t!a "it flies" (yl-
= *y4-; cf. Hupa na/win/tau "it

will settle down" assimilated from *
na/win/tau}

t'i/lal "you are sleeping" (t'i-
= *t'4-; cf. Hupa tin/xauw/ne

"you take along")

verb stem -si "to make" (cf. Hupa -tcioin)

15
Morice, op. cit., p. 210. Carrier has evidently undergone a development parallel

to that of Chasta Costa. All northern Athabascan forms except Carrier (and Chipewyan)

are taken from R. P. E. Petitot,
"
Dictionnaire de la langue Dene-Dindji<."

1(1 kyl is "fortis" palatal k, Hupa ki, Morice's q.
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Examples, in closed syllables, of i<i<4 are:

tc!a/0il/se "you cry" (Oil-
= *s4-l-; cf. Hupa na/du/we/-

sil/en/
17

na/dit/t!o/t'e "you will bathe" (dit-
= *d4-t-; cf. third

person nd/dAt/tfo/t'e)

t'a/yit/nd "you drink" (jit
= *y4-t-; cf. third person

t'a/yAt/na)

ya/yil/gAd "you climb" (jil-
= *y4-l-; cf. third person

ya/yAl/gAO)

t'il/xu>A6 "you cough" (t'il-
= *t'4-l-; cf. third person

t'Al/xwAS)

ne/cil/l "look at me!" (cil-
=

*c4-l-)

Hupa -n (that is, our t\) seems at times to correspond to

Chasta Costa -n, but comparison with northern Athabascan
dialects indicates that in such cases we are dealing with original

-n. Thus, HAH "you," despite Hupa nin, is shown to have

original -n by Montagnais nen and Loucheux nan; dAn/tdi
"four," Hupa dink (

= dirjk
y

!), does not go back to original

*d4/ky!i but to *dAn/ky!i or *dArj/k
y!i (ij assimilated from n),

as evidenced by Loucheux tan; la/cAn "black" corresponds to

Loucheux del-zen; similarly, dAn "in, at" must have original -n

despite Hupa din and Kato dun (original *d4 would have given
Chasta Costa *dl).

CONSONANTS.

The consonantal system of Chasta Costa, like that of most

Athabascan dialects, is characterized by a lack of labial stops,

though m is common; b has been found in bo/Bi "cat," a loan-

word from English pussy, but seems not to occur in native

words (yet cf. tcA/pA/yu "flower"). The consonants of Chasta

Costa are: the labM nasal m; the dental stops t', d, t!, and
dental nasal n; the back stops g, q* (or qx), q!, voiceless spirant

17 In Hupa 3 (or nasalization) disappears in closed syllables. In such forms Chasta

Costa is etymologically more transparent than Hupa insofar as -i- is a reflex of original

-A-, whereas Hupa -i- is the normal inorganic vowel.
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x (as in German Bach), and voiced spirant 7 (as in North German
Wageri) ; the labialized back stops k'w, gw, q!w, and spirant xw
(sometimes weakened to hw) ;

the sibilants s, c (as in English

ship), 6 (as in English thin), and z (voiceless lenis, intermediate

between 5 and English z, heard in -AZ "to sneeze"); the affric-

ative palatal consonants tc', dj, and tc!; the affricative alveolar

consonants ts, ts!, and affricative dental consonant /0/; the

laterals /, I (voiceless spirantal /, with L, dorsal t followed

by I, as variant), and L!; the glottal stop ('); the aspirate h

(' at the close of a syllable); and the semivowels y and w.

Of these t', q', k'w, and tc' (English ch) are aspirated surds

(k' is not found, k'w has been found but once and may be con-

sidered of doubtful occurrence); (b), d, g, gw, and dj are voice-

less but lenis, intermediate acoustically between surds and

sonants18
(dj is intermediate between English ch and j) ; t!,

q!, tc!, ts!, IB!, and L! are so-called "fortis" consonants, in other

words, they are pronounced with simultaneous closure of glottis

but are released before the release of the glottal chords, q',

q!, gw, and q.'w (g has not been found, but very likely exists)

are velar consonants; k! has not been found,
19

its place being

taken by q!.'
20 Of secondary origin are syllabically final / and

k, which may be considered as voiceless stops differing from

t' and k' in their lack of aspiration; they are etymologically

equivalent to d and g. It is highly probable that also w, which

does not frequently occur, is but a secondary development

or acoustic variant of 7 after o-vowels;
21 after o-vowels 7 be-

comes labialized to y, in which both 7 and w elements are so

weak that one is constantly in doubt as to whether he hears

18 It is possible that these "intermediate" stops are sonant at their moment of release.

19 Unless, as seems possible, k of mis/ki "gull" was misheard for k!.

ql corresponds to Hupa *,, g is Hupa *,. ql is by no means as forcible a sound as

is, e. g., Chinookan ql. There is something decidedly illusive about it; the velar stop

element seems to be reduced to a minimum, the glottal catch element is very strongly

marked and a weak * seems at times to precede the velar stop (e. g., *qld/XA "arrow

Despite my familiarity with Chinookan q!, I did not often succeed in pronouncing Chasta

Costa ql so as to satisfy Mr. Orion's ear. It may well be that qt is really "fortis or glo

talized x (x!); cf. Tlingit st.

.
n In Hupa 7 has become w in every case.
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y or w (thus do/ye- becomes do/y
w
e-, do/"*we-; similarly,

what was heard as do/wa- may really be do/y
w
a-}. However,

w occurs also in sa'/wAS/ts!e "sandhill crane;" wAs/xe "good."
This consonant system is only in part a faithful repre-

sentative of the original Athabascan system. Some conso-

nants have become merged with others, while other consonants

have kept distinct but have been changed in regard to place

of articulation. Chasta Costa m, t', d, //, n, g, q! (k!), q!w,

y, I, I, L!, ', h, and y seem in practically every case to correspond
to these same Athabascan sounds.

Athabascan k', as also in Hupa, has become x in Chasta

Costa:

xa'/tc'u "goose"
22

(cf. Hupa xa23
; Applegate Creek k'4'/-

tc'u; Kato k'a')

nd/xi "two" (cf. Hupa nax; Montagnais nak'e2*)

ts/A/xe "woman" (cf. Carrier t?ekhe
2b

)

tsxd/xe "child" (cf. Carrier cezkhehkhe)

Analogously to this change of k' to x, original Athabascan

k'w has become xw (sometimes heard as hw) in Chasta Costa.

This sound is preserved as such in Kato (k'w) and Chasta

Costa (xw), but seems generally to have fallen together in other

dialects with original k'. Examples are:

hwd "foot" (cf. Kato kwe'; Carrier ne-khe; Loucheux

oekpe)

na/yd/6A6t/xwi "I vomit" (cf. Carrier khu "vomiting")

It seems, however, to persist as k'w in:

k'wAs/t'd/ne "six" (cf. Hupa xos/tan)

Etymologically but not phonetically distinct, both in

Hupa and Chasta Costa, from these secondary x and xw are

22 -tc'u is augmentative.
23 See Goddard, "Kato Texts," note 32.

24 Petitot's
'

represents aspiration.
24 Father Morice represents "fortis" stops by means of points below characters.
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original Athabascan x and xw. A good example of the latter

is:

-xwAd "to cough" (cf. Carrier xwces "cough," as noun)

Athabascan sibilants and sibilant affricatives (is and

tc sounds) have undergone various modifications in Chasta

Costa. Original s has regularly become 0:

6A/yAl "grizzly bear" (cf. Carrier sxs-e-tcel "brown bear")

t'e/Oic/ya "I go" (cf. Hupa te/se/ya/te "I am going away")

t'ed/ya "he goes" (cf. Hupa tes/ya/te "it is about to come")

-gA6 "to climb" (cf. Hupa -k2's)

-XWA& "to cough" (cf. Carrier xwces)

Before I (or its variant L), however, s is regularly retained:

ts!a/sAsL/se "I cry;" tc!dsL/se "he cries;" tcla/ydsL/se

"they cry" (with these forms contrast tc!a/6il/se

"you cry")

na/yesL/sl "he tells" (contrast nd/Ott/sl "you tell")

cAsl/sl "he lets me" (contrast Bid/si "I let him")

cAsl/t'al "he kicks me" (contrast eid/t'di "I kicked him")

q!wAt/dasL/nd "it was lying on it"

Athabascan ts would, by analogy, have been expected to

develop into t6 (as in Chipewyan), but 6 seems to be regularly

found instead:

ei "head" (cf. Carrier n-tsi "your head;" Montagnais

-thif Hare -kfvri; Loucheux -tchi. Kato -sl< "head"

seems to indicate that in Kato also, at least initially,

5 and ts fell together.

d "hair of head" (cf. Montagnais ethi-pa
29

)

26 -SASL- is assimilated from *-SACL-, -s-' being here prevented from becoming -9- be-

cause of following -s- (before L) of same syllable.

27
i. e., -tei. Petitot's th is 16. In Hare ts (or its reflex te) developed into what Petitot

writes kfw, perhaps to be understood as k<t>, i. e., k plus bilabial /.

K Petitot's tch is our tc.

*> Petitot's p is y.
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I/do "yellow, green" (cf. Montagnais del-thop "yellow;"

Hare de-kfwoy "yellow," Hupa lit-tso "green;" Kato

L-tso "blue")

In some cases ts seems to have become s:

se "stone" (cf. Kato se; Hupa tsc; Montagnais the; Hare

kfwe; Loucheux tchi; Carrier tse)

As might be expected, Athabascan ts! has regularly become

MI in Chasta Costa:

dd/de/dil/td!i "we are sitting" (cf. Hupa na/ya/del/tse,

i. e., -tsle, "they lived as before")

te!AQ/da "story"

Athabascan c is normally preserved as such (e. g., cl "I").

However, it is assimilated to 5 before 5 and ts!:

s/ts!i/de "my sickness" (c- "my")

nes/tsfAl/l "I am seen (-c- "I")

As/se/t'e "I shall cry" (from *AC-)

s/ts!An/na/'Ac "he will bring it to me" (c- "me")

Assimilation of *SAC to SAS has taken place in:

tc!a/sAsL/se "I cry" (cf. tc!dcL/se/t'e "I shall cry")

Original *sAc>*sic, however, regularly developed to die:

tc.'Aj/je/eic/ya "I eat"

Original *SAC, after 'being assimilated to *SAS, regularly shifted

to 6A 0, unless, as we have seen, it was protected by immediately

following I:

da/6Ad/da "I am sitting" (from
*da/sAc/da)

t'e/9A9/lai "I have been sleeping" (from *t'e/sAc/lat)

tc!eQ/t!6 "I swim across" (probably misheard for tc!e/6Ad/t!6)

Original s, when immediately following c, also causes it to

assimilate; ss, which thus results, is then regularly shifted to

00:

ya/yAd/del "I threw" (from *yd/yAc/sel)
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Athabascan tc (sometimes tew?) is not retained in Chasta
Costa, but appears regularly as s:

1/sAk "red" (cf. Kato L/tclk; Loucheux ditssig)
30

mis/k(!)i(') "gull" (cf. Kato butc/k'ai<)

sa'/wAs/ts!e "sandhill crane" (cf. Applegate Creek tea'/-

wdc/tc(!)e)

-si "to make" (cf. Hupa -tcwin; Kato -tcl; Chipewyan
-tsl

31

)

-se "to cry" (cf. Chetco -swe; Hupa -tcwen; Kato -tee';

Carrier -ssa)

Chasta Costa sx is found in:

sxo/la "five" (cf. Hupa tcwo/la; Chipewyan sa/so/la/yai
f

)

Athabascan tc! remains, tc! often being shifted, however,
to tsl (or s'

32
) :

tele- verb prefix "across the water" (cf. Hupa tee-, i. e.,

tele-, "down to the beach, out of the house;" Kato

tc'e-; Chipewyan ts'e- "to a body of water")
-tslAn "toward, to" (cf. Hupa -tcin, i. e., -tc!it}; Kato

-tc'un
f

; Chipewyan -ts'un)

tsli/de "sickness" (cf. Loucheux tssik, i. e.
r tsfik)

-s'at' "to be hurt" (cf. Hupa -teat, i. e., -tdat, "to be sick,

to become ill")

There is still another set of sibilants in Chasta Costa,

which go back to original palatalized (anterior palatal) ^-sounds

(g
y

,
ky

,
ky!). In Kato, Navaho, Apache, Chipewyan, and

other Athabascan dialects, as in Chasta Costa, these have

become affricative sibilants, without, however, falling together,

as a rule, with the original Athabascan tc- consonants. In

Chasta Costa, ky has become tc', ky! has become tc! (this tc!

30 Petitot's tss is our tsl.

31 Chipewyan forms are taken from P. E. Goddard, "Analysis of Cold Lake Dialect,

Chipewyan," Anthr. Papers Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. X, pt. II. Chipewyan forms

taken from Petitot are referred to as Montagnais.
32 It is quite likely that let and tsl are here merely auditory variants of tsl ($ is mid-

way between s and c). In Kato tc', Is' and s' also interchange.
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does not vary, apparently, with ts!) ;
for g

y I have no examples.

Chasta Costa and Chipewyan are largely parallel in their

development of Athabascan ts, tc, and ky sounds:

Athabascan

dz

ts

ts!

dj

tc

tc!

ky!

Hupa

ts

ts!

dj

tc(w)

tc!

g
y

k>

Chasta Costa

6

tS!

s

ts!, ts!

tc

tc!

Chipewyan
dd, d

te, e

tei, e'

dz

ts

ts!

dj

tc

tc!

There are thus three distinct series of sibilant affricatives (and

of sibilants) in Chasta Costa and Chipewyan, none of which

is in direct accord with the original Athabascan sounds; Hupa,
it is highly important to note, reflects the original sounds almost

exactly.
33

Carrier, it would seem, has also preserved the ky-

series.

Examples of Chasta Costa tc' from original ky are:

dL/tca/yi "big thing" (cf. Hupa -kya/o "large;" Kato

-tea?, -tea' "to be large")

33 In his "Analysis of Cold Lake Dialect, Chipewyan," Goddard treats Chipewyan
ts and tc as though they were one sound corresponding to Jicarilla and Navaho if (p. 86).

Examination of the various illustrative forms scattered throughout the paper, however,

soon convinces one that Chipewyan ts, dz, and 1st correspond respectively to Hupa,

Jicarilla, and Navaho tc(w), dj, and tcl; whereas Chipewyan tc, dj, and tc! correspond

respectively to Southern Athabascan ts, dz, and 1st and to Hupa ky , g
y

, and kyl. Thus,

the Southern Athabascan ts- sounds represent both original ts- sounds and ky- sounds;

perhaps there is a phonetic difference that does not come out clearly in the orthography.

As for Kato, Goddard finds no difference between tc- sounds that go back to original

tc- sounds and those that correspond to Hupa ky- sounds (" Elements of the Kato Language,"

pp. 16, 51). However, deictic tc'-, corresponding to Hupa tc!-, varies with ts' and s', thus

suggesting ts! as the true sound; on the other hand, tc'- (to indicate indefinite third personal

object) corresponding to Hupa kyl- occurs consistently as tc' (contrast examples of tc'-,

ts'-, s'- on p. 50 with those of tc'- on p. 51). It seems plausible, then, that in Chipewyan,
Chasta Costa, and Kato original ky- sounds became true tc- sounds, while original tc sounds

were shifted to Is- sounds (which are apt to be heard as either ts- or tc- sounds).
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-tc'u augmentative suffix (e. g., W/tc'u "horse," literally

"big dog") (cf. Hupa -kyo; Kato -ted)

Examples of tcl going back to Athabascan ky! are:

dAn/tdi "four" (cf. Hupa dink, i. e., dit]k
y
!)

stdAt/de "seven" (cf. Hupa xd/kil, i. e., -ky!it)

tclasL/se "he cries" (cf. Hupa kya/teL/tcwu "it cried,

i. e., ky
!a-]

tcl- verb prefix indicating indefinite object (cf. Hupa
k-, ky-, i. e., ky!-; Kato to'-}

Athabascan possessed sonant sibilants (2, j) and sibilant

affricatives (dz, dj). Of these sounds z has been found in Chasta

Costa -AZ "to sneeze;" dj is illustrated in several forms, but,

as we shall see in a moment, does not in these go back to Atha-

bascan dj. dz has not been found, though it may exist.
;',

as

in Kato and Hupa, has become c:

la/cAn "black" (cf. Hupa Lu/hwin<*-cin; Kato L/cun
f

;

Jicarilla Ll/zr, Nav. Li/jin; Chipewyan del/zun;

Loucheux del-zen)

Chasta Costa dj results from t (unaspirated) plus y:

qlwAt/tc/At/dja "table" (<*qtwAt/tclAt/ya "whereon one

eats;" -ya "to eat")

ya/da/yit/dja "we are ashamed" (<*ya/da/yit/ya; cf.

yAc in ya/dAd/yAc "I am ashamed")

Of the lateral consonants, only three (/, I, and L!) have

been found in Chasta Costa. Original dl may have been pre-

served also, but Athabascan did was heard rather as / (unas-

pirated) plus Id:

yAct/ld "I laugh" (cf. Chipewyan -did, -dldk' "to laugh")

-t- is very probably third modal -/- here; while -did really

appears as -Id. After c and s, I becomes t :

na/dAd/nic "I work" (cf. na/dAl/nic "he works")

nd/xwAd/ye "I play" (cf. na/xwAl/ye "he plays")

q!wAt/dasL/nd "it was lying on it"



MORPHOLOGY.

PRONOUNS.

Independent personal pronouns:

cl "I" ne "we" (probably contracted

from *ne/he; cf. Hupa ne/he)

HAH "you" n6/ne "you" (plur.)

yu "he, that one" yu/ne, yun/ne "they, those"

(really demonstrative) (really demonstrative)

Examples of possessive pronouns are:

cic/la "my hand" (cic is independent cl combined with

possessive prefix c-\ literally, "I my-hand")

nAn/la "your hand" (that is, nAn n-, "you your-hand")
hi la "his hand" (hi is demonstrative)

c/na/yd "my eyes"

s/ts!i/de "my sickness, I am sick"

n/ts!l/de "you are sick"

no/ts!i/de "our sickness, we are sick"

no/ts!i/de/ha "your (pi.) sickness? are you (pi.) sick?"

(-ha is interrogative)

x6/ts!l/de "their sickness, they are sick"

Many nouns, when limited by preceding possessive pronouns,
suffix -e, as regularly in Athabascan. Thus, from mAn "house:"

cic/mAne "my house"

nAn/mAne "your house"

A noun followed by another with suffixed -e is to be under-

stood as genitively related to it. Examples are:

dAne' ll/tele "person's dog" (ll/tcle from ll "dog," with

(290)
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voicing of I- to /-; cf. Hupa Lin "dog," xo/lin/ke,
i. e., xo/liT)/k

y!e "his dog")
tAkAc L.'o

u
/le "bowstring" (literally, "bow's string;" cf.

Chipewyan L'UL "rope," possessed form L'u/le)

ga/yn ts!i/de "baby's sickness, baby is sick"

As reflexive possessive is used xd/dAt- (with -d/dAt- cf.

Hupa a/d- ; Carrier cedced-) :

xa/dAt/li/tc!e "his own dog" (used reflexively)

Of demonstrative pronouns there have been found:

hi' "that, he" (cf. Hupa hai, indefinite demonstrative and

article); M/tU "that thing"

yu "that one" (cf. Hupa yd "that")

yu/ne, yun/ne "those, they"
m- "it" (cf. Hupa OT-; Kato &-): mAl "with it"

de seems to be used as relative in:

de ucL/t'e "what I want"

This element is perhaps demonstrative in force and related to

Hupa de in ded "this," hai/de "this."

Totality is expressed by t'wi "all, everything" (cf. Hupa
aItin "all"). Compounded with this element are:

t'wl/de "everything" (-de is very likely related to Hupa
di- in dl/hwo "something," dl/hwe/e "nothing")

dd/t'wl/de "not everything"

t'wi/dAn "everywhere" (literally, "all-at;" cf. Hupa a/tin/-

din "every place")

NOUNS.

Primitive non-descriptive nouns, as in all Athabascan dia-

lects, are relatively frequent in Chasta Costa. Monosyllabic

nouns are:

BODY PARTS.

la "hand" (cf. Hupa -la; Kato -la
1

}

Probably to be understood as tAk/gAc.
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hwd "foot" (cf. Kato -kwe 1

; Chipewyan -ke)

61 "head" (cf. Kato -sl
f

; Chipewyan -61, -Wi)

-ya "hair" (in 6Ayd "head-hair;" cf. Kato -ga
f

"hair;"

Chipewyan -ca, i. e., -ya)

ANIMALS.

tdac "bird"

tl "dog" (cf. Hupa Lin; Chipewyan Li)

NATURAL OBJECTS.
se "stone" (cf. Hupa tse; Kato se)

ca "sun" (cf. Hupa hwa; Kato ca)

IAt "smoke" (cf. Hupa Lit; Kato Lut)

CULTURE OBJECTS.
mAn "house" (cf. Hupa diminutive min-tc "hut")
Llel "matches" (originally doubtless "fire-drill;" cf. Chipe-

wyan L'CL "fire-drill")

god "camass" (cf. Hupa kos "bulbs")
L/ff*l-e "(its) string" (cf. Hupa LOL "strap;" Chipewyan

L'UL "rope")

Primitive, at any rate not easily analyzed, nouns of more
than one syllable are:

PERSONS.

dAn/ne, dAne' "person, man" (cf. Chipewyan de/ne, dun/ne;
Carrier tcene)

ts!a/xe "woman" (cf. Carrier tsekhe; Kato tc'ek)

dis/ne' "male" (with -ne cf. probably -nc of dAne')

S&/SAS "white man"

tsxa/xe "child" (cf. Carrier cezkhehkhe; Kato skl-k "boys,

children")

kel/'e "boy" (perhaps misheard for k!et/'e; cf. Kato

k'il/lek "boy")

ga/yu "baby"

BODY PART.

na/ya "eye" (cf. Hupa -na; Kato -na (

; Chipewyan -na/Ga,

-na/ce)
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ANIMALS.

8AyAl "grizzly bear" (cf. Carrier sces-e^cel "brown or cross

bear")

mis/k(!)i(') "gull" (cf. Kato butc/k'ai'}

dis/L!ac "fawn"

dA/mel'/ke "pelican"
35

nat/fi "duck" (cf. Kato w<r/2'*
36

)

mi/tc'A/tslAl/m "deer"

t
l

e/q!6/ltc/l'e "mink"

sa'/wAs/ts!e "sandhill crane" (cf. Applegate Creek tca'/-

wdc/tc(!}e)

tc!al/tc!us/dje "ruffled grouse, 'pheasant'
"

ea/gi "kingfisher"

dAs/nAl "red-shafted flicker"

t6!A6/na/yal/t9!6Q
'

'hummingbird'
'

gi'c/tde "bluejay"

na/ts!6/le "horned lark"

sd's/ga/ga "robin"

ts'.a/tsluk "wren"

kAsis "barn swallow"

ga/lal/'e "crow"

Many of these animal names, as well as some of those that

follow, are probably descriptive verb forms that have become

stereotyped.

PLANTS.

tcA/pd/yu "flower" 37

mi/t!al/t&A9 "arrow-wood"

L/o'/de "tar-weed" (probably compounded with Atha-

bascan L!O' "grass;" cf. Hupa Lo/da-itc "an herb")

tclAl/yat/tslt "sunflower(?)"

35 This word is humorously used to refer to Democrats, Democrat and dA/mel'/kt

exhibiting some similarity in sound.
M This form was obtained independently.
37 This word is remarkable as containing p, a sound that is normally absent in Atha-

bascan.
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dAl/si "pine" (cf. Kato dul/tcik "yellow pine," from -tcik

"red")

nd/L/e "pine-nut"

dA/nAc "manzanita" (cf. Hupa din/nuw; Kato tun/nuc

"manzanita berries;" Galice Creek de/rec}

mAt/tcli "cat-tail"

cAc/dd' "oak"

CULTURE OBJECTS.
xAnAO "canoe"

at/tea "pipe"

tc!A/6A/gAl "sandstone arrow-shaft scraper"

tA/kAc "bow" (probably t'Ak/gAc; cf. Kato gqc "yew")

*q!d/xAd "arrow"

delItie "arrow-point"

ABSTRACT.

tB!A6/da "story"

yu/vns "whistling" (cf. Carrier yuyuz "whistling," as

noun)

tsli/de "sickness" (used with possessive pronouns to indi-

cate "to be sick")

Several animals are designated by words ending in -tc'u,

an augmentative suffix, "big" (cf. Hupa and Kato animal and

plant names in -kyo and -ted respectively). Such are:

W/tc'ii "horse" (literally, "big dog;" cf. Chipewyan

Lin/tco)

xa'/tc'ii "goose" (cf. Applegate Creek k'q'/tc'u. These

words are formed from Athabascan xa: Chipewyan
xa "goose;" Kato ka')

dAc/tc'u, des/tc'u "grouse" (cf. Kato duc/tco, dus/tco

"grouse")
VetImoItc'u "pigeon"

cu/de'/tc'u "bald eagle"

OAO/dA/tt/tc'u "owl"

li/tele/tc'u "red-headed woodpecker"

ga/sa'/tc'u "raven"
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Nouns ending in -til or -tllni denote "one who has so and
so." -ni is, likely enough, related to -ne of dAn/ne "person;"
-ne or -n is found in many Athabascan dialects as suffix denot-

ing "person." Examples of -t!i(ni) are:

tt/tli/nl "dog-owner"

d6/at/t!l/ni, do/at/til "bachelor" (literally, "not-wife-hav-

ing-person." do- "not;" at-, i. e., at! "wife," cf.

Hupa ut "wife," Kato at' "sister")

Examples of noun compounds consisting of two noun
stems are:

d "head-hair" (shortened from 81 "head" and -ya
"hair." Cf. Chipewyan Ql/ca)

ga/lal gwa/yu "red-winged blackbird" (literally, "crow('s)
brother-in-law." With this cf. Chipewyan da/tsa/-

tcel/le "a small crow," literally, "crow younger-
brother" 38

).

An example of a compound noun consisting of verb and

noun is:

Al/Az dAn/ne "sneezer" (literally, "he-sneezes person")

An example of a compound noun consisting of noun and

adjective is:

tclac l/ed/e "bluebird" (literally, "bird blue")

A characteristic type of noun in Athabascan is formed by
verbs which, while remaining strictly verbal in form, are used

to refer to objects, in other words, are logically nouns. As

has been already noted, several nouns of more than one syllable

listed above as unanalyzable are doubtless, strictly speaking,

verb forms. Quite clearly verbal in form are:

nae/L/6 "paper" (cf. nal/Lld "he writes")

q!wAt/da6t/gAc "table-cloth" (literally, "it lies or is thrown

88 Goddard, op. cit., p. 110.
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down on top;" cf. Hupa -k2as, i. e., -gas, "to throw,"
and wes/kas "it lay"

39
)

ql-wAt/tdAt/dja "table" (literally, "thereon it is eaten")

mAl/t'e/tdAt/tslAl/lec "smoking materials" (literally, "there-

with it is smoked")

NUMERALS.

1. la, ld"/ca (cf. Hupa La; Kato La/ha'}

2. na/xi (cf. Hupa nax; Kato nqk/ka
e

); nA/xi la "two

hands"

3. t'd/yi (cf. Hupa tak, i.e. t'ak/; Kato tak'; Chipewyan
ta, ta/Ge

4. dAn/tdi (cf. Hupa dink, i. e. dir\k
y
!; Chipewyan

dl/ci)

5. sxo/la (cf. Hupa tcwd/la; Chipewyan sa/so/la/cai')

6. k*wAs/t'a/ne (cf. Hupa xos/tari)

7. stdAt/de (cf. Hupa xo/kit, i. e. -ky!it)

8. na/xAn/do (
= "it lacks two, two less")

9. Idn/do (
= "it lacks one, one less")

10. hwe'/ee

Of numeral adverbs there were recorded :

idt/dAn "once" (cf. Hupa na/din "twice," min/Lun/din
"ten times")

la/me/q!e/ca "in one time"

ADJECTIVES.

Of adjectives, or verb stems with adjectival significance,

there have been found:

wAs/xe, wAs/xa "good;" wAs/xe H "dog is good"

txAs/xe/la "rich" (-la is verbal suffix)

dA/An/de "bad" (evidently verbal in form, du-, do- is

negative; -de probably misheard for -tie "to be, exist;"

cf. Hupa unite, i. e. An/tie "there is")

Goddard, op. cit., p. 281.
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AL/tca/yl "big thing" (cf. Hupa -kya/o "large;" Kato

-tcac)

l/gi "white" (cf. Hupa -L/kai; Kato -L/gai]

la/cAn "black" (cf. Kato -L/cun
f

; Chipewyan del/zun)

1/sAk "red" (cf. Kato -L/tcik)

I/do "yellow, green" (cf. Hupa lit/tso "green;" Kato

L/tso "blue")

"White," "black," "red," and "yellow, green" are characterized

by prefixed I (a)-, which is common as adjectival prefix also in

other Athabascan dialects.

ADVERBS.

Adverbs of place are:

xun "there" (cf. Hupa third personal pronoun xdn?):

xun t'e/6t/ya "there you go"
hi* xun t'ed/ya "there he goes"

txun/la "where?":

txun/la t'e/Bi/ya "where are you going?"

doi'dAt "nowhere" (cf. Hupa -dit- in hai/dai/dit/din

"where;" do- is negative)

dAk/ge"up" (ci.Haretege):

dAk/ge Bid/Pal "I kicked him up"

md/dAn "on edge" (-dAn is postposition "at;" maa-<

*mq-<*mar)-; cf. Hupa nil/man "each side")

Adverbs of time are:

xat "then" (cf. Hupa xat "yet, right")

xd "quickly" (cf. Hupa xa "yet")

xun/de "tomorrow" (cf. Hupa yis/xun/de "tomorrow"):

xun/de do/wa/yAc/l "I'll see him tomorrow"

xun/de t6!A6/da nAl ndcl/si "tomorrow story to-

ycu I-shall-tell"

xun/de t'Ac/yAc "tomorrow I'll go")
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'

t'wi/dAn "always" (literally, "all-at"):

t'wi/dAn t'Al/dAc "he always runs"

t'wi/dAn As/se "I always cry"

xAL/tsH/dAn "this evening" (doubtless misheard for XAL!-;

-dAn is postposition "at." Cf. Hupa xu/Le "in the

night"):

xAL/tsH/dAn do/wan/yAc/l "I'll see you this

evening"

Modal adverbs are:

do negative (cf . Hupa do) :

dojfAc "he won't go"

do/t'Ac/yic "I'll not go"

do/yd/t!a "he won't fly"

dd/As/se "I'm not crying"

dd/nd/dACL/nic "I'm not working"
do/iAc/I "I didn't see him"

do/necl/i "I'm not looking at him"

dd/ucL/t'e "I do not want"

do/na/jAct/xwl "I do not vomit"

la prohibitive:

Id "don't!"

Id/t'i/yic "don't go!"

la/yt/i "don't see him!"

Id/nS/xwil/ye "don't play!"

Id/na/dit/tfo "don't bathe!"

Id/na/yat/xwi "don't vomit!"

do/dd/q!e "unable"

d6/LAn "not much" (cf. Hupa Lan "much," do/Lan "little")

doIwi/la "of course" (cf. Hupa don "it is," lie/don "at

least")

doIId emphatic negative (really verbal inform, "to cease;"

cf. Hupa -Ian, -lun with negative prefix do- "to quit,

leave, desist"):

do/la c/yt/i "you didn't see me"
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c6*/dji "all right" (cf. Hupa nu/hwon/*x "properly"?)

CAl/q!we "to be accustomed to":

cAl/qlwe na/dAct/t!o "I'm used to bathing"
t/l'/xun "to keep on:"

tW/xun ne/cAl/l "he keeps looking at me"
QAk/gwe "in fragments"
ho future prefix (more properly intentive) :

ho/ya/yic/tfa "I'll fly"

ho/tc!AsL/se "he wants to cry"

hd/il/l yit/lo "stop laughing!"

do/wa future prefix (probably with dubitative coloring):

do/wa/c/yl/V/t'e "you'll see me"

s/tsli/de do/wa/Al/le' "I'll get sick" (literally,

"my-sickness will-become")

do/wa/nd/yan/nAl "he will upset them"

do/wa/lt'dt/nAl "they will go to pieces"

POSTPOSITIONS.

Athabascan is characterized, among other features, by the

use of a considerable number of postpositional elements of

chiefly local force. They are appended to nouns or pronom-

inal, numeral, or adverbial stems; less often to verb forms, in

which case they have subordinating force. Chasta Costa

examples are:

-dAti "at" (cf. Hupa -din):

xAL(!}/ts!i/dAn "this evening"

t'wt/dAn "everywhere" (literally, "all-at")

Idt/dAn "once" (cf. la- "one")

md"/dAn "on edge"

al/dAc/ni/dAn "when I tell him" (literally, "I-

tell-him at")
40

"Similarly in Hupa -miL "when," as verb suffix, is doubtless simply pronominal

mi- plus postposition -/. "with."
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-I "with, to" (cf. Hupa -z.; Kato -L):

xAnAB/l ndc/xe "I paddle canoe" (literally, "canoe-

with I-paddle")

td!AO/da nAl ndcl/si "I tell you story" (literally,

"story you-with I-make")
16!Ad/da cAl na/yesL/sl "he tells me story"

(literally, "story me-with he-makes")

mAl/t'e/tc!At/ts!Al/lec "wherewith it-is-smoked, ma-

terials for smoking" (mA-l- "therewith;" cf.

Kato buL "with it;" Hupa miL "with, in")

This same -I is probably also found attached to verbal prefix

a- (used in verbs of saying) :

at/dAc/ni/dAn "when I tell him" (cf. Hupa aL/-

tcit/den/ne "he talked to")

-is/An "toward" (cf. Hupa -tcin "toward;" Kato -tc'un*

"to, toward"):

s/ts!An/na/'Ac "to-me he-will-bring-it"

-me "in" (cf. Hupa -me "in;" Kato -bV "in"):

mAnIme "in house"

-me/qle "in, around in" (compounded of -me and -q!e;

cf. Chipewyan -k'e "on"):

mAn/me/qle "around in house"

la/me/q!e/ca "all in one time" (cf. la, Id'/ca "one")

VERBS.

As in other Athabascan dialects, the typical Chasta

Costa verb consists of one or more adverbial prefixes, which

may be followed in order by a deictic or third personal ele-

ment, a first modal prefix, a second modal element, a first or

second person subjective element, and a third modal element or

"class" sign; these, not all of which need of course be present,

are then followed by the rerb stem itself. The stem often

ends the verb form, but may be followed by one or more enclitic

elements of modal or syntactic force. The verb form is fre-
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quently preceded by an adverb or postposition which, while

best considered as a non-integral part of the verb, forms a

rather close syntactic unit with it. A pronominal object,
if present, comes after an adverbial prefix but before a first

modal element. Thus, the verb form t'a/yd/Oot/na/ha "do

you (plur.) drink?" consists of seven elements: I'd-, an ad-

verbial prefix referring to water; yd-, a second adverbial ele-

ment; 6-, a second modal element of durative significance;

-d-, second person plural subjective pronominal element; -/-,

a third modal element, probably intransitive in force; -nd,

verb stem "to drink;" and -hd, an enclitic interrogative element.

The various elements that go to make up verb forms will be

taken up in the order indicated.

ADVERBIAL PREFIXES, a-, a-, 'A- used with verbs of say-

ing, doing, and being (cf . Hupa and Kato a-} :

d/dJAn "he says"

al/dAc/ni/dAn "when I tell him" (for -1-, see

under Postpositions)

d6/dAt 'An/tie "there is not anywhere"

This a- is probably equivalent to an indefinite object, "some-

thing," indicating what is said or uttered without definitely

referring to it. This comes out rather clearly on comparison

with a form like yti/wis dAcl/m "I whistle" (literally, "whistling

I-utter"), where no indefinite object a- is required, what is

uttered being specifically referred to by yu/wls "whistling."

That a- is somewhat in a class by itself as compared with other

adverbial prefixes is indicated by its being followed in forms

with indirect object by postpositive -1-.

yd-, ya- "up (in the air)" (cf. Hupa ya-; Kato ya
f
-):

ya/yAd/gAB "I climb"

yd/yAS/Bel "I threw"

ya/yic/t!a "I fly"

It is not clear what significance is to be attached to ya- in:

ya/dAd/yAc "I am ashamed"

ya/da/yit/dja "we are ashamed"
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ye- "into enclosed space (including mouth)" (cf. Hupa
ye-; Kato ye'-, yl'-)

ye/ydt/ne/la "he bit it"

da-, da- "sitting or lying on something above ground"
(cf . Hupa and Kato da-} :

da/QAB/dd "I am sitting down"

da/de/6U/t6!i "we are sitting down"

dA/nAc/t'ac "I go to bed"

q!wAt/daQt/gAc "it lies thrown down on top,"
i. e. "table-cloth")

q!wAt/dasL/na "it was lying on it"

t'e- "in the water" (cf. Hupa te-; Kato te'-Y.

t'e/An/yAc/lAl "I am sinking in the water"

t'e/nic/lat "I drown"
t'a- referring to water (cf . Hupa and Kato ta-) :

t'd/jAct/nd "I drink"

tele- "across a stream" (cf. Hupa tee- "out of;" Kato
tc'e- "out of;" Chipewyan ts'e- "used of approach
to a body of water") :

tc!e/6it/t!o "I swim across"

An- implies disappearance or undoing (cf. Chipewyan
(

a-, an- "away," implies "desertion or abandonment"):

t'e/An/jAc/lAl "I am sinking in the water"

do/wd/An/na/yan/nAl "he will upset them"
an- "back, hither" (cf. Chipewyan

f
d- 'an-, ai- "back,

'toward home") :

an/yt/al "come here!"

tc!d-, Ida- of unknown significance (cf . Hupa kya-^} :

tcla/sAsL/se "I cry" (cf. Hupa kya/teL/tcwe "she

heard it cry")

tc!dsL/se "he cries"

se'- used with verb of smiling:

se'/yAt/lo "he smiles" (cf. yAt/ld "he laughs")

41 Goddard lists forms in kya-, i. e., ky!a-, under ky-; see op. cit., p. 90. It seems better

however, to keep them apart.
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tc!o- of unknown significance (cf . Hupa kyo-
42

) :

tc!o/yit/siL/la "he pointed with his finger"

ne/tc!uc/lec "I'll bet you"
43

u- of unknown significance (cf. Hupa verbs in o-
44

)

do/ucL/t'e "I do not want"

de/ucL/t'e "what I want"

na-, na- indefinite movement on surface of ground or

water; horizontality (cf. Hupa and Kato na-) :

nAn/ndQ/ya/la "he went around it"

s/ts/An/na/'Ac "he'll bring (it) to me"
yAn/na/Ac/t'e "he will bring here"

na/ni/An "stop him!"

na/ya "is going about, living"

i/t'i yAn/na/'a "he brags" (literally, "high, im-

portant he-has")

nd/xwAcL/ye "I play"

na/dAcL/nic "I work"

do/wa/na/yan/nAl "he will upset them"

nac/L/6 "I write"

xAnAB/l ndc/xe "I paddle canoe"

nac/tlo "I swim, bathe"

na/tc!il/de "you wash"

nd/dAcl/de "I washed myself"

na/dAt/tlo/?e "he'll bathe"

na/xAt/dAl/el "they'll bathe"

t6!A6/dd cAl na/Btl/sl "story to-me you-told,

caused"

na- "back again" (cf. Hupa and Kato na-), followed by
third modal -/-:

na/ya/BABt/xwi "I vomit"

yAn- of uncertain significance (cf. Hupa wfin- "to pursue

42 Goddard lists forms in kyo, i. e., kylo-, under ky-; see op. cit., p. 90. Perhaps kyld

is compounded of kyl- and 5-.

43 This tclu- is probably better explained as deictic tcl- followed by future imperative

it-; see note 86.

44 Goddard, op. cit., p. 1 15.
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or seek something; to attempt something by per-

sistent effort"):

yAn/na/Ac/t'e "he will bring here"

l/t't yAn/na/'a "he brags" (perhaps "important
he-seeks-to-have'

'

)

ne- of unknown significance:

necl/l "I'm looking at him" (cf. ye/Qic/l "I saw

him")

nes/ts/Ai/l "I am seen"

XW(A)- of unknown significance:

nA/xwAcL/ye "I play"

xwAcL/l "I believe (it)"

xwAn/ne/Bii/ya "you win" (see under first modal

ne-}

yd- ya-, (7) refers apparently to "mouth":

ye/ydt/ne/la "he bit it" (yat- may, however,
have been misheard for yAt-, with second

modal y-; see note 92)

na/y&/eA8t/xwl "I vomit"

Id/na/yat/xwi "don't vomit!"

t'a/yd/Oit/na "we drink"

t'a/yit/na "you drink" (or is 7- here second

modal prefix?

Verbal prefixes of local force which are doubtless primarily

postpositions and which are prefixed to adverbial prefixes proper
are:

HAH- "around" (cf. Hupa -nat; Kato -no):

nAn/ndB/yd/la "he went around it"

q'wAt- "on, on top" (cf. Hupa -kut "on;" Kato -k'wut'

"on"):

q!wAt/tc!At/dja "whereon one eats, table"

q!wAt/dadt/gAc "it lies thrown down on top,

table-cloth"

qlwAt/dasL/na "it was lying on it"
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DEICTIC PREFIXES. Under this head are grouped a small

number of quasi-pronominal elements of third personal refer-

ence which regularly come after adverbial prefixes, if any of

these are present. They cannot be grouped with first or second

personal subjective elements, as their position is quite distinct

from these; first and second modal prefixes may come between.

Of deictic elements there have been found:

id- denotes lack or indefiniteness of object of transitive verb

(cf. Hupa k-, ky-, i. e. &!-; Kato /c'-
45
):

tc!Aj/je/6ic/ya "I eat" (i. e. without specific

object being designated; cf. Hupa yik/kyu/-

win/yan "it ate")

qlwAt/tc/At/dja "whereon one eats, table"

nA/tctil/Lld "you write" (cf. Hupa na/kis/Lon,

i. e. na/ky
!is/L

!.on "she made baskets")

nA,/tc!i/t!o "you swim, bathe"

na/tdil/de "you wash" (cf. Kato te'/na/tc'us/dec

"he washed it")

tdAt/Mt/QAl "we wash ourselves" (cf. Hupa wa/-

kin/nin/sei "it was heated through")

mAlIfejtclAt/tslAlllee "wherewith it is smoked"

(somewhat doubtful, as td- here follows first

modal prefix t'e-; but see note 77)

tclAl/tlo "he sucks" (cf. Kato tc'iL/t'ot "[make] it

suck")

It is possible that in this last example td- is third personal

subjective (cf. Hupa tc-, i. e. tc/-; Kato tc'-, ts'-, s'-), as sug-

gested by Ad/tld "I suck" with its lack of tc!- prefix. No other

plausible case, however, of third personal subjective td- is

available, so that its existence in Chasta Costa must be con-

sidered doubtful as yet.

Generally third person singular subjective forms are dis-

tinguished by the lack of any pronominal prefix, but in certain

44 Goddard, op. cit., p. 51.
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cases deictic elements are found which are clearly third personal

(subjective) in value. These are:

dj- (cf. Hupa tc-, i. e. tcl-\ Kato tc'-, ts'-, s'-):

A/dJAn "he says" (verb-stem -; cf. Hupa aL/-

tcit/den/ne "he talked to them")

djAn/la "he says" (cf. Hupa tcin "they say;"

Kato tc'in)

It is quite likely, however, that dJAn is to be explained as from

*dyAn (dy, as we have seen, becomes dj), in which d- is first

modal prefix (cf. di/ni "you make a sound") and *yAn is reduced

from *yen (ye- as below; -n to say).

ye-, ya- (cf. Hupa y-, yl- referring to other than adult Hupa;
Kato yl-) :

na/yel/sl "to-you he-tells" (contrast ndd/sl
"I tell")

na/yesi/si "to-me he-tells" (with second

modal prefix s-, B-; contrast nd/OU/sl "you

tell")

ya/q!e6/ya
46 "he eats" (contrast tc/Ay/ye/Bic/ya

"I eat")

x-:

tc!e/XAB/t!d "he swims across" (contrast tcle/-

9it/t!o "you swim across")

This x- seems to have no parallel in Hupa or Kato (is it con-

nected with third person objective xo- of Hupa, kw- of Kato?).

Were it not that -t!o "to swim, bathe" is used only of singular

subjects, one might surmise that x- is really plural XA- (see

below).

Among deictic elements are further to be reckoned certain

prefixes that serve to indicate either plurality as such or more

specifically third personal plurality. These are:

ya- (cf . Hupa ya- ; Kato ya
f

-) :

yu/itns ya/dil/m "we whistle" (contrast

itns dAcl/rii "I whistle")

46
qle- was very likely misheard for 72-.
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yil/wls ya/dAl/m "they whistle" (contrast yd/wis
dAl/ni "he whistles")

yd-, ya-:

tc!a/yd/eil/se "we cry" (contrast tdd/sAsL/se
"I cry")

tc!a/ydsL/se "they are crying" (contrast tc!dsL/se
"he cries")

tc.'d/y&l/se/t'e "you (pi.) will cry" (contrast tcIAl/-

se/t'e "you (sing.) will cry")
XA- third person plural (apparently not found in either

Hupa or Kato; but cf., without doubt, Chipewyan
he- "used for dual or plural of verbs in third person"):

ya/xAy/yi/t!a "they fly" (ya/yi/t!a "it flies")

do/yb/xAt/tla "they won't fly" (do/yd/tta "he
won't fly")

xAs/se/t'e/ha "will they cry?" (As/se/fe/ha "will

he cry?")

S~do/xAs/se "they're not crying" (dd/As/se "he's

not crying")

nd/xAt/dAl/nic "they work" (nd/dAl/nic "he

works")

c/xA/yed/l "they saw me" (c/yeB/l "he saw me")
na/xAt/da/yAl/el "they are bathing"

t'c/An/xAy/yAl/lAt "they sink in the water"

(t'e/An/yAl/lAt "he sinks")

xAt/fAl/lal "they are sleeping" (t'Al/lal "he is

sleeping")

dd/xAn/nAt/t'Ac "they went to bed" (dd/nAt/t'Ac

"he went to bed")

xAt/t'Al/xwAO "they cough" (t'Al/xwA6" he coughs")

xA/Al/Az "they sneeze" (Al/Az "he sneezes")

FIRST MODAL PREFIXES. Under this term are comprised
a small number of rather frequently occurring elements which

regularly come after both adverbial prefixes and deictic ele-

ments, but precede another set of modal elements (second
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modal prefixes) which are to be taken up shortly. Their mean-

ing is rather colorless. Besides their position they have this

peculiarity in common, that they lose their vowel in indefinite

tense forms (such as have no second modal prefixes: 6-, y-,

or -) and are thus reduced to single consonants. They are:

t'e- (definite tenses), t'- (indefinite tenses) seems to indicate

durative activity (cf. Hupa te-; Kato te-, t-}:

?e/6ic/ya "I go;" indefinite: do/t'Ac/yic "I'll

not go;" Vi/yAc/fe "you must go"

t'AcL/dAc "I run" (indefinite)

tc/At/t'd/dAl "you (pi.) wash yourselves" (indefi-

nite)

t'/yi/l "he looks around" (indefinite; but see

note 69)

t'e/OAO/lal/la "I've been sleeping;" indefinite:

t'Ac/lal "I'm sleeping"

t'Ad/xwAO "I cough" (indefinite)

mAl/t'e/tdAt/ts/Al/lec "wherewith it is smoked"

(as following tcl- is deictic, it is more likely

that t'e- here is adverbial prefix, not first

modal; see note 77).

de- (definite tenses; da- before 7-), d- (indefinite tenses)

meaning unknown (cf. Hupa d-, du-\ Kato de-, d-):

at/dAc/ni/dAn "when I tell him" (indefinite)

yti/wls dAcl/ril "I whistle" (indefinite)

c/na/yd di'/s'at* "my-eyes hurt" (definite; cf.

Hupa du/'win/'teat "it got sick")

nd/da/yAct/t!6 "I bathe;" indefinite: nd/dAct/-

t!6'/t'e "I'll bathe"

na/da/yil/el "we are bathing;" indefinite: nd/-

dtt/el "we'll bathe"

nd/dAcL/nic "I work" (indefinite)

na/dAcl/de "I washed myself" (indefinite)

ya/dAd/yAc "I am ashamed" (indefinite)

ya/da/yit/dja "we are ashamed" (definite)

da/de/Bil/te!i "we are sitting down" (definite)
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ye- (definite tenses), y- (indefinite tenses) meaning unknown:

tdAy/ye/dic/ya "I eat"

ya/q!e8/ya "he eats" (q.'e- is probably misheard
for ye-)

ye/ei/l "you saw him;" indefinite: do/wa/yi/i/-
t'e "you'll see him"

ycQt/lo "he breaks into laughter;" indefinite:

yAt/lo "he laughs"

an/yi/al "come on!"

This ye- , y- should not be confused with second modal y-,

which will be taken up presently. Two first modal prefixes

(f- and 7-) occur in t'/yi/l "he looks around;" that y- is not

second modal here is indicated by parallel definite forms with

ye- (see ye/Qi/l above), further by weak form t'- of first prefix

(definite tenses require t'e)
4

"

1

ne- (definite tenses) ,
n- (indefinite tenses) meaning unknown

(cf. Hupa ne-, n-; Kato ne-, n-; Chipewyan ne-, nil-):

xwAn/ne/QiL/ya "you win" (cf. Kato kun/ne/slL/-

yan "you win")

dA/nAc/t'Ac "I go to bed" (indefinite; cf. Hupa
definite: tcin/nes/ten "he lay")

n/da' "it is, stays" (indefinite; cf. Kato definite:

tc'n/nes/dai "he sat down")

na/nAc/An "I stop him;" na/ni/An "stop him!"

(indefinite)

n/do "it is not" (indefinite; cf. Kato n/do
e

/ye

"there is none")

This ne-, n- is not to be confused with second modal n-, which

occurs only in definite tenses.

SECOND MODAL PREFIXES. These comprise three conso-

nantal elements (6- or s-; y-; and n-) which are used only in

definite tenses and which have reference, as far as any definite

47 Moreover, fe- in definite tenses seems regularly followed by second modal 9-, not

y-. Yet -*- of 71- causes difficulty; see note 69.
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significance is ascertainable at all, to what may be termed range

or span of activity, but not to tense as such. 6- (s- in certain

forms) is durative or continuative in force (cf. first modal

t'e-, which is regularly followed by 6-) ; n- is cessative, marking
the end of an activity or marking an activity which is con-

ceived as the end point of a previous activity (e. g., "to come"

as contrasted with durative "to go"); 7- is the most uncertain,

being apparently inceptive or momentaneous in some cases,

but clearly not so in others. 48
They are, it seems, mutually

exclusive elements. In practice their use seems largely deter-

mined by the prefixes that precede, n- and 7- always begin

their syllable, being completed either by -I- ( < *-ii?-) or by

subjective pronominal or by third modal elements, which are

joined to them by means of -i- or inorganic -A-; 0- (s-) is similarly

joined to following subjective pronominal elements, if one is

present, otherwise it forms part of the preceding syllable.

Examples illustrating 6- (s- before I, z.) are:

fe/Ofc/ya "I go;" t'e8/ya "he goes" (cf. Hupa
te/se/yai "I went away")

nAn/ndO/ya/la "he went around it"

tc.'Ay/je/eic/ya "I eat;" ya/q!ed/ya "he eats"

(contrast Hupa yik/kyu/win/yan "it ate"

with w-)

tele/Bit/t!o "you swim across" (contrast na/da/-

yit/tto "you bathe")

ddB/dd "he is sitting down" (cf. Hupa sit/dai

"he lived")

da/de/Qtt/t6!i "we are sitting down" (cf. Hupa
de/sdL/tse/te "you will stay")

tc!a/6il/se "you (sing.) cry" (contrast Hupa win/-

tcwu "you have cried")

"Goddard somewhat doubtfully assigns inceptive force to its Hupa cognate w-; in

Kato its cognate g- seems clearly inceptive only in certain verbs; while in Chipcwyan
Goddard ascribes continuative value to g-. It would be worth while making a somewhat

extended comparative study of the second modal prefixes of Athabascan, which form one

of the most difficult but at the same time important chapters of its grammar.
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ye/eic/l "I saw him" (cf. Hupa te/suw/in "I am
going to look")

na/eil/sl "you told story" (cf. Hupa na/sei/tcwen
"I made")

t'e/Qi/lal/la "you've been sleeping" (cf. Hupa
nit/te/sil/lal/le "you would go to sleep")

Qicl/t'al "I kicked him" (contrast Hupa ye/tcu/-

wiL/taL "they landed" with w-)

na/yA/Bit/xwi "you vomit"

ye/6A8t/ld "I break into laughter"

iA6/d/la one was (
= La "one" plus 6/'a/la; cf.

Chipewyan de/'a "was there")

q!wAt/daQt/gAc "it lies thrown down on top,

table-cloth" (cf. Hupa wes/kas "it lay")

qlwAt/dasL/nil "it was lying on it"

xwAn/ne/9iL/ya "you win" (cf. Kato kun/ne/-

slL/yan "I win")

Examples illustrating n- are:

nic/ya "I come" (cf. Hupa nei/yai "I came")

nic/dac "I dance" (cf. Kato nuc/dac "I will

dance")

t'e/ni/lat "you drown" (cf. Kato tc'n/nul/lat

"it floated there")

Examples illustrating 7- are:

yi/dac "he dances" (cf. Kato tc'/gun/dac/kwan
"he had danced")

ya/yAcl/gAB "I climb" (cf. Hupa ya/wil/kas

"he threw up")

ya/yi/t!a "it flies" (cf. Hupa na/win/tau "it will

settle down")

nd/da/yAct/t!6 "I bathe"

na/da/yil/el "we are bathing" (cf. Chipewyan

ni/i/gini/uL "take through the water")
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t'e/An/jAc/lAl "I'm sinking in the water" (cf.

Hupa da/na/wil/laL "it was floating there")

JACL/AZ "I've been sneezing"

tc!o/yit/siL/la "he pointed with his finger"

ya/da/yit/dja "we are ashamed"

SUBJECTIVE PRONOMINAL PREFIXES. There are three per-

sons and two numbers (singular and plural), making six persons

in all. The third persons, as we have seen, are indicated either

by the absence of a pronominal element or by deictic prefixes

which come between the adverbial prefixes and the first modal

elements. There thus remain four persons (first person singular

and plural, second person singular and plural) for treatment

here. In the definite tenses the pronominal elements are

appended to the second modal elements, with which they form

a syllable, an inorganic A or i, if necessary, serving to connect

them. In the indefinite tenses the pronominal elements are

appended to whatever element (adverbial prefix, deictic ele-

ment, or first modal prefix in reduced form) happens to precede

them. They never begin their syllable except in the com-

paratively small number of cases in which the verb form, in-

definite in tense, has nothing preceding the pronominal element

or, in the case of the third person, nothing preceding the third

modal prefix or verb-stem. When this happens, the second

person singular and plural and the first person plural stand

at the very beginning of the verb; the first and third persons

singular, however, begin with an inorganic vowel A-.

First Person Singular -c- (cf. Hupa -w-; Kato -c-; Chipe-

wyan -s-) :

t'e/Bic/ya "I go"

BicL/t'dl "I kicked him"

nic/ya "I come"

da/nAc/t'Ac "I go to bed"

t'e/An/jAc/lAl "I am sinking in the water"

7Act/Id "I laugh"
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ya/yAd/gAd "I climb"

t'AcL/dAc "I run"

nac/t!6 "I swim, bathe"

AdIlib "I suck"

ACL/AZ "I sneeze"

In definite tenses with 6- or n- as prefix the inorganic vowel

connecting these elements with -c- is regularly i; this is evi-

dently due to the palatal quality of the -c-. In definite tenses

with 7- as prefix, however, the normal inorganic vowel, A,

is found, due, no doubt, to the velar position of the prefix.

In the indefinite tenses the connecting vowel, if required, is

always A. Where we have nAc- we are dealing with first modal

ne-, reduced to n-, plus -c-, not with second modal n- plus -c-;

contrast definite nic/ya with indefinite dd/nAc/t'Ac.

Before s- sibilants -c- is assimilated to -s-:

dd/As/se "I'm not crying" (<*Ac/se)

Bic- goes back to original *sic- or *SAC-. When -c- came to

stand before a dental consonant (d, t, /), it was assimilated to

-s-, and the inorganic vowel preceding it assumed the form A
;

this *SAS- then regularly became 6A8-:

da/BAB/da "I am sitting"

-ye/BABt/lo "I break into laughter"

na/ya/BABt/xwi "I vomit"

t'e/BAB/lal/la "I've been sleeping"

Before third modal -1-, 6ic- seems to be regularly retained (cf.

Bid/t'al above; Bid/si "I make"). Secondary SAS-, not shifted

to 0A8-, is found, however, before I(L) when this element is

secondarily changed from third modal -/-:

tda/sAsi/se "I cry"

That SASL- here is equivalent to *sAsl-<*sAcl~ is indicated by

tc!a/8il/se "you cry;" contrast 6il/t
l

al "you kicked him,"

eid/t'al "I kicked him."
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It is to be carefully noted that -c- (or its reflexes -s-, -0-)

is in Chasta Costa found in both definite and indefinite tenses.

There is no trace of an element corresponding to the Hupa
.e. (-e-), Kato -1-, Chipewyan -1-, which are found in forms of

definite tenses. It is quite probable that the -c- of the indefinite

forms was extended by analogy.

Second Person Singular i- (cf. Hupa -il-, i. e. -77- ;
Kato

-n-; Chipewyan n-, ne-, or nasalization of vowel:

t'fl/dAc "you run"

t'a/yit/na "you drink"

n&./tc!U/L!o "you write"

na/da/yit/t!o "you bathe"

na/dit/tlo/Ve "you'll bathe"

ya/yil/gAQ "you climb"

ya/dil/yac "you are ashamed"

na/Bil/sl "you made, told"

nd/xwil/ye "you play"

xwil/l "you believe it"

xivAn/ne/OiL/ya "you win"

t'U/xwAd "you cough"

In all these cases the -i- connects a following third modal ele-

ment (-1-, -1-, or -/-) with a preceding prefix. Examples of

-i- beginning its own syllable are:

111Az "you sneeze"

hd/il/l "stop!"

If there is no third modal element, the -i-, lengthened to close

-I-, closes its syllable:

da/ni/t"AC "go to bed!"

t'i/lal "you are sleeping"

da/ei/dd "you are sitting"

yd/yi/tfa "you fly"

dd/i/se "you do not cry"
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This i-, 1-, is only secondarily the second person singular

subjective element. The original element was doubtless -77-

(cf. Hupa), which was reduced to nasalization of preceding

vowels; the inorganic vowel, when nasalized, took on i- timbre

Finally, when nasalization disappeared, the /- timbre alone

remained as the reflex of original -77-. Where, in many indefi-

nite tense forms, the nasalized vowel was other than an inorganic

one, there was nothing left of the -??-:

do/yd/t!a "you won't fly"

nd/xe "you paddle"

nel/l "look at him!" (cf. ned/i "I'm looking at

him")

In such cases the second person singular fell together with the

third, as in do/yd/Ua "he won't fly."

First Person Plural (i}t- (cf. Hupa it/d-, -d-; Kato d-\

Chipewyan -t-, -d-
50

) :

t'it/lal "we are sleeping"

tdAt/t'it/BAl "we wash ourselves"

t'e/nit/lat "we drown"

da/nit/t'Ac "we went to bed"

ye/Bit/I "we saw him"

yd/yit/t!a "we fly"

t'e/An/yit/lAl "we are sinking in the water"

do i'iti'se "we are not crying"

In Hupa and Kato regularly, and in Chipewyan often, the

first person plural subjective pronominal prefix begins its

syllable; in Chasta Costa it regularly ends its syllable, unless

it has to stand at the beginning of the verb form, when it consti-

tutes a syllable by itself (cf. dd/it/se above; do "not" is inde-

pendent adverb rather than prefix).

49
1 is here unaspirated, and is thus etymologically identical with d.

60 In Father Logoff's Montagnais paradigms -id- or -it- often, in fact regularly, appears:

-i- seems, as in Chasta Costa, to be organic.
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If the prefix preceding the pronominal element ends in

a vowel, the -i- disappears:

do/y&t/tla "we won't fly"

This does not mean, however, that this -i- is to be considered

an inorganic vowel, as is the case in Hupa it/d-. If -it- is followed

by third modal -/-, both -t- elements combine into a single -/-,

and all that is left of the pronominal prefix is the -i-:

t'a/yd/eit/na "we drink" (contrast t'd/ydBt/nd

"they drink")

If the third modal element is -I- or -/-, -/- disappears and -l-

is changed to -/-; thus the first person plural of I- verbs and

/- verbs is always formed alike. In Hupa and Kato third modal
-i- regularly becomes -/-, but d- is preserved; hence Hupa
dil-, Kato did-. In Chipewyan, however, as in Chasta Costa,

-I- not only becomes -/-, but -/- disappears. For Chasta Costa

this means that the second person singular and first person

plural of /- verbs is identical, provided, of course, that there

is no deictic prefix of plurality in the latter and that the verb

stem does not change for the plural. Examples of /-verbs are:

da/de/eil/te!i "we are sitting" (cf. Chipewyan de/6il/6'l

"we are sitting")

nd/dil/nic "we work" (cf. nd/dil/nic "you work")

Ml/xwAB "we cough" (cf. fil/xwAB "you cough")

nd/xwil/ye "let us play" (cf. na/xwU/ye "you play")

illAz "we sneeze" (cf. ll/Az "you sneeze")

na/da/yil/el "we are bathing;" nd/dil/el "we'll bathe"

Ida/yd/eil/se "we cry" (cf. tc!a/Btt/se "you cry")

Examples of I- verbs are:

ya/wls ya/dil/rii "we whistle" (cf. third person plural:

ya/dAl/rii)

nA/tdil/Llo "we write" (cf. nd/tc.'il/L/o "you write")
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If, in an indefinite tense form, the pronominal element is pre-

ceded by a prefix ending in a vowel and is, besides, followed by
third modal -I- or -/-, both -i- and -/- have to disappear and

there is nothing left of the pronominal element except, in the

case of I- verbs, the change of -I- to -1-:

nel/l "let us look at him!" (cf. nel/l "look at him!")

tc!a/yel/se, very likely misheard for tc!a/ydl/se "we'll cry"

(cf. definite: tc!a/yd/8ti/se "we cry")

Second Person Plural o- (cf. Hupa 0'-; Katoo'-; Chipewyan

*-):

t'6/lal "ye sleep"

t'e/66/lal "ye have been sleeping"

t'e/nd/lat "ye drown"

ya/j6/t!a "ye fly"

t'e/An/yo/lAt "ye sink in the water"

t'a/jA/eot/nd "ye drink"

d6/o/se "ye are not crying"

No aspiration was heard after o in Chasta Costa. This does

not seem due to faulty perception, as /- verbs keep their -/-

after o-, whereas, under similar circumstances, Hupa, Kato,

and Chipewyan change -/- to -I- (o'-l- becomes ol-). Indeed,

in Chasta Costa I- verbs change their -I- to -/- after second

person plural o-. Examples of o- before /- verbs are:

na/ddl/nic "ye work"

na/da/ydl/8 "ye bathe;" na/dol/el "ye will bathe"

t'ol/xwAd "ye cough"

na/xol/ye/le "ye play" (for -xwol-}

oljAz "ye sneeze"

Examples of -I- becoming -/- after o- are:

ya/dol/nl "ye utter, make a sound" (cf. third person plural

ya/dAl/ni)

ne/xd/ol/l "ye look at him" (cf. ncl/l "you're looking at

him")
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When, in an indefinite tense form, o- is preceded by a prefix

ending in a, a and o contract to long a (which, it would seem,

remains long even in closed syllables) :

do/yA/t!a "ye won't fly" (< *yao'-; cf. third person singular

do/yd/t!a with original yd- ;
and second person singular

do/yd/t!a < *yq- < *wrj)

tda/ydl/se/t'e "ye will cry" (cf. definite: tda/yA/Qol/se

"ye cry;" and contrast tc!a/ydl/se "we'll cry" with

short -a-)

Third Person. As already noted, the third person, apart

from possible deictic prefixes, is marked by the absence of any

pronominal element. If the element preceding the third modal

prefix or the stem consists of a consonant which must begin

its syllable, an inorganic -A- is found between the two; if a

third modal prefix is absent, the syllable preceding the stem

is closed by a consonant borrowed from the first consonant of

the stem. Examples of third persons with -A- before a third

modal prefix are:

ya/dAl/yAc "he is ashamed"

t'Al/dAc "he runs"

nd/xwAl/ye "he plays"

yd/jAl/gA0 "he climbs"

yd/wls dAl/rii "he whistles"

t'd/jAt/na "he drinks"

Examples of third persons with -A- followed by an inorganic

consonant are:

dd/nAt/t'Ac "he went to bed" (-t- is not third modal; cf.

second person singular dd/ni/t'Ac)

t'e/An/yAl/lAl "he is sinking in the water" (-/- is not third

modal; cf. second person singular t'e/An/

First modal n-, reduced from ne-, however, has in several cases

been found without following inorganic vowel and consonant.
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In such cases it closes the preceding syllable, which may even
belong to another word. Examples are:

dd/dAt 'An/tie "not-anywhere there-is" (cf. Kato qn/t'e
"it is;" Hupa un/te "there is")

tdn/dd"wDSi" (really la n/do "one is-lacking"); nd/xAn/do
"eight" (reduced from nd/xi n/do "two are-lacking")
(cf. Kato n/do*/bun "it will not be," but also nut/do'
"all gone")

cic/mAnen/dd' (
= ci c/mAne n/da') "I my-house is" (cf.

Chipewyan ne/da "she sat")

If the verb form consists, properly speaking, of the stem alone,
without prefix of any kind, an inorganic A- completed by a
consonant that depends for its form on the first consonant of

the stem is prefixed for the third person :

As/se/fe "he must cry" (<*se/t'e; cf. do/As/se "I'm not

crying" <*Ac/se)

do/wa/Al/le' "he will become" (<*le; do/wa is adverb
not influencing form of verb proper. That -/- is here

no third modal element is shown by forms like Hupa
o/le "let him become")

This A- at the beginning of a third personal form appears also

when the verb begins with a third modal element :

AljAz "he sneezes"

In this respect Chasta Costa differs from Kato, which need

have nothing preceding the stem; with As/se compare Kato
tee" "he cried."

In the third person of definite tenses with second modal

7- or n- prefix this element is followed by -I, in case there is no,

third modal prefix present. This goes back, without doubt,

to nasalized -*'- or -A-, in turn reduced from original -ii\- (or

AII-). This nasal element, characteristic of definite third

personal forms (except such as have 6-, Athabascan s-, as second
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modal prefix) is found also in Hupa (-in-), Kato (-MM-), and

Chipewyan (--, -in-). Examples are:

t'e/ni/lat "he drowns" (cf. Kato tc'n/niil/lat "it floated

there," nul- assimilated from nun-; t'e/ni/lat also

"you drown") ,

yi/dac "he dances" (cf. Kato tc'/gun/dac/kwan "he had

danced")

ya/yi/t!a "it flies" (cf. Hupa na/win/tau "it will settle

down;" ya/yi/t!a also "it flies")

di'/s'at' "it pains" (dl<-<*di-n-, contracted61 from *de/-

yiri-; cf. Hupa du/win/teat "it got sick")

Rather hard to understand is:

t'e/An/yAl/lAl "he is sinking in the water"

One would have expected -yi-, not -yAl- (as seen above, -/-

is not third modal, but inorganic). Is yA- reduced from first

modal ye-, this form being indefinite in tense?

In Hupa this -in- does not seem to be found before third

modal prefixes; in Chipewyan -n- (-in-} may, however, occur

before -I- and, as inferred from Father Legoff's Montagnais

paradigms, also -/-. As for Chasta Costa, what examples are

available on this point show that -i- does not occur before -/-

(e. g. ya/yAl/gAd "he climbs"). For I- verbs I have no safe

example. Before -/- it seems that -i- is present in some cases,

not in others:

tdo/yit/siL/la "he pointed with his finger"

but, without -i-:

na/da/yAt/t!o "he is bathing"

On the whole, it seems possible that Athabascan -At]- (or

-An-) was originally a more freely movable element than it has

" Parallel in form to Hupa verbs belonging to Class I, Conjugation 1 D, in which

prefixed first modal d- or deictic kyl- contracts with -117, w- (Athabascan -y-) being lost.

See Goddard, op. cit., p. 113.
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become in e. g. Hupa, being required by certain verbs in their

definite tenses, but not by others. This is suggested also by
Father Legoff's Montagnais paradigms.

THIRD MODAL PREFIXES. There are three of these: -1-,

-/-, and -t-; they always complete a syllable immediately before

the stem. -I- is characteristic of many verbs which are either

transitive or, at any rate, imply activity directed outward;
in some cases, however, this significance is not obvious. As
we have seen, this -I- becomes -/- in the first and second persons

plural. Examples of -l-(-L-) are:

Ofd/t'al "I kicked him"

t6!A6/d(l cAl na/Qil/sl "story to-me you-told, made"

necl/l "I'm looking at him"

ndi/de "he washes (something)"

nal/Lib "he writes"

idAlIII6 "he sucks"

yu/wls dAi/ni "he whistles;" yd/tins dAcl/rii "I whistle" 52

xwAn/ne/Bii/ya "you win"

If nothing precedes this element, it seems (unlike -/-) to begin

its word without preceding inorganic A-:

do/wa/l/Pdt/nAl "they will be broken" (do/wa is merely

proclitic)

i/t'i "he is important"

Verbs in -/- are regularly intransitive; they denote states

of mind or bodily activities that may be thought of as self-

contained, not directed outwards. A reflexive meaning is

sometimes apparent. After first person subjective -c- (--)

it always appears as -t-. Hence the first person singular, the

first person plural, and the second person plural of -I- verbs

and /- verbs are always alike (but contrast eid-<*sAcl- with

sAsl<*sAcl-). As -/-, when standing after s, becomes -I- also

in the third person, the second person singular alone remains

M This verb is irregular, inasmuch as -I- does not occur in the second person singular:

yu/wts di/ni "you whistle."
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as an infallible criterion of whether a verb belongs to the l-

class or /- class. Examples of -/- are:

ya/dAl/yAc "he is ashamed"

xwAcL/l "I believe;" xwil/i/ha "do you expect?"

t'Al/dAc "he runs"

ya/yAl/gA6 "he climbs"

nA/dAl/de "he washed himself"

All'Az "he sneezes"

t'Al/xwA6 "he coughs"

na/xAt/da/yAl/el "they are bathing"

na/xwAl/ye "he plays"

nd/dAl/nic "he works"

tc!dsL/se "he cries;" tc.'a/dtt/se "you cry"

tc.'dcL/se/t'e "I'll cry;" tc!dl/se/t'e "you'll cry"

h6/yACL/l "I stop, cease;" h6/il/l "stop!"

Verbs in -t- are also intransitive. Examples are:

t'a/yit/na "you drink"

ye/ydt/ne/la "he bit (it)"

tdo/yit/siL/la "he pointed with his finger"

q!wAt/datit/gAc "it lies thrown down on top,

table-cloth"

7Act/ 10 "I laugh" (-t/lo may, however, represent

original Athabascan -did "to laugh")

ya/da/ylt/dja "we are ashamed"

There may be a passive significance in :

q!wAt/tc!At/dja "whereon it is eaten, table"

With iterative na-:

na/yA/6A6t/xwl "I vomit"

VERB STEMS. The stems that have been determined for

Chasta Costa are:

-'d,-'a "to have position, to be" (cf. Hupa -ai, -a; Kato

-<ai
l

, -'a'): O/'a/la "(one table) was"
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-'AC "to bring" (cf. Hupa -an, -un, -auw "to transport
round objects"; Kato - (

qn,
- l

qc): yAn/na/'Ac "he

will bring it"

-'AH "to bring to a halt, stop" (perhaps another form of

preceding stem): na/ni/An "stop him!"

-AZ "to sneeze": ACL/AZ "I sneeze"

-at "to come" (cf. Chipewyan -'as, -'02,
- fais "to travel,

used of two persons only"?) an/yi/'al "come on!"

-el, -el "to bathe (plur. subject)" (cf. Chipewyan -el, -ei,

-UL "to move on the surface of water"): na/da/yil/el

"we are bathing"
-i "to see, look at" (cf. Hupa -en, -in; Kato -'m' "to

look"): ye/Qic/l "I saw him"

-I "to stop, cease" (cf. Hupa -en, -in "to do, to act, to deport

one's self"?): h6/yACL/l "I stop (laughing)"

-I "to believe, 'expect": xwAcL/l "I believe"

-ya, -yAc, -yic "to go, come" (cf. Hupa -yai, -ya, -yauw;

Kato -yai, -ya, -yac): t'e/Oic/ya "I go;" t'Ac/yAc/t'e

"I must go"

-ya "to eat" (cf. Hupa -yan, -yun, -yauw; Kato -yan
1

-yll
1

}:

tdAy/ye/eic/ya "I eat;" q!wAt/tcUt/dja(<-t/ya)

"whereon one eats, table"

-ya "to win" (cf. Kato -yan, "Kato Texts," p. 146, 1. 13;

not listed in "Elements of the Kato Language"):

xwAn/ne/QiL/ya "you win"

-yan "to upset" (cf. Kato -yan "to clear off"?): do/wd/An/-

nd/yan/nAl "he will upset them"

-ya, -yAc "to be ashamed" (cf. Kato -yan "to be ashamed"):

ya/dAl/yAc "he is ashamed;" ya/da/yit/dja (<-t/yd)

"we are ashamed"

-ye "to play" (cf. Hupa -ye "to dance"): na/xwAl/ye "he

plays"
-lal "to sleep" (cf. Hupa -lal, -lai; Kato -lal, -Iqi): t'e8/-

lal/la "he's been sleeping"

-lAl "to sink in water;" -lat "to drown" (cf. Hupa -lat,
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-la "to float"): t'e/An/yAc/lAl "I am sinking;" /'</-

nic/lat "I drown"
-le "to become" (cf. Hupa -len, -tin, -hi, -le; Kato -lin*,

-le): do/wa/Al/le' "it will become"
-lee "to wager, bet": ne/td&c/lec "I'll bet you"
-lee "to smoke": mAl/t'e/tdAt/ts/Al/lec "wherewith it is

smoked"
-Id "to laugh, smile" (cf. Chipewyan -did, -dlok'): yit/lo

"laugh!"
-Lid "to write" (cf. Hupa -Lon, -Lo, -Low, -Loi "to make

baskets, to twine in basket-making;" Kato -Loi,

-Lo, -Lon): nat/L/6 "he writes"

-na "to drink" (cf. Hupa -nan, -nun; Kato -nqn): t'd/-

yAct/nd "I drink"

-na "to lie" (cf. Kato ndL/tin/na
l "were left"?): qlwAt/

dasL/na "it was lying on it"

-ne "to bite, seize with one's teeth": ye/ydt/ne/la "he
bit it"

-nl, -n "to make a sound, to say" (cf. Hupa -ne, -n "to

speak, to make a sound;" Kato -nl, -ne, -n, -nee, -nlL):

yti/wis dAl/nl "he whistles;" A/dJAn "he says"
-nic "to work": nd/dAl/nic "he works" (cf. Montagnais

-ni "exprime 1'action des mains" 53

-BAl "to wash oneself (plur. subject)" (cf. Hupa -sel, -seL

"to be or to become warm;" Kato -sll "to steam,"

-sul, -SUL "to be warm"): tc/At/t'it/OAl "we wash
ourselves"

-6el "to throw": ya/yi/6el "you threw"

-se "to cry" (cf. Hupa -tcivu, -tcwe "to cry, to weep;" Kato

-tcec, -tee'}: tcldsL/se "he cries"

-si "to cause" (cf. Hupa -tcwen, -tcwin, -tcwe "to make, to

arrange, to cause;" Kato -tcin, -tcl, -tclL): ndcl/sl
"I cause"

sil "to point with one's finger": tc!o/yit/siL/la "he pointed
with his finger"

"Father L. Legoff, "Grammaire de la Langue Montagnaise," p. 139.
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-da', -da "to sit, stay" (cf. Hupa -dai, -da; Kato -da, -dai):

da/6i/da "you are sitting"

-dAc "to run" (cf. Hupa -dal, -daL, -dauw "to pass along,

to go, to come;" Kato -dac "to travel"): t'Al/dAc

"he runs"

-dac "to dance" (cf. Kato -dac "to dance"): ni/dac "you
dance"

-de "to wash (sing, subject)" (cf. Kato -dec, -de'}: na/-

dAl/de "he washed himself"

-t'di "to kick" (cf. Hupa -taL, -tul, -tuL, -tal "to step, to

kick;" Kato -tal
f

, -tq,L): 6id/t'al "I kicked him"

-t'Ac "to lie down, go to bed" (cf. Hupa -ten, -tin, -tuw "to

lie down;" Kato -tin, -tuc): da/nAc/t'Ac "I go to bed"

-t'at "to break, go to pieces" (cf. Chipewyan -taL, -tul "to

break"): dd/wa/l/t'dt/nAt "they will be broken"

-t'e "to want" (cf. Hupa -te "to look for, to search after"?):

dd/ucL/t'e "I do not want;" de/ucL/t'e "what I want"

-t'l "to be, make valuable" (cf. Carrier til/thi, "thou makest

him valuable, treatest him as important"): l/t'i

jAn/na/'a "he brags"

-t!a "to fly" (cf. Hupa -tau; Kato -t'ac, -t'a'): do/ydc/t!a

"I won't fly"

-tie "to be of (that) sort" (cf. Hupa -te; Kato -t'e): d6/dAt

'An/tie "there is not anywhere (one like him)"

-t!o "to swim, bathe (sing, subject)": nac/tlo "I swim,

bathe"

-116 "to suck" (cf. Kato -t'ot): tclAl/tlo "he sucks"

-te!i "to sit (plur. subject)" (cf. Hupa '-to; Chipewyan

-e'i): da/de/eil/ te.'i "we are sitting"

-ts'at "to hurt, pain (intr.)" (cf. Hupa -teat, -tea "to be

sick, to become ill"): di'/s'at' "(my eyes) hurt"

-ya "to go about, live" (cf. Hupa -wai, -wa "to go, to go

about;" Kato -go, -got) : na/ya "he goes about, lives"

-xe "to paddle" (cf. Hupa -xen, -xuw "to float, used only

of plural objects;" Kato -ke
1 "to bathe (plural only);"
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Chipewyan -kl "to paddle a canoe, to travel by canoe") :

nac/xe "I paddle"
-xwA6 "to cough" (cf. Kato kos "cough," as noun; Carrier

xwces): t'Al/xwA0 "he coughs"
-xivi "to vomit" (cf. Carrier khu "vomiting," as noun):

na/y&/8ABt/xwi "I vomit"

-gA6 "to climb" (cf. Hupa ~kas "to throw"): ya/yAl/gAd
"he climbs"

-gAc "to throw"? (cf. Hupa -kas "to throw"): qtwAt/doBt/-

gAc "it lies thrown down on top, table-cloth"

It will be observed that several verb stems are restricted

in their use as regards number of subject (or object). This

trait is characteristic of Athabascan, as also of other American

linguistic stocks.

DEFINITE AND INDEFINITE TENSES. My material on

Chasta Costa is not full enough to enable me to give a satis-

factory idea of its tense-mode system. It is clear, however,
that absolute time (present, past, future) is quite subordinate

to whether activities are thought of as taking place at some
definite time (generally present or past) or are more indefinite

as to time occurrence. Indefinite forms are apt to be used

for general statements that apply irrespective of any particular

time, for future acts, for negative (particularly negative future)

acts, and regularly for imperative and prohibitive forms. The
contrast between definite and indefinite present forms comes

out in:

definite: nd/da/jAct/t!6 "I bathe" (i. e. am now engaged
in bathing)

indefinite: cAi/q.'we na/dAct/t!o "I'm used to bathing"

(here bathing is not restricted as to time)
f definite: tc!a/sAsL/se "I cry"

[indefinite: t'wi/dAn As/se "I always cry"
definite: yeBt/lo "he breaks into laughter" (i. e. laughs

at one particular point of time)
indefinite: ydt/lo "he laughs"
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[definite: xAt/t'e/lal/la "they have been sleeping" (may
be said of them at moment of waking up)

[indefinite: xAt/t'Al/lal "they sleep"

Futures, as we shall see, are explicitly rendered by suffixing

-t'e to present (generally indefinite) forms; but simple indefinite

forms, particularly with adverbs pointing to future time, may
often be used as futures in contrast to definite present forms.

Examples are:

J
definite: na/da/yil/el "we are bathing"
.indefinite: na/dil/el "we'll bathe"

definite td/Ad/da cAl na/Qll/sl "story to-me you-told"
indefinite: xiin/de t6.fAd/dd nAl ndd/sl "tomorrow story

to-you I -tell"

definite: n/ye/Bic/l "I saw you"
indefinite: XAL/tsH/dAn do/wan/jAc/l "this-evening I'll-

see-you"

j
definite: t'e/Bic/ya "I go"

{indefinite: xun/de t'ac/yAc "tomorrow I'll-go"

Negative presents or futures are regularly expressed by pre-

fixing do "not" to indefinite forms; when more explicitly future,

-t'e is suffixed to them. Examples of indefinite forms preceded

by do are:

[definite: tdac ya/yi/t!a "bird is-flying"

1 indefinite: do/yd/t!a "he won't fly"

definite: na/yA/OAdt/xwt "I vomit"

indefinite: dd/na/jAct/xwl "I do not vomit"

definite: tcIa/sAsL/se "I cry;" tcla/9tt/se "you cry"

indefinite: dd/As/se "I'm not crying;" dd/l/se "you're not

crying"
definite: ye/Qic/l "I saw him;" c/ye/Bi/l "you saw me"

indefinite: dd/yAc/l "I didn't see him;" do/ld/c/yl/i

"you didn't see me"

definite: t'e/Bfc/ya "I go;" t'eO/ya "he goes"

indefinite: do/t'Ac/yic "I'll not go;" do/t'Ac "he won't

go" *t'A/yAc)
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Imperatives are simply second person subjective indefinite

forms. Examples are:

yt/i "see him!" c/yt/i "see me!"

nel/l "look at him!" (identical with indefinite present:

nel/l "you're looking at him"); ne/cil/l "look at me!"

nd/ni/An "stop him!"

Prohibitives are simply imperative forms preceded by la:

ia/ji/l "don't see him!"

First person plural indefinite forms may have hortatory signifi-

cance :

na/xwtt/ye "let us play!"

As regards form, definite tenses are primarily distinguished

from indefinite tenses by the presence of second modal prefixes

in the former, often also by the appearance of the first modal

prefixes in a fuller form than in the latter; the presence of

-I- or -i- in certain third person definite forms may also be

recalled. It seems, further, that certain adverbial prefixes

which have a short vowel (even though in an open syllable)

in definite forms lengthen it in corresponding indefinite forms:

definite: nd/da/yAct/t!6 "I bathe;" na/da/yit/t!o "you
bathe;" na/da/yAt/t!o "he's bathing"

indefinite: na/dAct/t!6'/t'e "I'll bathe;" na/dit/t!o/t'e "you'll

bathe;" na/dAt/tlo/t'e "he'll bathe"

definite: na/da/yil/ei "we are bathing;" na/da/yol/et

"ye are bathing;" na/xAt/da/yAl/d "they are bathing"
indefinite: na/dil/et "we'll bathe;" na/ddl/d "ye will

bathe;" na/xAt/dAl/el "they'll bathe"

'definite: tda/yd/dil/se "we cry;" tda/yd/Bol/se "ye cry"

\ indefinite: tc/a/ydl/se "we'll cry;" tda/y&l/se/t'e "ye will

cry"

These changes of quantity, however, are doubtless only second-

arily connected with change of tense, as indicated, e. g., by
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tc!a- in definite singular forms: tc!d/sAsL/se "I cry;" tcta/-

eil/se/ha "do you cry?" It is very likely that we are dealing
here primarily with considerations of syllabic and quantitative

rhythm or balance. 54

In Hupa Goddard has exhaustively shown that verb stems
often assume different forms for different tenses and modes.
This is very likely also true to a considerable extent of Chasta

Costa, but I have but little material bearing on this point.
A quantitative change is found in:

/definite -el: na/da/ytt/el "we are bathing"
I indefinite -el: na/dil/el "we'll bathe"

-c characterizes indefinite forms in:

definite -ya: fe/6ic/ya "I go;" fe/et/ya "you go"
indefinite -yAc: t'Ac/yAc/t'e "I must go;" t'l/yAc/t'e "you

must go"

negative indefinite -yic: do/t'Ac/yic "I'll not go;" ld/t'l/-

yic "don't go!"

f definite -ya: ya/da/yit/dja(<-t/ya) "we are ashamed"

[
indefinite -yAc: ya/dAd/yAc "I am ashamed"

PRONOMINAL OBJECTS. Pronominal objects are regularly

prefixed to the verb. They come before deictic and first modal

elements, but after adverbial prefixes. Thus, while not as

thoroughly immersed in the verb form as the subjective pro-

nominal elements, they cannot well be considered apart from

it. The third person singular object is not designated. In

form the objective elements are, on the whole, identical with

the possessive pronominal prefixes of the noun. They are:

Singular 1. c- Plural 1. no-

2. n-, ne- 2. no-

3. 3. xo-

61 Hardly stress accent as such. I cannot help feeling that such rhythmic phenomena
will turn out to be of fundamental importance for Athabascan generally.
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11He them" or "they them" is expressed by means of xl-.

c- and -, when standing at the beginning of a verb form, take

no inorganic A- before them (contrast subjective AC-).

The definite forms of yeQ/l "he saw him" with combined

pronominal subject and object are:

With first person singular object:

Sing. 2. c/ye/Ot/i "you saw Plural 2. c/ye/do/I
me"

3. c/yed/i 3. c/xA/yeB/i

With second person singular object:

Sing. 1. n/ye/eic/l "I saw Plural 1. n/ye/dit/i

you"
3. n/yeQ/l 3. n/xA/ye9/i

With first person plural object:

Sing. 2. no/ye/Q6/l "you saw Plural 2. no/ye/do/i
us"

3. no/yeQ/i 3. nd/XA/yed/l

For no/ye/06/l "you saw us" one would have expected *no/-

ye/dl/i. It seems that "ye saw us" has been extended in its

usage to embrace also "you (sing.) saw us." It may indeed

be that my data on this point rest on a misunderstanding, but

there seems to be something analogous in Hupa. "You (sing.)

are picking us up" would be expected in Hupa to be *yun/no/-

hil/luw (hil- assimilated from hin-). Instead of this form,

however, Goddard lists yun/no/hol/luw, which is not identical

with but seems, as regards its second o- vowel, to have been

influenced by yun/no/ho/luw "ye are picking us up."
55

With second person plural object:

Sing. 1. no/ye/Qic/i "I saw Plural 1. no/ye/9it/l

you (pi.)"

3. no/yeB/l/ln 3. no/xA/yeQ/l/la

"Goddard, op. cit., p. 186.
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With third person singular object:

Sing. 1. ye/elc/l "I saw him" Plural 1. ye/6ti/l
2. ye/Bl/i 2. ye/96/I
3. yed/i 3. xi/yeO/i

With third person plural object:

Sing. 1. xo/ye/eic/l "I saw Plural 1. xo/ye/dit/i (heard
them" also as xo/we-)

2. ye/eo/l 2. xo/ye/Bo/l
3. xi/dA/yeO/i, 3. xl/yed/i/la

Here again, one would have expected *xo/ye/6i/i for "you
(sing.) saw them." As it is, "you (pi.) saw him" seems to be

used also for "you (sing.) saw them," both forms being logically

parallel in that both involve a second person third person

relation, only one of the two persons, however, being plural.

Objective forms of indefinite tenses of this verb are:

With first person singular object:

do/wa/c/yi/i'/t'e "you'll see me"

do/lA/c/yl/l "you didn't see me"

c/yi/l "see me!"

c/ya/V/t'e "he'll see me"

With second person singular object:

do/wa/n/yAc/l "I'll see you"

With third person singular object:

do/wa/yAc/l "I'll see him"

do/yAc/I "I didn't see him"

do/yAc/l/t'e "I won't see him"

do/wa/yi/i/t'e "you'll see him"

yt/l "see him!"

la/yi/l "don't see him!"

Objective forms of indefinite tenses of ne-l-l "to look at" are:

With first person singular object:

ne/cil/l "look at me!"

ne/cAl/l "he looks at me"
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With third person singular object:

necl/l "I'm looking at him"

do/ned/l "I'm not looking at him"

nel/l "you're looking at him;" "look at him!"

nel/l "let's look at him!"

ne/x6/6l/l "you (plur.) look at him"

This last form may, likely enough, have been mistranslated

for "you (plur.) look at them" (cf. xo/ye/Bo/l above).
Other forms with first person singular object are:

cAsl/sl "he lets me, causes me to"

cAsl/t'dl "he kicked me"

With second person singular object:

ne/tc!uc/lec "I'll bet you"

PASSIVES. As in Hupa, pronominal subjects of passive
verbs are objective in form. From ne-l-'l are formed:

nes/ts/Al/l "I am seen" ne/n6/ts.'Al/i "we are seen"

nen/ts/Al/i "you are seen" ne/nd/ts/At/l "ye are seen"

ne'/ts!Al/l "he is seen" ne/xd/ts/Al/l "they are seen"

ts/Al-, which appears in these forms, probably contains third

modal -I- preceded by deictic tsl- implying indefiniteness of

logical subject: "man sieht mich." Apparently connected

with this ts.fAl- is tslAl- in:

mAl/ eItclAtIts!Al/,lec "wherewith it is smoked, smoking
utensils"

VERBAL SUFFIXES. A number of enclitic elements of tem-

poral or modal significance are found rather loosely suffixed

to verb forms. These, so far as illustrated in our material, are:

-t'e future particle (cf . Hupa -te, -teL
; Kato -teL, -te/le) :

ACL/Az/t'e "I shall sneeze"

t'Ac/ldl/t'e "I shall sleep"

na/dAct/ttd'/t'e "I shall bathe"

necl/t/t'e "I'll look at him"

do/yAc/l/t'e "I won't see him"
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na/dAcL/nic/fe "I shall work"

do/nd/dACL/nic/t'e "I shall not work"

tc!dcL/se/t'e "I shall cry"

do/As/se/t'e "I'll not cry"

tcIAl/se/fe "you will cry"

-t'e seems to imply obligation to some extent, as well as simple

futurity, as is shown by its translation as "must" in some
cases :

As/se/t'e "he must cry"

t'Ac/yAc/fe "I must go"

t'l/yAc/t'e "you must go"

All forms with suffixed -t'e, it will be noticed, are indefinite;

none has been found that is definite.

-nAl seems to be used for future acts:

do/wd/An/nd/yan/nAl "he will upset them"

do/wa/'IIfat/nAl "they will be broken, go to

pieces"

-ha, -hd interrogative:

nd/x-wil/ye/ha "are you playing?"

t'e/66/lal/ha "have ye been sleeping?"

nd/ye/66/i/ha "did you see us?"

nd/i/ha "did you look at him?"

tcla/Ott/se/ha "did you cry?"

dd/o/se/ha "are ye not crying?"

AS/se/t'e/ha "will he cry?"

tcta/yAl/se/fe/ha "will ye cry?"

t'd/yit/nd/hd "do you drink?"

ha seems to both precede and follow in:

ha/xwil/i/ha "do you expect?"

-/a"probably inferential (cf. Hupa -xo/lan, -xd/lun):

t'e/eAd/lal/la "I've been sleeping" (said on wak-

ing up)

Lde/d/la "there was one (table)"

txAs/xe/la "(evidently) rich"
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Probably also in:

doIwiIla "of course"

-la seems also to be used of simple narrative in past time, with

very weak, if any, inferential force :

tc!o/yit/siL/la "he pointed with his finger,"

ye/jdt/ne/la "he bit it"

nAn/ndQ/ya/la "he went around it"

no/jed/l/la "he saw you (plur.)" (cf. no/yed/l "he saw us")

no/xA/yed/i/la "they saw you (plur.)" (cf. no/xA/yed/l

"they saw us")

xi/yed/l/la "they saw them" (cf. xl/yeQ/l "they saw him")

I do not know whether the contrasts in person and number
found in the last three pairs of forms are real or only apparent.

-le of unknown significance

na/xol/ye/le "you (plur.) play"

SYNTACTIC COMBINATION OF VERBS. Two verb forms some-

times combine syntactically, one depending on the other. The
second verb is subordinate to the first in:

dd/ucL/t'e nd/xwACL/ye "I-do-not-want I-play," i. e. "I

don't want to play"

hd/^ACL/l yAct/lo "I-stop I-laugh," i. e. "I stop laughing"

hd/il/l yit/lo "stop laugh!" i. e. "stop laughing!"

ha/xwil/i/ha jAn/na/Ac "do-you-expect he-will bring?"

It seems that sometimes the first verb, which is then a third

personal form, acts as a sort of complementary infinitive to

the second:

yd/yi/t!a did/si "he-flies I-make-him," i. e. "I let him

fly"

ya/yi/t/a cAsl/sl "he-flies he makes-me," i. e. "he lets me

fly"

l/t'i jAn/na/'d "he-is-important he-has-for(P)," i. e. "he

brags about him"



TEXT: THE GOOD DOG. 56

1/t'f" yAn/na/'a58

Make important he has
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s/tslAn/na/'Ac
67

al/dAC/n!/dAn.
63 do t'w:/de

69 La a/djAn.
to me he brings when I tell him." "Not everything," one says.

H/t!i/nl
70 mAn/me/q !e

71

t'/yl/I.
72 xat q!wAt/tc!At/dja

73

Dog-owner around in house he looked around. Then table

La0/a/la
74 mAn/me76

one there was in house.

hi q IwAt/dasL/na78

that was lying thereon,
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txAs/xe/la
8 '

d6/at/t!i.
82

q!wAt/tc!At/dja xa s/ts !An/na/Ac
He was rich bachelor. "Table quickly he'll bring to me,"

djAn/la83
H/t!i/ni. do/LAn 84

xwACL/i85
djAn/la dd/at/t !i/nt.

said dog-owner. "Not much I believe it," said bachelor.

ne/tc!uc/lec.
86 c6u

/dji.
87

an/yf/aL
88

djAn/la H'/tli/ni tc!o/yit-
"I'llbetyou." "All right!" "Corne here!" said dog-owner, he pointed

/siL/la
89

li q!wAt/tc!at/dja lat/dAn90
nAn/na0/ya/la

91

with his finger. Dog table once he went around.

xat ye/yat/ne/la
92 maa

/dAn. 93 & djAn/la d6/at/t!i/ni
Then he bit it at edge. "Don't!" said bachelor,

t'wi/de do/wa/na/yan/nAl. 94 do/w!/la95
djAn/laq!wAt/tc!At/dja

"everything he will upset." "Of course," he said, "table

81
txAs/xe, adjective stem "rich;" perhaps related to WAs/xe "good." -la, verb

suffix of probably inferential value.
82

do, negative, at = all "wife." -til, noun suffix denoting "one who has." "One
who has no wife," i. e., "bachelor."

83
dJAti, as in note 64. -la, verb suffix.

M
do, negative. LAH, adverb "much."

86
xw-, adverbial prefix, -c-, first person singular subjective pronominal element.

-L-, third modal prefix; from -/-, because of preceding -c- (cf. note 98). -, verb stem.

Indefinite present, negative adverb preceding.
86

ne-, second person singular objective pronominal element, tctii-, adverbial prefix;

very likely really compound of deictic element tcl- (indicating lack of specified object,

namely wager) and modal 5-, u- denoting future imperative, -c-, as in note 85. -lee,

verb stem. Indefinite present, because of future or slight hortatory meaning: "let me
bet with you!" Cf. Chipewyan tus/be "let me swim."

" With co"-, cf. Hupa -hwon "good;" Kato -con "to be good."
88

an-, adverbial prefix. 7-, first modal prefix. -1-, second person subjective pro-

nominal element. -OL, verb stem. Indefinite tense, used as imperative.
89

tcto-, adverbial prefix; perhaps compound of deictic element let- (object pointed

out is not specified) and first modal 0- of unknown significance, 7-, second modal prefix.

-'-, connecting element between second and third modal elements, characteristic of third

person of definite tenses with 7-. -/-, third modal prefix. -siL, verb stem, -la, verb

suffix. Definite past; marks point in narrative.

90 Numeral adverb of la "one." -dAn, postposition.
" HAH- and na-, adverbial prefixes. -8-, second modal prefix, -yd, verb stem, -la,

verb suffix. Definite past; refers to definite point of time in narrative.

92
ye-, adverbial prefix. 70-, second adverbial prefix. -/-, third modal prefix, -ne,

verb stem, -la, verb suffix. According to this analysis, this verb is indefinite in tense,

which is difficult to understand. More plausibly, fat- may be considered as misheard

for yAt-; 7- second modal prefix. In that case, it is definite past.

93 ma -, noun stem "edge." -dAn, postposition.
94
do/wa, proclitic adverb indicating futurity, probably not with absolute certainty.

na-, adverbial prefix, -yan, verb stem. -nAl, verb suffix. Indefinite in tense, because

future in meaning.
96 Adverb containing inferential -la.
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do/wa/An/na/yan/nA}"
6

t'wi/de do/wa/l/t'at/nAl
97 0Ak/gwe

he will upset, everything will go to pieces, in fragments

s/ts !An/na/Ac. ha/xwil/!/ha
98

AL/tca/yt
99

yAn/na/Ac'
00

he will bring to me. Do you expect big thing he will bring here

la/me/q!e/ca.
101 WAS/XC H. na/nf/An 10' na/n!/An djAn/la

all in one time? Good dog." "Stop him, stop him!" said

d6/at/t!i/ni. d6/da/q!e
103 na/nAc/An 104

djAn/la M/t!i/ni
bachelor. "Unable I stop him," said dog-owner,

t'wi yAn/na/AC/t'e
105 xwAn/ne/0iL/ya 106

djAn/la d6/at/t!i/ni.
"all he will bring here." "You win," said bachelor

96 As in note 94, except that another adverbial prefix, An-, is present.
97 do/wa and -nAl, as in note 94. 1-, third modal prefix, -fat, verb stem.
98

fta, interrogative adverb, xw-, adverbial prefix, -i-, second person singular sub-

jective pronominal element. -/-, third modal prefix. -I, verb, stem, -ha, interrogative

suffix. Indefinite present in tense.
99

A-, of unknown significance. L-, prefix common to several adjectives, -tca/yl,

adjective stem "big."m yAn- and no-, adverbial prefixes. -AC, verb stem. Indefinite tense, because point-

ing to future time.
101

la, numeral stem "one." -me/qle, compound postposition, -ca, found also with

la alone: la"/ca "one."
102

na-, adverbial prefix, n-, first modal prefix. -1-, second person singular subjective

pronominal element. -An, verb stem. Imperative mode.
103 Adverb containing negative do-. Perhaps -q!e is postposition (cf. -me/qle).
104

no-, n-, and -An, as in note 102. -c-, first person singular subjective pronominal
element. Indefinite in tense, because of preceding negative adverb.

106 As in note 100. -fe, future suffix; here used because idea of futurity is more explicit.

1M XWAH-, adverbial prefix, ne-, first modal prefix. 6-, second modal prefix, -i-,

second person singular subjective pronominal element. -L-, third modal prefix, -ya,

verb stem. Definite present in tense.



APPENDIX.

A few Galice Creek words were obtained from Mrs. Punzie,

a few Applegate Creek words from Rogue River Jack. These

two Athabascan dialects are probably practically identical.

s indicates something acoustically midway between s and c;

r (tongue-tip trilled) and / occur as reflexes of Athabascan n;

nasalization (indicated by ') seems to occur, k' and k'w are

found as contrasted with Chasta Costa x and xw.

GALICE CREEK.

ya'/k'ds "seeds (sp.?);" said to be called bdnax or bfyyu

in Chinook Jargon

tc/a/ba/d/k'wa's "brush used for medicinal purposes (sp.?)"

Llo'/d&i "tar-weed" (cf. Chasta Costa Llo*/de\ Hupa
Lo/daitc}

yel/yat/ts!ai/yt "sunflower" (cf. Chasta Costa tdAl/yat/tslt)

gt{s "camass" (cf. Chasta Costa god; Hupa kos "bulbs")

d&l/si "pine" (cf. Chasta Costa dAl/si; Kato dul/tclk)

Id /L/i "pine-nut" (cf. Chasta Costa nd/L/e)

de/res "manzanita" (cf. Chasta Costa dA/nAc; Hupa
din/nuw; Kato tun/nuc]

md'/tsU "cat-tail" (cf. Chasta Costa mAt/tdi)

sds/da' "oak" (cf. Chasta Costa cAc/dd')

l/dd/ge "acorn" (perhaps misunderstood; cf. Kato L/taG

"black oaks")

APPLEGATE CREEK.

k'4'/tc'u "goose" (cf. Chasta Costa xa'/tc'u; Kato ^a')

dAc/tc'u "grouse" (cf. Chasta Costa dAc/tc'u; Kato dAc/-

tco)

(339)
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dAc/Ve'/tc'u "bob-white, quail"

k!ai'/dic/tca/ive "ruffed grouse, pheasant"

k'dn/ta/tc'u "pigeon" (cf. Kato kwl/ymf)

do/s'An/ts!a/ya "screech-owl"

siItele/Us "kingfisher"

tc!A/ke/di "red-headed woodpecker"

tcd'/wdc/tc(!}e "sandhill crane" (cf. Chasta Costa sa'/wAs/-

ts!e)
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